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EDITORIAL PREFACE

The writers of this series of volumes on the variant forms

of rdigious life in India are governed in their work by two
impelling motives.

I. They endeavour to work in the sincere and sympathetic

spirit of science. They desire to understand the perplcxingly

involved developments of thought and life in India and dis-

passionately to estimate their value. Tliey recognize the

futility of any such attempt to understand and evaluate, unless

it is grounded in a thorough historical study of the phenomena
investigated. In recognizing this fact they do no more than

share what is common ground among all modern students of

religion of any repute. But they also believe that it is neces-

sary to set the practical side of each system in living relation

to the beliefs and the literature, and that, in this regard, the

close and direct contact which they have each had with Indian

religious life ought to prove a source of valuable light. For,

until a clear under-standing has been gained of the practical

influence exerted t/ the habits of worship, by the practice of

the ascetic, devotional, or occult discipline, by the social

organization and by the family system, the real impact of the

faith upon the life of the individual and the commup'ty cannot

be estimated
; and, without the advantage of extended personal

intercourse, a trustworthy account of the religious experience
of a community can scarcely be achieved by even the most
careful student

II. They seek to set each form of Indian religion by the
side of Christianity in such a way that the relationship may
stand out clear. Jesus Christ has become to them the light of
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their seeing, and they believe Him destined to be the hght

of the world. They are persuaded that sooner or later the
age-long quest of the Indian spirit for rehgious truth and
power will find in Him at once its goal and a nrw starting-
pomt and they will be content if the preparation .f this series
contHbutcs in the smallest degree to hasten this consumma-
lon. If tuere be readers to whom this motive is unwelcome,
they may be reminded ti.at no man approaches the study of
a religion without religious convictions, either positive or

IhTiT' 'T 'm'
""''' '^"^

^ ^''' ^'^^^^'-«'
'^ '« better

that the.e should be explicitly stated at the outset. Mor -
over, even a complete lack of sympathy with the motive here
acknowledged need not diminish a reader's interest in following
an honest and careful attempt to bring the religions of India
into comparison with the religion which to-day is their only
possible rival, and to which they largely owe their present
noticeable and significant revival.

It is possible that to ome minds there may seem to be
a measure of ipcompatibility between these two motives The
writers, however, feel otherwise. For them the second motive
reinforces the Hrst

:
for they have found that he who would

lead others into a new faith must first of all understand the
faith that is theirs already-understand it, moreo er, sympa-
thetically, with a mind quick to note not its weaknesses alone
but that in it which has enabled it to survive and has given it
Its power over the hearts of those who profess it

The duty of the Editors of the series is limited to seeing
that the volumes are in general harmony with the principles
here described. Each writer is alone responsib'^ for the
opmions expressed in his volume, whether in regard to Indian
religions or to Christianity.
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FOREWORD
This book has been written from an overwhelming sense of

personal need. On every occasion when I have tried to think
my way through the history of any on- of the chief Hindu
sects or philosophies, or to realize the origin and growth of some
doctrine or discipline, I have found my way barred, because
the religious literature is so imperfectly known. Numberless
friends have expressed in conversation and correspondence the
same feeling of helplessness. Tn order to deal with any one of
these subjects it would be necessary for the student to under-
take first of all a long and difficult investigation into the
sources.

The Vedic literature has been studied with the utmost care
by a company of brilliant scholars ; certain sections of the
philosophical literature have been critically examined; the
classical Sanskrit literature is well known ; and portions of
the literature of Buddhism and of Jainism have been carefully
described

;
but on the mass of the books produced by Hindu

sects and on great sections of Buddhist and Jain literature
very little labour has yet been expended ; while no attempt
has ever been made to deal with the religious history as an
undivided whole which must be seen as one long process
of development before the meaning of the constituent sects
or religions can be fully understood.

Consequently, the question arose whether it would not be
possible to write a sketch of the whole religious literature
of India. I was under no illusions as to the magnitude and
the difficulty of the undertaking; and I was very painfully
conscious of the slenderness of my own linguistic preparation
for the task. On the other hand, I believed that, from the
point of view of the study of religions, what was wanted was



^ FOREWORD
not so much fresh critical study of individual books as a clearcomprehensible survey of the literature so far as crU ca
inquiry, translation., and the publication of texts have"Tde
udvT; " '' f'

^*"'^"* "'^^^ ^^ ^•'^^ 'o begin thstudy of any part of it with intelligence, and to find his waywuhout senous difficulty to all the existing literature, mJer'as well as ancent, which deals with the section of the field inwhich he is interested.

J.'J'I
'^"'''

u^'*'
'^^' '° ^""^ t°g*^ther all that isalready known about Hindu. Buddhist, and Jain literature

and exhrh-f >
'' ^'''' ''"'"'' ''' '""^ -°^-" vernaculars

extre^elv u
• ''

•

°"' '•'*°"'^' develo. .nent. would be

in a 11 rT •" '"^- ^'' '^''' '^^•^•°"« ^'^ •"°'"ents

each other throughout their history. Vernacular religious

as°teirmr 'T \''f ^^^ '' *^^ ^^^^^ °^ ^^e Tectas the r more formal Sanskrit manuals are. For a fullunderstanding of the history, the whole must be envisagedas one great movement.
envisaged

I was also conscious that during the last twenty yearsa very large number of elements in the religious and meraryhistory have been illuminated by fresh discoveries. A gooddeal of work has been done on the vernacular literatures and

lla ned ournll''' ""T'"'
'^"'""^ ''' ^""^^ '" "^^es inlearned ournals, in prefaces to texts, in catalogues, in articles

yet found their way into any text-book of the literature or ofthe religions For example, the problem of the date of thephilosophical Sutras has quite recently been brought muchnearer solution, and the result is a general clarifying oTthe
perspective m one of the most important periods. Numeroulbooks, articles, and stray observations have shed welcome ra^of light on these systems and their history. Professor Keith^sVedic works contain masses of historical and chronological
observations referring to the .hole of Vedic and sub-Vedfc

• »
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hterature. Professor Hopkins's book, The Great Epic ofIndia
throws a flood of light on the rdi^ious changes of the timewhen the epics were gradually being formed. The serried
phalanx of details exhibited in Gu^rinofs splendid thesaurus
has never been worked up into a history of Jain literature.
Numerous works describe or throw light on sections of the
hterature of Buddhism; yet no one has reduced them to a
single ordered narrative. H. P. Sastrl's catalogues of Nepalese
manuscnpts V.dyabhushana's volume on mediaeval logic.
Bhandarkars work on the sects, and Schrader's volume on
the Vaishnava Samhitas, each contain notable contributions
to religious and literary history. Finally, translations from
various Indian tongues have in recent years brought many of
the more interesting texts within reach of the student of
rehgions.

Another consideration which helped me to get over the
feeling that it was extremely rash to undertake such a book was
the tact that I have had personal religious intercourse withmembers of most of the modern sects which come under
review, and that, in the ordinary course of my work. I am
able to meet Indian scholars and in conversation to receive
from them detailed information not otherwise obtainable

Careful students are well aware that, if the religious history
of India IS to be understood, each of the leading sects of the
three religions must be described by itself. Yet, if each is
dea t with in isolation, where will the general movement make
Itself felt, and how .shall we perceive the rise of changescommon to all the sects? Clearly the unity of the history

''^AATf' ^""^ ^•''^*^ """^t b^ '^g^'-ded as broken
and diversified, on the one hand, by numerous religious com-
rnunities which, so to speak, lie parallel to each other, and, on
the other, by successive waves of change each of which has
swept over all the communities in existence at the time of its
appearance, and has modified each in some degree. How
then, were these two forms of variation to be exhibited in a con-
tinuous narrative ? I have attempted to divide the milleniums
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covered by the growth of the literature into periods correspond-
ing as nearly as possible to the great waves of change in belief

and practice, and within cacli period to group the books, as far

as possible, according to the religion, the sect, and the sub-sect
to which they severally belong.

The result of this method of procedure is to throw the
broad changes marked by the periods into bold relief and
to indicate clearly which sects were active within each period

;

but it has this disadvantage that, in the case of every sect

which has been prominent through severa' ;-eriods, the history

is cut up into as many pieces. But this disadvantage is more
apparent than real ; for the student who wishes to deal with
a single community will probably find it a rewarding piece
of work to study first the whole history throughout a number
of periods, and then to re-read consecutively the portions which
deal with the particular community.
The reason why the investigation ends with the eighteenth

century is this, that from that point Western influence began
to act on the Indian mind, and the new forces thereby rclecised

are still only in process of being revealed ; so that it is not yet
possibl to write an account of them in any way comparable
with the other chapters of the book. In my Modern Religious
Movements in India an attempt has been made to sketch the
religious organizations which have made their appearance since
the dawn of the new day. »

In preparing the book I have tried to make the narrative

readable, if possible, despite the great compression which is

necessary, if the subject is to be set forth within the compass
of a single volume. I have, therefore, mentioned in the text
only volumes of outstanding importance, and have relegated
all the rest of the detail involved to the Bibliography. Thus
the advanced student had better use the two parts of the
book together. The narrative is meant to give an outline
of the history and to exhibit the position and influence of the
chief masses of the literature and of the leading thinkers and
writers, while the Bibliography is meant to supply lists of all
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the more important religious works, of the best critical books
and articles written on these in modern times and of all

available translations. For two reasons I decided not to give
particulars about editions in the original tongues: these arc
so numerous that it would take much space to catalogue them,
and it is clear that, from the point of view of the average
student of religions, books in the original languages are
almost useless.

The text of each chapter is divided up by means of
headings, so as to exhibit the sectarian relationships, and
is then further subdivided into short sections, consecutively
numbered, to facilitate reference. In the main part of the
Bibliography the books of each sect or school are arranged as
far as possible in historical order, and consecutively numbered,
the dates and the numbers being printed in emphasized type,
so that the chronology may stand out clear and the numbers
may readily catch the eye.

It may be well also to point out the unavoidable 1: .litations

of the work. First of all, the whole of the secular literature
is dropped out of sight. Secondly, since our aim is the study
of the religions, the emphasis falls throughout on the religious
rather than on the literary aspects of the books. Thirdly, our
attention is restricted to the literature as the chief source of
knowledge of the religions, and no attempt is made to deal,

• except in the most incidental way, with other sources, epigraphy,
archaeology, art, and what not. Again, while the nature of
the task makes it necessary to say a great deal about the
religions, the work is not a history of the religions but a
sketch of the religious literature. It may also be well to
warn readers that large elements of Indian religion scarcely
appear in our pages at all. Those cults which have produced
no literature are necessarily outside our survev.

I owe a great deal of the most reliable information in the
book to the assistance of friends. The subject is so vast and
involves so much accurate knowledge that it was clear from the
outset that I should have to rely largely on the help of others.
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I owe the greatest debt of all to a number of Indian scholarswho have most generously given me of their very best subjom a hst of my chief helpers with the subjects on whicl thev"have given me information

:

^^^^

Mahamahopadhyaya Vindhyesvarl Prasad of the SanskritL.brary, Benares: The Vedanta and the Smartas.
'

Dr' LaT T< "^'^f

'.^"^'^^bad: The Karma Mimamsa.iJr. Laddu, tfte Sanskrit College Benarr^s- T»,« vtu-
and early Marathi literature.

* ^^" Bhagavatas

The Rev. Francis Kingsbury. United Theological ColleireBangalore: Tamil literature and the history oVL Si
to lahiff'^'r^TL"'

''•^^°" ""''' '""^ ^rl-Vaishnavas.

P^fBhfj'^-fT'^'^^^' ^"' ^°°"^-= '""^ Vallabhacharyas

the SiTstt
''""''•^ ^°^^^"'^' ^^^^- ^•^•> H-^'y ••

Dr" M^^fshn
"

-^1f-"'
''^^"^ • ''"' ''''' ^-- literature.

logtl^uesS.^^'"^^'^^^^'
^^""'"' ^'-^ ^'--^ chrono-

J..
Justice J. L. Jain, Indore. the Digambara Jain Secondary

Tvlr. P. P. Subramanya Sistrl/ Balliol College OxfnrH •Appaya Dikshita, and Sakta worship among SmiSsSo many Missionaries have been of service to rne tht. T .not attempt to mention them all.
'^^* ^ "'"^'

The late Dr. K. S. Macdonald of the United Free -h u

ChaiS^n;!' 'S'p'S""'"'
"' ^»*»™?,™, o« of .ha companion. J,
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in oixlcr to help him in the study. The MS. material whichhe left most obl.gmgly placed at my service by Mrs. Macdonald
has helped me considerably with the later history of the Sakta
sect .n Bengal. These MSS. may be found on p. .«o

lc"Mir''' ''-' '-'''-' - ^^-"^'"^ *<' ^^^

} of!J r^ '^m''
^'''' '"^ "^^ '"'"^ '^' '^^^ K<^^- J- J- Johnson

I

of the Church Missionary .Society, Benares, who passed suddenly
f

away shortly after my visit to him in December, loi 7. It will be

I

^hmg of a consolation for my heavy loss if I bear testimony
. here to h^ worth. He was thoroughly well known all over Indiaamong Hnulu scholars and ascetics for his beautiful Sanskrit

hjm Pand.t Johnson. How often did the three of us meet-
,

Mr. Johnson, h.s loved and trusted friend, Mahamahopadhyaya
Vmdhyesvarl Prasad, a scholar of rare judgement who has beenalready mentioned, and myself. We met so because of n,y

our procedure was always the same. I asked my questions
•n Enghsh, and Mr. Johnson expressed them in SanskrU

,

I was then usually able to follow the Sastri's Sanskrit replies"

Now that he .s gone Benares can never again be the same to me.

» ho^ and' h r /' ^""'' ^"^'P*^"'' °' Udaipur-charming
I host and beloved nnss.onary-I owe the settlement of thedate and htstory of Mlra Bal, the Rajput princess whose

I' '.cs of passionate devotion for Krishna have won her endur-«ng fame.
«^'tuur

Rev. A. Robertson, have given me most generous help towardthe interpretation of the religion and the poetry of the MarlSsamts and the elucidation of Manbhau problems
'

To all others, whether Indians or Missionaries, who haveanswered my questions orally or by letter, or who have ledme to fresh sources of information. I wish to express myunfeigned gratitude and thanks.
^
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My teacher, Prof. A. A. MacdoncU of Oxford, read the first

and second chapters of the bock in manuscript, and made many
valuable suggestions. For the assistance of his ripe Vedic
scholarship I am deeply grateful. Prof. A. Bcrriedale Keith
of Edinburgh read the whole manuscript, and sent me a large

number of critical notes which have saved me from blunders,

from dangerous statements, and from reliance on weak evidence,

and have suggested numerous fresh points of view. For such
help no thanks can make an adequate return.

But while I owe much precious information and help to

these scholars, Indian and European, they must not be held
responsible for any statement in the te.xt ; for I have not
accepted all their conclusions. The final histo- ical judgement
in every case is my own. It is therefore quite possible that
my suggestions as to what the history behind the evidence
is in any particular case may seem to them quite unjustifiable.

This is above all likely to happen in the case of the sects.

Dr. Berriedale Keith is certainly of opinion that I have
been a good deal too optimistic in attempting to assign in-

dividual Puranas, Tantras, and Upanishads to the chronological
periods adopted in the book. I have, however, in each case

indicated that the ascription is tentative and at best only
probable; and it has sccni' J wise even to run the risk of
beinrr discovered in error, in the hope that the tentative

hi^.ory may stimulate further investigation.

Letters indicating errors or omissions or fresh points of
view will be very warmly welcomed.

To Dr. James Morison, Librarian of the Indian Institute,

Oxford, who has faithfully earned out the long toilsome task
of revising the proofs, I wish to offer my sincere gratitude.

II Frenchav Road, Oxford.
December, 1919.
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CHAPTER I

THE EARLY VEDIC RELIGION: x to;/.

§ I. The investigations of the past century have shown
clearly that the people who conquered India and created the
Hindu religion and civilization belonged to that ancient race,
now usually called Indo-European, from which sprang the
Teutonic, Celtic, Slavonic, Italic, Hellenic, Armenian, Persian,
and other peoples. This kinship is visible in the speech of
the invaders,! in numerous details of their culture,^ and also
in their religion.^* From a comparison of the beliefs and
practices of these many nations it is possible to form some
idea of the religion of the parent Indo-European race. The
basis of the religion was an animistic belief in a very large
number of petty gods, each of which had a special function

;

but the people had already advanced to the conception of
a few glorious heavenly gods (Sanskrit deva, Latin dens, &c.),
each a representative of one of the greater aspects of nature.
Sky, thunder, sun, moon, fire, wind, and water were the chief
of this new group of great gods. They were worshipped with
sacrifice, accompanied with potent formulae and prayer, the
offerings being either laid out on grass for the gods to eat or
wafted to them on the fire and smoke of the altar. Ancestors
were also worshipped as powerful beings who from the other
world watched over their descendants. There was thus
already some sort of belief in immortality. Magic was highly
regarded and much used. The family was patriarchal in

' Max Mijller, Lectures on the Science of LanziKun-
= Max MuUer, Biographies of Words. * •<>

•

^xl ^^'fi'fi^'i.rr"-
''^'^'"' Religion', ERE.; Hillebrandt, RL. i-io-

Bloomfield, A F. 99-149. , *-. 1
ju,

',^' *^?»i^irr?
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character
;

marriage was universal ; and sons were ardently
desired.

$ 2. We cannot tell where the home of this ancient race was,
nor at what times and places the great historical peoples hived
off from it

; but we can trace with certainty the invaders of
India, in that statue of their life which immediately preceded
the invasion.' A people, partly nomadic, partly agricultural,
lived for a considerable time somewhere in Central Asia,
perhaps just to the north of the Hindu Kush. Finally they
separated into two groups, perhaps by a process of migration
so slow as to leave them unconscious that they had fallen
apart, the one moving through Afghanistan into India, the
other spreading over the wide territory which bears their
racial name, Iran. This word is simply a variant form of
Aryan, the name used by their brothers, the invaders of India.
We may therefore speak of the period before the separation as
the time of Indo- Iranian unity.

There is sufficient evidence available to enable us to form
a clearer picture of this period than of the far earlier Indo-
European period. Most of our knowledge arises from a com-
parison of the Veda, the earliest Indian literature, with the
earliest literature of the Iranian peoples, viz. the Avcs/a, the
sacred book of the Zoroastrians of ancient Persia. A careful
comparative study of the two reveals the fact that the Indo-
Iranian people had advanced beyond the early Indo-European
faith. The religion centres in the heavenly gods and the
animistic divinities are far less prominent. There can be little

doubt that among the gods reverenced were Varuna, Mitra.
Soma, Aryaman, Indra, the Asvins (i.e. the Dioskouroi), and
two semi-divine figures, Vivasvant and Yama. All occur in
both literatures except Varuna, Indra, and the Asvins. These
are not definitely vouched for by the Avesta,'' but they are
named in an inscription found by Winckler at Boghaz Keui in

av%\
^^'^^ °" '^^" ^^'^'''^ //w/^O' "/ the Indo-Iranians, lihandarkar

•Yet Indra and Nasatya (i.e. the Asvins) occur as demons in themythology oi the Avesta.

-m^^r^^m^'^f^smmm^^
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Asia Minor and believed to date from 1400 H.c. ;' and there
are so many points of resemblance between Ahura Mazdah,
the God of Zoroaster, and the Varuna of the Kij^'eda that one is

almost driven to believe the two to be identical in origin.' There
were three forms of sacrifice in use among the early people,
the shedding of oblations of grain and milk on the sacred fire',

the setting forth of basins of an intoxicating beverage (Sansk.
.wwrt, Avestan, fiaoma) for the gods to drink, and the sacrifice
of animals. Soma had already been deified, and the priests
had begun to sing hymns as an accompaniment to the ritual
with which it was offered. The presence in the Avesta of
a considerable number of ritual terms and designations of
priests, which are exact equivalents of technical words and
phrases found in the Vcdas,'' proves that the basis of the
liturgy and the ritual of the Vedicand the Zoroastrian religions
had already taken shape. One most remarkable conception,
the idea of law physical and moral as a fixed divine ordor, was
formed at a very early date. It is already found in Persian
proper names at a very early date, possibly 1600 H.c, in the
form arta, and it appears in the Rigveda as rita, and in the
Avcsla in the form asha.

T"ie time when the people fell into two parts is unknown.
Some scholars would give it an extremely early date, while
others assign it to the middle of the second millenium is.c.

§ 3. Hindus wrote no formal history at any period ; for the
early centuries there are no archaeological remains that throw
any light on the course of events ; nor is any definite informa-
tion provided by nations outside India ; so that the religious
and epic literfiture forms the only sources of information
available. Yet, though it is impo.ssiblc to write the history, it

is possible to learn much about the religion of that early time
from these ancient books.

•ri!
'^ "^"*'°"* ^^'"a, Varuna, Indra, X.isatya (i.e. the Asvins) as gods.

1 hus the high antiquity of Vanina is assured.
"^ Moulton, EZ. 61 ; Bloomfierd, RV. 132 ff.

' Hillebrandt, KL. 11 ; Haug, AB. I. 61.

B 3
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In this chapter wc deal with the development of the religion

from the moment when the tribes entered India down to

the time when the doctrine of transmigration and karma
arose, and wc divide the whole period into three sections,

in order to exhibit more clearly the growth of ideas and insti-

tutions.

i. Rik, I-IX.

§ 4. The Kigvetia, the earliest literature of India, is a large

collection of hymns connected in various ways with the sacri-

fices, the domestic ceremonies, and the religious speculation

of the time. These hymns were composed by the invading
Aryan tribes, at last severed from their brothers who were
destined to produce Zoroaster and make Persia famous.
When the earliest hymns were composed, they were settled in

the territories forming the basin of the upper Indus and its

tributaries
; but thereafter they gradually spread farther eaiit.

But the invading Aryans, tall in stature and of fair com-
plexion, did not form the main populatloi. Scattered about
among them and around them and over the plains of North
India were innumerable tribes of short, dark people with whom
they were frequently at war, and whom they called Dasyus
and Dasas. The hymns of the Rigvda give no indication

that the Aryan tribes thought of themselves as being strangers

in India or as being in any way related with another people
away to the west. They seem to regard themselves as belong-
ing tt the soil on which they live. On the other hand, they
zre certainly very conscious of the differences between them-
selves and the Dasas, and they regard their hostility towards
them as not only natural but inevitable. These two races

represent the chief elements in the ethnology of India to this

day, and from them and the mutual influence they have
exercised on each other have come, in the main, the civiliza-

tion and the religion of India. In the study of the evolution
of the religion of India we shall constantly be tempted to give
our undivided attention to the Aryan race and community

;

'^i.-^^-iM^'^f^^wj.M«}; '" i^>xi*^-:*Y-
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but to neglect the large part piaycd throughout the history by
the aborigines is to Tail to grasp facts of great significance.

$ 5. In the following sentences we combine the few fragments
of inform.'.tion given in the hymns about the dark tribes.

They arc said to have a black skin, and the difference in

colour (viVHa) between them and the fair Aryans is frequently

referred to. They are called anas, which probably means
'noieless', i.e. snub-nosed. Thoy were arranged in clans;

they had considerable wealth ; and they built forts for them-
selves, frcq'jently on hills ; but there is no reason to think

hat ii; civi'izatlon they were at all comparable with the

Aryans. The differences between them and the Aryans on
which the hymns lay most stress are religious. The following

epithets are applied to them: 'not sacrificing', 'devoid of

rites', 'addicted to strange vows', 'god-hating', ' wthout
devot'on

' ; and they arc prooably the people referred to r.s

sisna-dcvah, 'those whose god is a phallus'. As many of

these people were captured by the Aryans in war and reduced
to slavery, the word dasa came to bear the meaning of slave '.

§ 6. The picture which the 'lymns enable us to form of the

Aryans shows us an early but not a primitive people ; for they
had made considerable progress in material civilization Yet
they were still a simple race ; for they had neither coinage

nor writing, and had little idea of number or measure.

Their trade existed only as barter, the cow being the unit

of exchange. They lived in wooden houses and built small

forts on hills, to which they retired when hard pressed

in war.

There was no caste among the Aryan tribes at this time.

We certainly find a triple division of the people—warriors,
priests, and commons ; but there was no hard-and-fast law
prohibiting intermarriage and commanding each son to follow

his father's occupation. Yet the aristocratic warriors and
priests stood out very distinctly from the common people, and
it is only of the aristocracy that we have anything like adequate
information. Though in race, religion, and language the Aryan

n-tiv^i^i^isaiavKRi iU^>^y::^i:^-)\ \\k
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tribes were one. they had not reached the idea c.f forming
hen.»elves mu. a nation

; n„r had they a .^vereign <,r a war-
icadcr. r.ach tribe was independent and had it. chief, who
presided over his jH^opIc in peace and led the.n in war. War
led occasionally to a coalition of tribes.

Their literature shows that this people had a stiikinLj genius
forlanguage. Alone among all the languages of Indo-l-luropean
speech heir tongue, with the cultured literary language known
as. banskrit which grew out of it. retail., each element in easily
rccog„.^Hble form. It ha., thus proved of very signal service
t«) the science of philology.

J 7. The AVivA,, which is not only the first monument ofhe ndian geniu.s but the earliest literature produced within

hymns with eleven e.xira uncanonical pieces) distributed in
ten books Perhaps we shall find our way into the signifi-
canceof the collection most readily if we attempt to -sketch
the way m which it seems to have come into existence.

period, the exhilarating drink made from the soma-plant
bad been deified, that a special ritua- in which this divine
drink was offered to the gods was in use. and that the singing
of a hymn was an integral part of the ritual. This is the
historical tap-root of the /ii^vcda. The invaders of India
carried these customs with them, and continued the com-
position of hymns for the Soma-ritual in their new country
Since the hymn was sung, the priest who sang the hymn was
called the Singer, TV/^j/,/. n^t poetry and the hynm would
not be restricted to a single use. Hence a custom arose,
probably after the Aryans had entered India, that the leading
pnest, the Sacrificer, //oiri, who was responsible for offerings
made in the fire and for animal-sacrifice, should recite, in
honour of the god he was woishipi^ing, a poem or hymn of
p.aise, A/.//. Then, as the ritual increased in detail an
assistant was appointed to undertake the manual acti of
.sacrificing (adAvara). He was therefore called AMvaryu
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and the recitation of praises became the llotfi's chief duty.'

Although the ritual was now divided into three strands, there

were no distinct orders of priests corresponding to these
divisions. Kach officiant was merely called Hotri, Udgdtri,
or Aiihvaryu, for the time Ixiny, acconling to the duty he
undertook at the siicrifice.''

$ H. Men believed that the sacrifices were mighty to influence
the gods and bring down gifts from them. Therefore every
chieftain and noble among the Aryans was eager to secure
the help of a skilled priest, and was glad to pay him hand-
somely for services which brought victory and wealth from
the gods. Hence we find existing among the people a
number of priestly families of high .standing and influence.

The priest taught his .sons the precious secret lore which
enabled him by conducting s;irr:fices in the right way to win
the favour of the gods for his patrons. It was in these priestly

families that the composition of hymns to the gods w^s
l)ractised. Kach priest did his utmost to produce as beautiful

a hymn as possible, in order to please and move the divinity

for whom the sacrifice was held. Then the priest taught his

sons the best hynms he had composed ; so that in each
family there arose a body of hymns which were greatly
trcafUf ' and wcro orally transmitted from father to son,

along witn the directions for the work of the allar.

Naturally, the priestly families competed for the patronage
of the greatest chieftains and the wealthiest nobles, and in the
struggle found the quality of their hymns a matter of vital

importance. We must therefore picture to ourselxes a time
of eager poetic cnuilation, during which metres, stanzas, and
refrains were gradually perfected and polished. A very
dignified and expressive literary dialect was thus gradually
evolved. This dialect is closely related, it is true, to the

common vernacular, yet it employs stately words and phrases

> Haug, Ali. 1. 17.

' Miiir, OST. V. 350, with a reference to a passage in Yask.-»; Hille-
brand t, A'/.. 13.
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w.uch would rfsc to the lips only in moments of exaltation.

Thus he I "r "'"'"°^^" ^"^ '^^'-^'^'^ -^haismsThus there arose the first literary dialect of India. As timewent o the ,n uence of the priests tended to increase. T e

vr ten r .^ "°" ^""'"^ ^^^"••^"y' ^ymns were

Th ite "t
.;""" !'^'"^^^' -"'—•-. and sacrifices,rhe literature thus tended to become more artificial. Thehymn prepared for a special sacrifice, and written so as to

fit .mo .ts ch.ef mcidents or features, would be more appro^pnate but probably less inspired than a hymn arisingXm
a spontaneous outburst of religious feeling
Kow the father taught his sons the family heritage of

technical lore and hymns we do not know. Each experienced

ZVt^t ^°"'"^^^' ^ '''' ^' rudimentary rhTot
rallv al ll '"^ -^ "^phews. in which he [aught them

family.'
''"""' '""^ ^'''''^'^ '"'^ ^'''•d'^'°"^' '" the

^9. The Ri^veda^- preserves seven groups of hyn-ns whichbelonged to as many families. Each of these bears the nameof a patnarch.3 and to him in each case most of the hym„s^'the am, y collection are ascribed. As authors of hymn the e

^ narchs are called AW. seers. The names of the eponym^.sh,s of the seven families ar. : Gntsamada, VisvLitraVamadeva Atri, Bharadvaja, Vasishtha, Kanva. The. e wereother fam.hcs which possessed hymns, but, clearly, theseeven were the most famous of all. It seems certL tlutthese ^amily collections grew up gradually and that manysmgers contributed to each collection
; fof each fam ly v2as ,t were a distinct school of poetry.

^
But a moment came when, by some means or other thehymn-collecfons belonging to the six families nan.ed firs

' SeciPF. VII. 103.

3 IZl^^ ^'"'^^l"
°^

l^^
^'^' ««e Macdonell, 40 ff

the „?nS ISlaT c^c^u^'s^iflt°VS'f"''^''^ ^°f '

^'^•'•^—
name of the seer or of the fa^i',"y Kiel L'^'iTspot^n^a'?"'

'' '"^
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above were all taught together in a single school. Each
collection was still kept distinct ; but the collections were
taught in order, the one after the other, to the same pupils,
instead of being each retained and handed down in a single
family. There was thus formed the body of poetry nov.- -. .-

tamed in Books II-VII of the Rigvcda. How this un. .alion
was effected we do not know. The emergence of - v-ry
powerful chieftain, determined at all costs to have the ^ ,r.|c
of the best poetry at the command of his own chief priest
would account for it

; and as the Brahmanic culture first took
definite shape in the holy land of Kurukshetra, the land of
the Kurus, the modern Sirhind, one is tempted to think that
It was some vigorous Kuru prince who commanded that the
hymns of the six families should all be taught together; but
there is no distinct evidence.

When brought together in the school, the six collections
seem to have been taught in ascending order, each succeeding
collection containing more hymns than its predecessor : but
later interpolations, by increasing the number of the hymns
irregularly, have somewhat disturbed the arrangement. The
hymns in each of the six collections are in the main arranged
according to a common method. They are distributed in
groups according to the gods they are addressed to, and
within each of these groups they are arranged in descending
order according to the number of stanzas each contains.

§ 10. Later, a large number of hymns disposed in nine
groups was introduced into the school. Each group was
believed to be the work of one poet « or '"amily, all the nine
being quite distinct from the six already mentioned. These
.;ymns were given the first place in the whole body of
hterature belonging to the school, be-'ng taught before the
SIX original collections. They now form the latter half of
Book I of the Rigveda, beginning with the fifty-first hymn.
Ihe whole collection now amounted to lb + II-VIL

' "^j^^ "/»'"« are Savya, Nodhas, Parasara, Gotama, Kutsa Kakshiv-.nParuchchhepa, Dfrghatamas, Agastya. '
'*^'"*^'»'V''"'
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Still later two further additions were made to the hymn
material of the school. As these two collections each contain
a large number of hymns from the last of the seven famous
families mentioned above,' the family of Kanva, and have
also a number of common features, it is likely that they had
a common origin, and were introduced to the great school at
the same time. One group was prefixed to the old material,
the other affixed. So that the body of sacred poetry now
stood thus : la + lb + II-VII + VIII.
Then the ninth book came into existence. It consists

exclusively of Soma hymns dedicated to Soma Pavamana,
' clearly-flowing Soma '. Hymns which belonged to each of
the seven great families represented in Hooks II-VIII are
gathered tor -'.er here. This collecti<,n is thus a sort of
preliminary Sd;,iavc-da. Though collected later than the
hymns of Hooks I-Vill, the hymns of Book IX are perhaps
as early as any in the whole collection.

It is probable that by this time the whole body of hymns
of praise (ric/uis), regarded by the priests as precious know-
ledge wei/a), was called Rigvcda.
We now attempt to understand in outline the religion

reflected in Books I-IX of the Rik.

§ II. The following are the names of most of the noticeable
gods of the Aryans, disposed as the people were accustomed
to anangethein, in three categories, according as their function
was exercised upon earth, in the region of the air, or in the
heaven of light

:

LiKvcr gods: Agni, Soma.
Middle gods: India, Maruts, Rudra, Parjan\'a, Vayu, the

Ribhus.

Upper gods: Vishnu, Surya, Savitn, Pilshan, the Asvins,
Ushas, Aditi and her three sons, Varuna, Mitra, Aryaman!

But these three lists are not exhaustive. Several other divinities
are named

;
waters, rivers, and mountains are recognized as

divine; and tools and implements, especially the sacrificial

'§9.

k
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implements, receive adoration and are expected to hear and
answer prayer.

Indra is the most prominent god in the Ri^icda ; for more
than one-fourth of the hymns arc dedicated to him. He is

primarily the regent of the sky. Young and strong, brilliant

as the sun, ruddy and golden, he comes riding in his far-

shining car to the sacrifice, cats the flesh of b .is and buffaloes,

drinks vast quantities of soma, and listens to the hymns
recited and chanted in his honour. These stimulate his vital

energies and rouse him to his utmost courage. He then assails

with .hunderbolt and lightning-flash the malevolent demons
who keep the rain locked up and swiftly defeats t'lem. The
cloud-castles are stormed, and the waters, set free, rush down
in fierce torrents on the earth. Naturally this heavenly
warrior became the national god of the Aryan invaders. He
is praised as the monarch of heaven and earth, the controller

of the destinies of men, and the friend and helper of those
who offer him sacrifice.

Agni and Soma, who come next after Indra in prominence
in the Rigvcda, are also nature-divinities, the one Fire, the
other the intoxicating drink made from the soma-plant ; but
they both owe their great position to their connf- with
the ritual. The two chief forms of sacrificing the
offering of milk, butter, grain, and flesh in the altar ,., and
the setting out of great bowls of soma on the sacred grass for

the gods to drink. Since through the fire the offerings are
presented to the gods, Agni is the great priest of the gods.
Soma lives in the divine plant of that name which is the drink
of the gods in heaven, and which, transplanted to cartl

exhilarates man and delights all the gods at the sacrifices.

Both gods are spoken of as doing the work of creator and
upholder of the universe. The hynms of the ninth book were
sung at the sacrifices in honour of Soma.
Varuna is the noblest figure in Wxc Rigvcda. He is con-

nected with the day-sky, the night-sky, and the waters. But
he has lofty cosmical functions as well. He upholds heaven
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and earth, and he is the supporter of all beings. He wields
all the powers of rita, i.e. divine law, both physical and
moral

;
therefore his ordinances are fixed and can never be

shaken. All natural things arc subject to them, and he
watches to see whether men obey his lofty laws. He rewards
the righteous, punishes the wrongdoer (frequently with
dropsy), and releases the sinner from his sin when he comes
with prayer and oblation. He is the wise guardian of
immortality.

But the most significant trait in his character is this, that he
is always righteous. We have already seen that Varuna is the
Vedic counterpart of Ahura Mazdah of the religion of Zoro-
aster. He must have been a god of distinctly ethical characterm the period before the Indo-Iranian people fell apart, and in
his prominence in the Rigveda and in the lofty attributes
which he wears we must sec evidence of an Indian development
parallel to Zoroaster's selection of Mazdah to be the one god
of his high ethical monotheism. It begins to look as if the
tw-o movements may have been roughly contemporaneous; for
scholars are more and more inclined to assign to Zoroaster
a date about loco «.c. rather than the traditional date of
600 li.c.i But Varuna failed to reach supremacy

; the warrior
Indra became the leading divinity of the Rigveda ; and India
failed to develop an ethical theism.
The religion of the Rigveda is probably the most interest-

mg polytheism reflected in any literature. It certainly has
not the grace and charm of the pantheon of the Homeric
poems; but it stands nearer the origin of the gods, and
enables us to see them at the most significant stage of their
evolution. All the great, and nearly all th- minor gods are
deified natural phenomena, and the interest of the presentation
springs from the fact that they are still identified with those
glorious things and yet are distinguished from them. They
are still thought of as being actually dawn, sun. moon, sky,
ram, wind, thuncer, fire: men actually offer sacrifice to the

' Moulton, TM. 6, 13 ; Oldenberg, LU. 4.
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reddening dawn, to the sun as he mounts the heavens, and to
the crackling fire on the hearth

; yet each god is conceived as
a glorious living being who has his home in heaven, and who
comes sailing in his far-shining car to the sacrifice and sits

down on the sacred grass to hear his own praises recited and
sung and to receive the offerings. Further, each divinity is

held to have influence on things far beyond that phase of the
physical world which is his source. He is believed to be able
to give his worshippers blessings of many kinds, victory,
prosperity, cattle, wealth, children. The greatest gods are
connected with the creation and upholding of the world, and
Varuna holds in his hands all divine law, both physical and
moral. This ambiguous position then—each glittering god
still struggling to release his gorgeous wings from the clinging
chrysalis of his natural . source—gives them their peculiar
charm and interest, and shows us mythology in the making

;

but it also prevents the development of distinct personality in

the gods and makes them natural rather than moral beings.

Though there is much superstition in the Rigveda, and even
the fifreat gods, with the exception of Varuna, are not beings
of holy character, yet the black arts are held in check, and
human sacrifices, cruel rites, eroticism, and other horrors are
noticeably absent. The religion is, on the whole, a healthy,
happy system. Neither asceticism nor austerity, neither
pessimism nor philosophy, disturbs the sunshine of that early
day.

§ I a. The worship reflected in the hymns circles round the
great sacrifices, which are to be carefully distinguished from
the simple oblations which each householder offered in the
household fire daily. The great sacrifices were not public
acts of worship attended by all the people, like the sacrifices

of Israel, of Greece, or of Rome.
A chieftain, a noble, or any other wealthy man simply

employed the necessary priests and had the rites carried out
for himself. A sacrifice held by a chieftain would have a sort
of public significance, if it was intended to secure prosperity
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1(

for his rule or victory in war
; yet, even in that case, it was

a personal act, and benefited, in the first instance, the sacrificer
and his family alone.

The sacrifices were held in the open air or in a shed erected
for the purpose near the house of the sacrificer. No temples
or sacred places existed in those days. The word vcrft, i. e.
altar, seems to denote in the Rig^nhi the area on which the
rite was carried out. It was strewn with sacred grass, that
the gods might come and sit down on it. Upon the irdi the
oblations were laid out ; and there also were the sacred fires

prepared. The chief oblations were milk, melted butter, grain,
and cakes. The Adhvaryu shed them on the fire and muttered
his formulae the while. At certain points in the ceremonies
the Hotri rcc'ted hymns.

In the Soma- sacrifice the priests brought the twigs of the
soma plant, expressed the juice with the press-stones, purified
it, mixed it with milk, and then poured it into basins and set
it out on the altar for the ^-ods to drink. The soma-hymns
were sung by the Udgatri while the Adhvaryu was busy with
these ritual acts. The sacrificer, being by the rites admitted
to the company of the gods, then drank of the divine beverage,
and was thereby made a new man.' The priest also drank of
the soma.

Animal sacrifice— the goat, the ox, the cow, the ram, or the
horse—accompanied both the fire-oblations and the soma-rites.
The animals were killed and cut up according to rule, and
pieces were laid out on the altar, while certain parts were
burned in the fire. The horse- sacrifice had already a highly
developed ritual, several hymns specially composed for it being
found in the Rik.^ The flesh was divided between the sacrificer

and the priests.

Without the help of skilled priests, these great sacrifices

were quite impossible. Hence an advanced sacerdotal train-
ing already existed, and is alluded to in the hymns. By the
time the nine books of the Rik were gathered, the priests

' Haug, An. I. 60. » I. 162, 163 ; IV. 38, 39, 40.
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formed a distinct profession, though they had not yet developed
into a caste.

§ 13. The boons which the worshippers ask for are in most
cases material blessings, prosperity, wealth, cattle, rich crops,
chariots, wives, children, health, long life, protection from
danger, victory in war, and rich spoil. Yet not infrequently
immortality is prayed for. There are also numerous prayers
for release from sin and its consequences. Usually sacrifice,

a hymn, or faithful worship, is made the ground forthc gift

of pardon and health, but once or twice something approach-
ing real penitence appears. Yet the overwhelming impression
made by the Rigveda is that the spirit of religion is worldly
and indeed tends to be mercenary.

§ 14. There are many passages in which the highest cosmical
and divine functions arc attributed to Indra, or Agni, or Soma,
or some other god. I low was it possible to attribute these
lofty powers now to one god, now to another? To describe
this.poscof mind Max Muller coined the word Henotheism,
the elevation to supremacy of one god at a time. While the
poet invokes the god, he is to him the only posiible Supreme,
and he does not stint his praises by any thought of another

;

yet the following day he may ascribe the same lofty powers to
a second divinity. To this may be added the thought that,

monotheism being the only fully rational faith, the human
mind, in proportion to its purity, reverence, and openness, is

unconsciously drawn towards it. But we must also recognize
that the gods of the Rigveda do not stand out in clear indivi-

duality and distinctness the one from the other. They arc
personifications of nature, lack character, and tend to melt
into one another.

\\. Rik,y^\ Saman ; Early Yajiis.

§ 15. There followed a considerable interval of time during
which these nine books were used as the hymn-book of the
tribes. The life of the people was expanding, and they were
extending their hold on the country. They had now reached
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the upper waters of the Jumna ; and the fertile band of
country between the Jumna and the Ganges was being
occupied farther and farther south. Many of the better
aboriginal tribes had been brought into friendly relations with
the Aryans, and were settling down beside them to serve as
labourers or as household servants. These accepted aborigines
were called Sudras. The position of the priests was steadily
becoming more prominent and assured. In consequence,
social distinctions were becoming deeper and more marked!
The priests were more and more unwilling to Intermarry with
the other classes; and the Aryan community as a whole
wished to avoid mixture with aboriginals, both those accepted
as Sudras and those excluded as Outcastes.
The power of the priests over the gods was more and more

recognized, their services more highly appreciated. Hence
they were now frequently asked to assist in marriage and
funeral ceremonies, which in earlier days were conducted
entirely by the house-father himself, and to perform certain
magic rites for individuals, both men and women. Religious
unrest was producing philosophical speculation and also
a tendency to the practice of austerities. Naturally this
varied and growing activity led to the composition of new
hymns. Many of them were meant for the old sacrifices,
others for use at weddings, funerals, and the feast in com-
memoration of the fathers

; some dealt with those religious
and philosophical questions which were beginning to trouble
the advancing community

; and others were composed for use
as incantations in sorcery and magic.

§ i6. Finally, some scholar ga aered together a very varied
collection of 191 pieces, and it was introduced into the
schools and taught as the last section of the oral curriculum of
hymns. There were now ten groups of hymns, the ten books
of the Rigvcda. As the first book also contains 191 hymns,
the whole became a noble series of ten collections, the first
and the last balancing each other in the number of their
hymns. There can be no doubt that the hymns of the tenth

iFsigr ^i'^3^iiS^SS?!SS^^'7'^!!^^^?^S?^^t*^s*.
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bo„k belon- to .cvcial different periods. Some of them arc
quite old

;
most arc clearly subse<iiicnt to the hymns of the

f.rst nme books; and a few are very late indeed. The
nmetieth hymn, usually ca'lH the Hymn of Creation, contains
a number of developed rhi jsophical concepts, refers to the
Caste system, and mentions the names of at least three of the
Vcdas. Thus we must recognize that, when the collection
was completed, the Sawav.da and the YofNyvafa were alreadym existence, at least in some primitive form, and tha^ the
Caste system was at least taking shape.

§ 17. The interpretation of the AV(.^r'Mi is not yet scicntifi-
callj- certain in all respects. No ancient commentary on the
whole work has come down to us, though there are manuals
dealing with certain groups of phenomena, which date from
.500 IV c. or earlier. The earliest commentary preserved on the
text as a whole was written in the fourteenth century, by the
great scholar Sayana. Thus there need be no surprise if
there arc many passages in the hymns which are still incom-
prehensible.

The age of tlic Ri^i^veda is still very uncertain. Ma.x
Muller in his Ancient Sanskrit Literature, published in 1859
suggested I2CO to 1000 B.C. as the lowest limits that could be
postulated for the composition of the Vedic hymns, and 1000
to «oo ]!.c. for the formation of the collections. Others are
inclined to believe that longer time is required for the develop-
ment

;
while a few arc convinced that the hymns imply he

lapse of thousands of years. Scholars seem to incline towards
Muller's dates rather than to these extreme figurcs.»

§i«. With the increasing elaboration of the sacrifices and
the consequent emergence of many new duties for the priests
division of labour became unavoidable. It proved more and
more necessary thr-t a man should restrict himself to the
functions of a Hofri, an Udgdtri, or an Adhvaryn, instead of

^mWer ASL. 572; ^[acdonell, n-12; Winternitz I 2^6 ff •

Thibaut, Hindustan Rci-ieiv, Jan. iqo4- Facohi //f'Tv ,iU^^ '

-ll.-^Der^,y/,,7.^. 1909, IC93
; kc:th, TS. I. clxvi

; /AVi.?. 1909, Moo.
C

:\:>,.'T''^;r..anHNi;«Ri«3ic;'««^r
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attempting to become proficient in all three. Flencc the need
for a distinct education for each type of priest made itself felt.

I'erhaps in the formation of the ninth book of the A'//-, which
consists exclusively of Soma-hymns, wc may trace the

beginnings of the movement. But a time came when some-
thing more was required.

In the case of the man who sang the strophes at the Soma-
.sacrifice, the Udgatri, two forms of training were required.

He had to learn to sing, readily and accurately, all the tunes

that were used in the many distinct Soma-sacrifices, and he had
also to know which strojihes were required for each sacrifice

and in what order they were sung. Therefore, that the young
priest miglrt master all the tunes thoroughly and have any one
at command at any moment, each was connected with a single

.stanza of the right metre, a- ' the teacher made his pupils

sing it over and over again, until tune and stanza were firmly

imprinted, in indi.ssoluble association, in the memory. In the

Kauthuma school at least, xhe Udgatp" student was taught 5H5
tunes, married to as many single verses. The whole collection

of stanzas was called the Arc/iika, i.e. the bock .raises.

For mnemonic reasons, the stanzas are arranged m several

large groups according to the deities to whom they are

dedicated, and the groups are subdivided into sets of ten.

Then the strophes used in the ritual of the Soma-sacrifice were
arrange! in the order in which they were sung, and were
taught to Udgatfi students in this form instead of the Rigveda.
The practical value of this step will be at once apparent. The
young priest, in committing the strophes to memory, learnt

also at which sacrifices and at what point in each sacrifice

they were used. There are 400 strophes in the collection, the
great majority consisting of three stanzas each, the whole
comprising 1,225 stanzas. This collection was called the

Utiararchika, or second praise-book. All the stanzas contained
in the two Archikas, with the exception of seventy-five, are
taken from the Rigveda ; so that, from the point of view of the
hymns, these books are of little interest in comparison with

'.:»«yUk'' »jwa»i':'^^^:
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the A'//-. These two, the musical collection and the sacrificial

liturgy, were taught in special schools ; and, since the knowledge,
xvda, which they tauj;ht was the sf)ngs or chants, sclinaiii,

reijuircd for the sacrifice, it was called the Sdmaveda, and the
schools were called schools of the S.unafah. In those early
days the music, as well as the stanzas, was taught orally; but,
at a considerably later date, when writing began to be used
in the schools for various purposes, tune-books, called >(r^//rtj,

were prepared. In these the tunes were indicated by a system
of musical notes, and the words of the hymns were set down
precisely as they were sung, with many vowels prolonged,
many syllables repeated, and other extra-textual syllables
interpolated at various places. These interpolated syllables,
called stob/ias, praises— e. g. /itiu, hin, Itai, hau, hoyi, /iitva, /loi,

&c.—are the exact counterpart of the jiibila interpolated in
Plain-song in the ninth and tenth centuries." There were two
ganas connected with the Archika, one Gramageyagdna, for
use in the village, the other Aranyagdna, for use in the case
of those texts which, for one reason or another, were held so
sacred as to be sur ^ only in the seclusion of the forest.

§ 19. From the earliest days it had been customary for the
«acrificer, the f!otri, to accompany each ritual-act of the
sacrifice with some short phrase, either to indicate its signi-
ficance, its purpose, or the god for whom it was meant, or to
invoke some blessing with it, or • ent the act from having
a dangerous result. The priest muttered these phrases, taking
care that he should not be overheard. They were of the
nature of incantations and dedications rather than prayer and
praise. When the recitation of hymns of praise became the
chief duty of the Hotri priest, and the working-priest, the
Adhvaryu, was appointed to do the manual acts, the latter
naturally took over also the duty of muttering these ritual
formulae

:
the name is yajus, plural yajiuhshi. Rather later

still, it became customary for the Adhvaryu to utter, at
certain points in the ritual, in addition to the old formulae,

• Fox Strangways, Music ofHindustan, 255.

C %

I
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praigcs and prayers consistlnp of stanzas taken from hymns of
the Kij^vcda or from other sources.

I'n.bably about the time when the schools of the Sanimci,,
came int.) txistcnce, or rather Liter, the training; of the Adh-
varyu took a fixed traditional form in sjK-cial schools conducted
for the purpose. The essential part of the tradition was the
body of ritual formulae in prose and the prayers in verse
which accompanied the ritual acts; but detailed instruction,
in one form or another, must have been also ^rivcn about the'
ritual acts themselves. The mass of material having for its
nucleus the formulae, jvy/im///, which accompanied the ritual
Kavc the Adhvaryu the knowlcd«c, vnfa, necessary for his
work, and was therefore called Yajitrvcda,

k 20. The formation of these special .schools for Udgatris and
Adhvaryus necessarily led to the old schools of the Riir^'cia
becominjj special traininp-schonls for the Hotri priests.' Wc
must also conclude that, from the time of the rise of these
new schools, there were three distinct orders of priests ; but
there was no rule precluding a priest frfun exercising the
functions of two. or even of all the three orders, provided he
had ac.juircd the necessary training. The ma.ss of men
however, would be content with the curriculum of a single
school. Hy this time the priests had become a closed caste
and called them.selves Urahman.s. luich Urahman priest
received his education in one of the three types of schools
ai d was known thereafter as a member of the .school.

§ 21. In our rirst survey we dealt with the first nine books
oi the Rik

;
so that the fresh literature which we now examine

.s^ the tenth book of the Rik, the Saman and the original
Yajurveda. For practical purpo.ses we may take Hooks I-
XVIII cf the White y.fjns as representing, with fair accuracy,
the extent of the original work. Since nearly the whole text
of the SdtnaveJa is taken unchanged from the Rik, it is not
of so much importance as the other two .sources! The most
prominent features of the new situation are these : the com-
munity is now sharply divided into four groups by caste

wm=?:'m
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distinclions-Hrahmans. K>hatriya.s. Vaiiyas, iiadras ; ami
there arc three orders of priests, each possessing a Veda
tauuht m schools U-Iongint; to the order. The reliuion
reflected .n the literature is wider and n.orc varied than it
appeared in the glimpse wc had in the A'/X-, I IX The
prose formulae .nutlcred by the Adhvaryu in accompani.nent
to the ntual acts are clearly a very old constituent of the
cult, older indeed than the hymns; but the actual formulae
contamcd m the i\ijnrv^./a are probibly of very varied age •

some may be very old, others quite new ; so that we nu.st be
cautious about attiibuting the whole to very early times. lUit
although the individual phrases arc of indeterminate age, the
fundamental thought involved in them, especially the magic
character of the whole system, is clearly old. With this agrees
the magic power attributed to the tunes sung by the Ud-'atri
priests, and to the metres of the hymns. I lencc the presencem the tenth book of the AV^^.v/a of a considerable lu.mber
of incantations for use in private magic rites probably does
nut indicate any new access of faith in these opcrati..ns, but
merely an increased willingness on the part of priests trained
ui the schools to officiate in these ceremonies. The priests
are ir.ure prominent than ever ; for they are now an organized
body, the chief of the four ca'stes, and arc believed to wield
almost hmitlcs supernatural power. The pantheon has not
changed materially in the interval ; but priestly authority and
magical conceptions seem to be gradually weakening the
position of the gods, and tliere is evidence of the existence of
considerable religious unrest and scepticism and of various
efforts made to cope with it.

The gods and their attributes appear in our source in all
essentials the same as they do in the first nine books of the
Jsi£va/a

;
yet certain changes are visible. A few new gods

make their appearance; some divinities, notably Us/uis, I arnna,
and Parjauya, receive less attention than formerly, while-
others have risen to new prominence. Of these the most
noteworthy are Vi,/i„n and Rndra, who have already begun
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that mysterious upward movement, which j^'.iadually raised
them above all their Vedic compeers, and made them the
two supreme divinities of modern Hinduism. So far as our
evidence goes, it would seem as if Vishnu owed his first

elevation to his being identified with the sacrifice by the
Adhvaryu priests. In that sense his name occurs in hundreds
of passages in the Yajiirveda. One of the more prominent
elements of the same work is the ^atarudrlya, a famous hymn
of praise to Rudra, which is decisive evidence of his growing
importance.

§ 22. The existence of the three Vedas enables us to get
a more vivid idea of the sacrifices which formed almost the
whole cult of the gods. The great sacrifices were either
obligatory or voluntary. Of the obligatory rites the most
noteworthy were the New Moon and the Full Moon sacrifices
and the sacrifice tc Ancestors observed every month, and
a few similar observances which occurred less often. Of the
voluntary ceremonies the most elaborate and expensive were
the Soma-sacrifices. The Aivamedha or Horse-sacrifice was
meant to secure all blessings for a prince, including even
imperial sway. Another type of ceremony, which any wealthy •

man might undertake, was the Agnichayana, or the building of
a fire altar of great elaboration of design.

§ 23. There are a number of hymns in the tenth book of the
Rik, which seem to have been taught in the schools with
a view to being used in the contests of wit which closed the
sacrifices. There are two collections of riddles, and about
a dozen dialogues

; but the largest and most interesting group
are speculative pieces springing from the new religious
situation. One is a hymn in praise of faith, one describes
the ascetic, and another deals with tapas or self-mortification,
while the remainder, eleven ir number, form the fountain-
head of Indian philosophy. In our firsf survey we learned
that priests trained in the schools had begun to practise
private magic and to use certain hymns contained in the
Rigveda as spells. By the time the tenth book was compiled
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things had gone farther
: a large number of incantations are

included in it.

There is no hint of the doctrine of transmigration in our
sources. Men live and die once. They pray that they may
live a hundred autumns. When good men die, Yama guides
them to his heavenly home and there they live in immortality
and joy. They are then called the Fathers.

iii. Brd/imanas, Atharvan, Aranyakas.

§ 34. We have already seen that a number of spells for use
in magic are contained in the Rik. The character of these
poems proves that the old-world incantations which the Aryans,
in common with other Indo-European peoples, had been accus-
tomed to use had, in the main at least, given way before
a new type of spell, written in polished language and metre,
on the model of the hymns to the gods. Doubtless, hundreds
of these were being used by sorcerers, exorcists, and magicians,
although only a few found their way into the hymn-book of
the priests

;
and the process of composition continued after

the canon of the Rigveda was closed. The incantation

-

priest had no lack of wealthy clients ready to pay well for his
magic arts and poetical charms instinct with supernatur-
power. Hence numerous hymns from the Rigveda wt.c
turned to these purposes

; philosophic poems were perverted
to more mysterious uses, their sounding phrases and incom-
prehensible concepts rendering them most formidable to the
ear; and many new incantations were composed to fit into
the detailed ritual of magic, both black and white. The man
of muttered charms was usually summoned also to do the
priestly duties in the domestic ceremonies, which were observed
at the time of birth, marriage, death, and such like.

§ 25. Then, during the period of the Brahmanas, a school
was formed for the training of this class of priests, and quite
naturally a great collection of these incantations was made
the text-book of the school. This text-book is the Atharva-
veda. It has come down to us in two recensions, named
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Saunaktya and Paippalada. The former is the text in
ordinary use, and it alone has been edited, translated, and
examined in detail. A single birch-bark manuscript of the
Paippalada was found in Kashmir in 1874, and a facsimile
reproduction has been published. There is a good deal of
difference between the two recensions in the way in which
the hymns are arranged

; and about one-eighth or one-ninth
of the contents of the Paippalada MS. is fresh material, found
neither in the Saunakiya recension nor in any other Vedic
collection. Since so little investigation has been carried out
on the new text, we shall confine our attention to the Sauna-
kiya or Vulgate.

It is probable that the Atharvavcda was built up to its
present proportions in various stages, but we do not know
the history. Each of the two recensions consists of twenty
books, but the order by no means corresponds. In the
Vulgate it is clear that Books XIX and XX are late additions
Books I to XViri fall into three divisions. The first covers
Books I to VII, and consists in the main of short hymns,
arranged in accordance with the number of stanzas they
contain, and without reference to ihcir subject-matter The
second contains Books VIII to XII and consists of long
hymns on miscellaneous subjects. In the third division
Books XIII to XVIII, each book consists of hymns which
are marked by essential unity of subject. Various attempts
have been made to decide how these three groups were
brought together, but no unanimity has yet been reached.

Scholars point out that a number of the shorter spells of
the Atharvaveda agree in purpose and method, and to some
extent also in form, with charms found in the folk-lore of
other nations of the Indo-lluropean race ; so that the roots
of the practices of this Veda go very far back indeed. About
1,200 of the 6,000 stanzas contained in the work arc taken
from the Rigveda. But the bulk of the fresh material is of
later origin.^ Part of it is in prose, the rest in verse. The

' So Oldenborg, RV. 15 : Keith agrees.
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compilation of the eighteen books took place long after the
completion of the Rigvaia, during the period of the
Jirahmanas.

For a long time the Atharvan collection held a very
humble position as compared with the three sacrificial Vedas
It was not accepted as a Veda at all. The trayividya, triple
knowledge, was all that men recognized. To this day in
certam parts of South India it is almost unknown.

§ 26. The priestly schools soon became great and learned
associations each with a splendid reputation. The student
had first of all to learn the Veda of his school with perfect
accuracy from the lips of his teacher. He had then, in the
second place, to receive a great deal of instruction as to his
duties at the altar, and numerous explanations of the meaning
of the hymns, the ritual acts, and such like. The instructions
were called viMi, the explanations arthavada. For some
time these lectures were given by the teacher in an unfettered
way in his own language ; but gradually in each school the
material took more definite form, and finally was handed
down in stereotyped language from teacher to pupil, genera-
tion after generation. Naturally, it was in prose. Every
piece of instruction of this tyi)c was called a Brahmana, either
as being the utterance of a Brahman, or as an exposition of
religious truth {brahman). In contrast with these Brahmanas,
the hymns and prose formulae which were recited, sung, or
muttered during the sacrifices were called mantras. The
word vtantra means originally religious thought, prayer,
sacred utterance, but from an early date it also implied that
the text was a weapon of supernatural power.

Since these Brahmana lectures were expositions of the
sacrifice, the hymns, and the prayers, the teachers of the
Yajurveda took the very natural course of inserting them at
various points among the material on which they were meant
to throw light. In the schools of the Rik and the Saman,
however, this course was not followed. The teachers were
probably so impressed with the divine character of the hymn-
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collections that they felt they could not disturb the sacred
arrangement of the text. In any case in both these schools
the expository lectures were gathered into a separate collection
which was called Brahnana. '

wel'^irn'!;' T^"""
of theVajasaneya school of the Vajurve^a

ZtJltX :
''""^''

•
° ' '''""'''' ^°"''^^- "They separated

out all the Brahmana sections from the sacrificial formulae andthe verses of their Veda, and formed a Veda and . Brahmana
out of them. In this way the schools of the Vajurveda fell
•nto two groups, and the old mixed collection of mantras andBrahmanas was called the B/ack F«>., while the new unmixed
coUection of hymns with its separate Brahmana was calledthe iv/ure Yajus. As the Brahmana material in each schoolwas constantly growing, the Veda as handed down in the
various schools of the Black Yajus soon showed considerable
differences It has come down to us in four distinct forms
called Samkttas. See table below.
At a later date one of these schools of the Black Yarns, the

Taittirlyas. followed the common pr , tice thus far that, on the
formation of a fresh body of Brahm..P,. material, they did not
introduce ,t into the already mixed Veda, but formed it into

nfT«'-u '"'•''•
'^^'^ ""^ ^"^ '' --^^"y * continuation

of the Brahmana material within the Samhita of the school

adJit'
"°";'"""'„b'-\"<=hing of the schools, and the constant

addition of fresh Brahmana material to the old. must have led

Rr5ht "^
J';?

'° '^" '^''''"'" °^ " '^'-y ^^'Se number ofBrahmanas. differing more or less from one another. In the
chances and changes of history, much of this literature hasbeen lost. Thus, what survives to-day is but a small part ofwhat once existed. The following table shows the various
Samh.tas of the Yajurvcda which contain Brahmana materialand also the ancient Brahmanas

:

Tf?<;^. "^E-"'^ .-ii,J
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saMhitas and BRAHMANAS

Schools.

A. Rigveda
1

.

The Aitareyins
2. The Kaushitakins

i Samaveda
1. The Tanclins

2. The Talavakaras

SamhitSs containing
Bmkmana material. Umhrnantis.

Yajurveda
1. The Kathakas \. Kathaka

2. The Kapishfhala- 2. Kapishthala-Katha
Kathas

|

3. The Maitrayanlyas 3. Maitrayant
4- The Taittiriyas '4. Taittiriya
5- The Vajasaneyins

1. A itlirey

a

2. Kaushitiiki or Sank-
hdyiina

a. Parichavimsa
b. Shadvimsa
c. Chhandogya

2. Jaiminiya or Tala-
vakara (including
Upanishad li. and
Arsheyix B.)

Kathaka, preserved in

part in the Taittiriya

Aranyaka

Taittiriya

5. Satapatha

§37. One's first reading of a Brahmana is an extraordinary
experience. It seems as if the men who composed these
interminable gossiping lectures had left realities far behind
them, and were living in a dreary realm of shadowy gods and
men and topsy-turvy morality and religion, in which nothing
belongs to the world we know except the sacrificial meats and
drinks and the fees paid to the priestly dreamers. Yet in the
midst of this waste of arid ritualism and childish speculation
one finds the beginnings of grammar, of astronomy, of etymo-
logy, and of the philosophy of the Atman. There are also
legends and narratives which are forerunners of the Epic, and
numerous rules of conduct out of which finally arose the
Hindu dharma. The Indian mind was by no means dead,
although sacerdotalism was drunk with supremacy and in its

folly and arrogance was hastening the day of revolt.

§ 28. In addition to the Brahmana portions of the Black
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^f'''^''f,
onh. th> following six Urahmanas are ritual text-

appendix to the A/«^//«w;//.vz, and the Ch/umdoirya deals onlvw.th domestic rites. It is impossible to sotdown his ma^lfmatcna m strict chronological order, because .ach Br hmanaIS a CO lection of pieces of different age and origin •

vet Hoomit the Kapisntkala-Katka SaJ^a and t^e AV^1 ^which have survived only i„ fragments, the folioJngrepfe-'

TtCm^: V"' "'" '" ''''''''' ^^^^'^ books' arose :

Lnot be 7r''
^ '''"'"' '"^ '''"'"''^'^ Samhitas. which

ZT \'^fy^"^"S0d in any chronological order a. the

wr tte'n I' tho' T ^'"'^ ''' ^PP^"^^^ 'chapters,written m the mam in Brahmana language and style but

wt' mirr'"' 'T""'''''-
^-^"Ahe'e chapte" beg „Uh material scarcely distinguishable from the Brahma^ a

ohiL H-'"'"f'.
^'^'^ °^^''^-eh '">'^- allegoryTnLphi osophic speculation. Usually the ritualistic and Jlegorica"pa ts are called^..,^.^.,, and the philosophic, C/pa^TsLj-but sometimes the whole receives the title IfpauJT TheUpanishads will be dealt with in our next chapir fort themfirst appears themighty doctrine of transmigration and ia ma

t': :L::°'S"'^
Ara,yakas her. Part! of theTe'^w'

nrfdln? .

^ •^''' ^""'^''^ ^'^^'''"b^ the ritual and givencidental mystic explanations, and are thus indistinguishfwerom Brahma.^ teaching, except that here and there w me tchapters which add stringent rules to the effect that tie ritesare to be kept secret and carried out only for cei tain personTSimilar secrecy is sometimes enjoined in the Upan^^^^^^^^^^^S.de by Mde with these are found chapters which are fxdus.vely given up to allegorical expositions of the rituaT ai^aredearly ^^ant not for ritual use but for meditation F na !
here are passages which teach the student to practise meditat.on on the allegorical meaning of certain s.crLe 'Ls ad of

.1 ^•';-w<***5^i- <»
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the actual performance of the ritual. In none of these ritual-
istic or allegorical chapters is the doctrine of transmigration
and karma taught.

^30- Ail scholars agree that the /Xranyakas were meant to
be studied in the forest' But who were the men who studied
them ? During the time when the Brahmanas were coming
mto bemg, an order of hermits who resided in the forests of
India appeared. They gave up all the business of the world
and devoted themselves to a religious life. Their practice in
general had three aspects. fa/>as, i.e. austerities, sacrifice and
meditation

; but there was more than one rule, so that practice
varied considerably. In some cases sacrifice was given up
altogether

;
and the great and elaborate sacrifices must have

been always impossible. These facts about the order are
taken from the Dharmasutras.^ Very vivid pictures of the
life occur in the RdmdyaHa,^ agreeing perfectly with what has
just been said. When a student had completed his education
he was allowed either to remain with his teacher for life, or to'
marry and settle down as a householder, or to retire to the
woods as a hermit.* The earliest name used to designate
a hermit seems to have been Vaik/tdnasa^ ^from Vikhanas
the traditional author of the rule), but later Vauaprastha
forest-dweller, came into use. It was at a much later date
that there came into use the ideal rule for the life of the twice-
born man, that his life should be lived in four stages, dsramas
as a student, householder, hermit, and monk."
Now Sayana makes a remark which seems to mean that the

Aranyaka was the Brahmana of the hermit;' and certain
modern scholars, especially Deussen, have accepted that view
The varied character of the contents of the Aranyakas—ritual,

S7y/xLVnrLr''''H'l-'' """^'"^ru
Sec Ramanuja, Srlbhashyl,

^^". iT'''^''""'"''"'''^""'
^''''^""''^""" see Deussen, Pf/. an.; Keith'

»jf, •-omtm.-*''
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secret explanation, allegory, and internal instead of externa!
sacrifice— fits perfectly into the varying practice of the hermits
of the forest

;
so that one is tempted at first sight to conclude

that these treatises were actually prepared for the Vana-
prasthas. But Oldenberg ' and Berriedale Keith « believe that
the Aranyakas were held to be texts of such sacredness that
they could with safety be repeated only in the seclusion of the
forest. The Araityagdna of the Sdmavcda would then be
a parallel case. Professor Keith believes that the Aranyakas
were taught to priests, just as the Brahmanas were.' The
difference lay in the secrecy necessary for the forest treatises,

tor our purpose, however, it is unnecessary to dec le the
question. We require merely to distinguish those chapters
which separate themselves from the Brahmanas by their stress
on allegory, secrecy, and meditation, and from the philosophic
Upanishads by the absence of the doctrine of transmigration,
whatever their original purpose may have been. The chief
texts are

:

Rigveda :
j^/''^''Cy« Araifyaka.

[Kaushitaki Aranyaka.
Black Yajus : Taittiriya Aranyaka, I-VI.
White Yajus

: Brihaddranyaka - ^atapatha B. XIV,
i-iii.

§31. The point at which we take our third surve" is just
before the appearance of the doctrine of transmigration and
karma in the literature. The literature in existence at that
time and surviving to our day comprises the four Vedas, the
six old Brahmanas, and the Aranyakas. Since we have
already dealt with the Rik, the Snman, and the early Yajus,
the literature which forms the source for this survey is

:

1. The later portions of the Yajnrvcda.
2. The Atharvaveda.

3. The six old Brahmanas.

4. The Aranyakas.

' LU. 148 ff. ' AA. 15, 257 n. 10.
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By the time to which our survey refers the Aryans had
spread over North India at least as far as Behar. but the
district between the Jumna and the Ganges was still the
centre of Brahmanical culture. Probably all the books of our
source arose in that region.' We cannot fix the date of our
survey chronologically; for the estimates of scholars show
considerable \ ariation. At the time we seek to envisage there

_
were already many petty princedoms in North India, contain-

I ing numerous towns, and wealth and culture were growing.
! While the country between the Jumna and the Ganges was

I
recognized as the central hearth of the religion and education

I of the time, there were seats of civilization in the Punjab, in
the far North-West, and as far east as the modern Patna. . Not
only the four great castes but many of the modern mixed
castes and sub-castes were already in existence. The Brah-
manical schools had greatly increased in number. Each Veda
had its own multitude of schools, divided into subordinate
groups according to the recension of the Veda they used, and
further subdivided according to the Biahmana they recognized.
At some quite unknown date, but certainly before the end of
the period, the work of the Vedic schools had become widened,
so as not only to provide a specialized training for priests but
also to give a religious education to all boys of the Brahman,
Kshatriya, and Vaisya castes. Every boy belonging to these
castes went to school immediately after undergoing the
ceremony of initiation. Since this ceremony thus became the
entrance to a spiritual training, it was called the boy's second
birth. Hence these three castes came to be spoken of as
twice-born, and wore the sacred thread. Sudras and women
were excluded from the schools ; and only Brahmans could
teach.

The priest and the sacrifice were now supreme and omni-
potent, and in consequence the religion had become pitifully
degraded. The sacrifice was conceived as a magic system
irresistibly wielding all powers in earth and heaven, and the

' Vedic Index, I. 165.
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priests who held the system in their hands were rcKardai .s
K'ods on earth. Hence, though the Rods nominally retl theod place they have become of very little account^trip,K.d on a Iv al, the.r rea power by th. ,riest.s and the sacrificeLike he demons, they sacrifice, when they want to obtiinanythmg. Vi.hnu. Rudra-Siva, and IVa^lpa.i ale
promment. because of their relations with Ihe new sacer!dotahsm. MaR.c is supreme everywhere. i„ the sacrifice, inU,e Atharvan r.tes m the hon,e. and in the discipline of heVanaprastha m the forest. Morality has aIn,ost altogeth
lost ,ts hold ,n the cult. The result could not but be anunbearable mner dissatisfaction in the best men. rience wcfind some eagerly pressing forward towards new light along
phdosophic Imes. following the lead given by the poets of the
speculative hymns mentioned in our second survey. Twoconcepts of great importance, the /{n,/o„an and the ,//;«„«were separately evolved and then identified, thus forming
together a most significant philosophic term for the absolute •

There were other conceptions also which were undergoing
modification: in the Rrahmanas there are a number ofpassages^ ,n which there is reference to the possibility of re-

tCght " '"
'''' °"''' ''°''^' ""^ "'''' shudder at tl'e

' 01denberfj,/.^/.44 59. »
lb. 27 ff.



CJIAPTER 11

TRANSMIGRATION AND RKLrASF- ... ,

i. Traiismi}^ratio,i ,vui Karma.
§.3a- The immense influence whic. the doctrine of trins

ofTnH " u
' 'r^ '" "^"^^^ - -'-o-^t ey element'of Indian thought renders its appearance an evenPofS

the Greats mvas.on of the Punjab in 326 b.c. • so thL ^^

ofT R 7r P°""^ °"'^ '^ ^^'^^'^'^ chrond;^;^S 1 feof the Buddha, novv approximately dated 560-4X0 « c form,

^^T7I^:^ the conjectural dat.^g of e°arTie;'oZ!rences. Behmd h.s activity we can descry the rise of th.philosophy of the Upanishads. and behind that Tain h

only a rclr e chronology is possible.
""'^"tamty

.

It .s a .^ery remarkable fact that the bchef of the earlvpeople with regard to birth, death, and the othe Jo ,dunderwent such a complete change at this period n 7e^his^ory^
1 here is no trace of transmigration in the hymns ofhe Vedas; only in the B-ahmanas are there to be fold a

fri "T 1 'fr
'"" °' ^'^^^^'^^ ^-- -hich the doctHne

I.tera uie the doctrine is universally accepted, and enter, asan active force into almost every element of Hindu thought^"
^r'^a:i5;}g^5?^;V.fi,;^

Oidenber,,Z^ 388; Poussin.

D

•jSiJ f-im^V-
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Through the spread of HuddhiHrn the doctrine was accepted
by tlic population of the centre, the east, and the south of

Asia. It is thus impossible to exaggerate the importance of
the change with which this chapter opens.

It has been clearly demonstrated that the immediate
sources of both the conceptions—transmigration and karma

—

arc to be found in the Rrahmanas ;
' yet the two are found

h'nked together in a doctrine of moral nquital for the 5rst

time in the Upanishads. The creation, therefore, of this

master-conception is unquestionably the work of the Aryan
mind. Yet the suggestion which many scholars have made,
that the idea of transmigration must have come from totem-
istic aboriginals who believed that after death their souls lived

in animal bodies, may be, after all, partly true ; for the Aryan
people were not only in daily contact with aboriginals but
had already suffered large infusions of aboriginal blood,

§33. The theory is that souls are born and ic many times,

and that a man's conduct in one life determines his position

in the next, good conduct being rewar.'oJ, and evil conduct
punished. In the earliest pas.sagc ' .11 which the doctrine

appears, that is all that is stated ; b ;t soon it received a more
definite form :

Those whose conduct has been pleasing, will quickly attain a pleasing
birth, the birth of a Hrahinan. or a Kshatriya, or a Vai^ya ; but those
whose conduct has been abominable, will quickly attain an abominable
birth, the birth of a dog, or a hog, or an Outcaste.'

and this form it was which became the basis of the orthodox
Hindu belief. Caste is the chief element of the requital of
one's action. The word for action, karma, is used for the
mysterious power which, according to this doctrine, causes
all action to work itself out in requital in another life. The
conception was soon deepened and broadened. It was recog-

nized that a man's body, mind, and character, and also all the

» Oldenberg, Z£/. 26 35.
' lirihatiaranyaka, 6/'. 111. 2, 13 ; IV. 4, 5.
' Chhandogya, U. V. ir, 7.
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details of his exi,erlc«nce were cl.mrnts of the miuital. Mc„
also recofjni/cd that. «incc each life is the recp.ital of forcH„i„,,
action and .since the acti..ns of each new life demand another
for their reward or punishment, the process of birth and
i.\catU, sa,hsara can have had no beginning, and can have no
end. 1 he soul was therefore eternal.

It would be well to notice that the theory took form amonjr
polythcists. and included gotls. demons, animals, and nlani^ in
.t» sweep as well as men : there was no livinR being that w .s
not sulycct to the law of rebirth. Nor was there any divine
power that controlled the pr.K:css : the concept of a Supreme
exalted h.gh above all the gods, had not risen on the minds
of the men who created the doctrine.
The doctrine would seem to have met a need of the time

for ,t steadily spread among cultured men throughout North
India. Clearly the belief was a moral advance on earlier
Ideas

;
for it gave all conduct a moral meaning, and made

every man realize the seriousness of life and his personal
responsibility. Its evil effects did not become evident at
once. For centuries this conception of the world sufficed
for multitudes of thinking Hindus, and it still suffices for the
unthinking masses

; but for others, very soon, an addition
became necessary.

§34. We have seen that in the age of the Brahmanas a few
men were already struggling to reach philosophic conceptions
of the world which might form a more satisfactory basis for the
religious life than the gross ritual and magic of the sacrifice.
Terror-struck at the prospect of repeated death in the other
world (an idea frequently referred to in the Brahmanas), men
longed for relea>c from that fate ; and some believed they
had found it in the conviction that the gods and all the
spiritual powers of the world arc deathless, and that the man
who, knowing this, brings his own spirit into union with these
powers, wins a sure immortality.' The doctrine of trans-
migration now seemed to explain the grip which the things of

' Oldenberg, At/. 31 flf.
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sense have on the human spirit ; it also quickened the desire
for release from the bondage of sense and death ; but the
unbroken series of births and deaths seemed to make the
achievement of immortality and release more difficult than
ever. How was escape possible ? Hence there arose a pas-
sionate desire to find some means of deliverance ; and from
that passion sprang all the noblest forms of Hindu religious
thought, and Buddhism and Jainism as well. Indeed, it is

but the simple truth to say that karma and rebirth, with
release, have given Indian religious thought its peculiar
flavour.

§ 35. One of the chief historical facts to be realized at this
point is this, that, during this period, South India was
gradually inoculated, and at last thoroughly interpenetrated,
with the religion and culture which had been taking shape in

the north. Three political events must also be mentioned,
the conquest of the Punjab by Darius, Alexander's raid, and
the rise of the Maurya empire ; for the third, which was a
direct reaction from Greek domination and an imitation of
the Persian system, proved of very large significance for the
history of Buddhism.

ii. T//1' Twice-born and their Literature.

§36. The three twice-born castes—Brahman.s, Kshatriyas,
Vaisyas—formed now a large educated community, sharply
divided among themselves, yet far more deeply cut ofif from
the vast Sudra community which served them, and from the
unclean Outcastes with whom they would have nothing to do.
The whole of the literature described in our first chapter was
their exclusive possession, and much more was destined to
come into existence during the period. But, though they
kept themselves rigidly separate from Sudras in all religious
matters, it seems probable that Sudra worship soon began to
exercise an influence on them.

We deal, first of all, with what is, strictly speaking, the
literature of the twice-born, namely works written in expo-
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sition of the earlier literature. In all these books the doctrine
of karma and rebirth is accepted as true, and here and there
the Upanishad theory of release also finds reflection.

§37- We mention first what is clearly the earliest form of
Indian philosophy, although its earliest surviving document
cannot be dated earlier than the fourth century after Christ,
and although in its inception it was in no sense philosophical
It IS clear that the Karma Mlmarhsa in some form came into
existence quite early during this period. It is, as will be ex-
plained later, a method of Vedic exegesis, dealing primarily
with the sacred texts which give injunctions for the sacrifices.
Its interest for us at this point is twofold, first because it is to
this day the special system of the orthodox twice-born man
and secondly because it retained for many centuries certain
features characteristic of the time of its birth, and indeed
retains some of them to this day. The Mi.namsa reflects the
time when the average educated man was frankly polytheistic
and thus atheistic from the point of view c^ theism or
pantheism, when he accepted rebirth and karma but felt no
need of release, and when, like the average unreflecting man
he took a realistic view of the world. For the understanding
of the developments of this period it is of great importance to
realize that this was the state of mind of nearly all educated
men in the earlier, and probably of the vast majority in the
later, part of the period also.

§ 3«- We take next the literature of the Vedic schools.
The basis of all the training is still the process of laying up
in the memory the hymns of the Veda of one's school and the
long chapters of the Brahmana. But a large amount of
ancillary material has now to be mastered by the student as
well as the fundamental texts. The sciences of Vedic expo-
sition, phonetics, grammar, metre, etymology, &c., the begin-
nings of which are found in the Brahmanas, have each grown
in width and complexity as well as in accuracy. The sacrifices,
both minor and major, have grown steadily more intricate

• Cf.01denberg,Z 6^.31.
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and more numerous, and the dharvia, i.e. the law of conduct
has become a large body of detailed injunctions. Hence to
enable the student to carry in his mind the vast and varied
masses of information which he required to know a new
method of teaching was created, the Jw/z-^-method. The
essential feature of the method is the committing to memorj'
of a long series of very abbreviated phra:«s, which serve as
a sort of classified index of the particular subject dealt with
The method was of service in proportion to the care with
which the subject was arranged, and to the skill with which
the mnemonic phrases were composed. A series of sutras is
more or less incomprehensible by itself; it has always a com-
mentary attached to it, either oral or written, which fills up
the gaps and expounds the thought.

There are four types of sutras which are of large significance
for the religious life, namely the Srauta, the Grihya. and theDharma manuals, and the magic-books. The Srauta-sutras
get their epithet Srauta from the fact that they are directly
founded on the hymns and the Brahmanas, which are sruti
..e revelation in the highest sense. The Grihya manuals are
called ^/>5y«, i.e. domestic, because they describe the minor
sacrifices and the ritual acts obligatory on the family The
Dharma manuals lay down the rules of the dharma, i.c the
Hindu law of conduct. Of the Srauta-sutras a dozen survive
of the Gnhyas also a dozen, or thirteen, if the Katdika be
included, and of the Dharma manuals six ; while there are
four noteworthy books on magic.

It is as yet impossible to give any definite chronology of
the sutras

;
but all the surviving works of the Srauta. Grihya

and Dharma classes (called as a group the Kalpa-sutras)'
probably belong to the fifth, fourth, or third centuries >

Noi-
ls It yet possible to set them out in the order of their origin *

§39. The Srauta-sutras are hand-books prepared for the use
of priests with reference to the greater Vedic sacrifices, i.e.

\ n^'^
"^^ discussions by Keith, AA. 21-5 ; TS. I xlv-xlvi' But see Kf th, TS. 1. xlv.

j , ^ 1. .m\ xim.
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those for which three or more sacrificial fires, and priests
belonging to each of the three orders, were necessary. Thus
each Srauta-sutra depends on one of the three Vedas, and
contains instructions only for the order of priests corresponding
to that Veda. Hence in order fully to understand the cere-
monial of any single sacrifice, it is necessary for the student
to read together the sections on that sacrifice in three Srauta-
sutras. For this certain other manuals, called Paribhashas
which show how the three strands of the sacrifice fit together
are used.

'

§ 40. The Gfihya-sutras deal with three groups of subjects.
The first group contains general and detailed rules for the
simpler sacrifices, which were performed on the domestic
fire by the householder himself, if he were a Brahman, or by
a priest appointed by him for the purpose. These offerings
are of three types: (a) melted butter, oil, or milk poured on the
fire

;
(i>) cooked cakes

; and (c) animal sacrifices. The second
group of subjects are the eighteen sacraments, solemn cere-
monies connected with the great moments of life, such as
birth, the first solid food given to the child, his tonsure, his
initiation as a religious student, his return home after his
education, and marriage. The third is a mixed group
including house-building rites, the funeral ceremony, the
^raddhas, or offerings to the spirits of deceased ancestors, and
minor observances. As in all these ceremonies there is but
one series of ritual acts and liturgic utterances, the Grihya-
sutras of the three Vedas differ very little from each other
except in the Vedic stanzas they quote.
The Karma Mimamsa, we may remind ourselves, existed in

order that every injunction covered by the Srauta and Grihya
sutras should be faithfully performed. Learned Mlmam-
sakas were usually present at the greater sacrifices to guide
everything.

§ 41. The Dharma-sutras deal not with sacrifice but with
conduct. The word f//iarfna means that which is obligatory
and is thus similar to the Latin re%w. It is used in several
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I;

f

a whole .s the d/^aru>a, i,^si as to Buddhists Buddhism is theHhamma, second, the whole religious law, as expressed in theSrauta Gnhya. and Dharma codes ; third, the laws of conduct

r 'nl
° '"^'^ '"''"'"^' ^' '" '^^ i^l'-^rma-sutras and thebter Dharmasastras

; and fourth, the law of a caste, as in the
^//.frequently. The Dharma-sutras contain regulations forthe iomasramas or forms of Hindu life. viz. the student, the
housenolder. the hermit, and the ascetic, and the following
specal subjects

:
the king, civil law. crinunal law, marriage

jnhentance funeral rites, penances, and excommunicll'
Ongujally the Dharma-sutr.s were each meant to be usTd

o? thei^ T""
°^ '*' °^'" ^^*'°°'' ^"* '^'-r a numberof them became recognized as valid for all twice-born

The basal principle upon which this law of conduct rests i.the supreme obligation of the caste system. By that a man's
profession and religious duties are determined, as weH aThi

and udge
;
the Kshatnya is the ruler and warrior

; the Vaisy^
turns to agriculture, mdustry, or trade; the Sudra is the
servant^ of these three twice-born castes. The Outcastes are
untouchable and are shut ou^ in their filth and their poverty

fnnH ^ Tr'°"' "^ '^^ '""' °^ P'-^P^^y -"d crime are
conditioned by caste: the higher a man's caste, the greater
h.s nghts

;
the higher the caste of the criminal/ the IL^,

punishment; the higher the caste of the wrong;d party the
greater the penalty. It is well to note that in the time ofthese sutras each man chooses his own asrama. i.e. whetherhe IS to remain a student, or become a householder, a hermit

th7ouT'v ;. ''T
"°'" '' "'^ ""^'^ ""^ y^' "^-^-e a serieshrough which each man is expected to pass. Amongst the

rmLT.T' r "°^^ ^"° ""' ^"P'-^'"^ i-portanceL hefamily-the rule that a girl should be married before puberty

'

^i,S::'S^I^,^i:'!i:='-=^^ ^W/../..s,XVn. 69-70; Bai

.iMCMtl ^
'

-'
"-.VUrai'' f""^ m^l^mi^-^'m¥*
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rrirr'.''"''
'^'^ """ '''''°^' ^^° ^^'' ''°^"^" 'children should

rlillJ^'rf^'""
''^"''^ '" '^' ""'^^"'^ ^ '^ polytheistic andntuahsfc. There .s no trace of divine incarnation in then,and no approach to theisnu The philosophy of the Atman

|s menfoned as a subject of meditation for Ihe sannyasl; Tnd

VT 'I
'" ^^^''^y commended to the student on the

fhe^ A? a *'r " "° ''^'^^'- °'J«=^ ^h- ^he attainment ofthe Atman/ Necessarily, the whole of the Vedic religion isepresented-the so.na-cult. the fire-cult, animal sacrifice, andthe numerous mag.c rites. Temples and images also a;pears.de bys.de w.th these ancient methods of worship. buT ve

bdnl th"f>
^''°;' *'^ temple-cult, the reason T^eminglybemg that ,t stands outside the Vedic faith. The oldpantheon remams, but several new divinities appear, chiefly

Sd b7 '"r'"'*^'°"^'^"^
Kubera.wea'lth Klma'Cup.d. Brahma, whom we meet in the Aranyakas. has alsoan honoured place The worship of snakes, mountains, rive s^and pools .s also found

; and cow-pens are reckoned amongholy places. The doctrine of transmigration and karma is
.•ecogn>zed as true by every one. but the old eschatology
St 11 m use

;
so that there is no unity of treatment. Readers

W.11 note how close the resemblance is to the religion of theongmal Epics. **

§ 43. The appearance during this -period of the sutra-textson Magic shows that the practice of the old methods of magicwas stili a very living part of the religion
; but we must

not.ce that these ceremonies did not form part of the obliga-

1 he ch.ef text, the A atrsika-su^m which belongs to the A^/Jr-vavcda,s first of all a Grihya-sutra.. but also gives a great dealof detailed information about magical ceremonies, and ,Lkemuch that is far from clear in the Atkarvan quite compre

« gf«^«'««^f- XVIII 4-17. VasishtMDS. XVII. cc-68 7.
» 11 *^^ ^f^'i^'

^^^'^''^ ''y Hopkins, kl. 242-6^ "
'

^^•

Apastamba DS. I. 8. 22-3.
' •

"4- 03-

'§mi^*T'^
'

X'' IS r -tfiiRL
^'''.
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hensiblc. 'ilic Risvid/idna dcscriljcs tlic inapflc.il ciTccts pro-
duced by the recitation of hymns or sint^lc verses of the
Kij^vcda

; while the Sdnmvidhann Hrdhmatta shows how the
chants of the Samaveda may be used for superstitious
practices.' The Adbhuta Ihiihiuana also belongs to the
Sdinaveda, and tleals with portents and the means to avert
their evil influence. We may also mention here the Copatha
Btdhmana of the Atltarvavaia, which is a late text of very
varied character, depending on the Vaitdnn-sfitra.

k 44- Subsidiary sutr 's also existed on the measurement of
altars and were called Sulva-sntras, from the word for a
measuring line, on Phonetics, Sikshd, Grammar, Vydkarana,
JCtymology, Nirukta, Prosody, Ckluxndas, and Astronomy,
Jyotisha. I'hcre were also special forms of the text of the
Rigvcda and various ancillary works on minor matters.
A large part of this literature is of no interest for our

subject, as, from the modern standpoint, it is purely secular.
But there is one of these secular books which we must
mention, because of the immense influence it has exerted
over language in India, and its consequent importance
for Indian history. We refer to the Ashtddhydyl or Eight
Chapters of Panini on Vydkarana, Grammar. Panini
lived at Taxila in the far north-west, seemingly about
the middle of the fourth century li.c- He may have been
alive when Alexander and his army were entertained in the
city with royal magnificence. In him culminated the move-
ment to make .he speech of the Vcdic schools a thoroughly
musical, trustworthy, intelligible, and polished instrument

;

and his book has been the norm of the Saihskrita, i.e. the
cultured, speech ever since. Down to his time this language
had gradually changed

; but from the moment when in the
schools of India his book became the standard, Sanskrit
became an unchangeable language. By his day great differ-

ences had already arisen between the polished tongue and

' For the date of these texts, see Keith, TS. I; clxvii.
' Keith, TS. I. clxviii.

\.\\
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the current forms ..f spcc-cl,

: Sanskrit was bccorninj,' incon,-
prchcnsiblc to the unc.h.catcd man. Ikrci,. lay its dis-
advantage and still lies. lU.t. on the other hand, it remains
permanently intelligible to all cultured men throughout India,
whde each vernacular is restricted to its own domain, and also
changes so rapidly that usually i„ three or four hundred years
Its best literature is as foreign to the vulgar as Sanskrit itself.

Ihc whole of this sutra-literaturo was recognized as rcve-
lauon of the second grade and was called smriti, remembrance,
in contrast with literature of the highest grade, which, as we
have already seen, was called sniti.

^^4> A famous work on politics, Kautilya's Arthasastra,
which has recently con.e to light, though not a religious work
must be mentioned here on account of the large amount of
detai cd mformation it affords incidentally as to the condition
of religion and morals in Magadha, towards the end of the
period. According to tradition, Kautilya is another name
for Chanakya, Chandiagupta's Brahman minister

; but critical
inquiry tends to lead to the conclusion that the work is the
text-book of a school of politics, and that, while probably
part of ,t is the work of Chanakyii, it has been redacted and
interpolated." Yet its evidence is of great value, if we give
Its date rather wide limits, say from 300 to 100 B.C. It is
a work which no one dealing with Hindu ethics can afford to
neglect. The information it gives about government, law,
crime and its punishment, and the social and economic state
of the country is of very great importance. Its evidence with
regard to the religion of Magadha is most interesting. The
popular belief was a wide and varied polytheism ; for not
only are the great gods and many of the minor divinities of
Hinduism mentioned, but the worship of mountains, rivers
trees and fire, of birds, snakes, and cows and other animals!
IS regarded as of great value as a prophylactic against
pestilence, cattle-disease, demons, fire, floods, drought, famine,

' Kdth./A'yf .S- 1916, p. 130. Hut see ..Iso K. V. Rangaswami AivanearSome Comiderations on Ancient Indian Polity, Madras, 1916.
'"^''"^^''
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mIfcii"
"?'"""''" ^"""°"^ ceremonies, incantations, and

magical ar s are recommended for such purposes also.
Readers w.ll note how well this fits in with the evidence

Tt eschTT
'"''

f;'"''" ^"^^''^^ "'^P"* °f the book is
ts eschatology. It does not seem to mention tran.smiera-
.on. karma or release at all. In all these features the work

.s very similar to the edicts of Asoka. Tho following is thebasKs of the moral and religious teaching of the treatis^ :

infi^nif "f''"'^
*=' °f ""^''^ ««" d"ty leads one to heaven (s^^arra) and.nfinue bl.ss (a,.a.r^a). When it is violated, .he world wil coT o ^nend owing to confusion of castes and duties Hence the kini Tu

This is precisely the position of the Karn.a Mimamsa. The

souhiel r'fi : '""l i^'^'^y''
^°^^' ^"^ Lokayata philo-sophies. 1 he first and the last of the three are atheistic, and.t^.s practically certain that at this date the Yoga was so

iii. TAc Epics.

§ 46. The epics of India, the Mahabharata and the Rama-

cironheT'h-r'"^^!^
'^"'^ narratives, became in thecourse of the:, history religious works, and are of extremeimportance as evidence on the subject of the religion of thecommon people and with regard to the rise of the sec s ofHinduism. But they are so vast that they are apt o fi th^

S.r"r :'' """ ''^"^>'' -^^ '- ^he'case o the
'l^^^bharata the contents present such an extraordinary

pola on7a?d ;r '° "^-^'^ """^ '^°'" '"^--'-ble inter-polations and the operations of countless editors each with

def; 17 Yeftar~''^i
^'^^ '''^''' ''^ '^'^"^ ^^

^^^

very" uitf^l rtr '"
:
"^'^ "^^' ''''y °"^''* t" P'-every fruitful. The parts of each poem must be read a thepoints of the history where they appeared.

' 1. iii.
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Scholars seem to be commg steadily nearer unanimity asto tl,e three essential moments in the history of the cL

are verTfr'""^
''''' ""^ '°' '^'^- ^" ^^ree s age;are very ully represented in the AMmarafa, but it is inthe /?a,„a^a„a that the first and the .econd can be most

"it attain

' "'"' ''' '''''' ^^''^•' '' ^'^ ^-"^'^ -P-entcd

Ir ';:lr;r
""'^ '"^'"'^"^ •" ^^^^ ^'^«-'- They

^'
''trh^^Z^te^^

^^''"'^^ '^"^"^^^ ''''• «^'''--

B. The epics changed into sectarian poems by Vaishnava
priests

: second century is. c
C. Vaishnava theism in both epics : the A/aAmara^a

becomes a huge encyclopaedia of theology, philo-
sophy, pontics, and law: first and second cen-
tunes AD.

There is perhaps not quite so much unanimity with regard

All would" r^'T:' " ^° ^'^^ '''^^ distinct' moven en si
All would acknowledge further that fragments of material

The roots nr
'^^^''''}^'^'^^- deal only with the first stage.

stories in thv'Hr'" ^^^'^^ '" ^"'>^ ''' ''''^' '" '^-"'-tic
stones ,n the Ved.c hymns and narratives in the Brahmanas

;

'
and .t .s probable that the first attempts at actual epiis

go back as far as the age of the Brahmanas ; for since theep.c .s popular, and its language is Sanskrit it must h ve

^Eood'h ^ '"^ "'^" ''' '''"'^'' ^" the'ch,efSs hal

PopuS and tr°" ri' '" ^^"'^''•^' '''^' '^' ^ ^™« ^vhen thepopular and the cultured speech were still near enough to bepract cally one.
:

.at in India, as in G.eece. the epTc arosefrom the song th. orified the noble deed, stinds out cCly

I 389ff.; 423 ff.
^

• ^ ^ '^' "opk'ns, OE. 397-8; Winterniiz, 1.

!J Mardonell, 280-1
-, Keith, AA. 196 „. ly.

w-^^:.'
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in the ancient evidence. Tlic early songs were sung
; and the

more elaborate compositions founded on them were either
sung or recited with elociiient declamation and dramatic
gesture.'

Scholars agree that the first rounded Malidhhamla and the
first completed Ramayana arose from these earlier eflTorts.and
that they both appeared in the same age, between 600' and
.300 II. c.

;

•> but unanimity has not yet been reached on the
question as to which came fust.'' I'or our purpose, however,
the question is of little importance. We need merely re-
cognize that both were already in existence by .300 it. c. and
that both may have arisen a good deal earlier. The features
of the two epics, the place where they arose, the way in which
they were formed from earlier pieces and other interesting
problems, arc discussed by the critics.* Strictly si)eaking, the
original epics ought not to come into our survey; for they
were not composed as religious works, but as heroic
poems. Yet their subsequent history changed them into
religious works of very great importance, and the original
material is a source of religious history all the more valuable
because it is indirect.

§ 4«. We shall take the shorter epic first, as it is easier to
detach the original Ramayana from its accretions than to
reach the genuine Bhdrala amidst the immeasurable masses
of extraneous material in which it is buried. Scholars agree
that of the seven books of which the Raviayana consists, the
whole of the first ^ and the seventh books are later additions.
Thus Books II-VI represent the genuine old epic. But even

» Holtzmann, .I/i?//. I. 52 ff. ; Hopkins, GE. 363-7.

3i8ff
' ^^^ '

^"^'"^
• "°P'''"'' '^'" "^^

;
Keith, /;i'^.V. 19,5,

• Jacobi puts the AMw,7jrt«,, first, R. 60 ff.; so Macdonell. SL 106but see also EREX 576; Hopkins sets the Hhfirata epic firs , then thehamayana, then the Pandu epic, GE. 60-1
; 238-9

Hop&sl'^i': ^:^^^Sr^^ '™^- '• '5 «•
^
^'-done... SL. 3.0

,
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In these books there arc numerous passages that have been
foisted on the text by reciters. Most of them are cither
variants, which make the details of the story harder to follow,
or repetitions, which weary the reader Intolerably ; so that,
before scanning text or translation. It ^vould be well to put
up a danger-signal beside each mora,' l^stimates of the
date of Valmiki's work vary from the sixth to the fourth
century n. c*

Valmiki's poem helps us to understand the religion the
more because it is a secular work ; for it gives us an un-
disturbed reflection of some aspects of the popular faith.
And we do well to look at it carefully

; for from a very early
date the work has been read as a mirror of character ; and in
Its enlarged form the Ravmyana is still the first of all Vish-
nuite scriptures. Religion, then, in the original work is still

frankly polytheistic and external. There are no sects. Iwery
one acknowledges all the gods ; and worship is made by
means of sacrifice, usually animal sacrifice. Thefe is no
mention here of the philosophy of the Atman. The sanuyasl
never appears; but at every turn the ancient vdnaprastha.
There is no approach to anything like a theism. The idea
of divine incarnation never occurs ; Rama from beginning to
end is a man and only a man : he is a great hero, but there
Is no suggestion that he is in any sense a god. Most of the
old gods of the Veda are mentioned

; and there is no monarch
among them, although Indra may receive a little more re-
cognition than the others. A number of new diviniti< s have
taken their places among the famous early gods, especially
Kama, Kubera, Sukra, and Karttikeya, and the following
goddesses: Gariga, the Ganges, with Lakshml and Uma, the

• The following are the chief interpolations recogn ed by Jacobi H
41-9,66-93, 107, 17-111, 117, 5-1,9. HI. 1-14; I V.I 7- 1 8, 40-4?, 4c- 7 •

y- 41-SS, 58-64, 66-8
; VI. 23-40, 59-60, 69, 74-5- Hesides these there

IS one verjr late canto which would confuse the rtlder seriously, vi" VI , ,qjacobi, h. 100-112, inclines to the sixth, or even the eighth centurvThe latest careful rev.ew of the question is' by Keith,/A'i5. 19'^ 3[8.

LRExX^. ""'"'^ ^' ""^ *™^
•

^""^ "^acdonell agrees

:
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?h, *a
"'"'™?»'' >» <« -"O" important than thcyar^^<h. *,*, here maintain tliat prominenie. Snake, ,„T Hver^and lakea are also ivonliipncd It !. „f • .

'

that temples and imJ^^iL. J
""portanee to note

animal „crifice U the u^^offe inl T?
"'"""^- "^ "»'

•he phall,,, of Siva Inlmthf
^''«." """"""on to

"ligiou, conKi„„:„e„. The dJ^^riJT;:!""'
"""' ""

..•<^^^.::-the;o-i:rr;^rir-^^^^^^^^

referred to in the epTLf "„ /^^TT "'""' " "
first book a, it stands Tl'. ,

"' '"""" "' «'=

consists of Mco"t:eror;:L"«"ttd'''f
''''•'"'''

xti^he-tkraTtrk-l^irer^i;; --

studied precisely in .he same va/aTrte ori'tll'^f
"""°' ""

but the stuHpnf «,.., r
original Ramayana :

reading one of he oL r '°T'
''^^ "' '^^ character 'by

Book VIII or IYfK.: '°'"' '•'^ battle-scenes from

will be'^i^rid'L^^^^^^^^^^^
'" these thetraiiof the redactor

terlu^sort^htoT/^rt^tr '-' ''' '''''-^' ^^--
the chnging ma off el ':;1''V^T "^""'"^^

'^ '^^"^

and ritualistic throuH and h ^^

Therel.g.on is polytheistic

^

*'^-"S'^-dh„,g.h; sectarianism ha3 not yet
'"-93 ff. MI. 4^73.

mmrnm^^mm^m:
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,,

appeared
; there is no thcNm in ;» «« i- •

exposition of the Atmand^nnVrK T""
'"^•""«»'°". "«

pantheon .survives. Dharm.^ '-. ijj^t ''r'

""
appear as divinities and kTri.hnJ .

^'""'' ^°^'^'

«Ktv'C2 it^rr t^r„v*s^ r'^

"

'- -'

already i„ ,„„e «„se identified with ViThm FiS
"
' 7"

150 B.C., Vasudeva is spoken of as a divinity

/C "o''""-
^^^'- '°5 (but see below)

; Grierson. A'A'A-. H. 54, Carbc

31.

E
On F'.inini, IV. j.'gg.
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Sir R. G. Bhandarkar » has a notable theory of his own on

the subject. He distinguishes between Vasudcva and Krishna.
He bdieves that Vasudeva was originally a man belonging to
the Satvat.1 tribe, that he lived in the sixth century n.c, if not
earlier, and that he taught the people of his tribe a monot'i.eistic
religion. Some time after his death he was deified by his own
people and identified with the one personal God whom he had
preached. He was thereafter identified, first with Narayana,
then with Vishnu, and finally with the cowherd god of Mathura,'
Gopala Krishna. From the sect which worshipped this god'
there arose, according to this theory, the famous poem, the
Bhagavadgita. Grierson,^ Wintcrnitz,^ and Garbe * accept the
theory, and support it ardently, but Hopkins » and Keith

«

hold that it can be shown to be unhistorical ; and most scholars
seem to follow them. There is certainly no clear evidence
of the existence of a monotheistic faith during those early
centuries.

§51. In the Epics and the Sutras we meet the first references
to Hindu temple-and-image worship. But it is most noteworthy
that, by the side of the minute instructions for the sacrifices
given in the Kalpa-sutras, no directions for the temple-cult
appear. The latter seems to be merely tolerated by the side
of the orthodox cult. Then, at a later date, when the
Vaishnavas and the Saivas organized themselves as sects,
worshipping Vishnu and Siva by tempic and image, they were
condemned as unorthodox ; and the taint remains to some
extent to the present day. It is also important to realize that
from the earliest times at which we catch glimpses of the
organization of Hindu temple-worship, there are stringent
rules to the effect that the priests must be Brahmans, and
that the temples are open to all men and women of the four
castes-Brahman, Kshatriya, Vaisya, Sudra-but to no others
What the history behind these facts is, it is as yet impossible

' VS. Chaps. IV, VII, VIII, IX.
' l-l^F" II- 540 ff. » I. 373. « /C 21 e ff
^ JRAS. ,90s, 384. « JlT/s. ,9.5, 548 ; .b. %\^'l,%

fwwjllyjmr
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later history of H.ndu worship is the slow but .steady weakenmg o the old sacrificial cult under the pressure of^e J^^ eattractive temple-system.

iv. Systems of Release. '

§52. On the basis of ideas expressed in the philosophichymns of the ^rgveda and the Atharvaveda, there ie eevolved m the t.me of the B.ahmanas two conceptions of th"Absolute the ^../.;«.. and the ^-/;„.«. the Self the formerdrawn e.ther from the concept of the supernatural poweres-dent m holy things ^ or from reflection on'the outerw^d
the latter drawn from the subjective life of man. The ideaswere then combined, with the result that the Absolute was

bemg. The Brahman-Atman thus came to be the phrase forthe one spiritual reality, unchanging, universal, free from allearthly bonds, from birth and death, pain and sorrow
; a^d

..o temples, and recognS „o sac'ed „K '
Their"" T^^'^^'^T^v.? sacrifices, and the'=e were nriJ^tP i^^ ,

'^"" consisted of

.ut within a man's own h^se or 1^.;^ ^^T"'"''
^"^ ^^^^'^ ^^"ied

was desirable. On the other handX f' ? ""r"""'."
'^'^ Performance

that the sacred spot, with its iS Shrine ^nd tT^''"" "l^'f
^"^^^^'

all the people of the tribe s a verv niH 1 • • f?^
"?" ^y'"''"'' «P^" '»

as if thfAryans and ^'aboriS^^it^J'^"^^^
.nst„mion. It seems

conceptions if worship as well as .TotLr mat L r?/h'*'''r''^
'" '!!"'"

«s justifiable, it would be natural to coniec^rr^ht k
' '"ference then

period, masses of the aborSs were adm.vl 'h V'
'"'!*="' ^* ^ ^^"^ ^^^'V

conquering Aryans and calfedluYras.thTy carried 'wU^.h'"'"
"'"^ '^

Aryan community their temple-and-imagc worshTn • nnH »^^ 'H^was at some later date regu; rized Sr h^ »k^' ^ *''^* ''''^ «="•'

Bn^hmans as ministrants,TbyThe VecoStion of\h?P°;"'r"' °(.^"^'
as Brahmans. If we could be sure 7h ,t thl? the actual mcumbents
is what actually hapoened we shouW th.n h^^°"

n**^
"^^^^ alternatives

reason for the^ ven? curious fact thLt to fhlf
^''^ ^^^"^T^ y^^^^ouc^X

temple-ministrants are held in murh Lc '''''y/"^.^" "^er India,

Brahmans. There is one poin wh ch is absofuTell''';"''°" ''^"'J
°'*'^^

that the essential elements o? the temple cuh?fc T' "'"""^'y •*'''''

shodaia upacMra-axft so di'^tinct in Si.* f
\'''''^^" operations,

to betray an alien origin
-character from the sacrificial cult as

' Oldenberg, LU. 44-52 ; Poussin, IVN. 2-'.
Deussen, AGP. I. 240^.

E 2
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the nobler minds of the time lonjred to Y>r released from the
doom of repeated death in the other world, and to reach
immortality and the peace of the Atman.

A. T/ic Upanishads.

§ .'5.3. When the doctrine of rebirth and karma arose, it made
the phenomenal world and human life seem much more
unsatisfactory and enslaving than before, and therefore created
in the best men a deeper desire than ever for release from all
earthly conditions, and especially from rebirth.

Then some courageous thinker, conscious to the utmost not
only of the kinship and similarity of his own atman to the
universal Atman, but also of the unlimited outlook and desire
of the human spirit, took the bold leap and declared the two
identical

:
' My atman is the universal Atman whole and

undivided.' The immediate consequence of this outreach of
conviction was necessarily a vivid consciousness of uplift above
all merely phenomenal conditions, of community of life and
privilege with God, and an immovable conviction of release
from transmigration and all its bonds.
The conviction spread to others, and soon there .was a

company of men who regarded themselves as liberated. In
their exaltation of mind, and in their fear lest the old woridly
life should rob them of their new-found treasure, they gave up
completely the life of the family and the world, and became
wandering, homeless, celibate ascetics, without possessions
without responsibilities, devoted altogether to the life of the
Atman. They were called parivrdjakas, wanderers, bhikshns
beggars, sannyasls, renouncers. They found a life that was
a fitting expression of their new experience in a complete
renunciation of the world and of ail the rules of society. They
wandered about, giving their time to meditation, discussion
and teaching, sleeping at the foot of a tree, getting their food
by begging. In numerous episodes we see them conversing
and discussing in the woods, in the villages, at kings' courts
and at sacrifices.
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One of the most remarkable fact.s about these men is this
that they gave up the old worship completely. This is the
point at which they are most clearly distinguishable from the
older order of ascetics, the vanaprasthas. The sacrifices were
meant to induce the gods to grant to their worshippers
health, wealth, and all the other pleasures of life. Of what
service, then could they be to men who, having found the
Atman, had therein found full satisfaction and no longer looked
to material things for comfort and consolation ? The ancient
worship, and with it all the learning on which it rested, had
thus become worthless to them.' The corroding effect of
philosophic thought had thus already gone a long way Yet
though they took no further part in the sacrifices, they still
believed in the gods and demigods and the old mythology.
These still formed to them part of the totality of things
explained by iheir belief in the Brahman-Atman.
Some scholars hold that the new teaching arose amoi.g the

Kshatnyas, the warrior caste, and was only at a later date
accepted by the Brahmans -' but most scholars believe that
while Kshatriyas and people of lower castes, and women as
well as men, took part in the discussions and rejoiced in the
new beliefs, the main part in the evolution of the doctrine
was taken by Brahmans. It is certainly true that the root of
every single idea involved in the new philosophy is found in
the earlier Brahmanical books.^

§ 54. At first the teaching seems to have been carried on
exclusively in free discussions anywhere and everywhere and
the new ideas and the new life were open to everybody \ but
finally the Brahmanical schools began to teach it as the last
subject of their curriculum, and there it took root and grew
At first doubtless the teaching was given in extempore
ireedom. only certain great phrases expressing the central
Ideas, such as Tat tvavt asi, ' Thou art that *. i.e. ' Thou art

' Poussin, IVN. 9, 29.

Oldenberg, LU. 166 ; keith, AA. 50. 257 ; JRAS. 19,5. 550.

i
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the Wrahman-Atman', being given m nxed form; but
gradually the lectures received settled expression ; and they
were then communicated to the pupils nnd by them com-
mitted to memory, precisely as the hymns and the Brahmanas
were handed on. From this time onward, then, only
Urahmans taught the doctrine, and only men of the three
twice-born castes were allowed to hear it. From this circum-
stance, doubtless, the name ' fpanishad ', ' secret doctrine \^
arose.

The outcome of this teaching was the early Upanishads.
iiach consists of a great many distinct pieces of teachiiig, of
varymg value, character, and length, product, of the activity
of many minds and of many years of advancing thought.
Ihey arc m simple discursive prose, and show clearly the
process of transition from the old sacrificial teaching of the
Brahmanas to philosophy. Amidst the prose, brief passagesm verse occur in a few places. To this group of early prose
works there belong six treatises, distributed as follows among
the Vedic schools

:

Fetiis. Schools. Upanishads.

I. RIK Aitareyins

Kaushitakins
Aitareya

Kaushitaki

I. SAMAN j
T.lndins

1 Talavakiiras
Chhandogya

KenaBLACK
VAJUS Taittiriyas Taittiriya

WHITE
VAJUS Vajasaneyins Brihadaranyaka

III.

Smce each Upanishad is a collection of pieces of varying
date, tt is not possible to arrange these six compilations in
order o, seniority

; yet their relative age may be approxi-
matcl> mdicatcd. Deussen's order is :

^'
i. Brihadaranyaka,

2. Chhandogya. 3. Taittiriya. 4. Aitareya. 5. Kaushitaki.

i.''-.u"'''i 'r
"'^ "5"^' explanation of the word (Deusscn, PU lo-ii •

' PU. 23. '
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6. A'eua
;
and Macdonell ' and Winternitz ^ follow him. Keith,

however, holds that the Aitareya is earlier even than the
BrUtadaranyaka, and that it does not teach the doctrine of
transmigration/' If that be so, it does not enter into our
discussion here. Oldenberg* takes the Aitareya along with
the Brihadaranyaka and the Ck/iandogya, and also suggests
rather tentatively that the ha, which other scholars regard as
a later text, and the Jaiminiya Upanishad Brahmana should
be included among these six early works. In any case it is

clear that the Brihadaranyaka and the Chhandogya are by
far the most important of the six ; for in them all the leading
ideas are first clearly developed.

It was mainly in the land of the Jumna and the Ganges,
from Kurukshetra to Benares, that the original discussions
which created the new thought took place; and in the schools
of the same regions the Upanishads took form. Since these
treatises were formed by a process of slow growth and
accretion, and were preserved, not in writing, but in human
memories, it is not possible to fix on any definite dates for
their composition. Yet it is clear that the teaching had
taken very definite form, and was influencir^ men's thoughts
far and wide, when Gautama, the Buddha, began to teach
about 525 li.c.

; and scholars believe that we may safely
assume that by 500 B.C., this body of literature was already
in existence in very much the same shape as it has come
down to us.''

§ 55. The essential aim of the Upanishads is to explain
reality, to discover the Absolute. All the ideas of the
teaching circle round the great conception of Brahman-
Atman, the source, the support, and the reality of the
universe. The human self is not a part of the divine Self,
but is the Brahman-Atman whole and undivided. It is

knowledge that gives release. The man who ;n his own self

" 226.
6

^rS^.i:£r^lf7^'^^'=!?^^':?-^ .^?te. oiiSiJl^
suggests still earlier dates, LU. 288, and also Poussin, WN. \o.
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realizes the truth of the Alman is thereby hberated from thechains of transmigration and from the .slavery of worldly
thmgs. He.s an emancipated spirit, at death will enter into
bUss, and will never be reborn. Through his liberation he
enters at once upon a blessed experience; for he then begins

AtmT TU^"""r
•"""°'-*'*''»y' ^"d freedom of the supremeAtman These hnes of belief run through the Upanfshads

everywhere; and the mass of the teaching seeks to illustrate
these positions and to create the conviction that they are true.

. 1 ut there ,s no articulated system taught.' Outside theleadmg .deas, the teaching is by no means uniforn,. The
relation of the Brahman to the material world is expressed in

assu'nl"' r' U
"''"^ P"^^'«^^ '^^ '''^^''^>' °f 'he world is

a.ssumed
, Brahman created it and entered into it ; he per-

vades .t and extends beyond it. In others the reality of theBrahman .s stated so forcibly as almost to leave the impre.ssion

seiner V '""'•°"- ^"^ there is. and there is no
second (^nly the great spiritual Unity exists ; there is nornam old such as our eyes see in nature. He who affirms
that the manifold exists does not know the One. In these

Iblenf' ?TT ^'''' '''"'' '^ "'^° ^^'^ °" the unknow-
ableness of the Atman. He is a subject without an objectthe universal Subject, far uplifted beyond the need olany object and therefore far beyond human under-
standing. Similarly, while the Atman .. usually con-

iWrtrf""/''' '*''" "' ""'"'y Phivscs ...ich, if strictly
mterpreted, imply personality. He is called 'the innerGuide

;
at his bidding sun and moon stay asunder • hecauses men to do good works and to do evil works. Thetruth IS these wonderful treatises were not meant to build upa complete philosophical temple for the human mind, butrather to provide materials to stab the spirit awake, to open

ofgT H
•''""'"'^ "°^''' ^"'^ ^° '^'^ -- to r^alizaLof God and renunciation of the worid

fully' the varSScepu;„?"'°'»
'"'' ^'"""'' ''^'^ Kei.h, .V.V.

5. recognle
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The Atman Is bliss, anu the man who rcali/.cs his identity
with the Atman enters into peace, but. apart from the Atman,
all else .s full of sorrow. All that comes into existence is
evil. There is thus in the teaching of the Upanishads a basis
for pessimism

;
but their general tone is by no means

pessimistic' I.mancipation fills many a passage with a
joyous radiance.

There are many strikingly beautiful and effective passagesm these works
;
here a few sentences which recall the Psalms,

there a brief paragraph which reminds one of Plato. There
IS a simple sincerity about them, and a childlike naturalness
of vision which are very attractive. There arc parts of these
works which will take a high and permanent place in the
worlds best literature. But. after all, the books are but
compilations; and, beside these lofty prophesyings which
reveal the Indian mind at its noblest and greatest, there aremany passages as futile and worthless as the poorest twaddle
of the Brahmanas. The Brahman compiler had not yet learnt
to separate the wheat from the chaff.

§.0. The passion for release and the example of these
wandering ascetics stirred many other groups of men to
thought and inquiry; so that by the middle of the sixth
century there were many leaders, each with his doctrine of
release and his- ascetic discipline, preaching on the plains of
he north. Ihese we merely mention now. for we must
follow the school of the Upanishads to the end of the period

Ihe original Upanishads. which we dealt with above con-
tinued to be taught orally in their respective schools L the
source of that knowledge of the Brahman-Atman which brings
release from the bonds of karma and transmigration. Butmen had begun to realize that many passages in these treatises
were worthless for the end in view; and the awkwardness of
carrying a long piece of discursive prose m the memory as
a spiritual tonic constantly obtruded itself; while the verses
interspersed proved potent as teaching and easy to remember.

' See Keith, .V.V. 13; Oldenberg, Z,^/. 115 ff.
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Hence arose a new scries of short Upanishads in verse, which
are the sole surviving product of the teaching given in the
schools on the subject of the Atman during these centuries.
Their purpose in the main is, not to introduce fresh teaching,
but to express in more convenient form what was now the
settled orthodox belief of the sannvasi schools. We here set
them out in the order of their age' and in their connexion
with the Vedic schools

:

KLACK YAJUS
WHITK YAJU.S
HLACK YAJUS
ATllAKVAN
HLACK YAJU.S

Schiw/.

Ka|hak.-is

\'.ijasaneyins

Taittiriyas

Upitnish J
Kafkaka
Jiil

S^'etAiTutiira

Mumiaka
i* ''anHriiyanii

It is impossible to give precise dates for any one of these
poems, but most scholars would agree that, if we place the
Katltaka about ',00 li.c.,* and the Mahanarayana in the third
centur)-,^ wc shall not be far wrong.

While it is true that the purpose of these treati.ses is rather
a restatement of teaching than an advance in thought, yet the
changes inevitable in the centuries appear in them. These are
in the main in two directions. There is a distinct advance
shown in the capacity for sustained thinking, and the subject
is developed in more orderly sequence than in the earlier
works." There is a tendency towards the exaltation of Vishnu
and Siva as symbols of Brahman, and an increasing emphasis
is laid on self-discipline.

The introduction of Vishnu and Siva leads to a movement
of thought in the direction of theism. In the Kathaka there
is little advance, but in the Ud we meet with the word which
is used in later literature to denote the personal Supreme in
Hinduism, Isa, Isvara, Lord. In the Svctdsvatara and in
the Mumiaka the personal God stands out face to face with

" Deussen, /'£/. 24.
' Oldenberg, Zt/. 203 ; 2ii8

; 357; Keith, .SW. 9.
Keith,/A^.s. 1908, 171 n. 2. * Oldenberg, LU. 206.
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the personal soul; yet the |)li[luso;)hj is inonjitic. and the
full identity of the inchvidual and the universal Atman is

maintained.' In tlic Svitdsratara Siva is introduced under
his old name Rudra

; and, for the first time in Hindu hteraturc,
devotional feeling, b/iakii, is spoken of as due to him. He is

said to control the whole process of karma and transmigration.
When God is clearly conceived as a person, He is necessarily

distinguished from the material universe as well as from the
human soul. Hut the Svelaivatara, while it sugfjcsts divine
personality in several ways, is unwilling to give up the ancient
monism. Hence the material world is declared to be maya,
illusion, so that Hrahman may remain the y\!I as well as the
One. This idea is of transcendent importance in the later
religion.

In the hermitages of the Vanaprasthas, the austerities which
were originally used to win supernatural powfr were employed
to discipline the body and mind for religious purposes, the
ends sought through the discipline being intercourse with the
gods, purity of character, and an ethercalized body;!* and
the word >'<J?-a,=" yoking ',' restraint ', was used to cover the
whole range of these regulated methods of physical and
mental control. In the verse Upanishads these methods
are heartily commended for use in the search for Brahman.*
In the ol3 Upanishads, when the idea of the Atman is reached
by a rigorous process of abstraction, the result is an idealistic
conception, a mind which is a subject without an object,
a knower that is unknowable. This led quite naturally to the
belief that, in order to apprehend the Unknowable in mystic
vision, the soul must be disciplined to perfect stillness ; and to
this end the restraining methods of yoga were prescribed. In
so far also .is ethical conditions were regarded as a pre-
condition of the enlightenment which is emancipation, the

I
See Bamett,/>P.45. 1910, 1363.
ChhandogyaU.\.xo,x; 11.23,1; Ramuyana,\\.\xy; Ill.i;

• Taittiriya i/. II. 4.
.^ . » > .

Oldenberg, LU. 258 ff. ; Keith, SS. 55.

XII.
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practice of yoga was regarded as lulpfuL In the Kathnka
and in the Svetasvatara yoya methods arc very seriously
commended

; and we shall find that the early Buddhists were
led by similar motives to similar practices. Along with
the description of these exercises, a theory which explains
them is stated in outline three times over in the Kathaka,
and it reappears in the ^vetasvatarn . It is not discussed in
detail

;
yet the conceptions expressed and the technical terms

used make it quite clear that it is the germ of what is known
in later literature as the Sarikhya philosophy.'

In these treatises also the Vcdanta first occurs as the name
of the philosophy of the Upanishads. Both groups of Upani-
shads were attached to the Brahmaiias of the schools to which
they belonged, and were recognized as sruti, revelation of the
highest grade.

B. Many Schools.

§ 57. From the prose Upanishads and the earliest Jain and
Buddhist literature it is plain that by the middle of the sixth
century many speculative systems were already being taught.^
each represented by a leader and his following of monks ; for
asceticism was as essential to the system-teacher in India then
as the philosopher's cloak was in ancient Greece. Some of
these teachers were not far removed from the sannyasis of the
Upanishads, many were much more sceptical, while some were
thorough-going materialists. It is not possible to sketch the
systems clearly, but one significant fact stands out undeniable,
that a number of them were distinctly atheistic, like the
Karma Mimamsa. The chief were the systems which came
to be known as Jainism and Buddhism, but there were others.
Clearly for a long time, seemingly for several centuries, th^
doctrine of the Brahman-Alman laid hold of only a small
proportion of thinking Hindus, while the vast majority re-

' For the exposition of these passages, see Deussen, I'U. 249-53 J

01denberg,/.d/. 203-6; Keith, .V.V, 9-14.
' Rhys D.-ivids, ALU. 30 ff. ; I'oussin, IVM. 60.

m-t^
l^Mi'^A
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taincd the ancient Vc(1ic jwlythcistic outlook. This accounts
for the Karnna Mimarhsa, Jainism, Buddhism, and other early
atheisms, and also for the cmcrpencc of the Sankhya and the
Vai^shika at later dates. Two further clcmrn»s of the intel-

lectual atmosplicre of those days render the atheistic attitude
of the mass, and the materialistic standpoint of many, more
comprehensible; first the world-constraining power credited to
the sacrifice in the Yajur^uda, and secondly the automatic
character of the theory of transmigration and karma as usually
taught :

' there seemed to be no n^ed for a ruler of the universe.
It seems most probable that the materialistic school, kndWn

in India as Lokayata for two thousand years, was already in

existence.*

It is probable that the Sankhya and Yoga systems appeared,
in early forms which we cannot now reconstruct, in the fourth
or third century ii. c. Dates are very doubtful : all we can be
sure of is that the Sankhya comes in the main from the
philosophy of the early and the verse Upanishads,^ and that
the Yoga, while also indebted to the Upanishads, springs
ultimately from popular magic and hypnotism.* Sudras were
admitted to the order of Sankhya ascetics as readily as twice-
born men, and both Sudras and Outcastes could become
yogis: so that from the time of the foundation of these
schools the pursuit of release was open to these classes within
Hinduism itself.

^ 58. Amongst these clashing systems were two, now known
as Jainism and Buddhism, whose principles speedily set them
outside Hinduism and made them rival faiths. They were
both founded by Kshatriyas. While both systems recognized
all the gods and demigods of the Hindu pantheon, they spoke
of them as of little strength and importance as compared
with their own leaders. They therefore taught that it was
folly to worship them, that the Veda was untrue, and the

' Poussin, IVX. 58.
» Poussin, IVX. 6i ; Keith, /A'^5. 1917, 175, «. 2.
' Oldenberg, LU. 21 1 ; Keith, .S5. Ch. I ; Deusscn, AGP. I. ill. le.
* Garbe, S V. 34 ff. ; Oldenberg, LU. 258 ff.
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6a TRANSMIGRATION AND RIXEASE
pnestly work of the Brahmans valueless. Both systems
offered release to men of every race and caste. It is true

IIn^ ''tu f''-

'"" '''""'"' '' ''^' "^^^^^''^'y »° becomea monk. The la.ty could make a little progress, but could

relnT-'
'"

v"'
''^ ^°^' ""^'' ^^ey accepted the life of

dlZ '?u-
:'' '"'" '"' '^" "^« ^ ^^^^' advance on con-

men "f ^r. \"u°°'
"' ^'^^ Upanishads. in which onlymen of the three highest castes could become sannyasis andpress on to release. Hinduism could not fail to condemnbo h systems as heresies. Jainism is the earlier of the twobut we take Buddhism first because of it we have far fuU^;and clearer mformation than of Jainism.

C. T/ie Buddhist School.

§59. Gautama, the founder of Buddhism, the most potentand attractive personality among all the sons of India and one

of Nell r °T' "'''""'* Kapilavastu.on the bordersof Nepal, almost due north of Benares, about 560 b.c. theson of a nobleman of the Sakya clan. When about thirtyyearsof age he left his wife, his little son, and his father, andenounced the world. He became a disciple of several teachersm succession, but did not find satisfaction in their teachingand resolved to seek truth for himself. Finally, at the spofnowknownas Buddh-Gay.,in Bihar, his system took shTp^e

iis ZL .; r°"^ V'"'''
'"'"'"'^'^^ ^"^""^ 525 B.C., until

h.s death at the age of eighty (.. 480 B.C.), he spent all hisenergy in teaching his principles. He held th^t the final

nllddh 'l.'^^'ri''
'" ^''" ^"^ '•'^'^f^^^ '^^"^^ himself theBuddha, the en ightened one. Since he was accepted by hisfollowers as a full authority in matters of faith and lif^ hisdeath must nave been an irremediable loss to them. No onewas appointed in his place: his teaching must now be theirguide That teaching, preserved in the memories of his

disciples and gradually modified and expanded as time passed
finds expression in the Canon.

'

§ 60. His was an eminently practical system. He regarded
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life as full of .sufferfng and believed that hi. teaching provided
the mcdicme necessary for th. healing of men. He taught
that the cause of suffering was desire, and sought to show theway whereby desire might be extinguished and release from
karma and transmigration and every other form of suffering
might be won. He invited men and women to the monastic
life, in which under his guidance, as he believed, the mrvana,

J.

e. the extmction, of desire, might speedily be accomph\shed.
Those who reached nirvana in this life, at death would enter
hnal nirvana,! and would not be born again.
He expressed the leading ideas of his system in clear and

simple forms, and in the vernacular: all early Budcll,ist books
are in the vernacular. The basis of the whole is given in the
Four Noble Truths :

I. The noble truth 0/ misery. Birth is misery; old aee is miserv-

erieTId rf"^'^'^'
^''"' "^ '"'^^•^^ sorrow lamcnK,rse7y'

permrnenfexUtPnrT H •
' T'^''^^' ^^' '*="'"''' pleasure, desire forpermanent existence, desire for transitory existence.

'•
^u?a1J?e:ltt''rr'?''''^""^''-?' ''-'he'omplete fading

Hnquhh'n'nTand aUi-adtsi^
^'^'"^ "''' ^ ""'^'"^ ''"*^' ^ -

^r^Jh^ ul^uf^'^- P^*^' *° *"' "g"^' belief, right reso^^ r eht

In discussing this path the Buddha explained that it was
a middle course which shunned two extremes, the pursuit of
worldly pleasures and the practice of useless austerities. Thefollowmg .s the exposition of the eight requirements of the
noble path

:

l i'^ii
^^^"'^- belief in the four noble truths.

2. lught Resolve: to renounce sensual pleasures, to have malir^ .«

, >;v Y.'^cr"!' ^"u^ ?° ''^™ "° "^i'-g creature. '

"'^'"^ '°-

'• Sfftttr^" '"" '=^'^^''"°'' •'-•'•'"'"g. harsh language,

' Warren, BT. 380.
• From Digha-Nikaya, 22, as translated in Warren, BT. 368 73.
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• yf^^Zi^S^:^,^'' "-''^'- -^ «-in« one's

, ^'^'^%^'''\'' merit'orSus qu^Se?.
P™'"^^' P^^^^''^'^' ^^^'^'oP. and

'•

^"^?4S?^-?o^„JrS^^^^^^^^^^^
un.eepi„, watchfulness.

tense^hinkin, a-n^d^re'^arrreSS^^^^^^^^^

The path may be summed up as faith in the Buddha's

apply It to hfe m detail, and an earnest moral lifeaccomp- .ied

^l6X^:r'"''°" 'I'
''' P-^^''" °f ^VpnoticTrnc'

$6r. Thus far we may be sure of our ground, but as soonas we ask what the Buddha taught abouf the natu e of"heworld ndm,„3„d what happens in release, we find ou.seI es

Sutt P> r\"-V' " ™P°"''^^ *° -^'^^ ^-tain that theSutta P,taka, wh.ch did not take final form until more thantwo centunes after his death, really represents his teachingThe preva.hng doctrine in the Canon is that everything ^n theworld ,s transitory, evil, and lacking in an ego.^ and theeibrehat man has no soul. But if man has no so^ul it wol seemto be fa,r to conclude at once that there can be no rebSrand further that even if some shadowy form of continu y anbe conceived which might make it possible to believe in transm.grat,on, final release in these circumstances can on ^ be fina"anmh.lat.on. The Canon is by no means consistent in itdoc nne Transmigration is certainly everywhere taught butwhile the existence of a self or immortal spirit is usuaUvdenied, there are passages where the soul is^.aid to exist"^Then, although in a few places release is said to be annlh lat.on pure and simple, that is not the prevalent doctrine

2 tI"""
A?-^«-^«v7yrt, 22. Abbreviated from VVifren /?r ,,,
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Modern scholars have differed greatly in their reconstruction
of the Buddlia's teaching. The latest exposition, which is by
Professor Poussin,' strives to do complete justice to all the
evidence. He is inclined to believe that Gautama did deny
the existence of a soul or permanent entity in man, but he
believes he predicated the e.xistence of a sort of substitute for
a soul which may be reasonably conceived as a possible basis
for transmigration. It is almost impossible to express the
idea accurately and clearly in a sentence, but perhaps the fol-
lowing may suggest it. The exposition runs tl t in our
psychical life there exists only the stream of con .ousness,
with its partial continuity, its imperfect identity, its continuous
change

;
and it is this phenomenal thing that transmigrates,

a something which is so changeable as to be no basis for the
belief in a permanent soul, and yet has sufficient continuity to
make it possible to speak of the individual as transmigrating.
Thus man is altogether phenomenal, a composite of fleeting
elements, yet rebirth takes place. But, if this is all that trans-
migrates, must we not conclude that, when transmigration
does not take place, the man is annihilated ? That seems to
be the only possible conclusion. But the Buddha did not
usually speak of deliverance as annihilation. In his teaching
he eschewed, as far as possible, metaphysical questions as of
no practical utility, and, indeed, ps obstructions in the path
towards the ideal. Hence nirvana is usually called complete
deliverance, and no description or definition of the state is

added. Such is Professor Poussin's reconstruction of the
history. It would, perhaps, be still 'better to suppose that
t'-- Buddha denied the existence of the soul while he affirmed

-.migration and deliverance, and that he refused to enter
into any philosophic justification of these positions.

§6a. Buddhist tradition unanimously declares that a few
weeks after the death of the master a great Council was held
at Rajagriha, the capital of Magadha, and that there the rules
for the monastic life, and also the discourses of the Buddha as

• WN. 34.

F
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contained In the Sutta Pitaka were rehearsed. All critical

scholars agree that the story is unhistorical, and that the

growth of the C. i is posterior to the death of the Buddha

;

but it is quite pos .ule that the disciples assembled after the
death of the founder to come to some agreement concerning
the principal points of the creed and of the discipline.

Very little is known about the history of the faith or of the
community during the next two hundred years. Clearly the

movement spread; the literature gradually took shape; and
differences of opinion on matters of both faith and practice

arose among the monks ; but it is not possible to give any
comprehensible outline of the events of those years. A tradi-

tion is found in the Canon that, one hundred years after the
death of the Buddha, a second Council was held at Vaisaii, to

examine and condemn ten illegitimate practices which the
monks of that town claimed to have the right to follow, and
a much later tradition declares that the Vinaya and Sutta
Pitakas of the Canon were recited here also. Scholars are ready
to believe that a Council was held to discuss certain points

of discipline and other questions, but the date remains quite

uncertain, and the statements about the Canon are unhistorical.

§63. About two hundred year3 after the Buddha's death,

however, light begins to fall on the history. Alexander's
raid into the Punjab led to a revolution and change of dynasty
in Magadha and to the establishment, under Chandragupta, of

the first empire ever known in India. 1 he grandson of Chandra-
gupta, the founder of the Maurya empire, was Asoka, one of

the most remarkable monarchs the world has seen. He seems
to have reigned from 273 to 233 !).( A few years after he
became emperor he added Orissa by conquest to his empire.
According to his own account, the slaughter and misery which
the conquest occasioned caused him such acute distress and
repentance that he became a Buddhist and decided to wage
no more war. Many scholars believe that at a later date he
actually became a monk, at least for a short time.

The conversion of Asoka made the fortune of Buddhism

;
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for, being a nmn of conviction and energy, he set about using
the wealth, authority, and influence of his great position for the
spread of the rehgion which he had adopted. He spent vast
sums from the imperial revenue in erecting Buddhist build-
ings. The use of stone for architecture and sculpture seems to
have begun in India about this time. Consequently, the
earliest .stone buildings erected on the soil of India dowered
the Buddhist faith with a magnificent series of artistic monas-
teries, temples, and relic-mounds. He sent out mcnks as
mrssionaries of the faith th.oughout the length and breadth of
India, and also to Ceylon, to Rurmah, to the Himalaya.s, to
Afghanistan, and beyond. Great success followed both within
and without the bounds of the empire. Ceylon became
a Buddhist country, and along the southern slopes of the
Himalayas, in Kashmir, and in eastern Afghanistan the faith
took firm root. The emperor also prepared simple sermons
for his people and had them cut on rocks by the side of pilgrim
and trade routes, or on monumental pillars set up in prominent
places, so that he might preach to the millions of his subjects
and his neighbours. Laws were made to compel men to live
in closer accord with the Buddhist ideal ; and Government
officials were required to help the imperial propaganda in the
ordinary course of their duties.

§64. Tradition ruas that a Council held at Patna during his
reign for the settlement of several questions of faith and
discipline, accepted the Tipitaka (Sansk. Tripitaka). the
Buddhist Canon in three baskets, Pitaka, or divisions, as under :

I. The Vinaya, or Discipline Basket, containing the rules
for the life of monks and nuns.

3 The Sutta, or Sermon Basket, consisting in the main of
dialogues and sermons.

3. The Abhid/iamma, or Teaching Basket, containing chiefly
manuals for the training of monks and nuns.

Is the tradition credible ?

The following facts must be recognized. In the third
century B.C., the Canon existed only in the memories of the

F 3
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monks and nuns; and it must have been in Magadhi, thevernacular of Magadha and of the imperial capital, Patna Noportion of this original Magadhi Canon survives, but theCoy onese Canon, from which European scholars obtainedthe. knowledge of early Buddhism, purports to be the|dent.cal books accepted at the Council' The languagehowever, .s Pal,, a literary tongue which is believed to havebeen developed at a later date from several vernaculars but

Buddhists for the literature of their faith aion^. The pThCanon was reduced to writing in Ceylon in the first century

Vihhl ;" ''u' 'T'
"^^"'^

'' '^ ^"^ ^'- Canon of theV.bhajjavadm school of Ceylon, and of others dependent on itIt .s pracfcally certain that this Pali Canon and the latlrSansknt Canons of North India were derived independen lyfrom the Magadhi original.
penaentiy

As to the relation of the Pali Canon to the texts of theth.rd century „.c.. the position of advanced scholarsh p i!

TeXtg^h tleT""^^^'^.
'^"^^^ ^^°' while Tct^o:!ledgmg that the Vmaya and Sutta Pi^akas which we possessa.e on the whole very much the same as the early Magadhitexts yet holds that numerous changes were probabfy fntroduced m the t.me of oral ^•ansmission and in the process otranslation mto Pali

; and roundly declares that '

th. 1 ? ,

or conciliar origin of the AbhidhaLa Ms a ^^ £ud - Hepo.nts out that, while all the «:hools acknc^vledged a Canon•n two parts the Vinaya and Sutta Pitakas, only two schoolnamely the V:bhaj-iav.dins of Ceylon, who used'^P.I anSteSa vastivadms. who probably belonged to Kashmir. ;nd u edSansknt, possessed an Abhidhamma Pitaka. and the twocollections are wholly independent. Consequen^y we c!n

::zTe -^
''' ^'-"-^ -' ^'^ ^-- -^^'- asU:j:^

I iuuAu
Asokas pennission andAbhidhamma in Pali. 2 /i> •

Op/»t IS, 44.
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co-operation
;
and it would then almost certainly have been

mentioned in Ins inscriptions. Mis silence thus suPcests
a serious doubt about the whole tradition.

^65. The central source of the Vinaya'is the Patimokkha.
Twice every month the monks of every district mc>t in solemn
assembly, and the xi-j articles of this Confession were recited
aloud one by one. the reciter asking- after the repetition of
each rule whether any monk had been ^niiity of any trans-
gression. The Confession with its Commentary forms the
first book of the Vinaya. the Sutta V,bhaf,ga. The secontl
part IS the Khandakas. the treatises, i.e. the Mahavagga and
the Chullavagga, which give rules for every part of the life of
the monk and the nun. In both these parts of the Vinaya
there are numerous stories and tales which are of extreme
interest for the life of the Buddha and the early history of the
Order. The third part, the Parivara, is a scholastic list of
subjects of little interest, probably a late addition to the Canon.

§ 66. The Sutta Pitaka is of far greater interest. Here one
enters into the life of ancient India and makes friends with
people of every type, enjoying the simplicity, the humour, the
kindliness of the peasant. listening to teaching of every sect
reverent and coarse, wise and foolish, new and old. Here we
see religion in the process of being made and unmade. Every-
where walks the Buddha, supreme in his humanity, his fine
gentlemanliness, his caustic wit. his quiet reasonableness his
radiant personality, winning his w.iy among all classes of men
by the moderation of his teaching and discipline, his feeling
for human need, and his firm conviction that he has actually
stormed the citadel of truth. The consents of this Pitaka fall
into five main groups.

I. The most attractive and most valuable of all the groups
consists of dialogues and sermons. Nearly all are said to
come from the Buddha himself, but a few are attributed to hi.
immediate disciples. Each has a brief introduction, telling
where and in what circumstances tradition said it had been
uttered. These beautiful pieces of literature are to be found
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mainly in the Digha and Majjhima Nikayas, but many fraP-
mcnts arc scattci cd throughout the other collections. A numH' ^

of dialogues arc so full of the power and simplicity of gc
that we can readily believe that they reflect with great faitn
fulness the teaching of the Master

; many of the great phrases
which forn, tl,. basis of the teaching also unquestionably con,e
from u,„

;
ant' pn " ably also some c.f the brief poems which

glow like gems amid the more sober prose
; but a very large

number of the pieces are clearly of later origin, created at
various times to meet the me.ls of.the Order or of the lav
community. '

II. The next group centres in the IhuUlut. Iherc is no
hfc of the Master in .,c Canon, but there are many bio-
graplncal passages in both the Vinaya and the Sutta Pi^akas

'

which were later combined to form biographies of the Buddha
in Ceylon and India. In these narratives he is sometimes
regarded as purely human, only exalted to wondrous powers
by his enlightenment, but in many places he is spoken of as
a demigod, and in others he is raised far a'«ove all the gods.The doctrine of karma and rebirth leads to the belief that he
was gradually prepared for his final enlightenment in his
previous births Hence in the Book of Lives, the Jataka, we
have .550 mythical narratives of previous lives, and in the
Cuujapitaka

3,7 more, all ^et ou. as edifying stories for the
I uddhist reader, a literature of extraordinary variety and
mtercst. Further, since truth docs not change, l^uddhists
began to believe that in the earlier ages the same teaching
inu.st have beer, proclaimed by other Buddhas. The outcome
of this was a long series of Previous Buddhas. At first there
were only three, then six, then twenty-four, then twenty-seven •

but finally they became innumerable.'' They are parallel

.»/l^.i£f'Ss^' J? IllV^^ \ "^.^("'tT'^'Z ^^'
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with the Jain 1 iithakaras and the incarnations of Vis'mu and
df Siva.

III. The third yroiip consists of s/iott religions fotttis,

ejaculations, epigrams, psalms. Th<- habit of giving,' expression
in verse to the loftier moods of the monastic life secinrfto liavc

bet;im u ih tiic Jiud hr. himself, and was cultivatnl with very
},'rcat success by many {generations of pious monk: and nuns.
There are four collections of these poems, the D//ii>in//,i/>,i,/,t,

the {'(/,hii, the 7V/c>ti Gculio, and the 77/. r/ Gathii, but.

besides these, numerous examples arc scattered throu^'hout
the Canon.

IV. The fourth group consists of edifying mtnatives and
ballads, which vary very much in literary antl didactic
worth. They seem to have been exceedingly popular among
the Huddhist laity, but for us they have their chief intere.s*: as
stores of folk-lore. In the Muhdvagga, the suttas of the
Majjhima Nikfiya, the Apaddna ' and also in thc/JA/>(v/-book
arc numerous tales, and in the Samyutta Nik.iya and the
Sutta Nipdia many stories in verse and ancient ballads.

V. The fifth groi p consists of magic texts, charms against
snakes, evil spirits, demons, &c. The Khiiddakapdtha and the
32"d si.tta of the Ditjha Nikaya consist of texts of this type.

The early Buddhist church was, essentially, the double
mciiastic order, yet there was a large laity also. The duties
laid on them were, in the main, attention to the teaching of
the Buddha, a really good moral life, the practice of ahiuisd,

J. c non-injury to animals, and liberality to the monks nnd
nuns. But fron' h "ery early date reverence for the Buddha
and his chief followers led to the beginnings of a cult.'^

Each stupa, erected over relics of the Buddha or of a noted
preacher, became a place of pilgrimage and adoration. Th^.
hall in which the laity heard instruction from the monks had

' The word ApM m, Sanskrit Avadrxn.t, means a heroic deed, and is
used of stories about .Juildhist saints. This collection is in verse.

» The liuddha's attitude tc Hindu priests and their sacrifices was so
scornlui that we may be cert;- 1 that he estabhshed no ritual cultus among
his disciples.
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a stiipa set up in it to stir devotional fcclinp, and n.inv
.yn.boIs of Ruddhist faith and practice received fe v.m ..Son. In the time of A.4oka each .neat stupa and chaityabecame a splendid work of art; and music. .!hows. andto
worship began to rival the spectacular attractions of Hindutemple-worship and sacrifice.

of ti?iJnl^'i^l,'''
°^ ^^"^'' ^""" ""^ "f ^''^ ""»' '"tcrestingof all Huddhist documents. They may be most conveniently

.^udied m Dr Vincent Smith's .Iso^,, The great Budd^ tMission earned to so much success during his re^m is de cribm hem ,rom the po.nt of view of the J-mperor who organisedand supported it. while the Chronicles of Ceylon desci be Ufrom the standpoint of the monastic community who p ^videdhe missionaries. The edicts show the extreme interest wWchthe En,peror took in the expansion of the religion, not Zyamong Hindus but also amongst the jungle-folk'of "da andforeign nations. They also enable us to see that he midearge use of the imperial officials in order to spread amongsthe people a knowledge of B.ddhis.n. of the E'mpcrorrfaUh

luted T'^'^' ""^ '"'" ''''' '^ «^-»^ be wi^yadopted. One inscription names seven passages in the Canonwhich he recommends for study, his favourite texts. Helavsvery great stress on the virtue of saving animal life, and eXshow he lias restricted animal sacrifice by '^w and also tL•slaughter of animals for food. He vas a lostTv ?
himsel. instead of the royal hu^^^ M; 2^^,^^::^took re igious tours to visit religions men and sacred placeOne edict gives orders that monks or nuns who seek to createschism in the Buddhist church shall be unfrocked. This lasprobably published immediately after the Council at Patna

1 \'°T''
'''' ^'^^- ^" '"-^'b<^d pillar also info ms'

slaoa'ofK ^r"" '^' ^"'"^^' '^' ^^'--"^ tim LStupa of Kanakamuni. one of the previous Buddhas
Very httle distinctive Buddhist teaching occurs' in theseediccs. except the insistence on the sacrcdness of animal life
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It Is peculiarly noticeable that there is no sinKle mention o(
karma and trans.niKration in them, and not the .slightest
al!i.s,on to nirvana. Since tl Art/u,s,h(r„ shows the same
features, wc are probab' - justified in concluding th.v karma
and rebirth h .d not as yet laid serious hold <.f the con.mon
i»copIc .n eastern India. The Km>eror urges all men to
practise the law of piety, first because of the ^;ood results
wh.ch It produces in this world, but above all thinL's because
such conduct creates merit, and secures the other world for
the pious man. Ordinary m.. ay stands in the foreground,
reverence to parents, relatives, teachers, and all reli^jious men
pmper treatment of .laves and servants, truth.speakin{,^
hberal.ty gentlencs to all living' creatures. Similarly, tolera.
tion of all creeds,

, . liberality to ascetics and teachers of all
denominations, are repeatedly recommended. The edicts
thus coniain scarcely anything which Brahm.ns would not
approve. Yet the prohibition of ..nimal sacrifice must have
been deeply resented.

D. The Jain School.

§6H. For many years I'uropean scholars believed that
Jainism was a schism or branch-system derivr^d from Buddhism
but resear -1 has made it clear that the two are inc cndent and
that Jainism is the earlier of the two. Mahas . who was
a contemporary of the Buddha,> belonged to a Kshatriya
family of good position, and was born in a town a little to the
north of the site of Patna. He became a sannyasi of an
ascetic order which had been founded by a man named I'arsva
and developed it into the sect of the Jains. The canonical
hteratureofthesect was not reduced to writing until nearly
a thousand years after Mahavira's death, and it is as yet
impossible to say whether any parts of it come from this
period or not

;
so that it requires much caution to work back

Kive ^urdate"s"for hf'f^'ll'''
^''°"' ^'^ '^''"'*' ''«'^- '''i"^ themselves
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even to a bare outline of the founder's faith and disciph-ne.A few features of the systen,, however, stand out with.such
distinctness that we should almost be justified in acceptingthem as pnmary without further evidence ; statements found
.n early Buddhist books about the founder, his sect, and In's
teaching corroborate the Jain evidence very clearly on a number

.
of pomts

;
and the relation between early Hinduism and earlyHindu ascct.csm, on the one hand, and Jain beliefs and ascetic

rules, on the other,' ,s .o patent that we need not hesitate toaccept the chief lines of the tradition as historical. These arethe origmal atheism of the system, and the beliefs, that there
are souls m every particle of earth, air, water, and fire, as wellas m men animals, and plants, and that, for the attainment of
release, the practice of certain very severe austerities, ra/>.s,
the s rictest ab.tmence from the destruction of life in any form

Monks and nuns had to pluck their own hair out by the rootsand were not allowed to drink cold water nor to bathe. After'twelve years of rigorous austerities they were encouraged tocorn.n,t suicde by self-starvation, if they chose to do so Thesystem ,s more closely allied to animism, hylozoism, and early
ascetic practice than any other belonging to the period. The

7^7T'"T'-'''''
^'^ '"'^ °' ""'""''' -"--J"^y to bothvegetable and animal life, both come from the disciphne of the

Vanaprasthas.^ Mahavira organized the laymen and the lay!women of the community as well as the monks and the nunsOnly ascetics could hope to win release at once, but a faithful
ay-hfe prepared the soul for becoming an ascetic in a futureMo On the laity were laid simple moral rules and easy

and theT ' IT '^"'"' 'P''^'^' '"^>' *° ^"PP-t ^he rftonksand the nuns. Mahavira did his work in the vernacular, andthe Canon IS m an old vernacular to this day. Amongst
the „.any titles conferred on him,y,«., conquero'r, was one'o
the^ most prominent. Hence his followers are called M»a,

' J^"**^'' •^^^'- ^^"- ^; x^ii ff.; E/iE. VII. 46s. » See § 30.

•;
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We may be certain that Jain worship arose in much the
same way in which the Buddiiist cult developed

; for at later
dates the two are absolutely parallel.'

§
f>9- Of the history of Jainism during these centuries weknow very little. There seems, however, to be reason to

bcheve that from an early date a distinction tended to ariseamong the monks of the community, which finally led in the
first century a. I., to a great schism. The question at issue
was whether the monks should wear white robes or discard
all clothuig. This division of opinion disturbed the early life
of the community in some degree. When the schism actually
came, the Jains fell into two sects, the Svetambara or White-
dothed, and the Digambara or Sky-clothed, i.e. naked, and
tne division remains to-day.

The Jains have a tradition that Chandragupta. the founder
of the Maurya Empire, was a Jain, that a famine broke out
in Magadha during his reign, and that thereupon he abdicated
his throne and went south with a great company of Jains
under the leadership of Bhadrabaiu. to Sravana Belgola in
the Mysore country, where he became a monk and' finally
d.ed by self-starvation. If the story is true, the date of the
migration would be about 398 n. c. ; for his son Bindusara
succeeded to the throne about that date; but. as its earliest
attestation is an inscription at Sravana Belgola of rather
a late date, scholars are very much divided with regard to its
trustworthiness.'*

§ 70- Tradition also says that, towards the end of the
twelve years of famine, the sacred books were collectedm a council of monks held at Patna. under the presidency
of Sthulabhadra. They arc said to have been twelve
in number and to have been called ' Aiiga '. i. e. ' limbs

'

members of the body of scripture. The last Anga con-
sisted of fourteen books which contained the utterances of
Mahavira himself, while the first eleven were composed by
his followers. Bhadrabahu, who is said to have led the

' See § 121 and § 123. . y. Smith, EHI. 146.
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7^::^t •^""^^'f^'-'^d *" "-e been the authorol tlucc of the canonical books and of mrynktis, i c briefcomments, on ten of them The l-,«f A.. • • • . .

lost- hnt .iw V- .- T ^ ''*^^ ^"«^ '•'* 'rrctrievably'ost but the Svetambaras declare that the eleven AriJwh,ch form the first division of their Canon to-dl^ art theulcn .cal books collected at the Council. The Dig^Xraso" the other hand, who confess that they no lo„«e'r po:^"'tl^c ongmal Canon, deny that the eleven Svetan.bara aT."are genu.ne. All „,odern scholars acknowledge that th f

e

p"ti -;T' tf^
^"^'"^"^•^ '" '""''^ ^^vetambaralookra d n

'
d t "b

^''^^"^""^^ «f ^^->-vIra. the early communityand .ts beliefs and practices, which we have already deaU

';;::;•" """^ 7"; ^' '-'^' historical, it thus seems to be

down ,r ,
^''^^-^'•'^*'"f? ^"S'^ '""^t have been handeddown o,alIy with CMisiderable fidelity for a thousand years;for they were not reduced to writing until about A. ... 500

character rT".'
""' ''^'''^' " "' ^ ^^^^^ ^°'"^""^^d

.
character, fhe.r language is not the original Magadhl. inwhich works recited and arranged at Patna in the third' cenJ^;;
H. c

.

must have been composed, but a later dialect akin insome respects to Magadhl. but modified under the influenceor the speech of the west of India, where the work of codifi-
cation and writing was carried out about A.n. 500.' Further
there are clear proofs that they have undergone extensive
alteration since then. Critical study has nofyet gone firenough to make the solution of this most intricate problem
possible. Thus, while it is probably true that a number olbooks were collected and recognized at Patna, no one can yetsay what precise relation the canonical books bear to those
original works. VVeber holds that the existing books wereformed between the second and the fifth centuries A. D butJacobus mclined to think that parts of them may have comedown from the Patna Council comparatively little changed."

' See below, § 181.
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There is certainly no body of Jain literature bclonRinR to this
period to place beside the Huddhist Tripitaka.

.J U'
^^""^ ^^"^ ^'''"•'' '^'"'' ""^ ''"Portant body in the time of

the Maurya emperors is perfectly clear from the way in which
Asoka refers to them in one of his edicts.' The community
have also a tradition that a grandson of A.^oka named
.Samprati reigned after him, and treated the Jain community
with as much favour and munificence as his grandfather had
shown to the Buddhists; but Samprati himself and the whole
story arc not known from any other source;'^ so that the
truth of the narrative is extremely doubtful,

;.:. SA;;S,r:kJ"j^:i:!^/trss -ilx !,i:f:i:;v!Si

V. hmith, A///. 192-3, 440.

i <J
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Till-: MOVI-.MI'NI TOWARDS TIII'ISM

^ ;?. 'ihr Hindu movement (..wards theism shows two
.hstiiut stages, ami a eoircspondin^; thoiiuli n..t identical
-Miition within Hn.ldhism takes place in two .mfoUlin^^s also

and also at tiie same limes. (Ireat political chanj^M-g fo,,„ the
I>aik};roimd to those reli^jioiis events.

i:.iily in the second century li.c. the Mamva empire fell. A
Hindu dynasty, the .Suhf,ra. took its place at the capital, I'alna
and doubt Ie.s.s annull.-.l A.<oka's laws auain.sl animal sacrifice

';

while on the now contracted western frontier crouched'
Hactr.an Creeks. I'.nthians. and Sc)thi..ns, wailing to spring'
at the central empire. Under the Hindu dynasty arose new
texts ot the AVn,:,}r<iH„ and the Malmbhrirata in which Rama
and Krishna walk the earth as divine incarnations. In
Huddhist w,>rks of the same period the Huddha appears as
a scmi-divmc heinj; with new attributes.

The Scythian race called Kushans .seized all the western
trontiers ot India soon after the Christian era, and about the
in.ddlc .>{ the century compiered the Hindu government at
1 atna. and thus formed a vast empire stretching fron. Central
Asia to the (;ans;ctic i)lain. Not long after the.se event.s. as
It would seem, the Ay/,,c</;v/,/-//,, arose, in which Krishna is
represented as a full incarnation of Vishnu and as the eternal
lirahman of the Tpanishads : Vaishnava theism was thus
formed

;
and other sects hastened to follow the great example

About the .same time, or a little later, Mahayana Huddhism
was fonued, in which the Huddha almost became an
eternal god.
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ll serins clear tlmt the wralfli .md t;fii(ral < iiltiirr of the

limes ncatrd a sti<iri|j and inli llifjmt l>o(ly of layinni, as

• listincl fKnn llic moii.istir onlf-rs. I.itrratuir, pliiloM.pfiy,

and art all hIiow yu:d adivily; and both IlinrliiH an«l

Mnddiiisls fonnd it nctrssary to modify tlirir .landards and
prcparo frcsli litcralmc to mcrl the nerds of the (nltintd

layman.

One of the (greatest lia|i|>rnin^;s of these tenfnrifH is the

.spread of Huddliism to I'ersia, to IinkeHtatJ, and to China.

I. HlNIMIISM.

A. 7//r Iwiir-iun II urn/ l/icir f.itrratiirf,

§ 7;^. No a<Idition of any importance seerns to have hcren

made diirinj; this period to the literature of the Vedie schools

except a nnmhcrofnew UpanishadH. Ihc sacrificial discipline

of each .school still consisted of Mantra, Mirditnana, and .Siitra,

with probably the finthrr hclj) of the Karma Mfinaifi.sa

.system, while the Aranyaka and the Upanishad formed
special courses. The Upanishads which made their appear-
ance durinjj the |)criod fall into two classes, of which only
the first attach themselves cpiitc naturally to the original

W'danta texts. Of these there arc three, the /'rn.iita,

Maitrnyaiui, and Mamjukya, the Mailrfiyamt belonging; to the

lilark Yajiis, the other two to the Atharvavcdn.

§ 74. It seems to be clear also that already about the

middle of our period, there existed a work which summed
up the teaching,' of the Upanishads, and was thus a forerunner

of the famous i)ut far later /irahma-sfttra of Hadarayana.
That at least seems to be the natural inference from the

reference in the lUiagavadgita ' to Uralima-sUtrns and from the

occurrence of the descrijjtivc phrase sarvopanishadvidyd^n ' the

science of all the Upanishads', in the nearly contemporary
Afaitnlydiia Upanishad:'' It is most likely that it was the

example of the Karma-mimarfisa, which undertakes to unify

'XIII. 4. MI. 3.
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and sum up the teaching on sacrifice, that led to the exposition
of all Upanjshad texts in similar fashion. The ancient Karma-
Mlmam.sa text of those days and also the ori^'inal Upanishad
manual were early lost, eclipsed by the classical documents of
the next period.

§ 75. Thus far we have dealt with the legitimate literature of
the Vedic schools. The second class of Upanishads have not
the same standing. They fall into three groups, each related
to a special type of ascetic, but all diverging in some degree
from the original Vedanta texts. These arc the Sannyasa,
Yoga, and Saiva Upanishads. All were finally attached to
the Atharvaveda, but in rather irregular fashion.

§ 76. It is clear that from some early date in the period
there existed a document belonging to the Sahkhya philo-
sophy. It is also probable that, besides the Yoga Upanishads
already mentioned, an orderly exposition of the Yoga system
existed. The Vai.<eshika, the Nyaya, and the Charvaka
systems must have each had a fundamental text. But these
five all stood outside the Vedic schools and were regarded as
more -r less aberrant. The growth of the epic, which is
discussed below, affords an opportunity of setting these works
in historical connexion with the rest of the literature.

§ 'IT. The increasingly complicated curriculum taught in
each Vedic school rendered it impossible for the student to
master all the subjects taught; and the result was that
schools for the study of special subjects, such as grammar,
law, and politics, were established. The law schools are of
especial interest, as their labours were of large practical value
for the twice-horn layman. Their method seems to have
been to take the Dharma-sutra of some \ cdic school and
modify it in some degree, so as to make it suitable not for
members of that school alone, but for all twice-born men.
The Dharma-sutras of Gautama and of Vasishtha, already
included in- our study of dharma in our last chapter, seem
to have undergone this process.

§ 7«. But verse was the medium for popular literature
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during this period, and many of the old laws in their sutra-
form were ambiguous. Hence in the schools it became
customary to express the old sutras in slokas. The most
famous of all Indian law-books, the code of Manu, is a work
of this kind, and took shape during the period. It is probable
that it was founded on the Dharma-sutia of the Manavans,
one of the sutra-schoois of the Black Yajurvcda. The time
of the creative activity of the Manava law-school seems to
have been contemporary with the gradual growth of the
didactic epic. About the time when this latter was com-
pleted, or rather later, the labours of the school culminated
in a great law-book in verse, the text of which thereafter
underwent very little change.' Law-books in verse, in con-
tradistinction to the older treatises in prose sutras, are called
sastras. Hence, the full name of the text is the Mmava
Dharmasastra, popularly known as the law of Manu, and
usually said to be fabulously old. It is to be noted that this
law-book and others of the same class were meant for the
twice-born only. 1 hey are of special interest here because
of their import ice for the twice- born householder.

This great code registers several advances in Hindu religious
law. Here, and also in the contemporarjr didactic Epic, the
ideal is laid down, though it is not made compulsory, that
the twice-born man should pass through the four dsramas
in order, i. e. the life of the celibate student, the householder,
the hermit, and the monk. No widow, not even ^ virgin
child-widow, may remarry : her duty is to live an ascetic life.

The twice-born may still eat flesh, but there are many
restrictions.

§79. During this period there arose among twice-born
householders a religious distinction which was destined to
last throughout the history of the religion. As we shall see
in our study of the Epic, there was a group of the twice-
born on whom the worship of Vishnu by temple and image
had laid hold with such force that they tended to refuse to

* Hopkins, GE. 19.

G
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recog.iizc the other gods of the pantheon. Another group
stood in a similar relation to Siva.' Now the ritual of temple-
worship had not sprung from Vedic sources, but apparently
from ancient forms of worship traditional among Sfidra;^ .''

It was thus Inevitable that those who remained loyal to the
ancient sacrificial worship should condemn the exclusive cult
of Vishnu and of Siva as doubly heterodox, because its
ritual was not Vedic. and h>-?causc it did not worship all the
gods.

'
Doubtless, there were many among the orthodox even

at this early date who had a god wh .m they specially favoured •

yet this did not affect their orthodoxy, for they freely acknow-
ledged all the others.

From this time, therefore, we must recognize among the
twice-born the orthodox, who are faithful to the Vedic pantheon
and ritual, and the sectarians, who exalt one god to the neglect
of r'.e rest, and in his cult use a ritual and liturgy of non-Vedic
origin. The position of the sects was greally strengthened
by the appearance of X\,t nhaga-adglta,^ ^s\{^z\, provided the
Vaishnava with a theology, and led to the formation of a
similar system for the worshipper of Siva. These devoted
sectarians still kept up the Vedic fo.ms of worship in their
domestic ceremonies, and observed the rules of caste with
great strictness. Indeed, throughout their history they have
sought to prove themselves orthodox Hindus, and in some
cases with considerable success.

§ 80. It is probable that the mass of Sudras belonged to no
sect, but worshipped now one god, now another. That cer-
tamly has been the position of the mass of the Hindu people
for many centuries. Doubtless there would be a certain
number of intelligent Sudras who would share the strictly
sectarian position with their twice-born brethren, just as there
IS to-day, but they would scarcely be regarded as heterodox
since they were not allowed to perform the arcient sacrifices.'

• I'ataiijali calls them Sivabhagavatas, devotees of Sivn nnri .,. i r
the stress they lay on the worshiAf images : S.^S^/rP^^ 'l

.'7?
t>ee Hi. Chanda, lAR. 99. * gee § 86.
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H. Tht Epics.

§«i. ihc movement towards theism within Hinduism has
the ancient god Vishnu for its centre. Two stages arc very
distinctly visible in the movement, and both are reflected in
the growth of the epic poc ns.

The original heroic poem called the Mal,abhar<Ua, which
celebrated the fall of the Kuri, family through the wiles of
the Pandus directed by Krishna, underwent considerable
transformation and enlargement. The leading feature of the
epic m this, its second stage, is that the Pandus arc now
regarded as the heroes of the epic, and, unlike former kings
they are represented as emperors ruling the whole of India'We also find mention in the poem of Yavanas, Pahlavas, and
bakas, I.e. Greeks, Parthians, and Scythians. The mythical
Pandu empire is probably a reflection of the Af .urya empire
while the mention of Greeks, Parthian.., and Scythians would
seem to point definitely to the time of the Sungas. According
to the statement of the epic itself, the poem consisted of
24,000 stanzas • at this stage, and modern scholars estimate
that the epic kernel of the whole work runs to about 20000
stanza.s.2

'

We now turn for a iroment to the Ramdyana. The five
books of Valmlki's original wotk are to-day preceded by one
book and followed by another which are clearly of later date
Here also we meet with Yavana-s Pahlavas, and Sakas ; so
that these additions cannot be dated earlier than the Pandu
form of the great epic.''

§ «2. The religious phenomena of both epics are also
significant. In the new parts of both, the religion is still
polytheistic and sacrificial, but the prominent divinities arc
now Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva. It seems as if in the popular
mind the three stood on an equality.* Still more noteworthy
»s the fact that Krishna and Rama, the heroes of the two

I. i. 81 ; loi 105. Hopkins, ERE. Vllf. 52c a.

4 I' ''"'i!'
^;/^ ^ = 50

; 64 ; Macdonell, SL. 304 f.

see Hopit:^/"ch'.'xrx.''
'''^ ^'^^^' ^P=^^' ^'•°'" '"^^'—fo" doctrine,

U 2
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cpfes, arc now represented as partial incarnnf ions of Vishnu •

while ancK-nt deeds <,f divine mi^ht have been transferredfrom ndra and other old god. to Vishnu.'^ In these facts «e

of^n^^ri, 'V^ " '"'"'•'''°" '" ^"'''•"' ^'^'''^''^'^ '>f the riseof somcthmR hUe an organized sect within Hinduism. Vishnuhas now a proup of worshippers who exalt hin, to a place of
.^pccal honour and this group has been able to seL.c andclaim for .t.scIf the heroes of both the popular poen,s. Adistmct polenuc aRa.nst buddhism may also be traced in thenew form of the Mahahharaia.

"

$83. These facts seem to point to the conclusion that the
transformation of both ,>oems took place after the fall of theMaurya em,.re. It is scarcely likely that a lar.e work
glonfymfi: Hmdu kings, and describing a triumphant Hindu

emperors, n,r loss that they would have tolerated direct
attacks on Rud.lh.sm

; while the publication of the ancientpoems m these new and most attractive form, would be quite

retrod" .'; ', k
'^•'''"''^' °' " "•"^" '"""^''^h who had

"roniai:^ "''^'" ^"' ^^-^^^^''"^''^'' ^'^ -"fi-'al

The two epics thus became religious works, glorifying theKod V... ,u
;
and ever since that time they have been regardedas Vaishnava scriptures. But Vishnu was not yet elevLd tothe ^os,t.on of the Supreme. A perusal of the first book ofhe H^nuaj^a^a will show that, while his followers praisedh.m as the best of the gods, they still thought of him as oneof the old divm.ties, a being similar in nature to Siva. Brahma

t^irtth^m."'^''^'-^^"^^''^''"'-^^^^^^^^^^—^^^^

§84. We do not know how the Vaishnavas were led to

;
Macdonell, SL. 286. 305; /f.V»aya»a, I. xix.

conception. lihandS, f" . 3 4
' '^ '' '• ^^'^'^''' '^* '" ^^^'l ^«h this
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dcvcl„i, the doctrine of ilivinc incarnation. The idea ap,,cars
suddenly m- the hterature. a.ui there is n-.thiny i„ earlier
HuKlu thought that would seen to Ik: a natural and sumcient
souice of the conception.' It n.ay b<.- that they were led to
It by the example of the Uuddhists. who, a. we have seen,
nad already raised Huddha to divine j^nvers and honours,
and had created a series c. precedent Huddhas stretchinu
away uuo the distant,.a.st. .So Krishna arul Kan.a with the
Dvvarf are now conceived as divine, and they already form
a short ser.cs; for Ran.a is held to have appeared at a much
earlier date than Krishna, and the I hvarf precede., Rama.

v^X.I. We now pass to the consideration of the second .stat-c
of the movement toward theism, as reflected i, the epics.
Scholars believe that, during the first and .second centuries of
the Christian era. the lar^e mr .s.ses of didactic matter « which
are found in certain sections of the Mahablulrata as it stands
were added to the .pic of ^4,000 stan/as which we have
just dLscussed. This fresh material consists in thr main
of discourses on Religion. I'hilo.sophy. Politics, and Law.'
1 ooks XII and XIII of the epic, as we have it to-day. consist
a niost ^"frely o this material, and masses of it are found
also m Books III V, VI, XI, and XIV. These numerous
pieces of teaching are clearly of various date and authorship,
and heir critical study has not yet proceeded far enough to
ci^ble us to arrange them in chnM.ological order

; yet certain
differences m date stand out quite clear. This whole mass ofnew „,aterial is usually called the didactic epic.* to distinguish

I

from the real epic and the episodes. Scholars believe that
It arose m the eastern section of North India." •

there occur the sSeTonLLYshId 't^^^^^^^^^^^

'"
I'f

Hrahmana.
helped in the evolution of the new conccmbn f^H^.H^K'' ^f^' T^?

^'''^

one of the recognized avatarL ofvK ^^^^ "'" ^^^'^ '^*^^^'"*=

Hopkins, GE 387; 39s ; ERi:. VIII. 325 ff.

is wh?rh:%7?il:e";f 'i:,^T.^r:t
""' ''''' ^"' ^ ^-^^ "^ ^^'^^"''"

•

• Hopkins also calls it the Pseudo-epic. " Hopkins, OE. 78.
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C. Th( lihagrtVtuigUA.

$
H6. The earliest, and also the greatest, of all the sections

that form the didactic epic is the far-famed Bhagava.ism,
ll.c date of this poem has caused endless di>cussion. Itsown statement is that it was uttered by Krishna and Arjunaon the fateful field of ukshctra, just before the fightintj
began

;
and that is the iindu tradition to this day. Mr

Justice Telang believed that it belonged to the fourth century
Jt.c and bir R. G. Bhandarkar argues in favour of the same
date, but most modern scholars recognize that, in its present
form, It can scarcely be earlier than the first or second century
A. in What is perfectly clear is that it is later than the
fresh material of the second stage of the two epics, and
cadier than the rest of the documents of the didactic epic '

$87. The poem is a very remarkable one, and has had an
immeasurable influence on rcligicn in India. There is no
other piece of literature that is so much admired and used by
thinking Hmdus

; and it has won very high praise from many
Western thinkers and scholars. Numberless editions, in the
original and m translations in many tongues, fall from the
press.

.
ut It becomes still more remarkable and interestinirwhen one realizes " s historical origin. It is the expression

0= he earliest attempt made ia India to rise to a theistic
lath and theology. In order to reach this ideal, the
Vaishnava sect identify their own god Vishnu, on the onehand with the great «rahmar,-Atman of the Upanishads. andon the oth.r with Krishna, the hero of .i.c Kpic. There is .double exaltation here. Until now Vishnu has been but oneof the gods of Hinduism in nature indistinguishable from theother members of the pantheon, though in the two centuries
before our era he held a high position among them besideB.ahma and Siva. Now he is declared to Ne the Absolute.

^^j^|^;JWll....; Hopkins, ^^. .05, „s,S;;ioi; Keith,

5a»*%'>
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the One without a sccoml, the joiircc of all thing's and ail
beings. Krishna, who had been rcconnized at a partial
incarnation of Vishnu in the second stage of the lipic, is

now declared to be a full incarnation of Vishnu-IJrahman,
and receives the title Hhagavan, blessed Lord. Hence the
name of the poem, n/iai,rav,uigil,i, the Lord's Song. Kach of
these changes is an advance towards thei.sm. The idcntifi-
cation of Brahman with Nishrij distinctly suggests th; he
Absolute is personal; and the contention that the b*.mc
Brahman is fully represented by a being who walked the
earth in human form bodies forth the personal idea in the
most vivid way possible. The change is most revolutionary.
Let the student once more read some of the loftiest passages
of the ancient Upanishads with the new thought in his mind.

§ ««. But the ix)cm .seeks not only to create a theism but to
bring a spiritual religion within the reach of all Vaishnavas.
The Upanishads had taught cultured Hindus to aim in their
religion not at rewards on earth or a sensuous heaven, but at
release from transmigration

; and Buddhism and Jainism had
attempted, in their heterodo.x way, to stimulate all classes to
the same high endeavour. The GUa shows us the reconstitu-
tion of the Vaishnava sect under the preaaurc of these power-
ful movements. The precise limits with n which this is done
must also be noticed. The Upanishads as t: .^ht in the
Vedic schools offered release only to the thiee highest castes,
for these holy texts might not be uttered ir the hearing of
any but th- twice-born

; Buddhism and Jainism, on the other
hand, offered release to all, to Outcastes and foreigners as
well as to Hindus of the four ca.stes, and to women as well as
men

; but the GUd takes a middle course, offering release to
all Hindus, i.e. to men and women of the four castes but to -

no others. It is noticeable that these arc precisely the bounds
of the sect

;
all Hindus of the four castes were admitted to

Vaishnava, as to other Hindu, temples. But there is another
and still more revolutionary change. In all earlier systems
release was possible only for those who gave up the ordinary
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life of man and became professional ascetics. In the Gttd
release ,s made available for the layman and his wife whilehey mamtam the household and take part in the business ofthe world These two radical changes necessitated a freshbook: the ^/7« was written to become the layman's Upani-
shad It may also be said with truth that the Gl/a is aworthy successor to the old Upanishads.
§89. The Gltd sets forth three distinct ways in which

release may be won. The first is the JNANA MARGA
or way of knowledge, as taught in the Upanishads and theSankhya ph.losophy, and in a modified way by Buddhismand Jainism. The second is the KARMA MARGA, or way
of works. The earliest conception of religion in Hinduism
was a system of duties, summarized i„ the word dharma.The most promment of these works in the early days were
the sacrifices

; but all the duties of caste and condition, of thefamily and society, were also included. The Gita doctrine ofworks, wh.ch is called Karma-yoga, is this, that the mere per-
formance of the works ordained in Scripture wins only the
transient rewards on earth or in heaven that are promised forthem, but that the man who does these works without any
desire for the rewards will thereby win release. The wordVoga IS used in so many senses in the Glift that it is hard todecide which of them is implied in the phrase Karma-yoga,
but ,t probably comes from the radical meaning 'restraint'The third BHAKTI-MARGA. the path of devodon is a'new method of winning release. It is simply this: that
whole-hearted devotion to Krishna brings release from trans-
migration as effectively as philosophical knowledge or the
selfless performance of ordained duties

cnlT n'f r'^^'l
of devotion is the link between the ancient

cult of the sect and the new teaching of the Gm. For the
whole-hearted devotion which brings release finds its most
natural and most vivid expression in the regular worship ofKnshna in the temples of the sect.' The cult would have

' Cf. IX. 6 with XI. 46.
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a new dignity to thinking Vaishnavas, since it would hence-
forward be to them not a means merely to health, wealth,
and happiness, but also to the great spiritual end of the
emancipation of the soul from all the bonds of the phenomenal
universe.1 There is just one change in the cult to be noticed.
The Gtta recognizes no animal sacrifice. The offerings to
Krishna which it commends are purely vegetarian.^- Thus
we must conclude that, about the time when the new theology
came to the birth, animal sacrifice was given up in the chief
Vaishnava shrines. The rule is now universal among
Vishnuitcs. '^

§ 90. It is of great importance to notice that the Gtta calls
upon all Vaishnavas to keep the Hindu law as taught in the
Dharmasastras.3 The rules of cast-,-* the laws of the family
and the regular worship of ancestors," are all to be strictly
observed. It has been often .aid that the Gttd is opposed
to caste, but that is a complete mistake: the principles and
rules laid down in the poem arc luminously clear.

§91. One of the most startling features of the poem is the
transformation of Krishna. In the genuine epic he is a king
and warrior, famous as a grim and powerful fighter, but
notorious above all things for his extraordinary cunning and
his duty tricks

:
in the Glta he plays the philosophical guru

quoting the Upanishads and praising the Sarikhya philosophy •

n-om time to time he declares himself to be the supreme
Atman, the source and support of the whole universe, the
object of all devotion and the recipient of all sacrifices • and
again he displays his indescribable glory before the eyes of
his astonished friend.'

§ 92- The theology of the poem is a most imperfect theism «

Ihe Idea of the writer seems to have been that he could form

' [.^•34; X. 10; XI. 54; XII. 2. 2 IX. ,6

" l.Ao^^l:^^^^'
^^' '''-"3-6; 3S; IV. 13; XVIII. 41-8

• X. 12, 20; VII. 6; 7; 10; IX. 8; 10; 13; XIV. r IX ->? .,
^^- 9-3'- ' Cf. Keith./A'ii.

.9,s,"5'48
"^

'»•

^79BR]
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a new Vaishnava system by the mere juxtaposition of the
worship of Krishna and the great philosophies of his day, for
he does not attempt to modify and fit together these rather
incongruous elements so as to create from them a well-
articulated theology.

This is especially true with regard to the relation of the
Vedanta to the Sankhya. The latter system was clearly very
popular in those days.' In contrast with the Upanishads, its
chief conceptions seem to have been chiselled and polished to
smoothness, and carefully fitted together in a system of
metaphysical and p.sychological ideas which any one could
readily understand. Further, in it the external world was
regarded as a reality, and i.ie soul and its individuality were
frankly acknowledged. Thus, in spite of its atheism,'* these
Sankhya conceptions seemed to fit better into a theistic
theology than the monistic conceptions of the Upanishads.
The Yoga also was popular, but whether it had yet become
a theistic system is not known.
The author brought the three together, declared them

identical, and placed them beside Krishna, the incarnation of
Vishnu viewed as the Absolute. These divergent conceptions
are not fused into a higher unity but are superimposed, so
that the effect is like a composite photograph. Here and
there are theistic pas.sages ;

^ from other sections a stark
pantheism stares out ;

* and now and then the lines seem to
suggest an emanation theory and several gods.* Nor is

amthing done to lessen the gulf that yawns between the
actionless Brahman of the Upanishads and the incarnate god,
born to slay lemons and to teach philosophy."

§ 93. What unquestionably gives the Gi/d its power is the
representation of the Supreme as incarnate and as teaching

' Hopkins, UE. 99 f.

» See Gf(p, XVI. 8, which certainly alludes to a mrihuira system. SoHopkins, Gh. 105.
/^icm. ou

^ n:^.Vyv!2tl'v^6!''
""'''-''' ""''''-''' ^Vin. 55-70.

• III. is; VII. 30; Vlll. 3-4; 20-21: XV. 16-18. « IV. 8.

.
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the loftiest philosophy of India to his friend Arjuna, so that
he and other simple hiyincn may find release. The portrait
of the incarnate One is drawn with great skill ; the situation
in which the teaching is given enforces certain of the lessons
taught with great vividness ; and the literary (jualities of the
book are well worthy of the teaching it contains. The Bhaga-
vadgita is a very great work.

§ 94- It is of importance to realize that, though the teaching
of the Gltd is now the very cream of orthodoxy, it was in

some respects heterodox when the poem was written. This
comes out most clearly in the section of the second book,'
where the Vcdas are spoken of with some scorn, and in several
passages elsewhere in which the opponents of Krishna are
very vehemently criticized. The fact is that the poem sprang
from the young Vaishnava sect, the heterodox position of
which is explained above.'' At a later point an attempt will

be made to show how the Gita came to be regarded as
orthodox.'

§ 95. The poem bears traces of having been rewritten,* but
two very different theories of its origin are held by scholars.

Accepting Bhandarkar's theory of the origin of the worship
of Krishna,'' Garbe « attempts to explain the inconsistent theo-
logical teaching of the Gltd by the hypothesis that it was
originally written, early in the second cent.y n.c," on the
basis of the Sahkhya-Yoga system, as atheistic tract to glorify

Krishna, and that it was contaminated with the pantheism of
the Upanishads in the second cciitury A.i;. He analyses the
poem into what he believes to be these two sources. A few
scholars ^ have accepted this theory, but most would probably

' 41-46. »
§ 79. ^ § 144.

Hopkins, GE. 205, 234. • See above, § 50.
• Die Bhugaviuigitrx, Leipzig, 1905 ; also IC. 228 ff.

' This d.ite is partly based on the belief that the Yof^a-sutra was written
by the grammarian I'ataiijali in the second century B.C., but since it
IS now clear that the Yoga-sutra dates from the fourth century a.d.
(see below, § 139), the tlieory seems very improbable. See Keith,
.SW. 30.

• Winternitz, I. 373 j Grierson, ERE. II. 541 ; and Chanda, lAR. 98.
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^!!Ztl!^°^'''"
and Keith ^ in saying that the analysis isal ogether unconvmang. It .^ „,uch more hkelv that theGuars an old verse Upanishad. written rather later than the

K^h^r K
'"'

"""r'
"P '"^° ^^^ ^^"'« ••" ^he interests ofKushnaism by a poet after the Christian era.

ptZll^^
--P-'son of the Gm with the Sadd/,arma

to sot he Kr*
'"^"^'' '"^"^ "^"^ ^^^^''^ P'°l>-bly helpto solve the problems presented by both poems. A numberof writers have believed that the Qv/distinctly be'ayChnsfan mfluence, but it seems rather more pro^ble tSathe poem is purely of Indian origin.^'

23 ^^^ ^'""i^^^dslta is the key to the whole of thedidactic epic. Its chief characteristics reappear in nearly aH*he remaining religious documents added to the great poemm the third stage of its history. Even in the few pice whe.e

g1 HfierafX InTrt ''''''' °^ ^Orya. of Brah::!:^'i:giorined as the one God. the influence of the GiM is still

fZThrS " '''•"''': °^ ^^^'^^^- '-^ bonded diec"

IZed ^"^•' " "'^ ''^ "^"^ «• *''^ ^°d --'t^d that is

t

1^. T/ie Philosophies.

saL' tlm^aslfrT- '
^^""'^'''' P'^'^^^'^ ^^°«« ^^out the

than tr!, H ?-
°'' '^''''•' '"*^^- ^"^ 't '« "^^'•tainly earlierhan the didactic epic, for in two passages its teaching and

h"ad"a?rV'"K"
"'"'^'- We therefore take h Upan'

/^m^«^ and J/^^^^wz&y^ Upanishads. The former is clearlvearlier, and the latter later, than the ^/«.V.4.-«/bu prt

docrine\;"tr"^ 'T'T '" ^'^^^^ ^^^ "^^
'" '^eirdoctrine of the sacred syllable Om they are very closely

reps°&{;?;^'- '^°^'' ^'4' Keith./AM^. 1915, 548- Deussen also

.44 ff
' "''""'' ""'^ ^ ^"'"'"^'y °f the 'evidence, see Garbe, /C

• Hopkins, c;^. 33 ff. » Deussen, />d/. 25.

.^^^Iki- ^^
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connected. The Maitrayana alone is of serious significance for
the evolution of rehgious ideas. Professor Keith thus writes '

:

The Upanishad clearly reflects a period when various forms of heresy
-probably m no small measure the Uuddhist-had attacked the main
outlines of the system of the Upanishads, and it endeavours to restate
that position with, as is inevitable, many traits borrowed from the
doctrine ,t was refuting, and among these traits are clear marks of
the Sankhya. It is characterized by a profound pessimism which is
not couiitenanced by the older Upanishads, which lay no stress normally
on that doctrine, but which is characteristic at once of Buddhism and of
the aankhya.

§ 9«- Sankhya conceptions, similar to those found in the
Glta and the Maitrayana, appear also in the didactic epic,
and betray the existence of a formed system, an atheistic
dualism, enumerating twenty-five principles, extremely like
the classic form of the philosophy presented in the Sdhkliya
Kdrtkd, but not identical with it.^ The Yoga reflected in the
Maitrayana is more detailed than that found in any earlier
Upanishad, but the epic shows a still more advanced stage.

'

§99- The Yoga philosophy which appears in the Art/ia-
idstra may not have contained the theistic element which
occurs in the classic system ; nor do we find any conclusive
evidence of the existence of the theistic form in the Gitd. But
in the latest parts of the didactic epic there is frequent mention
of the theistic system of Yoga," though in a form less complete
than that of the Yoga-stitras.^ As the CImlikd Upanishad
presents the theistic Yoga in the simplest form which wc
know, wc are justified in assigning it to a place near the Gitd
and before the latest parts of the epic ; rnd smce the Sankhya
conceptions of the CImlikd stand in very close relation to
those of the Maitrayana, the two Upanishads probably belong
to very nearly the same time."

' SS. 13.

J
Deussen, SUV. 312-13; Hopkins, GE. 97-133: Keith, SS. 11-13-

f^H"',- r-
= Hopkins, F7-. 335 ff.'
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JsL't
n'"'^'''

': ''f
""'^ "°* '''' '^"•>' Voga-mnnual that

tor cal. I ancl,a^,l<ha and Varshaganya.' Numerous references

schools and a few quotations are embedded in the >V«-^/'^s/.^a^ and ,n Vachaspatimisra.^ The evidence is tZcon used, so that it is hard to make sure of the truth Pro-

author bT"' T'"'T'^
'°'"''°" '^ ^° ^-^'"de that bothauthors belonged to the school of theistic Yoga, that Varshaganya was the author of the 5/W,..V.«,.. (,• e. the Sixtvt.eat.se). famous work now lost, which seems to have be nn

also lost. Ihese works and the C/am-a probably belone tothe group of Yoga treatises referred to in the epic/ Ano?hermterestmg tradition which appears in the epic is tharPafi

:^:^ ihom' ^"f,; f ''^ "^^ ^^'-''^^^ -^' ^^^ p^«'
^

-
latras, whom we shall have to deal with below.

ratheThtlr'lV'v'r
'"° ^""^^ °' ^'^°'^ Upanishads ofrather later date which were clearly meant to be practicalmanual, for monks of the Vedanta and Yo,a scLr TlTe

Ve -T"' f;''^
""'"'"'''' ^'^^ -^'cl-rentnciaTon of ThVedanta and describe the initiation and the life of theslnnyas., wh.e the Yoga group describe the six elements oYoga d,sc,phne (later they became eight) and givrsplci^attention to meditation on the sacred syllable i' Thc^treaUses are clearly posterior to the Ma:^ra^ana and tlkanf.ka,.nd earlier than the F.^an^a-sfaras and the >Wsnfras They are probably to be regarded as of he simegeneral date as the didactic epic, where many of their feau.e!reappear, but some may be still later.

' XII. 218; 3i9f.

,' ^^yP.^.^' ^V", 359-60
;
also Sr^n^•/ty„.i,^r,Ji^a 70

Keith, .S6". Chap. v. Cf. SchnHpr ^/nn-
noff.

' .''cn.ader, /T/AJA,. ,9,4^ loi-io; /Pyls
" XU %oj iT T ,r^ /^-^ u I ^ Keith, .S.S". 42.
7 H„ I

• ' ",'. ^'°' °7, Hopkins, (;/:. 100, noHopkins, o£. ,44; but see Keith, SS. 39.
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Of the Sannyasa group ' wliich arc mostly in prose, the
Brahma and the Sannyasa arc composite, their earhcst por-
tions being quite as early as the Mai/raj'ana, if not earlier.
The later parts of these tracts and the /irnneya, Kanthasruti,
Jabalar and Paramahamsa do not diflfcr much in age, and arc
probably not later than the chief documents of the didactic
epic

;
while the Asrama may be of later origin.

The Yoga => group arc all in verse, and all follow the lead of
the Chfdika. The earliest seemingly is the Brahmabindu,
which may be as early as the Maitrayana. The main group,
consistmg of the Kshurika, Tcjobindn, Brahnavidya. Nada-
btndn, \\ram-/,a, Yogatattva, D/iyanabinda and Amritabindu
run parallel with the main Sannyasa group and the didactic
epic,* while the Hamsa is later and of indeterminate date.

§ TO I. The Vaiseshika and Nyaya philosophies were already
in existence in the first century a. d. Both are mentioned by
Charaka,'' court physician to king Kanishka

; and Asvaghosha"
his contemporary, and NagarjunaMvho came later, mention
the Vak^eshika. Both are reflected in the didactic epic, but
the evidence is too slender to enable us to see what the form
of either system was.

E. The Didactic Epic.

§ 102. The main didactic epic is believed to have been
practically complete by 200 A.D." It deals with a variety of
subjects, but three are of more importance than the rest
Politics, Law, and Religion. Philosophy is included under
religion, and ethics partly under law and partly under religion.

§ 103. The compilers of the didactic epic introduced a'^con-
siderable body of political teaching into their cyclopaedia.

Deussen, .SX^r. 678-715.

^
This is clearly a shortened and modified form of an early Uoanishadbe ongmg to rhft White Yajus. See Deussen. SV. 1 1. ; Sl/Vy^^

' Deussen, .St/F. 629-77. ' ^ •'•/«'•

* Thus Hopkins, VT. 379, says that the Yoga-technique of the epic ison a par chronologically with the Kshunka. 4 i me epic is

» Samhtta, iii. i, 26 ff; Keith, y/,V75. 1914, loor
'' vVinternitz, II. I. 200. 7 \\-„„^ l'
« Hopkins. GE. ^Sy^E/iE. VHI. 325.

^^°°'''' ^"^"^ "'"'•

iJM"?'. S"«i««<B~:-«"*iw»jiw«".» tsms^i "fan
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The first half of the twelfth book Is almost wholly given to
the subject and shorter pieces occur elsewhere.' The relation
of this teachmg to Kautilya's Ar^AaJdsfra,^ to later political
treatises, and to the actual state of affairs at the time of the
epic, does not seem to have been yet worked out by scholars

§ 104. It was natural that the Vaishnava priests, who in the
interests of their sect turned the ancient epic into an encyclo-
paedia of m'itruction, should wish to include in it a body of
law, and that they should choose the new popular form of law
in verse. It ,s also of interest to remember that their con-
stituency included SQdras and women as well as twice-born
men. and even people lower than Sudras.' The legal material
13 found chiefly in the thirteenth book^ of the Mahabharata,
and shou^a very close relationship to the Manava Dharma-
sastra. Hopkins' » writes

:

nJHf P'?^\^"''r "^^ '^°^«= ''"°^" t" the later epic was not quite our
present code, but ,t was a code much like ours and ascribed to Manu

LY' ™,^ ' r"'
'°'"' ''''^'"°"' *"** °'"'"'°"«« ^'^^h as all popula;

texts in India suffer, was essentially our present text.

F. Vaishnava Material in the Didacuc Epic.

§ 10.5. Since the transformation of the epic into an encyclo-
paedia of religion, law. and politics was carried out in the
interests of the Vaishnava sect, nearly all the religious sec
t.ons are devoted to the exposition of the theology first
sketched ^nJc.^Bhasavadgm, and to the praise of Krishna.
The second half of the twelfth book, known as Mokshadharma
IS a sort of corpus of Krishnaite teaching, containing a number
of pieces of distinct origin, and there are noteworthy sections
also m Books HI, V. VI, XIH, and XIV. Four of these

' Chaps. 1-173.

36^9: xiiLi'^'xt's^Jr'^'
'^'''= "'-32; 33; 159; IV. 4 ;v. 33-4;

first anTtweKooks!''
'^^•^'.% ""11 ^^ ^'^^-'^^-' -l^-''^ '" '^e
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portions arc of such outstanding philosophic and religious in-
terest that they are frequently selected for separate treatment :

V- 40-4.5: S.inatsujaliya.

V'l. a.j-42: Bhagavadglia.

^11- »"4-3'^7: Mokshadharma.
XIV. 16-51 : Anugita.

There is one chapter' in the thirteenth book which is greatly
treasured by devout Vaishnavas, because it contains the
thousand names of Vishnu, and one chapter in the third
book contains a panegyric of Vishnu by Rhlma, and another,m the political portion of the twelfth book^ contains a hymn
of praise to Vishnu sung by the great lihishma.

VVe have already discussed the Gnr,. One considerable
section of the Mokshadharma* is known as the Narayanlya
and seems to reflect a later period in the history of the
Vishnu.tc sect. It will therefore be discussed separately
along with a passage from the sixth book,'- which seems to
contain similar teaching. The other portions fall to be con-
sidered here.

The leading ideas here are the same as in the Gitd. We
are taught that the highest religion is the worship of Krishna
as Vishnu, who is the Brahman of the Upanishads.

"

The
Sankhya and the Yoga systems are represented as beinc
essentially the same as the philosophy of Brahman, and all
three areiaught as philosophic foundations for the Vaishnava
religion. There is no care taken to describe any one of these
systems with precision, and no articulated Vaishnava theology
|s taught. As in the Glfa, there are large pieces of a Sari-
khyan character, others that teach Yoga, and yet others that
reflect the monism of the Upanishads. The Sanatsujatlya
(V. 40-45) IS the most important monistic section. Numerous
passages teach slightly variant philosophic systems in which
bankhya, Yoga, and Upanishad elements intermingle inter-
minably. The student may scan these outlines in Hopkins's

' ^7'- '48. « Chaps. 335-53.
149-

° Chaps 65-S.

H
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Cnn/ lific} The Anngm is a direct imitation of the GU,\.
In these passages theology m;^ no i)ciceptible .-advance, but
the pictorial mj th of Scsha, Visi. .u, and Hrahma ,ippe..rs, and
SIX incarnations of Vishnu arc mentioned, the Boar, the Man-
lion, the Dwarf, the Fish, KSma, and Krishna.

k 106. We now take the Narayaniya.- which shows a later
stage of Vaishnava teaching. The ancient name Hhagavata
occurs, but Sattvata,'' and I'aiicharatra,* esnecialiy the latter
appear more frequently. There is r I'ancharatra scripture

«

compiled by the seven Chitrasikhandin Rishis, doubtless the
forerunner of the Saihhitas which we shall discuss later.* The
origin and meaning of the word I'ancharatra are not yet known
with certainty.^ We have shown above in what precise -spects
the sect was heterodox."

In the Narayaniya occurs the doctrine of Vyuha or expan-
sion, according to which Vishnu exists in four forms. The
^•ctrine» is that from Vasudeva springs Samkarshana, from
b^tmkarshana Pradyumna, from Pradyumna Aniruddha and
from Aniruddha Hrahma. Samkarshana and the three others
are then identified with the cosmic existences posited by the
Saiikhya philosophy thus :

Va.sudeva.
. the supreme Reality.

Sarhkarshana . primeval matter, prakriti.

cosmic mind, vianas.

cosmic self-consciousness, ahamkdra.
Creator of the visible world, the bhiVani.

It is very difficult to make out what the idea behind this
•scheme is.'" Vasudeva is Knshna; Balarama,or Samkarshana,"
IS Krishna's brother, Pradyumna his son, and Aniruddha one
of his grandsons. It is probable that these three were local

^
XII. 336, 28; 349,82; 350,67.

9 E ''!•
L ,

^ ''^^ Schrader, IPAS. 24 ff. • Above S 70
^^" ^^^y'^T^

'l"^^- 35 ff-
; Chanda, lAR. ,09 ff.

' *
^^^

'" See Schrader, IPAS. 39 ff.

^
moih'^r'^lLn"']f •^'"?"'J

Withdrawn ', because he was drawn out of hismother s womb and placed m Rohini.

Pradyumna

Aniruddha

Brahma .

:». 'l^>A3S^:3mk
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diyimtlc. that an arrangement was made to bnW them Intorelation with Kri.hnn so as to form a combined sect mTl the doctrme of the VyOhas f, a theolo«ism created 'i;

tt'^oLSr '''' '" ''' '''-''"' ''' ^"« --'^^ "^

The Narayanlya shows also an advanced stage of the incir..at.on doctnne There are ten incarnations of^i.h ec
g'

Hopkmsa holds that Paiichasikha. the teacher of theSankhya-Yoga. a theistic form of the Sankhya philosophy as

ihro;Th;'Tf TT"'^'' ^'y^'^ I'^^hartast;,^^author of the philosophical teaching of the sect This is.nterestmg; because tho Vaishnava Lology unqlt.on blvrests on a Saiikhya-Yoga basis
"nqucstionably

NJadlS'%'" ''.'''y^'^'y'' '<^"« ^ «tory to the effect thatwarada took a ong journey to the north, where he came tothe Sea of M.Ik, in the midst of which was White I^n^mhabued by white men who worshipped NarAy n TeV.shnu/ The men. their beliefs, their sanctity an , the';

they detected distinct traces of Christianity i„ the passare

§ 107. The two epics borrow from each other at this period ^
There are a number of interpolations U. the text of the^..«W. which are clearly contemporaneou with 1

"

o the T:-
°"'

""T^'
^""'""'"^ ^ -Py ^f the desc pt onof he mhabitants o White Island.^ These latest interpola-

tion are mostly ,n the seventh book, but the most importantof a
1

IS a canto in the sixth.' in which Rama is pralcd La full incarnation of Vishnu, and is called the eternal Brahma^

!
^li- 340, 100.

. § 99-
' Above, § 84.
» XII. 336, 8-9.

' o/;. 14,1.
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The same theological conceptions are here applied to Rama
as arc applied to Krishna in the .lidactic epic. Wc have
already seen that Kama in recognized as Vishnu in the
Kpshna-cpic. Similarly Kpshna is recognized in these late
interpolations in the KdtntiyaHii.^

k 108. It is important to notice what stage the Krishna
legend has reached in the ilidactic epic. Wc are told that he
was born in Mathura to kill Kamsa and other demons, and
that after he had done that he went to Dvarika in Kathiawar

"

His parents' names, Vasudeva and Devakl,^ are given, but the
story of his birth and of his being miraculously saved from
the wrath of Kaiiisa is not told ;

< and there is nothing to
suggest that the child Knshna was worshipped in those days
Nor is there the slightest hint that he was brought up among
the cowherds of Gokul. The stories of his boyish tricks with
the cowherds, his youthful sports' among the Gopis. and his
killmiT of the demons in the cow-scttlcment, which are so
prominent in the Harivamsix and the Puranas are absent here,
except in a few passages which are manifestly very late inter-
polations.' Radha is not mentioned at all.

' VI. 119; VII. 50.
' II. 14, 34-50; XII. 340, 86-7. ' VII. IJ4 • XVI 7\\\c must note carefully, however, that the story of 'the death of

aVpa?al.j:irt^ens'i/r^
" "'^ ''''^'' ''''"^^'''^' '" ^'^ -""^ «"-"'• ^

the Ss"of the Jul^na •:

"""^ ""' ''^ "^"" '^ ' '^^ ^''^ ^P""^ J^y-^'V on

' Thus II. 68, 41 b to 46a, which calls Krishna 'Lord of Vraja' and'favounte of the milkmaids', is clearly a very late piece interpo a ed .n"oa very early section; for it makes Draupadl appeal to Krishna for he dn her frightful need, while the original says that Dharma "he Jod ofaw and nght, stood by and helped her. Garbe's argument (cf227IS thus of very doubtful value. Similarly, in II. 4,, Sifupala, in abusinjKrishna, calls him 'the cowherd ' and sa/s that Hhishma Ls p aised himor killing Putana and the vulture and other notable deeds; but, when «^urn to Hhishma s praise of Krishna in chap. 38, there is no mentfon ofPutana or the vulture, or any other of these exploils. Thus at leasrveLs
^ I uf ""u^P- f '*'? *" interpolation: Bhandarkar, KV. ,cf. "isprobable that these local legends had been long cui^ent in Mathura2^ TJ!"^

""'% emphasize is that they had not been accepted into theofifical body of Vaishnava teaching when the didactic epic vvas forn^ed
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3
1 (f. Mim;i J/<i/,-/'i/ in lU DiMuiic lific.

^^10./ In the didactic epic Siva takes (|uitc as subordinate
a place as he docs in the heroic poem. Scholars seen. t.. he
agreed that the passages in the late books' which exalt and
praise hnn arc. on the whole, later than the mass of Vaishnava
teachms

;
and mdeed it seems most probable that tlie changed

Sa.va theology which those passages show was for.ncd in
direct and conscious imitation of the New Vaishnavism.

I lie Saiva sections consist, in the main, of narratives.-'
hymns of praise,' and expositions of the new Saiva theologv*
I he narratives, which tell how this or that hero went and
praised S.va. in order to receive from him some heavenly
weapon of war of peculiar etTectiveness, arc of minor interest.

I he hymns of praise are valuable because we sec the new
teaching reflected in them most clearly. The greatest of these
hymns • sets forth the one thousand and eight names of Siva,
a Saiva copy of the thousand names of Vishnu.'' In these
ascriptions of praise one half of the new Vaishnava theology is
transferred in the lump to Siva: there is ..nly a change of
names. Siva is the Hrahman of the Upanishads, the Hternal.
Uie Supreme, the source of all gods, all benigs. and all things.
The other half of Vaishnava theology, the doctrine of divine
incarnations, is not carried over. In its place we have
divine theophanies: Siva appears in various human disguises
or other forms to test, or teach, or gratify his worshippers.^

I'asupata," the name of the new Saiva theology, is thus

origjn.'-
^' "' ''"• '° '• '-' ''^" ^- 7. "I'icl. nuy be of earlier

I k'- 3^'''pK"- ««'. 3«-4o; X. 7, 60; XII. 284, 60; &c.^'"-
'"»^-

M? Th/- 7 f ^^ '^y' "" "r '^'^ '*'''-• '^'"h in genera, o2-v^?o6:

WUs ,l^\''^
^^f^^^"^« '" "'« epic are XH. 285 : 32 : 3,0V XUi:

I
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parallel to Panchaiatra, the name of the new Vaishnavism.
Pasupata is formed from Pasupati, lord of flocks, an epithet
used of Rudra in early literature.' But the sect gave the word
a new religious significance. Pasupati is the Lord (pati), and
man, his creature ^ (pa.<u), is bound by the fetter (pasa) of the
world, and requires to be released by the Lord. Pasupata is
scarcely distinguishable from Pancharatra as a s)stem. Both
use the fundamental conceptions of the Sarikhya and Yoga,
yet are an.xious to be in complete harmon}- with the teaching
of the Upanishads. The similarity goes even further; for
both number thirty-one philosophical principles, an enumera-
tion which is associated with the name of Parichasikha.^ There
IS this difference between the two systems that, while Vishnu
has four forms, Siva has eight." The Pasupata is also
heterodox, like the Pancharatra.^

^^iio. There is one further point to note with regard to
Siva. In a few of the more important Pasupata passages in
the thirteenth book, his phallic emblem, the /i/i^a, is made the
subject of great laudation. No mention of the liiiga occurs in
earlier literature ;

« yet, as is well known, all Saivas are linga-
worshippers to-day. The question of its origin has been often
discussed, but has not yet been settled." Archaeologists tell
us that lingas belonging to pre-Christian dates are in exis-
tence

;
so that they must be earlier than the first mention in

literature. The explanation probably is that the liiiga is of
aboriginal origin, as sisiiadcva of the Rigvcda implies, that it

passed into popular Hinduism and into sculpture at an early
date, but did not receive Brahmanical recognition until after

A if'f
'

Y:^"T'^\^yy: -I
' ,^'har7>aveda, XI. ii. 28; Ahuilayana

O.S. IV. 8; Paraskaiii US. 111. S; IJarth, Rl. 164.
'

1 he figure comes from the farmer with liis beast .tnd the rope withwhich It .8 bound. 'Creature' must not be taken literally: the soul is
eternal and uncreated. ^

« u°/?!^"x^n^fi'^''^- „ ,.
* Hopkins, OA-. 143.MnH.XU. 285, 124; Hopkins, GE. 114.

^^

' Except the sisnudeva of the Rik.

.,
Kittel, 6/;?(^«- den Ursprun'g des UhgakuUus- IJarth, RI. -.71-

nopkms. A/. 150.
'

' •
-/•>
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the Christian era. It had been ahead)- accepted when the

Pasupata system was formed.

§111. In two of these passages' the phrase mddhva-linga

occurs ; in one of th ?m sthira-liiiga is found ;

'' in two urddliva-

rctas occurs ;

" ind in aiio^her viahasepho iiaguo.* These

phrases clearlj rcr:r to the .inception of the god which is

represented in he imaycs of he Lakulisa sect;* yet the name
Lakullsa does noi. occ;;; in ".he epic Since the name means
• the club-bearing god ', Fleet " conjunctures that the Siva with

a club represented on the coins of the Kushan King Huvishka

about A.D. 125-140 is Lakullsa; but the name may be later

than the coins.

§ 112. There is an Upanishad, the Atharvasiras'; which is

a Pasupata document, and is probably of about the same date

as the Pasupata pas.sa^'es in the epic. Rudra-Pasupati is here

the first principle of all things, and also the final goal
;
pati,

pasu, pasa, are all mentioned ; the yoga method of meditation

on the sacrctl syllabic Oin is recommended ; and tiie use of

ashes for smearing the body is called the Pasupata ordinance.

Three other Saiva Upanishads, the Artliarvasiklia^ the

Nllarudra, and the Kaivalya ' may belong to the same time.

I

ii. Buddhism.

A. The llinayana.

§ 113. We must think of Buddhism at the beginning of this

period as active and spreading in most parts of India and

Ceylon, and also in Burmah, along the Himalayas from Nepal

to Kashmir, in Afghanistan, and also in Central Asia. In the

first century A.D. the religion found a welcome in China, and

' XIII. 17,46; 161, 17; Miiir, (^.ST: IV. 344.
2 XIII. 161, II. 2 XIII. 14, 212; 17, 46.
* Xlll. 14, 157. Muir, OST. IV. 160. » See § 165.
• JRAS. 1907, 419.
'• Deussen, SUV. 716 ff; Muir, OST. IV. 298-304. There are variant

texts of this work : Bhandarkar, KS. ill.

' Deussen, .'sUV. 726 (if.

' See MBH. XIII. 160, 4, 22; 161, 23; and above, p. 101, n. 4.
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about the san,e t.mc entered Kuchar and Khotan in I^:. Turke-stan and a so Pers.a. Natural^ we can trace only in verybroken outhnes the literary worl of the Buddhist Chur h in'^vanous schools scattered over these wide regions

hJ^t '°Tr''^
'•''"^^ ^'"^ ""'"^•°"« «<=hoolsof thought,^but these d,stmct.ons did not create sects : all Buddhists st 11

Z^rlljT- ^^^h—hools we.ust nowdiSLt yenvisage three, ,f we are to understand the development, theSfAaz^ras who were phenomenaiists, the San>asfMiJ2owere reahsts, and the Ma/.lsan^M.,s, who were ideaHlTs'.

a. Sthavira Literature.

in North L'd\^lnT''":.'''-°''''^
°' ^'" "'^°°'^> -'-'- '-"dm North India and predominated in Ceylon. The Pali bookswhich exist to-day are the Canon of the Sthaviras o Cey onas reduced to writing there in the first century vj HenceIf ue accept the critical opinion that the Abhidhamma "Skadid not exist ,n the time of A^oka.^ we must conclude hat itwas formed somewhere between the two dates. Tho naturaconclusion then is that the seven works of that collecZ we-gradually formed and compncd. either in North India oCeZduring the first part of our period. This fresh mater alls not'of the same value or interest as the best parts o the Sutta

classification, and definitions of Buddhist terms and ideas

§115. r/,e Q„cslions of Kh,x Miliiula is the name ofa famous book, the main part of which was written in No„hInd,a, probably i„ the hrst cen.nry „.c., po,.ibly a little later

• fer^i,;:';,':i:?3W^''^-"-fi^e„, r ,
'\%^''-^^ '^^™> -^-120; Wmternilz, II. j. „.
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In vvh. language it was originally written is not known Ithas been preserved only in Pali i„ Ceylon and in two Chinese
ranslat.ons. It is clear from quotations that the Canon which
the author used was the same as the Pali Canon, yet the read-
ings do not agree precisely. The book is much honoured in

viV^l";.! r^
'* '"J''^' '" consideration and an authority

very httle mfenor to the Pali Canon itself. Milinda is the

Jrl r l^Tu"^'"'
--^ ^''^^ King who ruled in the Punjaband attacked the empire of Magadha, about 153 v,.c. Accord-

'ng to tradition he became a Buddhist. The book is a pieceof apologetic a dialogue, in which a monk named Nagasena
an wers the kmg's questions about Buddhist faith and pnictice.

It seems clear that the original work covered only a frag-ment of Book I with Books II and III. The subjects discussed
in those sections are amongst the most important of all
Buddhist questions, e.g. nirvana and karma, individuality andsou

,
renunciation, faith, perseverance, and meditation; and the

style IS strikingly beautiful, the expression easy and graceful,and the illustrations exceedingly well chosen. In Books IV tovia argc number of minor questions arc dealt wiMi • the
style, thou^' -n good, lacks the brilliance of Books II' andin, and, he main teaching keeps very close to the
ial. canon,

;
.. the influence of later ideas is visible. A

tendency is shown to turn away from the ideal of the Arhatwho wins nirvana by a strenuous discipline at once, to the con-
ception of the Bodhisattva,^ who reaches release by means of
devotion in a long career reaching through countless lives.'^
These last books we . probably written much later in Ceylon.
$116. All the Buddhist schools of North India which have

eft literature wrote in Sanskrit or in various forms of what isknown as mixed Sanskrit. The origin and histo.y of these
hterary dialects have not yet been definitely ascertained.
Some scholars are inclined to think that they are the work of
imperfectly trained men trying to write Paninean Sanskrit,
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while others think tliey arc literary modifications of local

dialects. There arc two facts about them which require to be
carefully noted: first, each school seems to have its own
dialect

;
secondly, as time went on, pure Sanskrit steadily won

its way in all the schools.

b. SautrCinttka Literature.

§117. The Sautrantikas' were a branch of the Sthavira
school who received their name because of their reliance on the
Sutta Pitaka, to the neglect of the Abhidhamnia. It thus
seems clear that their rise must have coincided with the
gradual formation of the Abhidhamma. They formed, in

exposition of their teaching, a philosophical system ^vhich is

called the Sautrantik philosophy. They believed in the
exi.stcnce of the external world, and held an atomic theory of
matter, but taught that perception happens indirectly.^ Their
theory of the self, founded on the original Buddhist conception
of man's psychical life,'' proved a stcppinp-stone fram the
phcnomenalist position of the Sthaviras to the Mahayana
Philosophy of Vacuity." The self, they argued, is a long
series {samtana) of phenomenal elements, each member of
which exists only for a moment so infinitesimal that its appari-
tion and destruction may be said to be simultaneous. Each
momentary member {kshana) of the series is both an eflfect and
a cause, yet po.ssesses no real activit}-. Birth, existence, old
age, death, are all illusions

; for the series in uncreated, un-
interrupted. Thus there is no identity, no continuous exis-
tence. On the other hand, they declared this self, consisting
of a phenomenal scries, to be autonomous

; for ' all we are is

the result of what we iiave thought '. They also hold the self
to be self-conscious, conscious directly of self and indirectly of
other things. The scholar with whose name this philosophy •

' Sautrrintika is formed from sfitmnta, the P^ali form of which is
suttanta, a variant o{ sutta.

^ Jacobi, £A'£. II. 201. » See § 61.
* See § 124 c,
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is connected is Kumaralabdha,' a contemporary of Nagarjuna ^'

but very little is known about Sautrantika literature.

c. Sarvastivddin Literature.

^Wj«. The home of the Sarvastivadin, i.c the ' All-things-
cxist •. or reah-st, school seems to have been Kashmir, but
they spread far and wide. Their Canon was in Sanskrit and
apart from the Sthavira, was the only Canon which possessed
a third, or Abhidharma, 'basket'. As has been ai.eady
remarked, the contents of this Abhidharma were absolutely
distinct from the Sthavira Abhidhamma. We may be certain
that the Vinaya and Sutra 'baskets' of their Canon were
already m existence hy the beginning of our period, but it is
as yet impossible to say how far they differed from the
Mhavira Cnon

: for we are almost entirely dependent for our
knowledge upon Chinese and Tibetan translations, only
fragments of the original Sanskrit having survived. They
seem to have had also a special literature of their own. Like
a number of the other leading schools, they had their own
Lite of the Master; and it must have been a powerful and
popular work, for it was taken over afterwards by the new
Buddhism, called the Mahayana, and it survives only in its
altered form, the most famous of all lives of the Buddha the
Lahta Vistara.-'

The Sarvastivadin philosoph)', an outgrowth from the
realistic teaching of the sect, is an atomic doctrine of matter
comb-ned with a theory of direct perception.* Thus, in their
speculative teaching, they .stood near the Jains and the Vaise-
shikas, but they denied the eternu^ of atoms.^ The foundation-
text of their Abhidharma Pitaka, the Jhanaprasthana-sastra,
IS by their most renowned scholar, Katyayaniputra. Six
ancillary works, called 'the feet' of the Abhidharma. by
Vasumitra and other writers, complete the contents of the

Kern, h. 127; Poussin, Opinions, 178 ff.

Nanjio, 159, 160; Winternitz, II, i. 104 ff.

Jacob!, £-A'A-. II. 201.
^^

' See§ 128.

" lb. 202 C.

«v'-

:-Ut t.'-lkX> M-~ IXSil 1^
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I'itaka. The date of tlicsc books is not yet known with
certainly. On these works commentaries were tiien written
which carried the philosophy a step farther. The com-'
mentaries were called Vibhasha, and hence the philosophy was
called Vaibhashika. Tradition suggests that the Vibhasha
arose in the reign of Kanishka.
According to Sarvastivadin books, a general Buddhist

Council was held, under the authority of Kanishka, at some
place in Kashmir, and at the Council commentaries on the
three baskets of the Canon were composed, those on the
Vmaya and Abhidharma being called Vibhasha and those on
the Sutra Pitaka Upadesa. The traditions about this Council
are, however, very untrustworthy, so that some scholars doubt
whether it was ever held at all. Others think that a Sarvasti-
vadm council was actually held, and that, in imitation of the
story of the Council of Asoka, they called it a General Council.
In any case, the commentaries which in the tradition arc
associated with the Council are Sarvastivadin, and a number
of them were probably written after the time of Kanishka.
From the Sarvastivadin Vinaya and the ancient Jatakas

there sprang numberless tales of heroic deeds done by
Buddhas and saints called Avadanas, precisely like the
Apadanas of the 1 rdi Canon. Two collections belong to this
period, the Ava,/a„o-sataka > or Century of Tales and the
Karma-sataka;' or Century of Deeds. A third collection of
great renown, the Divyavadana^ or Divine Tales, which pro-
bably dates from after 200 a.d , calls itself a Mahayana work,
but IS manifestly of Sarvastivadin origin. From these books
sprang an edifying literature which flourished for many
centuries.

The famous writer Asvaghosha was a Sarvastivadin and
probably wrote some of his works before he became a
Mahayanist.*

' Winternitz, II. i. 216.
' {b. 221 ; Mitra, 304.

^ lb. 221.
' Sce§ 127.
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§ '">•

d. Mahiisiiiigliika I.ilcrattirc,

Mahasanghik.'is. one of theThi: ivianasanghikas. one of the very earliest
-schools, were idealists in Metaphysics. They were inclined
to raise the Ikiddha above humanity, and to identify his
personality with that of the former Hiiddhas. They had
a Vinaya I'itaka ;ind a Sfitra Pitaka, written in a curious
mixed Sanskrit. Of the Vinaya two works still exist in
Chinese and Tibetan

; and the Ekottaragnma preserved in
the Chinese and the Tibetan Canons is from the Mahasanghika
Sutra Pitaka.' One of the branches of this school was known
as the school of the LokottaravatUns, or Transccndentalists,
because they believed that the Buddha was not a human being
enmeshed in the life of the world, but one raised far above it.

A book called the Mahavastn, written in the curious Maha-
sarighika Sanskrit, has come down to us. It arose in the
Vinaya of the Lokottaravadins, but very little Vinaya material
now remains in it. The book contains a vast amount of
matter of different kinds and also of varying dates—a life

of the Buddha, tales and sermons, poems and Jatakas, many
of them early compositions

; so that it forms ' one of the
most noteworthy books of Buddhist antiquity '. The Buddha-
Biography docs not differ in any appreciable degree from the
narratives of the Pfdi Canon, but its theory of the person of
the Buddha is distinctly docetic. ' The Buddha of the Maha-
vastu is a superman. He feels neither hunger nor thirst ; he
lives in ignorance of carnal desires ; his wife remains a virgin.
It is from consideration for humanity, in order to conform to
the customs of the world, that he behaves as a man, or that
he gives to men the false impression that he is behaving as
a man. In technical terms, he is lokottara, superior to the
world.' The work lays great stress on the saving power of

' Pali Sutta Pitaka : Sanskrit Sutra Pitaka:
1. Dighanikuya. i. Dirghagama.
2. Majjhiinanikaya. 2. Madhyamfigama.
3. Sainyuttanikaya.

3. Sariiyuktagama.
4. Anguttaranikaya. 4. Ekottaragama.
5. Khuddakanikaya. 5. Kshndrakagama.

wmm
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devotion to him. It also names laipc numbers of former
Huddhas.and believes in tlic existence of many worlds besides
our own, in each of which a Huddha reigns concurrently with
the Buddha here. The Mahrivastit thus forms the bridge
between the Hinayana and the Mahayana. The chapter
called Dasabhumika,' which describes the stages (blinmis)
through which a man passes in becoming a lUiddha is probably
a later interpolation. Much of the book is early.'*

^ 1 20. Mfitricheta was born a Braliman but became a Huddhist.
He was invited to the Kushan court, seemingly by Kanishka,
but begged to be excused on account of age. He left two
hymns of praise, which were used for centuries by Maha-
yanists as well as Ilinayanists. ami which served as models
for later writers. One has survived, and fragments of the
other, along with his letter to the king.' He .seems to stand
between the Hinayana and the Mahayana.

e. Buddhist Worship.

^121. From 300 l!.c. down to tiic Christian era the great
Huddhist stupas were enriched with masses of beautiful sculp-
ture. Pious Buddhists were accustomed to walk round the
stupas with reverent steps, l-nclosing this path of circumam-
bulation there stood a stone railing with a lofty arched gate
at each of the cardinal points. These gates were covered
with sculpture, and in certain examples the railing itself was
decorated with sculptured plaques and panels. Kxamples,
ruinous or well-preserved, have been found in several places.*'
In this early work no image of the Buddha appears, but in
many of the scenes represented his presence is indicated by
some .symbol, and all the carved work breathes the spirit of

> Thomas, ^A'£- VIII. 495; W.nterniu, II. i. 21.; Nanjio, 1456;Moern e, J/y?Z?.^,. 58-S4. Vidyiibhushann.y^.sA". i9io,'42S, refers him
to the fourth century. 7 >

t j.

« Notably at Saiichl in the Rhopal State, at Bharhut in Rewa, at Buddh-

wi^^'M^^sm^m^
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ilcvotion. FFcre wc have the reflection in art of the new spirit

which shines out from the h'tcrnture.

In the first century A. l>. a new Intlo-GrcLk art, distinctive

above all in its scul[)turcs, arose in Gandhara, the district of

which I'cshawar is the centre. Images of the Huddha were
for the firct time made by these artists ; and all the Huddhist
schools u.'^cd them as aids to devotion : this is a noteworthy
and far-read inp; cl.mge.

§ 122. Hudilh.ist monks found it necessary to keep abreast

of all the culture of the day, so as to be able to influence the

rising laity. Wc therefore find them \vcll acquainted with

Hindu philosophy and with the new forms of religion enshrined

in the Kpic. In the last ijuarter of the first century of our

era, the strong government of the Kushan empire, extending
far to the west and the north rif India, opened the doors wide
to Huddhist Missions ; and the numerous races the missionaries

had to teach, coupled with the rich variety of foreign influences

which met in the cnpirc, led to great changes in Huddhist

thougiit and practice.

H. The Mtiliiiydna.

\ I2_j. These movements, coupled with new ideas and
practices which had been gaining ground in the old sects for

two centuries, found their culmination in the creation of a new
Huddhism called the Mahayana, or great vehicle, in contrast

with the old BuJdhism, which was depreciated as the Hina-
yana, or small vehicle.' The Mahayana is, on one side, the

acute Hinduizing of Huddhism, on the other, the humanizing
of the old discipline, so as to make Huddhism more suitable

for the cultured Indian layman and for the men of many races

now crowdmg into the community. The rise of this system
is probably to be placed in the reign of Kanishka (perhaps
A.D. 78-123), towards the end of the first and the beginning

It is probable that Hinayana was originally used with reference to
Arhatship, the mode of individual salvation, as opposed to Hodhisattva-
ship, the plan for the salvation of many.
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of the scconi century; for all traclitioM points to that time
and m.iny ^.ahayana texts were translatcil into Chinese
before A. I). 170.'

The vast literature created by the Mahayana does not
survive as a definite Canon in the (,ripi„.,I tonfrncs. Portions
of It have been found in Nepal « and fragments elsewhere-
but for our knowledge of the mass of the books we have to
have recourse to the Chinese ' and Tibetan * Canons.

a. y/n- lull Maltaydiia.

k 124. There arc two distinct Mahay.lna systems to be
recognized at this time. The first may be called the full
Mahayana. as it contains all the features of the new Buddhism.
They may be summed up under three heads:
A. Devotion. Mahayanists recognize that there are innu-

merable liuddhas, each in his own world, and innumerable
«odhisattvas, the most advanced of which live in the heavens
Buddhas anH -Ivanced Hodhisattvas are fit objects of devotion
and devoti n . .gs its rich rewards. One result of this cha. ge
was that the Buddhas, though they were still thought of as
being in nirvana, were regarded as responding in some way
to the devotion showered upon them. Their personality and
activity consequently became more distinct, until they were
thought of almost like Hindu gods. Wc must recognize here
a distinct change in the conception of nirvana.'' Thus in that
most orthodox Mahayana book, the Sadd'harma Pundarlka
Gautama is made almost an eternal being of omnipotent
power, who from time to time descends to earth, like Vishnu
to be born in the world of the living. Similarly those Bodhi-
sattvas who are drawing near the stage of final enlightenment

' Nanjio, Cols. 381-3.
= See especially Mitra, NepaUse Buddhist Literature

hist Tn^l^r^'"' ^
'''"'''^''^'" ''^"*' "-'^'""^ 'translation of the Budd-

Guimeui.^""
^^^' ^^'^

'

^^"' ^""^"' ''" ^'"'"'>«^ Annales du Mus^e
° Thomas, Buddhist Scriptutes, 15.
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arc now rc^i.iidcd as mutiny tlivinitic s living in the heavens,
helpin^r ,„en, ami actually declining' to enter nirvana in order
that they may iiclp men tiic more.
The Mahayanists created a showy worshii). with processions,

music, and incense; and a rich hturgy was prepared for each
Huildha. 'Ihc monks took charge of the cult ; so that the
old chaitya became a temple and the monk a priest.

h. The Inuiliisaltva Life} 'Ihc monk of the Ilinayana
sought to become an arhat, a man who, by a life of asceticism
and meditation in obedience to the precepts of the Huddha,
has reached the nirvana of the extinction of all desire ; but he
regarded himself as a mere pupil, following the directions of
the omniscient Huddha, and never dreamt of becoming a
Huddha himself. The Mahayana now declared that, to reach
real release, it was necessary to acquire the perfections and
the omniscience of the Buddhas, and that, thougu the ui)ward
struggle would take an incalculable number of ages, the goal
was within the reach of every human being. Kach person,
man or woman, was therefore exhorted to take at once the
vow to become a liuddha

; and the assurance was given that
the power of that vow was sufficient to bear them through
the mnumerabic births and sc.ious sufferings which lay before
them. If they began a life of active benevolence, and sought
to rouse within themselves the desire to save all creatures,
they would pass through the ten stages {bhianis) of the career.'
Since the end was certain, each person who took the vow at
once became a I^odhisattva, one destined to become a Buddha
The influence of the Jatakas, which contain narratives of
numerous acts of incredible self-sacrifi..- done by Gautama in
his earlier births, is very manifest in the new conception.
Since Gautama was believed to have lived as a householder for
countless lives, celibacy was not a necessary element of the
discipline. Neophyte Bodhisattvas, both men and women
were encouraged to marry, but they were allowed to acquire
merit by living the monastic life for a time, if they cared to do

• Poussin, EKE. art. ' Hodhisattva . and VI 1 1. 33 f. ; Opiniom, 275 ff'

I
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so. On the other hand, the Mahay.lna prohibited the catine
of flch.

*•

C. The Mahiiyana Phito:ot</iy </ I'lunity.^ The early
denial of the existence o<" .he ego and the Saiitrantika
doctrine, that the ego consists of an endless scries of infini-
tcsimal moments, led to the formulation of the doctrine that
there is no real existence, that all things are but appearance,
and are in truth empty. This is the famous doctrine of
iunyata. Vacuity. The young Hodhisattva cannot sec the
truth of this doctrine, but in the course of his progress to
Buddhahood he will come to realize it ; for it is the sum of
the wisdom of all the Buddhas.

^ ia.5. A large literature was produced by this school during
our period. Amongst these works is one of the greatest of
Buddhist books, the Saddltanna Ptindarika,'^ ' The Lotus ',

or, as we should say, ' The Rose of the Irue Religion '. The
book probably appeared towards the end of the first or the
beginning of the second century,' but six of the chapters of
the work as it has come down to us (xxi-xxvi) are of later
origin. The original work contains the whole Mahayana
system. The most noteworthy element is the way in which
Gautama the Buddha is represented. According to the old
teaching, he has gone to nirvana and can no longer have any
relations with the world of men. Here he is represented
practically as an omnipotent God, whose life is limitless
before and after, in whose hands arc the universe and all
creatures, who dwells continually in infinite glory. It is true
he also teaches the Buddha-laws, but his birth, life, teaching,
and death are but an appearance, and his passing away into
nirvana is but a device to lead men to accept the Buddha-
laws. The influence of the Vedanta and of the Gi/d are very
prominent here. The conception of Krishna-Vishnu as the

' £"A'£. art. ' Madhyamaka '.

cL^"^'^' ""• '^°'"^ of True Law'; VVinternitz, II. i. 230-8; Kern.
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Supreme is adapted to Huddhist tHjnccplion.s. Many of the
titles arc Ixirrowcd imchaiigcd, Supretne Spirit, Sclf-cxistcnt,
Great l-athcr, World- Father. Ruler of the Triple World!
Creator, Destroyer, Physician. I le is Iwerlastiiifr, All-knowi.i^,',
All-sceinj,'. lie wields mat^ic jMrner. in,t)ti, which K uses in
sport, li/.i. Ilc> is repcatc.liy born in the world of the livinj^.

When men become mibehcvint,'. he appears in this uorld to
save. Yet, althou^^h Huddha in the Lotus is practically the
Supreme, the lan^uaye is so carefully guarded throu^ihout
that Prof. Poijssin can say, There is not a sin^jlc word in the
Lotus which is not capable of an orthodox, i.e. "atheist

'

interpretation.'' The work had Lirgc iiiduence in Indi.i,
whence it passed to China and Japan, and later to Nepal!
It is the most popular of ail Huddhist t>ooks in Japan to-day.

V^ 126. The phih.sophic doctrine of V^acuity was taught in
a large number of books, short and long, called the Prajiia-
paramita-sfitra.s,- i.e. 'the sutras of the wisdom-perfections ' of
the Buddhas. Of these the Dasasa/iasrika Prajnapanvnita-
sutra;' i. c. the ' Ten-thou..and-line Sutra', belongs to our peri.Kl.
This work also describes the ten stages Kbhumis) of the Bodhi-
sattva career. The chapter called Dasabhilmika * interpolated
into the Mahdvastu

\ robably comes from this time also.

k 127. A.svaghosha ' was born of Brahman parents, but
became a Buddhist, first of the Sarvastivadin school, but
finally of the Mahayana. His splendid genius proved of
signal service to Buddhism

; for he is a most notable figure
m Sanskrit literature, and one of the greatest of the pre-
decessors of Kalidasa. Me was equally distinguished in epic,
dramatic, and lyric poetry. Mis greatest work is the Budiilui-
cliarita, an epic poem on the life of Buddha. Part of it is

lost, yet enough remains to show his genius and his art. In
its delineation of the life and work of the Buddha, it scarcely

' ERE. WW. 145.
' Nanjio, cols, i to 8 ; ERE. IV. 838; VIII. 2\t.

\
Nanjio, col. 381 ; also no. 5. « See S 1 10

<- .'^''^/^•^!r!-'^^^''«''°^''='''
^''E.yXxx; Winternitz, II. i. 201 ; HJ'

Sastr..,/,4.«r/A ,yo9, 47, N.mjio, col. 569.
*
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goes beyond the Pali Canon, but in freshness and power it
stands altogether on another level, the work of a true poetA second epic, the Saundardnanda-Kavya, which deals with
a number of scenes and incidents connected with the life of
Buddha, also survives. The Sutralamkara, of which a Chinese
version and a few fragments in Sanskrit are extant is a
collection of avadanas, i.e. Buddhist legends told in mingled
prose and verse, the style in common use then for artistic
romances. A larjie number of these stories are old, many
are new, but all are graced and heightened by Asvaghosha's

.
charm. There are two philosophical works ascribed to
him the Vajrasitchl, i.e. the 'Diamond-needle', and the
Mahdydnasraddhotpadasdstra, the ' Mahayana-faith-awakening
Ireatise', but serious doubts as to his authorship of both
works still remain.

§ 128. Nagarjuna.i a Brahman convert, who became the
greatest authority on Mahayana Buddhism, is regarded as
a younger contemporary of A^vaghosha in Buddhist tradition •

and modern scholars are inclined to place his activity in the
latter half of the second century. His chief service was to
think out the new doctrine of Vacuity. In those days a
philosopher embodied his teaching in a series of aphorisms
either in prose {sutras) or in verse {kdrikds), and expounded
them in a commentary. Nagarjuna's work is in verse and,
as the system is called the middle teaching, Madhyamaka. the
book is known as the Mddhyamaka-kdrikds. The system is
called Madhyamaka because its leading idea. ' All things are
empty', takes the middle course between existence and non-
existence. Two distinct kinds of truth must be recognized
apparent truth, sarnvHtisatya

, and real Xx^\\i,paramdrthasatya?
The world appears 10 be real, but the appearance is an
Illusion, as empty as a dream

; yet we mus^ live in it and in
practice take it as real. The actual truth, that all things are
empty, seems to us to be folly, but it is the final truth of the

\ i'^'"*«"'«^'
"•.'• 250-4; ERE. IV. 838; VIII. 23S ,76* Poussin, opinions, 189 «. i.

' ''' ^^
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world
;
and when we rise to the wisdom of the Buddhas, we

shall see its truth. Thus we need not hope to find the truth
by intellectual activity, but must strive to hear the silence
which is neither affirmation nor denial. Thus the Madhya-
maka philosopher has no system ; he has only a method.
The doctrine is thus a guarded nihilism, a faith in the cmpti-
ness of all things which does not profess to see the truth of
what it believes, but holds hard by its faith, while it frankly
livesj>n that which it declares to be illusion. The early
Prajna texts, and a number of other works arc said to be by
Nagarjuna. An extraordinary mass of legends gathered
round his head.

b. The Paradise Mahaydiia.

\ 1 29. The second type of Mahayana doctrine is of a much
simpler nature and may be described as the Paradise Maha-
yana.i It does not trouble to teach the doctrine of Vacuity
nor does it impose on its followers the long ages of discipline
which are required 'jr the career of the Bodhisattva. Every
person may easil> ..lake certain of being born in his next
birth in the Western Paradise, where under the fostering care
of a great Buddha named Amitabha he will live for ever in
joy and will reach final perfection. One of the chief texts
of this school, the longer Suk/tdvathyn/ia? or ' Description
of the Land of Bliss', was translated into Chinese before
A.D. 170, and thus oelongs to our period. In this book we
hear of many hundred thousands of millions of Buddhas, and
amongst them of one named Amitabha, ' measureless light ',

who lives and reigns in Sukhavatl. a Paradise of glory and
bliss far away to the West, beyond the limits of the world
where Gautama lives. When this new Buddha was but
a monk, he vowed and toiled for this Western Paradise and
prayed that he might never obtain the highest perfect know-
ledge, unless it should be possible for all creatures to be
born m that Land of Bliss and there reach perfection, wisdom

• Poussin, EKE. VIII. ^^^ b. » Nanjio, col. 381 ; SUE. xlix.
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perfect joy, and release. All has now been realized. Amitabha
reigns in the wonderful land of bliss, and whoever struggles
forward, seeking to make good karma, praying faithfully
worshippmg Amitabha with deep devotional feeling, and
uttering his name, will be born in that Western Paradise and
will live in bliss for ever. A very large part of the book is"
given to descriptions of the beauties and pleasures of
Sukhav.itl.

Of the numerous Mahayana texts translated into Chinese
during the second century • a number of works, in addition
to the longer Sukhdvatlvyuha, seem to belong to the Paradise
school,^ but the mass undoubtedly derive from the chief
school.

C. Buddhism in China.

\ 130. Buddhism does not seem to have made rapid progressm China for some two or three centuries
; yet it is clear that

large efforts were made to win the people. Some reflection
of the activities of the Missionaries may be found in the long
lists of translations carried out during the two centuries under
review.^* Most of the sutras selected for translation are quite
short, and deal with the simpler elements of Buddhist teaching
or with practical questions touching life and discipline. They
are taken from Mahayana as well as from Hlnayana sources
the first text translated, The Sfttra of Forty-two Section^
being a compendium of Buddhist teaching drawn from many
books. There are only four noteworthy translators during
the period, and their extraction is significant ; two of them
Kasyapa Matanga and Lokaraksha,' were Indians, An Shi-'
Kao was a Parthian prince, while Ch'Yao was probably
a Kushan. '

"L ^28"/°28r';«^' -k^-^'
^^' 5'- 54. 57, n. 76, 102, 112, 161, ,74, 202,

\
Nanj.o, cols. 379-8;. < Nanjio, no. 678. '

^^' * ' ^^' ^^'

col. 3S1'.'

"'*" '^^'"' '° ^'"''''^ translated only Mahayiina works: Nanjio,
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iii. Jainism.

§ 131. The history of Jainism remains extremley obscure
throughout this period, yet a few facts of large importance
can be discerned.

During the two centuries before our era, and probably in

still earlier years, the religion expanded steadily both in the
north and in the south. Sculptured remains and an inscription

found at Muttra, the ancient Mathura, and assigned to the
first century li.c.,' reveal to us the growth of Jainism to the
north-west; caves with fragments of sculptured frieze in

Orissa may date from about the same time ; ^ while the
powerful influence which Jainism exerted on Tamil literature

from the second century after Christ, if not from an earlier

date, shows that the religion had acl. jved considerable
success in the far south. From the Christian era onwards,
if not earlier, Jainism spread into Gujarat ; and from the third

century the community produced a large popular literature

in the vernacular of that part of India.

§ 132. As a result of the long-standing difference of opinion
within the community, the Jains at last broke into two sects,

Svetambaras and Digambaras, about A. D. 80 ^ ; so that for

the full understanding of the history it is necessary as far as
possible to distinguish the writers, books, and practices of the
two organizations from this time onward. The main difference

between them is the single point, that the Svetambaras hold that
monks ought to wear white garments, while Digambaras hold
that they ought to give up all clothing. Necessarily nuns are
found only among the Svetambaras. The Digambaras explain
that women cannot win release until a good life has brought
them the privilege of being born as men ; so that they need
not become ascetics. There are other minor divergences.
The great mass of Jains to the north of the Vindhyas were
Svetambaras, while in the Kanarese and Tamil districts they
were nearly all Digambaras.

' V. Smith, HFA. 82; 144; Indraji, Vlth Oriental Congress, \a7,.
• V. Smith, HFA. 84. » Jacob!, ERE. VII. 473.
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§ 1.33. Jain worship is precisely parallel to Buddhist worshipdurmg these centuries. They use stupas, as tl.c Buddhists
do, and the forms of their sculpture are similar, although »he
art js not so good. The remains, though slight, are sufficient
to show the mtense religious emotions of the Jain communiiy
and the deep devotional feeling with which they thought of
heir Tirthakaras.' The inscription at Muttra shows that

Jains already used temples in the first century kc, and at
rather later dates there is evidence that they had begun to use
images. These changes are very closely contemporaneous to
the correspondmg movements in Buddhism.

§ 1.34. It is impossible to say how much of their early
literature was still retained in the memories of Jain a.sceticsdunng these centuries, nor how far the formation of the
Angas, now preserved in the Svetambara Canon, had gone.Weber beheved that the gradual process of creating the
present Angas began in the second century A.D., but it ismore probable that portions of the ancient literature have
been preserved, though doubtless from the time of the Schism
about A. D. 80, a process of revision in the interest of the sectwas earned out by Svetambara monks. Numerous traditions
refer certamo these canonical works or comments on them
to wnters beheved to have lived during this period-to
Ajjasama to Kalakacharya. to Virabhadra-but everything

light will doubtless be thrown on the history.

§ 135. In a sixteenth-century Digambara work, the Taf/v-
arthasaradipikd of Sakalaklrti,^ it is stated that from very
ear y times the Digambaras had a large Canon, handed down
orally, but that it was gradually forgotten, until in the second
century A. D. it had all be.n lost. A list of the books is
given,' divided into three groups, AAgas, Purvas, and Anga-

SSS^ away .r^^.^^i^^^^^^^£^^
» Bhandarkar, Report, 83-4, p. 106 f; Jafci, OJ. 135.

^^^ ^ '"*°-
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bahyas. A large proportion of the names correspond with
books of the Svetambara h'st, but there are differences

§ 136. There is also an obscure tradition > that Pushpadanta
and Bhutavalya reduced the Canon to writing in the second
century a.d but as these two are the very men who arc
mentioned as having been the last that knew one Ariga orally
and with whom all knowledge of the sacred literature died \tlooks as If the tradition had been invented at a late date to
give the Digambaras the kudos of having once possessed a
written canon like the Svetambaras. The truth seems to be
rather this, that during the time when the differences between
Jie two sects were becoming more sharply defined, the
Digambaras took so little interest in the sacred books that
the Svetambaras were able to manipulate them in their own
interest The Canon bears clear traces of this process of
Svetambara redaction. If this be the truth, we can have no
difficulty m understanding why the Digambaras « lost ' the
Canon. The traditional date for the loss, the second century
A. D., just gives time for the process after the schism

S 137. The vernacular of the far south, known as Tamil
developed a varied literature at a very early date, and both
Buddhists and Jains took part in the movement. Some of
the most famous of early Tamil works are said to be of Jain
origin, but they are not distinctively Jain works but belong
rather to general literature. No work holds a higher placeamong the classics of the South than the sacred Kural apoem consisting of 2,660 short couplets, dealing with virtue,
wealth, and pleasure. It forms one of a group of eighteen
didactic poems, five or six of which are by Jains. There are
also two romances in verse, the Manimekhalai and the Silapp-
adktkaram, both noted for their simple and elegant style
which are believed to have been written by Jains

''

' Rhandarkar, Report, 85-4, p. 125. ' BMCTB.2,4.
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CHAPTER IV

PHILOSOPHIES AND SFXTS.
A.D. 200 TO 550.

§ij8. Hindus, Buddhists, and Jains all sought during thispenod to give the best possible ...pression to their philoso-
phies. The foundation texts of the six Hindu systems, of
Jain philosophy, and of Vijiianavada Buddhism were all
written now, and numerous commentaries, most of which
have been lost, were produced for their elucidation. Hindu
sects are now far more numerous than formerly. Each has
Its own theology, in which its god is identified with theBrahman of the Upanishads ; and each seeks to popularize
Its teaching and its cult by means of an interesting Puranic
document.

The history of India during the third century is a blank
but Ml A. D. 320 the family of the Guptas arose, and soon
created an empire which recalled the glory of the old Mauryas,
and gave North India a century and a half of strong, en-
lightened government. The peace and prosperity of these
years provided the conditions in which religious literature and
culture could do their best. It was then that the philosophic

fp' J'J;;'''^?:.T"'°"'^'
'^' ""''y P"*"^^^^ ^"d a great series

ot Huddhist Mahayana Sutras were written.
Probably at some time during this period the Syrian

Christian Church of Malabar came into existence.

i. Hinduism.

A. T/ie Philosophies.

§ 139. We take the philosophies first, as they are probably
the healthiest and most abiding elements of the religion of
the time. Their interest to us lies in this, that the classic
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treatises, which form the foundation of study in all the six
orthodox systems, appeared at this time. It is evident that
each of these works is built on earlier systematic treatises,
and IS the result of centuries of thinking. But all earlier
manuals are lost, having been rendered obsolete by the greater
power, accuracy, and finish of these classic works.
No definite date can yet be assigned for any one of these

si.x books: we must be content to recognize that they arose
withm certain rather wide limits.' Yet the following points
seem clear: (a) They were edited with reference to each
other. There arc so many cross-references from each to the
others that scholars are satisfied that all six arose in a single
period. At the time there must have been a great deal of
public discussion, in the course of which the characteristic
conceptions of each system were chiselled to the utmost
perfection of form, (fi) All six are clearly later than the
didactic epic and Nagarjuna. On the other hand, the lowest
possible limit seems to be a.d. 450 ; for the oldest surviving
commentary 2 comes from about that date. a.d. 300 to 450would thus seem to be the extrcmest limits that can be
allowed, (c) The wealth and intellectual activity of the
Gupta Empire would provide the natural atmosphere and
environment for the mutual intercourse and public discussion
which he behind the books, (d) Scholars are now inclined
to believe, on the basis of Chine'^e evidence, that the author
of the Sam^'a Kdrikd flourished about the beginning of the
fourth century.-' Asanga, the exponent of the Vijiianavadin
school of Buddhism, which in all probability is the idealistic
system attacked in the Yoga-sutras, lived about the same
time. Thus two out of the six treatises would stand related
to the first half of the fourth century, (e) If, then, all six were
edited with reference to each other, there would seem to be

' See § 146.

'!-
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a number of lines of evidence converginR to the fourth century
as the most probable period for their emergence

. \l'^°J^''
^"""^ ""^ ^''"^ ^^' '' ^^^--y strange at first sight

to the Western student. Five of them are sutras. and one
consists of memorial verses, l<arikas. No single document
by Itself provides anything like a clear, comprehensible
account of the philosophy which it represents.' The system
was expounded by the teacher

; and the .sutrn or the karika
was little mo-^ than an index of topics which, committed to
memory, enabled the student to carry the instructions of his
teacher m his mind.

But the two manuals which we deal with first are much
more difficult to understand than the others. In them .scarcely
one single sutra is intelligible without a commentary « The
method of reasoning 3 also employed in these manuals is
always elaborate and difficult, and sometimes obscure.

§141. There are six systems which are recognized as
orthodox. Kach is called a darsana, or view, because it
embodies a way of looking at the world. They fall into three
pairs, and are so arranged because of a close connexion
between the pairs. The first pair depend definitely on the
Vedas while m the case of each of the other two pairs, the
second philosophy adopted the metaphysics of the first
The first pair of systems fundamentally are not philosophies

but merely systematic expositions of the two main parts of
the Veda. Each is called nummhsd, which means investiga-
tion exegesis The Former Investigation, PCirva Mimamsa.
deals with the sacrificial part of the Veda, and the Later
Investigation. Uttara Mfmarhsa, deals with the Upanishads
These two then, really form the systematic theology of
Hinduisnri. Since, however, the Upanishads are philosophic
works, the Uttara Mimamsa stands in the closest possible
relation with the whole history of philosophy in India. The

' See Keith, /A'^.S'. 1916, 613.

I
.See Thibaut, SBJi. XXXIV. xiii.
It IS explained by Max Miiller, ^.S'. 303-4
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words Former and Later, as applied to these two mimamsas.
do not refer to the historical appearance of these systems, far
less to the dates of the Sutras, but to their place in study andm the hfe of the pious Hindu.

a.
. The Karma Mimdthsd.

§ 14a. The purpose of the Purva Mimamsa, which is also
called Karma Mimamsa, i.e. Action Investigation, is to reach
certainty on the subject of aharma, i.e. the whole religious
duty of Hindus, but as a matter of fact sacrifice receives so
much attention as almost to eclipse other elements of duty.
All necessary instructions are given in the hymns and the
Brahmanas, but these are not systematic works, and in using
them for the sacrifices priests met numerous diflficulties. The
Mimamsa was meant to solve these problems by providing
prmciples which should prove suflficient as guidance in the
interpretation of the Vedic texts.

Most of the sutras of Jaimini's Purva-mimdmsa-sutras are
expositions of single texts or phrases, and arc thus of little
mterest to the modern reader, but here and there great
questions arise which are worthy of notice. For example,
the absolute authority of the Veda requires for its establish-
ment the doctrine of its eternity, and that leads in turn to the
doctrine of the eternity of sound and the indefeasible con-
nexion between the sound of a word and it? meaning.'
As the Veda contains many promises of rewards for those

who perform the actions enjoined therein, and as these results
are not seen arising at once from the actions, it seemed
necessary to believe that sacrifice produces an invisible, trans-
cendental result (apurva), which will in time provide the
promised fruit.

The Purva Mimamsa does not teach a philosophical
system, yet certain metaphysical ideas are implied or find
mcidental expression in it. The existence of God is denied

' Hit ERE. VIII. 648.

,

r~_- i-^wt'iem mS! ^T
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on the ground that an on.ntscicnt bcin^r is inconceivable

;

a realistic conception of the world is implied
; the eternity oc world ., stated in such terms a. practically to precLbhe bchcf in the periodic destruction and re-creation of allthmg,

;
and the law of Kanna is held so rigidly that itscarcely seems possible to believe in release from tr^nsmigrJ

tion
;
and certainly the doctrine docs not occur »

.J)l
'^'*-'""

'"T '"'° "^'^^*^"'^'-' ^" ''^JP t'>« Vedic sacrificcrand the priests who acted for him
; and it remains to thisday the guide of orthodox househo'ders of the twice-born

castes. Hence, unlike the Vedanta. the Sankhya. and theYoga. It does not teach asceticism, and has never had ascetics
associated with it.

b. T/ie Uttara Mimawsa or Vedanta.

h 143. The manual of the Uttara Mimamsa, or Later Investi-
gation is usually called the Vcdanta-sutms. Bralum-sutras
^nA Sartraka-sutras are also used, because the subject is

J' k"'^'"'7
" ;«<=°g"i-ed as being the Sarlraka, or spirit

embodied in the universe. The work is attributed to
Badarayana, but the character of the work itself sho. s thata long succession of scholars stand behind the author d thenames of seven of these occur in the sutras*
The work is a manual of excgetics for students of the classical

Upamshads, and is based on the belief that these treatises arem the fullest sense Revelation, and therefore contain a har-
monious body of truth. As a matter of fact, although the
Upamshads al set forth Brahman, one, spiritual, unknowable,
as the basis of all things, they teach no settled system, but
fling out guesses at truth from various standpoints. Neces-
sarily, the effort "> view the whole as an articulated body of
clearly expresses ideas creates numerou:5 difficulties. In so
far as the obscurity of the sQtras permits us to judge, it would

\ ^?r '''cse ^ery early ideas see S 37.
' -Ihibaut, SEE. \XXIV. xix.

MTOtjr.
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seem that the following outlines of a systc, arc taught in
the work

:

Brahman is one and formless, and consists of intelligence
1 le IS the aourcc of scripture (sruti) and ia therefore o.nniscient

;

and he is to be known only from scripture. He is the material
as well as the final cause of the universe. He h.is no purpose to
fulfil, and IS therefore inactive.- his seeming activity is sport.The world, though produced from Urahman from time to time
has had no beginning and will have no end. Scripture also
IS eternal. The gods exist, and they feed in their own divine
way on the sacrifices which the Veda enjoins.
The individual soul is eternal, intelligent, all-pervading It

IS a portion of Hrahman
; it /.• Hrahman. Its individuality is

but an appearance. Sacrificial works help a man to rise to
knowledge of Brahman, but it is knowledge alone that confers
release. The life of chastity and meditation on Brahman as
taught in scripture, is the path to knowledt^c. Fn-m Brahman
comes the fruit of works, and therefore transmigration

; from
nim comes also release.

^ 144. At a very early date the ledanta-sutras became
revered as an in.spirec -k, and it has since been held by
almost all Hindus to be infallible. Yet in spite of that, since
no commentary by its author has come down to us, the exactmeanmg of its enigmatical phrases is in many cases far
fronr. clear and many variant expositions have been formu-
lated by Hindu thinkers. These scholars fall in the main
into two groups, those, on the one hand, who follow Sahkara-
charya (a.d. yU-^o) in taking the identity of the individual
soul with God in the strictest possible sense, and in accepting
a monism so absolute that the material world is regarded as
pure illusion, and the personality of God tends to be crushed
out and those, on the other, who, because they believe
iirahman to be personal, regard the world as more or less
real and the human soul as more or less distinct from him.The chief representative of this group is Ramanuja. who
flourished about iioo.

^» ^xi^h^^M
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Thibaut discusses in considerable detail the question whether
aankara or Kamanuja comes nearest the teaching of the
sutras and reaches the conclu.sioa ' that, while the kind of
Vedanta represoated in the l-e,Uhita-sf4tras must be left an
oi)en (luestion. there is reason to suppose that in some
important po.nis their teaching is more closely related to
the system of RamSnuja than to that of Sahkara." On
the other hand, he is inclined to brl eve that the teaching
of bankara stands nearer to the teaching of the Upanlshads
than the Sntnu of Badarayana do; and he explains this
striking fact by the supj..., ton that the teaching of the Sutras
was mfluenced in some degree by the BhagavadgUa?

For many centuries the Upanlshads, the Bhagavadgita and
the VedaHta-sutras have been recognized as the Prasthana-
traya the Triple Source, of the Vedanta philosophy. It seems
provable that in Badarayana's day the Glta had already risen
to great authority, even if it had not yet received its destined
place m the Canon of the school. Being thus placed practi-
cally on a level with the Upanlshads, the Glta necessarily
became recognized as absolutely orthodox.*

§ i4.> It is of Interest to realize that tlircc of the distinct
theories of the relation of the Individual soul to Brahman
which were afterwards embodied in commentaries on these
sutras had already received expression by Vedantic scholars
before the time of Badarayana. According to Aimarathya,
the soul IS neither absolutely different from God nor absolutely
without difference

;
i. e. he held the theory called Bhedabheda •

according to Auduloini the soul Is altogether different from
Brahman up to the time when, obtaining release, it is merged
mit; i.e.hcheld the Satyabheda, or Dvaita, theory; while
according to Kasakritsna the soul is absolutely non-different
from Brahman, i.e. he held the Advaita theory.^^
From the date of the earliest Upanlshads until now there

' -svyA. XXXIV. cxxvif.
' SBE. XXXIV. cxxvi.
• SHE. XXXIV. xix.

' Cf. Keith, SS. 6, 52.
* For its original heterodoxy, see § 94.
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haa existed the tjrcat order cf sannyasn who seek to follow
this teachifiB They arc still the most numerous and the
most highly rcN|)cctcil order of monks in India. There are
also a few nuns.

c. The Siiiikhya.

h I4<^. The primary authority for the Sahkhya system is
th.; Smtkliya.karika} a poem consisting originallv nt seventy
verses and attributed to Isvara Krishna. It seems clear from
Chinese authorities that this writer was also known as Vindhya-
vasin, and that he was a little senior to Vasubandhu the
famous Buddhist scholar.'^ Until recently it was believed
that Vasubandhu's date was the first half of the fifth century
but fresh evidence which has become available- has led most
scholars to conclude that he lived from about a.d. 270 to yo '

If that be so, «c must place livara Krishna towards Ih'c
beginnmg of the fourth century.*

According to tradition, the Sahkhya-karika is really the
Shashtuantra rewritten, which, as we have seen above" was
a manual of the thcistic Sankhya. The contents of the sLhti-
tantra as sketched in the Ahirbudhnya Samhita' seem to
justify this tradition.

The poem is an excellent piece of work. Unlike i.,e obscure
sutras of the two mimamsas, its verses are each <iuitc compre-
hensible, although it would undoubtedly be extremely (iifllcult
for a beginner to f.., m an intelligible conception of ihc stem
from the treatise by itself.

It is well to recognize that with the Sahkhya we entr: oon
rationalistic speculation. It is held tobe throughout consistent
with scripture {sruti), but it is clear on the very suruce that
the leading ideas have been evolved not from Vedic texts but
from observation and speculative thought. The appeal lo

' >iee esp. Keith, 55. chat) vii » //>^c . _. n

^ ^' ' Schrader, //'. v 1 10 fif.

K
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scripture is more formal than real
; yet the system has in con-

sequence been recognized as orthodox, and therefore superior
not only to Buddhism and Jainism but to the sectarian systems.

§ 147- The end in view' is the removal of misery, and the
means is true knowledge. Three kinds of evidence are avail-
able, perception, inference, and right affirmation (which includes
scripture). The system is an atheistic dualism : there arc two
eternal existences, original nature {prakriti), and spirits
ipurnska). Praknti is one, unconscious, productive; spirits
arc many, conscious, inactive, each a solitary, passive spectator
of the operations of nature. It is implied that spirits trans-
migrate and suffer misery. Prakriti is the universal material
cause, unconscious, homogeneous, invisible, impalpable, know-
able only from its products. Professor Keith writes : ^

The essential conception is that from unconscious nature there is
developed for the sake of spirit a whole universe, that the development
takes place for each individual spirit separately, but yet at the same timem such a manner that nature and its evolutes are common to all spirits.

Prakriti and all its products possess the three constituents,
goodness {sattva), energy {rajas), and darkness {tamas), but
while they are in equilibrium in prakriti, they appear in its

products in variant balance. From prakriti issues Intellect
(buddhi) called also the Great {via/iat), a subtle cosmic sub-
stance, which constitutes in the individual his organ of thought
and decision. From Intellect is produced Egoism or Individua-
tion {ahamkara), a subtle cosmic substance which marks every
psychical movement with the word ' mine ' and makes each
spirit imagine itself an active human individual. From Egoism
is produced Mind {nianas), a subtle cosmic substance which
enables the individual to apprehend and pass on to the intellect
the impressions of things received by the senses, and to carry
out the decisions of the intellect by means of the active organs.
From Egoism there are also produced the five organs of sense,

theiJrii'.S'^S;^? '"'^^ ' ''""''"^ ^^P"^'"''" »"^ "•«'^'^- °f

' ss. 78.
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the five organs of action, and five subtle elements, or rudiments
{/aufnairas), which in turn produce the five material elements.
Prak-riti, with its three first products and tliesc four fives
make twenty-four principles, and spirit makes the twenty-fifth'
The spirit, intelligent but inactive, is united with nature*

unconscious but active, like a lame man carried on a blindman s back. and. misled by the operations of Egoism, imagines
himself an active individual, thinking, feeling, willing, acting,
while he IS but an inactive spectator of the unconscious and
meyitable processes of nature. Yet nature is produced, so
that she may display herself like a dancer, and so give the
mdividual spirit an opportunity to realize the truth that he is
not bound by nature but is a free, inactive spirit. By repeated
reflective study of these principles the follower of the Sarikhya
reaches the knowledge. ' Neither I am, nor is aught mine, nordo 1 ex,.t. Possessed of this knowledge, the purusha in
peace and inaction contemplates nature, which is thereby
precluded from her activity, and the purusha at death attains
Its true life of Isolation {kaivalya).

§ 148. It seems clear that this complicated system was
evolved fiom a number of early conceptions in the Upani-
shads It has m turn deeply influenced every form of Indian
thought.

The Sankhya offers the knowledge which leads to Kaivalya
to Sudras as well as to twice-born Hindus. It thus stands
between the Vedanta, which is restricted to the twice-born,
and the Yoga, which is open to all. There has existed since
the early centuries an order of Sankhya sannyasls. but there
are few. if any, left now.

ui mere

d. T/iv Yoga.

§149. The manual of the Yoga system, the Voga-sMra is
at nbuted to Pataiijali, and for centuries it was heW that the
reference was to the grammarian of the second century b cand consequently the Voga-sHtra was believed by liuropean

• So Keith, SS. Chap, i, and S7.
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scholars to be the earliest of the philosophic manuals. But
since the sutra shows a more developed system than anything
that appears in the epic or in the Yoga Upanishads, and since
the Vijrianavada of Buddhism is criticized in it/ it is now
recognized that the author must have been another Pataiijali,
and that his date cannot be earlier than the middle of the'

fourth century a.d. It is probable that the writing of the
Sakkhya-kdrika and its great success led to the production of
the Yoga-stitra.^ The rise of the Vijiianavadin, or Yogachara,"
system within Buddhism, about A. D. 300, would also be a
challenge

; for Yoga holds a large place in it.

The Yoga system accepts the twenty-five principles of the
Saiikhya and adds to them the Lord {Isvara), thus raising the
number to twenty-six. But the interest of the Yoga centres,
not in the understanding of these principles, but in the practice
of the method of yoga and in devotion to the Lord, which it

sets forth as the most efficient means for the attainment of the
Isolation {kaivalya) of the soul (piirusha or atman).
The Lord of the Yoga-sutras is attached rather loosely to

the main conceptions of the system.* He is a special kind of
soul ipurusha-visesha), omniscient, eternal, perfect, untouched
by karma, transmigration, or human weakness. He is the
teacher of the Primal Sages; and he helps the man who
shows him devotion to reach the concentration which leads
to Isolation, but he is not called the Creator nor otherwise
related to world-processes. He is expressed by the mystic
syllable, Om,
Yoga-method seeks to gain complete mastery over the

movements of the mind, first by means of moral abstentions,
ascetic observances, and exercises both physical and mental,
and then by fixed attention and deepening meditation, which
lead on to ecstatic contemplation and the final discrimination
between soul and nature, which secures Isolation.

' no^kms, JAOS. XXII b, 335, 336; Woods, Yoga, XV ff.; Keith,

iP-c, ' Keith, .VX 57.
* '78. 4 Keith, SS. 56.
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In its earlier stages the school of Yoga was open to all
Hindus, and even to Outcastes,' precisely like Buddhism and
Jainism. Yoga ascetics are called Yogis.

e. 7'//r Vaises/iika.

§ 150- As we have seen above, the Vai^esiiika system already
existed in the first century a. d., and it may be still older.
The classic treatise, the Vaiscshika-sutras, is attributed to
Kanada Kasyapa. The Vaiseshika and the Nyaya systems
apparently grew up side by side, and the two sutra manuals
seem to have been edited with close reference to each other. >*

The Vaiseshika is an atomistic realism. Nine classes of
ultimate realities, dravyas, are recognized. There are first
four classes of paramanus, i. c. minima, or atoms. ICach para-
manu is a changeless, eternal reality, yet invisible and without
magnitude. The minima fall into four classes, according as
they possess odour, flavour, light, or heat, which are regarded
as characteristics of earth, water, air, and fire respectively.
Two minima form a dyanuka.or binary atom, and a combina-
tion of three dyanukas forms a tryanuka, the smallest entity
that possesses magnitude and may be termed a substance.
The fifth ultimate reality, akasa, usually translated ' ether ', is

an indiscrete and all-pervading continuum, conceived as the
medium necessary for the formation of substances from the
unsubstantial minima. The sixth reality, kala (lit. ' time ')

stands for the force which produces all activity, movement, and
change, and thus gives the basis for»the perception of time-
differences. The seventh reality, dik (i. e. direction or position)

,

acts so as to balance kdla, keeping things in position and pre-'
venting their dissolution amid the welter of change. The
eighth reality is an infinite number of ahnans, the old Vedantic
word for the self or soul. Each atman is eternal, infinite, all-
pervading. The ninth ultimate is matias, the organ through
which the atman comes into touch with the impressions of the
senses. Like the paramanus, each manas is eternal and without

' Hopkins, uE. 114. 2 Keith, /AV/.S'. 1914, p. ,085.
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magnitude. Like the Karma Mimamsa and the Sahkhya, the
ongma! Vaiicshika recognizes the Hindu gods but not the
one God.

The sutras name six padarthas, categories or classes of
things that can be named, dravya (entity, existence), guna
(quahty), karma (action), sdrndtiya (the relation of a thing to
Its genus), visi-s/ia (differentia), and samavdya (inherence). The
knowledge of these categories brings release.

f. The Nydya.

\ 151. The Nyaya system, which can be traced from the
first century, has adopted the Vai^e^hlka metaphysic, and thus
stands related to that system in much the same way as the
Yoga stands to the Sankhya; but, as sufficient evidence to
enable us to trace the early history of the Nyaya has not
come down, we cannot tell how it came into existence. As
the special interest of the Nyaya is to prove the truths which
lead to bliss and deliverance, one might conjecture that the
system was formed by combining the method of an early
school of dialectic with the Vai^eshika metaphysic, or, as an
alternative, that two schools seeking deliverance grew up side
by side, the one seeking saving knowledge in an accurate
scientific account of all things, the other feeling the necessity
of presenting a demonstrative proof of the truth of the main
positions which were held to be necessary for deliverance, and
that, after the elaboration of the proofs, the metaphysic of
the scientific school was adopted to complete the world-view.
There is one further difference to be noted. Like the Yoga
the Nyaya posits a Lord {Uvara), and is thus theistic, but in
the sutra he is referred to only as administering the fruits of
action. The fundamental document is Gautama's Nydya-sutra.
The sutra enumerates sixteen topics. They are, i. Proof,

a. Things to be proved, 3. Doubt, 4. Motive, 5. Example,'
6. Conclusion, 7. The members of a syllogism, 8. Reductio ad
absurdum, 9. Ascertainment, 10. Thesis, 11. Sophistical
wrangling, 12. Cavilling, icj. Fallnrious reasoning, 14. Futility

'v*;«.^^«^
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15. Quibbling, 16. Talk that Is beside the point. These
subjects of discussion show where the centre of interest h'es in

the philosophy. In the course of its reasonings the Nyaya
developed the logic of India.

§ 152. In both the Nyaya and the Vaiseshika the conception
of the soul {dtmati) is much richer and fuller than in other
systems. Its functions are Involuntary vital action, Voluntary
action, Desire, Aversion, Cognition, and Control of the organs
of sense and of the manas or inner organ.

These two schools seem to have sprung up among the
orthodox twice-born householders; for neither demands
asceticism, nor have ascetics been associated with them.

It is very noteworthy that the Vaiieshika was certainly
atheistic to begin with, and the Nyaya may have been so also.

Thus the ancient Hindu mind, which acknowledged all the
gods but not the Supreme, lingered long among the twice-
born. But gradually a belief in God won its way. From
a very early date the Nyaya became theistic, and the Vaise-
shika followed later. The Nyaya is to this day professed by
considerable numbers of orthodox Brahmans in Bengal ; while
the Vaiieshika seems to have been as,sociated with Pasupata
Saivism from the moment when it recognized the existence of
the Supreme.

§ 153. It is probable, though not certain, that each of the
classical treatises was accompanied by a commentary prepared
by the author ; but unfortunately, if these existed, no single
one of them has survived. Of all existing commentaries on
the six manuals, only two seem to belong to our period
namely, Sahara Svamin's Bhashya on the Purva-mhnamsa-
sn/ras, and Vatsyayana's Ajdj/a Bhashya. Jacobi conjectures •

that both these works belong to the fifth century. It seems
clear that Vatsyayana's Bhashya at least falls within the limits
of our period

; for he comes before Dignaga,- the Buddhist
writer, whose date is about A.a .^jo,^ while the archaic

' JAOS. XXXI. 24; ERE. II. 201.
' Vidyfibhushana, MSIL. 86. Woods, ] oga^ xix.
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character of Sahara's work is sufficient to justify our inclusion
of It within the same limits.

The philosophies of Buddhism and Jainism are discussed
elsewhere, but it may be useful to note here that the four
Buddhist philosophical systems. Sarvastivadin. Sautrantika.
Madhyamaka, Vijiianavadin, are combated in these Hindu
manuals, and that the classic treatise of the Vijiianavadins was
probably written about the same time as the Saukhya Karika
while Umasvati also, whose Tattvarthadhigama-sutra is the
fountain head of Jain philosophy, seems to have lived under
the Guptas.'

B. The Puranas.

§154. It would be difficult to exaggerate the popularity and
importance of the religious poems known as Puranas. They
are very widely used among the common people, both in the
original and in numerous vernacular versions and adaptations
Indeed the epics and the Puranas are the real Bible of thecommon people, whether literate or illiterate, and they are the
source of half the vernacular literature. On the other hand
the Puranas are of little intrinsic interest as compared with
the Vedas, or the philosophic or classical literature

; and hence
thev have been largely neglected by serious students. Wilson's
essays laid the foundations for critical study, but little has
been done since his time. It is thus impossible at present to
give a trustworthy chronology of these poems, or to explain
how each arose

;
yet something may be said to enable readers

to grasp the significance of the more important sections of the
literature.

Puranas are referred to in Vedic literature from the Athar-
vaveda downwards

; quotations occur in the Dharn.asutras.
and in the Epics; while there are definite references to
the Bhavishya P. in the Apastamba Dharmasutra and to the
\ ayu P. m the Mahahharata. A passage in the Padma P is
copied in the Mahabharatar Yet even the earliest existing

'^^^^'^5-
' Hopkins, GA-. 47-so.
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I'liranas come from later dates. They contain sections and
fragments belonging to early centuries, but as works they arc
late.

§ 1.15. The Puranas are a second type of popular literature,
written in the same verse and open to the people with the
same completeness as the epics ; but they had a different
ongm. The word purana means ancient, but as a name in
literature it signifies not an ancient book but an ancient
subject, Archaica. Indeed, originally a Purana would seem to
have been a book of origins, a sort of Hindu Genesis. The
tradition is that a Purana has five marks, i.e. it contains
teachmg on five distinct topics; as follows

:

I. Creation,

II. Re-creation, i.e. at the opening of each kalpa, with
a description of the Universe, Heaven, Hell, and earth.

HI. Genealogies of gods and nshis, and an account of the
origin of the Veda.

IV. The ages of the world and their regents.
V. Genealogies of kings.

This shows that a Purana was conceived as a book of
origins

;
and to this day the Puranas are the source of popular

conceptions of creation, time, the universe, the earth, geography
and early history. We shall use the word ' cosmic ' to describe
this type of teaching as a whole, although considerable
sections are rather legendary and historical than cosmic.
Some very old material, belonging to this category, occurs in
two or three of the earliest of our existing Puranas, whence it
has been copied, with or without alteration, into most of the
others. It can be most conveniently studied in the Vis/inu.
Further, in the genealogies of kings in the Vaj^u, Brahmanda,
and Matsya, there is material which has proved to be of
historical value. As the latest kings named in these documents
belong to the first half of the fourth century, the documents
presumably are not much later.

§ i.-,6. But, like the epics, the Puranas were used by the
sects as vehicles of sectarian teaching. Each sect and sub-secl
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sought to foist its own documents upon some popular PurSna,
so that they might find their way into the hands and hearts'of
ti>e people. The process seems to have begun, as in the epic,
with Krishna. It was quite natural to append his biography
to the genealogies of the ancient kings, as is done in the Hari-
vamsa and the Vishnu P. Thereafter, sectarian documents
of njany types found their way into the Puranas. As in the
epic, the Vaishnavas here took the lion's share, but the
ba.vas did not fail far behind them, while other sects had to
be content with slighter support.

Scholars are inclined to believe that the earliest of the
existing Puranas took shape under the Guptas in the fourth,
fifth, and sixth centuries, although all have probably undergone
more or less modification since then ;» and it is probably true
that every existing Purana owes its present form and its
survival to some sect. Thus we take the golden age of the
Guptas as the dividing line. In earlier times there existed
real old Puranas dealing with origins. They were meant for
the whole people, and were a genuine national literature.
But only fragments of these 'cosmic' Puranas survive. All
existing Puranas come from the Gupta period or from later
dates. Further, the Puranas have suffered so much from re-
writing and interpolation that they cannot be treated like
homogeneous texts. The date of each section must be con-
sidered by itself, and in most cases internal evidence alone is
available. Most of the results must thus be treated as very
tentative.

§ 157- From quite an early time the Puranas have been
spoken of as eighteen in number ; f^r the phrase, ' the eighteen
Puranas 'occurs in a very late passage in the Mahabhdrata'J-
What this early canon was like, we have no means of kno- --,

but it may possibly have included a few of the exi.
'^

Puranas
;

for rbe passage referred to is probably not earhj

' Pargiter, y/vVi5. 1912, 248
740; 191S, 331.

XVlll.v. 46; vi. 97; Hopkins, (;£'. 48.

Fleet, ib. 191 2, 1046; Keith, ib. 1914,

f tTO'^^-I
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than the fourth century. But the actual number of existing
works recognized as I'uranas is twenty

; for the Harivamia,
which forms the conclusion of the Mahabharata. is one of the
earh'est and greatest of the Puranas, and must be reckoned as
such

;
and both the Siva and the / \iyu, one of which is usually

excluded from the list, ought to be included. There are
besides many secondary documents, known as Upapuranas.
The twenty recognized works are the following eighteen, as
found in the list in the Vishnu: i. Brahma, 3. Pad'ma,
3. Vishnu, 4. Siva, 5. Bhagavata, 6. Naradiya, 7. Markandeya,
8. Agni, 9. Bhavishya, 10. Brahmavaivarta, 11. Lihga, 12.
Varaha, 13. Skanda, 14. Vamana, 15. Kurma, 16. Matsya,
17. Garuda, 18. Brahmanda—with the Harivamsa and the
Vayu added.

§ 158. Thus the roots of the Puranic literature go back to
early dates, but most of the material is late. Even a cursory
study shows that there have been innumerable additions,
excisions, and alterations made in the course of the centuries!
Very few Puranas have a settled text : differing recensions
exist, and countless fragments of many types are found in
MSS., either incorporated in a Purana, or claiming to belong
to one. The sectarian Purana is essentially an old text
partially rewritten for a sectarian end, or an old text with
a sectarian document incorporated in it ; and this process of
contamination has been continued through all the centuries
since the Gupta period. Ancient legends about the sectarian
gods, masses of sectarian theology, philosophy, ritual, and art,

manuals of politics, war, astrology, medicine, rhetoric, and
grammar, and mahatmyas (i.e. panegyrics) of temples and
other places of pilgrimage, i:ow form a lavorc part of the con-
tents of the Puranas. Thus even if the precise date of the
original compilation of each of the twenty Puranas were
definitely known, we should still be comj.elled to judge the
age and origin of each section on its own merits. But very
little of this critical work has yet been done ; so that only
tentative conclusions can be giveii at present ; and critical
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Study will prove fruitful only if the 1'u.anic material is exam-
ined in the closest possible relation to the history of the sectsWe propose to fit Puranic material into our outline of the
h»tory m two ways. First, wc shall give a list in each
chapter of those Puranas or sections of Puranas which seem to
belong to .ts period

;
and secondly we shall use those sectarian

Puranic documents whose connexions can be discerned to help
to complete our sketch of the literature of each period.

S '59. It IS clear that the Ilarivamia belongs to this period,
but here .s no absolute proof with regard to any other docu-
nient. Yet wc propose, tentatively, to assign the following
Puranas and parts of PurSnas to this period, since the evidencem each case seems to favour the ascription. They are briefly
discussed below in the sections which deal with the sectarian
.teraturcs. and in each case the reasons for ascribing them to
this period are stated.

Harivamsa and Vishnu P.
Sections in V'ayn P.
First Khanda of Padma P.

; portions
of Markamieya P.

Hymns in Harivaihsa; Chandi Ma-
hatmya of Markandeya P.

Section of Markandeya P. ; Brahma
Parvan of Bhavishya P.

C. The Orthodox Txvice-born and their Literature,

h 160. The slow yet steady weakening of the ancient sacri-
fices prescribed in the Srauta-sutras seems to be one of the
chief features of orthodox life during this period, while the
simpler rites laid down in the Gfihya-sutras were more and
more practised and also widened in their scope. The popular
gods took their place in the worship of the home, and were
honoured with a ritual taken from the Grihya-sutras. At this
tinrie also the word Smdrta began to be used for the orthodox
twice-born man who does not offer the Srauta sacrifice* while

The sect of Vishnu
;

Siva:

Brahma

Durga:

Surya

:
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Srauta became the term for the man who still keeps up several
or all of the Srauta rites. The word Smarta occurs first of all
in this sense in the Tarisishtas to Bandhayana's (itihya-sutra.

Tta comes from Smriti; and the idea is that the Smarta's
worship depends upon smpti, i. e. the sutras, and in particular
on the Grihya-sfitra of the school to which he be]on{,'s.

For the whole ^roup of orthodox twice-born men the final

opposition of the Karma iMimfiihsa, the Nyaya.and the Vai-c-
shika in sutras—all three bein^j systems which orthodox
householders favoured—an<l the codification of the ancient
dharma in the lawbooks during those centuries must have
been of signal importance

; while the writing of the Parisish^as
now attached to the Paudhayatia Griliya-sutras seems to have
arisen directly from the emergence of the Smartas.
The chief works on the sarn d law belonging to this period

are the VisfiHUsmrili, the Vaik/tdnasa Crihya and Dharma-
sutrcis, the Yajnavalkya D/iarmasdstra and certain Pari-
sishtas or appendices tacked on to the Baudhayatia Grihya.
sutra. The earliest of these works is the Vis/inustnriti,
which is later than the Ifcrivamsa, and the latest is the
Yajnavalkya Dliarmasastra, which borrows passages from the
Vishnusmriti and spcak> of Gane-4a. The Baudhayana Grihya-
stitra is of peculiar interest for the history of the Smarta
community; for it is sometimes called the Smdrta-sfitra in
MSS. ;

'
and its Parisish^as contain mlcs for their cult.- It

would b< well if they could be criticall. dited. The Yajna-
valkya Dharmasdstra stands in close relationship to Manu and
is also an orthodox work.

The legal material of the Vishnusmriti is in prose sutras,
and 6cems to have been taken over almost unchanged from
the Dharma-sutra belonging to the Charayanlya-Kath. .as,
one of the ancient schools of the Black Yajurveda ; but some
rules have been altered and a few new ones added. The

' Huhler, SHE. XIV. xxx.
'

s 1^
'"'^"^'"^'l that the worship of the five gods is dealt with in them

:
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reviKr has also introduced a short chapter at the bcK'Innincm which we are told that the goddess of the earth received
th.s whole body of law from the lips of the supreme Vishnu
and added two at the end in praise of Vishnu and hi. consort'

iV
.'^^'"''^a ''^ceives no special mention, ihe code I, thus

a Vaishijava work arranged for the i,sc of some Vaishnava
community, most probably the Bhagavata. as is suggested atmany points by the commentator Nandapandita.' The Vatkhamsa Sutras arc also Vaishnava, and as there are found In
the Tamil south to-day Vaishnava temples in which Vai-
liauasa, as distinct from Pmcharatra, Sarfihitas'^ are used for
the ritual, it is probable that this also was prepared for
a special Vaishnava community.

kif^i. It was seemingly during this period that the worship
of Vishnu and Siva as equal, or as one. was instituted

; for the
fullest exposition of the theory on which the cult rests occurs
in the Harivamsa? One might think that the worship
of Siva and Vishnu as one was a compromise meant to
reconcile warring sectaries, but facts suggest another explana-

The word Bhagavata has two meanings In modern Hinduism.
It IS first an epithet used ofValshnavas generally, as those who
use the B!iagavat-sastra,or body of works which revere Vishnu
as Bhagavan. It Is used, In the second place, of a special
community of Vaishnavas, found to-day in most parts of South
India, who really adore Vishnu, but recognize the equality of
tne two gods and keep up the use of Vedic rites. They are
therefore recognized as Smartas. It is of great importance to
distinguish this community of Vaishnava Smartas from the
sectarian Vaishnavas called Paiicharatras. We may be sure
that the passage In the Harivamsa, which reflects the double
worship comes from the Bhagavatas. An Upanishad was
written later to establish the doctrine of the Identity of Vishnu

I. 386. f or the Harivamia, see § 159 and § 162.
vvmternitz,
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and Siva, the Sk,tmia /
'.' The Kodlicad conceived in thi^ way

is designated Ifarihara, I'rosnvcr-Dotroycr. An inscri-' mi
dating from a. d. .528-9 " shows tiiat the Hhiigavata a.m. .y
was already in existence during this period

; for it not only
uses the word HhSgavata but cjuotes their famous mantra,
Om uamo niiagavatc Viisuikvaya.

The presence in the Ilarivaihui f the classical text on the
metaphysical equality of Vishnu .. ,>1 Siva, and of several other
passages which fit in with the thcry.' naturally suggest-i the
question whether the I/arivaihsr may not be a Hha-avata
Purana corresponding to tlu j Vf/z/rv /'., which clearly belongs
to the Partcharatra Vaishi.i .is. The emergence al.-.ut the
same time of two Puran.i- o nular in f'r ". jtiitudc to
Krishna would thereby nnd an exi'lan.-.t n 1 !ic contents
and significance of the I/art-.u/hui arc '.alt with I)clo\v.

13, V(iis/i»(iva Li' aim I.

§irt3. The Hanvaihsti and the I is/inti ''. .ur Krishnaitc
works prepared with the utmost care ami skiii from old
materials, so that the popularity and tht ancient influence of
the Puranic literature may be used to strengthen the cult of
Vishnu. It is suggested above* that the Harivaihsa may be
a Bhagavata document, while there is no douht that the
Vishnu P. sprang from the Vaishnava sect known as Pancha-
ratras. They must in any case be considered together. The
Harivamsa clearly cannot be dated later than .\. d. 400, and
the Vishtfu P. is so like it in most of its features that it is

probable that it belongs to the same general date. Roth
contain a good deal of cosmic matter, but it is in their treat-
ment of the Krishna-legend that they are most sicjnificant.
They presuppose the whole Mahabliarata story, but they tell
in great detail the sports and exploits of his youth, which are

' See § 210.

' The Khoh copper plates of Maharaja Samkshobha, belonging to the
year 209 of the Gupta era. ^ s •=

I 384'ff*'*^'*"''^''

"'''• ^'99 ff-
;
cclxvi-cclxxxi; cccxxiv. See Winternitz,

"

' § 161.
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merely alluded to in the epic. Perhaps three stages in the
development of the legend may be detected. The dramatist
Bhasa, who probably dates from the third century a. d., has
a play called Bulacharita, which tells the story of Krishna's
youth, as its name indicates. In it the Hallisa sport is merely
an mnocent dance. In the Vishnu P. there are already various
erotic touches which go a good deal further ; while in the
Hartvamia the whole story of his youth is told at much
greater length and the Halllsa is treated as involving sexual
intercourse.^

In any case it is the life of Krishna, and, above all, the
legend of his youth that gives these works their significance •

and the fresh material they contain, doubtless drawn from'
legends which had long been current in and about Mathura
could scarcely be surpassed in power to attract, to interest, and
to amuse the common people. Here we have Krishna and
his brother pictureo in a series of feats of strength and cunning
killing giants and circumventing rogues, the whole lighted up
with coarse country humour of the broadest type, and, along-
side, scenes of rustic merrymaking ., which the young god
captures the hearts of all the young .vives, and keeps up the
dance and the revel all night long.

The Harivamsa had the immense good fortune to be
accepted as a fitting close to the Mahabharata, and in conse-
quence has enjoyed unlimited popularity and influence. The
Vishnu P. is the best representative of the whole class of
sectarian Puranas, since it is purely Vaishnava in its teaching
from beginning to end, and yet retains with considerable
faithfulness the character of the old unsectarian Puranas. It
is divided into six books, all of which, with the exception of
the fifth, are in the main 'cosmic' in character, though
distinctly Vaishnava in theology. The fifth book tells the
story of Krishna and is the heart of the Purana, as has just
been shown. In its theology the Vishnu follows, in the main
the Gita and the otiier Vaishnava documents of the didactic

' Chanda, lAR. 86 if.
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epic, but it speaks of Krishna as being an incarnation of an
exceedingly small portion of Vishnu.
The appearance of these two great works sufficiently

attests the great place which Krishna held in Hindu thought
at the time. Thibaut's conjecture as to the influence of the
i^ita on the Vedanta-sutras, and the unquestioned fact that
about this time the Song rose to a place of authority on an
equality with the Upanishads' are further proofs of the
mP'ience of the Vaishnava movement.

§i63- The Maha- is a short Upanishad which voices the
Vaishnava conviction that Narayana, i.e. Vishnu, is the
eternal Brahman, that from him come the twenty-five
principles of the Sahkhya system, and that Siva and Brahma
are subordinate deities, creations of his meditative power. It
IS the oldest Vaishnava Upanishad, and probably comes from
our period. It is quoted by Ramanuja.''

E. Saiva Literature.

§ 164. In the didactic epic, as we have seen, a theology
named Pa^upata is woven round the god Siva. This system
makes its appearance next in the earlier part of the Vayu P.
The bulk of the Purana probably belongs to the fourth or
fifth century, but the date of this Pasupata section is not yet
known. The material, however, stands so near the Saiva
material of the Epic in character that we are inclined to place
it in this period rather than in the next. It contains a good
deal of

'
cosmic ' material very little modified, the philosophy

following in the main the teaching of the theistic Yoga
Chapters 11 to 15 deal with Pasupata Yoga, the various
forms of physical and intellectual practice which were tradi-
tional in the sect.* Here also occurs a Mahatmya of
Mahesvara, and a hymn of praise in honour of Nllakantha
both names of Siva.

'

'
'

'Sl!^tvi,i.5...
='>eusse„,.srK;43.

and ^S:^S^.i;:,:S!t
'""''"'''"-'^^ '^^^"'^^^ ^^"-->^.

L
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^ 165. But there is ooe passage which introduces us to
a sub-sect of the Pasupatas, viz. the Lakullsas. After an
enumeration of the Kalpas, there comes an account of the
ages (yugas) uhicii form divisions of the present Kalpa. Of
these twenty-eight are enumerated, and Siva promises to

become incarnate in each. The last of the prophecies runs
that, when Krishna shall be incarnate as Vasudeva, Siva, by
means of his Yoga powers, will enter a dead body left un-
guarded in a burning-ground at Kayarohana, and will appear
as an ascetic named Lakull. Kusika, Gargya, Mitra, and
Kaurashya will be his disciples, and will practise Pasupata
Yoga, smearing their bodies with ashes and dust."

Now an inscription in an old shrine near the temple of
liklihgjl, fourteen miles from Udaipur, says that Siva was
incarnate in the country of Broach and carried a r d {lakula)

in his hand, whence the place was called Kayavarohana, i.e.

descent in a body. The Cintra prasasti says that Siva became
incarnate at Karohana, in the Lata country, and that, for the
-strict performance of Pasupata vows, there appeared in bodily

form four pupils, Kusika, Gargya, Kaurushya, and Maitreya.
Karwar in the Baroda State is held to be the place, and a
temple of Lakulisa still stands there.

We have then, in the prophecy of the Vdyu, the earliest

notice of the Lakulisa- Pasupatas. The history of the sect has
been worked out by Mr. R. D. Bhandarkar. A temple
belonging to it was assigned by Fergusson to the seventh
century

; it can be traced in inscriptions from Rajputana south
to Mysore, from the tenth century downwards, and large

numbers of Lakulisa images have been found in Gujarat and
Rajputana. These images are different from all other images
of Siva : in them the god has but two arms, he holds a short

club in one of his hands, and the penis is naked and erect.

The two arms find an explanation if Lakull was a human
ascetic

; the club is the lakula from which he takes his name

;

' Cf. the account of Pasupata ascetics in Atharvasiras U.: see
^113.

'^.r^SS f^:=-, ^fJF
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and the penis naked and erect recalls the liii^a-passages of
the epic discussed above.'

It thus seems likely that the sect was founded by a
Pasupata ascetic named Lakuli. i.e. the cluh-bearer, who
taught a form of Pasupata doctrine, and was recognized as an
incarnation of Siva. Since the name LakulT docs not occur
in the Mahdb/idrata, it is likely that the sect arose after the
epic and before the Vdyti, perhaps about the third or fourth
century.^ Now, given the belief that Siva has been incarnate
in this, the twenty-eighth, Mahayuga as LakulT, attended by
four disciples, the schematizing Indian imagination, which
created a long series of Vnishnava incarnations before Krishna,
a long series of Buddhas before Gautama, and a long series
of Tirthakaras before Mahavira, would soon discover the names
of the other incarnations and of tin: four disciples of each.
The sect would then have a line of divine teachers worthy of
comparison with the list of avataras in the Vaishnava sect

;

and that is precisely what we have in the I'dvn. It is very
noticeable that the doctrine of avataras, which was not adopted
at the time of the epic, is now accepted, and that the very
form of the story confesses that it is copied from the Krishna-
incarnation.

§ 166. It is probable that the bulk of Saivas throughout
this period belonged to no sub sect, but continued their
worship of the god in accordance with ancient usage, as so
many do to-day, without troubling about sects and theology,
but our information is very scanty.

About the Tamil Saivas a little is known, but there is

practically no literature to catalogue. Xakklia Deva, who
lived at some time during the period, seems to have been
a writer of eminence, but only one of the works attributed to

i= !.co?i! "°\ l^y T.^^^^
Urddhva-rctas, which occurs in these passages

IS used here of Lakulisa ascetics in the sense of ' chaste

'

L a
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hlin is accepted by scholars as genuine, the Tirtimuru/iatttip-

padai, a poem in honour of the god Muruha, i.e. Subrahmanya.

F. Brahmd Literature.

§ 1 67. A Brahma sect also appears in the literature. In
the Markandcya P. and in the first Khanda of the Padma P>
he is identified with the eternal Brahman of the Upanishads.
There can be little doubt that these passages belong to this

period, for only during these centuries was the sect of Brahma
prominent. In the Mdrkandeya he is spoken of as unborn,
chang^;less, imperishable, unknowable, the source of prakriti

and of souls, while in the Padma,

Brahmfi and Hrahman, the instrument and the first cause of creation,
are represented as the same, the primeval, excellent, beneficent, and
supreme Brahman in the form of Brahma and the rest, is the creation
and the creator, preserves and is preserved, devours and is devoured,
the first immaterial cause being, as is common in the pantheism of the
Puranas, also the material cause and substance of the universe.'

The greater part of the first Khanda of the Padma forms
the Pushkara Mahatmya, or panegyric of Pushkaia, the holy
lake in Rajputana, where stands the one famous temple of
Brahma to-day.

Here we had better also say a word about the doctrine of
the Trimurti, according to which the one supreme Reality is

manifested as Brahma, Vishnu and Siva. It appears first in

two passages in the Maitrayatta U.^ In the first of these

»

there is merely the statement that' the three gods are the
highest manifestations of the bodiless Supreme. In the
second * it takes philosophical form : as prakriti, the imper-
ceptible base of nature, consists of three strands, sattva, rajas,
and tamas,^ so the one Supreme is manifested in the three
gods, Vishnu being sattva, Brahma rajas, and Siva tamas.

' The Padw.i P. is named from the lotus in which Brahma appears at
the creation. It was thus a Brahma I'urana from the beginning

= Wilson, Works, III. 24.
' f

6-

' I^'- 5-6. ^ V. 2. . See § 147.
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Such is the original form of the doctrine. But, since each
sect identified its own god with the supreme Brahman, the
trimurti has a distinct form in each. To the Vishnuite
Vishnu-Brahman is manifested in three gods, Brahma, a
subordinate Vishnu, and Siva,' while to the Saiva, Siva-
Brahman is manifested in Brahma, Vishnu, and Bhava.''
A similar scheme was set forth by Sauras,^' by the worshippers
of Brahma,* by Ganapatyas, and by Saktas.« The Nim-
barkas and other sects idei ify Krishna as distinct from
Vishnu with Brahman, and thus have a scheme of their ownJ
The doctrine has never been a living element in the religion
of the Hindu, although it often appears in literature and now
and then in sculpture. It may be well to notice how utteriy
unlike the Christian doctrine of the Trinity this unstable
theory is. It always involves four gods, one Supreme and
three manifestations, and the phrase in the Matsya J\ which
has been often mistranslated ' One God and three persons ',

really means ' One image, three gods '," and it does not cover
the one Reality behind these manifestations.

G. Durga Literature.

% 168. The worship of the goddess Durga also comes to the
surface in the literature at this point. The earliest passage
occurs in the Mababhdiata-' and celebrates Durga as the
slayer of Mahisha, and as a virgin goddess, who dwells in the
Vindhya mountains, delights in wine, flesh, and animal
sacrifice, and upholds heaven by her chastity, but is also the
sister of Krishria,^" and like him is dark blue in colour and

' MBH. lll.cclxxii. 46.
' Uhga P. I. xviii. 12 ; Muir, OST. IV. 330.
Ramayana, VI. cvi. 19. Cf. Wilson, Sects, I. 19.

\
Ma>'kandeya,P.^\v. 19. '- ERE. VI. 175 f.

bee Avalon, TuL. xxiv.

^
Bhandarkar, VS. 79, Wilson, Works, III. 93.

.' Eka murtis trayo dcvah. It is suggested by images such as the
trimurti in the Elephanta cave. ' IV vi
" This refers to the story of Yogani.l.a, which appears fi'rsl'in theUartvamsa and the Vishnu P.

r;:
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wears a crest of peacock feathers. Here, as it would seem,
a virgin goddess worshipped by the wild tribes of the
Vindhyas has become connected with the Krishna myth. No
connexion with Siva is suggested.

The next passage is also from the epic,' and is noteworthy
for this, that while the goddess is still connected with the
K.ishna legend, and is represented as delighting in the blood
of Mahisha, she is now definitely made the wife of Siva, and
is addressed as Uma. She is also identified with the Vedas,
the Vedanta, chastity, and many other things, but is no longer
regarded as a virgin.

Two hymns in the Harivat'nsa,^ and the episode in the
Mdrkandcya P., known as the Devl-mahatinya or Chandi-
mahatmya, show a still greater advance. The Hariva'iiiia
probably dates from the fourth, and cannot be later than the
fifth, century; and the Chandi-viahatmya almost certainly
comes from the sixth century at latest ; for it forms the chief
background of Bana's ChandUataka, an ode to Chandi in
a hundred verses which was written at the court of the
emperor Harsha early in the seventh century.^ The narrative
of the Chandi-mahatmya celebrates the mighty deeds of the
goddess and refers to her daily worship and autumnal festival,
whii. the three hymns contained in it and the hymns from the
HatU arnsa contain the theology of the cult.

A Devi-worshipping sect is here formed, and by the same
method as we have seen adopted by the Vaishnavas and the
Saivas: the Devi is identified with the Brahman of the
Upanishads, and is thus made the one Reality, and set far
above all other divinities. The concept of the divine iakti*
finds here its earliest expression. The idea seems to spring
from the conviction that the Supreme, if he is to remain

^tLI^'"' . c, or. ' Chaps, lix and clxvi.The argument of Mr. R. D. lihandarkar, JBBRAS. XXIII 74 isscarcely convincing; for the line in question may, conceivably, have beena common ascription of praise, and thus, as it stands in the^ nscripUon"may not be a quotation from the Chandi at all.

!>^"piion,

* Marhxttiieya /'. .\CI. 4; 10.

f
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beyond the sway of the law of karma, must be inactive. But
if the god is inactive, may not his spouse be his sakti, energy,
and be extremely active? Hence she is more worthy of
worship, and the practical man will be more inclined to apply
to her when he wants to get something done for him.
The narrative describes in great detail the furious fights in

which the goddess destroyed certain demons who were
threatening the gods. Here her limitless power and her
terrific appearance find forcible, even ghastly, expression.
She devours unnumbered foes and drinks their blood. There
is no detailed account given of her cult, but it is clear that
animal sacrifice was offered, and flesh and wine were used.
It is probable that human sacrifice was also practised. The
goddess promises that she will never desert a temple in which
the Devl-mahdtmya is read daily, and this document is still

one of the chief works in use among Saktas. It is also called
the Chattdi, from one of the names of the goddess, and the
Saptasatt, because it runs to seven hundred couplets.
As the story of Yoganidra is not told in the Mahdbharata,

but first appears in the Harivairsa and the Vishnu P., the
hymns in the Epic are probably later than the main sections
of the didactic Epic, while the hymn in the Harivamsa and
the Devl-mahdtmya arc still later.*

H. Saura Literature.

§ 169. The sun was worshipped in several forms in the time
of the Rigveda, and the prominence of the cult may be
partially gauged by the supremacy of the Gayatri among
Vcdic prayers. In the form of morning and evening prayer
finally arranged for all twice-born men the sun has an
established place."

In the great Epic we meet for the first time the sect of Sun-
worshippers, the Sauras. When Yudhishthira leaves his
chamber in the morning, he encounters one thousand

' Fer a full exposition of these early p.-issa^es see Hhandarkai, VS. 142
lb., 151 f.

^
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Brahman Sun-woishJppers who have eight thousand followers '

and the theology of the sect appears in a number of docu-
ments belonging to this period, notably passages in the
Mahabharata, the Ramdyana, and the Markandeya P and
an mscription of the fifth century. The character of the
passage from the Markandeya P., as compared with the other
Saura documents here dealt with, proves that it belongs to
this period Surya is the eternal Brahman, the supreme
bpirit, the S :lf-existent, the Unborn, the soul of all creatures
the cause cf all things, the foundation of the world. On him'
ascetics d >sirous of emancipation meditate. He is the Vedas
and all the gods. He is the Lord of Brahma, Vishnu, and
biva. Thus far the sect and its ideas seem to be purely
Hindu. ^ '

!
\7°. But as early as the first century a.a the Persian sun-

god.Mithra (Sanskrit, il/;>J/>rt), was introduced into North India •

for his name and eflfigy appear on coins.'' Then, at later
dates, there is much fuller evidence in the literature of the
presence of Persian elements in the cult of the sun. The
first fragment is a line which occurs in the Vishnu P. and
elsewhere, the original reading of which speaks of'Magas as
the Brahmans of Sakadvlpa. i.e. of Magians as the priests of
the Scythian country, or Iran.^ Next in age, probably, comes

'

the Brahma Parvan of the Bhavishya P. Samba, the son of
Krishna, according to this authority, was afflicted with leprosy
and was cleansed by the help of Surya. In gratitude o the
god he built a temple in his honour where Multan now stands
and, as a result of instructions received from Narada, took
a miraculous journey to Sakadvipa, and brought thence
Magian priests for the temple. The narrative mentions
Zoroaster, the Zoroastrian gxx^\it,Avyanga, the twigs, Barsom
which the Magian priest holds in his hand during worship
and other particulars. The rule is also laid down that the
installation and consecration of images and temples of the

' MBH. VII. Ixxxii. 14-16. » Chanda lAR ,,r
' Vishnu P. II. iv. 69-70; MJW. XL xi. 35-8

'
"^^^ "5-
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.sun should be carried out by Magians. Varaha Alihira, whose-
name proclaims him a devotee of Mihiri, and who was an
authority on astronomy and astrology, wrote about a.d. -,.-,o.>

He makes it plain that in his day Surya was represented in
his images in Persian fashion, and he lays down the rule for
the installation and consecration ot these ima^^es and their
temples by Magians, using the very sloka- which occurs in
the Purana. This unique passage then in the Hhavishya P..
with its extremely accurate reflection of Zoroastrian practice
and ideas, and its agreement with Varaha Mihira, is much
more likely to belong to this period than the next. It is

probable, as Bloch argues,^' that the name Samba is taken
from the ancient Persian tale of Sam, and also that the theory
that the sun-god cures leprosy, which was long current in
India, comes from Persia. Since, however, the name of the
god, Surya, and the name of the sect, Saura, are Sanskrit,
and since the whole of the theology is, like the Saiva theology,
a reflex of the teaching of the Glta, it is clear that the sect
was purely Hindu in origin, and that the Zoroastrian features
arc secondary.

ii. Buddhism.

§171- In India, during the three centuries of this period,
the Mahayana reached the summit of its strj i<;th and
splendour, and several branches of the Hinayana continued
to show great vigour. In Ceylon, during the fourth and fifth

centuries, there was a great outburst of literary activity,
almo.st exclusively the work of monks. The religion also
continued to make progress in Khotan and Kuchar in Central
Asia, where, in addition to Zoroastrian propaganda, it now
had to face both Christianity and Manichaeism.* In China

' .Macdonell, 318.
' Brihat S., LX. 19. Vasu, Mayiirabhanja, 3, assumes that the iloka

IS quoted from the Bhavhhya /'.. and on that basis dates the passage
before a.d. 550, but \^^ sloka may have been in common use : we cannot
be sure that it is quoted from the Purana by Varaha Mihira,

ZDMG. 1 910, 733. * 'ERE. an. ' Manichaeism '.

7^'
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great advances were made. At the beginning of the fourth

century the emperor gave pcrmis.sion, for the first time, to his

subjects to become Buddhist monks.' Henceforward the
faith laid a far stronger hold on the people. In A,D. 373
Chinese monks introduced the religion into Korea * ; and in

A.D. 399 Fa Hian, the first Chinese pilgrim to leave home in

•search of Buddhist learning and texts, arrived in India.

A. Hinayana Literature.

§ 173. We take Hinayana literature first, and begin with
Ceylon. The monks there made full use of all the commen-
taries on the sacred books which were procurable from India,

but they soon began to write themselves. At first they
translated these Indian works into Sinhalese, leaving only
the verses scattered about in the prose untranslated, but at

last they began to try what they could do in Pali, which had
become to them the sacred language of their religion. Hence
in the fourth century there opened a bri fant period of Pali

literary activity. Amid the numerous works prepared at this

time perhaps the most interesting is the Nidanakathd, an
introduction to the commentary on the Jataka-book, which
shows that devotion for the Buddha was moving forward in

Ceylon on the same lines as in North India, though more
slowly.

This expository activity culminated in Buddhaghosha. He
seems to have been born a Brahman and to have become an
accomplished Hindu scholar ; but, converted to Buddhism, he
became a monk and laboured in the Mahavihara in Anuradha-
pura. Ceylon, in the first half of the fifth century A.D. He
absorbed the v/aole Buddhist system as taught there with all

its learning, and became its classic representative. His first

work was the Visiiddhimagga, or Way of Purity, a systematic
exposition of the Buddhism of the Pali books of very high
quality. Thereafter he composed, on the basis of all the
Sinhalese and Pali work done before him, a series of great

' Hackmann, 78. » ib, jjj^

?p«nK! -vfr~s%rf%''..'^x
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commentaries on the cljief buoks of the Tali canon. In these

works, while the life of the Buddha as a monk is still clearly

realized, iie is also thou<;ht of as a sort of divine being
exercising cosmic powers, as in the Mahayana. Dhammapala,
a scholar trained also in the Mahavihara, lived on the coast
of India opposite Ceylon and wrote I'fdi commentaries at

a date a little later. His conception and outlook arc the same
as Buddhaghosha's.

The Dipavathsa, the Island Chronicle, and the Mahavamsa,
the great Chronicle, arc Pali epics, the former an artless work
in rough language written in the fourth century, the latter

a work of genius, comparable with the great Indian kavyas,
composed in the last quarter of the fifth century. Both rest

on irregular notes of events kept in the Mahavihara and
ancient Pali verses scattered in the commentaries, and both
are partly historical but largely legendary.

§ 173. We know very little about the history of the Hinayana
sects in India or about fresh literature composed by them
during the period ; but it is quite clear that they were very
active in propagating their teaching in China and in Central
Asia, for a great deal of their literature was translated. The
permission granted at the beginning of the fourth century to

the Chinese to become monks led to the translation of the
Vinaya texts of four Hinayana schools within a period of
twenty years, a.d. 404-24.

We take the ancient Canon first. The four leading collec-

tions of the Sutra Pi^aka—the Dirgha, .Madhyama, Sarhyukta,

and Ekottara Agamas, as they are called in Sanskrit—were
translated into Chinese.' Three distinct renderings of the

Dharmapada '* are mentioned.

Of Sthavira texts the Questions of King Milinda? Buddha-
ghosha's commentary on the Vinaya Pitaka,* and scores of

little tracts were translated into Chinese.®

\
Nanjio, 545, 542, 544, 543. » lb. 1365, 1353, 1321.

' lb. 1358. « Winternilz, II. i. 152.
• Nanjio, 615; 638; 645; 665; 670; 674; 693; 696; 698-700; 703;

707-10; 761; U13; 1327.
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The Sarvastivadins were probably the most vigorous of the
Hinayana schools. The influence of their philosophy, known
as Vaibhashika, is shown by Vasubandha's criticism, which
banghabhadra attempted to answer in his Nydydnnsdra-sdstra.
1 wo of the chief books of their Vinaya were translated into
t-hmese m A. D. 404,1 and, probably about the same time, parts
were rendered into Kuchean.^ It is probable that much of
their Sutra Pitaka was translated into Chinese, but it is im-
possible as yet to identify the texts. Parts of the Sanskrit
originals have been found in Central Asia.^ The chief text
of the Sarvastivadin Abhidharma was translated into Chinese
in A.D. 383,* and at the same time, or rather later, several of

n ^^u
''*'^^^'''"* commentaries.* The old Sarvastivadin

liuddha-biography had now become the famous Mahayana
work, the Lalita Vistara}

It was the Mahasaiighika Ekottara Agama that was ren-
dered into Chinese in a.d. 384-5," and their Vinaya followed
in A.D. 416.8

The Dharmagupta and the Mahisasaka schools, which were
related to the Sarvastivadins, were also active. The Dharma-
guptas had a famous life of the Buddha, i\ie Abkinishkramana
^utra, which was in use during this period. The Dharma-
gupta Vinaya was translated into Chinese in A.D. 405,'' and
fragments of Vinaya texts in mixed Sanskrit, written during
our period, have been found in Kuchar in Central Asia, which
show a close relationship at least with the Dharmagupta texts.'"
The Mahisasaka Vinaya was the last of the four to be ren-

dered into Chinese. It was done in A.D. 424."
Finally we may take here Aryasura's famous work, the

latakamdld, which seems to belong to the fourth century.

transSr; \ \\l \\%.
"^"^ °^ ^'^ commentaries on the Vinaya were also

]
Hoernle, M/^BL. 357 ff. 3 ^^ jg^ ^
.Nanj.0, 1273. Mb ,264,1279,1289.

•« Hoernle, J//iBL. 4, 9. «' l^o'uL
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He belonged to the school of Asvaghosha, and his brilliant
series of Buddhist lales has many of the qualities of the Sutni-
lamkara.

B. Mahayana Literature.

§ 174. We take Mahayana literature next. It is quite clear

extended during our period
that the Great Vehicle grew
more rapidly than the illnayana, thus proving "itself bet7e'r
fitted for the circumstances of the time thc;i: the older school.
The Lalita Vistara, one of the greatest of Buddhist books,
seems to have reached its present condition at some time
during our period. Originally the Buddha-biography of the
Sarvastivadlns, it was taken over by Mahayanists and re-
written, possibly by several hands. Although written partly
in verse and partly in prose, and consisting of material drawn
from many sources, early and late, it is yet a unity, a work of
genuine epic strength and interest, and charged with religious
belief and feeling which carried it to every part of central and
eastern Asia.

The Buddha is conceived as the Supreme, boundless in
power and wisdom, and he is represented as surrounded by
multitudes of Bodhisattvas nearing Buddhahood. In the
middle watch of the night, while he sits in profound medita-
tion, there shoots out from the crown of his head a ray of
light which passes through the heavens and rouses all the gods
to attention. They sing a hymn of praise to the exalted
Buddha, and, throwing themselves at his feet, beg him to
reveal the Lalita Vistara to the world. Yet, though the
writers of the Mahayana thus raise the Buddha to the place
of the Supreme, they do not make him altogether a god : they
retain some consciousness of his human lite, and recognize
that he possessed a real body which has left actual relics on
the earth.

A new edition of the Saddliarma Pundarlka,^ containing
six fresh chapiers,^ appeared, probably early in the third

' Nanjio, 138. • Chaps, xxi-vi. SEE. XXI.
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century; for it was translated into Chinese about A. D. 300
One of these chapters, chap, xxi, deals with d/iarams, spells,
I.e. words, phrases, or prayers believed to be filled with magic
power, and marks the time when this particular superstition
laid firm hold of the Mahayana. The next chapter tells how
the Boah.'sattva Bhaishajyaraja. i.e. King of Medicine, burnt
his body in honour of the Buddha

; and young Buddhists are
urged to bum a finger, a toe, or a whole limb, in order to win
great merit. Thus the old Hindu tapas, self-torture, which
Gautama condemned utterly, has reanoeared in Buddhism.
Another chapter describes and expla ^ the transformation
which the Bodhisattva Avalokitesvara undergoes in his efforts
to save men. No matter how frightful may be the danger
a man stands in, this chapter affirms that, if he but think of
Avalokitesvara, he will be saved. This explains how, trans-
formed into a goddess, he became a divinity of mercy to China
and Japan.

§ 175. Several fresh books belonging to the Paradise Maha-
yana seem to have been m ritten during the period. Two of
these become very famous, the shorter Snkhavatl and the
AmUayur-dhydna-srura. The shorter Sukhdvatl is scarcely
perceptibly different in teaching from the larger work. Themam purpose o{ W-,^ Amitcxyur-dhydna-SHtra is to teach people
by meditation to see the paradise Sukhavatl in hypnotic vision,
so that through this meditation they may obtain entrance to

'

r I* ,?*!*; ^"* '* ''''^ '''°'''' '" """^^ deg'-ee the influence
of the Madhyam.-ka school and of the Vedanta. Vasubandhu's
Aparamttdyus-si-itra-sdstra sums up the texts of the Paradise
Mahayana.

To the same general type of teaching belong three famous
sutras. The early prose Kdrandavynha glorifies the Bodhi-
oattva Avalokitesvara, who is made so much of in the Sadd-
karma Pundarlka

;
the Btiddhdvata.hsaka (or Ga»dm>yuha) is

devoted to another Bodhisattva, MaiijusrI ;
' while the Karund-

pundarika tells of a Buddha named Padmottara, i. e. Supreme
' ERE. ]. 95.
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Lotus, and his wondrrful paradise, radmadhatii, i. c. Lotus-
land.

1\\G Makdsannipdta, of which the writer has no description,
gave its name to a class c

'
. orks in the Chinese Canon. The

Suvarnaprrbhasa and the Savtadhiraja represent the full

Mahayanc teaching verging towards the magic spells, the
trances, the godde.s.ses, and the inchoate theism of the Tantra.s.

All the.se Mahayana works were translated into Chinese.

§ 176. One of the developments of Mahayana Buddhology
belonging to this period occurs .so frequently that it had better
be mentioned here. Each Buddha has three bodies, the dhar-
makaya, or body consisting of the law, construed by the
y idhyamakas as the void, by the Vijiianavadins in an idealist
sense, the sambhogakaya, or body of bli.ss, which he wears for
ever in his supramundane .state and which is comparable with
the glorious bodies of the great Hindu gods, and the ;. '-viana-
kdya, the formed or magical body, which he wore on earth,

- and which is comparable with the body of a Hindu avatara.'

a. T/ic Mddhyamakas.

§ 1 77. Teachers of the Madhyamaka philo.sophy were clearly
very active during the period. Aryadeva seems to have fol-

lowed Nagarjuna in the first half of the third century. Nanjio
gives a list of his commentaries and original works. The last

of these, the Svddhishthdna-prabhcda, has recently been found
in Nepal. Two of the mo.st famous of the Prajna texts, the
Vajrachchhedikd Prajhdpdramitd and the Prajfiapdramitd-
hridaya-sfitra, seem to belong to this period. Max Muller
says that the Vajrachchhedikd is • one of the most widely read
and most highly valued metaphysical treatises in Buddhist
literature

', while the Hridaya-si'itra is ' the most widely read
Buddhist text in Japan'. Proof of the popularity of the
Vajrachchhedikd in Khotan is found in the complete MS. of
the original San.skrit text, and the .JS. of the old Khotancse
version, both found by Sir Aurel Stein and now published.

• Poussin, ERE. I. 97.
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There ,.s also a famous Madhyamaka work on the ten stagesibvn,,,) of the career of the Bodhisattva. called the a1
uZ^'"-'!'''';r T'' "^^^"'^"^^^ -°^^ ^ comment"It was or,g.nalIy a chapter of the numavnfa,nsaka.snt,J

b. The Vijhaiiavadius.

arose^abotT.''"'''''u
P^'^^-Phy of very great importancearose about a.i,. 300, the leading uriter being AsaLa thoddest of three Brahman brothers%ho be.amf Buddh's'ts of

he tn r
7'"'- "" '^'^''^* ">'«^'='" ^'^« two names: from

vst m h """"'^yf'
"t - -^^'J^^d F^«.«..,^,,

. Though"system because ,t teaches that nothing exists except thoughtwh.le from the s,de of its practice it is called Vo^acLa YoJl-pract.ce because the end can be reached only byTh; lo^gontmued practice of meditation. The external world I•llu^ion: only thought exists. All individual intluectua

^U"a^ia, the storehouse of intellectual impressions and forms•n each .nd.v.dual. which is the sole foundation of the f "e

h df haVbuV"?""
°' ' "'' ^"' ^^^" ^^^ ^%-0«.««Itself has but a relative reality as compared with the one anH

riTTudirV^'f
•"' '-''-' '' '-'' and^mlnffelV y

become a Bodh n"'
'''/""" '°'''' '' '^ "—

"^

''
become a Bodh.sattva under the Mahayana. and practise

^pelLs, ,s constantly commended, and the belief that the Bodhi-

tt2 The f""'H";-'""'°"
P--rs. ..^..W, is explicitly

rl Q.
''""'"'' °"'y '" ^^'"'''> ^"d is the chie scriptureof the Shm-gon sect of Japan.^ One chapter, however, calledthe Bod/asa^r,am.n, was used as a separat; work a^d ur-v.ves m Sansknt. It deals with the stages of the Bodhisattva

career and ,s thus the Vijnanavadin work corresponding lo
Nanjio, 1104. , ,-- -^ ,.

,

"^^
Griffis, Ay. 249.
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the Mfidliyamaka Diisabl,fnnika-$fara} Another work of hi.s
the MahayanasHtralarnkara, is a set r>f karikas, or memorial
verses, accompanied by a prose commentary, the commentarv
as well as the text being b>' Asaiiga. It is a clear, systematic
statement of the philosophy. He left other works ^ also. The
famous text-book. Mahaydna-sraddhotpada-sastra, attributed
to Asvaghosha, seems to teach Asaiiga's system.
The Lahkdvatara-sfttra, one of the greatest Mahayana texts,

represents the Buddha as visiting Ravana in Ceylon. The
teachmg i« Vijnanavadin, yet in some points it seems to go
beyond Asanga and to draw very near the teaching of the
Vedanta, that the human soul is God. It is a controversial
work and attacks the Saiikhya, Vai.4eshika, Nyaj-a, Pasupata,
and other Hindu systems.

§ 179- Vasubandhu,^' Asanga's youngest brother, passed
over to the Mahajana at a fairly late date. Hence his works
are partly Hinayana, partly Mahayana. His greatest work
the Abhidharma-kosa. is founded on the Sarvastivadin Abhi-
dharma, and has very close connexions with its ch-'ef scripture
yet he has expressed in this work the fundamental :onceptioris'
of Buddhism with so much skill and clearness i at it is
a standard work with all the sects. Chinese and Tibetan
translations survive, but the original Sanskrit is lost. The
Abhidharma-kosa-vydkUyd, however, a commentary on it in
Sanskrit by Yasomitra, survives, and is much used by modern
scholars. Amongst his many works we may mention his Tarka-
sasfra* the earliest systematic logic by a Buddhist, and the
Paramdrthasaptati, a

.
refutation in seventy verses of the

seventy verses of the Sdnkhya Kdrika:'

§ i«o. A very large number of texts, Hinayana as well as
Mahayana, were translated into Chinese during this period.
Then, in A.n.518, almost at the end of the period, the first
collection of Buddhist Chinese te.xts was made by order of

' % \^'^^-^'^' "• '''' ' ''^^ -^5, ..84, ..36.

* Nanjio, 1252; Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 76. » y^^ ^ j^g^
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the I.mpcror. and n 520 a list of the books in the Tripitaka
as ranslatcd was drawn up. which still survives.' Chinese
Budclh.sn, thus created a sacred canon of its own. Towards
he end of our period Chinese Buddhism had become so j^reat
that,m A.r,.,-a6. the Patriarch of the Buddhist Church wasremoved from India to China.^

ill. JAIMSM.

V^ .«.. The history of Jainism during this period is not yet
well known, but u .seems to have continued to make pror^sm many parts of the country. The Digambara, were active
n the Kanarese country 3 and also in Tamil-land. Svetambara
Jams were clearly growing in influence and numbers in North
India from Bihar m the east to Kathiawar in the west. The
col ection and publication of the Svetambara Canon at Valabhi

;'othe%^cf7?!rl-^'
""'' century gives vivid expression

to the fact that Kath.awar had now become the leading centreof Jam mfluence. As the Buddhist .sects created Horn thehvmg vernaculars of the day several literary dialects (e. g.Magadh,, Pal, m.xed Sanskrit) and used them for their sacred

MA '1 J'""'
"^^^^^ ^^^'"^ °^'" '^^'^^ ^'''-^'cct, which they

ca^l Ardha-Magadhl i.e. Half-M.gadh, but which modern
schoUrs usually call Jain Prakrit. In this ancient speech, then,
the books of the Svetambara Canon, and also a number oiD.gambara works, are written. But in Jain commentaries.

cIlZ T TT- ''I
"""'' '"''^ ' >'°""^^^ ^''-^l^'nt which is

called Jam Maharashtri, because, though it is cicely related
to, ,t IS not yet identical with, Maharashtri, the linguistic
ancestor of modern Marathl.^ But Jain writers from the tin,e
of he Gupta empn-e used Sanskrit when they wanted to appeal
to ;he learned public of India in treatises on philosophic and
religious -subjects.

' Nanjio, p, xxvii. 1 h i

i.chel, (,/.s.
p. ,5; W.nternitz, I. ,4 ; jacobi, ATPa' VII. 467.
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A. Svctainbara T.itcyaturc,

"5.^

S^

f.n .i
bcRin vv.tl, Svetambara literature. Jain tradition

tells us tha the books of the Canon were collected, edited,
and reduced to writing at Valabhi in a Council of which
Devarddhi was president. 9H0 years after the death of Maha-
vira. The initial date may have been held to be either -,27 li c
nr 4^7 H.C. Jacob! is inclined to take the latter, which would
gure us A.D. 5.4 as the date of the Council. As the gathering
of the Council and the arrangement and publication of thevolummous books of the Canon would involve considerable
organization and expense, and as the dynasty of Valabhi rose

I?k r?/.'^r"
""''' -"''^ " '^'^•5'' * ^^""'^ ''^"^ to be more

likely that the great task was undertaken in A. n. 5,4 than
sixty years earlier. It is thus probable that the Svetambara
Canon dates from the beginning of the sixth century. It will
be remembered that the Canon said to have been a. mged at
I atal.putra consisted of twelve Anga.^ Tradition ru s that
the fourteen Purva, which formed the contents of the twelfthAnga were gradually lost in the following centuries, but that
the eleven were faithfully preserved and incorporated in thenew .anon at Valabhi. According to a list in the Canon.
there were sixty treatises included in it besides the Ariga.''

S^
i«3- Jains acknowledge that these sixty books came into

existence in the interval between the two Councils; and there
are certain traditions about the authorship of several of the
documents.* Jacobi gives it as his opinion that these sixty
books ^yere collected ' probably in the first centuries before
our era and that 'additions or alterations may have beenmade down to the time of the Council at Valabhi;'- whileWeber gives it as his opinion that the compilation of theAnga as well as the other books took place between the second
and the fifth centuries ... : . In any case there must have been

' Ser § 70.

'

Y' fu''t' ^/^^- 327 : Mabel Duff. c7. 308.
In the Nanihsiltra: Weber. lA. XV[I. 28?
Weber. /^. xvii. 281.

^

" /^. XVII. 2S9.
» SHE. XLV. p. xl.

M %
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a good deal of lltcrar' actiWty between A.i> 200 and r,oo It
IS probable that the / audlsuha and part of the Katpasntm
arc by Devarddhi himself

S^ -84. We must now ask what has happened to tl„ books
of the Canon since the beginning of the sixtli century, and we
are at one confronted with tlie fact that a very large part of
the contents have been lost. The Canon to-day consists of
forty-fi -e documents. Wcbcr^ calculates that of the books
other than the Angas edited at Val.bhi nearly as many have
been lost as there are preserved. Jiut the disappearance of
a large number of the books is not the only fact to be noticed
Jacobi and Weber > tell us that many of the surviving works
consist of incoherent parts, and that the commentaries, based
on texts older than those available to-day. show that large
sections have disappeared, while numerous passages have been
mterpolated. The texts are thus in a very u.isatisfactory
condition. ^

§ i«5. We now turn to extra-canonical literature. Two of
the most famous of the early writers were connected with
latahputta, and apparently flourished during the time cf
Gupta prosperity. Umasvati teUs us himself* that he wrote
the TatUnrthadhigama-SHtra at Pataliputra. It is a philoso-
phical work, comparable with the sutias which lie at the
foundation of the Hindu philosophies, and deals with all the
main constituents of the Jain system. It has been much used
by both the sects. As the work refers to Pataiijali's Yoga-
sntra, while a commentary on it was written by Siddhasena-
gani, "hose date is the first half of the sixth century it is
probable that Umasvati belongs to the 6fth or the fourth
century. Tradition connects Siddhasena Divakara also with
Pataliputra, and he is quoted by Siddhasenagani, so that he too
bclongf to the time of Gupta dominance, whether to the fourth

4 If^A^'^^-' '^'"''^''/i^
'« «•

;
VVeber, /A. Wli. 287 ff.

Vidyabhii: .ana, MSIL. 9.
'

" Woods, } oga, xix.
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or the fifth c-„tury. Ik- wrote a hymn of praise h, Sanskrit
verse the A^/„/«,.;««,;,/,>„^/^,^^^

^^'»"ch Jaius greatly treasure,
also the Ayajma/rlni, a Sanskrit poem in thiity-tuo short
stai..as, which forms the earhcst Jain work on Lokic.

S.ddhasenagani seems to hav.. been a contemporary of
Devarddh. and to have been one of the earliest of those who
wrote bhashyas

'
in Prakfit on the books of the Canon. He

IS a so the author of the first commentary on Umasvati's great
work. He i.s thus -.rallcl to Vatsyayana and Sahara Svamin "^

who wrote their bhashyas a little earlier.

^ m. It seems clear that the Jains of Gujarat began to
produce a popular literature in Prakrit a a very early date ;and there is abundant evidence to show that down to the
nuith century at least they continued to produce a copious
and varied Prakfit literature, which must have proved of large
service to general culture. From our period only one Jain
work of importance in Prakrit seems to have survived; but
Jacobi assures us that its statements and its style unite to
prove that many Prakrit works preceded it. It is called the
Panmachariya, and is a Jain adaptation of the Riimayami
of Valmiki. The author is said to have been Vimala Su'ri
Jacobi IS inclined to place it in the third or fourth century ''

It IS thus almost as early as Hala's famous antiiology. the

B. Digmiibara Litemtinr.

^
i«. The Digambaras possess r.o ancient Canon parallel

to Ur' s» ta.nbara be ^ks. As we have seen above/they have
a list :,c-^d b.x>ks wh.ch they say they or" , possessed,
but V MOW no more. They pronou. ce the Sve-
;amba apocryphal, ind there is 'his amount o^ truth
"1 the ci„. ic that the Svetambaras undoubtedly modified the

ukfis and bhashyas see Leumann, ZDMG. XLVI. 581 ff.

' For the
' See § . i

' For the

(Calcutta), lie
* See§i.,5.

'e sui^ject see Jacobi's article in the Modern Kti'it-j
'4-

mi
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anaent books, after the separation, .o as to brinfj them into
full consonance with their own standards. Vet among thebooks wh,ch the Digambaras possess, and which have a placem thr,r Secondary canon.' there are at least two which bear
the names of ,oks of the Svctambara Can n, dz. the Sfirui-
pn.jnapt, and the Chaudraprnjr.aptL The uhole problem
of the relation of the Diga '.aras to the early hteraturc needs
to be cleared up.

k i«H. Hut the.e are two Digambara writers who seem tobelong to our period -id whose works are well known to-' .•

One 'sVanakcra,auu.orof thcJ/,//„V//«r«,a workonco mc

'

It correspond; to the Acluxrahga.sUtra of the Svetif, a
Canon, and is said to be an adaptation and summary of that
work. /, . Uher book on conduct, the Trivarnachara, is also
attnbuteu *o him. The other writer is one of the greatest
names m early Digambara history. Kuijdakundacharya. Ten
fundamental works of great importance, which have beenmuch expounded and studied, were written by him. They
are m Prakrit verse, and deal with the whole Digambara
system. It seems to be impossible as yet to fix the dates of
these men.

' Sec § 257.
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CHAPTKR V

THK SAKTA SVSTKMS
A. n. 5,50-90?).

^^ 1H9. The date with which our chapter opens is meant to
coincide with the time when the S.lkta systems began to
appear; for they are unquestionabK the most noteworthy
product of these times. The cxahat.on and the adorati.-n
of gcJdesses is manifestly the first characteristic of tiicHc new
tlieologics • but othtM forms of faith and practice were very
prominent

:
an immense extension of the use of magic spells

:

a be, in the existence of occult channels and ganglia in the
human

. 'me, and in the presence of the goddess herself—
coiled up like a snakt and asleep— in the chief ganglion

;

a new type of hypnof'c meditation believed to be potent to
wake the goddess

; and, in some sects, the inclusion in the
cult of foul, gruesome, and degrading practices.

During this period the sects became more highly organized
than ever before. In addition to the Sakta element already
described, each sect was expected to possess an Upanishad and
a manual;—the Upanishad to prove that its teaching had come
by revelation and was in full consonance with the Vcdlnta

;

the manual to provide a statement of the theology of the
sect, a directory of its occult yoga practice, rules of conduct
and ritual, and directions for ihe preparation of images
and the building of temples. Each sect had iis own
order of sannyasis. Each was also e.-pected to train a
number of gurus for its cultured members. The lay nan
received initiation, dih/iti, and rcgulai instruction in the
philosophical theology of the sect from his guru, just like an

m
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Ma'
^'"^"^' ^''''' '""'^ ^''^ '*' °''" '"*"*'* ^"^ sect-mark,

One of the most noticeable features of the period is thegreat senes of philosophic thinkers and exegetes who adorned

ScartT ,

'

"?'*' '"' "'"^' ""*"'''^«' chiefly in the North,Scarcely less important is the great company of itinerant

tempks of the Tam.I country with their devotion and their

in fhl'^f''T''
'"'"'^ '° -^'P''^" '" ^h^ ^''^»h, and to Tibetm the seventh century, while long-continued emigration carried

Ja a ^:t"rnd-'"' ^-'T'""
'^ Cambodia. Sumatra, andJava. But India received as well as gave. A company ofPersian Zoroastrians hunted to the death by their iSuhammadan conquerors, found asylum in India at the beginningof the eighth century: their descendants are the pfrsis o^f

i HiN'DUISM.

A. T/ie Philosopldcs.

a. The Karma Mhnajhsa.

J 190. During the first half of the period, the KarmaMimamsa produced two famous scholars, Prabhaka^a, whTi

exn h"^ ^" K '

'?^ ''""'"'^' ^^h° '^ ^-"^^ «'^atta Bothexpounded Sahara s Bknshya, but they differed in some degree

nr.r.H ? t
^'^^bhakara ,n unknown, but it is clear that hepreceded Kumanla. His work, the Brikatl, is purely an

Ku'rr ° ''' '""''''' '^ '°^-^ -^ cri'ticize' Sahara"Kumanla, who seems to have lived in the first half of theeighth century.^ wrote a commentary- on the ^/...^^.n th eeparts, m which he frequently differs from Sahara-
a. Slokavariika: verse: on the first part of Chap. I.

' Jha, PSPM. I-. 21,-.,
''•'«thak,//,VM'.4i\ 1892, 227.
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prose: on the rest of Chap. I and
b. Tantravartika.

Chaps. II and III.

c. Tuptika: prose: brief notes on Chaps. IV to XII

discinl. '^'"'.T- -T'"'"^
""-^ ^"'''^^'- --P-nded by his own

disciple, Sahkanatha, while Mandanamisra, also called Surc^-
varacharya. a disciple of Sahkara, wrote several works on
Kumanlassy.stem His nVW.V.WXv, was in turn expoundedm the Nyaya-Kamka by Vachaspatimisra, whose position is
explained below.

Both Prabhakara and Kumarila maintain the original atheism
of the system, denying that divine action is needed in creation
or m apportioning merit and demerit to souls. Both also
hold a realistic view of the universe ; but they differ on the
question whether the soul is pure consciousness or not, onthe nature of perception, of inference, and of logical cate-
gories.' °

Kumarila proved the more potent influence of the two both
within the school and without. He attacks Buddhists fre-
quently m his works

; and tradition asserts that he used everymeans to discredit and weaken them wherever he went in his
scholarly journeys, and that he invoked the civil power to
persecute them. What the historical facts are, we cannot
tell

;
but It .s probable that strong action lies behind a

tradition so widespread and persistent. His activity is to be
explained as the first vigorous manifestation of the spirit ofmodern Hinduism. He represents the system which takes
Its stand on the authority of the Vedas and of the Brahman
priests, recognizes a mass of sects within that ample fence and
opposes every other system vehemently.

§ 191. It is of importance to observe that vmkti. final
release, appears in the system for the first time in Praohakara
and Kumarila. During the interval between Jaimini and these
^inkers Release had become a matter of such moment to theHindu mmd that it could no longer be evaded. They teach

Aiio^S^s:;^^^: i'S
''''' '-' ^^^^'' /^'^^ '916, 369.

ii
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tliat release is won wlicn both dhanna and adharma dis-
appear, and that he who desires release should therefore
perform only necessary duties.*

k 192. It is a most interesting fact that by the time of
Kumanla's activity, the ancient Vedic sacrificial system, which
the Karma Miniamsa expounds, was steadily decaying. Every-
where temple-uorship and the presentation of offerings to
images tended to take the place of the ancient ordinances,
and the movement went on with increasing force after his day.
Yet the Mimamsa maintained its place, because it provided
rules for the exposition of the Vedic literature, which all
.scholars required to use. Although the Karma Mimamsa is
the one system recognized by all Smartas. the changes which
have arisen in their practice seem to have left no trace in the
system itself.

b. The Vcdanta.

k '93- The earliest surviving commentary on the Vcddnta-
SHtras is by the great Sankara, who flourished in the first half
of the ninth century

; but there is abundance of evidence to
show that a long line of writers and students of the Vedanta
filled the centuries between the time of the sutras and his day.We have already seen that three types of theory were current
within the school before the sutras were composed.^ Various
doctrines were also held after that event; for between the
sutras and Sankara there were representatives both of the
strict monism which he upholds and of the modified monism
taught much later by Ramanuja.^ One of the strict monists
Gaudapada by name, the teacher of Saiikara's teacher, is the
author of a very noteworthy poem, which is appended to the
MdHdukya U. and is known as the Mandukya Karika." So
far as we know, he wrote no commentary on the sutras, but

' Jha, PSiw. 83 ff.

' § 284 § 145-

.u\^^u^"^^^'"' '^^^•« contends that the name Gaudapada is a mistaWp

evioence proves that the hanka was already in existence by A u ceoScholars are mclmed to think that the balance of evidence is in favw

..ii
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his Kdrikd has a very special interest for us as the earliest,
or at least the earliest surviving, document of the school of
monism and illusion. It is a work of genius, brilliant alike
in conception and expression. Deussen » compares him to
Parmenides. He also wrote commentaries on a number of
Upanishads. He must have flourished about the middle
of the eighth century. From information found in the works
of Sahkara and Ramanuja we are able to give the names of
three writers earlier than Sankara who taught a theistic

interpretation of the sutras similar to RamSnuja's doctrine,
namely Bodhayana, author of a vritti, Taiika, author of a
vakya, and Dramida, author of a bhdshya on the sutras.*

§ 194. Sahkara was *hc name assumed by a sannyasi born
at Kaladi in the nortn of Travancore, probably in A. D. 788.
He became a brilliant scholar and produced a n-.'mber of
philosophical writings characterized by great intellectual
capacity and an extremely fine style. 'He seems to have
lived until about a.d. 850.2 He left bhashyas on the Vcdduta-
Sutras, the Gitd and the chief Upanishads. Besides these,
a number of Vedantic writings, mostly in verse, arc attributed
to him, the chief being the Upadcsa-sahasri, a summary of
his doctrine in verse. Until strictly scientific methods of
comparison are applied to these works, it will be impossible
to say how many are by Sahkara. The best scholars usually
decide against them all. Numerous Sakta works in prose
and verse also bear his name, but there can hardly be a doubt
that they are not his offspring. About the Veddnta-siitra-
bhdshya fortunately there can be no question.

§ 195. The following is a brief outline of his advaitavdda,
pure monism. There exists only Brahman, one without a

of the personal name of the writer and of his connexion with Sankara
Lertainly the Buddhist evidence cited iu favour of the early date of theKarika does not seem to be cogent. See IJarnett, /A'yiS. igio, p. m ff.

•

Jacobi,//JO.S'. xxxiii. si,«. I.
v ,k ;>'"•,

\ il^^:
S14. _ » Thibaut, SHE. XXXIV. xxff.

Macdonel
,
SL. 402; Keith, AA. 11. The date a.d. 805-07, pro-

posed by S. y. Venkatesvara mJRAS. 1916, 151 fif, is scarcely likely to
be right, in view of the date of Vachaspati's Bhamati.
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second, spiritual, unknowable. The material world is Mdj'a,
Illusion. The human soul is identical with Brahman • Tai
tvam asi,

'
Thou art that.' But this contradicts all experience

and man must live in his experience. Therefore Sankara dis-'
tmguishes between supreme truth and the truth of experience.
Similarly, he recognizes not only God as he truly is under the
name para Brahman, the supreme Brahman, but also the same
being enwrapped in limitations and attributes as apara Brah-
man, the lower Brahman, who is the world-soul and a personal
God. The whole of our lower knowledge, however, our ideas
of the world, all our personal experience and our conception
of ourselves as distinct personalities—all this is more truly
described as ignorance than as knowledge. Liberation comes
when a man rises from ignorance to true knowledge. This
comes finally by the grace of God, but a man may prepare
himself by study of the Veda and by the discipline of the
Vedanta. Even after knowledge is attained, the man con-
tinues to live; but at death he receives final release :

' Brahman
he is and into Brahman he is resolved.'

It is noteworthy that Sankara holds strongly that, while
works may prepare the soul for the discipline of knowledge
they can never help the man to reach release, but necessarily
bind him ever more firmly to transmigration. Hence, when
a man becomes a sannyasi of the Advaita Vedanta, he gives
up sacrifices and the other duties of the ordinary Hindu com-
pletely, and seeks knowledge as the only means to release.
This renunciation of the regular Hindu life is typified in the
act of laying aside the sacred thread, which is part of the
ceremony of iniHation into the life of the sannyasi.

i 196. The striking resemblance which certain features of ^S'-
teaching of Gaudapada and Sankara present to Mahav
philosophy led Hindu controversialists to assail it as 'cov.
Buddhism ;

'
1 and some modern scholars have been inclined

to say that its illusion and its doctrine of double truth have no
foundation in the Upanishads and must have been drawn from

' e. g. in tlie PaJma I'.
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the rival faith,* This contention is strengthened by the fact

that there is no doctrine of illusion in the Vcdanta-sfttrasr

But scholarly opinion seems now inclined to conclude that, in

the early Upanishads, there is unquestionably, alon^ with other
ideas, the basis for a doctrine of pure monism, and that we
need go no farther afield than the Svctnsvatara U. for the
doctrine of mdya, but that Gaudapada and Sahkara were
probably influenced in some degree by the two philosophical
systems of the Mahayana.^

§197. But there are other characteristics of the Bhashya
which are worthy of attention. Most of them have a basis in

the sutras but they are clearly worked out by Sarikara. All
the main features of orthodox Hinduism are accepted and
buttressed with arguments, e.g. the inspiration of the Puranas,*

the permanent presence of all the traditional gods, even though
each is a transient being,* the visibility of the gods to rishis in

ancient time,'' the eating of the sacrifice by the gods,'' the
assumption by a god of many bodies so as to be present at many
sacrifices at one moment,'^ &c. Thus the great philosophy,
which began by holding the popular religion in contempt,' has
now become its willing servant.

It is clear that by Sarikara's day the Upanishads, the Gitd
and the Vcddnta-sTitras were recognized as the fundamental
scriptures of the Vedanta. At a later date they were called

the Prasthdnatraya or Triple Canon. Although the Gttd
and the Sutras are but smriti, they are regarded with almost
as much veneration as the Upanishads, which are sruti.

Indian scholars frequently speak of Sankara as one of the
greatest of the world's independent philosophic thinkers. The

' e.g. Walleser, DAV. 22 ff. ; also Dr. Jha : see K.€\\.\ IRAS. IQ16,
279 f.

^ Thibaut, SBE. XXXIV. xci-xcvii ; Keith, SS. 64.
* Hamett,/y?^5. 1910, 1364; ]^coh\JAOS. XXXHI. 151 ff.; Poussin,

JRAS. I mo, i29ff.; Keith, //>M 5'. 1916, 380.
' Bhashya on I. 3, 33 ; SBE. XXXU^ 222-3.
» On I. 3, 28: lb. 202-3. " On I. 3, 34: lb. 222.
' On HI. I, 7: SBE. XXXVIII. iio-i.
" On \. 3, 27 ; SBE. XXXIV. 199-200. '' See § 53.

iJ.
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truth seems to be that he never questioned the truth of the
basis of the Vedanta, i. e. those writings which were then
recognized as revelation of the first grade, Jru/i. Yet within
these theological limits Saiikara displays consummate philo-
sophical capacity : he is the Thoinas Aquinas of Hinduism.

§ 19H. He seems to have been a man of organizing capacity
as well as a thinker. Tradition avers that he found the ascetic
orders of the Vedanta in disorder and regulated them, dividing
them into ten group.s, placing each under one of his disciples
and naming them after these leaders. Certainly, the sannya.sis
of the Vedanta to-day are in ten groups, and are known as
Dasnamis, i.e. sannyasis of ten names, and they unanimously
ascribe their constitution and rule to Saiikara.' There are
also sannyasinls. A company of them whom I saw at the
Khumbh Mela at Allahabad in 1918 belonged to the Giri
order. He also founded four monasteries, to form centres of
advaita learning and influence, Sriiigerl in Mysore, Govar-
dhana in Purl, Sarada ^ in Dwaika,and Joshi at Badarinath in
the Himalayas. All four have survived to our day, and there
are 1 number of subordinate houses. Srihgeri, of which he
was himself the head, is the chief monastery, and its ruler is

the supreme Pontiff of all advaita sannyasis.

§ 199. Sahkara made many tours through India, and proved
a triumphant controversialist, if we may trust the tradit ns of
'The ten names are: i. 7frf/ia, 2. Asram,,, 3. Sarasvati, 4. Bharaii

the first three are pure, i.e. restricted to twice-born men, or r? >r tourahmans
;

for Kshatriyas and Vaisyas are negligible. Half
'

theBharat. order is also said to be pure. The other six Ire open to i e lour

AUo"',hPc
''^ "° ""'^^^- On«^ °^'en hears the phrase San/iara's Dandisalso

:
these are the innermost group of all ; for only a Brahman Vanreceive a danda i.e. a bamboo rod; and the ceremonial which attachesto It IS so troublesome that many prefer to do without it. Many of the

'^aw!:^' TK^
discarded clothing and are called N.^gas (ixomNagna,

2 -^u
^' ^Y^^ ^"^ hundreds of them at the Kumbh Mela of iqi8

..iiJ 1-^*7- ^^%'l'''^'-'""l^^
patroness of the sciences and speech iscalled Sarada, and has hve faces and ten arms : Krishna Sastrf. SIIiZiTradition runs that to, her grace Saiikara attributed his powers To thisday the incumbent of Sringerl, whether in the monastery or on tour, publ civworships a large number of idols, Sarada amongst them towerngSabove the rest. For this reason some scholars say Saiikara was a Sakta
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his school ; and, certainly, the extraordinary influence -hich
his teaching had in many parts of India in the followin

;

centuries forms the best corroboration of the claim. Thus, it

is clear that the whole vast body of Smarta householders in

the South and in Gujarat, and many also throughout the

North, became his disciples, and recognized him as their

religious head. To this day the superior uf the monastery in

Sriiigeri, who always bears the honoured name. .Sahkara, is

Pontiff, not only of all advaita sannyasis, but of all the Smartas
of the South and the West as well. Hence the immense
influence which the Sankara wields, and the wealth which
flows into the mona.stery. This connexion sheds light on
Sahkara's acceptance and defence of the main positions of

orthodox Hinduism in his IHiashya.

But his teaching produced large results outside the immediate
circle of his pledged di.sciplcs. The Bhagavatas ' in every
part of the country, a Ramaite .sect,'^ which can be traced in

the literature, and which ought in all probability to be located

in the South, and, at the other extremity of India, the Saivas

of Kashmir,' all fell under the spell of his philosophy, and
taught it, in purity or with modifications, for centuries.

§ 200. There are also widespread traditions * to the effect

that he persecuted the Buddhists and the Jains and destroyed
their books, and cleansed the worship of a number of disrepu-

table Hindu sects. To one who for the first time reads the

Bhashya these late stories may well seem foolish inventions

;

nor can any one accept them as they stand
;
yet his connexions

with orthodox householders give a certain plausibility to the

statements. He may possibly have originated the Right-
hand movement among Saktas.**

\ ^f ^ "°V .

,

" ^^^ ^ 2'9- ' See § 230.
ihe two Sankani-'.'ijayas are clearly far from historical, yet they

reflect tradition, portions of which may be in the main true. The work
•*""D"ted to .Madhava must have been written after that scholar's death ;

'^1 A //
''^ ^^^ '° ^^^^ "^^^^ provoked by the Manimat, 'xri and the

A/<ui/tvcv!'ijayti : Krishnasamy Aiyar, 3 ; and see § 279.
See § 317.
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There arc .some Hindu scholars who say that he originated
and enforced the Smarta rule of worshipping the five gods,'
but there is no evidence in support of the assertion.

S^aoi. The next outstanding writer on the Vedanta is
Vachaspati M.sra. who occupies a very noticeable position.He tells us hi.Tiself that he belonged to Tirhut and that he
lived under a king named Nfiga ; and in one of his books, the
Nyayasuchlnibaudha, he gives a.d. 84, as i..e year in which
It was written.^ His home and his date are thus known. He
was a Smarta Brahman, and must have been a very capable
teacher of philosophy. He left seven books, all expository
works, which set forth, in clear and accurate philosophic
language, five out of the six orthodox philosophies of Hinduism,
the Vaiseshika being the only one of the six he did not
expound. He is thus a very striking figure. Every scholar
before his date is a controversialist, upholding his own school
against all comers, and fighting the teaching of every other
school. Vachaspati, on the other hand, knows no bias: he is
simply an honest expositor of real philosophic grasp and great
power of accurate -xprcssion. His books have therefore been
greatly admired and widely used as text-books since his day.
He wrote a commentary, the BhamatJ, on Saiikara's Bhashya
which^has been the most popular and useful of all the innu-
merable works written to expound that masterpiece, and has
been interpreted in turn by many scholiasts.

c. The Sahkhya.

§202. The Sahkhya-karika, which, soon after it was
written, was honoured by an attack from the great Vasu-
bandhu, was translated into Chinese in the sixth century by
a Buddhist rnonk.^ Probably a little later, a scholar named
Gaudapada (seemingly not the same as Saiikara's parama-
guru) ' wrote the Saiikhya-karika-bhdshya, which is of con-

Na„jio,T;co. Cf. Takakusu, BEFEO. XV. T"^''
^''•^"' """'•

Jacobi,/^O.s. XXXIII. 52, ;/. 2 ; Keith,//.VLS. 1916, 171 ; ^.S'. 87.
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siderablc iirportance in determininB the precise meaning of
the principles summarized in the stanzas. Then about
A. D. 8.50 Vacii.ispati prcKluccd his SUnkhya.tattva.kaumudl,
an exposition of the Karika, which is regarded as one of the
most authoritativ,- of Sahkhya works, and has been expounded
in many super-commentaries.

d. The Yoga.

§ 203. There is a similar story to tell of the Yoga. A
Widshya on the Yosasntra was written some time after
.VI). 650 by an unknown writer, and Vachaspati wrote the
lattva. Vatidradi, also an exposition of the Sutra, about
...D. 8,-0. Woods remarks:'

J\,tBhnshya and, still more, the T,utva- VaiinraJt^xt masterpieces of
the philosophical style. They are far from being a loosely collected body
of glosses. Their excessively abbreviated and disconnected order of
words IS intentional.

It is very noticeable that the fresh developments in Yoga
theory and practice reflected in the Tantras, Agamas, and
Samhitas do not seem to have produced the slightest effect on
the ancient school.

e. The Vaiscshika.

§ 204. There is only one Vaiscshika writer to be mentioned,
Prasastapada. whose date is in the neighbourhood of a. d 6co
and without whose Bhdshya the Vaiseshika-stltras would be
almost unintelligible. But another work, the original of which
IS lost, survives in a translation: in a.d. 648 the pilgrim
Hiouen Tsang, translated the Dasapaddrtha, said to be by
Jrianachandra, into Chinese.

f. The Nydya.

§305. The preceding chapter has shown that Vasyayana's
Bhdshya, which li^^hts up the obscurity of the Nydya-siitras,
belongs to the fifth or the beginning of the sixth century. To'

yogi, ix.

N
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that wc now add Uddyotakara's.V>/ljvi-:vJ/'///(rt. on the Wtiixhya,

and VSchaspati's Kyliya-vartiU-Wparya-tlkii, the former from
about A. D. fi.fjo, the latter from about H40.

On these two closely related schools two significant facts

require to be chronicled here. First, with I'rasastapada, the
atomic school becomes frankly thcistic, and about the same
time both schools become closely connected with the Pasupata
aect.' Secondly, chc question has been seriously raised,

whether tl e new doctrine of inference called vyapti, which
appears in Indian logical treatises at this time, is not due to
the influence of the Aristotelian logic*

The study of logic in early India was greatly enriched by
the labours of numerous Buddhist a.>d Jain thinkers. Of all

these scholars the most influential b/ far was the Buddhist
Dignaga, who flourished before the middle of the sixth
century

; but *he first Jain logician, Siddhascna Divakara,
lived probably a century earlier, and later Jain thinkers did
good serv'ce.^

B. The Puranas.

\ 206. All the Puranas, except the Bliagavata, seem to have
been in existence by the end of this period, and probably
earlier. It is also probable that there was an authoritative
list of the eighteen, in which both the Siva and the Vayu
would have a place. But, though the eighteen existed then,
all were not in the condition in which they are to-day.
Numerous sections, khandas, samhitas, and such like have
since then been foisted on the original texts, and large portions
of the originals have been lost, either through accident or
deliberate sectarian malice.

The Garnda P. is clearly a manual compiled for the use of
Smarta priests

; for it contains detailed instructions for the
worship of the five gods, and gives information in many other

' Keith, //i^^.S'. 1914, 1097.
' Vidy.abhushana, MSIL. 22-55 : So-
* Chaps. 16; 17; 22-24; 28-40; 42.

' lb. 1096.
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mid want to have. The
r it gives detailed instruc-

subjccts whkh a practising priest

^Ig^ni is . Iso a Smart-^ document
;

tions about the worship of the fi gods;' but it may be
meant for the u.se of Hhagavata pra ts ; « for it gives far more
aUent.on to V.shnu than to the other four, it contains a hst of
laiicharatra Samhitas'^ which is pos> Sic in a Ilhagavata, but
not :n a purely Smarta work, and it uses the Hharravata
mantra at several points.* Beth I'ur.lnas show very distinctly
the influence of the Sakta teaching ;,ivcn in the TXgan.as
Tantras, and Samhitas of the original character of the
Noriida, Vara/ia. V(ifMa

hard to speak will ort.

Vaishnava material.' 1

are all Saiva in gener»

copies of certain par

which seems to have ;ii.(

Skaudn •* it is not pcssibl

\ Br ikiiui uv,irtii I'uranas it is

«t al! se ,, to have <;ontaincd
-«, / iVi^fl, a I ' K firma I'uranas

'^actc aad II three" contain
he L iihsa

, "isupata material
ed fir.s- m th< i;}y, J Of the

. speik 'H j^h ccrtamty.

C. Sinartti uid I

§207. At an early (f^tc some
the Smartas to make it % regulai

gods, paficlia deva, \"\ .,nu. S; t

wliat is called Pahclt.u uana J

the name of the or; izer * e

that it was Saiikara ho impu-ie

r'la; while others say the ]

But what is clear from the

formed at a time when Hralim,

cmtur-.

ta»'ing genius persuaded
j-riciitc to worship the five

l>urg.T Stlrya, Gane^a, in

It the precise time and
vn. Many Smartas say

the ruk
; some say Kuma-

' f>f still earlier origin.

f i> that the rule was
already fallen into the

Chap. 39.

\ ^iJP'*-^'; 23; 69; 71; 73; 74
Bhagavatas often act as nnhak.u

* e. g. in chaps. 27 and 48.

^
Sre the quotations in Madhva's Ih ahma-suit t'has/iy.t

N 2
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background, and the five jjod were prominent. The evidence
contained in this chapter makes it probable that that was true
by the opening of the seventh century ; but ft Is Impossible
to give anything like a definite date. It is also essential to
notice that the five are merely a partchilyat reprc^cntlng all
the gods

:
the orthodox man recognizes the whole pantheon

;

and, while he worships the five, he may worship as many more
as he likes. Towards the end of this period five Upanishads,
one on each of the divinities, were put together and called the
At/tarvaiirns (

'. • They arc doubtless al I founded on sectarian
Upanishads.

$ jcH, It will be at once recognized that Sankar.Vs philoso-
phical position fits the Smarta conception of the pantheon
perfectly. From the point of view of religious practice, the
only dififcrcnce between the advaita Vedanta and the Karma
Mlmamsfi lies in the recognition of the Absolute behind all
the gods. Thus It is not at all strange that Sankara won over
a large number of Smartas to the acceptance of his system.
To this day, in most parts of South India and Gujarat, the
word Smarta implies allenrlance to Sankara as well as to the
five gods and to Vcdic observance,

$ao9. For the twicc-born the most interesting literature
published during the period would be the law-books and the
works on the Miniamsa. The Ndr.;/ia and the Bri/iaspati Sitt
the chief legal sinritis prod-iced at this time, but there were
many others. The publication of th' jeat works of Prabha-
kara and Kumarila on the Karn.a Mimamsa would be of great
interest to all Srautas and Smartps. Both these writers, and
many other notable scholars of the period, PraiSastapada,
Vatsyayana, Udyotakara, and VachaspatI Mi.4ra were either
Srautas or Smartas. The Ganida P- seems to be a manual
written for Sir.arta priests.

' Weber, /f/L. 170; Kennedy, HM. 346, &c.
' See § 206.
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\). {'(tisAft,i:,t l.ikr.iliiff.

iMi

j
iio. It .seems dear that the Hh.lBavata.s followed theSmAr as .n the two steps we have ju.t dealt with : they

\ct It seem^ as .f their acceptance of the five gods had been
less sertous than their recognition of Siva as equivalent toVK'-hnu: so much seems to be implied hx the practice of the
8«:t to-day Probably about the end of this period, after theadoptu,n of Sartkara-s system, some Rhagavata scholar wrl
doV^f"?v :

'" "''^' "^ '^'^ ''""'^ ^f '"^^ ^°<^trine of the
dent.ty of Vishnu and Siva. The philosophy is advaita. andthe classical passage in the Ifarivamia on the subject is
utihzed. A Bhagavata S.^ is mentioned among the Vaishna^n
Samhitas. which may be a Bhagavata document.
Jan. Many Bh.lgavatas arc temple ministrants in South

India to-day, and there is evidence which tends to suggest
that ,„ early times still larger numbers performed that serviceThe Agm I

.
seems to be a manual prepared for the use ofBhagavata priests, as is suggested above.' In the Tamil

country to-day. while in most temples the ritual is conductedm accordance with the rules laid down in the Pai^charatra
Samhitas. there are a few temples in which Vaikhanasa
Samhitas are used. This is true of the shrine of Vehkatesvaraon T.rupat. hill, and of the temples in Conjeeveram. andSnperumbudur. What the age of these Samhitas may be isnot yet known. They differ from the main group first of \\\

Anr"''n J v'' ?"' ^'"^ '^ ^ ''' ""^'^ scriourdistinct onAppaya D.ksh.ta tells us that Vaikhanasa manuals are con-
sistent with Vedic usage while Pancharatra Samhitas areunorthodox.* No.-, it is clear that in the temple of Vehkatl
svara. m which the Vaikhanasa ritual is followed to this dayS.va and Vishnu were worshipped as equal until Ramanufa'

Jacob, £:AI/. k.
• § 206.

No. 105 in Schrader's list. //M.V s
hee the passage quoted by Chanda, /Afi. kx).
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interfered.! Thus we can scarcely be wrong in concluding
that the Vaikhanasa Samhitas have for centuries been used by
Bhagavata arc/iakas' for the ritual. It also seems clear that
there were many more temples in which Vishnu and Siva were
adored as cqual-i.e. Bhagavata shrines-during this period
than there are to-day ; for many such temples are mentioned
in the hymns of the Ajvars 'j and we know that Ramanuja
sought to substitute Paiicharatra for Vaikhanasa ritual wherever
he went. What is the relation between these manuals and the
Vaikhanasa-sutras ?

•

b. Pdhcharatra Literature.

§ 21 2. The rise of the Vaishnava, or Paiicharatra, Samhitas

«

IS the most notable fact in the Vishnuite history of the period,
but It is not yet possible to state with certainty when or where
they were written. They can be traced in Kashmir in the
tenth century, in the Tamil country in the eleventh," and at
later dates in South Kanara,' but clear references at earlier
dates are still lacking. The utmost wc can say is that their
stnkmg similarity to the Saiva Agamas and to the early
Tantrik literature, both Hindu and Buddhist, suggests that
the earliest of them arose about the same time as these three
literatures, i. e. probably between A. D. 6oo and 8oo, and that
there is nothing in the general character of the books that is
opposed to such a date. More precise evidence may become
available any day.**

The Samhitas are supposed to number io8 ; but about
double that number of names are known. Lists occur in four

' Govindacharya, A'. 142.

^
Krishna Sastrl,6-y/. 12. occ s 100.

i".r?'H^ T,"rr,i.^"J "T'^ j!l4^'i^ed to Dr. Schrader's e.xcellent

' I. e. temple-ministrants.
* See § 160.

monograph, /«W«.//.« ,, tn, Pm^i^rrarraanrrhrAhir^^^^
Samhtta; also to Govindacharya's &n. IRAS iQii o^fff fn^ "^
the relevant section in Iyengar's k///J;.-^

^"' ^^^^' ^""^ '°
•^ Schrader, //M5. 17 {.

^
In Madhva's Bhashya on the Veddnta-sfttras.A careful survey of Vaishnava Tamil literature would likelv oroviH*.some evidence, Sankara's statement about ^andilyaTSXrif n atm all probability rests on a Sariihita.

"
' ^ ' ^"<*^'i)'h H. a. 45,
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Samhitas, three containing over loo names each, the fourth
containing only 34. Taking the three long lists first, 52 names
are common

; taking all four, only 1 1 are common. The results
are thus rather hazy. Further, these books have suffered
from mterpolation in precisely the same way as the Puranas.
Hence, it is not strange that the few scholars who have given
some time to their study do not agree in their conclusions as
to which are the earliest documents.^

§ 213. It is probably true that each Samhita, even in its

earliest form, represented some sectarian division or some
variety of doctrine or worship. Thus one of the Agastya
Samhitas is a Ramaite work ; it is probable that the Nara-
simha sprang from the special cult of the Narasimha incarna-
tion, which we deal with elsewhere ; and the Dattatreya, the
Ganesa, and the Saura may reflect the worship of Datta-
treya, Ganesa, and the Sun. That later developments are
reflected in the Samhita literature is plain. Ramanuja's stay
at Melkote is described in several works; while Madhva
doctrine obtrudes itself distinctly in others. The literature
will not be fully intelligible until these sectarian distinctions
are realized. Schrader holds that most of the literature was
produced in the north, but believes that several of the works
belong to the Tamil south, notably Isvara, Upendra, and Bri/iad
nrd/ima.' He may be right, but, on the other hand, these
may be northern works interpolated in the south.

§214. The Sarhhitas arc historically noteworthy in two
ways. They mark first the emergence of Sakta principles in
the Vaishnava sect. But they are also notable as being the
first manuals formed to express both the beliefs and the
practice of Vaishnavas. In the matter of practice they are as
it were the Kalpasfitras of the Vaishnavas.'' Like the

' Schrader (/PAS. 20) lakes the Paushkara, Vdnxha, and Bmhnui as

n/«Ht'!."^i
all, while Iyengar lOutline,, 175) regards the I.akshmi

as decidedly very old
', and says that the Padma is ' perhaps the oldest ' of

all. With this latter judgement my friend, Mr. \. Govindacharya Svamin
of Mysore city, agrees.

"" IPAS. 16 f. » Govindacharya, /A'^.V. 1911,940. .

IP9VPP
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;

Saiva Agamas, the Samhitas are said to consist of four
sections

:

Jhana pada : philosophical theology.
Yoira-paiia

: the new yoga teaching and practice.
Kriya-pada

:
the building of temples and the making of

images.

Charyd-pada
: religious practice.

Only two Samhitas, however, are known which are actually
divided in this way, the Padma and the Vishnutattva. Even
those which deal wilh all the four categories' are arranged in
other ways

;
and many deal only with Kriya and Charya.

Indeed a very large part of all the material of the Samhitas
deals with practice. This explains why they were so long
kept secret.

§215. The theology of the chief Samhitas is essentially
a development of the teaching of the Narayanlya episode of
the Epic with the addition of a considerable Sakta element.
The basis of the philosophy is the theistic Yoga. Our brief
outline of the teaching is taken from Dr. Schrader's excellent
analysis :—In the supreme state Vishnu and his Sakti ' are one
Paramatman without distinction. It is in creation that
they become distinguishable. Primary Creation falls into
two stages, and Secondary Creation, which takes place
36,000 times between two Prinu;.y Creations, also falls
into two.

A. In the first stage of Primary Creation the Sakti awakes
as if from sleep in 1.- r two aspects, kriya, action, and bhuti,
becoming, and manifests the six guna, i.e. attributes, of her
Lord, VIZ. knowledge, unrestricted power, energy, strength
v-inlity, splendour. These six together constitute Vasudeva'
the first vyuha^, and his ^akti L.ikshml. The six fall into
pairs, and from them emanate in order Samkarshana,
Pradyumna, and Aniruddha, the second, third, and fourth
vyuhas, and their Saktis. From the vyuhas proceed twelve

' ^^^ h 168. 2 yee § ,06.

"'J-*'-'* "-^^^ ^mr^-jfr^^-

,
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sub-vyuhas and twelve Viclyesvaras. In this stage of creation
are produced also the vibhavas, or incarnations of Vishnu,
thirty-ninc in number, and Vaikuntha, Highest Heaven, with
all its dwellers.

B. In the second stage of Primary Creation the bhuti aspect
of the Sakti is manifested in the grosser forms, Kutastha
Purusha and Maya Sakti. The Kutastha ;Purusha is the
aggregate of individual souls, massed together like bees, while
the Maya is the immaterial source of the universe. From
her IS produced Niyata, the regulator of all things

; from
Niyata Kala, transcendental Time, regarded as a driving
force; and from Kala the Guna-body, whence the three
Sankhyan gunas emanate and coalesce into Malaprakriti, the
impalpable source of material things. All these creations
remain in existence from the time they arc created until the
time of Universal Dissolution, Mahapralaya.

C. The first stage of each Secondary Creation corresponds
very closely with the Sankhyan evolution. Yet there are
differences; the Vaishnava system starts not only with the
Mulaprakriti and Purusha but with Kala ..Iso, and the
Purusha is the one Kutastha Purusha insteao of an infinite
number of souls. The other diff-rcnccs need not detain us.

D. The five gross elements, ether, air, light, water, and
earth, havmg been produced, coalesce into a mass, and the
world-egg, with the creator god, Brahma, the fifth vyuha,
in It, is produced, or, according to certain Sarhhitas, innu-
merable world- 2ggs; and thereafter there come the details of
creation.

Souls are of four classes, the liberated, tho.- fit for libera-
tion, the ever-bound, and those fit for darkness. Predesti-
nation is thus clearly taught. A soul reaches knowlege and
liberation by the grace of the Lord, and he is not merged
in him but joins him in Vaikuntha. A few Samhitas are so
advaitic in tone as to approach the idea of the absolute
identity of the .soul and God, but the general teaching clearly
rec )gnizes the soul as distinct. The soul is atomic in size
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bill wluii liberated is omniscient and in a sense also omni-
potent and omnipresent.

The doctrine of the channels and centres of occult force in
the human body with its method of Yoga practice and
miraculous results, which we describe below ' as found in the
Sakta system, appears in the same form in these Vaishnava
works.'* The doctrines of mantra and yantra in the Samtiitas
are indistinguishable from the Sakta teaching described
below.'' Magic in all its forms, with innumerable spells and
riles and talismans, is carefully described and eagerly com-
mended. The great sectarian mantras, Oiii uamo Bht\i;avate
Vasmhvaya (IJhagavata), Oih namo Nardyamya (Sri-

Vaishnava), and the famous mantra of Narasimha are all

adored and .studied and expounded in a thousand ways.
The sect-mark of the Srl-Vaishnavas of South India consists
of two white curving lines, like the outline of a vase, and
a single red vertical line set in the centre and meeting the
white lines at the base. The white lines represent Vishnu,
the red line his sakti, in accordance with the Sakta doctrine
of creation. The Saihhitas ordain that Vaishnavas shali not
only paint the sect-mark on the brow and elsewhere, but shall
al-so brand the symbols of Vishnu on the body with red-hot
irons. The twice-born Vaishnava is expected to select a guru
and receive initiation, diksha, from him. Initiation consists
of five acts, TCipa, branding the symbols on the hody,PuHdra,
painting the sect-mark, Nrvita, taking a name, Mantra,
reception of the formula of adoration, Yaga, worship.^ There
is nothing in Vaislinavism that corresponds with chakra-puja-'
and only vegetarian ofiTerings are allowed in the temples.
The strict Vaishnava uses onl^ vegetarian diet. The Pancha-
ratra s>stem is still unorthodox in these manuals," as we
found it to be in the Kpic.

The religion of the Saiiihitas is open to all four Hindu

' See § 232.
' § 232.
' See § 234.

' Schrader, IPAS. 118 ff.

• Govindachfirya, /A'/i.V. 1911,946.
" Schrader, 11'AS. 97.
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castes without distinction, but not to outcastes. The position
of the (mUu ' in this matter is retained.

§216. In the Tamil south, alon^'side of the rancharatra
manuals, about a dozen Samhitas are found, wliich are called
Vaikhanasa. They are discussed above."

VVc now deal briefly with the few local ^rroups or sub-sects
which can be distinguished at this stage in Vaishnava history.

I. Ttxmil Vaisliiiavas.

§217. Wc begin with the Tamil country. From the
seventh to the tenth century there seems to have been a
succession of poet-singers in Tamil-land who wandered about
from shrine to shrine, composing hymns and singing in
ecstasy before the images of their loved divinity. Many
were Saivas, and many were Vaishnavas. Of the latter
twelve are specially remembered, and honoured under the
title of Ajvars. Their religion was above all a passionate
emotion. Their chief joy was to gaze into the divine eyes of
a favourite image, and to pour out their praises in music and
song. Often, after a long absence, the poet's feeling was too
much for him, and he fell unconscious on the templc-floo.-
before the image, stunned by the flood of his emotions, or,
during the night, he would fall sick with longing for' the
beautiful face which he could not see until the temple-doors
were opened in the morning. They taught Outcastes, and
some of them are said to have been Outcastes. Apart from
local legends and epithets suggested by the temples or the
forms of the images, their poems .show only the influence of
the Epics and early Puranas. The Samhitas were probably
late in penetrating to the Tamil south. Yet these men have
been regarded as the teachers of the Sri-Vaishnava sect.
'^*-eir hymns have a great and honoured place in the training

scholars and in public worship, and their images are wor-
n the temples. The following is the list of their

of

shippe
m

§88. § 211.
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names in the traditional order of their appearance:— i Poy-
gaiar, 2. Bhutattii. 3. Peyar, 4. Tirumalisai, 5. Sathakopa or
Nammalvar, 6. Madhurakavi, 7. Kulaiekhar, 8, Periyar,
9.Andal, 10. Tondarippodi, 11. Tiruppanar, 12. Tirumangai!
One of these, Andal, was a woman. Tirumangai and Nam-
majvar are the greatest, and Nammajvar is the most famous
of all. There is no certainty yet as to the chronology of the
Alvars. Barnett ' suggests that Tirumangai and Nammalvar
belong to the eighth century or thereabouts, but other dates
are propo.«!ed by other scholars.^

There are two Upanishads which probably belong to this
period, and which are both devoted to the Narayana-mantra,
Om namo Nardyanaya, namely the Ndrdyana and the Atma-
bodha Upanishads.8 The .SrI-Vaishnava sect, which took definite
shape among Tamil Vaishnavas during the next period, use this
formula as their sect-mantra. Thus the Upanishads are probably
connected with the sect.

2. The Narasunha Sect.

§218. The date of the Nrisimha-tdpanlya Upanishads <

makes it plain that the Nrisimha, or Narasimha, sect which
worshipped the Man-lion incarnation of Vishnu, must have
been organized, at the latest, quite early in this period. This
god is recognized all over India, but traces of his worship are
far more abundant in the south than the north ; and he is still
the family god of many families in the south. Yet we must
not assume that the sect was founded in the south. The
sectarian mantra is an anushtubh verse, called the royal
mantra, mantrardja, of Nrisimha, and it is accompanied by
four ancillary mantras. The chief scripture of the sect is the
pair of Upanishads already mentioned. The first, called the

' BMCTIi. 7.

= K. Aiyangar^/. 220, 377; S. Aiyangar, 7-.S-. 299.
' Deussen, i UV. 747 ff.

o
' vv

« As they were expounded by Gauclapada about A. D. 7:0 or rather latert^hey^cannot be dated later than the seventh century. See Deussen, i^^F!

*-.•• -ji ^ i --awirfv "*« '.''& -TH
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Nrisim/ia-purva-tapanlya, is in two parts, the first of which
glorifies the royal mantra by mystic identifications and inter-
pretations, and also the four Aiiga mantras, while the second
g.ves directions for the making, by means of the royal mantra
of Nrisimha and three other famous Vaishnava mantras, of
a diagram, ynntra, which, worn on the neck, the arm, or in
a lock of hair, will prove a potent amulet. The second
Upan.shad, called the Nrisimha-nttara-tapanlya, also en-
courages the cult of the royal mantra, but its emphasis falls
on the sectarian theology, in which Nrisimha is identified with
the supreme Brahman, the Atman, and the syllable Om
Both Upanishads were expounded by Gaudapada, and the
first at least by Saiikara. The use of the fan>ous mantraraja
was not confined to the sect ; three chapters are devoted to
Its expo ;ion in the Ahirbudhnya S} The popularity of tne
Nnsimha Upanishads led to their being imitated in other
sects

;
the most noteworthy of these copies are the Rama

Ganapati, Gopdla, and Tripurd Tdpanlya Upanishads.'^
There are two other documents belonging to the sect which
m all probability come from this period, the Nrisimha
Upapurdna? and the Nrisimha S.* The former is men-
tioned by Alberuni in a.d. 1030," so that it almost certainly
belongs to the period, but there is more doubt about the
latter, as the earliest known reference to it is in Vedanta
Desika of the fourteenth, century.

3. The Rdma Sect.

§219. In a late interpolated passage in VaJmlki's Rdmd-
yana^ Rama is hailed as the one eternal God, and his
devotees are mentioned, but there is no evidence that an
organized Ramaite sect existed in those early days. But
there need be no doubt about the existence of such a sect in
this period. It is implied in the ndma-purva-tdpamya

' Chaps. 54 to 36. See Schrader, IPAS. 143.

4 c't ^r^vt,^^,?; § 280; § 316. ' Eggeling, .SMIO. 351c.
Schrader, IPAS. 8, 18. . Sarhau, I- 130.

^
VI. 119: see § 107.

^

I
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Upanishad,' which sets Rama forth as an incarnation of
Brahman, expounds a royal mantra—/?4;« Ramaya mma/t—
and describes a mystic diagram which leads to release and
other blessings. A secret alphabet is also taught as the
vehicle of secret mantras. The Rdma-tittara-t&paniya
Upamshad^ consists mostly of passages taken from earlier
Upanishads, and may belong to a later date. One of the
Vaishnava Samhitas. the Agastya-Sutlkshna Samvada? is
a Ramaite work, and almost certainly belongs to this period

;

for it is referred to and quoted in the Adhyatma Ramdyana*
Dr. Schrader's assumption that the worship of Rama is a
modem growth, and that a Ramaite Samhita must therefore
be a very recent production, is unfounded, for there is plenty
of evidence that Rama has been continuously worshipped
from very early times. But until this and other Samhitas
bearn.g Ramaite names" are carefully examined, the question
of their date must remain in doubt.

§ aao. We may also reasonably ask whether there was not
a Dattatreya sect. This seems to be implied by what is
contained in the Yddava-giri Mdhdtmya in the Ndrada and
Matsya Puranas, by various references elsewhere to Datta-
treya, and by what the Manbhaus say.

K. Saiva Literature.

,
§221. It is not yet possible to say definitely how many

Saiva sects used or produced Agamas. One is inclined to
suggest, very tentatively, a division of mediaeval Saivas into
two groups as under :

—

/I. Pasupatas.

2. Lakullsa-Pasupatas.

3. Kapalikas.

4. Nathas.

5. Gorakshanathls.

^6. Rase^varas.

a. Pasupata Saivas -

Deussen, SUV. 802.
See § 294. » Schrader, IPAS:'r^os. 26, ioi7i33 Tn'lisV, pp'eV?

lb. 818. » Schrader, /PAS. 6, 19.
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b. Agamic Salvas

. Sanskrit School of Saiva Siddhanta

. Tamil Saivas.

3. Kashmir Saivas.

4' Vila Saivas.

It Is clear that the second group xvcrc closely allied, and that
they accepted the Agamas. The Tamil and Vira Saivas call
themselves Mahesvaras to-day and do not call themselves
FaM.patas although their theology depends on the Pasupata
doctrme of the Epic. Their writers reject the doctrine of the
incarnations of Siva as taught by the Pa^upatas, and teli,
instead, stones of his having appeared in numerous thcophanies.
Ihe first group were also closely connected in several ways,
and they do not seem to have recognised the Agamas ; but
as only weak remnants of them have survived until our days,
It IS difficult to get clear information. We now deal with the
sects as far as wc can trace them.

a. Pasupata Saivas.

§ 222. There is first the parent sect of Pasupatas. Prasas-
ta^ada, the early commentator on the Vaiscshika-sfitra. was
a bajva, and almost certainly a Pasupata, and Bharadvaja,
.. e Uddyotakara, the author of the gloss on the Nyaya-bhashya,
IS definitely called Pasupatacharya. Bana and Hiouen Tsang
both refer to the Pasupatas as one of the prominent sects of the
time. Sankara criticizes them in his Bhasha, on the ground
that their doctrine of God as the operative but not the
material cause of the world stands in opposition to Upanishad
doctrine.

I. The Lakiiltsas.

h 22.3 The LakulL^a system, which seems to be a specialized
torm of the Pasupata,' arose in Gujarat, as we have seen, at
a very early date, and probably developed a philosophical
literature before the opt. 1 of the seventh century. Conse-
quently they did not accept the new teaching of the Saiva

\ .
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Agama-s. During thi.-, period the sect spread as far south as
Mysore anti also into Rajputana. The hsts of the incarnations
of S.va which arc copied in the Ukga and Knrma PurSnas
from the Vayn, and which mention Lakulf, arc LakulHa
documents.' There is an image of Lakullsa, which belongs
to the seventh century, at Jliarapatan in Gujarat.

a. The Kapalikas.

$224. The KaprUikas, i.e. the skuil-mcn, arc another
speciahzatiun of the Pasupatas, but it is hard to say whether
they were ever a sect. The evidence suggests that they have
never been more than an order of ascetics. In doctrine and
practice thcystar.d in the closest possible relation to the Left-
hand Saktas. They seem to have been organized about the
very beginning of this period. An inscription,'-' dating from
the first half of the seventh century, mentions the god
Kapalesvara and his ascetics. In the Malatl-Madhava, a
drama produced early in the eighth century,' one of the chief
characters is Aghoraghanta, a Kapalika ascetic, who acts as
priest of the goddess Chamunda in a royal city, and is con-
nected with the great Saiva shrine, Sri-Saila, in the Telugu
country. Kapala-Kundala, i.e. SkuU-earring, is a nun a
devotee of the goddess, and a pupil of Aghoraghanta. Both
practise yoga, and through it have won miraculous powers.
The beliefs they hold are full of Sakta ideas, and amongst
their practices is human sacrifice. Aghoraghanta plots to
sacrifice the heroine of the play to Chamunda, but is finally
killed by the hero. The nun wears a necklace of .skulls, and
carries a heavy rod from which hangs a string of bells.

3. The Nathas.

The Nathas are extremely hard to get hold of. The
Gorakshanathls, a special sect derived from them, are Saivas
while modern Nathas, e.g. Bhaskararaya of Tanjore, are
Saktas.

3 "^SlA-^l' . ' Bhandaikar, KS. 1.8.
EA'E. IV. 886 ; V. A. Smith, £///. 3, 378.
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U Aj;;aiiiic Saivas.

.h<? m1^' o?"^
''•''^' :}^"'^^ '^ ^''^ ^'''-f '"erary event in

i- ^aivic: Kamika. Yog.ya. Chintya. Karana, Ajita.
iJipta, Suk.shnia. Sahasra, Aihsuman, Sup-

..
rabha (Sui)rabhctla).

'• Kuudric: Vijaya Ni^vasa. ^vaya.nbhuva, A^ncyaka.
Bhadra, Kaurava, Makuta. Vi.nala, Chan-
drahasa (Cha.ul.ajnana), Mukhayugbimba
(Mukhabiniba). Udgita (I'rodg.ta). Lalita,
isiddha, Santana. Narasimha (Sarvokta or
barvottara;. Paramesvara, Kirana, Para
(Vatula).

Kach of these Agamas is then attbndcd by a group of Unlgamas, the total number contained in t ho lie;
^

Tho I* r ,

^'^'"'^" '""le list amounting to I oSThe date of the earliest of these manuals is still obscure

A > ^^slT ^''"r^^^-
^^'^^ ""^^^ --ewhere abou;

Ti umm. "' '"''" ''^' ^'''^'^' ^ contemporary ofTrrumular or came a little later, and Manikka VachLwhose date .s not far removed from A.n. 900, all refer to the

;^^::;::;;; t^r^^^^ T'^r -^^^^I "b/- mr. J. c i^hattcrii tel s us 't lat th,. c,u,„ ^ .,

rr:::^' ^" ^-^-'^ ^^vasug.:^::i:;r:;:
vMth the cxp.ess purpose of substituting an ac* . philosool vfor the more or less dualistic teaching of the Agamas I h

statement .s supported by references to two Agamas, the

M:!.?;™"-'"'
'' "' '^PP'O'-i-k^hita's Gloss on Srfkanfha's i.».«.

» A'.V. 7 -10 : -16 ra).
^ «'ingalore. 1- or these poets see S 220.

ilti
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I'i

Mataii^ii ' and the Sv.iy.imbhuvii, in Soniaiianda of Kasli air,"

who flourished toward . the end of the ninth century, and by
numerous quotations in Kshcniar.lja,^ another Kashmir writer

bclon^jinK to the eleventh century. The earliest known MS.,
a copy of the Kintna, is dated \ D. yi4.' I'roin these fact.i

we may conjecture that the earliest A^,'ama.s, like the Hindu
and Huddhist Tantras, are to l>e assij^Mied to the seventh and
eighth centuries, yet. until more definite evklcncc becomes
available, wc must not say more. No scholar h.is as yet

ventured an opinion as to which of the Aj^amas arc oldest.

( 2i6. The Agamas mark the appearance of .Sakta ideas

among Saivas, and are also the earliest of their codes of
temple-building, image-making, and religious practice. Their
contents arc .supposed to fall into four divisions, like the
Samhitas. The following sketch of the teaching of the
Agamas is drawn from Iyengar's account,' which is based on
the Mrigemira A., the first, or knowledge, section of the
Katnikii, the first Agama. The whole system is condensed
in the first verse of the work :

' Siva is bcginningless, free

from defects, the all-knower. He removes from the in-

finitesimal soul the web of bonds that obscure its nature.'

He can create both gradually and suddenly, because creation
is of that double character, and ht possesses an eternal instru-

ment for the work, the Sakti, who is a conscious being and at

the same time the Lord's body. His body is all energy
(sakti)

; it is composed of the five mantra.s. Being so utterly

different from our body, no evils or obstructions can attach
themselves to it. Consciousness exists in the atman at all

times and on all sides, perfect in Siva and in the liberated,

but not manifest in the unliberated, because in them obscured.
Siva-sakti is a category intermediate between Siva, who is

pure consciousness, and Matter, wliich is unconscious. She is

the cause of the bondage of all beings and also of their release.

' This is one of the Upfigamas, and is dependent on the Parame-
n'lira A.

\
^'''- lo- ' Hall, pp. 197 8.

H. P. Sastri, II. xxiv. ' OniliniS, 151 ff.
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uttrrancc. fo this ,.s attached the whole doctrine of n.antras '

cycles nthcl'H^'f"7
""' ' '^^'"" •" >-«'^ --" -^

circles .n the body •* is taught.

la.su he r.or.i.s creature.' His bcxly is unconscious; he
himself IS conscious. The Pasu is, in his own nature, theabode of eternal and omnipresent Chitsakti. mind-etieigy.
Hut the I'asu .s bound by I'asa, the bond, and it is threefold
W««rv,. IfrnoraMcc, A;,r,„a, the result of his action, Mrnu the-
material cause of the world. This last bond. M.lya. d.'.es not

foT'the'h"'?"'."''' ""f
'' ''"'' '" '^'"'^•'*''"

-^ '>'''"' I» ''tands
n^r the beclouding, deceiving, materializing influence of the
VIS ble world. Pettered by these bonds, the pasu is a finite,
restricted being, b<.unded by his body. The .Sakti is included
n these bonds, and through them the Lord's work of obscura-
tion of souls is carried out. The Sakti evolves also

'

.,
Anugraha, the grace of the Lord, and by the '

destruction of the bonds leads the soul to liberation

"

revealed that A/r,////y rwV// Siva results, when all fettc. ..

removed.

Hut while this may stand as an appro.ximation to the teach
.ng of the earliest Agamas. it is of importance to rccogni.e
that they are not a uniform body. Several sects arc represented
.n them, and until these differences are clearly recognized we
sliall have no accurate conception of Agamic teaching.

§227. The Li»^ra and Kun,ui Punvtas arc Saiva docu-
ments comparable with the Vaishnava Agni and Garn.i, in
general character. It is also probable that, like them th.v
come from the middle of the period; for they reflcc't th.
teaehmg of the Agamas and the Tantras an.l refer to some
of these te.xts. Both Puranas* repeat with alterations and

S^ltn u'^xxir""'
"^ "^^^"''"l<l[-n from tl-e A»v,,„ A,„„„ i„ H. ^^

l<;im;mii m fiis Tr. of ,\dd;ivi DiL-^hit. nn .^= <.= /.,- ,

'inoica oy

He cuotes all .he text;;'e^^^;'.i!;tS:;"l'^t';h;11j:?'"' '' '''''

O 3
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additions the account of the twenty-eight incarnations of Siva
and their disciples from the /Vnv/.' In the Liiii^a there is

a long di,s.scrtation on the mystic meaning of the word Otn
and of the Utters of the alphabet^ in the manner of Sakta
treatises/ '.vi,;;^ i,, the Kunna * a number of the Sakta Tantras
are rtfcrMxl f.vand the v.orship of the Saktis is recommended.
It is not >c. known w ich Saiva sects these documents come
from, excv.^,'. •;;;' ;he list of incarnations is Lakulisa.

§228. The smearing of the body with ashes was pait of
the practice of Pasupata ascetics from the time of the At/iar-
vasiras T.' at least

; and the sect-mark is now universally
made with ashes. In all the sects, these marks seem to date
from the first part of this period, when the new manuals taught
the power of magic diagrams. The Saiva sect-mark, the
TripuTidra, as ii is called, consists of three lines of ash drawn
by the fingers horizontally across the brow, and often also
on the breast, arms, and other parts of the body as well. It

is thus probable that the Kaldgnirudra ^^,' which i.s a mystic
meditation on the Tripundra, comes from the first half of our
period.

I. Tamil Saivas.

§ 229. In the Tanu'l country the most noteworthy Saiva
personalities during these centuries are poets. There are first
of all ihree who are in every way parallel to the Vaishnava
A!v£irs, but they are not distinguished by any title. They
are called Nayanars, like other religious leaders, but if they
are .spoken of as a distinct group, they are simply called The
Three. Their names are Nanasambandhar. Appar,and Sundara-
murti. The two former belong to the seventh, the last to the
eighth or ninth century. Like the Alvars, they were poet-
smgers, filled with overflowing bhakti towards Siva. They
wandered from temple to temple, singing their hymns and

' See § 165.
^ See S 232.
° See c 112.

'' Muir, 6».sy. IV. 320.
* Chap. XII.
' Deussen, SUV. 735.

.«t.-^:„„f^ '« ^m
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ns in rapture before the ini;..,.

Lord, and his Ijcloved U.na, and "d
They show no depend

icjcs of Siva, the dancintj
Ircw crouds after them.

,. ,
• ''^"*^^- <^" the Agamas, though Sundarar

he tradmonal p.ety and devotion of the community. O. ^a few of then- hymns have been translated into English
1 .rumular' (.. a.,.. Hoc), in his 7ina.a.rra>„, is "the earliestTamil poet who reflects the theology of the Agamas. His

rc^llion.
' '"'''"P'^^^" ^'^ ' P^^'"' -"^ 't deals with practical

Rather later there arose a still grcter man. Manikka-

A n ono'"' ?r? "?"'"''' "" "''""^'- ''' '-"1 '-bout

ong, wh.ch are known as the Tn-u.J'aM„„,^Ti,, Sacred

nTrX; .^V' ' '"'" ^'^ education and position con-
nected w.th Madura, but a sudden conversion, in which the
persx^nal influence of a guru was dominant, led him to ^ive
"P his position and become a wandering devotee. That^iewas a cultured man who entered fully into the heritage of
he work of those who preceded him is clear from his poems.
Contents, style, diction, and mastery of metres all show the
accomplished poet. lie uses freely the stores of the Epics
he

1 uranas. and the Agamas, and also the very rich rLil'
.teiature that already lay behind him. Me knew also how
o find poetry in local customs and homely stories, especially
the mass of legends that illustrate Siva's sacred sports Over
a

1
he threw the glar.nur of his genius. A considerable amount

of the technical theo.ogy of the Agamas appears in his lines,
and he frequently speaks of them as revealed by Siva Wcmay also note his dislike for the Vedanta, which must' mean
oankara s iiidyd-i<dda.

\
Barnett, liMCTB. 5 ; Frazer, J^a^. V. 215

TS., App. III.
^^ (/-A/-. \ . 23j. U. S. Aiyanf^.ir,

•, ii:r»jdih
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2. Kashmir kaivas.

J ^^o. In Kashmir the Saiva Agamas were accepted as
.cvdat,on and became the basis of all religious thought in thebaiva commun.ty. Then about A.n. 8,0 the Siva-Las were

^
omulgated m a mysterious way as a fresh utterance fromS,va and under the stimulu.: of this work a rich philosophical

l.tcrature contmued to spring up for three centurieJ. 1 he S'.VJ-sutnrs and the Spanda-Kankas, which expound then;, arerather practical ,n character, but by about a.d. 900 the .SV..-
dr^shu of Somananda provided a more dist.nctiy philosophical
groundwork for the system. The ontology is'lnisti' and
cleasc depends upon a discipline which consists in the con-tinuous recognition, /..vr/;.«<5/.yV?^-, ,.f man's identity with SivaVet the world is not treated as a mere illusion. It is an

nfeZ'. r' l";''"''^^^^^'^-'^"

°f ''^•- through the Sakti, and is
r lesent to h,s consciousness, though not in the form in which
t appears to the individual mind. The process of the evolu-
l.on o the universe keeps in the main to the Sankhya series
but i has several interesting features of its own. The system'
•^

callo' ,ka because it deals with three princi,,les, Siva
•saKti

, Pati, pa.4a, pasu, and also Pratyabhijna from its

n\Mm '

"*"?"
v"

°"''''"" ""^ "^^ '""'^'''"g '"^>' be foundm Aladhava s Sarva-darsana-saHgraha, or the details may bestud.cd m Chatterji's monograph.^ The system is distinctly
niore mon.st.c than the teaching of the Agamas, with whichthe new literature struggles to show its full agreement. How
are we to accoun for the cnange ? The activity of the greatSankara falls ,n the first half of the ninth century, and wemay be sure that the traditions are right when they say he
v.s,ted Kashmn- during one of his controversial tours. It isthus most probable that he influenced the Saiva leaders verydeeply and was the source of the stimulus which created theMoa-sutra and the movement which followed.

' Kashmir Shaivism.
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K. Sakta Literature.

a. T/ie Tantras.

J 231. The sect of Durga is now reorganized with a new
theology, a more varied cult, and a fresh hi ature. It is
called the Sakta sect. There is no author'tative canon of the
Tantras, the literature of the Saktas. In several places lists ofsixty- our I antras are found, and one list contains three groups

[r ; ; ° „ ^^- " ^'' ""' ''^"^^' '^'y ''' °f ""le help tothe student. Hundreds of Tantras are mentioned in the Ls,and. although many are lost for ever, a very large number
st,l survive In addition there are several Sakta documents
sea tered about in the Pur-inas.and numerous hymns in praise
of the goddess, lineal descendants of those already discussed
are found m various places.

'

Only a v'ery few of these authorities can be dated with any
certainty, but there are a number more who.^ age can be
approximately discerned. It is scarcely possible as yet to
classify the texts as belonging to the sub-sects, references towhich are found from quite early times.^ The whole literature
awaits the toil of scholarly investigators. What we propose
to do IS to give brief notices of all the important works whose
age IS approximately known. In this way an outline of the
history will be afforded and a basis of study provided

th^.rf °V*!r ^'"f'^''""^'^
'^- '" Gupta characte'r proves

that that work dates from the seventh century at latest. A
;,, ,V , rTf'''''''''""''''

^- '^ ^^^'^ ^''- «58, and a MS.
of the Mahakaulajnana Vinirnaya is quite as old.^^ the works
themselves being probably a good deal older. A careful study
of these three Tantras would give a very full account of early
Sakta philosophy and worship. From the Kubjikamata wemay conclude that a formed Sakta theology and ritual were

' lb. I. Ixxvii, Ixxviii ; II. xxi, xviii.
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already in existence about A. D. 600. Tlie Nisvasatattva
Snviltiia, a MS. of which is believed to d;ite from the t.ghth
ccntury,» gives detailed regulations for all aspects of Sakta life.
It is probable that a few more of the existing Tantras come
from this period, but, in the absence of clear evidence, it is
better to acknowledge our ignorance.
The Chandl-sntaka of Bana belongs to the first half of the

seventh century, but it is rather a literary than a religious
work, and its value as a source is thus rather h'mitcd. The
Malatl-Madhava of Bhavabhuti, a drama produced at Kanouj
early in the eighth century, gives in several scenes very vivid
pictures of the worship and the magic practices of the Saktas
of that time.

The contents of the Tantras might, like the contents of the
Vaishnava Samhitas and .he Saiva Agamas. quite well be
divided into four classes. Theology, Yoga. Construction of
temples, images, &c., Religious practices A very large pro-
portion of the matter falls, as a matter of fact, under the last
of the four heads. The Sakta system is fundamentally an
unlimited array of magic rites drawn from the practice of the
most ignorant and superstitious classes. The following seem
to be Its more prominent features as represented in the early
books. ^

§ 333. The system ^ sprang from Saivism, and the main cult
gathers round the wife of Siva, but it is found associated with
many other goddesses also. The genetic idea is this that
since the eternal, inconceivable Supreme, Siva-Brahman is
altogether --nactive, while his spouse is pure activity, sakti the
creation and locreation of the world and all the work of divine
grace and liberation are her functions. She is thus of far
more importance than Siva : without his sakti Siva is a corpse ^

From sakti comes the adjective sakta, which forms the name
of the sect. The dogmatic runs as follows : the Sakti is one
With Brahman, but, in .so far as she is differentiated, .she is the

' H. P. .Sfibtri, I. Ixxvii.

Kuhjika T., chap. i.

.See Avalon, 71,7.. Ititrod.

't^ '^.- 'mf?w.
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active aspect .muI manifests Ilrah.nan in :.1I created things and
bcuiss From the point of view of rcliK'ion she is snperior
o I rahman. rhilo.ophicdly, the system, like the sectarian
theology of the Puranas, follows the thefstic Sankhya and
uses onlya few Vedantic ideas. The Sakti is identified <lirectly
or md.rectly with Mula-praknti

: the whole world is merely
the unfoldnig of the Sakti.

The mystic and miraculons side of the Yoga system pliys
a large part in Saktism. Tiiere are two starting-points. The
hrst IS dependent on the analysis of the sacred sxllable 0,n
already carried out in the Yog.n Upanishads. Nfr./.r, hindu,
and b.ja are momenta in creation ; the Sakti is iahda. sound,
the eternal Word. Thus every letter of the alpl,abet is instinct
with the power of the Sakti

; and mantras, i.e. words or phrases
framed from these letters in accordance with their inner powers
are omnipotent spells, which in Saktism are at the .service of^
the mitu...>. Every mantra is thus a divine creation, and the
whole be \y of the mantras is identical with the Sakti The
vast majority of these m- ntras are nonsense syllables such as
Hrnig. Hung. Tha, Aif.g, Hurh, Phat. sparks from the blazing
furnace of aboriginal superstition whence the system arose or
from the equally superstitious stores laid up in the Atharva-
veda On the other hand, within the human frame, the system
teaches, there are immense numbers of minute channels or
threads of occult force, called nddt. The mo.st important of
all, the Sushumna, is in the spinal cord. Connected with
these channels there are si.x great centres, or circles (chakraY
of occult force situated in the human trunk, the one above the
other. Each of these is described as a lotus. Muladhara, the
lowest and most important of all, contains Brahman in the
form of a hhga, and the Devi lies asleep, coiled three and
a half times

'
round the lihga like a serpent.'' In this posture

' This probably has reference to the three .ind a half mor-ic of tl,Psy labie Om, as taught in the Yoga Upanishads: S loo
.

See an image in G. N. Rao, Hi„du LonouniMv, I. '^28 and IUirldhi«mages ,n which a snake coils round the BtdcQ-riin'^bs; cSty, 'm'
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she is called Kunclalini, the coiled one. By Sakta yoga she
may be waked and induced to ascend to the highest cliakra.
These channels and centres form the basis of all the miracle-
working power which the initiate can achieve. They are
mentioned, along with the marvellous results that may be
gained through them, in the Malati-Mcidliava}

b. Mantra, Yantra, Miidra.

k 333. It is possible to trace in pre-Christian centuries the
rise of adoration mantras, brief expressions of the unutterable
reverence of the soul for the divine, or human, centre of the
faith. In this period the doctrine that the Devi is incarnate
m sound led to the conviction that the sectarian mantra is the
concentrated essence of all divine truth, and that it is instinct
with supernatural power. Hence it was studied in every
possible way, worshipped with deepest reverence, and used for
the formation of spells and amulets.

Saktas made large use of mysterious diagrams, ;w//rrt and
mttifala, often engraved on metal plates, patra, consecrated
pots and jars, ghata, ritual gestures made with the fingers,
mmhd, and ritual movements of the hands, called tiyasa, for
the bringing of the goddess into the body.-' The beUef in the
magic power of diagrams led to the use of sect-marks. These
are lines, curves, circles, spots, and designs which are painted
or smeared on the brow and other parts of the body, in order
to place the person under the protection of these powerful
instruments and the divinities they represent.^ The Sakta
sect-mark is the Saiva Tripundra." All the sect-marks have
a phallic significance. They refer to the union of the god
with his sakti.

c. The Qilf.

§234. The new Sakta cult is fourfold. There. is first the
public worship of the goddess in temples. From the very

3 ^u- ^-.f,
*''^ beginning. ^ Avalon, 7GL. xcii, xciv, cv, evil.

1 his will bu evident at once to nny one who will take a look at Moor's
table of sects-marks, Himfu Pantheon.

* See § 228, and cf. Avalon, TGL. Ixviii.

•: WS^S^^i.
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tunc when the system was organized, the offerings uere
vegetanan. an.mal. and human, and the three forms wc'e prac-
tised until the Iir.tish abohshed human sac. ifice - Vegetlrian
ofterm^s are laid before the ima.e. while animals-ma^ goatsand buffaloes-are usually sacrificed in the open air at a littled stance from .t,- and there also human sacrifice was carriedout In the first half of the seventh century, during the reigno the emperor Marsha, the greatest of all Chinese pilgrin's.H.oucn Tsang. was almost sacrifircd to Durga. ' In the Malati-
^/«j//.«rv^^ the heroine is seized by a priest of Chamunda. oneof the many forms of the goddess, and carried to her temple tobe sacrificed, but is rescued by the hero.

There is, secondly, Chakra-pUja. i. e." circle-worship, which
•s Uie^characteristic cult. It is now called Vamacharl. or Left-hand. An equal number of men and women, who may belong
to any caste or castes, and may be near relatives -husband
w.fe. mother, sister, brother-meet in secret, usually at night,and s.t m a crcle. The goddess may be represented by an-mage or a yantra, which is actually a drawing of the pudendum
muhebre m the centre of a circle formed of nine pudenda.The hturgy of the cult consists in the repetition of mantras,
the ntual m partaking of the five tattvas, i. e. elements, vi/
wine meat, fish, parched grain, and sexual intercourse
The third form of the cult of the goddess is Sadhana,

1. e \ oga practice meant to bring a man to perfection.
The fourth form is sorcery, whether for white or black

purposes. Detailed instruction is given in the Tantras A
scene in the MalatJ-Madhava- takes us in the twilight to the
burning-ground, fetid with the fumes of the funeral pyre and
shows us the hero, Madhava, his hair ceremonially braided
a sword m one hand and a piece of human flesh in the other!

.hlt^'
""""^ ^''"i^yachal and Kalighat the writer was told by the orie.f,

' Wauerfl'
'360"'"^ '''"'''' ^^"^ '^^ ''"'^y ^^ ''' ^'"'''^ "^ big knife.

'^"•^•'
'

'See §3.7. "Act.V.
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He has come to invoKc the ch-scmb<,d.c.l spirits that ha.mt the
spot hopms to bart.r the human flesh for supernatural power
to aid him in winninfr Afnlat,.

'

• !k-^*^' f^
!'

""""''""^ "" ^''^ '"'^^" '^^^ ^he major elements
•n he cult have arisen from gross magic practice ; but the
goddess IS philosophically described as the energy and the
manifestation ..f the supreme Hrahman, and the books rcnre-

fo^J;'^ -'"T
"7''"''^ ""^ '^'^ Mra-puja as potent m^ans

loi reacliing release from transmigration.

§ 236. So far as one can discern at present, the earliest
worship of the goddess included animal, and probably human,
sacrifice, and the ritual use of flesh and wine. Whether it was
also stained by erotic practices we do not know. This early
cult seems to have persisted unchanged in the temples inmost parts of North India until the British put down human

Tni"" .K
'''' "'" ^^^'^ ^^^^'^'"^

^H^^^'-^'-^d about
A.D. 600. the secret circle-worship was added to the old ritual
and also the personal yoga-practice for the awakening of
Kundalinl. It is impossible to tell how widely circle-worship
was practised at any particular time in the past, but clearly ithad a great vogue for many centuries in Bengal, and it is byno means extinct to-day. Sakta yoga has been practised in
all parts of the country down to our own times.

§ 237. Men and women of all castes, and outcastes as well
are welcome to become Saktas

; yet the faith does not interferem the shgntcst with the social rules of caste. This freedom
was natural in a cult which sprang from the lower orders
I hen, when the cult became a regular Hindu sect, it would be
retained as necessary in the fight with Buddhism and Jainism
and for the winning of the masses, since such a large proportion
of the people of North India at that time must have been
outside the castes.

Like the other sects, the Saktas advised all those who
wanted to make real progress in the faith to select a euruand undergo initiation {dlkshd).

^Si-^rm^
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G. Saura Litiratitre.

k 2.^«. The Saura sect was clearly mimcrous and powerful
during the whole of this period. Numerous Sun-temples
ex.sied throughout the north,' and many kings were devotees
of Surya.- Of his worship in the south at this period there
seems to be no evidence. His priests were calL d Magas,
Hhoj.^kas, Sakadviplya Brahmans

; for the Magians were at
an early date accepted as full Urahmans.'^ \\y f.,,- the most
imi)()rtant Saura document belonging to this i.eriod is the
Saunt Samhita, a work of the same natine as the Vaishnava
Samhitas but devoted to the worship of Surya. The only
known MS. is in Nepal, and unfortunately has not yet been
exammed in detail. It is dated A. i>. 94,. but doubtless the
work Itself .s much earlier.* Of considerable interest also is
\.\^c Surya Sataka of Mayura, who seems to have been a rival
of Bana at the court of Harsha in the first half of the seventh
century. It is a Sanskrit poem of one hundred stanzis in
bragdhara metre and the Gaud, style, and is rather a literary
than a religious work

; but, composed by an accomplished
poet at the most brilliant court of the time, it naturally
exhibits clearly the current theology of the god. The ideas
are only a little in advance of those that meet us in the earlier
work " "-

<s.-" Surya as the source of Release is the point on which
most stress ,s laid. It is noteworthy that in the Bhaktamara
Stotra by the Jain poet, Manatuhga, who seems to have been
a contemporary, praise is heaped upon Surya without stint.'^
Ihe Samba P., a Saura document connected with Orissa which
tells-^ the story of Samba and the Magas,^ probably belon-s
to this period; for it is mentioned by Aibeiuni in A.D. 10.30.

;
Bhandarkar VS 154; Vincent Smith, EHI. 345, 372

3

^ee especially Chanda, lAR. 145, ,r,i.
^^^' ^'

Chanda, lAK i6i ; 224; Hhandarkar, VS. 154 The KiiHil^, T

'

Oua^ckenbo": -V/W
*' ""'' ''^° "" '°' '" Schrader's li.t, /PAS. i ,.

^ Bloch, ZDMO. Lxiv. 73^ ; Vasu, A/ayuraMuiija, iii.
''•

'^^^
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Several chapters in the . /c/« /'..' which is a Hhatravata docu-cnt. and n the Gan.fa P,^ which is Smarta. cit v th t eimages and the ^u.ship of Sfirya.

H. (iiinapatya l.tieratHrc.

h^^^. The early development of the fjod (Janesa ..r P.-in iR.. traced by Hhandarkar.^ but our interest i^ ^i:^at the point wiien he became the ^od of a sect. That pn.btb vhappened early in this period, but the date remains Zb^uf
v'^/^^t'thf

^' "'T'' '''''' "^ '" ''^ '-^'"'^-'^^'^
-^wr // in the opening Imes of tho Malati-mdhava and in.n.^cnpt.ons of the eighth and ninth centuries, while th U, ol

'

yappears m the Upanishad called indifferenUy /VJ, 2,^or Ga,apataapamya, which probably belongs to this pe odGanesa IS proclaimed the eternal Brahman, and a royal ma tran h,s honour is given and explained in imitati^> of2r^u,y,,pa,uya r, Another Upanishad belonging o

pa^of^^e S'
"^^'^'^'"'?;'^^ ^-^'^Z-'^- ^^- which ffrm:a part of the Atharvasiras US' of the Smartas. In the listsof Vaishnava Samhitas ^ a Ganeia Sa.nhita is ment.-o '

which probably belongs to the sect. The passagT in \...W^;«; and Gan,cfa^ Puranas which give directions "r hworship are to be regarded not as belonging to the G.napatya

Smai" i"p" Th
'.^^ "'• '' ^'^ ^^"^' ""^ Hhagavatas'an'd

:3maitas m ranchayatana puja.
There is ,hu, the be,, of evidence ,ha, the live god, were

:u'ift,:reS/""^ -- -''-" --"^ «'^"- -rja
ii. BuninrisM.

§ 240 The ancient monastery of Nalanda in Bihar roseabout the beginning of the period to the position of I Tiverity, and all the schools took part in the' teaching, disc .

' Chaps. LI. I.XXIIl. XCIX.
^Cha^s.V„.XV,.XVn.X.VX.X.

3,,.^.,^^. ,^^^^^
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sion^ and writing that went on tiicrc. In C hina there wis
great translation activity thn)Ut;,iout the period, and two of
the most noteworthy of the Chinese piljjrims, Flioucn Tsang
and I Tsinp, visitcil India in the seventh century. Japan
received lUiddliism in \.i.. ,r,-^2, and it was introduced into
Cambodia about tlic same time, and into Tibet about
\.l». 640.

A. I'll!' /fhtdydiiii.

§ i4'- We do lot hear of the production of fresh literature
by the Indian Hinayana sects during this period, and in

Ceylon no books of real relifjious interest seem to have been
written. Vet it is clear that a number of the schools were
still active. It is noteworthy that the whole Mulasarvastivfidin
Vinaya, and a number of the books of the Vinaya of other
Hinayana .schools," were translated into Chintsc;, while all the
chief works of the Abhidharma of the .Sarvastiv.ldins were
reproduced in both Chinese and Tibetan.- The Dharma-
gupta Life of the Ruddha, the AbhiinsJikramana-sutra, was
translated into Chinese in .\.i). .--jSj, and into Tibetan at
a later date." After I Tsing returned to China he spent
twelve years in translating texts.^ Amongst these there is

a solid block of thirteen works representing the Mula-
Sarvastivadin Vinaya, but nearly all the other books of
which he produced versions belong to the Mahayana school.
Chinese Buddhism was essentially Mahayana, though it used
the Hinayana Vinaya and Abhidharma freely, and the old
sutras to some extent.

Vt. '1 he Mahayana.

\ 342. In the Mahayana literature of the period Sutras do not
play a large part. Two noteworthy books may be mentioned,
the Rashtrapala-pariprichchha and the Mahakariinapundarika.
The former is poor in language and style. It discusses the

' Nanjio, 1 107, 1127, 1128, 1139, 1142.
b. 1263, 1265, 1275, 1277, 12S1, 1282, 1296, 1317.

'•'• 680. < lb. Col. 441,

ij

•
r v. H»
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«|ua it.cs ..f the Hotlhisattvas, aiul proplK-sics the c„ini.K' fall
of HucIdhiMn. The first chapter of the latt.r w.rk is a dis-
cusMon bct^vcen H.ul.||,a and the creator Mraluna, in which the
hnnu'v reasons from Ihuldhisi premises to the ,;nclu.s-n that
there can l>c no creator.

^HJ The anciint monastery of Nalaii.la in Hclur gradually
ilfvcloped. probably in the sixth century, into a great Hu.ldhist
umvcrsity, uhere thoMs mds of students an<l muncnnis te.uhe. s
ol all the schools, both of the Ilmayana and the Maluyana
t-iu.L^lu and disputed and wrote. A picture of the buildings'
manner (,f study, teaching, disputation, and worship, may be'
gathered from the memoirs ot 1 houen Isang and I I sing
iM-om about A.h. 600 to Sr,o ii f. possible to trace the succcs-
sion of scholars, especially in the Madhyamaka and Vijnana-
vadm schools. A continuous series of manuals on each of
these pluln.,>phies was produced tl.er., and many were trans-
lated mto Chinese and Tibct.m I fee we can notice only the
more noteworthy lM)oks.

a. '/'/it- .\/a<//iyatnakas.

\ ^44. The .greatest names of the Madliyamaka school were
Chandrak.rti and Santiduva. Chandrakirti. who lived in the
first halfof the seventh century, is famous for his /\asannap,hia
an excellent commentary on Nagarjuna's Kari/cd, and for his
M<ui/iya»,a/:avatara, uhich deals with the whole doctrine of
the Mahayana as well as the Madhyamaka .system. Santideva
who hvcd about the middle of the seventh centurv, wrote
three works. Siks/iasamuc/u/i/iaya, Sntrasamnc/ic/i/iaya, and
I>od/uc/iayyavat,mx, the first and the last of the three being
famous.

1
he Si/cs/idsamuc/ic/,/iaya is a summary of Mah.lvana

teaclung according to the Madhyamaka sciiool in twenty-seven
verses, karikas. accompanied by a bulky prose commentary
which consists largely of extracts from the h'terature The
double work forms an excellent manual of the teaching.
1 he /wd,nc/iaryavatara, i. e. ' l<:ntrance on the Wisdom-life

'

IS a noble poem in praise of the ideal of the Mahayana the
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life of the H...lhisatlv.i. h is so nilcl with living tlcv.,tion
icnclcrncss an.l passi..,, that M. Harth cn,„pa,c-s it to the

!u'TZ-.
'"'"' '""'' "'^" '' '^''' ""'>• by scIf-sacrificc can

the Ito<lh...attx.. help to win the worhl to wisdom ami reach
c"H«htenm..nt himself. Therefore mtist the novice practise
ihanty a.ul compassionatr feeling, worship the H,„I,lhas and
celestial Hodlu-saltvas with all the rich acc,„npaniments of the
Mahayana cult, and prepay- himself by car.f,,! thought and
steady d-scipline to me.t all the diftlculties of the Ion-
J-.urney and to suffer marlv r-lom for tlu- sake of others In
f-.th these works Santid.va seems to go farther than other
teachers ,„ this regard, lie says the Hodhisa.tva must not
shrink from taking upon hiin.elf all the sins and tortures of
the damned. The doctrine of vacuity must also I.e plumbed.

b. T/it- l'ijH<hiavthiins.

^ -:4,> Chandrapromin was the chief scholar of the Viihlna-
v-;.d.n school. I Ic lived early in the seventh a ntury, and was
thus the contemiioiary and opponent of Chandrakirti He
IS famous as a poet, a learned writer, a logician, .md a gram-
marian Two of his works have bc-en preserved in San.skrit
the Stshyahkhadliarwa.kavya,:x romanli- poem of the refined
cla.ssical style, .md his grammar.' and one, his logic, survives
in Tibetan.

C. 'I kc Sakia Movement.

§ 246. A ncu- movement, which really amounted to a
disastrous revolution, arose in Buddhism during this period
the Tantrik movement. It is in all things parallel with the
lantnk movement in Hinduism

; and, like it, it was repudiated
by the best .schools of the parent faith. How was such a
thing possible in Buddhism ?-Because the main conceptions
of polytheistic paganism had never been repudiated and
condemned.-^ All Buddhists believed in the Hindu gods and

' Viilyablirishan.i,//;.V/,'. 1907, 5)0 -
- Fou.ssin, ()p:^h'n-, 343 ff.
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demons the need of honouring them, the supernatural powerof samhood, the occult potency of yoga practices.^oth
physical and mental, and the power of magic spells. Although
hese thmgs were kept in the background in early Buddhism,
they were not k.lled, and in the Mahayana they got theopportunny to grow and spread. The numerous^Lldhas
and celestial Bodh.sattvas of the Mahayana-above all Avalo-
k.tesvara-conceivcd like Hindu divinities in heavens of gloryand pleasure and worshipped in like manner, opened the doorwide to Hmdu superstition.

§ 247. The full system appears in the Tantras. EveryBuddha and every Bodhisattva has here a wife, his sakti anew esoteric cult-in all points the same as the Hindu chakra-

syl ables, spells, postures, and diagrams are the most prominent

iS r,l' T'""Z f"'
'" '^' J'terature, justified by Gautama's

l.fe ,n the harem before he became an ascetic; hypnotic yoga-
pract.ce, w.th all the Hindu theories of occult centres of power
in the body .d in the letters of the alphabet, is recommended •

the guru, U..O is identical with Buddha, must be obeyed with-

Z TT" ''

T"^
^ q"^^i-Panthcistic philosophy, based onUie Madhyamaka system of vacuity but closely related toVedantism, declares that all men are Buddhas.

Taranatha,the Tibetan historian, says that Buddhist Tantras
were first written in the sixth century, and he may well be
right. VVe can trace these books in the first half of theseventh century, but no evidence is yet available to carry the
farther back. The Tam^a,. Cn^Ma, a perfect specimen^
of the class, must belong to the first half of the seventh
century

;
for ,t is already quoted by Santideva in the middle

V^iphLr'"!; ;•'"' '^' '''"'^^^ "^''^'^ Subhakrishna,
Vajrpbodhi, and h.s pupil Amoghavajra translated intoChinese m the second decade of the eighth century,^ mustbelong to the latter half of the seventh at latest, for Vaira-
bodhi died .n !,.•« seventy-first year in m and his name and

Winteinitz, II. i. 262.
Nanjio, cols. 443-8.
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the name of his pupil contain the word vajra, which was
a distinctive epithet of the new system. This word, which
originally meant thunderbolt and diamond, and which had
been commonly used in the Mahayana in these senses, is usedm Tantnsm as an esoteric word for penis, the ideas of power
and preciousness connected with thunderbolt and diamond
being carried over with it.

The new system took shape within the Mahayana, and was
probably for some considerable time scarcely distinguished
from It. Even when its nature had become quite clear, and
the system as such was frankly repudiated, a good deal of its
poison remained in the Mahayana.
The aim of the movement, is clearly the acquisition of

pow2r. Erotic, gruesome, and magic rites arc used, in order
to secure the help of the most mighty supernatural beings
known to the devotee, and hypnotic practices and mighty
spells, which are believed to be potent in a thousand ways
by themselves, are regularly employed.

§ 24H. From the immense mass of Buddhist Tantrik works
the Chinese canon 1 enables us to sever a largo number
belonging to this period, but most of them are but names
to us. Yet a few of the early Tantras are known. The
lathagata Gtikyaka, which must date from about A I) 600 ^

IS evidence that the system had been already formed in all its
main features by that time. It contains instructions for
esoteric worship, meditation, and yoga-practice, has much
to say about magic spells, diagrams, and postures, and in
obscenity and superstition it is not exceeded by anything
later. It may be compared with the Hindu Knhjikamata T. '

which probably belongs to the same century. In some points
the lathagata Guhyaka is an extreme work ; for it recom-
mends the use of ordure in worship and in food, a feature
which comes from the Kapalikes. The Mahdvairochana-
abhisambodhi, translated into Chinese in a.d. 724 and pre
served also in the Tibetan canon, is one of the most'important

' Nanjio, cols. 444-8. ' See § 247. = See vS 23,.
1' %

'\

J.H
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Tanuas The Buddha is here the whole universe. Vajrabodhi

the T; he^;^^
'^^ ^^'^^ Mantras of their school

cvMeTfoMhntrcTe of^'^^^ ^ ^°"'' ^^°^^ ^'^^

India I T^.-ncr ti ^?
•'^^v'^ntli-ccntury Tantrism in

fanslatcd the ^S.rnr^a/>raMrrso^,a,,.rnj;a, a Vij,ianav1dinwork essentially a fuller and later form of the wtp-aMas.but showin, many Tantrik features. The ^Sa"^^;«. vvluch probably comes from the ninth centufy 1

1

ebborate treanse on Tantrik Yoga, while the Ma^;.^Cs^,^ wh,ch belongs to the six.h century, is a manu^^f

_

The Sra^M^ra.sMra, an artistic poem in the kavva stvlr•n honour of the Buddhist goddesr Tara. by Sarv X-^S
T^^Tdt^^""^^'

""'' '-'- - - --P'^ °^ "^eti:

§ 249. Dharams. i.e. magic spells, form a part of the

Jantnsm The power of a dharani may be obtained bvpronounc„,g it once or many times, by uniting it over anJ

It s vvMtten. In f.bet they are twirled in prayer- wheels orfastened to trees and poles and fluttered byLwind tC
'n magic. A few of the more potent were incised in \and set up in temple or monastery. Syl Ibicspdt Lt"'^•ru„, kru„pna, are so much more powerftd be' use tl

"
a.e meaningless. The famous mantra of AvaTo"" e,v

"''

Oin u,am padmc /nnJ,, ' Om, the jewel in the lotus' Hbest example of a phrase spell. There ae.! '

spells in the form of short or long sOtras Perh n T"'""'

Aanjio, cols. 444-8, y

vocive: „. ThenJ.%!.!^;4r;gf«- ,.
.;;ijr n.™e j-l-
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early origin. It is found in all the canons and was incised
.n stone m many places. Tlie Mahamayuri is a collection of
spells against snake-bite dating from the seventh century at
latest. Such collections were common.

§ 3.50. Buddhism was introduced into Tibet in 747 bv
Padmasambhava, and the nmnastic order was established
two years later. The founder was a Tantrik scholar, but the
Buddhism of Tibet may be most fairly described as the Mahii-
yana with Tantrism included. The translation of Buddhist
books mto Tibetan was begun soon after the introduction of
the religion. In the middle of the ninth century the. king,
Kal-pa-Chan, employed a large number of Indian and Tibetan
scholars m the work of translation, and the bulk of the
existing canon thus came into existence.

iii. Jainism.

§ 251. One of the most noteworthy features of Jainism at
this time is Its almost complete immunity from the poison of
Saktism

;
and this healthy freedom is still characteristic of the

religion. Goddesses arc praised in hymns and represented in
temples, but do not receive worship, and there is no foul
ritual. The Sakta Yoga,> with its nadls and chakras in the
human frame, is accepted, but it is not very prominent.

A. Svetdmbara Literature.

§ 252. Gujarat, and especially Valabhi, remained the chief
centre of Svetambara activity throughout this period The
sect was now in possession of a formed canon of sacred books.
It had been written and published, and copies had been placed
in all the chief monasteries. The best Svetambara scholars
thus naturally set to work to make these precious documents
intelligible to all who cared to read them. The sect also took
a very worthy place in the production of popular literature in
Frakrit. A few scholars distinguished themselves in logic.

Ga'rb'ryrir'^SLtS ^^"'^ '^^ "'^^"'^^^'^^^' ^- •««3-4, no;
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Amongst the numerous literary men who were attracted to

the court of the Emperor Harsha at Kanouj in the first half
of he seventh century we find Manatuhga, a Svetambara
poet^ who ,s remembered on account of his stotras, the
Bhaktamarastotra and the Bhayaharastotra. These stotras
are rather sacred odes to be recited by an individual than
hynrins for congregational singing. Bappabhatti, who livedm the latter half of the eighth century and won for JainismKmg Ama of Kanouj, the son and successor of Ya^ovarman

M If"
-!,"''?' °'" ^"°^^^'' ^^'"^"^ '^de, the Sarasvatlstotra.

MaUavadin (early ninth century) wrote on logic.
Haribhadra, one of the very greatest of all Jain authors

l.ved m the latter half of the ninth century. He was born
and brought up a Brahman, and when he became a Jain was
able to use his Brahman culture to help the religion he had
Chosen. He is famous as a writer on Jain doctrine and
conduct, as one of the most brilliant of commentators, and
as a competent writer on logic." He also did something for
popular Prakrit literature. Yet he is best known to-day for
his Shaddarsanasamuchchliaya, a treatise dealing with six
ph.losoph.cal systems, the Buddhist, Nyaya, Sankhya, Jain
Va.sesh.ka, and Karma Mimamsa. In case some reade^
should remark that the Nyaya and the Vaiseshika are p.acti-
cally one, he adds a brief account of the atheistic and
mate.-.al.stic Lokayata to make the number up to six
Amongst other works he composed several manuals of Jain
teaching.2 '

Another famous Svetambara scholar named Sllanka was
a contemporary of Haribhadra. These two, wishing to b.ing
the study of the Jain sacred texts into the open scholarly life
o ind.a, wrote fresh commentaries on them in Sanskrit, and
also translated large parts of the old expository literature into
Sanskrit. Haribhadra was a little more conservative than
S.lanka; for here and there in translating he left stories and
other well-known sections in the old Prakrit. Of Sllaiika's

> Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 48 ff. » Gudrinot, ^^ Peterson, III. 34-5
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great body of work a good deal has been lost, but his com-
mentaries on the AcAdra,}^a and Sutrai-rUdn^a sutras, and
a portion of his work on the ^~tvw>X-« survive. The com-
mentary on the Ac/idrdN^a was finished in A. D. 863. Of
Haribhadra's work there remain expositions of the Prajud.
pandjambmhlpaprajnapti, Dasavaikdlika, and Avasyaka. It
IS noticeable that these brilliant commentators lived just a
httle later tl.an Sankaia and Vachaspatimisra.

§ 25.3- As we have already seen, the Jains took a worthy
part in the production of popular literature in Prakrit. Most
of It is lost beyond recall, but a few masterpieces "belonging
to this period survive and enable us to form some idea of its
range and its value. A Jain anthology, consisting of 704 epi-
grammatic stanzas, well worthy to stand beside Hala's famous
Sattasai, has been preserved. It is named the Vajjdlaggd
and It was arranged by Jayavallabha. Its date is probably
the eighth or ninth century. Haribhadra also wrote a book
in Prakrit, the Samaraichchhakahd, which consists of nine
romances. As he says himself in the introduction, he wrote
the book for the purpose of giving instruction in Jainism, and
chose the romantic method in order to attract readers. The
book proved very popular, and was later put into SanskritA pupil of Haribhadra's, Siddharshi by name, is the author
of an allegorical work in Prakrit, written in a.d. 906, the
Upamitibhavap'-apanchdkathd. It is a view of human life
in which the virtues and the vices figure as persons. Jacob!
speaks of it as ' a work of rare originality ' and .says it is
worthy of comparison with the Pilgrim's Progress. The work
was later abbreviated by two Jain authors.'

B. Digambara Literature.

§ 254. The chief centre of Digambara activity throughout
this period was a .section of South India, corresponding to the
Mysore and the southern part of the Maratha country. The
sect enjoyed the favour of the Chalukya kings, who ruled at

' Gu^-rinot, pp. 79, 14S, 155.
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^.'""•^^1!^^'^ '^^°"' '^^ ""'^^'^ ^f" the sixth to the middle
of the cghth century, and received much .support and rccosni-
tion from the,

r successors, the Rashtrakutas, u-hose capital at
first was Nas.k but afterwards Manyakhcta farther south.'They had also considerable influence in the Tamil country.The literature of the period fs extremely rich and varied.
Perhaps .ts most strikingly notable aspects are Jain dogmaticsand ethics, legendary literature in the form of Puranas, and
logic. It IS to the Digambara Jains that we owe the rise and

I'teratuir
^'"^'"''*' '''"^'"''

'' ^^'^ "'""^ '' ^°'' P°P"'^^

§ 2.3.5. Samantabhadra, who came between Umasvati and
Kumarila and thus probably flourished about A. n. 600. wrote
the Gandhahastimahabhashya, the chief Digambara com-
mentary on Umasvati's Tattvarthddhigama-sutm. The intro-
duction called Dcvagamastotra or Aptamlmdmsa, a Sanskritpoem of 1 15 stanzas, is regarded as the best exposition of the
Jam method of dialectic, known as Syadvada. i. e. the • may-be '

doctrine, and of the Jain conception of a Tirthakara as an
omniscient being. Its influence on Jain logic was very great.
It contains a review of contemporary schools of philosophy,
including the advaita Vedanta. He is also the author of two
famous hymns of praise, and of two books on Jain conduct,
one of which, the RatnakaraHda-Sravakdchdra, is much used

^'

Akalanka, a junior contemporary of KumariJa and a senior
contemporary of the Rashtrakuta king Krishna I, probably
lived about AD 770. His most famous works were a sacred
ode. the Akalanka-stotra, and a commentary on the AptamU
mavisa named Ashtasath

In addition to Samantabhadra's famous work, five com-
mentaries on Umasvati ought to be mentioned, the first called

T^^!^7^ ^i'
PQJyapada. .. ..d. 700. the second.

latLarhattkavyakhyalamkara, which is believed to be by
Akalanka. the third an anonymous work named Rajavdrtika
also written m the eighth century, the fourth Slokavdrtika by

Smith, EHl. 427 ff. . The other is Yuktanusasana.
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Vidyfinanda r. Hoo, and the fifth a Kanarcse work, which
seems to have jicrished, tlic CltMdmnni by Srivarddhadcva,
whose date is unknown.
To the ninth century belongs an anonymous work on Jain

philosophy called Jayadhavala, which finds a place in the
Digambara Secondary Canon.' A brief catechism in Sanskrit,
Prasiiottaramald, dealing with Jain topics, is said to have
been written by Amoghavarsha I, the Rashtrakuta king who
reigned from a. i). 815 to H-j- and was a munificent patron
of the Digambara Jains.

^

Three famous logicians, Vidyananda, Manikyanandin, and
I'rabhachandra, were contemporaries, and may be dated about
A. D. 800.

§ 256. We now turn to popular poetry. Ravikirti, who
lived \u the hr.t half of the seventh century and wrote
ni Kanarese. is the author of the Jinakathe. lie built a
temple aad inscribed on it a eulogy of Pulikesin II, which is

our chief source of information about him. He was followed'
by a numlier of poets who produced Digambara Jain Puranas
in Sanskrit. The earliest of these was Ravishena, who is the
author of the Padma Purana and probably lived in the
second half of the seventh century. The Harivaihsa P. was
written by Jinasena in A. D. 783. During the reign of Amo-
ghavarsha I (A.D. 815-77), who has been already mentioned,
there lived Jinasena," pupil of Virasena, and his disciple
Gunabhadra, the chief authors of the Digambara Puranas.
Jinasena wrote the first forty-three chapters of the Adi P. or
'irishashtilakshanamahdpurr'-dsahgraha, and is also the author
of the Pcirsvdbhyudaya, an imitation of Kalidasa's Mcghaduta.

\
See § 257.

j'/w!^^
*="''''^"* identification of the authors of the Harivamsa P. and theAdi I

.
rests on the similarity of name only, and is clearly untenable. Not

only IS there no mention of the Harivamsa in the Prasasti of t!ie Uttara IK
where it could not have been passed over, if it had been jmasena's work,
but the ascription of both works to the same author is chronologically almost
impossible: ihe Harivamsa was composed in 783; Jinasena, pupil of
Virasena was alive in 837, the date of i\,^ Jayadhavalatika UBliRAS.
I894, 226), and his pupil Gunabhadra completed the Uttara P. not loni;
before 898. I owe this note to Prof. Keith.

It

I
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A detailed analysis of the //arivaMa P. by R L Mitrag.ves a very clear idea of the contents of Jain PurSnas I !

e;::r:T\t'^"'T'\r''"^'^''• ^--tai::r.e!

andent . , ^""u
^'''^^^^'^'^ '"ythical histories of the

P"r nas Id " "'"!; "' "^^^ '" *^^ ^^-/-"^/--^^ andi t-ranas, and amongst them the whole story of Krishna butthe heroes are represented as Jains and every event s;eaks•n favour of Jainism. Laws of conduct, religious rite 'Indother ceremonies also bulk large
'

p:t:trr-^rr;"-*--"^-^^^^^
thlt'thJonco^'^'^^T-^' ^' '^^"^ ^^^"' acknowledge

n place of ,t they now recognize a sort of Secondary Canon

a Canon
,

for. wh.le there are four classes of works recognizedhe e seems to be no fixed list of books for each. aCugh
workT ""'It"'

^'"^>'^ «"'^
' P'-« •" the framework It seems probable that this Secondary Canon dates

as will be readdy recognized. We fit i.to the framework the

Canon!
" '" "°" "''^"'^^' ^^ '^'°"g'"g to the
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DIGAMI]AKA SECONDAR Y CANON,
1. Prathamanuyoga (kgend and history): Padma, Hari-

vamsa, 1 nsltashtilakshammaha and Uttara I'uranas
2 Karaijftnuyoga (the universe): Suryaprajhapti, Chan.

'fr(iprnjnapli,AnAJaya(i/iavala.

3. Dravyanuyoga (philosophy) : Pravachanasara, Sama.

i^'Z-'^
'>'"'"""''"' P<*"'^l'«tthiyasamgahnsHtta,;i\\ by Kutuia-

kujidacharya; Umasvati's TattvartluWu^ama.siitra with' the
fol mv.ng commentaries, a. Samantabhadra. Gandhahastima.
habhashya, b. Pujyapada, Sarvarthasiddln^ c. Akalanka.
TatHH^rlhatlk<ny,U'hyalaiUkm^^ d. Rajavartika

; c. Vidya-
nanda, Slokavartika f. Srivarddhadcva. a/?^«,«.,«/; and the
Aptamimamsa of Samantabhadra. with the works on dialectic
and logic dependent thereon, a. Akalanka's Ashtasati- b.
Vidyanandas Ashtasahasri, and c. Aptaparfks/a ;'

6. Mani-
kyananHm's Parlkshamukha, and e. Prabhachandra's Pramcya-
Kamala-vnirtanda.

4. Charananuyoga (practice): Vattakera's Mfdachara
and Trtvarmchara and Samantabhadra's Ratnakarauda-
sravakdchara.



CHAPTER VI

HHAKTI
A. I), yoo TO 13-0.

S^ 2.18. The sects which ruled the development of Hinduism
during these centuries received their inspiration in large
measure from the enthusiastic bhakti of the wandering singers
of the Tamil country described in our previous chapter.
Much of the peculiar fervour and attractive power of the
Bhagmata PunlHa comes from the devotion of the Ajvars,
and the introduction of their lyrics into the SrI-Vaishnava
temples produced great changes and prepared the way for
Ramanuja. So the hymns of the Saiva singers inspired
Manikka Vackakar, while their introduction into the temples
gave the community a splendid uplift and made possible the
creation of he Tamil Saiva Siddhanta. Ramanuja's influence,m turn, told powerfully on all the sects. The two greatest
books of the period arc nis Sri-bhashya and the Bhdgavata P.
From them come two streams of bhakti characteristic of the
period, the one quiet and meditative, the other explosive and
emotional. The latter type of devotion can be felt in the
atmosphere everywhere from the thirteenth century onward.
The Muhammadan conquest of North India (11 93-1 203)

was an immeasurable disaster to Hinduism as well as to the
Hmdu people, and it gave Buddhism its death-wound.

i. Hinduism.

A. The Philosophies.

a. The Karma Mhndmsa.

§ 259- The history of the AlTmamsa school during these
centuries seems to be a blank until quite the end of the period.
Then, probably about a. D. 1300. flourished Parthasarathi
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Misra,' who wrote, aiuonn a number <»f other works on the
Karnia Mimathsa, the S,htf,i-,{i/<il:,i, which, on account of
its popular modern style, soon foiird readers, and has, since
then, been more studied than the ancient nianiials. IFc faitlj-

fully follows Kuniarila,

liut, if we know little about the school itself during,' the
period, we hear a jjood deal about the system outside. It

is very prominent in the I'rabodhacluvtdrodayu,' a drama
which was produced about A. i» 106-, and is described below.''
In the case of most of the theistic sects which rose to the
dignity of a presentation of the Verlanta in accord with their
own convictions, we fmd that they held the Karma Munamsa
as well as the Vedanta, and taujjht that karma, action, as
well as jnana, knowledge, was necessary for the winning' of
release.* This is true of the Hhagavatas, Sri-Vai.shnavas,
Madhvas, and Vishnusvamis, and possibly of others.

b. The V'cdaiita.

\ 2fio. Quite at the beginning of our period there apijcars
a noteworthy bhashya on the I'cddnta-sutras by a scholar
named Bhaskaracharya, and therefore often called the lUtds-
kara-b/idshya:' Its interest lies in this that its standpoint is,

not advaita, but bhedabheda
;
yet it is not one of the modern

sectarian commentaries but definitely of the .same type as the
lost Vedanta work of Asmarathya mentioned in the S/l/ras.''

Hhaskara does not name Sarikara, yet he attacks him all

through the commentary, and Bhaskara, in turn, is assailed by
Udayana in the Kusumdnjali. As Udayana's date is about
A.I). 9«o, Bhaskara must have written between 850 and 980, and

•

'
"i^ ''f.'^

'^ unknown, but as the earliest known reference to the work
IS in ^\\\AhASA% Nyayamdlavistara (§ 338), the .ibove conjecture is not
hkely to be far from the truth. See Rrim.imisra .Sasfri, Afi»u1>i,m-sloA-a-
vartika, Intro., Iknares, 1898.

» Taylor's Tr., pp. 13, 14, 15, 4y, 61, 78 f.

§ 270. « j^pjj
c 2g,

» Thus Thibaut is mistaken in thinking that R;1manuja's'.S«M,w/im is
the carhest survivmg bhashya after .Sankara.

' See SBE. XXXIV. xix.

ii
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thus probably at some point near tl,c bcglnninK "f the period '

He attacks the iMi^charatra Vaishnavas also. Y.ulava Praka44
of Conjcevcrani wrote a fresh advaita bha.hya about A. I., lo^o
fnit at a l.itn date, was won over to Vaishnavisin by i.is own
pupi Ramanuja. It is not known whether the Va.hva.
/^W0'<. survives or not. Hut the main history of the .chool
ol the \ edania during these centuries s<ems to consist in the
cont.nuous study of Sahkara's Hhashya with the help of
Vachaspati s lihiimati. This belief is confirmed bv the most
outstanding advaita work of the period, the \ 'alauta-kahatan,
wh.ch was written by Amalananda just before x.u. ,260'
It IS an ample exposition of the Illuhmui.
Two popular advaita works n,i<,d,t .|uite naturally find

mention here, the P.ahcihacha, inniaya and the Vo^r,,.
lastshtha.Ramaya.ia

; yet as their connexions are more with
householders than sannyasf., they are dealt with elsewhere^

V^ 261. Kut the most start'ing feature of the progress of the
Vedanta during the jK^riod is the rise of the sectarian bhashyas
The movement seems to have been created by a single .nan
Kamanuja

;
for the great success of his Sri-hlunliya stirred so

much emulation that every sect was impelled to endeavour to
produce a bhashya that would justify its theology. As each
of these thcistic bhashyas will be discussed in cunroxion with
the sect which created it. there is no need to dea! with them at
length here. The dates of a few of them arc slili vmcertain
yet we may with safety conclude that the followin- .pprared
during the period: \<^m^m<i^^ Srl-bluuhyo Mp.I'v.. \i,(ra
bhashya, Vishnusvami's Brahma-sutra-bhashya, and v .ivasa's
I idduta-Kaiistiihha:'

The Kusumahjal, of Uda>-ana, which is discussed under tlie
-Nyaya philosophy.^ maybe mentioned here as further evidence
of the great vogue of theism at this stage of Hindu history.
Here also we may mention an extraordinary work, which.

» w ^^'^ ''^"'"'''•' •« Vindhyesvar. Prasad's edition ths B/ias/iya.

§ 340.
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houp
,

,t Mhows a sceptical an.l .Icstructivc spirit, yet maintains
he chu- posmons of the advaita V'cdanta, the /.7/„W,,;/.,.

\t fT'l:- u"
'^'^"' ''""''•^ "^ AV..,/..,. ,,y Sr.harsha.

the date of which is the latter half of the twelfth century.
1 he chief U,«inishad commentator dminR the period wa.s

•Sankaranamla. the «uru of Madhava. .he advaita Vedantl.st.

cLZ'' In ^°"'^'''"' '" '^"^ '•"^ '''''^ "f '^'' f""^t<--^"th
century. Madhva. the founder of the Madhva sect, left dvaita
commentaries on ten of the chief Upanishads.

c. 7'/i,- Sritik/iya.

J2fn. During these centuries no noticeable manual of theSankhya philosophy appeared, and the system seems to have
undergone very little modification. It is described by Albcruni
the Muhammadan scholar, in his u-ork on India dating from
A. I). iO^O.

d. 77ii Votfa.

§
J6.3 The Yoga system remained almost stati..nary also.

1 he only outstanding work belonging to the period is the
k.V<uuarta>f./a a commentary on the \\r,.snfr,, ascribed to
l>hoja. King of Dhara (ioiH-60). It is dear and easy but of
no great value. Alberuni deals with the Yoga as well as the
bankhya, and Garbe is inclined to believe that he used the
ha,amartam/a. If that be so, it must have been written during
the earliest years of the king'.-, reign.

The new Yoga of Gorakshanatha. which is described below ^

found no entrance into the school of I'atanjali.

c. 77if Vaisis/iika.

§264. In the tenth centfiiy two very notewnrth-.- thinkers
vvrote on the Vaise.shika system. Udayana. a writc'r of great
dearne.s and force, left two works on the .system. The first
IS the KtraHavall, or ' Necklace of Rays', which is a com-
mentary on IVasastapada's Bhashya. The other work, uritten

^1

11

' See also § 265.
§ 303.

r-Jww
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m A.I). 984, is called the Lakshandvali, or ' Necklace of Defini-
tions' of Vaiseshika terms. Sridhara, the second writer, who
belonged to the south-west of Hengal. is the author of a com-
mentary on Prasastapada called the Nyaya-KatulaU, which
has been used as an authoritative manual ever since it was
written in a.d. 991.

f. The Nydya.

§ 265. Udayana wrote also on the Nyaya system. His
work, which is an exposition of Vachaspati's Tlkd, is called
the ^yaya.vdrfika-idf/>arya.f>ansmM/ii. But Udayanr is most
famous for his Kusmndnjali, i.e. ' Handfuis of Flowers', a
metrical treatise in seventy-two memorial couplets with a para-
phrase m prose, the purpose of whicii is to prove the existence
of God. The fact that the work is frequently called the Nydya
KusHmanjalt, coupled with the settled theistic teaching of the
school, makes it natural we should refer to it here. Cowell, in
his text and tra lation,' bespeaks a hearing for the work
because,

though obscure and technical, it professes to grapple, from a Hindu
standing-po.nt, with the world-old probiem, how the existence of the
Supreme lieing is to be proved ; and perhaps those who are interested
in the history of philosophy may turn over some of the pages with
curiosuy, especially when they occasionally recognize old familiar

.
arguments and objections in their quaint Uriental disguise.

From the eleventh century onwards the Nyaya and Vaise-
shika form practically one combined school. The syncretism
commences with Sivaditya's Sapta-paddrtha-niritpana^ which
probably belongs to the eleventh century. It is continued in
a twelfth-century work which has been widely used, the A^^j/^
Chtntdmani of Garigesa, in the Tarka-bhdshd of Kesava of the
thirteenth century, and in Sankara Misra's Vaiseshika-Sntro-
paskdra, written in the fifteenth century. This syncretistic
school has been ably described by Suali.^

3
'/'/

J . „ ^ ^
•'^ee Keith on Siiali,/A'y/,V. ini4, loSohitroduzione alio Sludio delta Filosofia Indiami.

^ ^ ^'
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From the point of view of logic and dialectic, great interest

attaches to that section of the KhandanakhandakJiddya ' which
criticizes logic

:

,„Inf- ''''^"u°^ "l"*"^
*' '" P™"'' "'^^ "^^ '"Kicians with their as-sumption of .he reahty of existence were guilty of a complete blunder,and his mode of domg so is the simple one of taking each of the defini-tions set up by the Nyaya school and proving it to be untenable.'

§ 266. During the tenth and eleventh centuries logic was
cultivated by Buddhists at Vikramaslla, but the last name
nientioncd by Vidyabhushana is Saiikarananda,' whose date is
about A.D. 1050. Among the Jains logic was continuously
studied, and logical works were produced throughout the
period. Devasuri * of the twelfth century was the greatest of
their writers on logic, but there were many others.

§ 267. Madhava's Sarvadarsanasangraha may be recom-
mended to the student as a most helpful outline of the chief
.systems current in India towards the end of the period, though
Its date falls within the limit of the next period.'

13. The Puranas.

h 268. The emergence of the Bhagavata P. is a fact of
signal importance, but it is discussed at another point.« If
there was already a Canon of eighteen Puranas in the ninth
century, the rise of the Bhagavata to a position of such
authority as to require recognition in the Canon would create
a difficulty. The confusion which the lists show to-day may
be the direct result of that circumstance.^

In the present state of Puranic study, it is very hard to date
individual documents occurring in Puranas, but the evidence

' If the old Canon stood as follows :—Brahma Padma \n^J, Vr-'

Val'hi''st'^'/''^'^^^^'^>'^'
^»"'' J^havlC brahtaJvSr'S^^Varaha, Skanda, Vamana, Kurma, Matsya, Garuda, Brahmanda thesubstitution of th^BM^avara for the Siva, followed by varioraUemo^s

phenomena.'""'
'''' ""^ '"^^"^^ ''"^^'^' ^-"''^ acLiim^for'ariThe

•i

'fc"

•r
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available suggests that the following may belong to the
period

:

Vaishnava: Narasimha Upapurana: part of the Patala
Khanda of the Padma P., which praises the Bhagavata

;

the Uttara Khanda, which is Sri-Vaishnava.
^aiva

: Vayavlya S. of the ^iva P.
6akta : Devi Bhagavata Upapurana.
Saura: Brahma P. xxi-xxviii.

Oa^apatya: Gancsa Upapurana.

C. Sinarta Literature.

§ 269. The most noticeable piece of Vedic literature pro-
duced during this period is Bhatta Bhaskara Misra's» com-
mentaries on the raittirlyaSamhita, Aranyaka, and Upanishad
of the Black Yajus. He lived in the Telugu country, belonged
to the Atreya Sakha of the Taittirlya school, and wrote his
commentary on the Samhita in A.D. iiSS.'^

Hemadri, a learned Brahman, held the office of chief minister
at the Yadava court in the Maratha country under two kings
towards the end of the thirteenth century, and was clearly
a man of much influence. He wrote an encyclopaedia of
orthodox Hindu obseivances, the Chaturvargachintdmani, a
work of large importance to Smartas.

§ 270. Several pieces of popular literature written from the
standpoint of the advaita Vedanta during the period were
probably meant for Smarta householders rather than for
sannyasis, and ought therefore to be mentioned here.
At the court of Kirtivarman, the Chandel king of Jejaka-

bhukti, about the year 1065 and possibly in the city of

f^l^^ ''^rJiT[""y
distinguished from Bhaskaracharya who wrote theBhaskara Bh&shya, above, § 260.

;ir* 1}^ -/°K* ,'" ^^^ Bhdshya on the Samhita in the Mysore Text reads

U .3,!rf'^ ^fr "*'r
'"

l^*' H^"" ""' '•^- '488-9- Hut the commentary
s unquestionably earher than Sayana. We must therefore suppose thatthe ^loka ought to be read nishpapske sake, 1 1 10 Saka, i. e, A. D. 1 188-QThe confusion of/ and v in a South Jndian MS. is a very likely error.

I owe this note to Prof. Keith. Cf. also Seshagiri Rao, SSTM. 1893-4,? 3
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Khajuraho, there was produced a Sanskrit drama . cA Pra-
bodhachandrodaya, i.e. The Moonri.sc cf Wisdom. The author
was a sannyas! named Knshnamisra. The play is an allegory
of the deliverance of the human spirit from the temptations
and delasions of the world. Vishnu-bhakti stirs up Discrimina-
tion, and, using the Upanishads, Faith, Good Sense, and their
numerous allies, inflicts a signal defeat on Delusion, Love,
Greed, and their many attendants. The rise {ndaya) ofWisdom'
{prabodha) naturally follows, and the human spirit realizes its

own absolute identity with God, renounces Action, and adopts
dispassionate Asceticism as the only right rule of life. The
number of abstract conceptions which take part as persons in
the play make it rather hard to folic ^ but it contains abun-
dance of life and movement also, 'vj^art from the fact that
Vishnu-bhakti plays a leading part, there is no aggressive
Vaishnavism in the play. The supreme Brahman is definitely
called Vishnu, and several times his incarnations are referred
to, especially Krishna, but it goes no further. There are no
reference » to Vaishnava literature, and Lakshml is mentioned
only once. The philosophy is pure Advaitism. The scenes
in which followers of Buddhism, Jainism, Materialism, the
Karma Mimarhsa, the Sahkhya, Yoga, and Nyaya philosophies
and the Kapalika form of Saivism are represented in discussion
with one another are amongst the most vivid and interesting
in the play. In the great battle the Buddhists, the Jains, and
the materialist Lokayatas, or Charvakr.s, range themselves
with Kama and the Vices under ti.^if general, Moha, whil,
Vaishnavas, Saivas, and Sauras gather round the g-.du(ss
SarasvatI, and are aided by a'l the ^>ix orthodox philosophies
and by Grammar and the Virtues to inflict a signal defeat on
the atheist host. When the question is raised how those ever-
hostile Hindu disputants brought thrmselves to any common
action, a su.'jcient reason is found in hostility to the common
foe, and we are told that wise men perceive that the orthodox
sects and philosophies arc only seemingly opposed to each
other, that in truth they all celebrate the one Reality. So far

g 2

'U
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as the writer knows, this is the first time the idea of the inner
harmony of the Hindu systems finds expression in Hindu
h'tcrature.

The Vo^a- Vdsis/itha-Ravidyatta is one of many Sanskrit
poems written in the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries to
popularize a philosophy or the theology of a sect. It is

scnrccly parallel with the Adhyatvta Rdmayana ; for the story
of Rama here serves merely as a dramatic setting for the
exposition of the Vedanta. It is a very long and dififuse poem,
running to some 32,000 stanzas. The system taught is the
adv.iita Vedanta, but there already appears in it that admixture
of Sankhya ideas which is still more prominent in Madhava
and Vijnana Bhikshu. The value of yoga is also emphasized.
It may date from about A.n. 1300, or earlier.

The Right-hand movement among Saktas, which is described
below,' can be traced from the period, and is probably older.

As all its connexions are with Vedic Hinduism, it ought to
be mentioned here as affecting the religious practice of many
Smartas.

D. Vaishnava Literature.

a. General.

§ 271. The only type of general Vaishnava literature
belonging to this period consists of translations or adaptations
of the Epics. It is imp.irtant to realize that vernacu '

versions of ancient religious books are usually literary rathci
than religious in their influence. The Mahdbhdrata appeared
in Tamil in the tenth century and in Telugu in the eleventh,
while the Rdindyana was rendered in Telugu about iioo and
in Tamil in the twelfth century. Jain adaptations of the two
Epics were written in Kanarese verse, the Mahdbhdrata in the
tenth, the Rdmdyana in the eleventh. But all the greatest
Vai.shnava literature was produced by the Sects.

§317.
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b. Bhagavixta Literature.

I. The Bliagavata Purana.
§2-2. About the bcpinnin^ of this period the B/idgavata P.

seems to have, been born from the Bhagavata community;
and during the following centuries a number of new sects
sprang from the influence of the Purana. Under this heading
we therefore comprehend all the work produced both by the
parent body and the dependent sects. Of the two dominating
events of this period the earlier is the appearance and the

.

influence of this great Purana. No theory of its date and
origin yet advanced has been accepted by scholars as satis-

factory. Can sufficient fresh evidence now be produced to
bring the problem nearer solution ?

§ 27.3- The work has several characteristic features. While
the Harivamsa and the Vishnu P. each gives some account of
Krishna's youth spent among the gopas and gopis of Vrinda-
vana and its neighbourhood, they deal with the whole life of
Krishna. The Bhagavata scarcely refers to his later life, but
spends all its strength over his boyhood and youth. Secondly,
the gopIs play a very large part in the work. Radha does
not appear

: she is a later creation. Yet there is a favourite
among the gopIs who wanders alone with Knshna ; and the
other gopIs remark that she must surely have worshipped
Krishna in a former life with more devdtion than the rest, and
in that way must have won her favoured position.

The Bhagavata is really a great work. What distinguishes
it from all earlier literature is its new theory of bhakti

; and
therein lies its true greatness. Some of its utterances on this

subject are worthy of a place in the best literature of mysticism
and devotion. A careful study of those passages will convince
the student that they are expressions of a living religious

experience.' We may with absolute certainty conclude that
the work arose in some centre where there was a group of

• This element may be most conveniently studied in the Bhaktirat-
navali, a collection of bhakti passages from the /ihagavata made by
a .Mfidhva ascetic named Vishnu Pun. Jfifi
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Vaishoava ascetics who lived a life of fervent devotion and
>at the wnter's religious experience was rooted there'. In

tl .s r,ch rehg.ous element lies the chief source of the power

of Ind"
"'"—-'t- and on many ol the noble mind!

lihakti in this work is a surf^ing emotion which chokes thesp cch. makes the tears How and the hair thrill with pleasureable excitement, and often leads to hysterical laugiing and-^epmg by turns, to sudden fainting fits and to long JrLcesof unconscousness. We are told that it is produced by galg
n mcd.tat.on, keepmg company with his devotees, touchingthe.r bod.es servmg them lovingly, hearing them tell thfm,ghty deeds of Knshna, and talking with^them.bo ,'

dcvo on
'

'^'^ f-<^onsecrat.on to Krishna and Jife-longdevotion to h.s serv.ce. Such devotion leads speedily torelease. Thus the whole theory and practice of bhakfi n

;sro?K^^.r-^^--^^^^^^^'--.^^L:

of!n\r 7'V''?
'''°^"''" '" '^'^ Bhagavata the presence

serie onu 'hf' ^'T""'
°' "^ '""'^ ^'^--^ ^^aractef. Tlong

rne
/
tsl,^, P. and \h<tHarivamsa contain, and which seem toconsort .11 wuh the high devotion to the £ord and the e"i ^of lus samts which we have been considering. In 21passages Knshna-s dalliance with the gopis is described n•sensuous and glowing poetry which captivates the fiLnhea.t. The tenth book, which contains then has ben"anslated mto all the chief languages of India. Yet the auTho;expects these h ghly wrought narratives of the pa s ons of thegopis to stimulate bhakti The n^f^r c if

,^^^:'°"s «' the

their love for \ZrUs u ^ self-abandonment oftncu ove for knshna has come to be regarded as a «vmJiof sp.r.tual devotion. Meditation on these' clesTs ^11.to produce that passionate bhakti which is reirdeda's the
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highest religious exj^ricncc. This, the leading religious idea
of the Bhagavata, lies at the foundation of the whole series of
•sects which sprang from it.

Another noticeable feature of the I'urana is this, that its
philosophic teaching stands nearer to Sankara's .system than
to the thei.stic Sankhya which dominates earlier Puranic work.s.

k 274. All scholars agree that it is the latest of the eighteen
Puranas. Old material has been incorporated into it, but as
a work it is the late.st of all. In the fourth chapter of the
first book of the Purana itself there is a passage which implies
that It was composed last of all the eighteen ; and there is
a late section in the Padma P. which states that Vyasa pro-
mulgated the Bhagavata last of all as the e.>vtracted essence of
all the rest,

Hindu estimates of the age of the work vary to an extra-
ordinary extent, some assigning it to the earliest times, others
attributing it to Vopadeva, a well-known scholar of the second
half of the thirteenth century. Even in the time of Sridhara
Svami, the author of the most famous commentary on it, who
probably lived about A.D. 1400, there were Hindus who said it
had been written by Vopadeva, a fact which seems to imply
that scholarly Hindus of those days suspected that it was
a late production. All European scholars have spoken of it
as a late work, but, while Colebrooke, Burnouf, and Wilson
accept the suggestion that it is the work of Vopadeva, students
to-day are -'ndined to give it a higher date. And the truth is
that it i quit, impossible to believe that Vopadeva was the
author; .or Madhva, who regarded it as fully inspired and
u.sed it in ihe creation of his sect, lived at least fifty years
earlier than Vopadeva. Vopadeva's name became associated
with the Purana because he wrote several books on it. But
the belief in its inspiration implies its existence for some con-
siderable time before the days of Madhva's activity; and,
fortunately, we possess another piece of evidence which proves
clearly that it was already recognized as an authoritative
work some two centuries before Madhva wrote. Alberuni, in

i

ill
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hi8 work on India, which was completed in a.D. io,o mves
us the hst of Puranas as it was in the !'«//«« P. in "his day
and ,t ,s precisely the same as the h'st in ourMSS. of to-day!
Ihus It ,s absolutely clear that by .030 the BAofrova/.f had
not only been written but had already gained such acceptance
as to have won its present recognized place as the fifth of the
1 uranas. VVe must, then, acknowledge that it can scarcely
have been written later than, say, a. d. yoc*
$275- Can we discern where it was written? There is

a passage in the eleventh book > which suggests that it may
have been m the Tamil country. The passage runs thus in
tnglish

:

theTli''""'^"
"" '^?"' '^''''' ^'''''^™ •'•«« ^^'^hed to take birth in

levn^'^ f
8^' ^«=^^"«'^ 'hey kne^v that in this age would be born great soulsdevoted to Narayana. These souls would be thinly scattered in various

places
i but .n the Dravida land they would be found in so.ne numbers

'^!.Z^:Z:ijr
'-

-
^' ''^----^' -^^^-^^

Then in the B/ia^ava/a Mahatmya, a late appendix to the
Bhagavata, there is an episode - which bears on the question
but which cannot be understood unless we distinguish care-
fully between ordinary bhakti and the bhakti of the Bhaga-
vata P In this episode bhakti, incarnate as a young woman
says I was born in Dravida'. Now to say that the bhakti
of the i>vetdsvcuara I 'panishad, the Gita, and the early Puranas
was born m Dravida would be absurd

; but if we realize that
ui this appendix to the Bhagavata, bhakti necessarily means
the passionate and many-sided devotion of the great Purana
tnere is no difficulty, and it becomes clear that the work
asserts that this bhakti arose in T mil-Lmd. Now, it was in
the Tamil country, by the side of the rivers just mentioned,
that those Vaishnava poet-singers who are known as Alvars
composed their hymns and went from shrine to shrine, singing
and dancing in fervent devotion before images of Vishnu and

JRAS.V^^ttAk. ^' '' ''"°'"' '" ^"°'^"' '°"""''°" ''y Govindacharya,

'I. 27. i;rierson,yA'/f.V. 1911, 800.
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his Avataras. Tlicir period is the seventh, ci^jhth, and ninth
centuries. No other group of early Vaishnavas exhibit so much
excitement in their bhakti. Furtljer, many of the temples
they frequented were dedicated to both Vishnu and Siva.'
We may thus be certain that the mini.strants of those temples
were Hhagavatas, and that a considerable section of the people
belonged to that community. Now, if in the Tamil-country
there was a group of Hhagavata ascetics who felt the same
devotion as the Ajvars and expressed it in similar fashion, we
should have precisely the ' great souls devoted to Narayana

'

mentioned in the Bhdgavata, and in such circumstances the
bhakti referred to in the Bhagavata Mahatviya would be
born.

§ 276. It thus seems natural to conjecture that the Blidga-
vata was written about a. d. 900, in the Tamil country, in

some community of ascetics belonging to the Hhagavata sect
who felt and gave expression to the bhakti characteristic of
the work. If it arose in such a centre, the advaita philosophy
would inevitably be one of its characteristics, and it would
naturally receive the name Bluigavata.

a. The Bhdgavatas.

k VT- We now turn to the sects. If the Purana arose in

the way we suggest, one would expect that it would gradually
find acceptance among Bhagavatas all over the country ; and
that clearly happened. Whether in the Tamil, Telugu, Kana-
rese, or Maratha districts, the Bhdgavata P. is the chief
scripture of the IJhagavatas.

The Ndrada-bhakti-sHtra and the Sdndilya-bhakti-sntra
are brief compendiums of the bhakti system, probably meant
to be committed to memory by ascetics. Hoth are clearly
dependent on the Bhdgavata P., and neither mentions Radha.
The Ndrada is simple both in language and thought, and is

practical in aim
; the Sdndilya is sutra-like and philosophic,

its standpoint being bheddbheda. The lihagavatas of the south'

' Krishna Sastrl, SII. 72.

ill
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use only the Niirada. It is probabU that it was produced
among the HhajTavatas at quite an early dale. The con-
nexions of the SA»dilya-sutra, which has been niucli usedm the north, arc still obscure. It may be a Nimbarkite
document.

It .seems clear that the Vasudcva and Gopichau,! ma Upani-
•shads' arc Phagavata books; for the Crddhvapimdra made
with a single line of creamy i^opichandaua, vvhi- li these
Lpanishods praise, is the Hhagavata sect-mark. As Nara-
yana wrote commentaries on them, they belong to this
period.

Towards the end of the thirteenth century, Vopadeva, a
famous grammarian belonging to the Mara^ha country, wrote
several works on the Bhagavata J\ the chief of hich were
the Harilila, which i .m abstract of the Purana, and the
Muktaphala, which sums up its teaching. His name thus
became associated with the Purana, and tiie myth about its

authorship arose.

3. The Bhaktas of the Maratha country,

k a7«- The Vaishnavas of the Maratha country arc Hhaga-
vatas, but it is not known when the Bhagavata P. began to
be used by them. In the thirteenth century the movement
became a popular one, and all their literature is in the
vernacular

;
so that there arc mar'ed differences between them

and the Bhagavatas of the Tamil .d Kanarese districts. The
unbroken tradition of the country is that the Bhakti movement
began with a poet named Jnancsvara, who is popularly called
Dnyandcv or Dnyanoba. According to another tradition,
which appears in the Bhakta Mala, he was a »'• ciplc of
Vishnusvaml.

Jiiancsvara is the author of a work in Marathi verse on the
Bhagavadgita called the Jnanesvarl, which runs to 10,000
couplets. Its date is a. a 1290. The work is advaiti t in
tone, but it also lays great stress on yoga, and the author

» Jacob, EAU.^^.
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says he is the disciple of Nivn'ttinath, the disciple of Ganinfah,
the disciple <.f Gorakhnath.* He is also the author of the
Ilariptil/i, a collection of iH nbhangs, or hymns. His poetry
decidedly shows the influence of the li/uigavala, and his note
is that of an enthusiastic bhakta. Tradition makes him the
greatest of a group of saints. His poems are philosophical
in tone and full of reflective thought, and have had a great and
lasting induencc on the educated cl.isses. There need be no
doubt that he was the coryphaeus of the whole bhakti move-
ment of the Marathfi country. It is not at all unlikely that
he should have also come under the personal influence of
Vishnusvami, who was probably his senior by some thirty
or forty years at niost.^ That would account for the fact that,
while scholarly Marfitha Hhfigavatas still use the old Hhagavata
mantra, Om uamo Bliagavate Vdsudevaya, the mantra in

common use is Rama-Krishna Ilari, which is the Vishnusvami
Mantra.* It ought to be noticed, however, that Jrtanesvara and
the other Maratha bhaktas do not, like Vishnusvami, recognize
Radha. He is also the author of the A iiiritdniibhava, an ad vaita
Saiva philosophical work in iMar.lthi verse. He was thus a true
Bhagavata, honouring Siva as well as Vishnu, and following
Saiikara in philosophy.

4. T/ic Mddhvas.

§ 279. The first sect directly founded on the Bhagavata P.
seems to have been the Madhvas. They are simply an ofi"-

shoot from the Hhagavatas. the sole reason for the schism
being the detestation in which the founder held Saiikara's

Vedanta. Madhva (1 199-1 'i7«),* the founder, was born at

Udipi in South Kanara, and organized his sect in the early
decades of the ihirtccnth century. While still quite young,
he became a ^annyasl, and received a training' in Sankara's
system. But in addition to the regular Vedanta treatises, he
gave much time to the Aitareya U., the Mahabharata, and

' This statement occurs in his Amr^ .nubhava. 2 .See below, § 2S1.
' See § 2S1. * lihandarkar, \'S. 5«f. ; Grierson, E\E. ill. 232.

m
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the Bhiisitvala l\ This la.st work charly dominated his
religious life. Hcf.irc hi.s pciotl of training jvcr he
broke away from Sankara. Soon after, he b.,,in pubhc
discussion, and gradually formed a system for himself, based
>n the main on the Bhagavata P. lie was successful in
grithcring a community of some size an<l in winning a number
of notable converts. The |„ oiogy which he taught i» in
many points like kamanuj.'s; but the philosophy is frankly
duahstic. lie distinguishes very sharply between man and
C^od, and thus stands further away from Saiikara than any
other exponent of the " nanta-sutnu, except j.^ rhaps Vishnu-
svaml. Apart from 'h- D ologj-, his s>st.,M is very similar
to that of the Bhan-uata s.c:. 'I .V eni.c of the religion is
the adoration of K,i „„a I,- \M^^^

, as tauyhl in the fihaga-
rata, without recognition .„• KMi \ ; 1 ,ut all the .ther avataras
arc reverenced. Siva also is ..oishipppcvJ, an,! the five Gods
are recognized.

Madhvas chief works arc his /.'/^asAja and A»m:}rmuh,a,
both on the ra/rwfa-su/ms. The /J^nls/o^ '"^ a comparatively
short prose treatise, which seeks to show by an array of pro., :.

texts that Madhva's explanation of the Silirns is the only ri
'^

one. The texts are drawn from (a) the Rignu/a, (b) ...
Upanishads and the Gita, (c) the Pi.ranas; the Vaishn.
Samhitas.and other late works. The book is thus of ^c.y
httle interest except as an account of the teaching of the sect >

His exposition of the B/ulgavata, the Ululgavata-tatparya.
mrttaya, and a companion volume on the Mahabharata are
also works of considerable importance for the sect. lie wrote
commentaries on ten Upanishads.
The followers of Sahkaracharya opposed and persecuted

Madhva with a good deal of bitterness ; so that ever since

i2ji—mwpm
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those days there h;is been little km- lost between the two
groups. M.ulhva believed himself to be an. incarnation of
Vayu, and, probably as a result ..f Sarikaritc iwrseciition. he
taught thai Satikara was a reincarnation of an obscure demon
named Manimat who apjiears in the Mahi'ibhardta.^

Aboul half a century after Madhva's death, Jayatlrtha was
the head of the sect. His commentaries on the founder's
most important works arc amongst the chief books of
the ,cct.

[f. Ki),i/i('i.

^ zHo. Neither the Hhagavatas. nor the Madhvas recognize
Radha: they do not go beyond what is contained in the
lUiagavata. Hut all the later sects who depend on the great
Puraiia do recognize Radha. We must therefore ask whence
her story came.

VVc have seen above that in the Bhiigavata P. there is

a gopi whom Krishna favours so much as to wander with
her alone, and that the rest of the gopis surmise that she must
have worshipped Krishna with peculiar devotion in a previous
life to have thus won his special favour. This seems to be
the source whence Radha arose, and it is probable that the
name Radha comes from the root radh in the sense of
conciliating, pleasing. She is thus the pleasing one. In w'lat

book she first appeared is not yet known, but an Indian
scholar ^ suggests to me that it may have been the Gopala-
tapani-Vpatiishad, which contains an account of Radha, and is

reverenced by all Radha-worshipping sects.

Two early sects recognize Radha, the Vishnusvamis and
the Nimbarkas, but the chronology and the relationships arc

' SaAkara's demon-origin is mentioned in Madhva's exposition of the
MahAbhilrnla. After his death, I'andit Narayana. the son of one of
his disciples, published two Sanskrit works, the 'Manimu^jarl and the
Madlnuivijiiya, in which the theory of the two incarnations is fully set
forth. See Grierson, ERE., VIII. 232. It is possible that the Sankara-
vijayas were wriUen as a counterblast to these Madhva works. A long
polemic against Madhvism h.is also been interpolated into the Saura
J'urana. ' Pandita Radha Charana Gosvami of lirindaban.

I
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still obscure. Tradition sets the leaders in the following
order, Madhva, VishnusvamT, Nimbarka ; and that order
seems to fit in with their teaching ; for Madhva does not
recognize Radha at all, and Vishnusvami's theology is very
similar to Madhva's, while Nimbarka strikes out quite a new
line for himself. Yet the seemingly natural may not be the
historical order. There is one historical fact which necessarily
suggests a doubt

:
it is quite clear that Radha was worshipped

and praised in song in North India before Madhva's day ; for
Jayadcva's Gltagovinda belongs to the end of the twelfth
century. There is a trad-'tion in Bengal that Jayadeva was
a Nimbarkitc

;
but in the Gltagovinda Radha is the mistress,

not the consort, of Knshna. as she is in Nimbarka's theology.'
Sufficient evidence does not seem to be available to settle

the question, but we may conjecture that the myth of Radha
grew up quite spontaneously at Brindaban on the basis of the
narrative of the Bhagavata P., and that her worship was
organized there, perhaps about A. D. iioo, and thence spread
to Bengal and elsewhere. If that is the history, Jayadeva's
poetry, on the one hand, and the rise of the two sects, on the
other, are easily explainable ; and it is possible that Nimbarka
may have developed his Radha-theology at Brindaban while
VishnusvamT was forming his simpler system in the south.

6. The Vis/iHusvdmh.

§ 381. Of VishnusvamT very little is known, but it is believed
that he belonged to the South. His system is precisely like
the Madhva system, e.xcept that Radha is acknowledged.
She IS simply Krishna's favourite among the gopis, his
mistress. VishnusvamT, like Madhva, is a dualist, quite as
pronounced as Madhva, if not more so. Tradition states thai
he wrote commentaries on the Glta, the VaWita-sutras, and
the Bhagavata P. His Bhagavata-bhdshya is referred to by

^L'lv "".l'^ "r^^rf
''"''*'»•«'.•'' •'''^"'i. King of liengiil, who reigned c. 1170-

iz^i^,^y ' \^°<'^
'
?"'!: '°,'r

"^ ^''' '"^^^ ^PP^^"- '" ^^^ ^adukti.

A nT:^X 'xf
*""^"'°8y hy Srlclham Dasa, which dates apparently from

A. D. 1205. The chronology is also opposed 10 his being a Mmbarkite.

^^>wj^TT^^r. IfHlfgF " V '

wii 35f*r«nffy
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Sridhara Svamin in his comment on Bhdgavata P. I. 7 ; and
it is said that the work survives, but it has not been seen by
any scholar. In Madhava's Sarvadarsanasahgraha "there is

a reference to Vishnusvaml's devoted adherent, Srikanta Misra,^

and to a work by him named Sakara-siddhi, the teaching of

which is clearly dualist. The Bhakta-mdla says that Vishnu-

svaml was also the teacher of Jiianesvara, the Maratha bhakta
;

and the story is probably true.^ In any case it is clear that

the sect was widespread and popular for centuries.'* The
sectarian mantras are said to be Oih Rdma-Krishndya namah,
and Oih Rdma-Krishna Hart. TheVishnusvamls and all other

Radha-worshipping sects use the Gopdlatdpanlya U. and the

Gopdlasahoirandma.

The Bhagavatas, the Madhvas and the VishnusvamTs, like

Ramanuja,* uphold the Samuchchhaya doctrine ; i. e. they

teach that, in seeking release, men should perform their full

religious duty as Hindus as well as seek the knowledge of

Brahman, while Sankara finds release in knowledge alone.

7. The Nimbdrkas.

§ 282. Nimbarka was a scholarly Bhagavata from the

Telugu country who settled at Brindaban, accepted the story

of Radha, and created a sect of his own. The date is uncer-

tain.'' Nimbarka's philosophic position is bhcddbheda, dualistic

monism." He was considerably influenced by Ramanuja, and,

like him, laid great stress on meditation. He goes far beyond
Vishnusvaml in his account of Radha. She is Krishna's

' Cowell, p. 141. « See § 278.
' For a suggestion with regard to the Narada I'dncharatra, see § 377.
* See § 285. " See Bhandarkar, VS. 62.
" As Nimbarka's original name is said to have been Bhaskara, it has

been suggested that he is identical with Hhaskarachfirya, who wrote the
Bhedabheda bhashya about A. D. 900 : see § 260. But the mere co-
incidence of name is scarcely sufficient to oiitweigh the following con-
siderations. It is extremely unlikely that one man should write a pure
Vedanta bhashya and also a sectarian Vritti ; and, as our knowledge
of the literature stands at present, it would seem probable that the name
of Kadha and her worship appeared at Brindaban at a date considerably
later than Bhaskarachiirya, say about A. D. iioo.
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eternal consort, and lives for ever with liim in the Cow-world
Goloka, far above all the other heavens. Like her lord she

th 'r' rr'"''' '" """^'^^"- ^"^ ^'^ his .edded wife

M K- , ^ '1°'^ ''^ ^''^ ^°P'^ ''^'"^'"^ unchanged. ToN.mbarka Knshna is not a mere incarnation of Vishnu • he
.s the eternal Brahman, and from him springs Radha, and
also uncounted gopas and gopis, who sport with them inGoloka Nmibarka thus necessarily centred all his devotionon Knshna and his consort, to the exclusion of other godsHe thus gave up the Smarta position of the Bhagavatasfand
became fuMy sectarian. All the later sects owe a great deal

Z r^' .
'"°''' ' '''°''' ^^ommentary. a sort of Vrirti, onthe Vcd^mja-sraras called Fai.hUa./>artjafa-saura6Aa, and

a poem of ten stanzas, the DasasU^, which contains the
Sumtessencc o! his system; but the Bhashya of the sect is
^r.R;vasa s I edanta-Kanstubha, a lengthy work of considerable
merit. Later leaders also produced scholarly works. Nim-
barkas use the Gautamlya S} for their ritual

; and theKnshna section of the Brahma-vaivarta P. seems to be aNimbarka document interpolated into the Purana. The San-
dilya-bhakti-siitra may be of Nimbarkite origin.'^

c. Paiicharatra Literattire.

1. The Sri-Vaishnavas.

§ 283. The SrI-Vaishnavas of the Tamil country reached
the summit of their history during these centuries, and became
he model on which many other sects sought to form their
l.terature and organization. The introduction of the singing
of the enthusiastic lyrics of the Ajvars ' into the temple service
of the sect IS an event of much importance. The use of Tamilm the worship brought the cult nearer the people; and the
rich and passionate devotion of the hymns made the bhakti of
the sect more vivid and real. The man to whom Vaishnavas

' Schrader, IPAS.
7, no. 44. » See § 277. ' See § 2,7.
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owe the change fs Nathamun,.> His date has been disputed,
but the end of the tenth and the beginning of the eleventh
century seems to satisfy the evidence best.'' He gathered thehymns of Nammajvar and of the other Ajvars, arranged themm four groups of about a thousand stanzas each, and set them
to D'av,d.an music. The whole collection is called Nalayira
Praband/urm, or book of four thousand hymns. He also suc-
ceeded in arranging for the regular singing of these hymns in

Ll^rV,'""^
°^ ^'''''^"'" ^' Trichinopoly. where he

resided. The practice spread to other shrines, and now obtainsm most of the more important temples.
But Nithamuni was also a theologian and teacher. Underbim a school of combined Sanskrit and Tamil scholarship

arose ^t Srlraiigam,'' whence he is called the first Acharya of
the sect The study of the Nalayira Prabandham was one of
the chief parts of the curriculum, and a series of commentaries
was written on them.
The succession of teachers is Nathamuni, Pundarikaksha.

Ramami^ra, Yamunacharya. Of the second and third* very
htt e .s known but the fourth, who was the grandson of
Nathamun. and lived in the middle of the eleventh century
was a competent scholar and left several significant works.'He was a sannyasi, like the other teachers of the school. His
chief books are the Siddhitraya, which seeks to establish the
reality of the human soul in opposition to the school of
sankara, the Agamapramanya, on the authority of the Vaish
nava Agamas or Samhitas, and the Gltartha-sahgraha an
exposition of the BhagavadgUa, all in Sanskrit. In these
works ,s found the earliest statement of the Visishtadvaita
philosophy, of which Ramanuja is the classical exponent

§ 284. Ramanuja received his early philosophical training

atW" ahjam''
«^^"''^^'"'" "^ Va.nunacharya, whom Ramanuja succeeded

§
30"' ''"' '" ^""'^'"P"''"y "f Nambi and of RSjaraja the Great. See

IJut see Rajagopalachariar, y/t/.

R
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s"aht
"!? V .'" ' '''''^'''

^'^'""e'"S to tl,c school ofSankara named Yadava Praka^a.' but he disagreed with hisguru and adhered to the modified monism whfch was taugh

dId Tlfr' . : T:
^''" ^ ^°""^ "'^" ^^^- Vamunachafyaded.^ Although he had not been trained in the school he wasalready so prominent as a Vaishnava scholar that he was invited

dorrr r- "^r^^^^^
^"^^ invitation,butdid not settledown to teachmg until had learned all he could from former

t^ Loll rt°°':
^'" •^•^''^'"^'^^"^ ^^- ^- -"tr

Z

the temple of Snrangam as well as of the school, and alsoa sort of pontifical authority in the sect. He was most s c-cessful as a teacher and controversialist. For some twentyyears he lectured, held discussions and wro.e books. The sec^grew steadily in influence. He produced three philosoph caworks of importance, the r.^«>.W«^.,/,, wl^ch seeks Toshow that the Upanishads do not teach a strict monism t^5r M«.V- a co.Timentary on the Vcdd^fa-sruras, and a (7//«-MasAj^a. The SrlMas/^j^a is a fine piece of work

Jrf\
'^^" '^'''"' '^"^^' '" '^^ ^"••'^^ antagonizes San-karas illus.onary monism with great skill and thoroughnessand also opposes the Bhedabheda system of Bhaskaracharya;

Ramanuja follows a long succession oftheistic scholars, the mostfamous being Bcdhayana, who lived before Sankara and .Tota gloss, Vnm, on the / 'e^anr.-su^ras, now unhappily lost ^ Thefollowing summary of the system is abrid.,^ed from Thibaut

"

.nJ''"''/'''? *!r'^
''"' all-embracing being called Hrahman uJ,o isendowed w.th all imaginable auspicious qualities. The LoH alperva mg, all-powerful, all-knowing, all-merciful ; his na urt f nd".'ment-lly antagonistic to all evil. He contains within himself wl,?,»v^r

Mltr"?"'," ""™^'"-'--d - the 'mterna u
'

o ,Matter and souls, as forming the body of the Lord T ,

different, periodically altemat^g. conditLs. DuH rth:'peH:;7fworld-rest, matter and souls being apart from bodies, tl r inS l„r.IS m a state of contraction. The Lord is then said tcZ
'"'""'^^"^^

condition. When the period comes to an L "ration
" "r'owing to an act of volition on the Lord's pat"SeXd^mS::

See§.6o.
«
See

§ .60. . .See § ,93. * ^TZ?^. XXXIV. ...viifT.
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hen, evolvmg, acquires its sensible chanicieristics, while souls enter

Owin7r°"r
""' '"""• ""' '''' *"''^"'«^"^^ ""'^*=--*>-- ^^P--^"sion.

transmigration; and from this Release is possible only th ough trueknowledge of the Lord, which rests on a stu<ly of the script.fre uulcons^ts m constant devotion (bhakti, to him and meditltio" S;iC
thetrd fir ev"

"'' ""' ^"'"^ ''"'^''^'^ ^"'^ ^"^'^^^ '"'—- -'''

The Lord is a personal ^eing. Hrahman is but another name forNarayana-V.shnu, the god of the Vaishnava sect.

VVarm-hcartcd devotion to a god .iiust have been a frccuu-nt
element ,n early Hindu religious feeling, and as early as the
Svctasvatara [/., uhich probably dates from abot.t the fourth
century r..c., we find it spoken of as an important part c,f the
highest rehgton. In the 67/^ its place is more distinctly
affirmed. Here in the school of Ramanuja it becomes still
mo.

.
prom.nent. for it is the loftiest and most important

factor m the means of deliverance. It remains, however quietand med.tat.ve.an aspect of man's reaching out towards' fuller
knowledge of God, and thus very different from the bhakti of
the bha^avaia P.

Ramanuja holds, in opposition to Sarikara. that the manwho wishes to win release ought to contha.e to do his duties
as a Hindu while he seeks the knowledge of R.ahman wrth
a v,ew to final release. Works and knowledge are both
necessary for the great end in view. This is called the
^amuc/tc/ihaya or ' combination ' doctrine. The serious seeker
ought therefore to study the Karma Mimamsa as well as the
Vedanta. This theory is then typified in the fact tliat san-
nyasls of the school of Ramanuja do not lay aside the sacred
thread. They continue the worship of Vishnu and mav even
act as mmistrants in temples as well as heads of monasteries

'

5108 Th';?'
"'^/'"^'^

"'T-'"
"f ""^^'-^ lirahman's n ytl S

i>n-Vaishnava ascetics are called Ekang.-is.
on liraiiman

R 2
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§ 2«6. The writing of the Sri-hhaskya « as a most important
event for the SrI-Vaishnavas. It was doubtless meant in the
first instance to provide the sect with a clearly expressed
philosophy in full accordance with its beliefs and its ancient
literature, a matter of great moment for the training of teachers
and ascetics. But it was not merely of large practical value.
Ihe dignity of the sect was vastly enhanced when it was
brought into living connexion with the Vedanta by this illus-
trious work. It was the first sectarian bhashya ever writtenWe may realize how valuable an acquisition it was felt to be
from the long array of similar works produced during the fol-
lowing seven centuries.' It is also probable that Ramanuja
hoped, by linking the sect to the Vedanta, to get rid, to some
extent at least, of the reproach of heterodoxy which had
dogged the sect throughout its history.^ His own punctilious
observation of caste rules in the matter of food and intercourse
with other castes was doubtless intended to help in the same
direction.

§ 2.S7. There .vere two types of Vaishnava temples in the
south in his day, one class using Paiicharatra Samhitas for
their ritual, the other using Vaikhanasa Samhitas.^ the latter
class being probably Bhagavata shrines. Ramanuja did
all he could to unify the sect by substituting Paiicharatra
for Vaikhanasa manuals wherever he could win over the
authorities.*

S^
28H. While he held strictly by the ancient rule that none

but the twicc-born may read the Upanishads, he was most
eager to teach both Sudras and Outcastes the doctrine of
Vishnu-bhakti. In this he was a faithful disciple of the Alvars
In certain places he arranged that the Outcastes should 'have
the privilege of visiting the temple one day in the year. But
there is no reliable evidence for the statement, so often made
that he ate with Outcastes, or that he took any step to aller

' .See § 94 and § 215.

' See § 340.
See § :ii and § 3S4.

chLS'f/fur''"'"''
^"^•^' P=icimanabha.har,Z7-J/.2S2; Covinda-
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their social position.' He maintained the ancient Hindu
restrictions in all their fullness. His position is clearly revealed
m the use of the pm-itm, or thread of purity, with which Sudra
and Outcaste adherents of the sect are invested. It is a low-
caste sacred thread. Acknowledgement is thus made that
they are capable of rcceivinjj spiritual religion, yet they are
kept rigorously apart from the twice-born. The Satanis -= arc
a group of people of Sudra caste whom he taught and con-
nected with the sect, but no suggestion was made that their
caste status should be altered.

He took a journey through India for the dissemination of
his system, and seemingly with great success. He went south
to Ramesvaram, up the west coast through Malabar and the
Maratha country to Gujarat, the north-west, and Kashmir, and
returned by Benares, Purl, and Tirupati to Srirarigam. The
wide influence of the sect in later times was probably largely
due to what he was able to accomplish during this journey.

§2X9- In A.D. i09« Kulotturiga I, the Chola king, started
a persecution against the Vaishnavas, and Ramanuja was
obliged to flee. He withdrew to the Mysore, and there made
the acquaintance of the Crown Prince ^ of the Hoysala dynasty.
The royal family and a large proportion of the people were
Jains, but the prince was won over by Ramanuja and took
a new name to mark his conversion, Vishnuvardhana. For
a long period Ramanuja resided in Mysore, chiefly at Melkote,
teaching and discussing and building, and Vaishnavism became
firmly planted. The Chola persecutor died in 11 18, and in
1 122 Ramanuja returned to Srirarigam, where he died in 11 37.*
He is worshipped a- an incarnation in the temples of the sect.

Chan^V^'!^'''^"^
'^^

f^^'y '^^'^.V'
^''>' '""Slated by Govindacharya,

i-hap. X, and Kaja.jopalachanar. FAV. 141. « See « ^8'

A n w/,""R^rr^ ',A.j^^
'*"'°"'

""^T '*=" y^'^ '^'<=' '^"'J reigned until

hi, hfri'h
'^™'°«y ,«f his early life is still doubtful. Tradition places

s ,„nn^ •

'°J'' ^V^^ ''^°''^ '""^ ^'^<^°"'«^s '"°« comprehensible if we
ArL^rH^'^T

''*""
""^"f

'°50 and succeeded Yamuna about loSo.A record wh.ch was recently found in his monastery in Melkote, Mysoremakes ,tpla.n that he arrived in Mysore in 1098 and left in 1122': /ffi
'y'Si '4/ n.
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^ 290. There is no lack of early biographical material. Not
to speak of contemporary poems and such like, which arose .*n

the school, his early life is dealt with in the Bhntapurl Md-
hdtmya (Bhutapurl is Sri Perumbudur, where he was born),
a section of the Harlta Samhita, while in other Samhitas his
later activities arc dealt with. The fivara Samhita speaks of
Sathakopa, i.e. Nammajvar, and Ramanuja, contains a Mahat-
mya of Melkote in Mysore, and enjoins the use of the Tamil
hymns of the Nalaytra Prabandham. The Brihad Brahma
S,:,-:,hitd also refers to Sathakopa and Ramanuja, and speaks
of the Dravida land as the place where Vishnu's devotees
abound. These texts must be old, the sections dealing with
Ramanuja being probably twelfth-century interpolations.
Pmally, in the thirteenth century, a detailed Life was written
in Tamil by Pinbajagla-Perumal-Jiyar.

§ 291. Towards the end of the thirteenth century, or possibly
early in the fourteenth, the head of the school of Srirahgam
was Pijjai Lokacharya. He wrote a brief treatise in San-
skritized Tamil, the Artha-patichaka, or Pentad of Truths,
which is a very excellent summary of Sri-Vaishnava doctrine.'
Sudarsana Bhatta, who ruled at Srirangam towards the close
of our i>eriod, may be mentioned as having vritten a com-
mentary on the Bhdgavata /'., which, though not mentioned
by Ramanuja, had in the interval won itself a place in the
sect.

§ 292. The mantra of the sect is the famous early mantra,
Oin uamo Ndrdyandya} A sect-mark and the branding of
symbols on the body are in use, in accordance with the rules
of the Samhitas. The sect and its system arc both called the
Sri-Vaishnava Sampradaya, i.e. the tradition with regard to
Sri (i.e. Lakshmi) and Vishnu. No other Hindu sect is more

thl l^r, ""l^
^^°"^9"s statement, so often repeated, that the mantra ofthe sect IS Om Ra,naya namah, comes from Wilson (^Sects, 40), andprobably arose froni the idea that the mantra of Ramanuja must be thesame as Ramananda's: see § 387. SrI-Vaishnavas use a.so a secret

T^l-"^ Ax^' u ''l"^''?
°! ''"'''' •"^''*' '^*''<=*» 's clearly phallic, referring

to .Sri and Vishnu : Covindachfirya. /.'. u, 48, 52.
^
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exclusive in its allegiance ; the worship of Siva or any god
other than Vishnu, his consorts, and his representatives, is

forbidden. Radhfi is not acknowledged at ai. In matters of
food and caste SrI-Vaishnavas are extremely strict. The sect
ministers to all the four castes, while for many centuries the
outcastes were taught Vishnu-bhakti, and several tcaste
names occur in the list of Sri-Vaishnava saints. Yet the
strength of tlie sect is in the Urahman community. Every
Sri-Vaishnava lirahman bears one of two names, Acharya or
Aiyarigar.

a. The Manbhaiis,

h ^93- The Mahanubhavas (i. e. men of the great experience)
or Manbhaus are a Vaishnava sect found in the Marathi-
speaking area, who claim a high antiquity for their system but
acknowledge that their organization dates from t' " thirteenth

century.

Several noteworthy characteristics, which they have in

common with the Vira Saivas, are probably to be explained
as due mainly to racial and local facts, partly to the influence

of Ramanuja. The more noteworthy of these features arc
these

: Both are rather more heterodox than ordinary Vaish-
nava and Saiva sects, so that Hindus frequently deny that
ivf-inbhaus are Hindus at all, and some Vira Saivas deny that
ihi. Vira Saiva .sect is a Hindu community. They are both
inctly sectarian, Vira Saivas worshipping Siva alone, Man-
jhaus rp< t /rniz-ing Krfshna alone. Both .sects refuse to worship
imzce >. .hough each worships a symbol of its own god. In
oacn . J. ,11 full members may dine together. Both sects

are stnciiy vcg<t rian, both bury their dead, and in both
the R'ceUcs are . i far more importance than the temples.

Each m;c; claims to have five founders. Any caste-Hindu is

welconiOii as a full member in either sect if he is willing to

undergo in.Va,!on. Round each of the two .sects there is

a circlet of half-converted groups who do not keep the full

law. As th;; Vira Saivas arc about a century older than the

ii1

il
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Manbhaus it is possible that the latter may have followed theexample of the former sect in some points.

$ 394. The unexplained figure of Dattatrcya hovers shadowy
and mdistmct behind Manbhau history. The sect claims him
as the source of ,ts system. If, as is possible, a real historical

TT . u
'"""^*'«'' •" this mist, his connexions were with

M^^or*'?^ u'""""'^
""'* ^^'t** Yadavagiri (i.e. Melkote) in the

hZ7 J u"
"'"^"^ represented as a sannyasi with three

heads, .so that he stands for the trimurti. and he is accompanied

Ir^T'uTJ uu
'''"'• ""^''^ ^^""'' ^°^ the Veda., and the

fol
^"* J^^^hhaus deny that they worship him in thisto.m. To them he is art incarnation of Krishna.

Chakradhar. who flouri.shed in the middle of the thirteenth
centiu-y, seems to be the actual founder of the sect as we know

LJ^
^*%fo"owed by Nagadeva Bhatta. who was a con-temporary of Ramachandra. the Yadava King (,27,-1,09)and of Jnanesvara.^ the author of the /«««ii-/ He dWa great deal to propagate the community. Of their later

history very httle is yet known. It is clear that they have
suffered from orthodox opposition.

oZrt'!^ 'Vr^''" '^' ^"P'-^"'^' «"d they will worship no

Im n . 7 I:
'^'''^^'^^ their own places of worship, and

W.11 not enter ordinary temples. Instead of an image they

terrL'e" .""^t"""
' ^"adrangular or circular whitewashed

terrace, wh.ch they worship in the name of God. The natureof the.r worship seems to be unknown. -They .speak of Datta-

nr-t*' 7 ""''"' ""^ '^"^"^°''" ^^" their system theDattatreya Sampradaya, the Sri-Datta Sampradaya, the

bhrpS. ^ '
"'"^"" '^''"^ *° Datt.treya)for the Man!

But while they speak of Dattatreya as their original founderthey say they have had a fresh founder in each ofthe four yugas

y^^^^i'J^'Am"^^^^^^^ H"'«. while the
in the l^ysore. Seef 280

*''"' '"'* ^^ '''^"«=<J Yadavagiri
• See § 278.

^
^'

ri.. iHT^mmr^^w
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They thus rccoprnizc five fravartakas, proi)a[,'ators (also called
the Pafic/utkrishna)} and have a mantra connected with each.
When any one wishes to become a Manbhau. he must repeat the
five mantras and accept initiation from a Manbhau monk.

$ a9j- They fall into two well-marked groups, ;iscetics and
householders, ascetics again falling into two distinctly organ-
ized groups, monks and nuns. On the monks rests the sect
with its teaching, discipline, and worship. Monks and nuns
are carefully kept separate.

Their chief scripture is the Bhagavadglta, but they have
a large literature of their own in Marathi. In consequence of
the persecution they were subjected to, they adopted a modi-
fied Marathi alphabet for their literature, so as to keep it

secret. This is one of the reasons why it is still so little
known. Amongst their oldest books arc the Llla Samvad,
the LUa Charita, and the Siitrapdth. Perhaps we may take
these as belonging to this period. The Dattatreya U.^ and the
Dattatreya S? are probably also connected with the movement.

3. The Narasimha Sect,

$296. Very little is known about the activities of the
Narasimha sect during this period, but it is clear that the god
was still popular. The huge monolithic image at Vijayanagar
IS proof that the dynasty favoured him. There are still many
families in which he is the patron of the family. The Nam-
simha S.* may belong to this period. The Narasimha
UpapHrana, which has been already mentioned,^ was translated
into Telugu about a.d. 1300.

4. The Kama Sect,

§ 297- Serious members of the Ramaite sect, whose early
literature has been already noticed," found it hard to reconcile
the entirely human words and actions of Rama and Sita in
Books II-VI of the Ramayana' viWh their belief that Rama

3 E'"'f". ''^'"J;'".
58.

,.
• No. II 2 in the list, p. 364.No. 61 in Schnider's list, /PAS. p. 7. • Sd.rader, //M.T. 8.

^«=«= S ^»i>. • See § 219. 7 See § 48.
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.sthe eternal God. The Adhyatma Rdmdyana, or spiritual
Ramayana in seven books, bearing the same names as the
books of the early Epic, tells the whole story afresh, with
a view to meeting these difficulties. The theology is advaita
throughout, but Sakta elements are added, so that Sita has
a place beside the eternal Rama. In order to shield Sita from
the reproach of having been carried away by Ravana and kept
•n h's harem she enters the fire, leaving only an illusory Sita
behind her, before the appearance of the demon ; and the real
goddess does not return until the fire-ordeal at the end of the

Til' )'''.^" ^^""^ ^* ^"y P°'"* ^^''^^ ^« a «"»"' «t is explained
that his divme consciousness is temporarily clouded by mdyd.
Release .s obtainable in Rama alone; fervent bhakti is the
path to release

; and a Rama mantra is taught.' The man who
wishes to obtain release must give up works altogether; forthey only bind the soul to samsdrn. The work is thus
opposed to the Samuchckhaya^ doctrine. It contains the
Kama-hndaya'^ m eight ^lokas and the Rdma-gitd^ in fifty-
SIX ^lokas compendia of doctrine meant to be committed tomemory for constant repetition and meditation. The work
c early depends not only on the Rdmdyana and the advaita
Vedanta but also on the Bhdgavata P. and the Ramaite
Agastya Samhitd' mentioned above." There were alreadymany Ramayanas ^ in existence when the book was writtenAmong these there was undoubtedly the Pantpa-Rdmdyana?
a Jam version of the Epic in Kanarese'; and possibly the
author may have known the Yoga- Vasishtha, the Adbkuta, and
the bhnsundi Ramayanas. There existed also an Adhydtma
Narayana, v^h\ch is several times quoted by Madhva in his
Wiashya The date of the work is probably the thirteenth or
fourteenth century: Eknath, the Marathi poet, who died in
A.D. i6o8, calls it a modern poem.'" It was translated into

A-a>Sjr;'
''' '"'"'" '" '""^

^'.%f
- are likl'episodes in the 'A^^-

" Bhandarkar, VS. 48.
^'"' ^^- ^°' 33-
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Malayalim in the seventeenth century. There is also a Kana-
rese version.^

There can thus be no doubt about the existence of an old
sect which found release in Rama alone. Was it in the south
or the north ? It would be perilous to be dogmatic : but the
relations of the literature thus far tend to indicate the south
rather than the north. There is no distinct Ramaite sect in

the Tamil country to-day, but there are many Rama-bhaktas,
i.e. sadhus, who find salvation in Rama. These, in all proba-
bility, are survivals of the old sect.

E. Saiva Literature.

a. Pdsupata Saivas.

§298. A fifteenth-century- commentator, Advaitananda,
gives us in his Brahmavidyabharana a clear sketch of Pasu-
pata theology which enables us to realize the essentials of the
system. The five categories mentioned by Sahkara "^ really
give the roots of the system : {a) the cause, Pati, (b) the effect,

nature and Pasu, {c) yoga practices, {d) Vidhi, requirements,
i.e. various necessary practices, {e) Duhkhanta, release from
sorrow. They taught that true knowledge of the cause and
effect, constant yoga practice and meditation, and the regular

fulfilment of the rules of the order were all necessary for the
attainment of the end in view. The rules enjoin bathing and
sleeping in ashes, expressing exultation by laughter, dancing,
singing or bellowing, and pretending to be asleep, sick, lame,
in love, or mad. In release the soul was believed to attain

the divine perfections. The chief scripture of the sect seems
to have been a sutra-work called indifferently Pasupati-sutra
or Pdhtpatasdstra, but it does not seem to have survived.

I. The Lakullsas.

§ 299. Of the Lakullsas, a branch from the main Pasupata
stem, we have an account by Madhavacharya,^ the fourteenth-

' This Kanarese version contains a Madhva interpolation. Padmana-
bhachar, LTM. 133.

' SBE. XXXI V. 434 ff. ' In SDS. See Cowells's tr. 103.

a; I
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century Vedanhst. The teaching seems to be identical with
the Pa^upata theory just sketched. The differences seem tohave been confined to the practices enjoined, e.g. bathing andsleepmg ,u sand instead of in ashes. Madhava quotes

wheth I. K f'' ^?' '" •""^^ ''''' he gives no indication
whether the books belong to the main Pasupata sect or to theLakuhsa branch, and all the literature seems to have perished.
Throughout the period the sect was most active in Gujarat.
Rajputana.and the Mysore, as is made clear by many inscrip-
tions. They are well summarized by Bhandarkar.'

2. T/ie Kdpalikas.

§300. No Kapalika literature seems to have survived ; sothat for this period as well as the previous one we are
dependent on scattered notices. The references to them inhe Sankara-digvijaya .mply that they were still active during
these centuries. Then, in the Prabodhachandrodaya, a drama
produced m a.d. 1065 which we have already used.'' a Kapa-
l.ka ascetic and a KapalinI are brought on the stage andKapahka practice i. described and illustrated with great
vividness. The evidence of the Malatl-Madhava^ is here
corroborated. Kapalika ascetics are practically Saktas : the
characteristic elements of Sakta-worship-human sa rificegong dnnk, and sexual licence-appear, and .ith them theSakta jewellery of human bones, the elaborate system of yoga.

k1- fl"
!"P'^''"'"^" P°^<-^^« that spring therefrom. TheKapahka besides, dwells among the ashes of the dead, andeats and drmks out of a human skull. In this play a Buddhistand a Jam ascet.c appear on the stage, and are reduced toa ve.y miserable phght by the Kapalika and the nun who

accompanies him. Ramanuja's few sentences* on the system
corroborate the erotic element of this account ; for he say the

rnXbre^" ''" °" ''""'' ^' '''''' '" '^^ P"^-^-

'-'• 8 325.
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3. The Gorakhnilthis.

§ 301. The Gorakhnathls {Gorakshanalhh) seem to be closely
related to the Kapalikas. They form a sort ofinchoate sect ; for
Gorakhnath {Gorakshandtha) is worshipped in many temples
in North India, especially in the Punjab and Nepal

; yet the
laity does not seem to be organized. The ascetics, who arc
usually called Kanphata Yogis, i.e. Split-eared Yogis, are the
strongest part of the sect. It is most probable, but not certain,
that the movement sprang from a yogi named Gorakhnath.

§302. Goraksha seems to be a name of Siva; a great
many wonderful tales have gathered round the name of
Gorakhnath, who is said to have founded the sect of Gorakh-
nathls

;
and both Tantrik Hinduism and Tantrik Buddhism

glorify the whole company of sainted Nathas ; so that one is

tempted to take all the tales as so much mythology. Yet
Gorakhnath is probably a historical character; for the
Kanphata Yogis are a well-defined group of ascetics, and the
rise of a new type of Yoga literature, with which his name is

associated, is clearly connected with the appearance of the
order. It seems most probable that he flourished about the
beginning of the thirteenth century ; for the earliest historical
reference to him yet noted occurs in the Avtritdnubhava of
Jnanesvara, the Maratha bhakta, whose floruit is \.D. 1290.'

Gorakhnath's name is associated with the rise of a new type
of yoga, which has had a considerable vogue in certain circles
but has never found ' way into the ancient school of yoga.
It is called Hat/ui-yo^ ,And its most distinctive element is the
theory that, by certain ritual purifications of the body and
certain prescribed physical exercises, the supreme concentration
of mind called samddhi in the old yoga can be attained. It
therefore deals with a large number of strange bodily postures
(asana)? purifications of the channels of the body (sodhana),

• See § 278.

r\o^K.ms,JA US. XXII. 11. 334.
^
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modes of breath- ovulation (pranayarna)^ and exercises in

and which brmg with them miracu. , pouers. To Hathayoga .s usually added in the later books Raja-yosl a Iremtellectual discipline to which the physical traifng ts hensubo,d.natcd Gorakhnath is said to be the authof of two

them ; Tl'
t^^^tka.yoga^ and Goraksha-sataka- and onhem depends the later literature, which is dealt with in thenext chapter.3 Several works in Hindi verse exist which are

lti.n H r H '°r'""''
^'"*"^>'' '"'^^'y ^hey cannot beassigned o h.m. unless it be found that an earlier date is

foM '^u'""'"-
^^'^ ""^y h-^e been written by hisfolbwers. There thus seen^s to be sufficient ground fo

tounded h.s sect somewhere about a.d. 1200, and that ear"vstones connected with the name Goraksha and the Nathtgathered round his head after his death.

4- TAc Raseivaras.

§30.3. Another Saiva school i. described by Madhava '

not'tr: T' ''' -^^"'^^^^ °^ ^^^^"^y «y^
'-' but does

wa 7u ll ^r "::"'1: ''''' P^^^^^'-'^'-'^y -^ '^-- reachingwas thKs. that they thought that, without an immortal body
release could not be attained, and that the only way in vhichan immortal body could be developed was by the use ofmercury. ..... which, the^ declared, was produced by theoeative conjunction of Siva and his spouse. After Zacquisition of a divme body, the aspirant, by the practice of

fhiflife'^'" '"'k""".°'
''^ ^"P""^' '"' '« "berated in

Zl f' / """"?" ""^ ""'^''"* *^^^bers of the school arenamed, and several philosophic manuals.

' Han ^,7^ A °r T l^.^""
•" '^^'^' '«-day. but see Hall 17

» SD<;., ch! ix, Cowell. 137.
^^'''''' ^'""''*« ^''«'"^^. 21.
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b. Agamic Saivus.

i. T/ie Sanskrit School of Saiva Sid.Uia„t,u

§304. In his SarvadarsanasaA^^raha^ Maclhava describeswha he ca,,3 the Saiva Darsana. and quotes in illustration of
.ts teaching six of the Agamas. as many writers, and severalanonymous works. A,, the literature is in Sanskrit, bapart from the Agamas. none of it seems to have survived
Several writers however, belonging to the sehool lived atdates later than Madhava

; and these are therefore described

SidXr
^'^^"^- ''' '-' ' ''' '-''^ --^' «^ ^•^•va

in Jtr^'^fr-^
the teaching of the Tamil Saivas as containedn the lamd Sa.va Siddhanta are usually treated as one,» but

•t seems quite clear that they are distinct. The Sanskrit schoolhas m the mam a following of Brahmans, many of them being
tcmple-mmistrants. its Vedantic standpoint is Vi.^ishtadvaita
and IS literature is in Sanskrit ; while the following of the

llZn . h ^'"""f
""'•'"'y non-Brahman, its Vedantic

standpoint is Advaita^ or. according to other writers. Rhed-
abheda,* and all its literature is in Tamil.

2. 2a»iil iaivas.

kz°5- The literature of the Tamil Saivas belonging to thispenod IS extremely rich in lyrical poetry, theology, and
historical legend. The chronology is still obscure in many
points, but the relations of the larger events are fairly clear

Pattmattu P.jjai, who probably lived in the tenth century is
the author of some beautiful devotional verse, which along
with the work of several minor authors, found a place in the
sacred Canon

;
^ but a numl r of poems of a highly monothe-

istic and Puritan character, which belong to a much later date,
' Cowell, 112.

called iivSa. '^'
""'' ''' ''' ^'^- "^^^^ «'^"'lP°*"' '« sometimes

* So Umapati, Tiru-arul-payan, Ixxv.
In the Eleventh Tiru-mnrai.
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have been erroneously assigned to this tenth-century met.
They are dealt with below.'

$ 306. Nambi-andar-nambi was a contemporary of Natha-
muni the Vaishnava leader and of Rajaraja the Great, the
Chola king (A.n. 985-1018). He gathered the Tamil hymns
of The Three mto one collection, named it the Tevaram
I.e. DEVARAM, the Divine Garland, and with the help of
Rajaraja had them set to Dravidian music. Me then arranged
to have them sung in the chief shrines. An inscription of
Rajaraja's shows that he introduced them into his magni-
ficent temple at Tanjorc. Sung by a special choir, quite
distinct from the priestly ministrants, they gave the worship
a fresh interest and splendour without disturbing the ancient
Sanskrit liturgy. Manikka Vachakar's glorious verse was
probably too recent to find a place in this collection.

§ 307. Nambi's name is also connected with the formation
of a larger body of Tamil scripture, which is called the TIRU
MURAI, i.e. the Sacred Books. He collected most of the
Saiva hymns then in existence and grouped them in eleven
books;

2 and the collection was completed by the addition of
a twelfth in the twelfth century. The contents are : (a) the
Tevdrdm, (6) the Tiruvdchakam, {c) the Tiru Isaipa, lyrics by
nine authors, {d) the Tirtimantrani, {e) miscellaneous poems
including Nambi's own works, {/) the Periya Purdnam, or
Great Legend, a Liber Sanctorum, forming the Twelfth Book.
Sekklrar, the author of the Periya Purdnam, the Great Legend
may be dated in the first half of the twelfth century. It is
a poem in seventy-two cantos on the lives of the sixty-three
Saiva saints of the Tamil country, and is founded on a decad
of Sundarar's and the Toiidar-tirnv-antddi, which is one of
Nambi's poems. No work is more loved by Saivas than the
Periya Ptirdnam. To about the same date we may assign
a famous translation, the Skanda P., done into Tamil verse and
called the Kanda Piirdnavi, by Kaiichl-Appar of Conjeeveram.

' See § 426.

„nl^ h-^^^^"J-^
compilation in the reign of Rjijaraja and finished itunder his son Rajendra I.
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§.io8. Thus far the Tamil Saivas had no formulated
theology of their own but were dcpcmicnt on the Agamas,
which arc probably of northern origin and arc in Sanskrit.
The defect was remedied by a brilliant scho(»l of thinkers, who
were also Tamil poets, during the thirtt-cnth and fourteenth
centuries. Meykanda Deva, who is regarded as the fountain
of the dogmatic, was a SQdra and lived early in the thirteenth
century on the bank of the Penner river to the north of
Madras. He translated twelve Sanskrit sutras from the
Raumva Agama ' into Tamil verse. To this work, which is

known as Siva-jnana-bodha, 'Instruction in Knowledge of
Siva

', he added a few notes in Tamil prose, and a scries of
logical analogies also in prose in support of his reasoning.
The system which this \\..rk unfolds is called the Saiva
Siddhanta, or ' Reasoned .Saiva .system '. He was also a noted
teacher axid had many pupils. His most famous disciples are

Arulnandi Deva and Manavachakam Kadandan. The latter

is famous for his Utimai Vilakkain, a treatise in fifty-four

stanzas consisting of questions and answers or. the main
points of Siddhanta teaching. The former wrote the Siva-
jiidna-siddhi, a noted work in two parts, of which the first

is a criticism of other Indian schools of thought, including
Buddhism and Jainisni, while the second is a full statement of
Saiva Siddhanta teaching so put as to form a rich commentary
on his teacher's masterpiece, and to meet, if possible, all

obj ctions to the .Saiva Siddhanta. Arujnandi's di.sciple was
Marai-jriana-sambandha, a .Sildra and the author of S(xiva-

samaya-ncri. A Brahman named Umapati from the temple
in Chidambaram became a disciple of his, ate the leavings of
his food and was in consequence excommunicated. But he
became the sup .eme theologian of the sect, and left numerous
woris, eight of which are included among the canonical books
of the Siddhanta. The following is the list

:

' See § 225.

Ij!
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THK FOURTEEN SIDDHANTA SASTRAS.

Uyyavaiidan (A)

Uyyavandan (B)

Mcykanda Dcva

Arujnandi

Manavachakam Kadandan

Uina;)ati Sivacharya

I.

3.

^^

4.

5-

6.

7-

H.

9-

10.

1 1.

u.

14-

TinivuHtiydr

J 'irukkiilirrupf>i > 'liyar

S !va~jnauii-bodlia

i I vii-jnana-siiidhi

Inipavirnpatliu

Unmai-viltikkam

Sivit-prnkdsd

Tirn-arnlpnynn

I'lHii, 'llbd

Porripakrodai

Kodi-kdvi

NcUi ' ii-viin-tHtu

I «inai- fieri- 7 i/dkki 1 in

Siiiikdlpti-iiiiiiktininit

The four—Meykanda Dcva. y\ru!nandi, Marai-jnana-samban-
dha, and Umapati—who to^'cther form a .succession of teachers
and dixiples, are known as T/ic Four Suntriita .Ufulryas,
i. e. teachers forming a continuous series. 'Ihcre arc two of
the writers whose dates are not known with certainty, the two
Uyyavandans. They are said co have flourishci' in the
latter half of the twelfth century, but it is po-,sible that they
may belong to the school of Mf-ykanda. It is possible that
the development of this dogmatic was influenced in some
degree by the literature of Kashmir Saivism ; for the later

stands quite near the earlier system
;
yet Siddhantists do not

recognize the Kashmir literalure as aut' ^ritative ; and it is

much more probable that the Tamil Siddhanta was influenced
by the Sanskrit Siddhanta. The two are quite closely allied.*

The tradition in the sect is that Meykanda was directly taught
by some one from Kailasa.

3. Kashmir Saivas.

h 3°9- All we know about Saivism in Kashmir during this

period is summed up in the growth of its literature ; and it

' This stands out in Madhava's essay, SDS. VII.
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J to ,»avc been the more philosophic side of the sv icm
resented by Somananda's Sir<i Ihis/tfi that ruled the

development, although the .: dy of the « .rlier literature uns
still kept up. The chief follov ers of Som.nai.da are his pupil
Utpa'acharya, who is the author of the ih'nva-pnUyabliijha-
kankas- Abhinavagupta (about .\.\>. 1000) who expounded
Utpala's Kftriias in two commentaries, wrote several works on
the Saiva Agamas and a summary of the Pratyabhijiia doctrine
called Parawdrt/insani

; and finally Kshemaraja of the eleventh
century, who wrote the Sira-sulni-xiimirsiui. A fter Kshema-
laja the movement died down

; yet the literature probably
influenced Saivism in South India during the thirteenth and
later centuries.

4. Vlfd Siitrds.

§.3'0- The Vira Saivas. also called Liiigayats, are a sect
which seems to have been founded on the borders of the
Karnatak and the Maratha country in the middle of the
twelfth century, and soon attained considerable proportions,
spreading rapidly toward, the south, espec'dly in the Kanarese'
country. Lihgayats believe that the sect is extremely old, and
t it was merel>- reorganized in the twelfth century, but it

secn,.s to be rather more probable that, while most of the
elements united it. the sect are old, the sect itself came into
being abou^ A. D. ii6o.'' In the Karnatak for centuries the
mass of the people had been eithci Saivas or Digambara
Jains: the ne v sect seems to be essentially a fresh formation
meant to give Saivas a more definite theology aud a closer
organization, and to win over the Jains to the worship of
Siva. Two features of the sect—the great prominence of the
monasteries, and the large measure • religious and social
equality which full Lihgayats enjo> within the sect-are
probably in part imitations of Jainism. Racia characteristics
may also have played a part in forming the organization

;

^^
Bhandarkar believes it came into existence about a century cur'ie.-

i

ifi
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for, as we have already seen,' IJnjj.lyats ami Maiibhaus,

a Vaishnava comniunily formed in the Maratha country about

a century later, have a lar^jc number of c«)inm<>n features. JJoth

morality and bhakti are very prominent in Liii^iayat teaching.

Critical scholars have usually held that the founder of the

sect was Hasava, the prime minister of Uijjala, the Kalachuri,

who became King at Kalyan in A. D 1 1.^, but Fleet is inclined

to believe that Kkantada Kamayya of Ablur, whose career is

mentioned in an early inscription, was the real leader, and that

Hasava came in as a political and military auxiliary. The
tradition is that the sect was founded by five ascetics —ICkorama,

randitaradhya, Revana, Marula, Visvaradhya -'- who are held

to h.ive sprunj; from the five heads of Siva, incarnate age after

age. These arc regarded as very ancient, and Hasava is said

to have been but the reviver of the faith. Yet the early

literature shows that the five were all his contemporaries, some

older, some younger. Hut the whole early history is still very

obscure ; and, until the early literature, Sanskrit, Kanarcse,

and Telugu. has been carefully read and compared with the

inscriptions, this darkness is likely to remain.

§ 31 1. The organization of the sect is sufficiently noteworthy.

Five original monasteries, the first heads of which were the

five ascetics, must first be noted

:

MoHitsterics.

J. Kcdarnath, Himalayas.

2. Sri-saila, near Nandyal.

3. Balchalli, West Mysore.

4. Ujjini, Bellary boundary, Mysore.

5. Benares.

First Mohan ts.

Ekorama.

Panditaradhya.

Revana.

Marula.

Visvaradhya.

In every Lingayat village there is a monastery, and each is

affiliated to one of the f.ve ori<jinal monasteries. The

Jahgamas are a caste, and from them come nearly all Lingayat

' See § 295.
' These five are mentioned in the Suprabheda Againa.
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Giiri"-. Every I.ihjiiiyat must lufottf; to n motiiisttry ;iiul must
have a guru : he need not visit a temple at all.

Liiigayats regard Siv.i as the Supreme, an must woisliin

him only: that is the meaning of Ine name of tlic sect, ]'ir<i

.S"(«i'(/J, stalwart Saivas, worshipping Siva alone. Thin, '' •

modes of their worship of Siva arc two: each Lii'if^ayat

worships his own Jangama \[,\.\vu\ and he worships tlie mall
h'li^a ' which he wears in a reli(|ii,iry hunt,' round I'' neck,

whcnci- ihf other name of the s(ct, Lii'i^ajat, linj^.i wearers.

I maf;< -worship is prohibitcc'.

When ;i bo)- is l)orn, the f.ither sends for Ids u,u\\\. .and the

<is/ttii:tirHii, eit;iit-foId ceremony, whic! makes the baby

a l.inKay.it is performed: guru, /i/'igu-, .ilifiiiti, ludiiikslui,

uidntrii, Jitngiimih tirtha, prasado. These eight an- helil to

be 'coverings', pnjtections .igainst sin.

When a young Lingayat chooses a guru for himself, a cere-

mony is held in which five pots, representing the original

mahants of the five great monasteries, are used. These are

placed precisely as the symbols u.sed by Sm.lrtas in their

private w<jrship arc placed." I'our are so placed as to form

a square, vhile the pot which rei)resents the- mon.istery

to which the chosen guru is afi'diated is placed in the

centre.

A Lirigayat worships privately twice a day before meals.

He sits down, takes his linga from its reliquary, places it in the

palm of his left hand, and goes through the prescribed forms

of meditation and adoration in that [wsture. Meditation is in

accordance with the six sthalas?

When the guru visits the home, an elaborate ceremony,

padodaka, i.e. the washing of the feet of the guru, is performed,

at which all the family, and possibly friends as well, are present.

' The linga is to the LingfiyiU what the sacred thread is to the twice-
born Hindu. No full I.ifigfiyat may wear the sacred thread, even if he be
of the best Hrahman blood.

= See § 352.
' These are six st.ages of spiritual progress, through which the Lin^ayat

passes in seeking union with .Siva, bliakli, mahisa, pnisdiliy ptdniilini^ti,

stiranii, iiikyu.
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The head of the house also worships the guru. The guru sits

down in Yoga posture, and the householder, sitting before him,
goes through the sixteen operations of Hindu worship, and
other elaborate ceremonies.

There are a few Lihgayat temples, most of which have been
built as memorials to individuals, but they do not form
a necessary part of the organization of the sect.

§312. The word Jaiigama is used in two senses, first for

a member of the caste, and secondly for a practising Jangama.
l)nly the latter is worshipablc. Most Jangamas marry and
earn their living. Those who wish to become practising

Jangamas must remai.i celibate They must also be trained
in a monastery and receive d'lksha, initiation. The whole sect

is in the hands of these practising Jangamas. They are of two
classes, Gurusthalas and Viraktas.

GurusthaliX Jangamas are trained to perform all domestic
ceremonies and to act as gurus, and a number of them will be
found in every village monastery. These village monasteries,

which are the real centres of Lingayat organization and life,

and the five original monasteries are called Giirusthala^

monasteries, because they are guru schools and residences.

Kut there are a few monasteries of another type, in which
philosophical and theological instruction is given, and in them
Virakta Jangamas arc trained. They are usually called

Shatsthala monasteries, because in them the six sthalas or
stages in the process of reaching union with Siva arc

taught. The duty of Viraktas is to teach.

§3^3- The social construction of the community, as it is to-

day, is difficult to understand, and the history behind it is still

more difficult. Lingiiyats affirm that Basava did away with
all caste distinctions, whether with regard to religious privileges,

intermarriage, or intcrdining, but that at an early date the
community fell away from this practice. It would be un-
pardonable to speak dogmatically about Rasava's teaching

' ("lurusthala monasteries fall into two sub-classes, Sishyavart^a and
Putravarf^ii.
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until the early literature has been critically examined, but, in

the light of other cases in which similar claims have been

made, only to be proved untenable when carefully investigated,

it is surely wise to reserve judgement. A somewhat similar

condition of affairs in the Manbhau sect suggests the idea that

the original community in each case may have consisted of

a number of social groups among whom caste restrictions were

still very elastic. A desire to win over the Jains may have

helped to perpetuate the freedom.

In order to understand the present position of affairs, wc

must distinguish between full Liiigayats and semi-Liiigayats.

Among the latter Liiigayat practice is imperfect and caste

restrictions are confessedly rigid. Of these scmi-Lingayats

there are vyo groups. The first arc the Aradhya-Brahmans,'

who are found mainly in the Kanarese and Telugu districts,

and are clearly half-converted Smartas. They wear both the

sacred thread and the lihga. In their private worship they are

Liiigayat, but they intermarry witli Smarta Brahmans,

a Smarta performs the wedding ceremony for them, and they

will not dine with other Liiigayats. The second group are the

Outcastc Liiigayats, for whom no Jaiigama will perform the

full ceremonies, and who arc not admitted in any sense to

Liiigayat society.

Amongst full Liiigayats caste restrictions in marriage remain

rigid, but all are free to dine together. As a matter of fact

Jaiigamas and certain high-class business families do not usually

interdine with the rest. When the guru visits a disciple, they

dine together.

§314. All full Liiigayats bury their dead, and no thought of

pollution is associated with the place of burial. They are

vegetarians and strict abstainers. Child-marriage is con-

demned, and widow remarriage is allowed, but some sections

of the community have fallen back.

Vira Saivas are taught that each person may attain Release

' In Mysore there is a group known as Arddhytts, who are pure

Liiigay.its and do not wear the sacred thread.
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m this life by practising the prescribed meditations and passing
through the six stages. Bhakti holds a large place in their
practice. Their philosophy ' shows very clearly the influence
of Ramanuja. and from an early date the teaching and h'tcra-
turc of the Tamil Saivas exercised a considerable influence
on them.

§315- Liiigayat literature is mostly in Kanarese and San-
skrit, but there are also several rather important books in
Telugu. Unfortunately, so little critical study has as yet been
spent on them that, in many cases, it is impossible to assign
dates or to sketch their contents.

One of the ver^^ earliest works is the life of Panditaradhya
the Mahant of SrI-Saila. It was written in a mixture of
Sanskrit and Telugu by Somanatha, who lived at Palakurki
near Warangal during the reign of the first Prataparudra
1. e. in the last decades of the twelfth century. He is also the
author of the original Basava Purdna, which is in Telugu
verse. There is another important work in Sanskrit which may
be even earlier, the Srikara-bhdshya on the Vcdanta-sutras
Its date IS discussed in our next chapter.
There are also a number of Lingayat documents in theAgama litcrature.== The Sukshma is entirely Lingayat, while

the Suprabhcda, Svayamblmva, Kdmika, Paramesvnra, and
latula all contain Lingayat material. It is probable that
these sectarian works are of fairly early date.
Of great importance for popular Lihgayatism are the early

Kanarese sermons known as Vachana. Some are attributed

^ Basava himself others to later men. The character of the
Kanarese in which some of these are written proves that they
belong to the thirteenth century at latest »

. ?'''"' r'™ '•'" ^"""'''" ^"'''"^^' ''^'^ ^••^ °f various
dates. ThoStdd/iarnma (the legendary life of the first Mahant
of Sholapur) for example, by Raghavanka, the pupil of Hari-

' .See Bhandarkar, VS. 134 ff. . ^My informant is Rao Sahib P. G HiIWatH nf u\i ^' ^V' l
translated ihose attributed to Basavk intoS )

.^'J/P"'"' ^l?" has

are still unpublished.
'° '-"^'"''- Unfortunately they
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haia, is a fourteenth-century work
' ; and several others may

belong to the same century.

V. Sdkta Literature.

a. The Left-hand School.

§3'<5. A considerable list of Tantras can be formed which
seem to date from the tenth or the eleventh century. A MS
of the Hrahma- Yawala bears the date A.D. io-,2,^md a MS of
the Nityahnikatilaka, a work dealing with the daily rites of
the Kubjika sect of Saktas. is dated uy;^; while in the
works of two Saiva scholars belonging to Kashmir, Abhinava-
gupta, whose>r,./yisA.i). 1000, and his disciple Kshcmaraja
there are quotations from the De^'LVa^nala, Kulaehudamani,
halottara, Kuhisdra, Amritesa, and Mdlinl-vijaya Tantras'
Clearly these cannot be dated later than the tenth century
Lakshmldhara, a scholar who Jived at VVarangal towards the
end of the thirteenth century/' quotes from the Vdmakesvara T
a list of sixty-four Tantras, which is almost the same as the
list found in MSS. of that Tantra to-day. As the Vdma-
kesvara was already an authoritative work in his time, it must
be a good deal older. The Kulachuefdmani T. also contains
a list of sixty-four Tantras, which is very similar to the Vdma-
kesvara list. In each of these lists there arc three groups of
Tantras which we may take to be characteristic of the first
half of the period, eight Bhairavas, eight Bahurupas,and eight
Yamalas. These last-the Brahma, Vishnu, Rudra,Lakshml
Uma, Skanda, Gancsa, and Graha F,f;«./A?j—receive their
name from Yamala, a pair, the reference being to a divinity
and his ^akti in sexual union. The pose is called Sambara in
Nepalese Buddhism and Yah-yum in Tibetan Buddhism, and
images of this character were common." In their character

lb. I. Ixiv.I

Rice, A-Z 43. 2 H. p. sastri, II. xxii.
Hall, 197 f.; Chatterji, AW. 38.

r-itn?m k'"R^"n!,°-.1r-''''^''''-^f'''^"''' ^^ ^- ^'ahadeva Sastri and Pandita-ratnain K. Rangacharya. l}ut see also below, p. 380, n i

•

.

H. F. Sastrf, II. vii.
; Getty, GNB. 181 and Am/w. There aresnnilar sculptures on some of the teuiples at Khajuraho

fit

il
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these Tantras are parallel with the Buddhist Tantras which
appear in the Tibetan Canon, and in Chinese translations, in
the tenth and eleventh centuries.' Some of the names coincide,
Sambara, Jala-Sambara, Kalachakra, Mahakala.
The Sanndm-yaUxhan is a famous ode to the goddess in

a hundred stanzas, of which Stanzas 1-41 are frequently pub-
lished as a separate ode under the name Anandalaharl. The
whole Js usually ascribed to Sankaracharya, but serious scholars
regard the ascription as a mistake. Lakshmldhara, the scholar
already quoted, whc ^-^longs to the end of the thirteenth cen-
tury, has a valuable commentary on it. As he unhesitatingly
accepts the authorship of Sankara, there must be a tradition
of some age to that effect behind him. The work thus goes
back to a fairly early date, but it is not yet possible to be
more definite. Another work often by mistake " attributed to
Sankara, the Prapanchasdra T., rather a foul book, has been
much used and has had many commentaries written upon it.

We cannot be mistaken in assigning it to this period. Along
with it we may take two books belc.nging to the Kaulas, who
are amongst the cxtremest of the Saktas, the Kaula U. and
the Parahirdma-Bhiirgnva-sritra. Of the latter we are told
that it is ' a complete exposition of all branches of the Kaula
system', and thai 'the worship of Devi according to the
Kaula marga is generally based on the directions given in this
work.' ^ Of the Ka7ila U. we are told that it is a work

in terse prose, the ethical code of the Kaulas. It is enigmatic, and
its directions are vague and indistinct. It hints that the shackles of
ritualism rannot lead to liberation, which can be secured only by throw-
ing off the blind restrictions imposed by social conventions.

There are some half a dozen other Sakta Upanishads, all of
which probably belong to this period. These are as follows

:

two Tripuratapaniya Upanishads, modelled on the Nrisimha-
tdpanlya works, the Tripiira, Shatchakra, and' Bhdvand

' See § 324.
» From confusion with a non-Tantrik work of the same name
Iroin an anonymous essay in SJM. \\\. (1897).
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Upanishads, and finally the Devi U., included in the fivefold

Athnrvasiras U.} which doubtless rests on an original Sakta
Upanishad. The Tripurd U., which consists of sixteen stanzas
and claims to belong to the Sakala Sakha of the Rigvala, gives
a brief outline of the philosophic basis of the Sakta system
and describes the various modes of worship in use.

The Sdradatilaka T. is a work of very great authority,
written by Lakshmana Desika, a scholar belonging to the
eleventh century. Ihe book deals almost exclusively with
•spe'ls (mantras) and sorcery, and scarcely mentions ritual. It

is thus rightly connected with SarasvatJ, who as goddess of
speech is called Sarada. It opens with a philosophy
of creation and of human speech. It describes and classifies

mantras, gives rules for the preliminary arrangements necessary
for the use of mantras, for initiation, and for the use of the
sacrificial fire. The body of the work deals with the formation
and employment of mantras. A few mudras are described and
many yantras. The last chapter is on i antrik Yoga. The
Shatchakra U., mentioned above, deals, as its name implies,
with the six chakras of occult force supposed to lie in the
human body. As Narayana commented on it, it must belong
to this period at latest. The Bhdvaua U., also mentioned
above, teaches that the human body may itself be considered
a Sri-chakra.

We may also note two vernacular Sakta works belonging
to this period, a I5cngali poem on Chandl belonging to the
thirteenth century and a Telugu translation of the Markan-
4eya P., the date of which is about 1300.

b. T/tc Right-hand School.

§ 3^7- There seems to be no evidence in the early literature

of the existence of any Devi-worshipping sect which repudiated
the coarser elements of the ritual, or of DevT-tcmples in which
animal sacrifice was not permitted. All seem to belonfr to

' See § 207.
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vvhat is now called the Left-hand ( Vamdchari) section of the
Sakta teaching and cult. But from the thirteenth century, if

not earlier, we hear of Sakta scholars who followed the pure
path of the Right-hand {Dakshinacharl) section, and also of
Right-hand literature. In Gujarat and in South India to-day
there are many Devi-temples in which no animal sacrifice is

permitted. The individual scholars with their private practice
and the ten pies with their public cult seem to be both con-
nected with the Smarta community, and the cult is in full

conformity with Vedic usage. Can it be that these facts point
back to a mediaeval reformation ? It is curious that, in tradi-
tion as well as in the pseudonymous Sankarayijayas, there is

said to have been such a movement, and it is attributed to
Sankara. For example, in Conjeeveram local tradition says
he compelled the goddess Kamachiamma, i.e. the Love-eyed
Mother, to give up human sacrifice. A very remarkable image
of Saiikara is worshippc; in her temple there,* and the
ministrants are N?mbutiri Brahmans, who declare themselves
descendants ot priests introduced from Malabar by Sankara.*

§ 3i«. The first scholar, so far as we know, who follows the
Right-hand path is Lakshmldhara, who has been already
mentioned. His name as an initiate was Vidyanatha. In his
commentary on sloka 31 o{ Saimdaryalahan he gives the list

of sixty-four Tantras discussed above, and also gives two other
lists as follows

:

MUra or Mixed Tantras: (1) Thandrakala, (a) JyotisvatI,

(3; Kalanidhi, (4) Kularnava, (5) Kulesvari, (6) Bhuvancsvarl,
(7) Barhaspatya, (8) Durvasasa.

Samaya or Subha, i.e. Pure, Tantras: (1) Vasishtha,
(2) Sanaka, (3) Suka, (4) Sanandana, (5) Sanatkumara.
By Mixed Tantras he seems to mean books which give instruc-
tions for the worship of the goddess with a view both to
earthly blessings and release, while Pure Tantras teach only

\ ?r '?
P"nt from a photograph in my Primer of IHnduistn, no.

Maclean, A A'A. VII. 646.
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the waj' to release. They teach how by meditation and yoga
practice the Devi may be raised from the Muladhara, through

four other chakras, to Ajna, and thence to the Sahasrara.' Thi:.

practice is called Srlvidyd. Unfortunately this last group of

five works is not yet known, and no account of them can be

given.

c. T/ie Bliakti School.

§ 319- There is another form of Righ^-hand worship among
Saktas which has come from the influence of the Bhagavata P.
Release is sought by the path of enthusiastic emotional bhakti

towards the goddess. The chief scripture of this discipline is

the Devi Bhagavata, which is usually reckoned one of the

Upapuranas. The devotees of the goddess, however, deny
that it is one of the Upapuranas and affirm that it is the

original work to which the fifth place among the Puranas
belongs by right, and that the Krishna Bhagavata was written

by Vopadeva about A.D. 1300. A re ..ark which Sridhara *

makes at the beginning of his great commentary on the

Bhagavata P. enables us to realize that this claim was already

common in his day. It is thus clear that the Devi Bhagavata,
being posterior to the Bhagavata P. and prior to Sridhara,

who lived about A.D. 1400, belongs to this period. It is not

yet possible to say anything about the date of the Agastya-

sutras^ which expound the bhakti of the Devi Bhagavata and
are thus parallel to the Ndrada and Sdndilya-s\.\\.\-^%.

G. Saura Literature.

\ 320. It is probable that the splendid rise of the chief sects

of the Vaishnavas and Saivas during our period gradually

weakened the cults of the Sun, Ganesa, and other minor gods.

The Sauras have an honourable place in the Prabodhachandro-

daya.'^ There were several great temples built to Surya during

the early centuries," but towards the end the popularity of the

See Avalon, TGL. cxxxii flf.

See the essay in SJM. III. (1897).
Notably xMudhera in Gujarat and Kanarak in Orissa

' See § 326.
* See § 2"/o.
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god waned. There is very little literature to notice. A few
chapters • in the Bnxlivta P. containing the theology of Surya
and the praise of Orissa and of the temple of the Sun at

Kanaiak, and the song of the Sun-god in Bengali recently

published by Mr. Dinesh Chandra Sen * may belong to this

period, and the great inscription at Govindapur in the Gaya
district by the poet Gaiigadhara,^ which dates from A.D. 1137,
is a Saura document.

II. Ganapatya Literature.

^321. The Ganapatya sect clearly continued active during
the early centuries of thi , period, even if it decayed towards
the close. The usual sectarian mantra seems to have been
Sri Ganesdya natnah, while the sect-mark was a circlet of red

minium on the forehead. The most important document of

the sect, apart from the Upanishad described above,* is the

Gaitcsa Purdna,^ the bulk of which consists of letjends in

glorification of Ganesa, including stories of his having cured
leprosy, but also deals with the theology and the -worship of

the sect and details the thousand names of the god. Ganesa
as the supreme Brahman can be known only by mystical con-

templat! jn, but he may also be worshipped through his images
in the usual Hindu way. The Mitdgala P. is also a Ganapatya
work, but seemingly of later origin. The date of the Sankara
Digvijaytx is very doubtful, but it may with safety be regarded
as reflecting facts belonging to the latter half of the period.

It speaks of the Ganapatyas as divided into six sub-sects,

according as they worship Maha-Ganapati, Haridra Ganapati,

Uchchhishta-Ganapati, Navanita-Ganapati, Svarna- Ganapati,

and Santana-Ganapati, while one section of the Uchchhishta-
Ganapatyas revered Heramba-Ganapati and had very foul

• XXI-XXVIII. » VSP. I. 23-4 ; 164-71.
^ Eptgraphia Imiica, II. 11^. •

* See § 239.
° The legends are briefly described by Stevenson, JRAS. VII.

319. Tiie reference to Moresvar, noted by him, is probably an inter-
polation.
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rites. • Many of these forms of the jjod occur also in the

Muiigala /'.,* and a number of them arc still to be seen in

images in South India,-' but the sects have all disappeared.

Yet, as the sect decayed, the position of the ^od as a minor

divinity, the god of obstacles and success, adored by all

flindus, became firmly established. He is praised in this

sense in the Skanda P.* and elsewhere. To this period also

belongs a singular document which gives one of the many
variant myths about his birth and his elephant head, the

Ganesa-Khanda of the Brahmavaivarta P:' The story is told

to gk ify Krishna as the Supreme, this part <>f the Purana

being probably of Nimbarkite origin."

I. Dharvia lAtenxturc.

\yi.i. The gradual decay of Tantrik Buddhism in Ik-ngal

and Orissa left a deep but not altogether healthy dc{)osit in

Hinduism. In most ca-^es it was the old sects that received

the deposit, but in one case at least there was a fresh growth.

The central member of the Puddhist Triratna— Huddha,

Dharma, .Sahgha—gave birth to a new Hindu god, D! irma,

whose worship spread abroad and produced an important

literature in early Bengali, which bears many marks of its

Buddhist source. The prime scripture is the Sunya Purana^'

a lineal descendant of Nagarjuna's Sunyaviida, by Ramai
Pandita, which seems to come from the eleventh century. It

deals with both theology and ritual. One of the chief names

connected with the cult is Lau Sen, King of Rlain.i in Bengal

in the eleventh century, who worshipped Dharma, and from

whose heroic feats a famous legend arose. Tliis story forms

the basis of a series of Bengali romances known as the Dharma-

' They were unclean Saktas, like the Buddhists who adored Heramba.
^ This work catalogues thirty-two forms of (}anapati, while \.\i^ Sdradd-

tikaka T. speaks of rifty-one forms : Krishna Sastri, SII. 173.
' lb. 165-76.
* Skanda P., Prabhasa Mahatmya. '^ce Kennedy, HM. 352.
» Wilson, IVorks, III. 103 If. « See § 282.
' ben, IIBLL.
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mafsijal poems, written from the twelfth century onward. The

earliest writer was Mayura IJha^ta.'

li. Bur)i)ms>f.

A. T/if Sdk/ds.

§ ^3 V The Tantrik University called Vikramasila, on the

Ganges, founded early in the ninth century, rose to splendour

about the opening of this period and showed a great succession

of scholar.'-, for two centuries. Yet the religion was slowly

dying, poisoned by Tantrism and weakened by I lincUi violence

and criticism. Few books were produced except Tantrik

works and manuals of logic,'' and even these failed towards

the end of the eleventh century. Islam destroyed Buddhism

in India in the great conquest "" the North just before

A.D. 1200.

§ 324. There is a considerable nurribcr of Tantras and related

works which, from their common features, and from the dates

at which they were translated into Chinese and Tibetan, would

stiim to belong to the tenth century or thereabouts. One of

the most distinctive, the S.ikdldchakra T., is sai<! to have

been written in A.D. 965. Tne Ckandamaliaroshami^He-vajrat

Hcruka, Dakini-jala-S'.nnbara, Manjusri-inida, and Hhuta-

ddniara Tantras, and the Manjusri-nama-stxngitP (called

also Paravtartha-nama-sahglti), in which a long list of the

names of Manjusri forms a hymn of praise, belong to the

same time and class.

§ 325. In these there appears first an intensification of the

erotic features of Tantrism.^ New Buddhas, each with his

sakti, make thei- appearance, e.g. Heruka and Vajiayogini,

and the high religious value of intercourse with women is more

insisted on than ever. It was probably as a result of this

' Sen, HULL. 30tif.
'' Vidyfibhush.ina, MSIL. 135 ff.

» Vajrasativii utters the Chiindaiiia/tdroshiina T. from the piuienduiii

mulicbre of Vajradhatvlsvari. Cf. the Buddhist Tantrik monk in Act III

of PrabodhMhandrcdaya (pp. 34 f- i» Taylor's tr.), which was produced

about A. U. 1060, and see § 300.
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movement that the practice of representing in scripture these

Buddhas in sexual union with their spouses arose, a practice

which appeared also in Hinduism.' In B< ngal tlic erotic

Buddhism of this period was called Sahaja.^ Romantic love

for beautiful girls was made the path to release. Very little

of the literature of the school remains, but it i< refle d later

in the poetry of Chandida?, the Hindu sakta, ana its foul

practice long infected Bengal.

§ 3i6. The second fresh feature of these works is a thcistic

or pantheistic theology,' the final outcome of the Mahayana

theory of the three bodies of the Buddha * and of the idealism

of the Vijnanavada school, especially as expressed in the term

alayavijuduii.'' The movement was also powerfully influenced

by the Vedanta.by the theism of the Nyaya.and by Saivism.

The universe and all Buddhas come from an ctvinal being

called Adi-Ruddha, i.e. the o.-iginal Buddha, and Svayambhu,

i.e. the self-existent, the process being represented by the

triple system of Dhyani-Huddhas, Dhyani-Bodhisattvas and

Manushi-Buddhas, as follows

:

Vairochana

Samanta-
bhadra

Dipaiikara

AUI-BUDDHA.

Dhyani-Buddhas.

Akshobya Ratnasam- Amitabha Amoghasiddha
bhavH

DhyAni-Bodhisultvns.

Vajrapiini Katnapiiiii Avalokite- Vi^vapani

svara

Miinushi- Buddluis.

Kanaka- K.isyapa Gautama Maitreya

muni

The three grades of being are suggested by the three bodies

of the Buddha, while the five beings in each grade come from

the original five Buddhas of early Buddhism, the three Former

» See § 316.
» Kumaraswamy, The Dance of Siva, 103 (New York, 1918) ; Sen,

HRI.I.. yj.
> See Poussin, ERE. art. 'Adi-Buddha'.
« See § 176.

'• See § 178.

T
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Huddhas, Gautama, and the comint; Kuddha, for these arc

the Manushi Huddhas of the third j^radc. The theory waa

developed alongside Tantrism, which leachc-. that every

Buddha and cvciy Hudhis;ittva has a wife.

By five acts of his contcmphitive power (i <i/ii), the Ai/i-

Jiit</t//ia creates five /)//j'thii-/>/it/t//iirs. The I yatii- Huddhas

have iiothini^ to do with man or tiie world, hut live in thou^jht-

fu! peace in pir' ana. l-^ach, however, has ;• son who is a

Dhyaiii-hodhis 'ttva and has never been a man. Thr>)uyh him,

in turn, a M s/ii-Ihuhihn, i. c. a human Buddha, is brought

into being, ai... a world within wiiich the Manushi-Buddha

plays his part.

In most of the forms of this theology the eternal One is

personal, so that the system is distinctly theistic, e. g. the

Ai^varika system of Ncjjal, but in others, where Vijiiar ivadin

thought is prominent, the idea tends to exclude personality

and thus to approach the pantheistic conception of Brahman

as he'd by Satikara and other Mayavadins. The system is

found most often in Tantrik works, such as the Srlkalachakra

T., but it was held by Maha /anists also ; for it appears in the

Gunakdrandavyuha which is a new pc Jc version of the old

Karamiavyuha.^

B. Buddhist Lands.

§32/. Buddhism lini^ered on in great weakness in Benj...!,

where a few pices of litcratme may be traced,* until the si.v-

teenth century, when the last groups of Tantrik monks and

nuns were absorbed ! the Chaitanya secf.^ In Orissa the

faith has survived in disguised forms down to the present time/

But if Buddhism died out in India proper, it continued to

thrive elsewhere.

§ 328. In Nepal, in the first part of the period, we trace the

rise of the Ai^varika, or Theistic, system explained above, and

fresh literature seems to have been written. It is in Nenal

« See § 175. » Sen, HBLL. 15-55. ' See § 370.
* Vasu, Archut:olo_s;ic(il Surt'ey of Mayurubhunja, Chap. II.

%i .^tXl^KJi^'
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that the- thcistic (riiH<ikttriHii/(r,yr//t<i* is foiiiul. The same
theoldjjy appears in the Siuiyiiwd/iti J'., which is a Maljatmya
i)f Nepal and pn>bably is as late as the twelfth or thirteenth

century.'' The /hisaMfonLiriitii is a later rcccnsinn of the

Madh>-amaka Daiitbh.'makn-silitrit? au^iiuntcd with resumes

in I'rakpt verse. It ia found in Nepal.

The most interestinj,' fact about Nepalcsc Huddhism is that

its .sacred books were in .Sanskrit, ami the j;reat majority of

existing Saaskrit texts, whether Mahayana or 'I'antrik, have

been found there. They can be most conveniently studied in

R. I-. Mitra's Xifalcsi Biuidhht literature. No traces of

a Ncpalese Huddhist Canon have been found. The cliaractcr

of the texts foutul there would naturally lead to the conclusion

that the books in use in the middle ages must have been very

similar to those o*" Tibet, i.e. the literature is Mahayana with

a consi.' able infusion of Tantrik works. I'urther. wl:ile

there is no real Canon, there is a curious sort of substitute rur

one : Nine very fi.mous works—eight of them being MahTiyana

siitras, the ninth, one of the greatest of the early Tantras—are

held in special reverence and receive regular divine worship.

The following is the list:

THK NINE nUAKM.V.S.

1.

2,

. Is/itnsdhdsiikii Prajmiparamita

Gamiavynhix.

.3- t)iistihliHmlsvarii.

4-

5-

Sitmadhinijix.

L (inkavatara-sUtra.

f). Saddharma-ptirtdarlka.

7-

8.

Tathagata-guhyaka.

LaHta-vistara.

9- Suvarnaprabhasa.

' .Sec § 326.
' This inference rests on a reference to Kfidha (Mitra, 254) : See § 2S0
^ See Ji 177-

Ta
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§ .329. Buddhist literature in Pali has been written in

Ceylon continuously until our times,' and also in Burma from
the eleventh century downwards.'*

§ ^^°^ In A. IX 972 the Chinese Canon, as it then was, was
l)rinted from wooden blocks. Numerous editions followed

;

for the blocks were often destroyed by fire or by civil war.
But many new translations, especially of Tantrik works, were
added between A. \). 972 and the beginning of the fourteenth
century,'' Since then there has been no change. The full

Canon was printed in the fourteenth century, and has since
been frequently published. •

V^
3.? I- Corca and Japan did not translate the sacred books,

but contented themselves with the Chinese Canon. It is

important to realize how wide a field the Chinese Canon—
a set of rather imperfect translations—has had for its

influence. A few years ago, stimulated by the example
of the Christian Scriptures in Japanese, one of the Amida
sects* published Japanese versions of the three Sukhavati
texts which they regard as supremely valuable, but until

then no Japanese could read a Buddhist text in his own
tongue.

•J 332. Though the bulk of the Tibetan translations had
been made by the end of the ninth century, more were added
in the eleventh, and a few as late as the thirteenth century.
The following quotation gives some facts about the Canon as
published :

Tlie whole forms a series of over tliree hundred volumes, each of
which with its wooden covers makes a package about 26 in. Ion-;,

8 in. broad, 8 in. deep, and weighing about 10 lb. The volumes
generally are in the form of xylographs, or prints from carved wooden
blocks, as with ancient Chinese books, no movable type having been
employed

; occasionally M.S. sets of the entire canon are to be found.
The sacred texts consist of two great collections : (a) the canon, and

(b) the commentaries.

' Winternitz, II. i. 174-81.
' Mabel Bode, /\i// Literature of liuriihi. ' Nanjio, Cols. 450-8.
* Nanjio, Intro, xxii. ^ i.e. sects that worship Amitabha.
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The canon, or A'a-gyur (vulgarly ICanjiir), ' translated word', forms
a series of one hundred, or in some editions, one hundred and eight,
volumes, an-l comprises 1,083 distinct books. It is divided into seven
great sections, as compared with the three divisions of the Pali canonical
scriptures, or Tripitaka.

The commentary Tan-gyur (vulgarly T.mjiir) is a great encyclopaedic
library of ancient lore on metaphysics, logic, composition, arts, alchemy,
&c., including the commentaries of ancient Indian Huddhist writers,
Nagarjuna and others, and also some texts by Tsong-Kha-pa and other
Tibetan saints.'

About A.I). 1206 Jenghi;. Khan the Mongol cunqiicrcd
Tibet. His grandson Kublai Khan, converted to buddhism
by a Tibetan abbot, gave this abbot and his successors
temporal power in Tibet in A. D. 1270, and opened Mongolia
to Buddhism.

_ The abbot, with the aid of a staff of scholars,

carried out the stupendous task of translating the whole
Tibetan Canon into Mongolian. The Mongol script is a modi-
fication of Syriac which had been introduced into Central

Asia by Nestorian missionaries. Thus Indian Buddhist litera-

ture received a sudden expansion of influence, and was carried

wherever the Mongols went.^

iii. Jainis.m.

A. Svciambara Literature.

§ Mi- Svetambara literature was already very rich and
varied at the opening of this period, and during the first three

centuries it rose to its utmost splendour and strength, dis-

playing all its variety and brilliance in its chief representative

Hemachandra. Then came the Muhammadan conquest of

the North, in which Jains were cut to pieces, harried, and
persecuted in the same way as Hindus and Buddhists were.

The fact that the community survived at all is proof of the

strength of its character and organization, but it has never
regained its former influence and splendour.

The work of elucidating books of the Canon in the classical

' Waddell, Efii:. VII. 789. ' ERE. \II. 786.
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style in Sanskrit, so brilliantly bct,Hin by Haribhadra and
Sllanka in the ninth century, was carried forward by another

tjair of writers, A bhayadcva of the eleventh century, who took
Silanka for his model, and Malayagiri of the twelfth century,

who followed Haribhadra. There were other scholars—
notably Santisuri, Devendragani and Tilakacharya—who did
further expository work of real value in Sanskrit. Srlchandra-
suri, a junior contemporary of Hemachandra, left a number
of Prakrit commentaries.

Several works of genuine religious power were written
during the period, especially by Hemachandra and Asada

;

and Jain apologetic, dogmatic, and philosophy were eagerly
cultivated. Criticism of Hindu and Buddhist philosophy was
very popular, the writers usually following the example of
I laribhadra and calling their works ' Six systems '. A number
of famous sacred odes were composed, the most notable
writers being Sobhana, his brother Dhanapala, and Abhayadeva
the expositor.

Innumerable romantic tales both in Sanskrit and Prakrit
appeared. Dhanapala, Devendragani, and Devabhadia wrote
in Sanskrit, while Hemachandra's Vasudcva Hindu is in

Prakrit. Closely allied to these is the prabandhti, a narrative
of a semi-historical character consisting of a .series of stories

about well-known men of the recent past, and also the charita,
or biography of a Jain saint. Both of these types of books
minister to the instinct which seeks to know the facts of men's
lives, but they are first of all edifying literature, and for that
reason the tales are treated with a good deal of freedom.
Hence, while a great many of t e stories, especially those of
more recent date, contain historical elements, legend plays
a large place in them.' Most of these books are in Sanskrit,
but a few are in Prakrit, e.g. Gunachandra's Mahavira-
chariia.

§ 334- During the first half of the period the powerful
influence of the Vedanta leads to the acceptance among Jains

' IJuhler, Hemachandra, fi
; Tawney, rrabandhachintiunani, Preface.

'Jmjmi^imA 'MM^ ^wm
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of a sort of Biahi eternal spirit behind the Tirthakaras'iman, ai

and the idea survives here and there to this day, but it has

never really modified or weakened the essential atheism of

the system. This faint reflection of Vedantic thought in

Jainism is curiously similar to the far more powerful Adi-

Buddha doctrine in Buddhism.

§ .3.35- The following seem to be the most outstanding

personalities among the writers of the time.

Two brothers belonging to the latter half of the tenth

century, Sobhana and Dhanapala, the latter a protege of both

Muiija and Bhoja, kings of Malwa, distinguished themselves

greatly as writers of sicrcd odes in Sanskrit. Dhanapala's

RishabhapiiHchasikd, f.. y stanzas in praise of Rishabha, one

of the Tlrthakaras, is well known, while Sobhana's hymns are

still mor '"amous. Dhanapala's Tilakamanjari, a volume of

tales in -ghly artificial Sanskrit, is worthy of comparison

with the Yasastilnka by the contemporary Digambara scholar

Somadeva.

Abhayadeva is the greatest name among Svetambaras of

the eleventh century. Following the example of SUahka, he

wrote Sanskrit commentaries on nine of the chief canonical

works, viz. the third to the eleventh Angas inclusive, and

many other texts. Of his original works the best known is

an ode to Parsvanatha called Jnyati/niyanastotra, which he

is said to have composed, as a plea for release from a disease,

while standing in worship before that Tirthakara's imagf".

Devabhadra (1086-1169), a famous logician, comp.otely

defeated the Digambara scholar Kumudachandra in a con-

troversy on the question of the salvation of women, held at

the court of Jayasirhha at Anhilvara-patan in Gujarat in A. D.

1124, and thereby prevented the Digambaras from getting

a foothold in the city.

But the greatest of all Svetfimbara writers is Hemachandra,

who lived from 1089 to 1
1 73, and spent most of his life in Anhil-

,; II

' lA, VII. io6 ; Rice, J/yson- <iiiii Coct\i; from the Insciiptions, 103 ;

Suaii, GSAI, iX. 28; Barth, AV. 146.
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vara-patan the capital of Gujarat. He had great influence

at court from A. D. 11 25 onwards, and still greater ifter 1159,
when he won over king Kumarapaia to Jainism. He was
a writer of extraordinary industry, scliolarship, and versatility.

His chief religious books are the Yogasastra, a treatise on
Jain ethics and asceticism, and the Vltariigastuti, a poem in

thirty-two stanzas in praise of the passionless life, both written
to establish his royal convert in the faith. His three works
in the fi^^'d of legendary history and biography, already
referred to, are the Trishashti-saldka-purushacharita, a Jain
history of the world, its appendix, the Parimhtaparvan,\i\\\ch.
contains the lives of the Jain prophets and teachers, and his

biography of Mahavira, the Mahavlracharita. His Vasitdeva
Hindu, a large collection of romantic tales, told in Prakrit
and mostly in prose, may be set beside Haribhadra's Samarai-
chchhakaha. He is also the author of a Jain Ramayana, the
Rdmacharita. But his literary activity was not merely
religious but covered almost the whole field of the culture
and science of mediaeval India. He wished to give Jains the
fullest possible opportunity of becoming educated and capable
men. He therefore wrote on logic, grammar, rhetoric, poedcs,
lexicography, and politics. His Sanskrit and Prakrit grammars
and lexicons are weighty scientific works which have been
widely used.

Asada came of the royal family of Bhilmal in Gujarat.
One of his sons died young, and a Jain teacher did his best

to give him religious consolation. The bereaved father wrote
in 1 191 the Vivekamanjarl in memory of his son, working
the teacher's words of consolation into beautiful verse.

Another of his works, the Upadesakandali, is praised as being
rich food for pilgrims on the road to Release.

Jinadatta's Vivekavilasa, which was written about A. n.

1220, is a sort of summary of religious knowledge, including

sketches of systems other than Tain.

Amarachandra, a noteworthy poet of the middle of the
thirteenth century, wrote for the Jains the Bnlabharata,
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a sketch of the Mahabhdrata in some 6,500 Sanskrit verses,

and a Kiivya on Padmanabha, the Jain Tlrthakara who is

expected to appear next. He is also the author of three

works on poetics.

Prabhachandra is the author of the earliest life of Hema-
chandra, the Prabhavakacharita, which appeared about 1250,

while his contemporary Dcvendrasuri is remembered because

he wrote five of the six Karmagranthas.

Merutunga (A) flourished early in the fourteenth century,

and is most famous for his Prabandhachiutamani. The first

four chapters of th's prabandha contain a good deal of

valuable history and biography, but the remainder is legend.

He also wrote the Miinjaprabandha in Prakrit. Kfijasekhara

is the author of Prabandliakoia (published in 1349 at Delhi),

which ;s of considerable value, and a collection of talcs called

A ntar tkatJiasaftgraha.

B. Digambara Literature.

% 336. The Digambara literature of the period is not so

rich as the Svetambara, yet it has considerable variety and

a large part of it is in Kanarese. Commentaries were written

on several of Kundakunda's works, and Nemichandra (late

tenth century) produced a number of fresh philosophic books

of considerable importance. Numerous puranas both Sanskrit

and Kanarese appeared, and legendary history and biography

were not neglected. Amongst the most popular works are

Jain versions of the P2pics in Kanarese.

At the beginning of the tenth century lived Amritachandra,

a brilliant commentator. He expounded three of the works

of the early Digambara scholar Kundakunda, the Samaya-

sCiraprabJirita, the Paiichatthiyasanigahasutta, and the Prava-

chanasara, and wrote a work on the Digambara categories,

the Tattvartliasara., and the Pitrtisliarthasiddhyupaya on the

means whereby man may reach perfection. Balachandra

(c. iico) wrote a commentary on the Prabliritasdra, another

of Kundakunda's works.

_.-_-.
.y^ip- ,
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One of the most famous of Kanarese poets is Tampa, who
wrote in 941 his Kanarese adaptation of the Afa/uib/tdrata,

which is known as the Pampa-Bharata, or the Vikramdrjuiia
Vijaya. He is also the author of the Kanarese Adi Purana.
We notice next the Vasastilaka of Somadeva, a series of

tales told in very artistic Sanskrit, to recommend the Jainism
of the Digambara sect. It is technically a katha, i. e. a com-
position in prose which breaks into verse when the story

becomes surcharged with feeling. It is a work of great

literary power, which would have held a high place in Sanskrit

literature, had it not been Jain. It was written in A. D. 960
under the Rashtrakuta king Krishna III.

Chainundarfiya was chief minister to the Western Ganga
king Mfirasiriiha II and also to his successor Paiichaladeva.

They reigned in Mysore. He is noteworthy first as having
erected at Sravana Bejgoja a colossal image of Gommatesvara
about A. 1). 980, and secondly as being the author of the

Chdiiiun(iaraya Purana, which is the earliest existing work
in Kanarese prose and is dated A. D. 978. It gives an account

of each of the twenty-four Tirthakaras.

One of the teachers whom Chamundaraya revered was
Nemichandra Siddhanta-chakravartI, who is the author of

five dogmatic works in Prakrit verse, which have been much
used, Dravya-sanigraha, Gommaiasara, Labdhisiira, Ksha-
panasdra, and Trilokasdra. The Dravyasaihgraha and the

Trilokasdra are always included among the books mentioned
under the Secondary Canon. He seems to be the Nemi-
chandra who lived about A.D. 990 and wrote the first Kanarese
novel, Li/avail.

The Paramdtma-prakdsa is a Sanskrit work in 344 stanzas

by SrI-Yogindra Acharja, but the date is not known. The
purpose of the work is to oppose theistic teaching, and the

method employed is to try to show that the human soul is

the truly divine spirit. Numerous Vedantic terms are used.

Asadhara, a layman and a native of the country by the
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Sambhar lake, fled, while still a yoiinp man. from liis home,

at the end of the twelfth century, t(j escape tlie violence of

the Musulman invaders and t<Jok refuge in Dliara. There

he became a learned Jain, and wrote fourteen works, most

of them on the Jain faith. The most famous of these is the

DharVuwirita, or Nectar of Religion, which describes the

duties of Jain ascetics and laymen. His TrisJiashtismriti is a

collection of stories about sixty-three persons drawn from the

Jain Puranas.

There were a number of notable men among the Kanarese

Jain poets. Pampa, Ponna, and Ranna—all tenth-century

men—are called the three gems, but Abhinava Pampa also

deserve.= a place beside them. Pampa's Adi Pttrana is said

to be 'unequalled in style among the Kanarese poets'. His

Kanarese Mahabharata, called the Pampa BMrata, in which

he identifies his own princely patron Arikesari with Arjuna,

is also much admired. The fame of Ponna and Ranna rests

in each case on a Kanarese Purfma. Abhinava Pampa, who
flouri.shed about A. I). 1100, is also the author of a Purana,

but it is his Pampa Ramayana that has brought him glory.

It is a Jain recast of the ancient story. The whole atmosphere

is Jain, and all the heroes are faithful to the Jain faith.

We may also mention the Jlvaka-Chiutamani} a Jain

Tamil Kavya or romance in verse, written probably in the

tenth century.

' Barnelt, BMCTD. 4.
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CHAPTER VII

i

i

MUSLIM INKLUKNCK
A.I). I3;",0 To l8C0.

§/5.37- The new factor in the reh'g'on of India during these

centuries is the influence of Islam. That influence seems to be

scarcely traceable in the literature before 1400 ; but we choose

13^,0 as the opening year of the new period, because it is most
probable that further research will succeed in discerning its

activities a good deal earlier. Islamic ideas arc not so gener-

ally diffused as the great elements which have hitherto formed
the distinguishing features of our periods, but they seem to be
of greater importance than any other force operative during

these centuries.

It was, in the first instance, through the teaching of Sufis

that Islam found entrance to Hindu hearts. They fraternized

with Hindu ascetics and gurus ; and each learned to respect

the other's religious faith and life. But not until the last

quarter of the fifteenth century did the movement show any
notable force. Kablr was the man through whom the leading

ideas were popularized. From his time the condemnation of

idolatry and polytheism became frequent. Rut large sections

of Hinduism show little or no reaction to the influence of

Islam.

Perhaps the extraordinary rise of the vernaculars from the

fourteenth century onwards may be partly due to the serious

weakening of Sanskrit scholarship consequent on the impover-

ishment of Hinduism and the destruction of Hindu schools

and monasteries by the invaders.

Akbar, who had come to the throne in 1542, transformed

the character of the empire by his policy of giving Hindus
equal rights with Muslims and admitting them to the highest

positions in the army and the administration. He thereby

I
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not only gave Hinduism freedom once more to raise its head,

but greatly changed the feeling of Flindus towards the Kmpire.

He had many Hindu works translated into Persian, and his

great-grandson, Dara Shikoh, followed his example.

i. Hinduism.

A. The Philosophics.

a. Tlic Kiiriiia Miwai'iisii.

\ ^38. From the very beginning of this period to the middle of

the seventeenth century there was great activity in the Karma
Mimamsa school. Three authors produced each a famous

treatise and a very large number of ancillary works appeared.

The earliest, written during the first decades of our period, is

}Aa<\\\2L\n's Jaiviiniya iiyayti-vidld-vistara, ii full exposition of

the system in verse, accompanied by a commentary in prose.

Colebrooke says

:

It follows the order in Jfiimini's text; not by way of paraphrase, but

as a summary (though the title rather implies amplification) of its

purport, and of approved deductions from it ; sometimes explaining

separately the doctrine of I'lhatja and of Ciuru, under each hoad

;

at other times that of the old scholiast ; but more commonly confined

to that of IShatta alone
; yet often furnishing more than one application

to the same text, as lihatta himself does.*

This work has had a great vogue, partly because of its clearness,

largely also because the verses could be easily committed to

memory. The author and his brother Sayana were closely

connected with the court of Vijayanagara and with Saiikara's

monastery at Sringeri. They arc amongst the most illustrious

of Hindu scholars. Apa Dcva- wrote, about A. I). 1630, an

elementary manual, the Mtiiidiiisd-iiytlfa-piakasa, which is

usually called the Apadcvi and has been much studied, because

it is easy. Then Khandadcva (died 1665) produced the

' ME, I. 300.
' His son, Ananta Deva, author of the Siitriti KitustiiUta, wrote at the

command of I5az liahadur Chandra of Kuinaon, who died in 1678. Duff,

'wm^mf^'m „>% '«««.iJH''fiii
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BhatlmUpikti, which has won itself an honoured placi because
of its biiUiant logical reasoning. Appaya Dikshita' '-.ja

i<^»24) has a treatise in verse on the Mimamsa which \va uch
talked of in its day, the I'iil/ii fasaptiin : in it he attacks
Kutnaiila.

The Miniaihsa has been atheistic, in the sense of not recog-
nizing the Supreme, throughout its history

; yet that has
never hindered Sni.lrtas, who almost to the last man recognize
the Urahman of the Upanish.ids, from making full use of the
system. Vedanta-Desika '^ in his Seivaru Minuiihsii main-
tains that Kumarila aeknowletlged the exi,<-tcnce of God, and
other writers have argued that the acknowiedgemerit of (iod
is (juite consistent with its principles,

b. T/ic I'afdiita.

§;?39- l>uring this [jcriod an immense number of treatises

were written on the • 'vaita Vedanta, commentaries, super-
coinmentaries, summar .! in prose and verse, and partial

expositions. Here we note only a few of the more noteworthy
manuals. At the beginning of the period there appeared
the l\xnchadasi by Bharatitlrtha and Madhav.i, an independent
exposition in verse of the whole system running to fifteen

chapters, as the name implies. It betrays the tendency, which
went further later on, to bring into the Vedanta ideas belonging
to the other systems, especially the Sarikhya. In the fifteenth

century, Advaitananda wrote the Brahvia vidyabharana^
a prose commentary on Sankara's Bhdshya which Colcbrookc
found useful. His disciple Sadananda is the author of a brief

outline of the Advaita in prose called the Veddnta-sara,yN\\\Q\\

forms a useful introduction to the philosophy ; but the student
must realize that contamination of the Vedanta from the
Sahkhya proceeds further in it than in earlier works. Madhu-
sudana SarasvatI, a sannyasi o! the Sarasvati order, flourished

before a.d. 1.350, and wrote a well-known work on the nature
of release in the Advaita, the \ 'eddnta-kalpalatika. He belongs

' See$ 3S4. 2 See § 381.

i^'
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to the t'roi'P who believe that all the Mx systems of Hindu
philosophy teach essentially the same doctrine.' Vijiiana

Bhikshu's VijflfvtiimrUa is a dualist bhashj a, an attcinjjt to

prove that the dualism of the Satikhya can be established

within the Vcdanta.*

$ 340- Several fresh sectarian bhashyas were written during;

this period. Th"* following' tabic may be found useful :

SECTARIAN HIIASHVAS.

Approx. Wuiie of I'hilosofihii.

date. Aathoi, .SV</. bhUshya, Standpoint.

io«s Ki'tniunuja Sri-Vaishiiava Srt-/i/iiis/tyii Visishfadvait.i

1230 Madhva Madhva Siitni-b/ii\s/iy,t Dvaila
MM Vis^nusvami Vishnusviiini /ini/tDid-SMtr,:-

bha 'y,i

Dvaiti

XIII Srinivfisa Nimbarka I 'fililntii - /•«/;-

_
stii!;„t

lihedabheda

c. 1400 .Srikanth.i Saiva Siiiva-bhiishyn Visishj.idvaita

XVI Vailiibha Vall.ibh.'i-

charya

Anubhiisliyt Sii(ldli;idv.iit.i

? .Sripati I.ingayat Srtk;n\i-bluishy,i Sakti-\i.sisht-

advaita

p Suka lihagavata Snkii-bhasliya Visishtfulvaita

XVIII Haladeva Chaitanya Govinda-bluishya Achintya-

bhedabhed.i

§341. A scholar named Narayana, who, coining; later than

Sar'karananda, the guru of Madhava, probably lived early in

this period, wrote commentaries on many Upanishads, and

gives a list of fifty-two Upanishads which is of considerable

historical imi)ortancc. The Miiktikd U. contains .1 list of

108 Upanishads of considerable interest. In the year 16-/,

Dara Shikoh. one of the sons of the Mugal Emperor Shah
Jahan, gathered a number of pandits at Delhi and got them
to translate fifty Upanishads into Persian. Anquctil Duperron,

the French scholar who went to India to study Zoroastrianism

in the latter part of the eighteenth century, obtained a copy of

I I

' See § 346. ' His position is cxpiaiued in i^ 342

'mx.AW^^saxx^%' 'isiw^ >».' ' ^^ 1
' "t "lA'tanra
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this work, and when he returned to Muropc translated it word

for word into Latin. This was the form in which the Vcdanta

first reached Kurojx:.

c. The Siihkhya.

$ .^4a. Throujjhoiit this periixl the Siihkliya Kiirikii con-

tinued to be mucl'. read ; for Mrnlhavachaiya's summary of

Sankh>a doctrine in his Sarva-dariana-saiigrnhtx, written

about A.I). i;?Ho. is based on it ; ami several commentaries on

it and on Vachaspati's Saftkliya-t(UtV(\-kainuiuVi have been

written. But there arc two other expositions of Siihkhya

teaching which have also been largely used, the Sahkhya-sntras

and the Tattva-savtdsa. Tlie date and the author in cacli

case are quite unknown. Max Miillor thought that the Tattva-

samasa was older than the Karikii ; but scholars of to-day do

not follow him. Clearly, it is much more likely that these two

arc comparatively late works ; for there is no clear reference

to either before the fifteenth century. The Tattva-sixmiisa

represents a form of arrangement of the Sankhya principles

considerably different from the form exhibited in the Karika.

The Sakkhya-SHtra gives a good deal of space to criticism of

the other philosophical systems, including the Vedanta
; yet

it makes a very great advance towards the Vedantic conception

of God. Keith says ' .-

The work makes remarkable efforts to prove that its views are in full

accord with scripture, to which it attributes conclusive value, a.nl

endeavours to show as accordant with the Saiiikhya itself ///£• statemcnls

in scripture regarding the personality of i!od, the unity of the absolute,

the joy which is asserted to be part of the nature of the absolute, and

the heavenly bliss acknowledged in the Vedanta as a step on the way

to final release. Indeed the text goes so far as to hold that obedien<;e to

the traditional rules of action has a good effect towards securing final re-

lease, and to talk of the attainment of the nature of the absolute.

The Sutra thus approaches the doctrine, which became very

popular during this period, that all the six Hindu systems can

' .S.V. 94.

wmamamm
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be shown to be in harmony with each other. There are other

developments of doctrine of less interest.' In the middle of

the sixteenth century there lived in the vicinity of Iknarcs

a Sarikhya »;innyasi named V^ijnana Hhikshu who carried this

movement a little farther. His fundamental conceptions seem
to havebecn those of the ancient theistic system called Stiiik/iya-

yoga. In any case he was a Sai'ikhya dualist, and yet a thci.-.t,

conceiving God not as the universal spirit, but as a special

soul, perfect and ever free. He wrote a bhashya on the

Stifik/iya Si'tlra, the Saiikhya-prnvachana-blutshya. In it he
gives expression to the conviction that all the six systems arc

authoritative, in spite of their differences.

Saiikhya sa'':;_>.isis are now so rare that it is of interest to

know that, as late as 191 2, a learned .Sahkhya yati named Svami
Hariharunanda was alive and teaching in Calcutta.

-

d. The Yoga,

§343, Three useful works on Yoga produced during this

period may be mentioned. Madhava's chapter on the subject

in his San'iuiars<iH(tS(v'tgra/ia (c. \.\). i38o),Vijnana Bhikshu's

Voj^asarasahgraha (mid. sixteenth century), and Kamananda
Sarasvati's commentary on the yoga-SHtra,cA\i:.A Maniprabliti,

written about a.d. 1600.

Yogis of this great old school have become very rare. I

have never had the good fortune to meet one,

e. The I'aiseshika and the Xydya.

i^ 344. The work of the combined school of Vaiseshika and

Nyaya was vigorously pursued by Annam Hhatta and Vi.sva-

natha Paiichanana, who were Vaiseshikas, and by Jagadisa and

Laugakshi Bhaskara, who were Naiyayikas. All four lived

somewhere about 1600. The Bengali school of New Logic

started with Vasudeva Sarvabhauma,^ who taught at Nuddea
from 1470 to 1480, but was brought 4o full intellectual frec-

" See the tine analysis in Keith, v.s. 92 lif. - Chatterji, //A*, xiv.

Sen, CC. iiO n. S.n^abhauiVia became an ciitliusiaslii. loliuwei

Chaitanya.
ol
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dom by his pupil, Raghunatha Siromani. There was a long

succession of teachers thereafter down to ths end of the

seventeenth century.^

§ 345- The most famous of the numerous critical summaries

of philosophical systems written in India saw the light about

A.I). 1380, the Sarvadars(iii(istifigra/ia of Madhava. Sixteen

systems are sketched, arranged so as to form a gradually

a.scending series. First come the materialistic Charvakas, the

Buddhists and the Jains, then six of the sectarian theologies,

and finally the Hindu philosophies,^ the whole series culmina-

ting in the Vedanta/'

B. Reconciliation of Systems.

§ 346. We noticed above * the .statement made in the

Prabodhachandrodaya that the six systems of Hindu philo-

sophy are not mutually exclusive systems but that they all

celebrate from various points of view the same glorious and
uncreated God. Vijfiana Bhikshu,'' the sixteenth-century

Sankhya sannyasl, who is a theist, acknowledges that the

Sahkhya system and the Karma Mimamsa are atheistic, yet

he holds that all the systems are authoritative, and reconciles

them by distinguishing between essentia! and practical truths,

the latter being false or imperfect theories inculcated with

a view to some practical end, and therefore to be neglected in

a general survey. Similarly, Madhusudana SarasvatI " wrote

rather later

:

The ultimate scope of all the Munis, authors of these different

systems, is to support the theory of illusion, and their only design

' See a full statement by Manamohan Chakravarti \aJASB. Sept. 1915,
pp. 259ff.

' These are seven instead of six, because Panini's grammatical teaching
is included, on account of his theory of the eternity of sound.

' In the vulgate text of the work there is no essay on the Vedanta,
the explanation probably being that readers were expected to turn to the
Pahchadasl. Recently, however, a text was published in I'oona on the
basis of a manuscript discovered in Tanjore, in which an essay on the
Vedanta completes the work. Is this essay genuine ?

* In § 270. » See § 342.
" Prasthanabheda : Muir, OST. IV, 102.
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is to establish the existence of one Supreme (led, the sole essence

;

for these Munis could not be mistaken since they were omniscient.

But as they saw that men, addicted to the pursuit of external objects,

could not all at once penetrate into the highest —nhs, they held out

to them a variety of theories, in order th li^cy :i!".'!h "ot fall into

atheism. Misunderstanding the object wl oh ilie Muni^ tvi; had in

view, and representing that they even des- .u<' to propfiurn; doctrines

contrary to the V'edas, men have come to r - id tbi: specif : doctrines

of these several schools with preference, and ttius oeco!- e adherents
of a variety of systems.

§ 347. Most modern Hindu scholars occupy a similar stand-

point. Mr. J. C. Chatterji's statement' may be taken as

representative. The Nyaya, Vaiseshika, and Karma MunarhsiT

systems are all realistic ; the Sankhya and the Yoga are

dualistic ; the Vedanta monistic. From this he proceeds :

Thus, in reality, there are only three metaphysical systems of the

Hindus. These systems again are not considered as mutually contra-

dictory. They are regarded as forming a graduated series in which the

three systems form, as it were, three great standards, suited to different

types or grades of minds— different intellectual (and only intellectual 1

capacities and temperaments^

§ 348. The position of Kablr,'' and all his school, seems at

the first glance to be still wider ; for in him there is a recon-

ciliation of Islam and Hinduism ; but the truth in it is far

simpler, surer, and more practical. For the reconciliation is

between one school of Islam and one school of Hinduism, the

latter already seriously modified by the laying aside of

idolatry.

^ 349. But the boldest of all is Akbar's Divine Faith, the

Di/t Ilahl'^ which was meant to sum up all religions, a creation

which died with its own imperial creator. A little later,

Hindu pandits at the court of Aurungzebe suggested to

Bcrnier* the idea that there might be many true religions, all

proceeding from the one God.

§ 350. Early in the eighteenth century, I'rannath taught, at

' MR. 5.

' V. A. Smith, Akbar, 209 ff.

' See § 396.
* Travels, 328.

i; 2
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Panna in Bandelkhand, that all the religions of India were

reconciled in his own person, since he was at once the Clnstian

Messiah, the Mohammedan Mahdi,and the Xis/tkalaiikdvatdra,

'the stainless incarnation', of the Hindus, and expressed the

dogma in his Ktilljama Sahcb}

C. The Hindu People.

§351. The Hindu people are still roughly divisible into the

three old groups. There is first the mass of the common
people, caste or outcaste, who belong to no sect, but acknow-

ledge all the gods and worship whichever they think is likely

to help at the moment. There come next the orthodox

twice-born men, who acknowledge all the gods and worship

them with Vedic rites, and in addition hold some religious

philosophy, either monistic or theistic. The third group are

the Sectarians. Each sect holds a theistic theology, worships

its own god as the personal Supreme, and identifies him with

the Brahman of the Upanishads. Groups of the uncultured

common people may be found here and there, especially in the

south, who cling intelligently to a sectarian theolo<Ty and cult.

As will be evident from our survey, Hindui. m produced

a long series of great sects from the twelfth to the sixteenth

century. From about 1550, however, the eftbrt rapidly

weakened and died away. One of the most noteworthy facts

in the history of the religion since 1700 is the jsteady persistent

decay of the sects- all over North India and also in wide

regions farther south. Multitudes have drifted back to

undififcrenced polytheism, carrying with them the merest

shreds of the old thought. Uneducated pujarls ^ with their

numerous images and mongrel ritual strengthen the reactionary

movement. This fact makes fruitful research exceedingly

difficult over wide areas.

' Wilson, 315 f. ; Griswold, Foniian Christian Colle^^c Ma'^asine, July
and Nov. 1905; (Irowse, M. 230 ff. ; JASH. XLVl'lI. 171: Uubsell,

TCCr. 216 ff. MirzaGhulam Ahmad Khan of Qadian is an exact modern
parallel : see Walter's Ahainadiya Movement. Calcutta, 1918.

' See Chanda's statement, lAR. 143 ff. ^ I.e. temple-ministrants.

ts . -JkfV^gW^V.
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D. Svidrtti L tcratitrc.

§ 3,",2. The orthodox twice-born fall into two groups. The
first, the Srautas, who still perform some of the ancient

Srauta icrifices, arc so few in most parts of India that they

arc seldom distinguished from the much larger group, the

Sinartas. who content themselves with the worship of the five

gods and the observance of the Sandhya, i. e. the daily praycis.

In South India and in Gujarat the word Sniarta connotes,

in addition, allegiance to Sankara's Vedanta ; but in North

India the Smarta is free in philosophy. lie may follow

Sankara ; he may accept the Nyaya system ; or he may find

satisfaction in an attempt to blend Ramanuja's theism with

the strength and simplicity of Sankara's thought. The worship

of the five gods in Panchayatana Puja is observed at home.'

Images, or stone and metal symbols,^ or diagrams, or earthen-

ware pots, may be used to represent the divinities. The image

or symbol of the god whom the worshipper prefers is placed in

the centre, and the other four are so set as to form a square

around the central figure.

'

§ 353* Hindu temples arc supposed to fall into two classes,

Smarta and Sectarian. In a .Sm.i nple, whether it is

dedicated to Siva, Vishnu, Devi, SCa- esa, or some other

god, the ritual and liturgy ought to be , cdic, and the five gods

ought to be worshipped. In sectarian temples, the ritual and

liturgy ought to be Tantric (i. c. based on the Sarhhilas in

a Vishnava temple, on the Agamas in a Saiva temple, and on

' In Gujarfit and in the Tamil country Sniiirtas in v be found \ ho no
longer worship the five : they worship .Siva and reverence the others.

' The more usual symbols are : \'ishnu, the Sillagnima pebble
;

Siva, the Narmadesvara pebble ; the Devi, a piece ot metal, or the
S',arnareklui stone found in a river in .South India ; Sfirya, a round
piece of Sriryaktintii, i.e. sun-stone, or oi sp7uttik<i, i.e. crystal ; (ianesa,

the Svarnabhadra, a red slab from a stream near .'\rrah.

' A Smarta iir.nhiiian one day invited me to have a look at his domestic
chapel. It was a very small room. The sacred place was about two and
a half feet square, and was sunk some six inches below the main level.

In the centre of this little quadrangle stood the liiiga, while an image
stood in each of the comers, Vishnu, Devi, Surya, and Ganesa.

".jiinift?-<wiriL.NC\iT-% fc
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the Tantias in a Sakta temple), and the chief deity ought to

be some form of the f^od of the sect, even if other divinities

are also recognized. As a matter of fact, in the north, com-

paratively few pure Smarta temples arc to be found ' ; and,

while in the south and west sectarian temples are managed
with a good deal of strictness, in the north laxity is wide-

spread. ITijaris arc usually men of little education, and they

very naturally tend to introduce images of popular gods in

addition to the divinity of the temple, and to follow their own
whims in matters of ritual.

In most Saiva temples in North India a Smarta Brahman
can go forward to the liiiga and perform his own worship in

accordance with the directions of the Grihya-sutra of his own
cJiarana. The pujarl of tlie temple conducts the puja of sixteen

operations [shodasa iipachard) at certain fixed times, but the

Smarta Brfdiman's worship is quite independent. In South

India this personal worship in the temple is not permitted.

In many Saiva temples in the north, all worshippers, including

women, are allowed to apj.roach the linga, place a few hilva

leaves upon it, and pour some Ganges water over it, while they

mutter their mantras or prayers.

Most Smartas give their preference to Siva, but others

are Vaishnava or Sakta in their leanings, and in earlier times,

doubtless, many, like Rjija Blrbal,-' were Sauras.

§ 3,54. The first fifty years of the period are memorable for

the brilliant Vedic and philosophic work done by the brothers,

Madhava and Sayana. Madhava's three books, the Nyaya-

%

* A temple may be found here and there in which the five gods are

arranged according to rule. Thus in the \'ailabhachrirya temple in

Udaipur the main temple is the shrine of Krishna, while .Siva has a small
shrine in the NE. comer, Durga in the N\V., Surya in the S\V., and
Ganesa in the SE. In Saiva temples in Gujarat one frequently finds, in

addition to the linga, images of the Devi and of Ganesa, whiie Vishnu
is represented by a tortoise, and Surya is not pictured, because he is

visible in the sky. There is usually an image of Hanuman also. Frequently
there is no separate image of the Devi : she is represented by a snake
coiled round the lower half of the linga. This is the concept of KundalinI

from .Sakta Yoga : see § 232, and cf. Krishna .Sastri, SII. 185, ;;. 1.

» V. A. Smith, Akbar, 165.

11
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mala-vistara on the Mlmamsa, the Paiic/iadasl on the Vediinta,

and the Sarvadarsanasaiigraha, a review of philosophic

systems, have been dealt with above under the philosophies ;

but the style as well as the subject would inevitably make

each a work of very great interest to thinking Smartas. The

works of Sayana (died 13H7), on the other hand, deal directly

with the literature on which the orthodox twice-born depend.

A scries of valuable commentaries on the Rigvcda, the

Aitarcya Hrahmana and Aranyaka, and on the Taitdrlya

Samhita. Brdhtnana,An(.\ Aranyaka of the Black Yajitrvcda

were written in whole or in part by Sayana. They have been

of large service to Hindu scholars ever since, and European

scholarship owes them a great debt. The Prasthanabhcda

of Madhusudana SarasvatI, who has been already mentioned,

is interesting as showinfj the orthodox method of regarding

the various philosophic;; and sectarian systems with their

literature. The title of the work means ' Varieties of the

Ways ', i.e. to God.

In Bengal Raghunandana Bhattiicharya {c. A.D. 1500) dealt

fully with the detailed religious duty of the Hindu in his

Ashtai'iihiati Tattva. a work greatly treasured by the

orthodox.

Appaya Dikshita, 15-/2-1624, one of the most famous

Smarta scholars of the time, produced a large number of

books on very varied subjects. Amongst his religious works

is the SivdrkamanUipikd, a Sanskrit commentary on Srl-

kantha's Saiva-bhdshya, which has been much used.* In

his later years he followed the right-hand practice of

Saktism."

One very practical type of Smarta literature consists of

manuals, usually called prakarana-granthas, written for the

purpose of applying Mimamsa principles to the ceremonies

enjoined in smriti books, and forming an offshoot from the

Mlmamsa proper. One of the earliest and chief of these is the

Smriti-Kaiistubha, written by Ananta-deva, son of the author

» See § 424. * See § 270 and § 317.

^^^-irr^ e-JH^K^VSTB:' "JV^b^VOiri>~T'£%' "'f'«3i!:>.'<7..3llH^'.l:AF^i'^
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of the //>./,r7V They may be found in local forms in all
parts of the country.

^

Mukundaraj is the author of an exposition of the Vedanta
in Marathi verse called the Vivckasindhu, which is much
admired. It has been referred tc the reign of Jaitrapal, King
of Devagiri in the Maratha country at the end of the twelfth
century, and has therefore been called the earliest piece of
Marath. literature, but the character of the language scarcely
bears out the claim. It docs not seem to be nearly so ancient
as the language of the Juancsvarl'^ Further, MahTpati who
wrote lives of many of the Marathi poets, makes him a
contemporary of Tukaram. His date is thus quite uncertain.
The \oga.lasishtlta-Rainayana, discussed above'' was

widely used. It is mentioned and quoted by RharaUtirtha
and Madhava in the Panchadasl

; and thc/«.?«a- / 'asishtham
an adaptation in Tamil verse by Alavantar Madavappattar'
appeared aoout A.I). 1600.

'

E. Vaishttava Literature.

a. Gctterai.

§.11.> The most prominent type of general Vaishnava
l.teraturc produced during the period consists of free renderings
and adaptations of the Epics and the Puianas in the ver-
naculars. The Mahabharata appeared in a Bengali dress in
the fourteenth century and often afterwards, in Tamil in the
fifteenth, in Kanarcse about r.^oo, and in Hindi in the
nineteenth century. The Ramayana was produced in Bengali
in the fourteenth century and often afterwards, in Malayalim
in the fifteenth, in Kanarese in the sixteenth, in Hindi in the
seventeenth, and in Oriya at a later date. Three Vaishnava
lurajas, the Vishnu, Varaha^ and Padma, were translated
into felugu in the fifteenth century. It would be unwise to
lay much religious stress on these versions. The bulk of
serious Vaishnava literature arose in the sub-sects.

' See § 338. " See § 2;8. §270.

'''msm^^^'^-^-mA_
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I. T/tc Bliiigavata Community.

§ 3.5'5. Probably about a.d. 1400, Sridhara SvamI, Mahant
of the SariKaritc monasteiy, Govardhana, in Purl, wrote a
commentary on the Bhagavata P., the niiagavata Wnndrtha
Dipika, which is by far the most famous exposition of the
work. He was clearly an excellent scholar, and he must
have had access to a very |rustw..rthy tradition. He bejjins
his commentary with the distinct statement that the great
Purana was not written by X'opadeva. The fact that this
theory was already current proves that Sridhara wrote at a
tmie considerably later than A.D. ,.^00, when Vopadeva
flounshed. As the commentary was well know n everywhere
by the end of the rifteenth century, Sridhara's >r«// may
reasonably be placed about a.d. 1400. His interpretation of
the Purana is advaitist, since he was a follower of Saiikara •

and since the Bhagavata itself tends to be monist, his Djpika
is usually regarded as most authoritative.

The Purana was translated into many languages, either
completely or partially, during the period. It appeared in
felugu and Bengali in the fifteenth century, in IJraj and
Persian in the sixteenth, in IVIarathi and Kanarese about
A.D. 1600, in Gujarat! and Alalayalim in the seventeenth
century, and in Hindi in the nineteenth.
A sectarian bhashya on the Vcdauta-sutras, which is called

the Suka Bhashya, and which purports to be a Jihagavata
work, seems to have been written late in this period. Its
standpoint is Visishtadvaita, and the texts used to estaWish
the teaching of the biifishya are drawn from the Bhagavata P
Upanishad texts being cited only as subsidiary' evidence.'
The author is called Sukacharya, and is said to have been the
founder of the Bhagavata monastery at Talkad in Mysore
but the work is probably pseudonymous. It is a suspicious
circumstance that a Bhagavata bhashya should be not advaiia
but visishtadvaita. Further, no Sukacharva appears in the
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gnruparamptxia of Talkad, nor yet among the gurus of the

Matha of Mu!ubazil, the only other Hliigavata monastery in

Mysore, while the authorities of both monasteries refuse to

recognize the Siika BJuisliya as a Hhagavata work.*

The Bhagavatas, being botii Smfirtas and devotees of

Vishnu, occupied from the first rather an unstable position

between the orthodox and the sects, and their acceptance of

the Bhagavata P. deepened the difTiculty for them. The
results are visible in their history. In the Mysore and the

Tamil south they are a scattered cominunity possessing very
few temples of their own and only a few monasteries. They
worship in SrI-Vaishnava temples but distinguish themselves

from Sri-Vaishnavas by wearing the ancient sect-mark, a single

upright line of cream-coloured gopichandana,* and by using

the Bhagavata mantra.'' Occasionally individual Bhagavatas
pass over to the Sri-Vaishnava community. In the Kanaresc
country on the western coast they still maintain themselves,

although greatl\- outnumbered by Madhvas, and have a
number of temples. Throughout these wide areas they still

venerate Siva as well as Vishnu, observe Vedic rites, and are

recognized as Smartas. They recognize no commentary on
the Bhagavata e.xcept Srldhara's. All the other sects

dependent on the Bhagavata P. have experienced the same
difficulty of maintaining the Vedic position, and most are in

consequence now frankly sectarian.

2. Mafdtha Bhaktas.

§357, There seems to have been an interval of quite a

century after Jnanesvara before another star of any magnitude
arose among the Maratha Bhagavatas. The next notable

singer is Namdeva. There is a local tradition to the effect

' I am deeply indebted to Mr. R. Narasimhachar, Director of Archaeo-
logical Research in Mysore, who, at my request, wrote to Talkad for
information with regard to the age of the bhashya, and elicited the facts
stated in this sentence.

' See§ 277. s See§ 161.

•jm-^-p-M^iH
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that he and Jnanesvara met at least once, while in the IVhikta-
viiila they are regarded as master and disciple. In conse-
quence of t is Namdeva has usually been placed at the end
of the thirteenth, and the berrinnin<jof the fourteenth, century

;

but his Marathi is of such a character that Sir Ramakrishn.i
Khandarkir is inclined to date him a century Liter.' Now,
a number of his hymns occur in the Sikh Crantli, and he i.s

regarded as one of a few bhaktas \ ho. ct inin-j just before
Kamananda, prepared the way for him. There .seems to be
sufficient evidence to .show that Ramananda flourished in the
•second and third quarters of the fifteenth century ; so that
Namdeva'syf<)r/«/ would be somewhere about 1400 to 1430.
Mr. Halc-Jvar Prasad, who is a mo.st careful student of Hindi
literature, jjives - a.D. 1423 as \(\^ floruit, which agrees per-
fectly with the above reasoning and with Sir Rfimakrishna's
conjecture. This chronology is finally established by one
of Namdcva's own abhaiigs, ' Gone arc the saints ', which
makes it absolutely clear that Jfiane.svara .nd his saintly
companions lived long before him. I Ic was a tailor, shiuipi.
by birth and occui)ation, but he spent his life propagating
bhakti in the Maratha country and in the Punjab. In his
verse the influence of Islam first appears in the Marath.-i
country. He and those who followed him criticized idolatry
with some severity but continued the use of idols. A large
body of Marathi hymns are attributed to him, and a con-
siderable number of Hindi hymns appear under his name in

the Granth, the whole forming a mass of verse of very liigh

quality. A careful comparison of the two groups would
probably throw further light on the man and his life. He
was influential in the Punjab as well as in the Maratlia
country, as is proved by his hymns in the Granth and by
a shrine dedicated to his memory and still in use at Ghuman
in the Gurdaspur district.* Another Maratha singer, Trilochan

' VS. 92.
' Macnicolj PAfS. 4 1

.

-' SliS. II. 26.
* MaraulitTe. \'I. 39.

M^i^
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by name, seems to have been a contemporary of Namdeva,
but very little is known about him. Three of his Hindi
hymns appear in the Gnvit/t, but his Marathi hymns, and even
his memory, seem to be lost in his native land.

The next leader of eminence among the Maratlia hhaktas is

Kknath (died 160H), who was a Urahman and lived at Taithan.

He is said to have spoken and acted in opposition to caste,

and to have suflfcred for his zeal. Hut he has been most
influential through his Maratlii verse translations from the

Bhagavatii /'.• He left also a collection of twenty-six
abhangs called Jfarip,lt,'i. in philosophy he was a monist,
like Mukundaraj and Ji'ianc.svara.

Tukaram (i6-S_4y was .1 jKtty shopkeeper. He is

passionately devoted to Vithoba, and his personal religious

life is reflected with great vividness in his moving lines his

longing for God, his humility, his sense of unworthiness, his

boundless need, his trust in God, and hvs appeals and prayc. ^

for help. It is his own religious life tl t occupies his soul
;

as in most forms of Hinduism, there are but few traces of the
passion for winning others. His worship centres in the image
of his god. He is con.scious of Vithoba's omnipresence, and
his spirituality, and yet somehow the invisible God is identified

with the adored 'mage before which the worshipper bends.
His hymns are of a very high order, and arc probably the
largest religious influence in the Marathfi country. Then' is

.scarcely a theological or philosophical .system to be found in

his writings, hut so far as philo.sopliical thinking may be
traced, he tends to be a monist. Sivaji. the man who welded
the Maratha race into a strong people, rose to prominence in

the last few years of Tukaram's life, and he sent .some of his

councillors to beg him to come to court, but Tukaram .sent

him a few stanzas instead.

Narayana (1608-81), who later took the name of Ram
Das, probably under the influence of the Ramanandi move-
ment, was also a poet, but his verse has not laid hold of the

' Parts of these are sunj; in Snhkirtan in the temple at Pandharpur.
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pt-oulc in the same w.iy as Tiikaiam's. Yet he exerted great

personal inrtuence over Sivaji from 1 6 r,o onwards. His poem,
Daiabnlha, contains much shrewd wisdom, but it is philo-

sophical rather than leliyious. .\ small sect, the Ram-dasis,
still perpetuate his name, wear a sect-mark, and use a secret

mantra of their own. The head-quarters are at Sajjangarh, near

Satiira, where there is the Samadh of Ram Das, a temple to

Ram Chandra, and a Ram-dasi monastery. There are many
sadhus belonging to the sect.

A Krahman poet, named Sridhara, rose to great fame and
popularity during the first quarter of the eighteenth century.

His leading works present in stirring Marathi verse the great

stories ot the Ramayana and the Mahdbho.nitn. His influence

is not directly religious, e.\cei)t in so far as the stories he
reproduces have a religious character.

Mal)ii)ati, who flourished later in the same century, gave
his strength to writing the lives of devotees and saints.

"J3f)S. The lihagavatas of the Mar.ith i country to-day form
a popular bhakti movement, the literature of which, apart

from X.\\i\ Bhd^avata P. itself and Sridhara's commentary, is all

in the vernacular. The god ts Vitthal or V'ithoba ; both

these names are merely local variations of Vishnu. The chief

centres are Pa. lu-, Alandi,' and Dehu, but there are

numerous shrines throughout the country. In the chief

temple of Pandharpur Vitthal wears a curious sort of crown,

which ';he priests say is Siva's liiti:;a ; so that the image,

standing for both gods, is truly Bhagavata. Vitthal has

several consorts installed near him, each in a .separate shrine,

Rakmabai (i.e. Rukmini), Radha, Satyabhama, and Lakshmi

;

but it is noteworthy that Radha takes no place in Marathi

literature. Mahadeva, Ganapati, and Surya arc also in.stalled
;

so that, taking Lakshmi as devl, the five gods are still wor-

shipped there. No Outcasle is admitted to Bhagavata temples

in Maharashtra. Namdcva's head, represented in brass, is

placed on the lowest step of the stair which leads up to the

gate of the temple; and the shrine of an Outcaste named

;^is:K'M&'?r.^
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Chokaniela ' is on the opposite side of the street. Monthly
and annual ijilgiiniaK'es are made to the chief sacred i)laccs.
The pilKiinis are called VVarkarig. Those who have m.idc
the pil^'rimafjc a number of times are allowed to carry a red
banner. As they march alont;. they shout 'Dynanoba,
Tukaram ', and sing A bhangs. There are also hired singers
called I larid.lsls, who sing Mar.lthi Abhaiigs and portions of
i:kn.ith's translations from the nhai:;ariU,i \\\ the temple of
Pandharpur.

One of the best institutions of the movement is called
Ilarikatha, a sort of sermon in song which the leader opens
by shouting aloud several times, Jai Rama-KrisliHa H,ni.
He then sings a number of hymns and other texts in verse,
expounding each in prose. This method of mingled song and
exhortation is found in the south also, where the singer is called
Khagavata and the musical sermon is called Kahiksliepam.

'^.?o9- The bhakti movement in Gujarat remains Smarta in

general character to the present day. The two chief temples
are dedicated to Ranachor Rai, i.e. the king who left the
fight, an allusion to the occasion on which, according to the
mytholog)-, Krishna left Mathur.l and came to Dwarka.
These two gre.it shrines arc at Dwarka and at Daker near
Ahm.idabad. In both the ritual is still conducted in

accordance with Vedic rules.

S- The Madlivns.

\Sho. The hi.story of the Madhva sect during this i)criod is

not yet known
;
so that all we can do is to give some account

of the literature, so far as scholars have dealt with it.

A Madhva ascetic named Vishnu Puri, who belonged to
Tirhut and probably lived in the second half of the fourteenth
century, made a selection of the finest utterances on bhakti in
the Bhagavata, and arranged them according to subject in

thirteen groups. He called each of these collections a string
of gems, and named the whole Bhaktiratnavall, or ' Necklace

He was a Mahar. His poetry survives, and p.irts nf it ;>rc very fine.
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of Bhakti Gems', the \xnt introduction to Hli.ljjavata hhakti.

It was translated into Hcnijali by I.auri) a Kfi'ihna Dasa early

in the fifteenth century.

It was a later Madhva ascetic, Isvara I'uri, who won

Chaitanya' to the faith. The new le.idcr amply, repaid the

Madhva community for this service. Durinjj his south' rn

tour, 1.509-1 1, he stimulated Madhvas by his prcachiii}; and

his enthusiastic singing. It is prob.il)lc, indeed, that it was

he that started Saiikirtan and Naj^.irkirtan in the sect ; for

there seems to have been little emotional sin^;in}; before his

day. In any case the first j»reat outburst of Kanarcse hymn-

writinj; amonj; Madhvas came shortly after his visit. 'Ihe

chief singer was I'urarhdar Das, but there were many others.

Cine of the most noted Madhv.i scholars, .Sri Vy.lsi K.ija. was

a contemporary of Chaitanya. He lived in the south and

wrote a number of works which arc still much used.

In the eighteenth century another group of enthusiastic

bhaktas produced Kanarcse hymns in praise of Kri^lina. The

chief writers were Timmappa Das and Madhva Das. About

the same time lived Chidananda whose Kanarcse work

Haribhakti-rasiiyaim, the 'Sweets of Dcvotior to Krishna',

is well known. The ffarikatftasdra, a clear account of

Madhva doctrine in Kanarese prose, the date of whicli I do

not know, is a very j)opular book.

There are also many Kanarcse translations of Sanskrit

works. They are almost without exception V'aishnava, and

many of them are probably the work of Madhvas, but they

are rather entertaining poems than religious books. Yet

they must have helped the Madhva cause. Hetwecn i,',oS

and 1530 the Mahabharata was rendered into Kanarcse by a

number of writers, and about 1590 the Rnmixyana was trans-

lated by a poet who called himself the younger Vfdmiki,

Kumara Valmiki. The Bhagavaia P. was translated about

the .same time, and rather later a special translation of the

tenth book, known as Krishna Lilabhyudaya, was written by
' Se; § 364.

1
"•«'. ". iXr<,«- <'.-4to'«..
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a Madhva named Vehkaya Arya, The /aimiiii Bharata by
Lakshmlsa Devapura, the date of which is 1760, is a descrip-

tion of the wanderings of the horse for Yuddhishthira's horse-

sacrifice, but the aim in view is the praise of Krishna.

Madhva ascetics are sannyasis belonging to Sankara's

Dasnamls. Madhva himself and his chief disciples belonged
to the Tirtha order, but in the later history many were Purls

or Bharatis.

4. The Vishnnsvamis.

§ 361. The history of the VishnusvamI sect is very obscure
throughout this period. Since the seventeenth century they
have been very weak ; and the absence of a strong tradition is

sufficient to account for the lack of information.

Bilvamahgala, a VishnusvamI ascetic, is remembered
because of his Krishnakarndmrita, a Sanskrit poem on
Krishna and Radha which has been much admired. There
are stories which connect him with Calicut and with the
foundation of the temple of Padmanabha at Trivandram,
Travancore. He probably lived early in the fifteenth century.

Another scholar belonging to the sect, Varadaraja by name,
wrote a fika on the Bhdgavata P. A manuscript of it, about
200 years old, lies in the library of the Sanskrit College,

Benares, but it has not been examined. The date of the
writer is unknown.

The rise of the Chaitanya and Vallabha ^ sects at the
beginning of the sixteenth century bore very heavily upon the
Vishnusvamis and the Nimbarkas ; and the Vishnusvamis
were in the long run almost completely absorbed by the
Vallabhas. The jiect is now extremely small. At the Kumbh
Mela at Allahabad in February, 1918, I met some half a
dozen Vishnusvami ascetics. They wore the old sect-mark on
their foreheads, and talked freely about the sect. Two
monasteries, they averred, still survive, one at Kankraoli near
Udaipur in Rajputana and one at Kamban near Bhurtpore in

* See § 364 and § 372.
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the U. P. They also say that Vishnusvami 's Bhagavatn-
hhashya still survives, and that a copy lies in each monastery.
They use two books, the Vishnu-rahasya and the Tattvatraya,

which they ascribe to Vishnusvami.

5. The Nimbarkas.

§362. The history of the Nimbarkas from 1350 to 1500 is

unknown, but a reorganization of the sect appears to have
been carried out about a.d. 1500, whereby the householders
of the community were placed under one pontiff and tho

sannyasis under another. The succession in each case seems
to have been faithfully kept up until to-day. The first pair

of leaders, Kesava Kashmiri, the head of the lay division, and
his brother-in-law, Harivyasa Muni, head of the ascetics, were
contemporaries of Chaitanya and Vallabha. Kesava Kashmiri
was a well-known scholar and commentator. His Kravia-
dipika, a manual of the ritual, consists in the main of extracts

from the Gantamlya S. The Nimbarkas practise a very
quiet type of Sanklrtan, the hymns for which were written by
Harivyasa Muni and Sri Bhatt, who lived \ :)Ut the same
time. It is probable that the Sahkirtan was suggested by the

practice of the Chaitanyas.^

The two chief centres of the Nimbarka sect to-day are

Salimabad, south of Ajmere, and Brindaban. The succession

of the pontiffs in each case has been preserved,^ but not much
is known about the history. They have suffered from the

competition of the Chaitanyas and the Vallabhas, like the

Vishnusvamis, but not to the same extent. They still possess

a number of temples at Brindaban and elsewhere.

6. Radhd-Krishna Literary Verse.

§ 363. During the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries a great

deal of Radha-Krishna literature was written in North India.

Chandi-Das, who belonged to Jayadeva's district of Bengal and
' I owe many of these facts about the Nimbarka sect to Mr. Radha

Charana Goswaml, Honorary Magistrate, Brindaban.
' Growse, J/. 147 ; Bhandarkar, VS. 62.

X
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flourished about 138010 1420, though a Sakta,^ wrote Radh5-
Krishna hymns of great power in Bengali ; and Vidyapati,

who belonged to Tirhut, and used Maithill, the dialect of that

part of India, produced in the middlr. of the fifteenth centuiy

Radha-Krishna lyrics which not only pleased his own people,

but captured the heart of Bengal when re-expressed in

Bengali. It seems most likely that Umapati Dhara also,

whose Krishnaite songs in Maithill and Bengali have recently

been made known, belonged to Tirhut and was a contemporary

of Vidyapati. Narsing Mchta, a Brahman belonging to

Junagadh in Kathiawar and a famous GujaratI poet, wrote
many Radha-Krishna lyrics which are very popular, but are

also rather erotic. His flowering time may be placed at

1450-80. Mira Bal, a princess of the house of Merta in

Jodhpur, became the wife of the heir-apparent to the Mewar
throne, but he died before the assassination of his father, the

great Kumbha Rana, in 1469.2 Left a widow, and rather un-

graciously treated by her brother-in-law, who had succeeded to

the throne, she left Chittore and became a disciple of Rai Das.^

the Ramanandl, and then a devotee of Krishna. Her Radha-
Krishna lyrics in Braj are very famous but rather disappoint-

ing. There are also numerous songs in GujaratI attributed to

her, some of them containing an erotic element. The two
groups require to be critically examined together. It is not

known whether any of these poets belonged to the Vishnu-
svaml or the Nimbarka sect. As Chandl Das was a Sakta, the

others also may have written Krishnaite verse without belong-

ing to any Krishnaite community. Yet this rich literature

proves the vogue of the teaching of the two sects.

' Hence his name. Servant of Chandi, the goddess.
' My information comes from the palace records of the Mewlr family.

I arn greatly indebted to my friend the Rev. Dr. James Shepherd of
Udaipur for ascertaining the actual facts. Much legend has gathered
round Mira Bat's name.

' She mentions him in three of her lyrics. See § 393.
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7. Tlu Chaitanya Sect.

k?,(H' Two new sects were founded at the opening of the
sixteenth century, the Chaitanyas and the Vallabhas Val-
labha was probably the earlier of the two, but we take

I Chaitanya first because his teaching and practice stand in
closer relation to the earlier sects.

Visvambhara Misra (1485-1533) was born in Nuddea, in
Bengal, and made himself a name as a student and teacher of
logic and grammar while still young. In A. d. 1507 he was
won to a serious life and the practice of the passionate bhakti
of the Bhagavata P. by Isvara Pur!, a Aladhva sannyasl. He
at once began to preach, and disciples and supporters gathered
round him, notably Advaitficharya, an old and revered
Vaishnava scholar, and Nityananda, who for many years had
been a Madhva. But he came also under the influence of the
Nimbarkas and the Vishnusvamls, and used with great
delight the songs of Jayadeva, Chandl Dfis, and Vidyapati
He thus went beyond his Madhva teachers, and gave Radha
a very prominent place in his thought and his worship. He
spent a great deal of time singing Radha-Krishna hymns with
his followers, rousing them to devotional excitement [saftkir-
tana). Frequently he led them out through the city in
procession, dancing and singing with such fervour and con-
tagious emotion as to carry the people away in devotional
raptures {nagarklrtana). These new methods were destined
to prove very fruitful.

In 1509 he became initiated as a Bharati sannyasl by
a Madhva, Kesava Bliaratl, and took the name Krishna
Chaitanya. He then went to Purl in Orissa to the temple of
Krishna (here called Jagannath, Lord of the World), but for
some years he spent most of his time in long journeys in the
south and in the north. He -was already believed to be
an avatara of Knshna by the people of Nuddea, and his cult
had begun. From about 1516 he lived at Purl. His adherents
increased rapidly from the time he became a sannyasl, notably

X 2

I t
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Sarvabhauma, the greatest authority on logic of the day,

Pratapa Rudra, the King of Orissa, and Ramananda Rai,

Pratapa Rudra's Brahman minister. Rather later, he won
two scholars who were destined to brcome the theologians of
the faith. He gave them new names, Rupa and Sanatana, and
sent them to Brindaban to seek out the old sacred sites (then

lying desolate through Muslim fury) and produce a Sanskrit

literature for the sect. Several of his disciples became accom-
plished hymn-writers, especially Narahari Sarkar, Vasudeva
Ghosh, and Varhslvadana. They wrote not only Radha-
Krishna hymns but songs in praise of Chaitanya, called

Gaur Chandrikd ; for his beauty and fair complexion had
brought him the name Gaur Chandra. He passed away
'1 15.33-

Chaitanya was neitb' r an organizer nor a writer. He left

the organization of tbi. sect to Nityananda, while Rupa and
Sanatana took up the task of expressing the theology. Nor
can we be sure that he had a settled system in his mind

;

though it was probably he that decided that the philosophic

position of the sect should be the Bhedabheda of Nimbarka
rather than the Dvaita of Madhva. His chief reading
seems to have been the Bhdgavata P. with Sridhara's

commentary, the lyrics of Jayadeva, Vidyapati. and Chandi
Das, the Brahma Samhitd and the Krishnakarndmrita}
His power over men came from the reality of his religious

experience, from the overpowering emotions which he
exhibited when gazing on a divine image or discoursing

on Krishna and his love, and from the sincerity and
contagious passion of his new modes of praise. He made
the Radha-Krishna myth the basis of his teaching and
worship, because, as he tells us himself, the Hindus had
nothing else that could touch the hearts of men so power-
fully.* In his hands the unpleasing tale was unquestionably
used in masterly fashion for noble ends.

• He brought manuscripts of the two last-mentioned works back with
hmi from the south. - Sen, //A'/,/,. 536.
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The historian of Bengah literature describes the Vaisli-
nava community in Bengal as utterly stunned and crushed
by the passing of Chaitanya :

From 1533 to 1590' the Vaisnava community i)f IJetigal lay enervated
by an overpowering feeling of forlornncss. The sanivirtana parties lost
all heart, and their fjreat music which had taken the country by surprise
and flooded it with poetry, broke in the midst of their enthusiastic per-
formances, and sounded no more on the banks of the (hinges. The
companions of Chaitanya, mute and stricken with a sense of their great
loss, one by one departed from the world ; and the history of this period
shows no striking feature of the Vaisnava movement and no activity
of any noteworthy nature.''

But, tiiough literature failvJ and music died away, the sect
lived on. Nityananda continued to organize the community
and give it rules of conduct ; and his son Virachandra carried
on the work after his father's death, receiving as many as 2,500
Buddhist monks and nuns into the new ascetic orders in one day.'*

§ 365. Rupa and Sanatana and some others had been
settled in Brindaban for some years before the death of
Chaitanya, and the little community continued to grow.
The leaders, six of the companions of the Master— Rupa,
Sanatana, with their nephew Jlva, Raghunatha Das, Gopala
Bhatta, and Raghunatha Bhatta—were known as the six
Gosvamis, a word which had come to mean authoritative
religious leaders. These men preached, taught, and won
converts, but their chief task was to form the theology and
the ritual of the sect and to express both in dignified San-
skrit literature. They wrote on bhakti, philosophy, and
ritual, and produced commentaries, dramas, and lyrics, each
work having a bearing on the faith, worship, or everyday
life of the community. No Bhashya on the Vcdanta-sfitras
was produced at this time, but Jiva's Satsandarbha, a philo-
sophical and theological work of large compass, more than
made up for the lack. The Hari-bhakti-vilasa on the ritu-.l

was compo ed by Sanatana, but was attributed to Gopala
' Probably a slip for is7a » Sen, VLMB. 68. = lb. 164.
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Hhatta. They sought out all the ancient sacred spots in and
around Mathura and Hrindaban, and described them in the

Matlmra — md/tatmya, now a pcrtion of the Variiha P., and
in the Braj-bhakti-vilasa. It was they that established the

pilgrimage round the sacred places of Mathura and Brinda-
ban called the Ban-jatra. They also arranged and started

the annual festival, the Ras = Ilia.

% 366. An awakening in Bengal about 1.570 led to the

writing of five distinct works on Chaitanya's life within a
very few years. Two of these were in Sanskrit, the oth«..

in Bengali. One of these was Kavikarnapura's Sanskrit

drama, the Chaitaityachandrodaya, the title suggested by the

Prabodhachandrodaya, the scenes taken from Chaitanya's
life. Anothe- was Vrindavana Dasa's Chaitanya Bhagavata,
a beautiful life in Bengali verse. But much though the

Gosvamis of Brindaban admired the Chaitanya Bhagavata,
they desiderated a fuller and completer work. Accordingly,
at their request, Krishnadasa Kaviraja, in seven years of

unremitting labour, produced the Chaitanya-charitamrita

(1582), which is now the standard life of the leader. Mr.
D. C. Sen calls it 'the most erudite and instructive work
in Bengali about Chaitanya and his followers.' It is on the

whole historical, yet there is a considerable admixture of
legend. Many members of the sect commit the whole long
poem to memory.

§ 367. It was a fortunate circumstance for the Gosvamis
that the great Akbar mounted the Mogul throne during the
earlier years of their residence at Brindaban ; for, through his

religious tolerance, they were able not only to continue their

religious and literary work without molestation but also to

erect a series of magnificent temples in Brindaban. They
received the large sums of money necessary for these beau-
tiful works of art from certain Rajput princes and other

wealthy men whose favour they had won.

§ 368. During the first forty years of the seventeenth

century the Chaitanya movement produced in Bengali a

IK-^'i
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group of brilliant hymn-writers. The greatest of the choir

was Govinda Das, but Jiiana Das, Balarama Das, Jadunan-
dana Das, and Raja Vira Hamvira jiroduccd work of striking

excellence also.

At the beginning of the eighteenth century Baladeva wrote
for the sect a bhashya on the Veddnta-sfttras, calling it the

Gcwinda-hhashya and givir.g its philosophic point of view the
distinctive name achintya-bhedCibheda, thus confessing that

the relation between God and the soul is in the last analysis

inconceivable.

^369. Among the Chaitanyas, as in certain other sects,

the rules of caste were relaxed in the matter of religious

privileges. Any person could become a member of the

community, share its worship, and read its books. There
were a few of the ascetics who were ready to eat with faithful

bhaktas, no matter what their caste was ; but there does not

seem to be any evidence that Chaitanya ever broke his caste.

Then, most of these breaches of caste-law soon passed away
;

and the rules of marriage and of the priestly function of

the Brahman were never disturbed. Only lineal descendants

of the personal companions of Chaitanya ' are recognized

as Gosvamis. These rule the monasteries and control most
of the temples.

, § 370- Chaitanya was a sannyasi of the BharatI order of

Sahkara's Da^namis, and a few of his companions also

accepted sannyasa, but Nityananda and Virachandra intro-

duced the easier discipline of the modern sddhu, calling the

ascetics Vairagis and Vairaginis, precisely as Ramananda
did. These orders were soon flooded with thousands of con-

verts from the degraded Sakta Buddhist orders, then pass-

ing through the last stage of decay in Bengal. The con-

sequence was that great impurity prevailed, despite the fact

that marriage was permitted. To this day these ascetic

orders have a very bad reputation even among members of

the sect.

' There are a few exceptions to this rule, especially ^r. Qrissa.

1

1
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^ 371. Ill the temples of the sect the chief images are
Krishna and Rfidha, but Chaitanya with Advaita and Nitya-
nanda arc also installed in each temple. There arc also a
number of temples dedicated to Chaitanya himself. San-
kirtana plays an important part in the worship. As in the
sects of Tamil India, this vernacular psalmody is an extra
which does not interfere with the ritual of the Sanskrit
liturgy. The Kirtaniya or head-singer and his choir sit in

the jaganiohana, the section of the temple in front of the
main shrine, and sing to the accompaP''nent of cymbals and
drums; and now and then there is dancing as well. It is

the rule to sing one or more Gaur Chaiidrikd as a sort of
interpretative preparation for the Radha- Krishna hymns, a
series of which is sung on each occasion. Sahklrtan parties
are now and then held in private houses also, and are kept
up for many hours, hymns illustrative of many forms of
religious emotion being rendered.

A number of sects of rather doubtful teaching and morals
claim some connexion with Chaitanya. The Kartabhajas,
the Darbesh, and the Shains show the influence of Islam and
are more or less respectable, but the Bauls and the Kishori-
bhajas are no better than the left-hand Saktas.

§ 372-

8. The Vallahhacharyas}

Vallabha, or Vallabhacharya (1479-1531), a
Brahman belonging to the Telugu country and a contem-
porary of Chaitanya,- was born in Benares, the son of a
member of the VishnusvamI sect. He received a Sanskrit
education and wandered about for several years meeting
scholars in disputation. Mention is specially made of his

vanquishing Smarta scholars at the court of Krishnadeva of
Vijayanagar (1509-29). The details of his life are by no

' I have received much help in the understanding of this community
from Pandit Magan Lai Sastrl of Ikoach and Poona, who is a sincere
V allabha and also a competent scholar.

' But he was not his father-in-law : the two men had the same name,
but that IS all the basis the story has.

*ll
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means clear nor yet the influences that went to the making
of h.s sect. His relation to the Vishnusv.cmi sect especially
requires to be cleared up. There need be no doubt, how-
ever, about the teaching of the sect ; for there is abundance
of literature

; but it waits to be studied.
Vallabha called himself an incarnation of the god Agni.

He acknowledged no human teacher but said he learnt his
system direct from Kfishna. Yet it seems absolutely clear
that he took -over from Nimbarka the theory of Krishna as
the eternal Brahman, of Radha as his eternal spouse and of
the highest heaven where they sport.

He calls his philosophic system Suddhadvaita, i. e. pure
monism, but his monism is certainly not so rigid as Saiikara's.
It IS called pure monism in contrast with the ' impure ' monism
of Sankara, whose system includes the doctrine of maya and
does not lay stress on bhakti. Vallabha acknowledges that
men of knowledge may rise to release by means of know-
ledge, but his way is the way of bhakti. Bhakti is the means,
but It is also the end

;
for bhakti is higher than knowledge ;'

and the true bhakta will live and sport for ever with Krishna.'
According to Vallabha, bhakti is given by God : it comes by
his grace. The word for grace in the system is pushti. This
use of the word is founded on a passage in the Phagavata
P.^ I am assured that the word pushti is never used in
the literature as a name for Vallabha practice.

§ 373- The following is an outline of the theology of the
sect. Krishna, who is Brahman—reality, intelligence, joy-
alone exists. From him there go out, as sparks from fire,
the material world, souls, and the antaryamin, or indwelling,
god. In souls, which are atomic and identical with Brah-
man, the balance of the three gunas being upset, the attri-
bute of joy is concealed ; so that they are seen to possess
only reality and intelligence as attributes. Released souls
rise to Krishna's heaven, which is far above the heavens of
Vishnu, Siva, and Brahma, and there, by the favour of

' II. X. 4. The iiia in Book VI is called Poshana.

m
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Krishna-Brahman, they attain to the pure condition of his

divine nature.
,

Krishna's heav" .s called Vyapi-Vaikuntha, and in it is

a heavenly Vrindavana and glorious forests. From Krishna's
side springs Radha. and from the pores of the skin of Krishna
and Radha come millions of gopas and gopis and also cattle

and all the denizens of the woods. Krishna and Radha sport
eternally in the celestial Vrindavana with their devotees.
The loftiest aspiration of a Vallabha is to become a gopi
and sport with Krishna in his heaven.

The cult is called scva, service of Krishna. There are
eight times of wf)rshi|) daily in each temple.' The mantra
of the sect is Sri Krishtta saranam mama.

§ 374- One extraordinary peculiarity of this sect is the
position held in it by Vallabha's son Vitthalnatha and his

descendants. No one can become a guru of the sect, or
own one of the temples of the sect, except a descendant of
Vitthalnatha in the male line. The pujaris in the temples
are paid servants of the guru to whom the temple belongs.
Along with this there goes the old Hindu doctrine that the
guru is god. Since the faithful Vallabha who is c jvoted
to Krishna ought to dedicate everything to Krishna, and since
the guru is Krishna, the highest teaching of the sect leads
the faithful bhakta to shower his wealth on his guru. This
is the more significant since a large percentage of the rich

business class of Western India belong to the sect. Origin-
ally, the title given to gurus was acharyas, teachers, but
when they became wealthy, they began to live as princes;
and since then they have been called Maharajas.
Each Maharaja lives in a house which is also a temple,

and in it he has a reception-room next the room in which
Krishna is worshipped. Since the guru •= Krishna, he must
be worshipped as Krishna. This wors. j is performed in

the reception-room, and in many cases the worship of the
guru is more elaborate and passionate than the worship of

' Wilson, Works, I. 126 ff.

li
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the god. TH- ritual and the liturgy remind the worshippers
of the story of the gopis ; and. whether they be men or
women, they look forward to becoming gopis and sporting
with Krishna in Goloka. In worshipping the Maharaja,
women shower their devotion upon him as being actually
Krishna, the darling of the gopis. Hence, when the Maha-
raja IS a vicious man, they are in the utmost danger. There
has been a great deal of immorality in certain cases. Accord-
ing to my informant, these abuses arose in the eighteenth
century. He assures me tuat there is no basis for them in
the literature.

§ 37'}- In certain cities societies have been formed among
Vallabhas which meet from time to time in the /^ris ,/ia»,/a/i,
or circle of holy sport. An equal number of men and women
meet and take a meal together, after which there is pro-
miscuous intercourse. The circle gets its name from Krishna's
dalliance (tas-/i/a) with the gopis, but its methods are copied
from the chakra-pujd of the left-hand Saktas.
The facts about the Maharajas and the Ras-mandali were

made public in a suit for libel which was he ud in Hombay in
1.S62. A full account of it is given in The Sect of theMaharajahs.
Another very remarkable fact in the history of tnc v'al-

' -has is the absorption of the Vishnusvaml sect. There
no close connexion in doctrine. Vishnusvami's philosophy

s dualistic, and he regards Radha as a woman. Krishna's
mistress at Brindaban. Vallabha's philosophy is monistic, and
he holds Radha to be the eternal spouse of Krishna. Yet for
a long time there h-s been a saying common in North India
to the effe^ thrt the Vishnusvamis and the Vallabhas are the
same, whi(?h is true only in the sense that, since most Vishnu-
svamis have entered the Vallabha fold, there is now no difference
between them. The idea that the two sects ar^; one can be
traced back to the middleof the seventeenth century, and was
probably one of many means employed by ihe Vallabhas in
the process of absorbing the sect. It is usually said that
Vallabhas reckon themselves as belonging to the Rudra
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but that is aSampradaya along with the Vi^J^nusvamlH.

mistake.

§37^. Vallabha wrote a nunjber of scholarly books in San-

skrit, both commentaries and original works, in exposition of

his system. There arc first throe fundamental works .—the

I'fdantti-sfitraaiiiib/iiishyii, the SubodhtiiL which is a com-

mentary on the liliiigavata -/'., and a manual ot his doctrine in

verse, the Tattvii'dipa-nibamiha, which is accompanied by

a gloss in prose called Prnkaia ; and then seventeen short

poems. 'I'he chief of these is the Siddhdnta Ruluisyn, in

which he tells how Krishna gave him his revil ition. He

left nothing in Hindi. Giridharajl and Balakrishn.k Bhatta

are two early leaders whose Suddhadvaitamartanda and

PrniHeyaratmirttava arc systematic Sanskrit works of con-

siderable value. Of more recent scholars Gosvami Sri Puru-

shottamaji seems to be the mi-sL noteworthy.

The Narada Pancharofr, , the text of which was published

in Calcutta a good n.. j years ago, has thus far proved an

enigma, and it will i-m.un such until it is carefully read in the

light of the history of the sects. From a superficial glance

one might conjecture that it is an old Vaishiiava Sarhhita inter-

polated or partly re-written, first by Vishiiusvamis and then

by Vallabhas.

Vallabha had four noteworthy disciples, and his son Vitthal-

natha, who succeeded him, had also four ; and all the eight

lived in the Braj district, i.e. Mathura and Jirindaban and the

country round, and wrote religious poetry. They were called

the Ashta Clihap, literally the Eight Seals, or die-stamps, pro-

ducing genuine poetic coin. They used the local dialect of

Hindi, which is called Braj.' Hence, since their time all

vernacular Krishnaite poetry has been written in Braj. Many

other Vallabha singers followed them. By far the greatest

of these lyric poets was Sur Das, the blind poet of Agra, who

flourished seemingly in the latter half of the sixteenth century.

He was a singer of wonderful power. Besides writing Radha-

' Grierson, LH. 20.

' M»%A* STK^r t--f/rr}7w~gBafn\i-i-<vvt
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Krishna siongs, he reproduced in beautiful verse a lar(;c number

of episodes and passages from the H/iii^iivatit I\

There was also a far less admirable V'allabha literature in

Hraj which laid a good deal of stress on the erotic side of the

Kfishna myths. Perhaps the most prominent aif Gokul Nath's

Chtiurdsi /u'lr/i} {i.5.')i), i.e. eij,'hty-four talcs, ami thi- />>;ij

I'i/tlsa (1743) by Hraj Ba&i Das, which is the popular authority

for Radha's life and loves. A long list of these l)H>ks is g\ven

by Growsc. Dayaram (1762- 1852), one of the greatest of

Gujarat! poets, was a Vallabha. Much of his verse is erotic.

9. T/w lUidhtix-mtUa.

§ 377. One of the most important modern bhakti Ixjoks is

the Bhakta-mala} or Garland of Vaishnava Saints. It is not

a sectarian work but a most catholic effort to commemorate

the greatest figures in many sects. \Vc deal with the work

here because the author, Nabhaji, thoujjh not a Vallabha him-

self but a Ramanandl, was a disciple of the Vallahha poet

Agra Das, and was asked by him to write the Garland. Priya

Das, who wrote the gloss, was a follower of Chaitanya. In

those days some of the Vaishnava bhaktas of the north did not

make much of these sectarian distinctions. Nabhaji flourished

when Giridharaji was head of the Vallabhas and Tulsi Das was

still alive, i.e. between 1585 and 16-3.^ The Hhakta-mala is

a poem in old Western Hindi and mainly in the Chappai metre.

It is an extremely compressed work, and, like a sutra, is scarcely

comprehensible apart from its commentary, which is a mo.st

valuable exposition of the text, though written about a century

later. The Garland is a mo>t useful work, though parts of

its contents are legendary. It has been imitated and adapted

in several of the vernaculars.

' See Sir G. Grierson's articles, /AVi 5. 1909, 607 \ lyio, 87, 269.
' For this information I am indebted to Mr. Syama Hihari Misra o(

.Allahabad, one of the authors of MBV.

i!-'i
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lo. The Radhd-Vallabhls.

§378. Uari Varh^a, also called Hit Ji, was much indebted

to both the Madhvas and the Nimbarkas, but he founded

a new sect in Brindaban about 158.5, the Radha-Vallabhis.

The chief temple of the sect still stands there, dedicated

to Radha-Vallabha, Radha's darling, Krishna. The founder

left three works, the first Radhd-sudhd-nid/ii, 170 couplets

in Sanskrit, the others, Chanrasl Pada and Sphut-pada,

both in Hindi. Many works were written by his followers.

They are Saktas, placing Radha above Krishna. A member
of the sect said to me in Brindaban, in December 1917 :

' Krishna is the servant of Radha. He may do the coolie-

work of building the world, but Radha sits as Queen. He
is at best but her Secretary of State. We win the favour

of Krishna by worshipping Radha.'

II. T/ic Hari-Ddsis.

h 379' SviimT Hari Das, who lived at the end of the sixteenth

and the beginning of the seventeenth century, founded the

Hari DasTs, and appears to stand close to Chaitanya in his

teaching and sympathies. He left two poems in Hindi, the

Sddhdran Siddhdnt and the Raske Pada. The sect still owns
a fine temple in Brindaban.

12. The Svdvil-Ndrdyanls.

§ 380. In Gujarat there is an active reforming sect called

Svaml-Narayanis who worshjp Krishna and Radha. The
founder, Sahajananda, or Svaml-Narayana, disgusted with the

gross immorality of the Vallabhas, began shortly after 1804 to

denounce them and to teach a purer system. He soon gathered

a large company of followers and a sect was formed. Jetalpur,

twelve miles south of Ahmadabad, is the head-quarters, but
there are temples elsewhere also. In worship they frequently

use pictures instead of images. Besides the householders, who
form the body of the sect, there are two orders of ascetics.
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Their philosophy is the Visishtadvaita of Ramanuja, but in
their theology they follow Vallabha. They conform strictly
to Hindu law, keeping the rules of caste with great care ; they
worship the five gods and they are vegetarian in diet. They
retain the Vallabha mantra. They have produced a good deal
of Gujarat! poetry.

c. Pancharatra.

I. The Sri- Vaishnavas.

§3X1. Among the Sri-Vaishnavas, Vedanta-dcsika was head
of the school in SrT-rangam just after the middle of the four-
teenth century,! and proved a prolific writer as well as a
stimulating teacher. A poet of some power as well as an
exact scholar, he wrote numerous books in both Sanskrit and
Tamil, commentaries, dogmatic manuals, controversial works,
and poems. One of his most famous works is an allegorical
drama, the SahkalpasUryodaya, and another is the ^(itadushant,
a controversial work against Saiikara's system.

§382. He had a number of active theological opponents,
who wrote and spoke against him freely, and the outcome of
the controversy was the formation of two schools within the
community, which finally led to a serious schism. He is recog-
nized as the leader of the northern school, the Vada-galas.
Ramya-jamatri-muni (1370-1443), also called Manavala-maha-
muni, is recognized as the leader of the .southern school, the
Tengalai. He taught at SrT-rangam rather later than Vedanta-
desika. His commentaries are scholarly works and have been
much u.sed, but his original writings are of little importance.
Since the days of the two leaders the gulf between the sub-
sects has become deeper. They difier in doctrine on a number
of minor points,'- but, unfortunately, the schism which has
resulted from the difference of opinion is much more serious
than the doctrinal differences. Each .sect has seized as many

in'.sS'cowell'^"?^'"^"'^^'^^
''"'' friend of Madhava, and is quoted

' (iovindacharya,yi'?/i.S-. 1910, 1103; 1912, 714.

%
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of the temples as possible and numerous law-suits have resulted.

So deep is the division that it prevents intermarriage.

The northern school stands in general nearer the central

Vaishnava doctrine, and in questions concerning Sri stands

nearer the Sakta theology, while the southern school repre-

sents more fully the special theology of the Sri-Vaishnava sect.

While both schools use both Sanskrit and Tamil, the southern

uses both the Tamil language and the hymns of the Nalayira

Prabandham more than the northern does. In consequence

of the division, two forms of the sect-mark have been evolved,

the southern having a slight prolongation down the nose.

Widows belonging to the southern school do not undergo

tonsure. The northern pontiff has his seat at Trivallur, while

his southern rival resides at the Ahobila Monastery at Nan-

ganur, near Tinnevelley.

§ 383. Appaya Dikshita (1^552-1624), though a Smarta

Saiva, commented on several Sri-Vaishnava books, especially

the works of Vedanta-desika. The Yatindramntadipika, i. c.

Light on Ramanuja's Opinions, a useful summary of Srl-

Vaishnava doctrine, contains a good many new ideas not

found in the Samhitas. It is by Srinivasa of the first half of

the seventeenth century. Rangaramanuja, who lived in the

eighteenth century, wrote a series of Visishtadvaita com-

mentaries on the Upanishads for the sect.

The bulk of the Uttara Khanda of the Padma P. will

probably be found to be a Sri-Vaishnava document belonging

to the beginning of this period.

§ 384. The ritual in almost all Sri-Vaishnava temples is

Pahchardtra, each temple using one particular Samhita, but

there are still a few which use Vaikhanasa Sarhhitas, e. g.

Conjeeveram, Siiperumbudur, and Venkateivara on Tirupati

hill. It seems clear that these Sarhhitas are Bhagavata in

origin and have been used by Bhagavata ministrants for

many centuries.^ Ramanuja, in his eagerness to extend

Paricharatra influence, sought to oust them and to introduce

' See § 211 and § 287.
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T^T^'JT''''' Tk'
"'"'' '"""''• '»" ""= did no.

2. Sdtdnis.

to^the^iJttff"''
"' ^ ^'""P °^ P^^P^^ ^'^^ ^'•^ -"ached

he stats or/ """'' "' "'°' ''°"S'^ ^'^^>' h-^ -'ythe status of Sudras. exercise certain priestly functions

Xt/"1V' ""
l'^

'^ ^ ^°^^"P^'°" «f ^he word ^Z:^W. non-wearers': they do not wear the tuft of hair

oL.H "T:- *'' *'''' "^'^ *^^ ^^^--^^ thread. The ex-
planation of the.r position seems to be this, that they cameunder the influence of Ramanuja, and that he allowed hemto con inue certain sacerdotal usages which they had practisedfrom time immemorial. They are found in the Mysore andm certam Telugu districts as well as in the TamiUountiy

to Hanll''"?K
'" '"'''? '""P'"'' "^"^'"^^ *^°^^ ^«^'^-ted

mark and <-/' ^P'" ^'^' '^' Sri-Vaishnava sect-

ato visttlhem r/^'^'i'P " ''''" '"'"'y' "'^"^ «-hmansalso visit them, but merelv to do darsa^^a, i.e. to look at the•mages not to make offerings. When about to begin the rite!of worship. Satanis shout • Ramanuja, Ramanuja ' They arealso appointed to certain functions in the regular Srl-Vaislmava
temples, the chief of which is to bear processional [^^andthey are employed by Brahmans to brand Outcastes with' thed^sc.s and co,.:/^ of Vishnu. Some Satanis of earlier times
receive honours in the temple of Srirahgam at Trichinopriy

knn TTf ''"'"^ '^^' '^'y ^'^™ ^° be Brahmans and toknow the Vedas. These claims they probably do make ; forthey are priests, and know and use the hymns of the iV^.-%,>«
Prabandham, which is called the Tamil Veda.

a \tl!S^^ '^^'^ '«93-4, p. 6. The Adyar Library possesses

n
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3. The Manbhans.

§ 386. The only feature of Manbhau historyduring this period

which is clear is the enmity which separates the community

from the more orthodox sects. The hatred which Maratha

bhaktas have always had towards Manbhaus comes out very

distinctly in the poems of Eknath, Giridhar, and others, and

is active to-day in the prohibition which keeps them away

from Pandharpur and the other shrines. A similar rule

operates in Gujarat. Smarta Brahmans show as severe an

attitude. In 1782 Madho Rao Peshwa promulgated a degree

to the following effect

:

The Manbhaus are entirely to be condemned. They are to be

entirely outcasted. They have no connexion with the four cartes

nor with the six Dar^anas. No caste should listen 10 their teaching.

If they do, then they are to be put out of caste.

What the real cause of this hate may have been is not yet

known. The orthodox have always charged the Manbhaus not

only with heterodoxy but also with gross crimes, especially

seduction. They are also often spoken of as if they were

Outcastes. There are to-day persistent tales to the effect

that they procure little girls to be brought up as Devadasis,

but how much truth there is in them is not clear.

The Manbhaus are found scattered about wherever Marathi

is spoken, but they are not a numerous body. They wear

dark grey robes, and beads and ear-rings of tulsT-wood.

Their own Marathi literature is gradually being made known

by Marathi scholars. Only when it has been carefully investi-

gated, and when kindly intercourse with the community has

enabled scholars to learn about their life, will it be possible to

sketch their teaching and their history, and to settle the question

of the charges so frequently brought against them.

The chief mahant has his monastery at Ridhpur, Karanjhar,

Berar, but they have a number of monasteries and shrines else-

where.
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4. The Ramanandis.

§ '^^j. We now turn to a noteworthy development in North
India, the rise of the Ramaite movement. Several Vishnuite
bhaktas preceded Ramananda. the real leader of the move-
ment, notably Namdeva and Trilochan ^ from the Maratha
country, and Sadana and Beni 2 xvho belonged to the north.
Ramananda is one of the most important names in modern
Hinduism, yet we know very little about him with certainty.
Widely divergent dates have been suggested for his activity,
but it now seems possible to fix his floruit within narrow
limits. His royal disciple Plpa was born in a.d. 1425,'' while
another disciple, Kabir, seems to have lived from 1440 to
1518.* It is clear that he was not Ramananda's latest
disciple.* Hence we shall not be far wrong if we suppose that
Ramananda lived approximately from 1400 to 1470." Wc
may be ten years wrong either way, but scarcely more.
He was an ascetic, and seems to have spent most of his life in

Benares.

All tradition agrees that he belonged to the sect of Ramanuja;
and, as his followers to day use a modification of the Sn-
Vaishnava sect-mark, we may be certain that he had at least
.some connexion with it; but no more definite statement
seems possible. The SrI-Vaishnavas have from the earliest
days acknowledged all the incarnations of Vishnu and their
consorts; and although Kfishna has always been most pro-
minent,Rama has been continuously revered and also Narasimha.
It is therefore very noteworthy that Ramananda worshipocd
Rama and Sita and their attendants alone: the common
practice of his disciples makes it impossible to escape from
this conclusion. To him and his followers is due the
practice of using the name Ram for the Supreme which is

' See § 357.
=• lb. VI. III. .,^^^,
* See a hymn by Dhana in Macaulifte, VI. 109."

* The above date places Ramananda 350 years after Kamanuja The
guru-parampara m two forms given by Grierson (/««'. Ant. \\\\ 266)
would agree well with this interval.

Y a

' Macauliffe, VI. 84 ; gg.
* See § 396.
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}-o common in the north. Further, the mantra is not the

Sri-Vaishnava mantra ' but Ot'// Rdmaya namah ; the tilak,

.IS we have seen, is not the same ; there is a difficulty about

the name of the Sampradaya^; Ramananda was not a

Tridandl ' sannyasi, as he would have been, had he belonged

to the Sri-Vaishnava sect ; and he was not nearly so strict

in matters of food as the SrI-Vaishnavas are. How are we

to account for the divergences?*

^ 388. Vv^e have already seen that a sect which found release

in Rama alone had been long in existence, and that the litera-

ture tends to indicate the south rather than the north as its

home. If now we suppose that this Ramaite community

lived in the Tamil country among the Sri-Vaishnavas and

that Ramananda belonged to it, the puzzle is completely

solved. Ramananda would then come to the north with his

doctrine of salvation in Rama alone, and with his Rama-

mantra.'' The very similar but not identical sect-mark is

then comprehensible, and also the different attitude to certain

caste-rules. Further, Ramananda would bring with him to

the north the Adhyatvia Ramayana and the Agastya-

Sutikshna Sauivdda. Now, we cannot prove that he actually

carried these books with him, but it is clear that the Adhyatma

Ramayana was much used by his followers ; for it is one of

the chief sources of Tulsi Das's great work, and all Kamanandis

know it and use it to-day ; and the Agastya-Sutikshna Sai'n-

vada is also used by Hainanandis to-day ; for it is published

with Ramananda's biography included in it."

§ 3K9. We therefore believe that Ramananda was an ascetic

belonging to the Ramaite sect which produced the Adhyatma
Ratnayana, that he came to the north about 1430 and had

so much success that he decided to stay, and took up his

' See § 292. ' See § 393. ' See § 285.
* Clearly, the story told in ERE. X. 569 does not explain the facts.

» See § 297.
• IJhandarkar, VS. 67, n. 2. I have not seen this edition of the work,

but I have received a letter from Sir Kamakrishna, saying that it is the
Agastya-Sitttkshnn Siimt<ada.

^yT^r' J^.JL!M^ 4/-k,.-..:.i^:>4^ -4-Wl
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residence in Benares. It is probable that he was accustomed
to use Ramanuja's Srl-bltashy,}

; for. tliough it is written from
the Sri-Vaishnava standpoint, its clear and moderate doctrine
of theism made it a most attractive work to all the theistic
sects. This would explain its use by his followers to-day and
also the fact that no Ramanandl bhashya has ever appeared.
Its continued use would also help to blur the original distinction
between the two groups, while during the early decades of the
movement the newly fledged bhaktas of the north would be
glad to link themselves with the illustrious scholar of the south.

§ 390. The greater freedom which Ramananda's movement
enjoyed in certain caste matters requires closer definition.
The master's complete neglect of all caste distinctions in the
acceptance of disciples is scarcely a novelty ; for the theistic
sects had already recognised that men of all classes could
by means of bhakti press on to spiritual religion and Release

;

but Ramananda seems to have gone a little farther. Among
his personal disciples we find not only a Sudra, a Jat, and an
Outcaste, but a Muhammadan and at least one woman. In
thts extended freedom we see evidence of Muslim influence.
Certain Hindu and Musulman teachers in the fifteenth century
were ready to receive both Hindus and Musulmans as disciples,
and there was a tendency to recognize both religions as in
some sense legitimate. But there is no evidence that he
relaxed the rule that restricts priestly functions to the Brah-
man

;
and he made no attempt to overturn caste as a social

institution
:

it was only certain of the religious restrictions
of caste that were relaxed. Those who follow Ramananda
are still strictly orthodox in all caste matters. Not until
Christian criticism was brought to bear at the beginning of
the nineteenth century was there any definite attempt made
to show that caste as a social system is cruel, inhuman, and
immoral. Much confusion has been caused by careless state-
ments to the efiect that Ramananda gave up caste-distinctions
altogether. Ramananda did, however, use greater freedom in
matters of food than is the custom among Srl-Vaishnrlavas.
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In harmony with his great care for the common people

stands the almost unbroken custom among Ramanandis and

the related sects of using the vernaculars for their literature.

It had long been customary in the chief sects to use the

vernacular as well as Sanskrit ; but the Marathfi bhaktas

and Ramananda practically gave up the use of Sanskrit

altogether. Ramananda does not seem to have been a dis-

tinguished writer : one single hymn of his survives, not among

his own followers but in the Sikh Granth>

§391. It has been frequently assumed that Ramananda

taught the Visishtadvaita system of Ramanuja. This is

one of the many points with regard to the leader on which

no direct evidence is available; but the indirect evidence

which does exist scarcely points to that conclusion. One

of the characteristics of the whole movement that springs

from him is a constant use of advaita phrases, a clinging

to advaita concepts while holding hard by the personality of

Rama. The teaching is usually a sort of compromise be-

tween theism and strict monism.'* That certainly seems

to be true of Kabir, Tulsi Das, Nanak, and others who owe

their inspiration to Ramananda. Naturally, the suspicion

arises that they may owe the common teaching to their

common master; and we remember the advaita theology

of the Adhyatma Raviayana? Yet it is quite likely that

he used Ramiinuja's Srl-bhashya : in these vernacular move-

ments there is very little strictness about the philosophical

standpoint of the sect.

§392. Like the Maratha bhaktas, Ramananda may have

criticized idols severely, but there is not the slightest sign that

he or his immediate followers gave up Hindu worship. It was

Kabir who initiated the practice of eschewing all idolatry as

wrong. What is to be recognized in Ramananda and all his

* But see Grierson, LH.7.
' In the few cases in which a clearly conceived theology actually

appears, as in Kabir, the approach is to the lihedCMeda doctrine rather

than to the Visishtadvaita of Ramanuja.
' See § 297.
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followers is their vivid faith in the- reality of the one personal

God, spiritual and invisible, whom they called Ram. Yet, in

spite of this vivid faith, no break was made with idolatry,

the Brahman priest, the Hindu pantheon, or the old mythology.

There is a compromise between a living theism and an idolatrous

and mythological polytheism. Kablr was the first to preach

a theism so real and consistent that it would tolcralc neither

gods, nor idols nor myths.

§393- About A.D. 1500, if we may hazard a conjecture, the

theory of the four Sanipradayas took shape in the north, as

follows :

Sri Sampradaya : the Ramanandls.

Brahma Sampradaya : the Madhvas.

Rudra Sampradaya : the Vishnusvamls.

Sanakadi Sampradaya : the Nimbarkas.

This theory must have had its origin in the north, where these

four sects were dominant and the famous old Bhagavata

Sampradaya, the SrI-Vaishnava Sampradaya, and the Datta-

treya Sampradaya were little heard of, and before the rise of

the sects of Ciiaitanya and Vallabha. The names are taken to

mean the 'tradition iianded down from Sri', i.e. Lakshmi.

It has been generall)- held that the Sri Sampradaya covers

the Sri-Vaishnavas of the south, but their phrase is the

Sri-Vaishnava Sampradaja. so that it cannot be accurately

applied to them. Similarly, it has been said that the Rudra

Sampradaya covers the \'allabhacharyas, but they altogether

repudiate the title.

Ramananda s influence has been so widespread that the

student needs to be careful to iccognize the whole. In the

most direct line of descent stands the order of a.scetics who
I

: r his name, the Ramiinandi Vairdgls, i. e. tho.se without

j ion, also called Avadhiitas, i.e. liberated ones. They are

sau.ius, and live under a less rigid discipline than Sankara's

sannyasis. 'Ihey h ivc many monasteries in Benares, Ayodhya,

and elsewhere. They are very numerous : at the Kumbh
Mtla at Allahabad in 191 8 they alone could be compared in

ii

i r
i

!
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numbers with Sankara's Dasnamis. Kfimananda's influence

upon the Hindu laity of Hindustan has been very preat, but it

is diffused and irregular. The ordinary Hindu householder

who worships Ram and Sitil belongs to no sect or sub-sect

;

yet his thought and his practice are saturated with the ideas

of Raniananda, borne down to him by the teaching of his

disciples, and above all by a disciple who came several genera-

tions later, Tulsl Das. Ramananda does not seem to have

wished to found a sect ; and certainly no community named

after him exists to-day, although two or three petty groups

founded by his followers may still be traced. Of his im-

mediate disciples who did not found sects but left at least

a few hymns two deserve mention, Dhanna and Pipa. There

seem to have been a number of organized sects formed by the

disciples of Ramananda, but most of them have passed away.

These sects of direct Ramanandl origin (i. e. which acknow-

ledge Slta as well as Ram and use images) seem to have

suffered severely from that process of sectarian decay which

we have already mentioned, probably because there is little

reason for their existence: the ordinary householder who

belongs to no sect feels Ramananda's influence quite as

strongly as the sectarian. The following are the only clear

cases

:

i<i'ame. Founder. Approx. DnU. Centre.

1.

2.

3-

Rai Dfisls'

Senfi Panthis

Maluk Dfisis

kai Das -

Senii

Maluk Das

1470
1470
1630

Rewa
Kara Manikpur

Their literature will be found in the Bibliography.

^394. But Tulsl Das (i53'2-i623) is the Ramanandl who

above all others has influenced the beliefs and the feelings of

the multitudes of the Hindu people. He was a Smarta

Brahman, bom in the Banda district to the south of the

Jumna. He married, and a son was born to him but he died,

and the mother thereafter left TulsT Das and returned to her

' The sect has still a large follcv.ing in the I'unjab.
• Mirfi Hal was his discipk : see § 363.
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parents in order to devote herself altnprether to the worship of
Rama. Tulsi went to her and begfjcd her to return but she-

refused, and in turn urged him to give himself to the religious
life. Inspired by her words and her devotion, he decided to
do as she suggested, i -gan the new life by brroiuing
a VairagI, his guru being iNarahari. the sixth in preceptorial
descent from Ramananda. From Ayodhya as head-quarters,
he wandered far and wide, preaching the faith of Kama. Kut
a command which, as he believed, he had received from Rama
in a dream decided him to write a Ramayana in the lant;iiage
of the common people. He began the work at Ayodhya in

1.574, writing in the Hindi dialect used in that district, which
is called Eastern Hindi or Baiswari ; and since that time that
dialect has been recognized as the Ramaite speech, just as
Braj

'
is recognized as the Krishnaite ve'.iicie. At a rather

later date he left Ayodhya and settled at Asi Ghat, Kenares,
where his room and his idols may still be seen. The great
poem, the title of which is the Rama-c/tarit-manas, the Lake
of Rama's deeds, was finished in Benares about i -,84. He
wrote a number of other works, but the first work is his

masterpiece. Indeed it i:; one of the greatest books of modern
Hinduism, and has probably influenced a far larger number of
Hindus these last three centuries than any other work.
The poem is based primarily on the old Rdindj'imti, and, in

imitation of it, is divided into seven books with the same titles.

But the faith of Ramananda was in the main the outgrowth of
the Vaishnava life and literature of the centuries immediately
preceding his time. The mediaeval Ramayanas, above all the
Adhyatma, but also the Yoga- 1 'asishtha, the Adhhuta, and the
Bhiisundi, and other works such as the Hmiitman Nataka,
were much read and studied b> the bhaktas. Hence the main
story of Tulsi Das's work is the same as Vfilmiki's, but the

religion is that of the mediaeval poems, and many of the
incidents reflect them also. Tulsi Das had been a Smarta
Brahman who worshipped the five gods. At many points in

' See § 376.
it.
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his poem his ^rcat reverence for Siva is clearly exprcsicd.

indeed takes such sha|)C8 as are scarcely reconcilable with

a true theism. Thus, in one place. Kama lays '
Without prayer

to Siva no one can attain to the faith that I require." The

te-nchinR of the poem also contains many .ndvaitic elements

which strike one as very stianno beside the jK-Tsonality of the

pod ..f love whom lulsi adores. He accepts all the mytho-

logy of Hinduism and also a great many grotesque modern

storica. The Hindu system is carefully preserved, the duty of

observing caste and upholding the old institutions being

emphatically taught. Men arc saved by dying in Ayodhya or

Benares as truly ;is through faith in Rama. Yet, in spile of all

this. Tulsi Das's faith in Rama uplifts him and enables him to

present n very noble conception of God. His tender love for

the humblest as well as the greatest of his devotees, his

condescension in becoming incarnate for their .sakes, his

sympathy and endurance of suffering for those who are devoted

to him, and his readiness to forgive are expressed with great

dignity and power. Many of Tulsis ideas come very near

Christian thought indeed ;
and there is not an impure image

or word in the book from beginning to end. The Tul.si Das

Ramdyatta is thus the vernacular Glta : it is a noble poem,

which teaches theism, divine incarnation and the love of God,

although it is burdened with the whole vast weight of Hindu

orthodoxy and mythology. Tul.si Das deserves the splendid

renown which his great work has brought him. He lived for

the people and loved them, and taught the very best he knew,

in the language of the people, and in poetry which reaches the

heart evtu in a translation.

d. Reformed.

I. Kablr and his Influence.

§ 395. Sects of indirect Ramanandl origin show far more

vitality than those which sprang from the master's direct

inrtuencc. All these groups arose from the teaching of Rama-

"'^^L'^-^'U,
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nanda's disciple Kabrr, the earliest bcin- tlie i hiiich of his own
followers, the Kablrpanthl.s. All the others arc clearly the

outcome of his influence ; yet no stn^jle one of the founders

was an immediate dinciplc.

5 396. Kamananda's movement provided the Hindu influence

which went to the making of Kabir (1440 i.';i8), but Islam also

contributed largely. It ia possible, but it is not certain, that

he was brought up by Muhammadans. It is plain, however
that the mystic Islam of the Sufis laid hold of him. whetlur
he ever lived the Muhanunadan life or not.

Sufi mysticism has its roots in Muhammad's ex|)ericncc aiul

teaching, but the leading elements of the system can «• irom

two external sources. The first was Ncoplatoni in whii-h

flowed into Islam through Greek philosophy, CIi.i -''ci--

Christian teaching, and Christian asceticism. The other soiu e

was Indian thought, but whether it reached the Sufis tlirin. h

Buddhism at a very early date, or through Vcilantism later, i>

not yet clear. The Sufi conception of God tends to be im-

manental rather than transcendental. He works everywhere

but especially in the human heart. It is possible for the

humble soul which turns away from the thing's of sense to

find Hin), and see Ilim, and know Him. M.my Sufis go so

far as to identify self with God, like the thinkers of the

V^edanta ; and the state of bliss into which they hope to enter

after death, called /«««, lies very near Hindu thought. It is

not quite absorption in God, for it is accompanied by ever-

lasting life in God
;
yet individuality passes away. In order to

reach illumination (gnosis) and union with God (called al-haqq,

the Real, the True, sat), it is necessary to walk the path

(tariqat), a way of life usually divided into stages. The spirit

of this rule of life is to some extent ascetic, and many Silfis

have been fakirs, but the great majority have been house-

holders and have earned their bread by labour. The teacher,

whether called Shaikh, Pir, or Murshid, has to be obeyed

implicitly. The details of Sufi practice arc not unlike the

methods of Yoga, the purpose being to escape from one's own

I'i
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individuality and, through iUumination, to rcah'/.e that God is

the only reality. This temper of thought goes so far in many

Sufis as to induce the idea that revelation and every organized

religion belong to unrea'Hy. Hence all relii^ions are of equal

value, and a Sufi is no longer an orthodox Muslim.

Kablr, then, came into close touch with this system, but it

does not seem possible to tell who the teachers were whom

he met or which books he read. When the story of Islam in

India is written in detail, it may be possible to realize more

clearly the influences that went to form him. It seems probable

that he lived from A.D. 1440 to 1518. He was a weaver and

lived in Benares, and was probably brought up as a Muham-

madan. Hut he became a disciple of Riimananda, and Hindu

ideas poured into his mind. There can be no doubt of his

relationship to the great leader : for he says in one of his

poems, 'Riimananda illumined me'.^ He also mentions Rai

Das, the Chamar, as a contemporary. He was brought before

the Emperor Sikandar Lodi, who reigned from 1489 to i.'Ji;.

The student can thus feel here that he u on the firm ground

of history. The Emperor banished him from Benares, and he

thereafter lived a wandering life, and died at Maghar near

Gorakhpur.

§ 397. In the life of Tablr the two religions mingled. The

strongest elements of earh laid hold of him and formed his

thought, the Sufi conviction that all ordinary religions are

but forms dictating his general attitude to the two faiths.

Hence he was persecuted from both sides, and the Emperor

banished him from the centre of Hinduism in the interests of

peace. The groundwork of his system of beliefs is Hindu ;
for

he accepts transmigration .ind karma, and thus stands within

the circle of Indian rather than Islamic thought. A further

catalogue of 1 lindu ideas might be compiled—Brahman, maya,

Ilia, release, detachment, ccs.sation from vvork, ' He is I ', ihe

bhedabheda relation, &c.—but most of these coincide or almo.st

coincide with Sufi conceptions ; so that a number of them may
' Tagore, One Hundred Poems of Kabir, 36.
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be regarded as common ground. On the other hand, he

denounces idolatry as foolish, false, and wrong, declares divine

incarnation impossible and laughs at the forms of asceticism

as silly practices : here Islam rules. Sir George Grierson

believes that Christian influence also may be traced in his

teaching.'

He was a strict thcist, calling God Ram, but recognizing no
consort, incarnation, or otiier divine attendant. He sees God
both in nature and in man, and realizes tiie close relationship

between God and man, declaring that man is the same as God
and yet distinct from him. His verses refer to God in many
shining phrases which touch both the heart and the spirit.

The love of God for man finds clear and strong expression in

his lines, and he constantly speaks of the rest and {xrace there

is for the man who realizes that love, and the detachment from
the things of the world which it brings.

398. Kabir's poetry is in Hindi,'-* and is blunt, unpolished,

sometimes even coarse. There is little attempt made to reach

literary form. He does not care whether his v/ords are

Hindi, Persian, or barbarous, nor whether his sentences are

grammatical or not, so long as they strike home. Tagore's

beautiful renderings scarcely reflect the style of the original,

though they are not unfaithful as translations. But he was
a mystic of great penetration and a poet of considerable

power. His best utterances are probably the loftiest work in

the Hindi language; and hundreds of his couplets have laid

hold of the common heart of Hindustan.

Large masses of poetry are ascribed to him, but until the

whole has been examined critically, it is impossible to tell how
much is genuine. About the year 1570 the Bijak, a collection

of short poems and utterances, was compiled by one of his

followers. Some thirty years later a large ni mber of his

hymns and sayings were included in the Sikh Granth.

' JRAS. 191 s, 156.
' The dialect is 'old Awadhi, the language spoken in West Mirzapur,

Allahabad and Audh', Sir George Clrierson, yA'^5. i(>i8, 152.
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Besides these, innumerable couplets and witty sayings are

currently ascribed to him, and the Kablrpanthls have a con-

siderable literature, much of which they say came from the

mastv,r, but which, in the main, is clearly of later date.

§ 399- The following is a list of the chief sects which have

sprunji; from his teaching and influence :

iWimc of Founder, Approx. Centre.

Sect. Date.

I. Kablrpanthls Kabir 1470 Benares
2. Sikhs Nanak 1500 Punjab
3. Dadupanthis Dada 1575 Rajputana
4. Lai Dfisls Lai Das 1600 Alwar
5. Satnamis 1600 Namol, south

of Delhi
6. Baba Lalls Baba Lai 162s Uehanpur, nr.

Sirhind

7. Sadhs Birbhan 1658 Near Delhi
8. Charan Dasis Charan Das 1730 Delhi

9. Siva Narayanls Siva Narayana 1734 Chandrawilr,
Ghazlpur

10. Garib DasIs Garib Das 1740 Chudani,
Rohtak

II. Hani Sanehis Kam Charan 1750 Shahapur,
Rajputana

A number of common features are traceable in all these

groups at the time of their foundation, but the Hinduism

which surrounds them presses heavily on them and finds

entrance at many points, so that most of the distinctive

features tend to become progressively weaker. Four charac-

teristics seem to have been common to them all

:

1. God alone is worshipped and idolatry is strictly pro-

hibited ; so that Hindu worship is completely abandoned
;

and men of any caste may exercise religious functions.

2. The sect is open to all Hindus and to Muslims also.

3. Great stress is laid on the value of the guru.

4. The literature is in vernacular verse.

There were many other ideas which were accepted by all or

nearly all at first, but they were not so rigidly held, e.g. the

value of the repetition of the name, Ram, the denial of the

doctrine of divine incarnation, the rejection of asceticism and

B^ rs,'. "T?«^'S'R:».i7*^-i^?r?M .•51?ti-?-
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begging, and the prohibition of the use of flesh as food, of

intoxicating drink and of tobacco. In a few cases infanticide

and widow-burning were prohibited. The drift towards

Hinduism, however, soon brings in the doctrine of divine

incarnation, the worship of gurus, and the formation of an order

of Sadhus, who become the divine gurus of the sect ; the rules

against flesh, wine, and tobacco are gradually relaxed ; the

sect tends to become restricted to the clean castes; Hindu
mythology, especially the story of Radha, creeps in ; and
finally idols reappear. In one case obscene rites find an

entrance at an early date.

2. The Kablrpanthts.

§400. Kabir formed a community, which is known as the

Kabirpanth [panih, representing the Sufi tariqat), but how
much of its present character and organization conies from

him it scarcely seems possible to say. Since he w.is altogether

opposed to idolatry, he must have made fresh arrangements

for the worship of God, but how far he went we do not know.

We can hardly believe that he instituted an ascetic order. He
would be certain to give the guru a prominent place in the

sect, yet he would by no word or act lead men to believe that

he or any other teacher was an incarnation of God. Since

his day Hindu influence in various forms has found its way
into the community. There is an order of monks and also

a few nuns. The monks are the teachers and leaders of the

community, and they are ruled by two chief mahants or abbots.

The earliest centre seems to have been the Kabir-chaura

monastery in Benares, with which is associated the monastery

at Maghar where Kabir died. The rival mahant has his seat

at Chattisgarh in the Central Provinces. There are many
monasteries subordinate to each. The Benares mahants trace

their descent from Surat Gopal, while the Chattisgarh mahants

look back to Dharm Das. Each sub-sect has its own litera-

ture. The worship, which consists of prayers, ritual, and

exhortation, is conducted in the monasteries. The various
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acts of worship are described by the Bishop of Luclvoow in his

manual.^ There is an initiation ceremony comparable with

baptism, and a rite called Jot Prasad, which has analogies

with the Lord's Supper. But a considerable place is taken by

the worship of the mahant, and in the monastery in Kenares

a large picture of Kabir is used in such a way as to indicate

a return to idolatry. Although Kabir denounced divine

incarnation, the books teach that he is an incarnation of the

Supreme. Indeed the practice of the sect as a whole is

saturated in Uinduism. The sect-mark, the rosary, the mantra,

and many other details a're conspicuous.

3. T/w Sik/is.

§ 401. Nanak (1469-1538), the founder of the religion of the

Sikhs, i. e. the disciples, was a Punjabi, born in Talwandi in

the Lahore district. His life ia told in numetous Janainsakhis,

i. e. Birth-witnesses, but there is not much that is yet known
with certainty about him. He belonged to the movement
which produced Kabir, and was unquestionably influenced by
him, but there is no evidence that they ever met. Nanak
associated with numerous teachers, both Hindu and Muslim.'-

Knowing both Persian and Hindi, besides Punjabi, he read

Sufi writings as well as the hymns of the Hindi-speaking

saints. He wandered all over North India, giving utterance

to his teaching in hymns and brief sayings in a mixture of

Punjabi and Hindi which would be understood far and wide.

His disciple Mardana went with him and played the rebeck

while Nanak sang. He gathered large numbers of followers,

and arranged for them \hejapji, a collection of pieces of verse,

most of them in praise of God, put together for daily prayer.

As a poet he is not comparable with Kabir
;
yet his verse is

clear, simple, and pithy, an excellent vehicle for his teaching.

Two Sanskrit works on philosophy are also ascribed to him,

the Nirdkara Mimdinsd and the Adbhnta Gitd?

* Westcott, Kabir. ' See for example Macauliffe, VI. 356-414.
* Barnett, Hinduism, 39, n. i.

-van JLmi '

IPWB
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His religious convictions are in the main the same as
Kablr's. God is one, eternal, spiritual, and he must be
worshipped from the heart, and not with images. Hinduism
and Islam are two paths, but there is but one God. Men of
all castes and races can know and love God. The life of home
is praised rather than asceticism, and the moral side of religion
is strongly emphasized. la Nanak many fragments of the
monistic Vedanta appear along with numerous phrases which
imply the personality of God. Karma and transmigration
are retained, the conception of mdyd as a delusive. dec( ive
force, and also the conviction of the importance of the guru.
Release brings union with God, or rather absorption, in \vhich
individuality is lost. Niinak was a humble man who confessed
his own sinfulness freely, and did not dream of calling him-
self an incarnation of God. Yet he stands nearer Hinduism
than Kablr

;
for the whole Hindu pantheon is retained in his

poems.

§ 402. Nanak was followed by nine other gurus. The first,

Guru Angad, invented for Nanak's hymns a new alphabet!
which is known as Gurumukhi, and is now used for the
vernacular of the Punjab. He left a few utterances in
verse. Gurus Amar Das and Ram Das each wrote a con-
siderable number of hymns. Guru Arjan, with whom the
succession became hereditary, was a notable figure, a poet,
and a man of affairs. His leadership covered the last
twenty-four years of the reign of Akbar, and he took full

advantage of the opportunity which the Emperor's tolera-
tion afforded him. He built the central

*

Sikh .shrine,
known as the Golden Temple, at Amritsar. But his chief
service to the community was the formation of its sacred
book.

It is po.ssible that the collection of Kablr's poems in the
Bijak, which took place about the time when A.jan became
guru, suggested the idea to his mind. In any case he
gathered together the hymns of Nanak and the other gurus,
and added to them hi.s own hymns and a considerable body

m
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of poetry by Kablr and other singers.' He placed the /a/>u

first, then the So-Darn, which is used by the Sikhs for even-

song, and then two other sets of verses, which are used as

a prayer before retiring to rest. Thereafter the whole body
of hymns is divided into groups according to the RSg,* i. e.

the type of music, to which they are sung.'* The Granth

Sahib, or Noble liook, has proved of very large value to the

Sikhs. It is their manual of 'nstruction and theology as well

as their hymnal and prayer-book. As is evident from Arjan's

own compositions, Hindu ideas and practices were finding

their way into Sikhism in his days. The guru was already

worshipi^ed as the Supreme Being.

While Akbar honoured Arjan. his .son Jahangir was sus-

picious of the Granth, and subjected him to tortures to which

he succumbed. His death did a great deal to rouse the martyr-

spirit in the community. His son Har Gobind, the next guru,

formed a bodyguard for himself. The ninth guru, Teg
Bahadur, who was an old man when he accepted the head-

ship of the community, wrote a number of hymns and stanzas.

The intolerant Emperor Aurunzebe imprisoned him and
finally put him to death, but not before the guru, according to

Sikh tradition, had prophesied that Europeans would come to

India and destroy his empire. This prophecy has done a great

deal to bind the Sikhs to Fjiui-sh rule. A poetical work of

some importance was priiducci by Bhai Gur Das, a con-

temporary of the fourth, fitiii, and sixth gurus. It is an out-

line of the Sikh faith, and is partly translated by Macaiiliffe.*

It is called Bhai Gur Das Ki War.

§ 403. Gobind Singh, the .«on of Teg Bahadur, saw that the

Sikhs must fight the Mogul empire. He therefore formed

and trained an army which became a formidable force. In

' These hymns by others than Sikhs were altered here and there by the
editors.

' For the Rags see Macauliffe, V. 333. For an exposition of the Indian
Rag see Fox Strangways, Music of Hindustan.

' For the prosody of the hymns see Truinpp, Adi Granth, cxxviii fit.

* IV. 241.

I
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order to give his warriors the fullest support from religion, he
summoned them to accept from his hands the Khanda-di-
Pahul.or Baptism of the Sword, and to take a scries of solemn
vows. These vows bound them to wear five articles the
names of which begin with the letter K,' to worship God
regularly, to share a common meal, and to eschew idolatry,
pilgrimage, .sati, infanticide, tobacco, and intoxicants. ICach
man adopted the surname Singh, Lion. They thus became
a new community within which Caste disappeared. It was
called the K/idlsd, a title derived from a word meaning pure.
He refused to appoint another guru, declaring that the Graiit/i,

to which he added his father's hymns and a single couplet of
his own, must henceforward be their gui u ; and no other i^urii

has been appointed. Doubtless he realized from wh.it he saw in

Sikhism and elsewhere the grave danger of guru-worship.
With him Hindu influence came into the community still

more freely than before. Before organizing the Khalsa, he
seems to have worshipped the goddess Uurga,'''and he certainly
had translations made by his court poets of tiie episode of
Chandi in the Mdrkamfcya P? These and other Ifinilu
narratives were used to fire the valour of his men. He left

also a number of other writings, mostly in llindl,^ but some
in Persian.* After his death his works, along with certain
translations and compositions by men employed by him, were
gathered together in one volume by l^hai Man! Siiigh. Later
it was called the Granth of the Tenth Guru, but it h:is never
been received as authoritative. It is used by the followers of
Gobind Singh for worldly ends, e. g. the promotion of valour,
while the Adi or Original Granth is used for religious ends!
Parts of it are translated by Macauliffe.

' AV/, hair (never cut); K.,c/,, drawers; klrpan, dagger; K.irt/ui,
bangle (of iron); A^(/«jfrt, comb.

' According to one account he offered her human sacrifices : TrumoD
xi. Hut see Macauliffe, V, Chap. VIII. He may have been moved by
Sivaji s cxaiTiple.

' M.icauliffe, V. So. .See above, § i68.
* One of these is a set of prayers called the /«/ Sci/ie/>
Macauhffe, V. i, 22, 67, 68, 83, 201, 260 ff.
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^ 404. The transformation of the church into an army did

not prove altogether healthy ; for preaching practically ceased

among them, and Hinduism continued to press into the com-

munity. The Granth, now recognized as the Guru, began to

receive divine honours. Idols reappeared in Sikh houses and

even in Sikh shrines. Many Sikhs drifted back to Hinduism.

The formation of the Khalsa necessarily divided the Sikh

community into two parts and within these certain sub-

divisions have appeared. Yet all w( ^hip together. The

following list shows the subdivisions :

A SahijkhArI?.'

Name. Aftprox. Date. Founder,

I.

2.

3.

4.

Sikhs, Nan.ikpanthi!)'

Udfisfs' (asceti' s)

Handalis*
Minas*

1500
I53«

1570
1581

-Sri Chand, Nanak's son

Handal
Prithi Chand, son of

Guru Kam Das

5- Ram Kanjas* 1656 Kam Rai, son of Guru
Har K.ii

6. Sewapanthis

'

I7cx>

1>, SiNGHS.

Kanaiya, a water-carrier

I.

2

3-

The Khalsfi

Nirmalas' (ascetics)

Akalfs' (soldier ascetics)

1690
1690
1690

Guru Gobind Singh
I5ir Singh
Man Singh

§ 405. Public worship is conducted in \\\c gnrudvaras of the

sect. There are several of these that are buildings of some

size, but the majority arc unpretentious little houses, and

a great many villages have none. The worship[ought to con-

sist merely of the recitation of the regular portions of the

Graiith appointed for the purpose and the singing of hymns
;

I. e. easy-goers. " Harnett, Hinduism, 38; ERR. II. 49f.
' Macauliffe, I.79f. ; OxnvM, Ascetics, I94ff.

' Macauliffe, I. 80 f. These have a Granth and a Jamimsdkhl ai

their own.
» Macauliflfe, I. 80.
• Macauliflfe, I. lii. They have a temple at Dchra Dun.
' Macauliflfe, V. 174.
» Oman, ib, 196 flf. ; Macauliflfe, I. lii ; ERE. IX. 373.
' Also called Nihahgs, Macauliflfe, I. 52 ; Oman, ib. 198 f. ; ERE. I. 268.
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but the adoration of the sacred book itstif is now a very

prominent part of Sikh observance, as any one may see in the

Golden Temple of Amritsar. In one place at least it is

worshipped by fire-sacrifice.' How great the fascination ol

Hindu worship is may be realized from the fact that Sikh

ascetics frequently go on pil^^rimage and visit Hindu temples

to ga/c on the idols. The Prayer Book in common use is

called the Pn/ijffranf/il. It contains ((/) the Jc/i/i, (b) the

Rahnis, {c) the Klrtun So/iila, {li) the Suk/idinani, {e) the

.\sa-ki-7oru: The first three of the five have to be recited

daily by Khfdsa Sikhs.

4. The Diidupantlrts.

§406. Dadu (I ,',44-1603) was a Brahman who belonged to

Ahmadabad, but he spent most of his life in Uajputana, and

there the bulk of his followers are still found. 1 le expressed

his teaching in />V?;«, i.e. poetic utterances. His work con-

tains .',,ono verses, arranged in 37 chapters, which deal with

the leading religious questions. Hymns also arc included.

He had fifty-two disciples, each of which set up at least one

Dadi'i-dvarn, or place of worship. Apart from Dfidu's Ih'iiii,

the sect has a large literature in Hindi, produced by two of his

sons and a number of his followers. Suiidar Das the younger

is a famous Hindi poet.* Nischal Das was a Vedantist, and

throiu4ii his influence some members of the sect have accepted

x\c advaita doctrine. Only twice-born Hindus arc allowed to

read the BanI, but Sudras may learn the 24 gurmnantra and

the a4 sabda. The sect has no dealings with Outcastes.'-'

§407. The followers of Dadu arc either householders or

celibate ascetics. Householders are called Sevaks, i.e. ser-

vitors, while the title Dadupanthi is reserved for ascetics. The

latter are divided into five orders :

a. Khalsas, the pure. Their head-quarters are in Naraina,

' In the Sikh monastery at Conjeeveram.
Ti 1 „.i— -yarticul.irs I learned from Dfidupanthis at .Ml.ihabad' These and other p«.>.^-....- .

at the Kumbh Mela in Feb. 1918.

^T^"^5^55^^?i?^
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forty miles from Jaipur, where Dadfi died. Learned KhaisOs
lead in worship, study, and teach.

b. Nagas (a corruption of the Sanskrit Nagna, naked) arc
an order of celibate mercenaries founded by Sundar Das, the
eider. In nine camps on the Jaipur border there are some
20,000 of them, paid by the Jaipur government for the defence
of the state.

c. rtrilHls, an order founded in the Punjab by Hanwftri
Das. Many of them are learned men and teach ascetics.

Others arc doctors.

Members of these three orders may take up any profession.
d. I'lraktas, the passionless. These must not practise any

profession nor touch money. They live a wandering life, and
devote themselves to study and literature.

e. K'/i,lkts, 'ash-covered' ascetics, who lay stress on aus-
terities.

§4oH. The cult, which is carried on in the Dadu-dvaras,
consists in the worship of a manuscript copy of Dadu's Bani
with all the operations of Hindu idolatry, such as the offering
of flowers, perfume, and food and the waving uf lights. Bani
are also recited and hymns are sung. The puja is conducted
by an ascetic

; so that wherever there is an ascetic and a
manuscript of the sacred book, there may be a Dadu-dvara.
At Naraina Dadu's sandals and clothes are preserved and
receive worship.

5. The Lai Deists.

^409. Lai Das (died 1648), the chief saint (^f Alwar, came
of the Meos, originally a predatory tribe. His teaching and
hymns are gathered in a collection called Bani. The Lai
DasI teachers, like their master, are married men. The
worship of the sect consists of the repetition of Ram's name
and the singing of hymns to rude music.

6. The Satnam'ts.

§ 410. The origin of the SatnamI sect seems to be altogether
lost

; so that the date suggested in the table (p. 334), a. d. 1600,

ii£04£!iir%)Hr'^ ijir v-*»i„ iin. •!»:.;4l' V,
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is quite conjectural. 1 h name of the sect, ' True-name ',

means that they worship the cm Rcalit)- {Suf, nl Ifaqq) and
proves that they belong to the sphere of Kabfr's influence.

They appear in history for the first time in 1672,31 Narnol,

7.', miles south-west of Delhi, where a trivial quarrel led to

a wild rising of Satnami ascetics against the government of

Aurungzebc. It was finally crushed in a battle fought in

March \('>'j% when thousands of Satnamis wf-rc killed. No
book of their own belonging to this date is e.xtant, but a

contemporary Hindu historian, Iswar Das Nagar, tells us of

their immorality anu filthy habits. Clearly their original

doctrine had been seriously tainted by some outside influence.

The sect seems to have been reorganized, about A.I), ij.'jo,

by Jagjivan Das, at Kotwa between Lucknow and Ayodhya.
Throughout its history, since this time, the members of the

sect have been mostly Outcastcs. Jagjivan was a poet and

left his teaching in Hindi verse. One of his disciples Dulan

Das, who spent his life near Rai Bareilly, was also a poet.

The sect is said ti.. be strictly vegetarian and to abstain from

liquor. Bhattacharya avers that the sect practises the rite

known as Gfiyatrl Kriya, the drinking of a mixture of human
e.\creta.

A further development occurred under GhiizI Das, a

Chamar belonging to Chattisgarh in the Central Provinces,

between iSao and 1830. He introduced it among the

Chamars' of the district, mainly with a view to the social

betterment of the race, and he did not acknowledge his

indebtedness to Jagjivan and his people. He taught his

people to worship the one God, formless and eternal, who is

the sole Reality. He forbade the use of flesh and also of

certain vegetables which look like flesh or blood, and the

worship of idols. These Chamar Satnamis u.sed to compel

young wives to undergo a rite of promiscuity, but it is

gradually passing out of use. One group has reverted to

idols.

' Outcastcs who work in leatlier.

.^ata"4^is.-'
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From the condition of the Satnamis to-day one would be
indined to infer that from the beginning their propaganda has
had its chief success among Outcastes, and that the unclean
practices which have dogged their history are probably ancient
customs long practised in Outcaste tribes, which it has not
been possible to eradicate.

7. The Baba Ldlis.

§411- Baba Lai, the founder of the petty sect, the Baba
Lalis, attracted the attention of Prince Daia Shikoh, the son
of Shah Jahan, in 1649, and had seven interviews with him.
The teaching he then gave was written in Persian by two
Hindus belonging to the court under the title Nadirn'n-nikat}
The sect still possesses a religious house at Lai Baba Ka Saila
near Baroda.

8. The Sadhs.

§412. The Sadhs 2 are found chiefly between the two rivers
from Delhi southwards. The sect was founded in 1658 by
Birbhan. He expressed his teaching, like Kablr, in verses
and couplets which are gathered in a volume called Adi
Upadesa, the Original Teaching. One element in the book is

a set of twelve commandments, which prove the sect to have
been more distinctly Puritan than any of the others, and show
Christian influence in one point at least, viz. in the strict

injunction of monogamy. They hold a meeting at the full

moon.

9. The Charan Basis.

§413- The Charan DasTs are a sect founded at Delhi about
1730 by Charan Das. He left a considerable literature in
Hindi verse, and two women who were his disciples have al^i
left books. The basis of his system is the same as Kablr's,
the name of the eternal God, the Word of God, the practice
of bhakti, the need of the guru, and the avoidance of idolatry

;

but the influx of Hinduism is plainly visible in the divine

' Wilson, Sects, 347 ; ERE. II. 308. » Wilson, Sects, 352.
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claims he makes for the guru and in his use of the Bliaga-
vata P. Naturally the sect has gone farther. They have
images in their temples, and recognize God in the form of
Radha and Krishna.'

lo. The iiva Narayanis.

§414-^ The Siva Nariiyani sect * was founded by a Rajput
named Siva Narayana at Bhelsari near Ghazlpur in 1 734, and
their four monasteries called Dh.ims are all in the Ghazlpur
district. People of any religion or class are admitted. Most
of the members to-day are people of the lower classes includ-
ing Out;astes, but in earlier times Brahmans and Rajp-.ts
joined in appreciable numbers. Muhammad Shah, Emperor
of Delhi, 1719-48, became a member of the sect and gave
his royal seal to the founder. They believe in the formless
Brahman, and venerate Siva Narayana as an incarnation. The
founder left sixteen volumes of Hindi verse.

IT. The Garih Basis.

§415- Garib Das (1717-82)3 lived at Churani in the
Rohtak district. His Guru Granth Sahib contains 24,000
lines. The sect still exists, but they have only one monastery,
and have no lay followers. Only twice-born men are accepted
as Sadhus. I met a few GarIb Dasis at the Kumbh Mela at

Allahabad, in February 1918.

12. The Ram Sanehis.

§416. The Ram Sanehis, or Lovers of Ram, are a sect

founded by Ram Charan about the middle of the eighteenth

century. Ram Charan left a body of Bant, and of hymns.
The third guru, Dulha Ram, left about 10,000 verses and

' Grierson, ERE. 111. 365.
' Wilson, .SW/j, 358; Gait, Census Report, 1901,1. us; Grierson, /AM .V.

i^iS, 114.
" Prasad, SBS. I. 181 ; II, 195,
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4,000 couplets.! Their prayer-houses are called Kamdvara,
and are found mostly in Rajputana ; and the worship consists
of singing and teaching. Their head-quarters are at Sliahpur,
but they are represented also at Jaipur, Udaipur, and else-
where. They have no settled following among laymen, so that
the sect has decayed, and is now merely an order of sadhus.

§417. Several other leaders founded schools and expressed
their teaching in Hindi verse, from the end of the seventeenth
to the beginning of the nineteenth century. Their names and
literature will be found in Prasad's volumes.
§4i«- The tragedy in the history of these sects which,

under the influence of Islam, gave up Hindu worship, is that
they have been unable to find a satisfactory substitute for it.

The mere reading of pieces of vernacular poetry and the
singfng of hymns does not grip the common people. Those
sects which restrict themselves to that tend to lose their hold
on the laity, while the rest revert to Hindu guru-worship, as
the Kablrpanthls have done, or fall to bibliolatry, as is the
case with the Sikhs and the Dadupanthls.

F. Saiva Literature.

a. Gctural.

§419- A good deal of unsectarian Saiva literature arose
during the period, and some of it is well worthy of notice.
The Saiva movement in Bengal produced a literature of its

own in Bengali, which is described by Mr. Sen, the most
prominen' book being Ramakrishna's Sivayana, which dates
from about 1750. In Gujarat, Siv'-^nd, who lived towards
the middle of the eighteenth centu

, produced lyrics which
are much used. In the Telugu country we trace the activity
of Saivas in the translation of three Saiva Puranas, the
Skanda (fifteenth century), the Kurma {c. a.D. 1500), and
the Matsya {c. A.D. 1550); and also in the famous gnomic
verses of Vemana, a prince belonging to the family of the

Bhatjacharya, ^C'.S'. 447-8 ; Grierson, LH. 87.
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Vema Reddis, who ruled in the Kistna, Guntur, and Nellore
districts for a century. Vemana flourished early in the
fifteenth century. In Travancorc, in the seventeenth century,
the Stva P. and the Brahmdnda were done into Malayah'm.
So, in Tamil, in the fifteenth century Aruna-giri-n; lar
wrote the rini-puhal, a series of lyrics on the god Siibr xh-
manya. The famous Lihgayat work in Kanarese, Prabhu-
lihga-llld, was translated into Tamil verse by Siva Praka-^a
Svami in the seventeenth century, and is used by all Saivas.
Two t islations froth the Sanskrit may be mentioned : the
Lihga

. was done in Tamil verse by Varatunga Pandya,
a fifteenth-century prince of the ancient hor e, and the
Kurma P. by his brother, Ativlrarama Pand>a. Two col-

lections of local religious legends, the Tirii-vilaiy.d4at-

puranam, composed by Paraiijoti early in the seventeenth
century, and the Kdnchl-purdnam, by Kaiichi Appar and
his teacher, Siva-jriana-yogI the Siddhantist, in the latter half
of the eighteenth century, the former dealing with Madur",
the latter with Conjeeveram, are extremely popular.

b. PdsHpata Saivas.

k 420. The ancient Pa^upata sects have almost completely
disappeared. A very few Aghorls may be met : they are the
old Kapalikas ; and a few Aughars, who are Kapalikas
reformed under the influence of Kabjr, may also be seen.

I. 77'.? Gorakhndthis.

§421- But there are plenty of Gorakhnathls to be found..
Their temples are Saiva temples, but Gorakhnath is wor-
shipped in them as a form of Siva, and animal.s are sacrificed.

In the temples of the sect in Nepal buflfalocs as well as goats
are sacrificed. In the monastery at Gorakhpur, where he is

said to have died, there is a shrine to his memory in which
puja is done three times a day. It contains his charana, i.e.

his footprints in stone, but no image. Outside the shrine, to

I 111
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the right, is a fence of trisul of various sizes, and behind it the

place where goats are sacrificed.'

§422, Kanphata Yogis have a great sh't cut in the central

hollow of each ear'' so as to admit a big circular ear-ring of

glass, wood, or horn.^ They usually wear several necklaces,

and from one of them there hangs a slender silver whistle

called Sihginad, which they blow before worship and before

meals. Amongst the necklaces will usually be seen one
consisting of small whitish stone beads, which is worn as a

badge indicating that the wearer has visited the famous
Vamacharl Sakta temple of Hihglaj in Baluchistan; for they
are accustomed to visit Sakta as well as Saiva temples.

Their mantra is Siva Gorakshu. The)' worship Gorakhnath
and claim a high antiquity for him. He and the other Nathas
are believed to live in the Himalayas. They do not do very

much in the way of yoga-practice ; for modem ascetics tend

to degenerate to a common rudimentary type. Yogis whom
I met at the Kumbh Mela at Allahabad and at Benares gave
me a long list of books which they say Gorakhnathls use.

§ 423. On the Hatha-yoga and the Goraksha-^ataka, which

are mentioned above as works attributed to Gorakhnath,

three more modern works depend, the Hatha-yoga-pradipika

by Svatmarama Yoglndra, the disciple of Srlnath, the

Gherattda S., and the ^iva S. The first is the earliest of

the three. The Pradipika ai.d the Gheranda S. deal with the

same subjects, but only part of the ^iva S. is devoted to

Hatha Yoga ; the rest of it is more like a treatise on Sakta
Yoga.

' I owe this information to Mr. D. W. P. Hill of Benares, who visited
the monastery in December 1917.

'^ At the Kumbh Mela at, Allahabad iu Feb' '.ary 191 8 I saw a yogi
who had just been initiated. He was wearing a pair of huge ear-rings,
and his ears were very painful.

' When asked what the meaninc; of the wearing of ear-rings is, they
merely say that Gorakhnath ordered it. We may note that .<5iva wears
large circular ear-rings in many of his images, and Ramanuja tells us that
the ear-ring was one of the mudras, seals, worn by Kapalikas : SEE.
XLVHI. 521.
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c. Agamic Saivas.

1. Sanskrit School of Saiva Siddltdnta.

§434. In the Tamil country there arc no .secla.ian distinc-

tions in the Saiva temples. They are sacred to Siva ; they

are open to all caste Hindus, whether Smartas, ordinary

Saivas, Siddhantists, or Lihgayats, and the ministrants are all

Brahmans, except in the cast of a few of the smaller temples

where Pandi.rams, i.e. non-Brahman Saivas, act as archakas.

These Brahman ministrants form the chief constituenc)' of

the Sanskrit school of Saiva Siddhanta, but numerous Smartas
who are not archakas doubtless belong *o it also. The
earliest surviving document representing the school is, as we
have already seen, the essay in Madhava's Sarvadarsaua-

sahgraha called the Saiva Darsana. The literature of this

school is all in Sanskrit; it recognizes the Agamas, and its

philosophical standpoint is Visishtadvaita. It is thus very

clearly marked off from the Tamil school ; for the literature

of the latter is all in Tamil, its standpoint is advaita, and most
of its people are non-Brahmans.

The next noteworthy book belonging to the school is

Srikantha Sivacharya's Saiva-bhashya on the Vedanta-sutras.

The date of the work has never been settled. Tradition runs

that he was a friend of Govinda, the guru of the great Sankara,

that, after writing the bhdshya, he had a philosophical dispu-

tation with Sankara and defeated him ; but against this there

stands thf blank silence of several centuries in all schools, and
also his manifest dependence on Ramanuja. The great

success of the Srl-bhashya , which vindicates the Vedantic

orthodoxy of the Vaishnava position, founded on the Naraya-
nlya section of the Epic and the Vaishnava Sarhhitas, seems

to have roused Srikantha to do a similar service for his own
Saiva school, which recognizes the Pasupata theology and
the Saiva Agamas. His philosophic position is the same as

Ramanuja's and he uses the same epithet for it, Visisht-
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advaita' ; at many points his reasoning follows the Srl-hhiishya

implicitly ; and I am told that sentences occur in the hhashya
which are verbally the same as sentences in the Vedanta-sara

attributed to Ramanuja. There need thus be no doubt that he
is later than Ramanuja. But, if the bhashya had been in

existence when Madhava wrote the Sarvadarianasaugraha,

he would have almost certainly referred to it ; so that hia

silence would lead us to think of a later date. Now, the

earliest known reference to the work is in the ^ahkaravijaya
attributed to Madhava, which is clearly pseudonymous, and
therefore subsequent to Madhava. Thus, if we suppose the

bhashya was written about A. I). 1400, there would seem to be

no evidence in existence which conflicts with that date. Yet
it would be unwise to speak dogmatically until the work has

been carefully examined and the quotations contained in it

have been identified. The bhashya is used by all Agamic
Saivas in South India.

The earliest existing commentary on the bhashya is Appaya
Dikshita's Sivarkamanidipika, dating from about A.D. 1600.

Sambhudeva's Saiva-siddhdnta-dipikd, which belongs to the

sixteenth century, is the most noteworthy dogmatic work
after the bhashya; but Nilakantha's Kriydsara, which con-

tains a synopsis of the bhashya, is also much used. There is an
account of the school and its theology in the Vayaviya S. of

the Siva P.

2, Tamil Saivas,

§425. There is, strictly speaking, no organized sect con-

nected with the Tamil Saiva Siddhanta. A sort of incomplete

sectarian organization has grown up around the literature and
the m.onasteries. These are schools of theology and literature

in which monks are traine'^ and priests learn a little. The
Mahants keep touch also with their initiated disciples all over

the country. A majority of the monasteries are under non-

Brahmans, the remainder under Brahmans. Indeed com-

' On II. i. 22.
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paratively few Brahman families arc connected with the

movement, the mass of Tamil Krahmans being either Smartas
or Vaishnavas. Siddhantists recognize the Vedas, but in

practice they usually restrict themselves to the Upanishads
nd the Saiva portions of the i'ajnrvei/ti,cspcc'\i\\\y the rlcven

Rudra Hymns.* The Gi'fd they do not use at all " : it is too

distinctively Vaishnava. The books on which their religious

life is really nourished are their own Tamil lit'Tature : the

Agamas remain in the backgroiiiid, and even the S<tr,'a

Bliashya is read by only a <"' w. No serious theological

change is visible in the theology during this period, but

a number of valuable pieces of literature appeared. Kannu-
daiya VaHalar is the author of Olivil-Odiikkam, a theological

work in Tamil verse belonging to the fifteenth century, while

Kumaraguruparasvaml wrote many short religious poems in

the seventeenth. The most noted scholar of the time, Siva-

jiiana-yogl, who died in A. D. 1785, wrote two famous Tamil
commentaries, one lengthy, the Dravida Bhashya, the other

short, the Laghu Tikd, on the foundation scripture of the

Siddhanta, ^iva-jhana-bodha, and also produced \.\\g Kahchi-

purdtfam in collaboration with his disciple, as has been already

stated.^ But unquestionably the greatest Saiva prod ctionof

the period is Tayumanavar's volume of lyrics, which are

equally famous for religious feeling, beauty of language, and

sweetness of rhythm. He also belongs to the eighteenth

century.

The philosophic standpoint of the school is called Sivad-

vaita,* and they are thus distinguished from the Sanskrit

Siddhanta school ; but no attempt will be made here to

describe the theology, for it differs in important details from

the other schools, and thus requires to be expounded with

fuller knowledge than the writer possesses.

' Tiiittiriya SwinitS, IV. v.

' Pope's dictum, Tintvasagam , xxxvi, is erroneous.
See § 419. * Others give BhedSbheda as the standpoint.

iili
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\. Si/tars,

§ 42fi. The.
,

•.:* a Salvia school in Tamil-land, which held
a monotheistic a.id Puritan creed, and roundly condemned
Idolatry. They arc usually called the Chitt. s, or Sittar i.r.
Stddftas, Sages, but their history is not known. They seem
to have been most active in the sixteenth and sevmteenth
centuries.

Ahappey and Pambatti arc believed to have been their
chief singers. Many of the hymns of the Sittars are collected
in the Siva-vakjam, Siva's utterance, but orthodox lyrics
have also crept in beside the pure material. On the other
hand, a number of beautiful lyrics which show the Sittar
spirit are mistakenly attributed to Pattinattu PiJlal, the tenth-
century poet.' Tattuva Rayar, wK > wrote in the seventeenth
century a work against idolatry, Adangan-Murai, was
probably another leader. This movement may be an out-
come of Muslim influence, like similar anti-idol movements in
the north, or Muslim and Christian teaching may have both
had something to do with it.

4. Kashmir Saivas.

§427- Kashn Saivism still exists, but it shows very little
vitality. Yet scholarly pandits are not wanting : their work,
clothed in English, may be s. en in Chatterji's Kashmir
Shaivism. Sir George Grierson refers to ' a wise old woman
known as Lai Ded ' who lived in Kashmir in the f. .rtecnth
century, ' whose apophthegn's in short verses are still freely
quoted in the happy yalley

', and he quotes and translates one
of her stanzas. Mr. Chatterjj names only a single writer
belonging to this period, Sivopadhyaya of the eighteenth
century, who w rote a commentary on the Vijnana I '-airava
Tantra.

' See § 305.
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.»• I'lrtt Snizuis.

§42H. It is not yui jwssiblf to sketch Lingayal .u'story

during those centuries. All tiiat can be done is t<^ give a brief

account ot' the literature produced by ihc sect in Kaii.iresc.

I'uranas bulk most largely, the Bjsavtt, translated in i ^6y
from the Telugu by Hhima Chandra Kavi, the Padmariija,

the story of Kercya Padma'asa, written about 13H5 by
Padmatiahka, the Mahabasava by Sirigi Kaja of rather

uncertain date, and the Chdnna Hastxvii,\s\\\z\\ tells of Hasava's

nephew, written by Virupaksha Pandit in 1585. The Pra-

bhuliugalild, which is not called a Purana, is at once a legendary

history and a book of dogmatics. It is founded on the life of

Allama Prabhu, an associate of Basava. It was written by
Chamarasa about 1460, and was translated into Tamil at the

end of the seventeenth century.' About the middle of the

seventeenth century lived Sivagunayo^i, whose Vivika-

chintaniani'^ is a sort of cyclopaedia of Saiva lore in chaiiipfi,

i.e. in mingled prose and verse. The Kriyasara is a Saiva

inanual in Sanskrit by Nilakantha,' much used by Lingayats.

Chapters I-IV are a synopsis in Kiirikas of the Saiva-hhashya.

The Srikara B/tds/iya on the I'cddnta-stitni, is attributed

to Sripati Panditaradhya * of the twelfth century . but it set ms
to have been unknown until quite recently ; so ih;i' its dat is

very doubtful. Its standpoint is called .Sakti-visi ntadv

G. Sdkta Litertiturc.

a. The Left-hand School.

§429. Our account of the large Sakta literature piodi*..

during this period must be vc y fragmentary, p.irtly becaus;

our knowledge of the chronology is still slight, bui even nijr

because we know so little about the sub-sects.

VM

> See § 419. Rice,. A'/.. 68.

A a

' §424- '
§ 3H-
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$430. ncngnl, Jncludlng Assam, .seems to have prcxluccd
far more Sakt.i literature than any other part of India cltirinR

these centuries. 1 he most famous Sakta temple in Hengal is

Kamakhya near Gaubati in the upper basin of the Hrahm.i
putra in Assam. It is noticeable that the ancic .t name for
As>am is Kamarupa. The temple of Kalinhfit close by
Calcutta comes next in importance. Human sacrifices were
ofTcred in these shrines until British authority put them down.
The K'ltlikri Puraifa or 7'iintra, whicii has loni,' been well

known, is clearly a manual of the Saktism of Hengal, and
probably comes from a date near the bejjinning of the period.
The Blood Chapter gives directions for the ofTering of animal
and human sacrifices to Chandika. The list of sacri'^cial

animals is mo.st formidable: birds, tortoi.scs, alligatoi.., tish,

nine species of wild animals, buffaloes, bulls, he-goats, ichneu-
mons, wild boars, rhinoceros, antelopes iguanas, reindeer,
lions, tigers. Human sacrifice is of more avail than anything
else. Blood drawn from one's own body may also be offered.
The Yogiiil T, probably belongs to the sixteenth century;
for it refers to Vishnusinha, a king who ruled in Kooch Behar
shortly after a.d. 1.500. It is in two parts, the first dealing
with all the chief Tantrik subjects, the second being really
a Mahatmya of Kamakhya. It is one of the foulest Tantras.
The Visvasdra T. probably belongs to the same time ; for it

has a reference to the Bengali Vaishnava leader, Chaitanya
(i4«5-T533). In it is found the Durgaiatandnia Stotra. It
contains a list of 64Tantras, which appears also in the ligama
Tattva-vilasix} A large number of the works mentioned are
clearly modern, and several were produced in Bengal, but their
dates are not known.

§4.31- There is another group of Tantras produced in
Bengal the dates of which are known, but thoyare much later.
The Mahamrvdna, though a Left-hand Tantra, is a noble
work, but a mystery hangs over its origin. It is not mentioned
in early literature, and the earliest attempt at a commentary

' Dutta, J/T"., p. V.

Hi
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that exists is tl,c set of notes l.y Frarih.-u..nanda HlMrat,. RamMohan Rays pamlit. Ram Mo\uu was ho,n in .7/i and died
•n i^.V »o tl.al the Hharati lived at th. ory earliest at the
Close of ti> eighteenth century. Some scholars believe thathe was the author of the book, others doubt the conjecturem any case the book is probably a product of the eighteenth

"k"T ,
.'"' '" ''"'' ^'•"*'' ^"^ ""'>' the first has been

published and translated. The translator writes :

th„?h '^T"
'"' '""'"•

'"
^'^'•^'^ i'- "•^" '*"«^^" ''"'I t emcd.

nub? TkT """ ' ' " "'"""»'"' •'•" l-^''^" °f "^e Indianpublic which favour. <ref ...d' Jlinduism .h.n ..mon«.s. some Tan-r.ka,. whom, as I have been told, certain of i„ provisions appearo d„p ay unnecessary timidity. The former admire it on accounVof

hH.W rh'
"P*"'*'"" "^ '^' **'°"hip of the Supreme Mrahman, ard in the

ritual V ?J'"" '? '"""«" "'^''"'"'^'y '"''^"""tenan. e the orthodox
ritual. Nothmg can be more mistaken than such a belief

J^
^^'^ any one will discover who readc the

u,i,«U I *u
'/ " ', ^^^ -section of Ta as to

T.l^ 1,

* f•""" '" ''"' ''''"'' conserving commonly-recogni.ed
Tantr k prmciples, to secure that, as has sometimes proved to be the
case, they are not abused. Parvvat. says (Chap. I, verse 67) : '

I fear.

will °H
'

"k '
r" '"'' """' ''°" '''''" "^''"-'^ f- "- /-rf o^ men

will. Hrough them, turn out for evil '.'

The
. :

and second chapters arc introductory ; the third is
a discourse on the worship of the Supreme Brahman. The
remaining chapters form a very full manual not only of
worship and its accompaniments but also of conduct, and of
family and funeral rites

; and chakra-puja and the five Ms are
not omitted. The Tanfrasam is a compilation which dates
from 1812. There is very little of the Left-hand element
about It, and it contains several fine hymns. A number of
yantras, chakras, and mandalas arc reproduced in its pajrcs
It IS much used in Bengal. It would be most interesting to
discover what the influence was which led to the productionm Bengal, where Tantrik literature had been so impure, of

' Avalon, TG/.. XI ff.

A a ?
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two Left-hand works of such a character as the Mahdnirvana

T. and the Tantrasara are.

The Prdnatoshinl was written by RamatoshinI Sarma in

i8ai^ and the Mahasiddhasdra seems to be still later. It

contains a catalogue of 192 nanies,^ distributed in three lists

of 64 each, and labelled Vishmikrdtita, Rathakrdnta, and

Asvakranta ; but the list seems to be quite recent ; for it

contains the Mahdnirvana T., and of all the 192 names only

10 correspond with names in the Vdviakcsvara list.

A large number of odes to the goddess are scattered through

this group of Tantras.

§432. From the end of the fourteenth century, when the

great poet Chandi Das wrote his hymns, a stream of Sakta

poetry in Bengali flowed almost without a break. Numerous

translations of the episode of Chandi in the Mdrkandeya P.

were made from the fifteenth century downward. An artistic

Bengali epic on the same subject was written by Mukundarama
in 1589. Manasa, one of the local forms of the goddess, was

much worshipped, and many poems in her honour were

produced. Finally, in the eighteenth century, two of the

greatest of Bengali poets, Rama Prasad Sen and Bharata

Chandra Rai, exerted their powers to the utmost in praising

the goddess in song.

Sakta feeling also expressed itself in the vernacular in

Gujarat, in translations of the Chandi episode by Bhalan,

about A.I). 1500, and by Ranchhodji Diwiin at the beginning

of the nineteenth century, and in numberless popular sonajs

called Garbas, which are sung by companies of men or of

women. Vallabha Bhatt, who flourished about 1700, is the

most notable of the writers of the Garbas. In the Maratha

country the Gondhal is a dance performed in honour of Amba
Bhawani, in connexion with which songs are sung in her

honour. The worship of the goddess took a great hold of the

country in the seventeenth century, when under SivajT patriotic

' Catalogus Qitalogorum, s.v. Pranatoshinl 7.
« Avalon, TT. I. iiflF.
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feeling stirred the people to the depths. The Mdrkamieya P.

was translated into Telugu in the sixteenth century ; and the

Devi Mahdtmya from the Mdrkandeya exists in Malayalim,

but its date is unknown.

The Mantra fiiahodadhi is a manual of ritual prepared by

Mahldhara in 1589, and is much used by both Saktas and

Saivas throughout Hindustan and the west.

Siikta sannyasis may be met here and there, A small

group with whom I talked one morning at Vindhyachal

belonged to the Purl order of Sankara's Dasnamls.* So Tota

Purl, the guru of Ramakrishna Paramahamsa of Dakshines-

vara, Ramakrishna himself, and also Vivekananda and the

other svamis of the mission, were Sakta sannyasis and belonged

to the Puri order.-'

b. T/tc Right-hand School.

§433. In the ordinary Right-hand worship by Smartas in

their houses the goddess is represented by a yantra or by

a garlanded pot, and the ritual includes the throwing of

Kunkuma powder on the yantra and the presentation of

vegetarian offerings. But the most important part of the

service is the liturgy, which consists in the recitation of the

Chandl episode, preceded and followed by other sacred texts,

the Kilaka, the Kavacha, the Argaldstotra, &c., drawn from

the Mdrkan4eya and Vardha Puranas. In other circles in

South India, Lalita, a beautiful goddess of dazzling appear-

ance, takes the place of Chandi.'* The ritual is the same, but

the texts recited arc the Lalitopdkhydna, in which the goddess

kills Bhandasura and other demons, with the Lalitdtrisatl and

the Lalitdsahasrandma, litanies of three hundred and a thou-

sand names, all three drawn from the Brahvidnda P. The

temple-cult is practically the same as the domestic worship,

* See above, § 198.
' P. 191 of my Modern Religious Movements in India requires to be

corrected in this sense.
' H. Krishna Sastri, SII. 220.

ii
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only the goddess maybe represented by an image with a large
metal yantra on the ground at the feet of the image.
§434. The man who wishes to practice the famous Right-

hand i^rivid^ul and through it to seek release, has to receive
initiation {diksha) ' from his guru, to take severe vows and live
a life of strictest purity, both physical and mental, for a period
of several days. Starting from the ordinary cult, which we
have just described, he passes on to the meditations and
practices prescribed in the Srlvidya.-

§435. Appaya Dikshita (1552-1624) belonged to a Smarta
Saiva family of the Tanjore district. Three stages may be
traced in his religious life: he cultivated first the Karma
Mimamsa, then Sankara's Vedanta, and lastly the Srividya
When he was a Mimamsist, he did not merely study the
system, but received initiation (whence "his title Diks/iita) as
a Vcdic priest and performt i many sacrifices. But he ended
his hfe as a devotee of the goddess, and individual members
of his family to this day follow his example. They are then
called Vila Saivas, stalwart Saivas, who dare to undertake the
very trying discipline of the Srividya.

§436. Three later scholars may be mentioned who belonged
to the same part of India and are famous for their devotion to
the goddess. They form a short gnrnparampard of three

-

Nnsimhanandanatha, Bhaskaranandanatha, and Umananda-
natha. These names proclaim them initiates of the school
to which Lakshmidhara Vidyanatha belonged. The second
who IS usually called Bhaskararaya, is the greatest of the
three. He was court pandit at Tanjore in the early decades
of the eighteenth century. He is the author of a learned
exposition of the Sakta system in Arya metre, called Variva-
syarahasya, and of an elaborate commentary on the same. He
also wrote commentaries on the following Sakta works the
lamakekara T., the THpum, Kaula, and Bhavana Upani-
shads, and the Lalitasaliasrandma, and on the Mahd and
Jabdla Upanishads and the Uvara Gltd. His disciple,

' Avalon, TCL. Ixxiii. > gee § 318.
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Umanandanatha, wrote a practical commentary on the

Parasurama-Bhaygava-siitra.

c. The Bhakti School.

§437. We have seen in our previous chapter that the
Agastya-siltra and the Devi Bhagavata sprang from a special

school of Saktas who sought release by bhakti, deep devo-
tional feeling, centred on the Devi.' Bhatta Nilakantha is

the author of a well-known commentary, the Tilaka, on the
Devi Bhagavata, in which he urges the claim, already referred

to, that this is the real Purana, and that the Vaishnava
Bhagavata is by Vopadeva. He calls himself a disciple of
Sridhara, the author of the chief commentary on the Vaish-
nava work. As Sridhara flourished about A.D. 1400,''

Nilakantha may belong to the fifteenth or the sixteenth
century.

ii. Jainism.

The spontaneous energy of the Jain community visibly

declines during this period, if literature is a trustworthy index.

A. Svetdmbara Literature.

§438. In the fifteenth century, at Ahmadabad, where
Muhammadan influence was very powerful, a iew Svetambaras
became convinced of the folly of image-worship and noted
that there is no mention of Idols in the earliest Jain books.
They therefore formed a new sect called the Lohka or
Lumpaka, which gave up the temple-cult altogether. \
stricter body called the Sthanakavasis arose in the seventeenth

century and absorbed the Lohkas.^ They are a fine people
but have produced no noteworthy literature.

§439. Svetambara literature is in the main commentaries,
but a few dogmatic works were written, and several authors
produced charitas, prabandhas, and talcs. The following are

the most interesting men.

?;
I

H

' See § 319. ' See § 356. Mrs. Stevenson, HJ. 19; 88.
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Merutunga (li) who was born in i347) wrote commentaries

and abstracts of older works, but dared also to compose

a kavya named Meghadnta, thus challenging comparison with

the great Kalidasa. Jrianasagara (born 1349) and Soma-
sundara (born 13H4) were commentators, the former c}ealing

with canonical works, the latter writing simple expositions of

popular religious works for children. Gunaratna {c. 1400)

wrote a useful comment on Haribhadra's Shaddarsanasamnch-

chhaya. Jinamandana {c. 1436), Jinaklrti (1437), Subhasila

(1464) produced tales and biographies, while Ratnasekhara

(1401-61) wrote commentaries. Dharmasagara, of the middle

of the sixteenth century, wrote an interesting polemic, the

Kupakshakausikdditya, against ten Jain heretical sects.

Samayasundara, one of whose books is dated A.D. 1630,

published several anthologies of sacred verse, a catechism, and

a commentary, called Kalpalatd, on the Kalpa-sutra.

A popular literature in Gujarat! accompanied the learned

literature in Sanskrit, but it has not been described in detail.

The chief type is the RCxsas, interesting tales told to enforce

religion and morals.'

I^. Diganibara Literature.

§ 440. The Digambara literature of this period consists in

the main of commentaries, Puranas, tales, and biographies.

The two most prominent authors are Sakalakirti and Subha-
chandra.

Sakalakirti, whose ^oruti is A.D. 1464, .wrote many books.

His chief work, the Tattvdrthasaradipika, which, despite its

title, seems to be an independent work, deals with the seven

categories of the Digambara system, but gives also the list of

the books of the original Digambara canon. His other works

are a catechism, a Purana, and biographies. Srutasagara wrote,

at the end of the fifteenth century, a commentary on Kunda-
kunda's Shatprdbhrita, the Tattvdrthadipikd on the Digam-
bara categories, and the Jinasamhitd on Digambara worship.

*
J haveri, il/(7Z. 18, 139, 167.
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Ncmidatta, who flourished about j.).]o, wrote biographies of

Tirthakaras and saints, a volume of talcs, and a manual of

rules for the conduct of tlie laity, the Srdvakf'chdra. Subha-

chandra, who lived in the sixteenth centUiy, was a voluminous

writer. He has six works on worship, biographies of three

of the Tirthakaras, several volumes of talcs, and a Purana, the

Pandava P. Ratnachandra {c. 1626) wrote lives of two of

the Tirthakaras, while BanarasI Dasa, who lived under Shah

Jahan (1628-58) wrote in Hindi verse on dogmatic subjects.
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Deussen und Strauss, Leipzig, 1906 ; ETr. of the Gita, the Sanaistnmya,
and the Anux'M, Telang, SHE. viii.

'

Bhagava,igita: Qen. Intro.: Bariiett, Bhagavadglta, London, 1905;Garbe, ERL.xx. 535 ; Winternitz, i. 365 ff. ; Farquhar, Gm and Gosiel
Madras, 1906; Jacob, Concordance to the Principal Upanishads and
Bhagayadgiti%,\\omh^'j, 1891. Origin and date: Garbe, Die Bhasa-

yn/ff;» ''1^'^' 19°5; Hopkins, yAVLs-., 1905, 384; Keith, /A-A,
1 91 5. 548- Translationa : ETrs. Davies, London, 1894 ; Telang, SBE
yiii; Harnett, London, 1905; Annie Besant, Madras; GTrs. Garbe,
Leipzig, 1905 ; Deussen, Der Gcsang des Heiligen, Leipzig, 1911.
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n. KAMAVA?fA: CNn. Intpo. : Macdoncll, Kh'K. x. 574; Jacobi, h\\
Macdonell, 303; VVintcrniti. i. 433; Uojjkins, 6A. ch. ii. AnalysU:
Monier Williams, Imiiim Epic I'ottry, Lo' don, 1863; Jacobi, H. ia6.
Vcrnao. vcraiona : Kanarese (Jain), loth c. ; Tamil, 1 100 ; Telugu, ijoo

;

BenKall. uthc; Mal.iyalim, istlu-.; Hindi, 1584; Kanarese, 1500. 'in.
KTr. (prose), Dutt, Calcutta, 1X92 ; El r. (verse), Griffith, Uenares, 1870-4 ;

FTr. Kauchc, Paris, 1858; ITr. (iorrcsio, I'arigi, 1843 70.

T. Fhiloaophioal Literature.

0«6. Intro.: Ueusscn, AGl\ Also Colebrookc, Ets,ivs\ Hal!;
MiilJer, SS.\ Garbc, Philosophy ofAncient InMa, ChicaRO, 1897.

A. KAKMA MiMASlsA.
Intr,\ : Jha, PSP.\f. ; C.arbe, ERH. viii. 648. Also Colchrooke, Essays,

i. 295; Vliiller, SS. vj Madhava, .S'AV. xii : Cowell, 178.
4th 01 6th. Jaimini ; I. Piinia-mlindthsa-sattas; ETr. Jha, .V////. x.

o. 800. Sabara Svamin ; 2. lihtlshya, on No. 1,

7th 0. Hrabhakara ; 3. Prihnli, on No. 2 : full intro., Jiui, PSP.U.
o. 700. Salikanatha, disciple of Prabhiikara ; 4. A'iiuvinut/,1, on I :

JhS. PSP.]/. I, 2, 18; Hall, 195; 6. PrakaranapaHchikil, a sketch of
I'rabhakara's system: Jha, PSPAf. i 4, 18. Text, Henares, 1904.
Early 8th. Kumarila ; 6. Mi'mathsil-iloia-vlrltii'i, on No. 2 : ETr.

in ///. ; 7. 7'ai. -a-vdrttika, on No. 2 : ETr. in HI.- 8. ^ut>ttki\, on No. 2.

o. 850. Mandanamiira ; 9. Vidhiviveku: Wooas, JW^r'/xxii. ••<7
; Jha,

PSPM. 8.
.*...., J

.

o. 850. Vachaspatimi^ra ; 10. Nytlyakanikii, on 9: Woods, Yoga,
xxi ; 357. Nos. 9 and 10 published together', Benares, 1907.

c. 1300. ParthasarathimiSra
; 11. Sdstnuirpiki}, on i: Hall, 173;

Colebrookc, ME. i. 299 ; 12. Tantra-ratna, on i ; 13. Nyilya-tcUnakara,
on 6 : Jha, PSPM. 18 ; 14. Nydya-ratna-miilit, on 7 : Hall, 173.

o. 1350. Vedanta-deiika ; 16. Seh'ara-mimdihsil, on i ; Rajagopala-*
chariar, VRI. 107.

0.1380. Madhava; Id.fliminiydnyrtyaniii/int'sitirit, oni : Hall, 186;
17. .S'arvat/ars'antisti/ij^'-rahii, ch. xii : Cowell, 178.

o. 1400. Somelvara ; 18. Nviiya-sutiha, or Kdnakn, oti ' : Hall, 170 ;

]hA,PSPM.^.
o. 1626. Vallabh.lcharya ; 19. Juiminlya-sutra-bhdshya : Hall, 208.

0.1643. Ramakrishna; 20. S/tii/hiinia-thantirikd, on 11 : Hall, 173.

c. 1680. Narayana; 21. SiUiradfpika-i'ydkhytf, on li: Hall, 178,
c. leOO. lihafta Uinakara ; 22. BhiUta-dinakaia, on n : Hall, 175.
Early 17th. Appaya Dikshita ; 23. Vidhi-rasdyana : Hall, 194.
Early 17th. Apadeva ; 24. Mliiidmsd-nydya-prnkdsa or Afiadn't

:

Hall, 185. ETr., Jha, Henares.
Early 17th. Laugakshi Bh.iskara ; 25. Arthasahi^raha : Macdcncll,

451. Text, Intro., and ETr., Thibaut, Benares, 1882.

d. 1665. Khandadev'a; 28. Bhdtta Dlpikd, on i : Hall, 179.
Mid 17th. Aiiantadeva; 21. Sniriti Kanstubha: Hall, 185.

Sucharitamisra ; 2%.'Kasikd, on 6: Jha, PSPM. 18.

B. VEDANTA.
Intro.: Colebrooke, tE'woi'j, i. 325 ; Muller, .V5'. ch. iv ; Deussen, .Sf,

;

hibaut, Intro. SHE. xxxiv.

ii!
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3: H.1II, 88. ETr.

W'oodi, yoga, xxi-

4th or 8th. llA.hirAyan.i ; 1. VciiUita-uUr.u : Inlro. and KTr. Thibaut,

In" and (ITr. l/cu.scn.'.sY/r. 573- ^'^ »>• «>v.vcdi, Momfcay, 1909.

''788-J.'880. .SaAUara; 8. laviht-vUra-HuUhy.,, ^n No. i: Intro.

in.1 KTr. Thibaut, SlIK. x.xxiv, xxxviii. I. Tr. Deusscn, LeipziK. 1887.

iS/work, Si ;v.tcm. l)cus«n. SV. Sketch of .y.tem, Deuwen,

(iHtliHfofthi' I'tiiiU.liK London. I'/o;. ..,.,, im
o 880 Mand.nanmra. or Surrivarachfirya ; 4. N.ushkarmya-u,m,,

a polemic a«ainst the Miiiiaiiisa :
Hall, 159-

o. 880. l'admap.lUa ; 8. /'<»«• Intf.hitki}, on No.

V'cnis, Ucnares. v ,

,

o. 880. Vilohaspatimisra ; 8. lilnMnatt, on ^o. 3 ,

'"'c'boa"'HhAskar.lcl>.irya; 7. Hr.<h,m,.s,itp-a.t>h.Uhya, on No. I :
Cole-

'T^,^'''vAda^''irakala ; 8. ^"^"-^>*"^A.". on Na ..

o. 1280. Amalananda ; 9. VcdAnta-kaipat.xru, on No. 6 :
Colebrooke,

brookc, A'w<»>'J, >• 333; Hall, 89-
. , ^ , ..„ ..T, anj notes.

End 18th. Sadanamla; 12. I .',/.l«/*i-:f<»'a
:

*"»™-' V . ^ "„Vi rTr
Jaoob, Manual of Hindu Panlhehm, London, 1891 ;

Intro, and GTr.,

''^''^di^^^£^-yt\^a^'i>^^^^^^^^ on .:

^tK^£^:"Ma^l;!;sndana Sarasvati; \*- '

•^'«'t'"ffir" ulV
hXi"; 18. Advaiia-dddhi, a refutation of the Nyaya: LTr., Jha,

Allahab.ad.
. ,„ ... ,- - <, «„ i

Tyr<»i ifltVi V iiivinii Hhikshu ; 18. / iinanamritii, on i.

EnS leth. SnanTs"n.svatir 17. /Vn,/i.M«m/<.-vw.A,«J, on

No. I : Colebrooke, Fssnys, 1. 334 ;
Hall, 89, 93-

. ,, „„ Kn n
o 1600 Appa va Dikshita ; 18. rV^,F///,.--lN///*rt/<'«'-A''.''''«/'».o" fo 9 •

Hail 88 10. shd/uw/<,-h-sa : criticism of other forms o the Vedanta. ^c

.

"^"'
'R;kS!i;u.i;^riS""^^«^a-..,V/..«/<.-.««^/.Hv.//;

MacdoneU,

451 : jHail, 99. ETr. Venis, Henares, 1S90.

C. sankhya.

«»« Tnfrn • Keith S s. Earlier works, Colcbrooke, /iwy^f, i- 22; ;

M^f V9 ;h vi Garbe jZ S.Ukhya PHilosopliic, Leipzig, 1 894 ;

^'tt'or"2;r\'.rshaganya; 1. S.ashtitantru . Keith, .S5. ch. v;

t^chraeler, ZUMG. 1914, >oi
; //>'/^- "Pj . , , . . r... u

yjji. ei>.
C.800 Lvara Krishna; ^SMhyakanka .f^e'*"^' ^;\- •'^rl"-c:^ha

Davies. London, 1881 ; ETr. Colebrooke, London, 183? .
ETr. Smha,

SBII. xi
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on

7th 0. (;ftiulap;idui S. iV/i.iM^.i.ona: Mall, 5. KTr. Wil»<»n, London,

o. 880. Vftchnipatimiira ; 4. Sdnl/iyii-fiU/Vii-i-'iitwuiit, on 3 : Wooti j,

yog,i, xxi ; Keith, 5.S. 70. KTr. J ha, Bombay, 1896.

aarly I4th. HhArati Vati ; 8. Trti/r,i-l-iu»iwii-vydiAy.i, on 4.

0. 1880. Mflidhava ;
6. S.in'iuiitrs<tmu,mgrithii, xiv : ETr. Cowell, 331 ;

Keith, .V5. 91.

7. Tiith'ii-samtUa : Keith, A'.V. 89-9I. E Ir. Siftha. Slt/f. xi.

B. .SiihkhYii-priiviKhiina-satfii : Keith, .S'.V. .ji. i;Tr. Hall. /.'/.,

1865 ; KTr. Haflantvnc, London. 1885; Kir. Sifiha. SHll. xi.

0.1800. Anini 1; 0. S,UUhy<t-siilra-vrittiot Anhudilha-vrUti. on

8 : Keith. .W. 93. i-Tr. Carbe, ///. 1891 ; KTr. Siftha, SlUt. xi.

Mid 16th. Vijn.lna lUukshu; 10. S,ihf;hy,t-f>r,i:'<uhii»i,il'fi,}shya, on

No. 8: GTr. C.arbe, Leipzig. 1S89: KTr. .Siftha, S/U/. xi ; 11. Silkkhya-

silra, Intro, and Text. HaU, HI. i«65.

likto letb. Hhavii Ganeia Dikshita
i
12. s,iht:hy<i-ii\r(i, a summary of

S.IAkhya doctrine ; 13. Tiittva-Villhi\rthaiilf«in,i, on T. Mall, 4.

Lata 17th. MahSdeva Ved.lntin ; 14. SAnkhya-irilti-silrn. on 9 : KTr.

in (iarbe, Aniruiitt/ia's Conimetit,iry, Calcutta. 1892; KTr. Sinha.

SllH. xi.

Xarly 18th. Nilgcsa lihat|a ; 18. Laj;;hu-si\nkhy.i-siiliti-Trilli, on 10.

I). NOGA

Oen. Intro. : Garbe, SY. ; Miiller. SS. ch. vii.

iSarly 4th. Patanjali ;
1. Voga-uUnts : Intro, and KTr. Woods, Yof^.t.

KTr.. with No. 4, Mitra. /••/. 1883 ; KTr. Kama Prasml. SJilf. iv.

"th or 8th. Veda-vyasa ; 2. Yoi^a-bhitshya, on .No. i : Intro, and KTr.

Woods. Yoga ; KTr. Rama Pras.id, .S7///. iv.

o. 880. Vachaspatimisra ; 3. r,i//r<i-r<us(lnu/f, on. So. 2 ; Intro, and

ETr. Woods, Yogn ; ETr. Rama Prasad, S/f//. iv.

Early llth. Hhoja ; 4. /uJjii-milr(it>iii<i, on I : Hall, 10; C.arbe, .S I.

41 : Wo s, Yogi, xiii ; KTr. Mitra, Of. 1883.

0. 13t J. M.idhava ; 8, Sanuniarsamisunt^taha, xv : Cowell, 331.

Mid leth. Vijnana lihikshu ; 6. Yoga-ViMtikit, on No. 3 ; 7. Yoga-

sarasitngntha: Hall, 12; ETr., J h.i. Bombay, 1894.

Endieth. Ramananda Sarasvati'; 8. .Mampnxblul, on No. i : Hall,

13. ETr. Woods, //4<M. 1914. i-

K. VAI.SKSHIKA

Oen. Intro.: ERE. ii. 199 ff. ; Chatterji, The Hindu Realism, Allahabad,

1912 ; Colebrooke, Essays, i. 261 ; Muller, .S-.V. ch. ix ;
'!i\.\^\lntroduzione

;

H Ui, The Vaiseshika Philosophy ace. to the l)asapad,irthasAstra, London,

1917 ; Faddegon, The Vaiseshika System, Amsterdam, 1918 ;
Keith, Logic

and Atomism; a Study of the Ny^ya and Vaiseshika Systems of Indian

Philosophy, in the Press, Oxford. ^t- ,- u
4th or 8th. Kanada Kasyapa ; 1. Vaiseshika-sfitra: ETr. Gough,

Benares, 1873 ; KTr. Sinha, SBH. vi ; GTr. Roer, ZDMG.x^x. 309-420 ;

xxii. 383-422.

> Disciple of Govinaiinanda Sarasviili : Hall, 89. Another disciple named

Narayana Sarasvati, wrote a work in 1593. Woodi,y.-/0.y. 1914, p. 1.

Bb
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Late 6th. I'rasastapadn ; ^Padartka-dkarina-saitgruha, on i : 1 1 all, 64.

ETr., with No. 6, Jha, Benares.
c. 600. Jnanachandra ; 3. Daiapaddrtha : CTr. by Hiouen Tsang,

A. D. 648 : Nanjio, 1295. KTr. of this Chinese version, H. Ui. op. cit.

PI. 984. Udayana : Keith,yA'/J5. 1908, 524 ; A. Kirand'i'alt, on No. 2 :

Hall, 65 ; Chatterji, J/R. ix ; 6. Lakshandvali, definitions of Vaiseshika
terms : Chatterji, UR. ix.

PI. 991. Sridhara: Chanda, /.^/?. 197; Q. Nyiiya-Kandali on No. 2.

Keith, y/\'-^.S. 1908, 523 ; Chatterji, HR. ix. ETr. : see No. 2, above.

11th o. Sivaditya ; 7. Saptapadarthi : Hall, 74.

12th o. Vallabha Nyayacharya; %. Nydya-ltldvnti \ Hall, 71.

Vardhaniana Upadhyaya'; 9. Kirandvall-prdkasa on 4:

Madhava ; 10. San'odarsanasangrafta, ch. x : ETr. Cowcl

12th c.

Hall, 65.

c. 1380.

145-
Iiate 15th. .Sankara Misra ; 11. Vatscshika-sutropaskdra, on No. i :

Chatterji, HR. x ; Hall, 68. ETr. Sinha, SBH. vi.

End 16th. Annam Bhatta ; 12. Tarka Sahgraha : Hall, 68. ETr.
Hallantyne, Allahabad, 1852. Numerous comms.: see Hall, 69-71.
Early 17th. Visvanatha Pafichanana ; 13. Blutshd.parichchhedii :

elementary, in verse: Hall, 73. ETr. Roer, A'/ 1850; 14. Siddhdnta-
tnnktiiviili : Comm. on No. 13. ETr. Koer, BI. 1850.
Early 17th. Laugakshi Bhfiskara ; \b.Tnrka-kaumudi: Text, Intro.,

and notes, Dvivedi, IJombay, 1886.

F. NYAYA.

Qen. Intio. : Colebrooke, Essays, i. 261 ; Miiller. i.S'. viii ; Vidya-
bhushana, J/A'/Z. ; Jacobi, tr"(»//.iVrf(rA. 1901,460 ; ERE. u.igH; ix. 422 ;

M. Chakravarti, //ii"/;. 1915,260; Suali, Introduzione : YjtWh, JRAS.
1914, 1089 ; Keith, Logic and Atotnicm, in the Pre=s, Oxford.

4th or 5th. Akshapada Gotama ; 1. Aydyn-sit/nts, ETr. with Nos. 2

and3, Jha, Allahabad, 191 5: sec Keith,yAM.S. 1916,613; ETr. Vidyabhu-
shana, SBH. viii.

c. 500. V^atsyayina; 2. Nyaya-hhdshya, on No. I : JASB. 1910,

307. ETr., see No. i.

Fl. 630-50. Uddyotakara ; 3. Nydya-varttika, on No. 2 : Vidya-
bhushana, /y?^5. 1914, 603; Keith, //?//.V. 1914, 1091. ETr., see
No. I.

A.D. 841. Vach?.spatimi.4ra ; 4. .Xydya-vdrttikii-fdtparya-tJkd, on z;
5. Nydya-suihi-nibandha, appendix to 4 : date : Woods, Yoga., xxi.

c. 900. jayanta ; 6. Xydya-manjarl, an encyclopaedia of the system.

c. 980. Udayana ; 7. Nydya--,'drttika-tdtpa>ya-parisuddhi, on 4

;

8. Kusumd~jali : ETr. Cowell, BI. 1864.

Srikantha; 9. Nyaydlat'nkdra : Vidyabhushana, MSH.. xvii
; 53.

Bha-sarvajiia ; \Q. Nydya-sdra,\i\\.\\ 18 commentaries : V'idyabhfi-

shana, MSIL. 53 ; Madhrva, SDS. : Cowell, 165 ; 170.

Abhayatilaka ; 11. .\ydya-vriiti : Vidyabhushana, MSIL. xvii
; 53.

Early 12th. Gaiigesa ; 12. Tattva-chintdmani : Vidy.abhushana,
MSH.. xviii ; Hall, 28.

12th 0. Vardhamana'; \^. Nydya-nibandha-prakdsa, on j: Hall, 21.

' Son of GahgeLi, author of the famous Nyaya work, Tattva-chintdmani.
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Early 13th. Jayadevamisra; 14. Taff7>a-(i/<d;i, on 12: Viilyabhushana,
MSIL, xviii.

13th o. KesavaMisra; 15. Tarka-bhashii : Keith. //M..?. 1914, 1089 ;

Hall, 22. ETr. Jha, Allahabad.
o. 1380. Madhava ; 16. San>ii(f(irsatiiis,iiii;r(i/iii.\\ : ETr. Cowell, i6i.
c. 1475. Vfisudeva Sarvabhauma ; 17. tafti'a-chintdmniii-vydH-hyd,

on 12: Hall, 30; 18. Sdrvulhauma-nirukti, Sen, CC. 81.

o. 1500. Raghunatha Siromani ; 19. Tuttvii-didhiti, on 12 : Hall, 31.
End leth. Mathurfinfuha ; 20. Tattva-aloka-rahasya or Mathurii-

ndthl, on 12 : Hall, 29.

o. 1600. Jagadi.sa Tark.'ilaiiikara ; 21. Tath'n-didhiti-liffnni, on i y

:

Hall, 35.

Early 17th. Visvanatha I'anchfinana ; 22. Xydya-sittra-vritti, on i.

ETr. liallantyne, Calcutta.

Early 17th. Laug.ikshi Hhaskara ; 23. P<ida>tha-miihi : Hall, 26.

G. THE MATERIALISTIC SCHOOL.

They are called Lokayatikas, Charvakas or lifirhaspatyas.

Oen. Intro. : Poiissin, /iA'yT. viii. 493 ; Garbe, /: A7:'. viii. 138; Pizza-
gain, Ndstika, Clicin'ilka e Lokdyatika, Pisa, 1907 ; Miiller, .V.S'. 86; 94 ;

Hopkins, GE. 86 ; Haribhadra, Shaddarsanasamuchchhaya : FTr. Suali,
Le J/usi'on, ix. 277 ; Madhava, SD\. ch. i : ETr. Cowell, 2.

H. COMPARATIVE AND CRITICAL PHILO.SOPHICAL
LITERATURE.

0.600. Samantabhadra, a Dig. Jain; \. Aptamimdihsd: Gucrinot, 63;
V^idyabhushana, MSIL. 23 : contains a review of the various philosophic
schools.

o. 600. Bhavaviveka, a Madhyamaka Buddhist ; 2. T,trk,tjvdld :

criticism of the Mimatiisa, S.afikhya, Vaiseshika, and Vedanta. Walleser,
DA V. 7 ; AMG. ii. 367.

o. 800. Vidyilnanda, a Dig. Jain; 3. Ashtasdhasri. In this work he
criticizes the six Hindu systems, except the Nyaya, and also Buddhism :

Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 26.

Late 9th. Haribhadra, a Svet. Jain ; 4. ShiiddarsanasamucJuhhiya,
a review of six schools.

1065. Krishnamisra,a Vedantist ; 5. Prabodhachandrodiiya. a drama.
12th c. Sriharsha, ,a Vedantist : Macdonell, 330: Q. Khandanakhiin-

dakhddya, a criticism of the Nyaya and other schools. ETr. jhii,.Allaha-
bad, 1913 : see Y.€\\\i,JRAS. 1916, 377. H. P. SfistrT, I. xlvi.

1304. Merutunga, a Svet. Jain ; 7. Shaddarsanavichdra ; Guerinot,

393-
1380. Madhava, a Vedantist ; 8. Sarvardays(uuisah^yalui, a review of

sixteen schools : Macdonell, 406. ETr. Cowell, London, 190S.

vi. The Puranas.

Jen. Intro. : Origin and date : Hopkins, GE. 47-54 : Pargiter,
AS. 1912, 254; Fleet, y/iVLS'. 1912. 1046; Keith, /A'/?. S". 1914, 740;
Smith, EllI. 21. The Dynastic Lists: Pargiter, PTDKA ; V. Smith,

I! b 2

Gen. Intro.

JRA
V. Smith
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EHL 22; Keith, /A'y4.V. 1914, 1021. Analysea: Wilson, Works, iii.

1-155 ; VP. I. i-cxvii ; Winternitz, i. 450. Contents: Pargiter, £/?£.

X. 447-

Harivamia : Intro, and analysis : Winternitz, i. 378. Date : Jackson,

JRAS. 1907, 408, 681; 1908, 529; Keith, //J-45. 1908, 173; Hopkins,

GE. 9. FTr. Langlois, Paris, 1834 ; ETr. Dutt, Calcutta, 1897.

1. Brahma : Wilson, Works, iii. 8.

2. Padma: Wilson, Works, iii. 21. Telugu Tr., 1420, Analysis of

the Kriyayogasara (an Appendix), Fonseca, Jahrbericht, DMG. 1846, 153.

3. Vishnu: Intro, and analysis: Wilson, VP. I. cxii ; Works, iii.

120; Winternitz, i. 455. Trs. : Kanaresc, 12th and 17th cents.; Telugu,

1450; ETr. Wilson, VP.; ETr. Dutt, Calcutta, 1894.

4. Vayu: Analysis: Wilson, VP. I. xxxv ; Works, iii. 140. Date:
Hopkins, GE. 68 ; Hana, Harshacharita, Cowell's ETr. 72 ; Winternitz,

i. 403.
5. Bhagavata: Wilson, VP. I. xxxix. rs. : Telugu, 1435; Gujaratf.

1484; Kanarese, 1600; Malayalim, I7thc.; Gujaratl, 1725 ; Partial Trs.

.

Bengali. 1480; Braj, Sur Das, l6thc. ; MarathI, Eknath, 1580; Kanarese,

1600; GujaratT, 1690. I*--o. and FTr. Bumouf, Paris. i84off. ; ETr.

Dutt, Calcutta; ETr. (or books) Krishniicharya, Madras, 1916. For
the Bhagavata Mahatmy.., sec JRAS. 1911, 800 ; 1912, 481.

6. Ndrada: Wilson, VP. I. ii.

7. Markandeya : Intro, and ETr. Pargiter, Calcutta, 1904 ; ETr. Dutt,

Calcutta, 1897. ETr. of Chandimahatmya, Wortham, JRAS. xiii. 355.

Telugu Tr., 13th c.

8. Agni: Wilson, VP. I. Iviii ; Works, iii. 82. ETr. Dutt, Calcutta,

1903-
9. Bhavishya : Wilson, VP. I. Ixii.

10. Brahmavaivarta: Wilson, Works, iW.gi.

11. Lthga: Wilson, VP.l. Ixvii. Tamil Tr., i6th c.

12. Vardha : Wilson, VP. I. Ixx. Telugu Tr., 1470.

13. Skatuia: Wilson, VP. I. Ixxii ; H. P. Sastrl, I. Iii. Partial Telugu

Tr., 1450.
14. Vdinatia: Wilson, FA I. Ixxiv.

15. Kftrma: Wilson, VP. I.lxxiv. Trs.: Telugu, 1500, Tamil, i6th c.

Contains the Jsvara Gitd: see Mitra, Notices, vi. 115, i. 257. ETr.
Kennedy, HM. 444.

16. Matsya: Wilson, VP. I. Ixxx. Telugu Tr., 1550; ETr. of chaps, i-

128, SBH. 1916.

17. Gatuda: Wilson, VP. I. l.xxxiii. ETr. Dutt, Calcutta, 1908.

ETr. of Garuda P. Sdroddhdra, SBH. 191 1.

18. Brahmdnda: Wilson, VP. I. Ixxxiv. Malayalim Tr., 17th c. In-

cludes the Adhydtma-Rdti. ..yana and the Lalitopdkhydna.

Siva : Wilson, VP. I. Ixxxviii. Trs. : Malayalim, 1 7th c. ; Partial ETr.,

Siddhdnta-Dipikd.

Upapuranas : Madhusudana Sarasvati, Prasthdna-bheda; Wilson,

VP. I. Ixxxvi.

1. Kdlikd : a Sakta work.

2. Narasimha : a Vaishnava work.

3. Sdmba : a Saura work.

4. Saura : Intro, and full analysis, Jahn, Das Sauraptminam.

IP
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5. Ihvi Bhagaviita : a Sakta work.
Q. Adilya: Alberuni, Sachau, i. 130; quotations in Madhva, /?//(?y/y(i

on V'cdanla-sutnu,

7. Bhiirga-iui : ^eshagiri Sfistri, S'J'MSS. 1896-7, p. 151.

vii. Smarta Literature.

No/e. The mass of books which are used by Smiirtas are Vedic liteni-

ture, and are dealt with elsewhere. Here only a few special works which
spring from the Smarta position are mentioned. Books in Sanskrit,

unless otherwise described.

1. BitUii/hij'ii/ia Grihyasntra Parisishtas : Biihler, SBE. XIV.
XXX ff.

2. The Jivefold Athattuisiras U.: Weber, ///Z. 1 70. ETr.
Kennedy, //.I/. 346, 442, 443, 491, 493.

3. Garuda l\ : see ^ 206.

c. 1065. Krishnamisra : Smith, EHI. 392 ; 4. Prabodhaclumdrodaya :

ETr. Taylor, Bombay, 1893; GTr. anon. (Th. Goldstiicker), Konigsberg,
1842; Hindi paraphrase, Kesava Dasa Misra, Vijnana Gita: Grierson,

IJI. 58; JRAS. 1908, 1 136.
Prob. 13th o. ; 5. Yoi;a- V'asisJitha-Iiamdyana : ETr. Vihari Lai Mitra,

Calcutta, 1891.

c. 1300. Hemadri; Q.ChaturvargaChintamani: l}handarkar,£//Z'.88.
Iiate 14th. \'iresvara ; 7. Viresvara Paddhati, a manual of conduct,

Tirhut : Sen. HULL. 140.

c. 1500. Kaghunandana ; 8. Ashtdvimsati Tattva, a manual of con-

duct, Bengal: Sen. HBLL. 74; 421.
Mukundaraj ; 9. Vivekasindhu (Marathi) : Acworth, BM. xxiii

;

Mackichan, Indian Interpreter, Jan. 1913, 166 f.

Before 1560. Madhusudana Sarasvati ; 10. Prasthdna-bJieila : GTr.
Deussen, AGP. I. i. 44.

0. 1600. Alavantar Madavappattar; 11. Jmna-Vasishtham, a Tamil
adaptation of N'o. 5.

T. 1660. Ananta Deva

'

; 12. Siiiriti Kaustubha, a manual of conduct,
North India : Hall, 185.

viii. Vaishnava Literatiire.

A. General.

1. Purusha Siikta : Rigveda, x. 90.

2. Mahdihirdyana U-panishad, N'o. 6, p. 364, above.
3. Mahdbhdrata, and vernacular versions.

4. Kdiihlyana, and vernacular versions.

5. Bha^^tivadgita.

V>. Bhagavata Literature.

I. THE BHAGAVATA SAMPRAUAYA.
Note. Bhagavatas are interested in all the books used b) Smartas and

in general Vaishnava literature as well. Here only works sj ringing from
the community are mentioned. All books in Sanskrit.

' Sou of Apadev.n, author of the Apadevl, above, p. 367.
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, 4th or 6tb. 1. Hai huifhsa, or at least the passages on Vishnu and
Siva, jec J i6i.

2. Vaikhanasa Saiiihitfis : Appaya Dikshita, quoted in Chanda,
lAR. loo; Schrader, IPAS. 55; ^eshagiri Rao, ST.VSS. 1893-6, p. 6.

7th or 8th. 3. A^i^ni P. : see § 206.
4. Siarnfa L\, No. 68, p. 3(54, above : Jacob, EAU. 15.

c. 000. 5. Bhagavata P. : see § 272.
6. X,iraJa-bhakii-sutra : Text and ETr. Sinha, SBH.; ETr.

Sturdy, London (Watkins), 1904.

7. Sandilya-bhakti-sutyn : ETr. Cowell, Calcutta, 1878 ; Text and
ETr. with Svapnesvara's comm., Paul, SBH. 191 1. Coinms. also by
Muralldasa, a Marathfi Vallabha, and Nar.ayanatirtha of the 17th c.

;

Hall, 143.

8. Vasu'deiia, and 9. Gop'ichandana Upanishads, Nos. 72 and 1 19,
p. 364, above : Jacob, EAU. 5-7; ETr. JA. 1887.

0. 1300. Vopadeva ; 10. Muktaphala and 11. Harillla, both on the
BMgavata P.: Bhandarkar, £'///;. 89 ; /O.l/. 3542; 3533.

o. X4p0. Sridhara ; 12. Bhagavata-bhavartha-diptka, comm. on 5.

SrI-Sukiicharya ;
'*<. Suka-bhashya on Vedanta-sutras ; text in

Telugu characters, T. VviU.atacharya, Bangalore, 1892.

2. LITERATURE OF MARATHA BHAKTAS.

Gen. Intro. : Bhandarkar, VS. 87 ff. ; Acvvorth, BM. Intro. ; Macnicol,
'The Indian Poetry of Devotion,' Hibbert Journal, 1917; Macnicol,
Psalms of Maratha Saints, an anthology in ETrs., Calcutta, 1919. All
literature in Marathl.
0.1280. Jfianesvara; \. Jnanesvarl ; 2. S'.'atmanubhava; 3. Hari-

path
; 4. Amritaiiubhava ; 6. Chahgdeva Pasashti (possibly spurious).

ETrs. of a few hymns and a few selections from the Jhanehiarl in
Macnicol, PMS.

c. 1300. Muktabai ; 6. Abhahgs: ETrs. Macnicol, PMS.
a. 1425. Namdev ; 7. Abhahgs : ETrs. of Marathl Abhangs : Bhan-

darkar, VS. 90 ff.; Macnicol, PMS.; Patwardhan,"/«rf/(i« Interpreter,
April, 1913. Hindi hymns, MBV. i. 254 : ETr. Macauliffe, vi. 40.

o. 1425. Trilochan ; 8. Hindi hymns : ETr. Macauliffe, vi. 78.
o. 1540. Bhanu Das ; 9. Abhahgs. He was the grandfather of

Eknath.
d. 1608. Eknath ; 10. Eknathi Bhagwat : ETrs. of passages : Mac-

nicol, Indian Theism, 270; PMS-; 11. Chatusloki Bhagwat; 12. Bha-
vartha Ramayana ; 13. Haripath.
1608-49. Tukaram; 14. Abhahgs: complete ETr., Eraser and Marathe,

Madras, 1909, &c.; select ETrs. Bhandarkar, KV. 94-9; Macnicol, /^J/5".

;

Barnett, HI. 60; Rawlinson, Shivaji, Oxford, 1915, 1 14-16.
1608-81. Ram Das ; 15. Dasabodha : Rawlinson, op. cit., 1 16-22,

including a few translations.

1679-1728. Sridhara ; 16. Rama Vijaya, &c. ; ETrs. in Bell, Some
Translationsfrom the Marathi Poets, Bombay, 1913, pp. 3-25, 167-209,
18th c. Mahlpati; 17. Santa Lilamrita (^757); 18. Bhakta Vijaya

(1762); 19. Katha Saramrita (1765); '20. Bhakta Lilamrita (1774);
21, Santa Vijaya : ETr. Bell, op. cit., 27-42.
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3. MADHVA LITKKATUKE.

Oen. Intro. : Padmanabhacliar, Z.y.1/; Krishnaswami Iyer, Sri A/mi/t-

7'5<:A<i;jrt, Madras ; Grierson, ERE. viii. 232; lihandarkar, VS. 57; Mi-
dhava, SDS. v : Cowell, 87. Books in Sanskrit, unless otherwise described.

1189-1278. Madhva : for his works, see I'iidmanabhachar, 196

;

lihandarkar, A*. 1882-3, 207 ; 1. Satra-bhdshya, on Veddntii-siitnts

:

ETr. S. Subba Kau, Madras, 1904; 2. Amn'ydkhyiina {\crst), on V'eddnta-

siitras ; 3. GUA-bhashya ; 4. lihdgiXvata-tiMparya-nirniiya ; 5. MiiIm-
bluirnta-tiitparya-nirtiaya \ 6. Uhashyas on ten Upanishads: see above,

p. 365 ; 7. Ten I'rakaranas, or special treatises, including Timtra-sara
on the ritual.

Late 13th. Trivikrania; S. Ttittvu-praiiipibi, on \.

Late 13th. Padmanftbhatirtha ; 9. Hanydya-ratUiivitli, on 2.

0. 1340. Jayatirtha ; 10. Tattva-prakasika, on i ; 11. Nyaya-sudhii,

on 2.

0.1360. Narayana; 12. A/aniwanJari ; and 13. .lAii/Z/Wfr/yi/yi/, pole-

mical works : summary, Krishnaswami Iyer, op. cit. ; tirierson, ERE.
viii. 232.

0. 1380. Madhava ; 14. Sari'adarsanasaiigraha^ ch. v : Cowell, 87.

0.1400. Vishnu Puri; 16. Bhatiratnavali: Te.xt and ETr., J>7)7/. vii.

18. Adhydtini Rcimdyana, in Kan. : contains a .Madhva interpola-

tion : Padmanabhachar, LTM. 133.

leth 0. Vyasa-raja-svamI ; 17. L... X,,, • • No. 10; \H. Nyayamrita,

a criticism of Sankara's Vedanta ; 19. .. ... . 'andava, a criticism of the

Nyaya.
leth o. Puraiiidara Das, Kanaka Das, Vitthala Uas, V^enkata Das,

Vijaya Diis, Krishna Das : writers of Kan. hymns : Rice, KL. 59. ETrs.

Gover, /•5.^7. i7flf.

18th c. Varaha Timmappa Das, Madhva Dfis : writers of Kan. hymns :

Rice, KL. 59. ETrs. tiover, F.SSI.

20. Harikuthdmritasara : popular Kan. book on doctrine.

I8th c. Chidananda ; 21. Hari-bhakti-rasdyana : Kan. work on devo-

tion : Rice, KL. 6(5.

4. EARLY RADHA LITERATURE.

1. Gopdlatdpanlya and Krishna Upanishads, above, p. 364, Nos. 106,

107.

2. Gopdlasahasrandina : the thousand names of Krishna. lOM.
No. 2536.

3. Ndrada Pahchardtra : an old Vaishnava Saihhita, seemingly used

and interpolated by Vishnusvamlsand Vallabhacharyas; Schrader, 11'AS.
No. 71, p. 8 ; Bhandarkar, VS. 40, 86.

5. VISH.XUSVAMI LITERATURE.

13th o. VishnusvamI ; 1. Gitd-bhdshya ; 2. Veddnta-sfUrn-bhdshya
;

3. Bhdgi Jata-bhdshya ; 4. Vishnu-rahasya ; 5. Tatlvatraya.

0.1300. ix\\iM\ta.m\ira.-, Q. Sdkdru-sidd/ii: Madhava, .SX".!)'.: Cowell,

141 ; 142.

c. 1400. Bilvamangala or Lilasuka ; 7. Krtshnakantdmrita.
Varadaraja; ^. Bkdgiivatu-highu-Ukd : MS. in Library of Sanskrit

College, Benares.

^SM^^Wx'^m.^--"^ii-\^ ^r^Sii
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6. NlMltAKKA LITKKATURE.

Gen. Intro. : Bhandarkar, VS. 62 ; Growse, Mai/iurd, 147, 148, 189,
194, 200; Wilson, Secis, 150. All books in Sansk. unless otherwise
described.

1. Gau/,imfya S. : early work used by Nimbarkas for ritual:
Schrader, /PAS. 7 ; /O.U. iv. 865.
13th o. Nimbarka; 2. VedHntii-panjata-saumbha, a vritti on the

Veddnta-siHras
; 3. Dasaslokl, or Veddnta-ratna, or Sidd^anta-ratna :

Hall, 114. ETr. Bhandarkar, F.V. 63.
13th o. Srlnivasa;4. rtv/rt«/rt-A'(«/«/«Mrt, a bhashya on the Veddnta-

sutras.

Purushottama
; 6. Veddnta-ratna-manjushd, on ^i Hall, 114.

Devacharya ; 6. Siddhanta-jdhnavi.
Sundara Bhaffa ; 7. Draitddvaita-siddhdnia-setuka, on 6.

Early 18th. Kesava Kashmiri ; 8. I 'eddnta-kaustubha-prathd, on 4

;

9. Gttd-taitva-prakdsihl: Hall, 118 ; 10. Kraiiiadipikd, selections from
No. I.

Early 16th. Harivyasa Deva ; 11. Dasaslokt-bhdshya, on 3 : Hall, 115.
Early 16th. Harivyasa Deva and Sri Bhatt ; 12. Pada, Hindi hymns

for saAklrtan.

13. Krishna-janma-khatida of Hrahma-vaivarta P.

7. CHAITANYA LITERATURE.

Oen. Intro.: Wilson, Sects, 152; Sen, HBLL.; CC; VLMB.;
Sarkar, CPT. ; Bhandarkar, VS. 82. For the temples in Brindaban, see
Growse, M., and Sen, VLMB. 51. Estimates of the movement, Kennedy,
Young Men of India, July, 1918; Underwood, Calcutta Review, 1919,
p. 37. Lit. in Bengali, unless otherwise described.
1509-11. Govinda Das ; 1. Kadchd, \. e. note-book, of very dubious

authenticity: Sen, CC. 232; lihagavata Kumara Gosvami ^astrl, art.,
' Vaishnava Dharma o Sri-Chaitanya ^'uga,' in Sdhitya Samhitd, 1309
(i.e. A.D. 1903).

1514. Murari Gupta ; 2. Kadcha (Sansk.) : Sen, CC. 109.
o. 1518. Sarvabhauma ; 3. Gattrdngdshtaka (Sansk.) : Sen, CC. 88.
Early leth. Narahari Sarkar ; 4. Hymns : Sen, CC. 100.
Early 16th. Variisivadana ; 5. Hymns: Sen, CC. 104.
c. 1540. Vasudeva Ghosh ; 6. Hymns: Sen, tV. 107.
d. 1591. Rupa (works in Sansk.) : Sen, VLMB. 26 ; 7. Vidagdha-md-

dhava; B. L.alita-mddkava; iLnd9.L)d»ake/i-kaumudi, dramas; 10. Pad-
vid'i'dtt

; and 11. Sta-,'amd/d, hymns ; 12. Ganadifesadipikd : Chaitanya's
companions are gopis incarnate ; 13. Bhaktiratndmrifasindhit

; and 14,
Ujivalamlamani, on bhakti and love ; 16. Mathtird-uidhdtmya of the
Varaha P.: Growse, M. 78, 89, 142, 198; Sen, VLMB. 36.
d. 1591. Sanatana (works in Sansk.) : Sen, VLMB. 36, 58 ; 16. tlari-

bhaktivildsa, a ritual code ; 17. Vaishnavafoshinl, comm. on Bhdgavata P.
d. 1572. Murari Gupta ; 18. Chaiianyacharita (Sansk.) : Sen, VLMB.

70,73
d. 1572. Kavikarnapura; 19. Chaitanyachandtodaya (Sansk. drama)

:

Sen, VL.)//!. 71.
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0.1670. Vrindavana Das; 20. C/tii//,inyiii/it\ifii7;i/,i, \.ii. i 573, .Sen,

I'LMli. 74; IIIiLL. ilb^\ 21. Ni/yiUi,iii(/ii-Tiuhi,t'i'istut(i, Sen, V'LMIK
164.

o. 1676. Lochana Das ; 22. ChaHunyitsnahi^al, Sen. I'J.Mli. 80.

o. 1676. Jayananda; 23. CJiiiitcinyainiu'ii;,i/\ .Sen, I'LMJl. 80; If/ILL.

471.
1681. Krishna D.is Kaviraj ; 24. Chaitanyiichnriliimritti, Sen, HBLI..

477 ; I'LM'n. 58. ETi. of middle seclion, Sarkar, t/'y'.

PI. 1680-1010. Jiva (works in Sansk.) ; 25. Sii(Siina'ii>l'/i,i, Theology ;

26. Krishmtchanad'ipikii, Ritual ; 27. Kiatiuuandiirbha, comm. on
lihagavata /'. ; 28. Comin. on Urahmn S. ; and many other works :

Sen, VLMli. 40.

PI. 1610 40. Govinda Das, Jnan;. Das, Halarama Das, and other

hymn-writers: Sen, 17..UB. lUz ; 197.

c. 1626. Nityananda Das; 29. Prenuiiuliisa, history of sect in verse:

Sen, VLMli. 169.

1704. Visvan.atha Chakravarti ; 30. Comm. on llhci^avala /'. : .Sen,

VLMB. 177.

Early 18tb. Narahari Chakrav.irt ; 31. Blhikti>\itm\kar,\,\\\i\. y of

sect: Sen, VLMB. 177.

Early 18th. Vaishnava Das ; 32. Padakalpaturii, anthology of the

hymns : Sen, IIBLL. 563.

Early 18tli. Baladeva ; 33. Govinda-hMshya (Sansk.), on Vedtinta-

siUras: ETr. S. C. Vasu, SB/f. v.

8. VALLA15HACHARYA LlTER.VfURE.

Qen. Intro. : Wilson, A'tvA, 119; Bhand.arkar, /'.S'. 76; History of the

Sect 0/ Maharajas, or VaUabluicharyiu,in Western Iiidi.i, London, 1865 ;

Growse, M. 2S3 ; 295; Hall, 145-6. Tor \allabha lit. in liraj, see

Growse, M. 295; Grierson, /,//., pp. 2off. Lit. in Sansk., unless other-

wise described.

1479-1631. Vallabha ; 1. Brahnui-sutfa-anubhashya, on the Veddtita-

sUtras ; 2. Tattva-dipa-iiibandha, a nianual 01 his system ; 3. Prakasa,

comm. on 2, by Vallabha, with 4. Avurana-bhahgavyakhya, a super-

comm. on 3, by Pitambara. Nos. 2, 3, and' 4 together form the Vidya-

vaijayantt ; 5. Srt-subodhinl, on the Bhagavata P. ; 6. Gdyatrl-bhashya ;

7. Jaimimya-sutru-bhAshya : Hull, 208 ; 8. Siddhanta Rahasya : Text

and ETr. Growse, M. 285 ; 9. Krishna-prcnia-amrtta, with gloss by

Vitthalnath.

c. 1640. Vitthalnath ; 10. Ratna-vivaram ; Growse, M. 295 ;
Grier-

son, LH. 20.

c. 1550. Krishna Das; 11. Preiii-ras-ras (Brajl : Grierson, /./A 21.

1651. Gokulnath; 12. Chaurast Barta (IJra.i;: Lyall, EB. xiii. 487;
Wilson, Sects, 132; Growse, M. 296.

Late 16th. Sur Das: Grierson, /.// 21 ;
Prasad, SBS. ii. 55 ; MBV.

i. 269. 13. Sur Siigiir. Trs in Braj from Bhagavata P. ; 14. Siirsara-

'•alt, an anthology from the Sur Sagar.

c. 1600. Giridharaji ; 16. Suddhadvaita-tiulrtanda.

Balakrishna Bhatta ; 16. Prameyaratmrmii'a.

o. 1743. Braj Basi Das ; 17. Braj Bilas, lirij poem on Radh-1

:

Grierson, LIf. 97; Growse, M. 75 n.
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1767-1882. Dayaram; 18. Many works in liraj.Ciujarati, &c.: Jliaveri,
MGl.. 2l6.

o. KADHA-VALLAUHI LITKKATURE.

Oen. Intro.: Growse, M. K.g; (Jrierson, LH. 28; ERE. x. 559. Lit.
in Hindi, unless otherwise described.

o. 1580. Hari Vaiiiia ; 1. Kadha-sudhfi-nidhi (Sansk.) : Text and KTr.
of 26 stanzas, Growse, M. 204; 2. Chatmisl l\uia: or //// ChauriUt
DMni: Text and ETr. of 12 stanzas, Growse, M. 208 ; 3. Sphiif Pada,
hymns.
Early 17th. Dhruva Das ; 4. Jtv-d,isii, and many other works:

Growse, M. 216.

Damodar Das ; 6. Sti'ak-btint, and other works, Growse, M. 100,
216; Wilson, .SV<.7j, 177.

10. HAKI DAS! LITERATURE.

Oen. Intro. : Growse, M, 21J ; Grierson, LH. 59. Lit. in Hindi.
0.1600. Hari Das. Life and Selections, Prasad, .VJ-V. ii. 67; \. Siul/ui-

ran Siddhant: Text and ETr. Growse, M. 223 ff. ; 2. Kas ke pada, hymns;
3. liharathart-vairdgya.

^ o. 1680. Hiharini Das ; 4. Pada, hymns ; one hymn in Text and ETr.
Growse, M. 222. There were several other writers.

II. SVAMI NARAYANI LITERATURE.

CJen. Intro: Monier Williams, i?//: 148: Russell and Hira Lai, i. 326ff.
The SvAmlNarayant Sect, Education Society's Press, Bombay, 1887.
Early 19th. Svami Narayana ; 1. Siksha-piUri : a Sanskrit code of

212 precepts, accompanied by a long commentary: Monier Williams,
BH. 148.

Much Ciujarati verse by Premanand, Brahmanand, Muktfinand, Niskul-
anand, and other ascetics: Jhaveri, MGL. 181 ; 199 ff.

12. RADHA-KRISHNA POETRY, LITERARY AND
UNSECTARIAN.

Late 12th. Jayadeva; 1. Gitagovhuia (Sansk.) : Macdonell, 344. ETr.
Arnold, London, 1881 ; GTr. Riickert, Leipzig; FTr. Gourtillier, Paris,
1904 ; 2. Radha-Krishna songs in Bengali attributed to him : Sen, HBLL.

o. 1400. Chandi Das; 3. Songs in Bengali : Sen, HBLL. 115. ETr.
of two songs, Heames, lA. 1873, 187.
15th o. Vidyapati; 4. Songs in Maithill : Sen, HBLL. 135 ff. Text

and ETr. Grierson, Introduction to the Maithili Language, Calcutta,
1882 ; LH. 9. ETr. of over 100 songs from the Hengfili text, Coomara-
swamy, Vidyapati, Bahgiya Padabali, London, 1915.
15th c. Umapati; 6. Songs in Bengali and in Maithili: Sen, VLMB.

i-f here the text of three of the songs is given. Grierson, /,//. 11.

' IV Jen identifies this Umapati with the San-ikrit poet Umapati Dhara referred
to by Jayadeva at the beginning of the Gitagoz'inda, but the evidence tends to the
conclusion that the author of the Bengali poems was a contemporary ot Vidyapati.
See Miira Randhv Vincde, i. 2^0.
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Iiat« Ifith. Narsingh Mehtfi ; 6. Songs in (•iijaratiund Hindi : Jhuveri,

MGL. 35 ff. ; text of two Hindi songs in Prasad, SUS. ii. 78 (date

erroneous).

Lata 16th. Mira liai ; 7. Songs in liraj and Gujarat! : afru It r.ij songs
in Prasad, SliS. ii. 68. One Uraj song in ETr., Macauliffe, vi. 342.
GujarStI songs: see Jhaveri, MGL, 39. Date cnoneous in ail three

works. Sec also J/Z? r. f. 297.

16th and 17th. Numerous Maithili poets. Sen, VI.MIi. 7.

1650. Ttih.'iri Lai Chaube ; 8. Sut Sat : 700 couplets in Hindi in praise

of Krishna: Grierson, /.//. 75.

9. Malayalim songs : Govtr, FSSI, 248; 255.

C. Paficharatra Literature.

I. GENERAL.

1. Pancharatra sections in MBll. : see above, § 105.

2, Vishnu and other Puranas.
8. MiihA, Nixri^yana, Atmabodhn, and Subixla Upanishads, Nos. 44, 45,

46, and 55, p. 364, above.

4. TheSariihitas: Schrader, //V/5 ; Govindacharya,yAV/.s. 19 1 1,935;
Iyengar, Outlines, 174.

2. SRI-VAISHNAVA LITERATURE.

Lit. in Sanskrit, unless otherwise described.

7th to 9th. The Ajvars ; 1. Hymns m Tamil : Govindacharya, The
Holy Lives ofthe Azhvars, Mysore (uncritical but useful) ; K. Aiyangar,
AL chs. vii, xv, xviii, xix ; S. Aiyangar, TS. chs. viii, xi ; Harnett,

BMCTli, vi. Nammajvar's works are held to represent the V'edas (K.

Aiyangar, AI. 398), thus :

a. Tiruviruttam : R ik.
|

b. Tiruvoymoli: SSman.
Dravida Veda.

c. Ttruvasiriyam ; Vajus.

d. Periyatiruvandiidi : Atharvan.

)

0. 1000. Nathamuni : Govindacharya, R. ch. i ; Rajagopalachariar,

VRI, i-i I ; 26 ; 2. Nalayira Prabandhum, the hymns of the Ajvars (Tarn.)

edited for study and singing; 3. Nydya-ltittva; 4. Yoga-rahasya: Hall, 17.

c. 1060. Yamuna, or Ajavandar : Govindach.irya, A', ch. iii ;. Raja-

gopalachariar, VRL 26-49 ; 5- Siddhi-tniya ; Text, Benares ; 6. Agama-
pramanya : Text, Benares ; 7. Gttiirthii-saii>;raha ; 8. Alamandara stotra ;

9. Riitnastotra : a few verses in ETr. Harnett, HL 42.

o. 1080. Yadava Prakasa or Govinda-jiya (Ramanuja's farmer guru)

;

10. Yati-dharma-samuchchhavd, a work on Sri-Vaishnava sannyasis : see

Govindacharya, R. 74.
0.1050-1137. Ramanuja: Keith, ^-A'A". X. 572. Life : Tamil life by

Pinbalagta-Perumal-Jlya : ETr. Govindachfirya, Madras, 1906; brief

life, Rajagopalachariar, I 'RL 50-77 ; a life called Achdryaparicharya,

Rama Mi^ra .Sastrl, Benares. System: Thibaut, SEE. xxxiv. Intro.;

Sukhtankar, TVR.\ Bhandarkar, VS. 50 ff.; 11. Veddriha-sahgraha'.

Hall, 116; 12. ^rZ-MrtJ-A/rt, on the Veddnta-sutras : ETr. Thibaut, SBE.
xlviii ; ETr. Rangacharya and Aiyangar, Madras, 1899 ; 13. Giid-

bhdskya: ETr. Govindacharya, Madnts, 1898; 14. Veddntn-sdra : see

m^m W mm m
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Thibaat, SBE, XXXIV. xvi. Two other works, Vid,lMt,t-,iipa .ind
V>;(iliila-tiiltva-silra, are attribuied to him, but are of doubtful authen-
ticity : SukhtaAkar, op. cit., 3.

16. lihtigaviui-vishayam, anonymous Tam.comm.on Namma|var'8
rtruvoymoli: Partial ETr., A.Govindachary 1, Divhu Whiioiti ofDrAvida
'itiiHls, Madras, 1902.
13th o. Pinba)agla-Perumal-Jtya

; 16. Tamil life of K.lmanuja: ETr.
A. Govindacharya, Madras, 1906.
Bnd 13th. Pi|)ai Lokach.irya ; 17. Arth,i-p,thihak,i (Tarn.): KTr.

A. Govindilcharya,yAV/5., 1910, 565; 18. laUva-traya (Tarn. I: KTr.
ParthasSrathi Yogi; \9. Sn-v,tih,iii,fhhi}shattaK'\i\m.): KTr. I'arthasfi-
rathi Yogi.

0. 13«0. Sudar^ana Uhajfa ; 20. Suk:!/',iks/itya, coiniu. on lihdt^avat.i
P., Raiagopalachariar, I'KI. 99 f.

0. 1380. Madhava
; 31. Siin'adarsanasanqtaha, ch. iv. C.owell, ^4.

o. 1380. V'edanta Ue^ika, or Vehkaja-natha : Kajagopalar' ariar, I /:/.
9 Iff.; Rai\giicMTi,/iraAfmtVii'/t», Oct.-Nov. 1912, 597; Govindacburya,

yj^^-J7l; 22. Satadushani : igainst Jiankara's Vedania ; !»a. Nyilyi-
siddhAnj.ina : Vilishtadvaita philosophy ; 24. Sesvitra-tntuMUsil :. on the
Mimariisa

; 26. Kahasya-traya-sdra : a manual of the system in Tamil

;

26. Sankalfi,i-suryo<iuya, an allegorical drama : Text and ETr. by
K. Narayanachirya, Madras, 1917; 27. /'imchiiiiUiaraJisha, on the
Vaishnava Sariihitas : Schrad«,r, JPAS. 4, 18.

Early 18th. Ramya-iamatri-muni : Kajagopalachariar, /'AY. 132 flf.;

Gop.ilasvami Iyengar, Jirahtnavadin, Oct.-Nov. 1912, 610; (;ovinda-
charya,KJ/i9.i7i ; J»8. Tattvu-nhupana; 29. Upadt'saratniv<ahi{lAm.).

o. leOO. Appaya-dlkshita ; many comms. : Govind.icharya, YMD.,
Preface.

o. 1600. Chanda maruta .Mahacharya
; 30. Chanda-maruta, a comm.

on No. 22 : Govindacharya, YMD. iv ; 172.
0. 1660. ^rinivasa ; 31. Yatindra-mata-dlpika : Intro, and IITr.

Govindachilrya, "tadras, 1912 ; Schrader, JPAS. 176.

3. MANBHAU LITERATURE.

Oen. Intro.: Bombay Gazetteer, xviii. 181 ; xix. 120; Crooke, ERE.
ij. 504; Monograph 131, Bombay Ethnographic Survey \ Chandorkar and
Rajwade in Proceedings of Bharata Itihasika Samsodhaka .\Tandala, 1915,
1916 ; Yadavagiri Mahatniya of the Narada Purana.

1. Dattitreya U.: Xo. H2, p. 364.
2. DattiUreya S. : Schrader, /PAS. 7.

3. Manbhau books in MarathT : /J/a Sathvad, Ltla Charit, Stitra-
path, Darsan Prakas, Chakrotihar Charit, Chahi^dcv Charitra, ruthavall.

4. Kaivcuiya Dlpika (Sansk.).

4. LITERATURE OF NARASIMHA SECT.

Gen. Intro. : Deussen, SUV. 752 ; Krishna Sastri, SlI. 24.
1. Nrisimha-purva-tapanlya U. ; and 2. Nrisimha-uttara-tapaniya U.

Intro, and (;Tr. Deussen, SUV. 752. Cf. also Weber, MIL. 167; Schrader,
IPAS. 143.

3. Nrisimha Upapurana : /.Iberuni, Saohau,'i. 130. Tel. Tr., A. D. 1300.
4. Nrisitkha Samhttai Schrader, IPAS. S, ig.

'
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5. RAMAITi: LlTERATURi:.
A. Eari.v SASSKkrr Works.
1. A'ltmiiyiinn, vi. 1 19.

2. Siirnks/iipa A'llinilyaffii : 100 ilokas from the first book of the Kilwil-

Yiina, for children.

3. RtXina-pnnui-tiipanlyit U.\ f«ncl 4. /u}miuutt<irii-l,\p,inlyii U. Intro,

and (iTr. Deussen, SUl', 802. Cf. also Weber, ////. 168; Schnidcr,
IPAS. 121.

6. Af^astyi-Sutlishmt-sitmiihia : St hrader, IPAS. 6 ; referred to in

Aiihyatina-liilmi^viin.i, III. ii. 26; IV. iv. 30-t ; VI. v. 9.

11th o. Damodaramiira ; 6. J/itHumiln Ml/itlii, a drama, KTr. Wilson,
7//. ii. 363.

0. 1300. 7. AiihyiUina Ki\m,}y,ma : F-Tr. L.'da Ilaij Nfith, SIUI. 1913.

8. Aiibhutii Riltiu\yan,i : Te *, Srfveiika;eivara Press, Hombay.
9. lihusundi RAnu\ya>{a: Grierson,/A'/f.S. 1912, 797.

15. Early Hindi Hymns.
Early 18th. .Sadana ; 1. Hymns : Pras.'id, .S7/.V. ii. 36. ETr.

Macauliffe, vi. 84.

Early 16th. Meni ; 2. Hymns: F.Tr. Macauliflfe, vi. 88.

0.1426. Namdeva : see above, under Maratha IShaktas ; 3. Hymns:
Prasad, SliS. ii. 28 ; ETr. Macauliffe, vi. 17 ; 40.

(*. 1426. Trilochana; 4. Hymns: ETr. Macauiiffe, vi. 76; 78.

C. The RAmAnandis.
0.1400-70. Ramananda: art./A'.-.'.V., Jan. 1920; 1. Hymns; Wilson,

.SVi/f, 46 ; Clrierson, LH. 7 ; A'AVt. x. 569. ETr. Macauliffe, vi. 105.

Bom 1426. Pipa ; 2. Hymns : Prasad, SBS. ii. 28. ETr. Macauliffe,

VI. HI.
Late 16th. Kai Das ; 3. Hymns : Prasad, .STi'.V. i. 35 ; ii. 32 ; Bhan-

darkar, VS. 74 ; Grierson, A'A'A. x. 560. ETr. Macauliffe, vi. 316.

Late 16th. Sena; 4. Hymns: Hhandarkar, IVV. 74. ETr. .Macauliffe,

vi. 120.

1632-1623. Tulsi Dfis : Grierson, /,//. 42; JPAS. 1903, 447 ff.

Theolotjy, Thibaut, SHE. xxxiv, p. cxxvii ; Carpenter, Theology of Tuhl
Dds, Madras, 1918; 6. Rama-charit-nMnas : (Irierson, jRAS. 1912,

794; I9'3> 133; '914' 416. ETr. Growse, Allahabad, 1897; 6. HUil-

fin/l: the story of Ram in songs: JRA.'<. 1903, 452; 7. R'aiittdbali

:

the story of Kam in songs : JRAS. 1903, 453 ; 8. Binay Patirika :

hymns to V.Am. JRAS. 1903 454. Other works: Grierson, /.//. 45 f.

Selections: Prasad, Sl>S. i. 71 ; .^39; ii. 79. ETr. of extracts: Hhan-
darkar, V 'S. 75 f.

0. 1600. Nabhajl, 9. P>hakt,i-maUi : Cnersox), JRAS. 1909,607 ; 1910,

87 ; 269.
1574-1682.' Maluk Das ; 10. Poems : Growse, .1/. 230 ; Prasad, S/IS.

i. 99; ii. 102 ; Wilson, St\/s, 100: Grierson, ERE. viii. 374.

1712. Priya Das. 11. Gloss on Bliakta Matci : tirierson, LH. 86
;

MB I', i. 390 ; ii. 607.

12. /^^aj/y^i .s., including Kamanand.Vs lifo: text and Hindi Tr.,

Rama Narayana Das, 1904 : Bhandarkar, VS. 67 n. 2 : this is the Agastya-
Stitiks/ina-samvada, Xo. 5, above.

'• Thcit lUuei come from hi» living descendants : Pra«d, Sii.S. \. yy.

' i^^^%maiM9iysBHC&b«
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I). Reformed Literature.

A. KahIk and thk KabIhpanth.
U40 1618. Kablr; 1. Poems : \Ve»t(Ott, K<thh '. llurn, EKE. vii.

6«; Shah, inj,ik of Kiibh, llainirpur, U. P., 1917 ; Wilson, StcU, 68.

His mysticism : Evelyn Underhill in TiiKore, One llundrtd Potms of
Knbir, London, 1913. KTr. of liljixk. Shah, op. fit. F.Trs, of selections

:

Tagorc, op. cit. ; Wilson, op. cit. 79 ; Westcntt, op. cit. ; llhandarkar,

r.S. 70 : MacauliflTe, vi. 122.

2. C,u(ki\, the Prayer IJook of the K.ibirpanth : i'owlett, Utwur,
60 9, including fragments in KTr.

3. PuHo Cifiuith, the Service Hook of the Kablrpanth : W'estcott,

128.

Dhani Oharm D.ls ; 4 '.'..tins: Prasad..S7/.V. ii. 37 ; Shah, IU/nk,l7
;

.l/^r. i. 256; 3<6.

1729. 8. Sukh Nidhan: an.ilysis, Westrott, 141.

6. Amar AfiU: analysis, Westcott, 148.

B. The Sikhs.
Oen. Intro.: Macauliffe ; Trumpp, Adi Granlh, London, 1870;

Dorothy Field, J'/ie Rilii^ion of the Sikhs, London, 1914.

1468- 1838. N5nak
;

' 1. Hymns ; 2. Xinikilrn mmiUksil ; 3. Adhhula
OUih

d. 1674. Amar D.ls ; 4. Hymns.
d. 1681. Riim Das ; 6. Hymns. _

6 I !08. .\rj lii ; 6. Hymns: 7. Adi I'lratith: ETr. MacaulifTc
;
partial

F.Tr. rrumpp ; a few pieces in ETr. Dorothy FidH.
Late 16th. Cur I).as; 8. lihai Gur /),U ki W,\r : partial ETr.

Macauliffe, IV. 241.

d. 1708. Gobind SIAgh ; 9. Granlh of the Tenth Guru ; 10. Patij-

granthi, the Prayer Hook.

C. The DadOj'anth
Qen. Intro. : Traill, ERE. iv. 385.

1644-1603. DiidQ; 1. Biini : Prasad, .s7?.V. i. 235 ; ii. 90. ETr. of

two chapters, Siddons,y//.S7''. vi. 484; reproduced, Wilson, Sects, 106.

PL 1600. Rajjab Das ; 2. lUinl.

1698-1689. Sundar Das ; 3. Inin'i ; 4. Gydn-Siuittidra ; 6. Sundur
I'i/ds. Selections: Purohita Harin.lrayana, Sundnrsar, lienares, 1918;
Prasad, SliS. i. 106 ; ii. 107.

Nischal Diis; 8. I'tLharnsaifurn : Text, liombay, I900 ; 7. I'r/tfi

Prabhiiktirn.

c. 1740. Giridhar Kabraya ; 8. Kioidiliya.

D. Lal Dasis.
Oen. Intro. : Powlett, Ulwur, 53, including a few pieces in ETr.

E. Satnamis.
Qen. Intro. : Sarkar, Mod. Rei: 1916, 383 ; Wilson, Setts, 356 ; Bha|{-

acharya, //C.V. 491 ; Russell and Hira Lal, 307.

o. 1760. Jagjivan Das ; 1. Gyan Prakiis ; 2. Mahapralay ; 3. Pratham
Granth: Prasad, .S7?.S'. i. 117; ii. 130: Grierson, /.//. 87.

0.1770. Dulan Das; 4. Poems: Prasad, 5A'5. i. 133; ii. 157.
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K. ClIAKAN I)\«i|s.

Oen. Intro. : (.riersnn, f-lRi:. iii. 365.
1703 82. Charan DSs; 1. Work*: C.ricrion, /^A'A'. iii. 368; Prasad,

.S'A.s. i. 142, 247 ; ii. 17^; Wilson, Snfs, 178.

0.1760. S,ihajo H.ii ; 2. Poems: I'ras.ld, .VA'.v. i. 154; ii. kji.
o. 1780. Day.i l!Ai ; 3. I'i)cms : FrasAd, .s//.s. i. 167; ii. 194.

\x. daiva Literature.

A. General Saiva Literature.

I. Sanskrit: iskd KVKRvwiiEkH,
1. S,iiarn(irh'ii, a hymn in the lUiul Viijunvi/ii, liiittir\y,i S., IV. v;

Keith, VS. ii. 353; also ll^Ai/e Yajus, xvi : (iriftith, 140, Recited in

.Saiva temples every morning.

2. Syeti\iv,ilarii U. : No. 8, p. 364, alwve.

3. .Saiva sections in Af/tR., cspcciully Sivusuhosriimlwit. See f 109.

4. Saiva Upanishads: sec § II3.

5 Saiva Puranic documents : see §§ 159 ; 206 ; 226.

6. yiiihimnaUixva : Text and ETr. Arthur Avalon, Calcutta, 1917.

7. Sivamimiiiliihan, a poem for children.

II. VERNACtt.AR, AND THKKLKOKE I.OCAL. Ill T NOT SECTARIAN.

a. Tamil:
6th or 6th. Nakkir.i Deva ; 1. Tirumuruhnttuppiuiiu: liMrntlt.

BMCTli. iii ; Frascr, KKE. v. 23.

16th o. Aruna-giri ; 2. Tiru-piihal.

16th o. V'aratuAga i'5ndya ; 3. /.iin;,! PurAnn
16th o. Ativirarilma I'andya ; 4. A ihma lUirCinii.

17th o. Paraiijoti; 6. Tirii-Vilaiv-iuittr-punlniun: Pope, TV., pp. xvii,

xxxvii ; H\fCTl>. vi.

Mid 17th. Siva-guna-yogi ; 8. \ 'ivi'kii-chinlamimi, a Saiva cyclo-
paedia.

17th 0. .Siva Frakasa Svanii : 7. Tamil Tr. of Pi,Mh = //«-,; = llliX

(No. 16, p. 387, below) : Rice, A7.. 49; 8. Tam. Tr. of Suidhtlntu = jV-

kh'iniani. No. 6, p. 387, below.
17th c. ,Kum.HraguruparasvamT ; 0. Religious poems.
1786. -Siva-jfiana-yogi ; \0. Ki'tnihl-purilna.

b. Telugu

:

o. 1400. Vemana : Life, I 'c/niinir, Ramakrishna Kau, Madras.
\. Piidyamulii, Verses: ETr. lirown, The / Vrj^j c/ Ffwi/;;*/, republished,
Madras, 191 1 ; Partial ETr. Cover, FSSI. 269 flf. ETr. of a few verses,

Harnett, ///. 109.

o. 1420. Srinath a .

' others: 2. portions oi Skanda P.

c. 1600. R.ajalin. < 3. Karma P.

o. 1550. Haribhaura ; 4. Matsyn /'.

c. Bengali

:

Not a large literature : Sen, HULL. 235 ff.

0.1750. Ramesvara; \. SivayiUM: Sen, //i^/./.. 24'

.
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d. Gujarati

:

Mid 18th. Sivanand; 1. Lyrics: Jhaveri, MGL. i6i.

e. Malayalim:

17th c. 1. Shut /'. ; and 2. Bmhvuinda P.
f. Marathi

:

13th o. Jnfinadeva ; 1. AinritiinubJutva.

Mukundaraj ; 2. Muhisthamhha.

g. Kanarese

:

17th c. Sahajananda
; \. Bhaktirasayana: Rice, A'/.. 6o n. i.

B. Literature of Pasupata Saivas.

I. LAKULISA-PAsUI'ATAS.
Gen. Intro.: R. D. Bhandarkar, y/,7j'/?/4.V. 1908, 151; ARAD.

1906-7, 179; Bhandarkar, VS. 116 ff.

1. Vayti P., chs. xi, xiv, xv, xxiii ; Lthga P., ch. vii ; Kurma P., pt. i,

ch. liii ; Siva P., Vayavlya .S., pt. ii, chs. ix-x.

2. Early philosophical texts, sfitras, bhashyas, k.arikas, now lost :

Madhava, SDS. vi : Cowell, 103; Bhandarkar, VS. 120-1.
c. 1380. Madhava ; 3. Ldliiltsu-Piuufiiita, SDS. vi : Cowell, 103.

2. KAPALIKAS.
Intro.: Bhandarkar, VS. 118, 127.

3. GORAK.SHAXATHlS.
Oen. Intro.: Wilson, Sects, 213; (irierson, ERE. vi. 328; Garbe,

.SK 42: Richard Schmidt, Fakite und Fakirtum, Berlin, 1908. Books
in Sanskrit, unless otherwise described.
0.1200. Gorakshanfitha ; 1. Hatha-yoga \ Hall, 15; 2. Goraksha-

mtnka: Hall, 18; ^. Jnaiuimriti : Hall, 15; 4. Goraksha-kalpa: Wilson,
.SVt/f, 216; 5. Cnrakshii-suhiisranama: Wilson, ib. ; 6. Hindi works in
verse attributed to him: .MBV. I. 24 1.

Svatmiirama
; 1. Jfatha-yoga-pradifiikd, oni : Hall, 15. Text and

V.Tr.m SBH. * -r
y ,3

8. Ghemmia Samhitd : Text and ETr. in SBH. GTr. in Richard
Schmidt, op. cit.

9. Siva SatnJdla : Hall, 14 ; 17. Text and ETr., S. C. Vasu in SBH.
10. HfithiJ-Simkctd-chandrika : Hall, 17.
Madidhara; 11. Gornksha-paudhati : a Hindi Tr. of Xo. 4, with

a bh, Itya.

The following works are used by Kanphatft Yogis to-day, and some
of them are attributed to Goraksha: Visvdnanda T. ; Siddha-siddhanta-
paddhiiti (see Hall, 15); Nirahjana P.; Yogi-manjuri; Goraksha-
kanmudl ; Goraksha-gitd ; Goraksha-panchaya.

C. Literature of Agamic Saivas.

I. GENERAL.
, The .Saiva Agamas : See Ramana Sastrl's ETr. of Appaya Dikshita's

Sivarkamnnidipika, No. 7, p. 385 ; Chatterji, KS. 7 ; Schomerus, JT^. 7-23
(chronc-.ogy erroneous).

__ ETr. of parts of the Mrigendra A. (the first

section uf the Kamtka A.) in the Siddhanla Dipikd, iv ff.

.~^i^3t- ''irt^fttifcisC*:'
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2. SANSKRIT SCHOOL OF SAIVA SIDDHANTA.

3«5

All books in Sanskrit.

SDS v''

^^"^'^ wi'ers, otherwise unknown, mentioned by Madhava,

"•
,^^««

^''"'^''^a
> ?• ^"'^"' li'irsana, SDS. vii : ETr. Coweil, 1 12.

P»Hi.tFTr
'^."'^^?fha Sivacharya

; 3. Saiva Blulshya on VedaHta-sutras :Fartial ETr. in the Stddhanta Dipika, iff.

i}^^^% '"^^"'^^"^^^^
:

'^- Saiva-siddhdnt.i.dipika
: Hhandarkar, ^5.

Ind'riiual.'"" ' "
^'' P'^^^' '"'°^- ^- ^'""bhu-paddhati : dogmatic

e. ^•/Vv/ />., VTiyaviyaS. : Bhandarkar, VS. 127, i6o.

p/r;ii?FT vP??'',^
l>ikshita; 1. Sivarkamanidipika. a comm. on 3.Partial LTr. V. V. Kamana Sastrr. Madras.

^

0.1650. Nilakantha; 8. A>/)w,?;vi, containing a synopsis of 3.
9. Soma-Sambhtt-paddhati-vritti

: comm. on No. 5.

3. TAMIL SCHOOL OF SAIVA SIDDHANTA.

,.^°*'^°-
;,

No history exists
; but see, Frazer, ERE. v. 23 ff. ; SchomerusSS.- Nallasvami Pillai, 55.S-. the file of the Siddhanta /Wvf, wherenumerous Trs. from the Tamil may be read; and Sundaram Piliai, .Some

^llle-sto,^es tn lamd lit. The System : Hoisington's Tr. oiSiiui-prakasa,
No. i8, below, IS the best exposition in English

; the work of Schomerusm German is more recent. All books in Tamil.
7th o. Nana-sambandhar

; 1. Hymns. ETrs. Kingsbury and Phillips
7th c. Appar:Nallasv.imI Piliai, .W«/ ^/;>rtr, Madras, 1910.

2. Hymns: L Trs. Kingsbury and Phillips. '
v

•

8thor9th. Sundara-murti
; 3. Hymns. ETrs. Kingsbury and Philliostor the chronology of THE THREE, set BMCTB. v; art., in T,w,dm

Antiquary, 1909 ; Frazer, ERE. v. 23.
**•

n«^" ,T'''"'i","'*''
'• * Tiruinantram

: ETrs. Siddhanta DUika, i ff

r-
**• »00- ^.'Sn'kka Vachaka. Date : BMCTB. v ; S. Aiyangar,V.S. 401 •

Frazer, £>?/r. y. 23 ; 5. Tiru-vachakam : Text, Intro., ETr., and Comm.",
I ope, Itruvasagam, Oxford, 1900; ETrs. Kingsbury and Phillips ; two
« -i^"

Arunachalam, STT. 7 ; ETr. of one hymn, Barnett, HJ. 8? •

6. 7trukkoratyat: ^ '

10th o. Pattinattu Pijlai ; 7. Hymns: Frazer, ERE. v. 23: BAfC'/B vi
c. 1000. Nambiy-andar-nambi : S. Aiyangar, TS. 220: 8. Tondar-

tiruvantadt and other poems.
Early 12th. Sekkirar ; Q. Periya Puranam: Frazer, ERE. v zx-

Pope, TV. xciv ; BMCTB. vi.
" ^

'

12th c. Kaiichi Appar; 10. Kand,i Puranam, Tr. of the Skanda Purana
r,.rr, °: Uyyavandan

; 11. Tiruvuntiyar : 45 triplets. ETr. Siddha'nta
Vipika, XIV.

12th o. Uyyavandan
; 12. Tirukkalirruppadiyar : 100 quatrains.

c. 1223. Meykanda; Y^.Siva-jnana-'hodha: I2sutras: ETr. Barnett
///. 77- ETr. Nallasvami Piliai, SJB.

T--?'^?^n'
A'l'lnandi Sivachurya

; lA. Siva-jmlna-siddhi, on No MEIr Nallasvami PiHai, Madras, 1913; partial GTr. in Schomerus, 5.9.-

/v'/a"^'''-''''-^''''""
^"'•''"'y ^" ^''"")= 20 stanzas. ETr. .Siddhanta

Vtptka, xiii.

C C

11
vmm
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o. 1260. Manavachakam Kadandan; 16. Unmai-vilakka, the Light of

Reality : 54 quatrains : ETr. Nallasvami PiHai, 55A'. 5.

0.1280. Marai jnana-sambandha; VI. Saiva-samaya-neri. ETr.
Siddhanta Dipika, vi.

0.1313. UmapatiSivacharya: Pope, 7"F.xc.ii; 18. Stvu-pmidsu: loo

quatrains: ETr. Hoisington, //iO.S. 1854; 19. Tiru-arul-payan : 100

couplets on divine grace: ETr. Pope, TV. xxxix ff. ; 20. Vina-venba:

1 3 quatrains; "ETt. Siddhanta Dipika, \\\. 2\. Porripakrodai : 190 lines;

2tZ. Kodi-Kavi : 4 quatrains: ETt. SiddMn/a Bipt'M, \iv. 23. NencAu-
oidu-tiitu : 258 lines ; 24. Unmai-neri-viUikka : 6 quatrains ; 25. Sah-
kiilpa-nirdkarana : 20 stanzas ; 26. Koyil Purdnatn.

16th o. Kannudaiya VaHalar; 27. OUvil-otiukkami theological treatise

in verse.

Early 18tb. Tayumanavar; 28. Hymns: a few ETrs. in Siddhanta
Dipika, i ff. ; in Arunachalam, STT. 28 ; in Prabuddha Bhdrata during

1913 ; and one ETr. Bamett, HI. 85.

Died 1786. ."siva-jnana-yogi : BMCTB.\\; 29.Drdvida-mahd-l)hdshya,
on No. 13: ETr. Nallasvami Piljai, SJB.;, 30. La^hu 'Cikd on No. 13;
21. Siddhdnta-dipam: Tamil Tr. of the Saiva-siddhdnta-ifipikd, No. 4,

p. 385; 32. 7'rt//«7'(i/'/>-rt^rtj<i(i.e. Tattva-prakasa); ZZ.Tattuva Kattalei,

a summary of No. 32: ETr. by Hoisington, //i 05. 1854.

4. KASHMIR SAIVISM.
Intro. : Chatterji, A'.S'. Literature in Sanskrit.

Early 9th. Vasugupta ; 1. Siva-sHtras : KS. 8, 37.

Late 9th. Kallata ; 2. Spanda-kdrikds : A'S. 1 5, .^•'

End 9th. Somananda ; 3: Siva-drishti : KS. 17,

Early 10th. Utpalacharya ; 4. Pratyabhijhd-kdri:. a comm.

:

a summary of the teaching of 3 : A'.S'. 19, 38.

Mid 10th. Ramakantha ; 6. Spanda-vivriti, on 2 : a'_V. 16, 28, 38.

Late 10th. Utpala Vaishnava; 6. Spanda-pradiptkd, on 2 : KS. 16, 38.

o. 1000. Abhinava Gupta ; 7. Pratyabhijnd-vimarsini, on 4 ; 8. Pra-
tyabhijhd-vivriti-vimarsini, on 4 : KS. 20, 38 ; 9. Tantrdloka : deals with

Saivism in all its aspects: KS. 21 ; 10. Paramdrthasdra: a sketch of

Kashmir Saivism in 105 verses. Text and ETr. Bamett, JRAS. 1910,

707 i 1338. Based on ^\\^ Adhdra-kdrikds,^o\x\. which there 's a dis-

pute : JRAS. 1912, 257, 474; Chatterji, KS. 11, n. 3.

11th o. Bhaskara ; 11. Siva-siitra-vdrttika, on i : KS. 9, 39.

11th o. Kshemaraja ; 12. Siva-siitra-vimarsini, on i : A'^". 9, 35, 39.

ETr. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar, Allahabad, 1912 : see Bamett, //?.(4 5". 1912,

1 107; 13. Spanda-sandoha : is on the first sutra of 2, but explains the

teaching of the whole work : A'.S". 16.

11th o. Yogaraja ; 14. romm. on 10. ETr. Bamett, /i'?/^ 5. 1910, 718.

Late 12th. Jayaratha ; 15. Comm. on 9 : A'.S'. 39.

14th o. Lai Ded; 16. Kashmiri verses: Grierson,/^.r4.S'. 1918, 157.

1380. Madhava ; 17. Essay in SDS. viii : Cowell, 128.

18th o. Sivopadhyaya ; 18. Comm. on Vijndna Bhairava Tantra

:

Chatterji, A'.S'. 39.

S. ViRA SAIVISM.
Gen. Intro. : Enthoven, ERE. vii. 71 ; Bhandarkar, VS. 131; Rice,

KL. chs. iv and v. Books in Sanskrit, unless otherwise described.
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1. Vira Saiva documents in the Agumas.
o. 1200. Somanathaof Palakurki ; 2. Basava /"..Tel. ; 3. Life ofFan-

ditaradhya in mixed Sansk. and Tel. verse.

4. Vachanas, sermons in Kan. : Rice, KL. 38 ;
40. KTr. of

those attributed to Basava in MS. by Rao Sahib P. G. Halkatti, Bijapur.
o. 1360. Raghavanka ; 5. Siddharamu P., Kan. : Rice, KL. 43.
14th 0. Siva-yogi; Q. Siddhdnta-sikhdmani. Tarn. Tr., no. 8, p. 383,

above.

1369. Bhima Kavi ; 7. Basava P., Kan., based on No. 2 : Rice, KL. 44

:

abridged ETr. WmthJBBBAS. 1865-6 ; KTr. of one piece. Rice, A'L. 47.
0.1370. Mallanarya; 8. Vlrasaivdmrita., Kan.: Rice, A'Z.. 49.
o. 1386. Padmanahka ; 9. Fadntanija P., Kan. : Rice, KL. 48.

c. 1400. Singi-raja; 10. Mahd Basai'a Charitra, Kan. : Rice, KL. 49.
For Tel. Tr., see No. 17, below, and for Tarn. Tr. see No. 24, below.

c. 1400. Maritontadarya ; 11. Comm. on No. 6 ; 12. Kaivalya-sara.

15th o. Channa Vrishabhendra Svami ; 13. Vtra-Saiva-saniotkarsha-
pradlpika.

15th c. Gurudeva ; 14. Vtra-Saiva-dchara-pradipika.

16th 0. Tontad Siddhesvara ; 15. Vira-Saiva-pradlpika.
o. 1460. Chamarasa ; 16. Prabhu-lihga-ltla, Kan. : Rice, KL. 49 :

Tam. Tr., no. 7, p. 3S3, above. 17. Tel. Tr. of .No. 10.

o. 1585. Virupaksha ; 18. Channa Basava P., Kan. : Rice, KL. 49.

.Abridged ETr. Wurth, /BBRAS. 1805-6.

17th o. Channa Sadasiva Yogisvara ; 19. Siva-yoga-praiftpikd.

17th c. Siva-guna-yogi, or Nija-guna-Siva-yogi; 20. Viveka-chinld-

mani, Saiva encyclopaedia ; 21. Kan. Tr. of No. 20 : Rice, KL. 68.

1657. ShadaksharaUeva: Rice, A'Z. 62, 67 ; 22. Rdjasskhara Vi/asa,

famous Kan. literary work ; 23. Sadara-Sahkara-vi/dsa (Kan.) : Partial

ETr. Barnett, BSOSL. 1918, p. 4.

17th 0. Siva Prakasa ; 24. Tamil Tr. of No. 10.

18th o. Monappa ; 25. Vtra-ScUva-dchdra-kaustubha.

The dates of thi following works seem to be uncertain :

Sripati Panditaradhya ; 2lQ. Srlkara Bhdshya on Veddnla-sutrai.

First half published in Telugu character at Secundenibad, 1893.

Svaprabhananda Sivacharya; 27. Shiddvaita-inahjari: Siddhdiita

Dtpika, xi. 128.

Nanjanacharya ; 28. Vedasdra- Vira-Saiva-Chintdmani.
Nandikesvara ; 29. Lihga-dhdrand-chaiuirikd (Semi-Lingiiyat).

Siddhavlrana ; 30. Anddi-Vlra-Saiva-sdra-sahgraha.
Both authors arid dates of the following seem to be unknown.

31. Vira-Saiva-mata-sahgraha ;
32. Vira-Saiva-chandrikd ; 33.

Vira-Saiva-dharma-siromani ; 34. Vlra-Saiva-mata-prakdsikd.

6. THE SITTAR.S.

ETr. Cover, /vS-5/. 158.

ETrs. Cover, FSSI. 160.
o. 16th. Patirakiriyar ; 1. Hymns :

Pattinattu Pi|!ai(?); 2. Hymns;
o. 17th. 3. Siva-vdkyam: ETrs. GovtT,FSSJ. 170; Barnett, ///. 88.

17th c. Tattuva Rayar ; 4. Adahgan-tnurai.

c c a

__
SF T^ ''oairiT^io? J ..•£.M«ll'WV A. .m»i..rTr-wz W!wmwm
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X. Literature of the Sect of Brahma.
Markanpa P. xlv 27-35 J

xlvi. 14-21. ETr. Pargiter, MP.Padma P. 1 : see Wilson, Works, iii. 24.

3d. [§akta Literature.
Oen. Intro : \o histjrical intro. exists. The best intra on theteaching and the cult is AvaJon's Intro., TGL. See also his art. inV!,^

in'T-/^/"^--^"^
^*'P*-' '^'7- On the literature, see an anonymous articlein .>jii/. Ill, ij)97.

Early Documents :

3rd or 4th. L MBH. IV. vi: ^Uzvimdar,JRAS. 1906. 355 ; Jacobi

ch^'Sv^
^' "'"''"'"'"'"^ ''^- '' =

ETr. Avalon, //(;. 82 ; 4. Harivamm,

5th or eth c. 5. Chandi-wahut.-iy., in .Mark.mdey.i P. -. Vernacversions: I5engali, i6thc.; Punjabi, 17th c; Malayk.':n, 17th c ETrPargiter, //>. ; VVortham,/A>^j,-. xiii. 355.
^ ^,

i7tn c. tir.

.SV^^
''^" ^^''' ®" ^'""ff"'''"^"-- Text, ETr., &c., Quackenbos,

Tantrik Works:
Gen. Intro. : Lists of 64 Tantras in V.wmkesvara T., k'nlachuda-mam /.,^nd Agama-tattva-viUua, with an extra list of 8? in the last-mentioned work; and a list in three sections, each containing 64, inMahasiddluuara T. : Avalon, TT. I. ii ; iv. 4 ; Dutt, MT v For

"^l^ ^^n' '" ,"• ^- ^^''"'
' ^"'^ "• '•"«• '^^'^'^ Yoga, see Avalon, 77/.-

Ser/>e;ii Power, London, }gig.
* "", ^«f

7th c. 7. Kuhjikamaia T.: H. P. Sastrl, I. Ixxxvii.
%. Paramesvaramata T. : H. P. Sastrl, I. Hi, Ixxvii; II xxi

ETr^'wiS' TtrnT^'''
®" ^^''''"'-''^^^'^'"''^"' • J^apson, A'A-A'. i^ 886 :

10. Nisvasaiatiiui S.: K. P. Sastrl, I. Ixxvii. *
11. Mahakatdajnatui-vinirnaya: H. P. Sastrl II xviii
12. Rudra-yamalaT.: H P. Sastrl, Il.xxii; Wilson, 5^^, 258 n.

hymns,'L^?nt'^?ftr-
' ^^

=
'^''"' "'^''•' ^"^'>'^'^' '^"^ E'T'"- °^ '-

15. Kalajnana P.: Analysis: H. P. Sastrl, II. xx.
16. Bhutaddmara T.: on magic: H. P. Sastrl, II. xxvi.
17. Kulartiava

: Text and Intro., .Ivalon, 7"7' v

hymns %2tfT:T" ^" '^''*' '"*'"' """'y^'^' ^"^ ^^T-"^- ^^^ ''^^^^

M5rcr.^®v/^T'?"'"'1,'"''"'^'*''"''^'""'""''''''^= ^ text-book Of the Kaulajviarga: ^>yM. m, 1897.

seeR A°'<;fcf^T'*'-^v V i'''^
'" 52 Stanzas attributed to Gaudapada

:

see K. A Sastri, ^«««^rt/„>%„„-, 14; Iyengar, Outlines, 143, 17,."

don iQi^ P^r/fT-^T '^'ir'";''!-''"' ¥'• ^^^'°"' *^"^'^ '^/^^^"^. Lon-don, 1917 , Partial ETr. K. A. Sastrf, Anandalahari.

.«,«^-'*» Srffl:: 'T'/ „.<Iff^̂ ' .'"ii*>i<
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kS °;.hf
'•''???

•I*i^"^"''»;
22. Sar,iM.til„-a T. : Intro, and analysis,i^v/mg,JA OS. xxu\. I. 6s-

2-.BAavana 27. Ar„«/<,
; 28. 5>5aA//«ir« : see above, p. 364 Xos qHV

94. 96, 51, 122
;
and SaA-tak Literature, SJM. iii, 1897.

^^'

Later T,.ntras wriiten in Bengal-

See eTe. tntlll
^''" "' ''' """ ^^'^P'" 'y ^^'^''"'^•^^' "^^'' ^•

of^pf^i
^^y^^'nandaSvaml; 30. SrU../tv,u/u„(rwMm: of this work partof Patala V. s jlkdSAatcAa^ra Nircpana : ETr., Intro, and conim.,Avalon, fne Serpent Pivwer, London, 1919

^""im.,

^" iflfh ?o ^f^-""
-^-

=i'^-
^T"-- ^'"n'^°. in MacdonaM MSS.

o. xetn. 32. Visvasitra T.
33. Kini^j y.

T f ^?B*l'''""of'7/'/- • ^^- ^'^'- ^""'°' '" Macdonald MSS.Late 18th. 35. Mahanirviina T. : ETr. of pt. i, Dutt Calcutta looo •

ETr. of pt. i, with valuable Intro, and Comm., Avalon "bV:
^ '

36. J/uAdsidd/iasara T.

,,,,
^'^- ^Sdina-iattva-vildsa: contains two lists of Ta.itras : DuttMI,, p. V. '

,c.^^^\¥^'l'''^'^°^"'-
^'''- ^'^'- Mu ;.-.., in Macdonald M-iS.

^ ,r u • Ii^'*"i"^'J^'\.'^"S'^^' ^®- 'i'tntrasara
: Partial ETr. MacCuUoch, in Macdonald MSS.

18S1. 40. Prdnatoshint T.

Brahmananda Giri'; 41. Sdktammda-tarah^ini
: MS. analysis

Anderson, in Macdonald MSS.
aimiysis,

RiGHT-HANU Literature :

42. Dezi Bhagavata Upapurana: .^JM. iii, 1897
43. Agastya-siltra: SJM. iii, 1897.
44. Lalitopakhydna in Brahwanda P.
45. Lalitatrisati in Brahmdnda P.
40. Lalitdsahasrandma in Brahmdnda P.: ETr. R. A. Sastri,

47. J>'«/a S. in Skanda P.

.V. r^'*^"
'^''^''^'^''' 50 couplets; 49. A'/Vrt/t.z, 14 couplets; both from

the Varaha P.

The five Sariihitfis ; 50. Vasishtka
; 51. Sanaka

; 52. i'w/v* ; 53.
Sanandana; 5A. Sanatkumdra: Iyengar, Outlines, ng; R. A. SSstrf
Anandalahart,l,6\.

o. 1300. Lakshmldhara '; 55. Comm. on No. 21.
16th or 16th. Bhatta Nilakantha ; 56. Tiiaka, Comm. on No. 42.
1589. Mahldhara; 61. Mantrama/iodadhi: /C\'/. 885.
o. 1600. Appaya Dikshita ; 58. Comm. on No. 21.
Early 18th. Bhaskararaya

; 59. Varivasyd-raJiasya : Bhandarkar, R.
1883-4, 88 ; 60. Bhasya on No. 46, written, a. D. 1729 : ETr. R. A. Sastri,
Lalttd] 61. Setubandha, Comm. on No. 13, written, a.d. 1733- 62
Comms. on Upanishads : see p. 365.

'

Mid 18th. Umanandanatha ; 63. Comm. on No. 19.

' ViJyabhushana says he flourished under Pi.ita arudra oi Orissa, 1504-31 : see
art., Calcutta Keview, July 1915.

; i

«r;*' IT '?r^
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Sakta Lit. in the Vernaculars:
Bengali: Sen, HULL. 119, 225, 252, 335, 342, 656, 662, 712, 1003.

ETr. of a large part of Mukundarama's Chandi-mahgal, Cov/eW, JASJi.
Dec. 1902.

Gujarati: Jhaveri, MGL, 46, 149, 192.

Marathi : Acworth, BM. xxxiii.

xii. Saura Literature.

Oen. Intro.: Rhandarkar, VS. 151 ; Chanda, lAR, 160, 223.

1. TheGayatri: Rik.lW. Ixii. 10.

2. Many hymns to the Sun in the Vedas.
3rd or 4th. 3. MBH. III. iii. 15-79; VI. xi. 35-8; VII. Ixxxii.

14-16.

4. Ramayana, vi. 106 : called the Aditya-hridaya.

A. D. 473-4. 5. Inscrvption at Mandasor : C//. iii. 80.

6. Markandeya P., chs. cii-cx.

7. Bhavishya P., Brahma Parvan, chs. 139-41 : Wilson, VP. v.

382; Bhandarkar, VS. 153.

0. A.D. 550. Varaha Mihira ; 8. Brihat S. Iviii ; Ix. 19. ETr. Kern,
JRAS. 1870, 430.

Early 7th. Mayura ; 0. Siirya-sataka : Quackenbos, SPM.
10. Saura S.: H. P. Sastii, I. Ixxvi. Cf. Schrader, IPAS. 11,

No. 203.

11. Samba Upapurana: Alberuni, Sachau, i. 130; Bloch, ZD.MG.
Ixiv. 733 ; Vasu, Mayurabhahja, iii.

12. Snrya U. : ETr. Kennedy, HM. 346.
A.D. 1137. Gangadhara; 13. Inscription at Gaya, E/. ii. 338.

14. Brahma P. xxi-xxviii.

15. Song to the Sun in Bengali: Sen, VSP. i. 23-4; 164-71.

xiii. Ganapatya Literature.

Oen. Intro. : Bhandarkar, VS. 147; Grierson, A'A'/f. vi. 175.

1. Varadaiapatiiya U. : Jacob, EAU. 12 : see No. 120, p. 364, above.

2. Ganapati if.: Weber, ////,. 170. ETr. Kennedy, //iW. 493. See
No, 1 01, p. 364, above.

3. Agni P., chs. Ixxi, cccxiii.

4. Gariida /"., ch. xxiv.

6. Ganesa Upapurana : Eggeling, lOM. 3349; Stevenson, JRAS,
1846, 319; Grierson, ERE. vi. 176.

6. Miidgala Upapurana: Krishna Sastrl, SII. 173; lOM., no. 3570 flf.

III. BUDDHIST LITERATURE.
i. Buddhism as a Whole.

Hackmann, Buddhism as a Religion, London, 1910; .Saunders, The
Story of Buddhism, Londf^n, 1916 ; Macdonell, ERE. vii. 209 ; Madhava,
SDS. ii : ETr. Cowell, 12.

1. Assam : Scott, ERE. iii. 37.

2. Burma: Scott, V5'^£'. iii. 37 ; H\g2t.n&ei, Life or Legend of Gaudaiiia,
I.ondnn, !9!4.

3. Cambodia : Cabaton, ERE. iii. 156.

m
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4. Ceylon: Rliys Davids, ERE. iii. 331; Copplestone, Buddhtsm

Primitive ami Present, in J/it^nii/ia and Ceylon, London, 1908.

8. China: de ('.root, ERE. iii. 552. The Canon: Nanjio, Oxford,

i883;yAM.V. 1911, 562.

6. Corea : Courant, ERE. v ii. 757 ; Starr, Korean Buddhism, Boston,

7. Japan : Ashida, ERE. vii. 4S2 ; Griffis, The Religions 0/ japan,

New York, 1904 ; Reischauer, Studies in Japanese Buddhism, New York,

'9>7-
,. ..

8. Java: Kern, ERL. vn. 495.
9. Mongolia: Parker, ERE. viii. 807. The Canon : Waddell, hRh.

vii. 786. ^ . .

10. Orissa: V^asu, The Archaeological Sun'ey of Mayiirabhanj, i,

Calcutta, 1911 ; Vasu, The Modern Buddhism and its Followers in

Orissa, Calcutta, 1911.

11. Sumatra : Kern, ERE. vii. 495. ..

12. Tibet : Waddell, The Biuiiihismof 'Tibet, London, 1895 ;
ERE. vn.

784. Analysis of the Canun, Feer, Annales du Musee Guimet, ii. FTrs.

from the Canon, Feer, Annales du Musee iiuimct, v.

ii. Early Buddhism and the Pali Canon.

Gen. Intro. : Sketch of Early BuddhlBm : Kern, MJB. ;
Rhys

Davids, lUB. The Pounder: Oldenberg, Buddha ;
Saint-Hilaire, 'The

Buddh-. and his Reliction, London, 1914; Kern, MIB.; Warren, B'T.;

Geden, £:/?£•. ii. 881.' Connexions with Hinduism : Oldenberg,/.^.;

Poussin, Opinions, ch. v. System: Poussin ; WN.; Warren, B'T\

Seidenstucker, /'.Ci/. ; Ascetic orders : Oldenberg, /)'w</<//w, 33^ ;
Kern,

MIB. Councils : Poussin, ERE. iv. 179.

Pali Canon: History and Chronology: Winternitz, II. i; Mac-

donell, ERE. viii. 85 ; Poussin, Opinions, ch. i ; Keith, /AVi.S. 1909. 577 ;

Waddell, //e.^5. 1914, 661. Anthologies in E Ir. Saunders, The Heart

of Buddhism, London, 1915; Thomas, Buddhist Scriptures, London,

1913 ; in CiTr. Neumann, Btiddhistische Anthologte, Leiden, 1892.

I. VinayaP. : Winternitz, ii. 1-17. l.Suttavibhan^a ; 2. Mahdvagga;

3 Chullavaeea : Intro, and ETr. Rhys Davids and Oldenberg, SHE. xiii.

xvii, XX. ETr. of sections, Warren, BT. 4. Parivara : Wmternitz, II. i.

26 ; SBE. xiii. xxiv. Kern, .'///>'. ui.

II. SurrA P. : Winternitz, 1 1, i. 26; Rhys Davids, SBB. ii, Intro.;

SBE. xi, Intro. The bulk in CTr. : Nanjio, cols. 127-80 ; a few suttas m
Tibetan, AMG. ii. 288.

. ^^ . . • uu
a. Dtghanikdya : 34 long sermons : Nos. 1-23 m ETr. with intros., Khys

Davids and Oldenberg. SBB. ii, iii; Nos. I-13 in GTr. Neumann, Mun-

chen, 1907; Nos. 13, 16, 17 in ETr. Rhys Davids, 5/?£:. xi. No. 22 in

ETr. Warren, BT. 353 ;
fragments of other suttas, ib.

h.Majjhimanikaya: 152 sermons and dialogues of medium length.

Complete GTr. Neumann, 3 Bde., Leipzig, 1896-1902. Nos. 26, 63, 72

in ETr. Warren, BT. 331, 117, 123 ;
also portions of 38, 44, PP- i^JS- I87,

303. Several suttas in ETr. Rhys Davids. SBE. xi. Suttas 1-50 in ETr.

by the lihikku Silacharu, London.
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I

l)aWd^'r/f/S-'/'.
56 «roups of discourses. I'artial ETr. .Mrs. KhysUMiAs, IJie liook of tie Kindred Sayings, Oxford, IQ17 • Nos iv »nd v

^FTr il ''^V
nHr'eryusportionsinETr.in Warren, A/.; .\o. LVI. im ETr. Rhys Davus, .S/yA. x.. ,33 and in FTr.Keer,>«W^./„/;V«"

I .f;,:!"''''''^".r""^^'*-^"
= 2,008 discourses: in GTr. Hhikkhu NanatilokaLeipzig und Breslau, ign. Three sections in ETr. Gooneratne. alle'Ceylon 1913. Many portions in ETr. Warren, BT.

'^"-'""'^' ^'•'"^'

e. hhuddakanikaya
: 15 miscellaneous works.

ri^z n \^t*'^'-T''\
9 'hort texts for neophyte monks: Intro.: Winter-nitz, Jl

1 61. Text and ETr. Childers, JRAS. 187c loo (ITrSeidenstucker, Breslau, 1910. ' '
•'^' '^•

U i!;,''^'*'!"^."^'^''''
• 423 stanzas on the ethical and religious life. Intro •W iniernitz, 1 1. ,.63 ; Miiller, SHE. x. ETr. Muller, SEE. x • ETr Waei^swara and Saunders (7-4^ /y«rtiMa'i Way 0/ Virtueiuy^il^ ,02 (Tr

^r.'S"^r ^•^hrkeitspfad), Leipzig ""i 893 : GTn Schult^'e Leipzl'."

^'ifnl' ^.""^"*^°. ""' P''"^. >878 ;
ITr. Pavolini, Milan, 1908.

^ *"

a. Udiina, i.e. inspired utterances: 80 lofty verses, each oreceded bv

FTrit:?nr l'° ^r " ""' 'o^euttered. /ntro.
:
vVintenfi z. 1 1 ? 66^^

;>Tr. ^ ^""^.'•ondon, 1902. No. iv. 4 in ETr. Warren, BT. ^{x. ETrof Tibetan t./,j«at-tfri.a,Rockhill, London, 1892.
^

68 FtTm ' 'v
"''^'^""s °f 'he Buddha

: Intro.
: Wintemitz, II. i.08, ETr. .Moore, .New York, 1908.

V^nJ^n""x^f'" ,\"'^- 9o"'?ins some remnants of primitive BuJdhism.

l^ra f- J'™;;. ^^ 'n«"""^' "• i- 71 ; Fausbbll, SEE. x, pt. 2 ; Olden

H^'Jl^fr^f''" ^'"''"'' ^iF'i". '9io, 25; Keith./A'/^. 19'. "93".
Hoernle, /A'^/.S 1917, 134. ETr. Fausboll, op. cit. ; GTr Neumann'Leipzig, 19,, : GTr. Ffungst, Strassburg, 1889.

''' ^''- Neumann,

O. l^tvuiHavatthu, i. e. stories of the palaces of the gods.
7. PetavaUhu, 1. e. ghost stories. These two are collections of lati.narratives, illustrating the working of karma.

collections ol late

,h<?;«'''^^''T'/'*'*-,?.y""'^*'^*'^^M™''s; and 9. Therigatha : Hymns ofthe Nuns: Intro.
:
Wmternitz, II. i. 79; bldenberg, Literatlr desAuTn/W«« 100 Intro, and ETr. Mrs. Rhys Davids, FEB. \ a.ii

10. Jataka
: 547 previous lives of the Buddha. Intro. : Wintemitz III. 89; Cowell, rhe jataka, 6 vols., Cambridge, 1895-1907 • Rnys Davids

S(--'^T'jR^'Jrr^J ''r'.T'^ '^^S, .89
,

'897 ETr ^owenlop!
IifVwi: V^^' ?*'"*^?' B"i'ih"t l>irth stories, London, 1880; Selec

CTr ni?nif I'l; ^•'^"'^v
»"d Thomas,/,^/„>ta Tales, Cambridge,

, 9!?

11. Ntddesa : comm. to second part of No 5

see beb*"'*""^'''''^''"'''*^^''
•' °^ ^^^ '^"'"^ character as the Abhidhamma :

^ll.f^i;^Tt^;in^^rSILi.''I"8"'''''^'
"""^^= '"'^''••- ^^^^ ^-''>^'

is' rlwi-^^'^f • ^^^^"'^? °^ ^''^ 24 ^"'^'^''^s •• Wintemitz, II. i. ,29.

III. ABHmHAMMA P.: Character: Mrs. Rhys Davids. EA'E i loWmternitz, II. ,. ,34. Age and origin : Poussin, V«'V>«^! 3^44 / 166^

•V ^-Z. _!.£(.'
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O/'^L";.^."-. n^;''"''"
'"^'""^'^= '''"'^™"^' "• '• '^3; Poussin.
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i„f
*^

°\v-'"'^'^''-^^*'?f
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Intro.: Wmternitz, II. 1. 164. Full analysis, Warren, //>7:s. i8qi-jMany passages in ETr. in Warren, liT. Q. SamanUifiasadika : comiri. on
ttie Vinaya
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o I'- ..i 1^7; S. Papanchasiidmi
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». i>amtthapakastm
: comm. on the SamyuUanikdya ; 10. Manoratha-

purant
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iLi/'''
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j f. j ,

m
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r^'°?°>/j'!"'"'' '''"''
o""^'^""^'*"'' '^•wssburg, 1903: Review, Rhyi

Davids, /A-^.S. 1903,398; Rapson,/AV/.V. 1904,43s; discussion, /A>/f 5.

\?^^.'^^l.c ^•-n'V'- '"'ro. to AfaA,i7'as/u ; Oldenberg, Gbtt. .Wuh., 1913.Heft 2; L^vi.yw. 1912; Winternitz, II. i. 181. > ^ »
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: Wintemitz, II. i. 187 ; Anesaki, EKK. iv. 836.
a. Vinaya P.: Nanjio, col. 386; Nos. 11 19, 1150.
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a. Vinaya P.: Nanjio, 1122.
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: Wintemitz, II. i. 183, 187 ; Poussin, EA'E. ii. 740.
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^
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,
i;. i. 187; Poussin, E/iE. viii. 328.

326n.
; C//«;i9/«, 265, 308; Miira, 115.

E. SARVASTIVADINS.
Intro.

:
Poussin, K et V. ; Opinions, 30, i66, 177 ; Wintemitz, II. i. 186.

a. Vinaya P.: Nanjio, 1115, 1127, 1132, 1135, 1136, 1160, 1161, 1162.
Nanjio, 1 160

: Sansk. text : /A. 1913, ii. 465 ; Hoernle, MA'B/.. 357, 358.Many Avadana works are dependent on this Vinaya : W'internitz II i

217, 222. ' • •

b. Sutta p. : Hoernle, MRBL. 166.

c. Abhidharma p.: Takakusu, //'TIS-. 1905,67.

», ..
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J

>
/->. ,

Sariputra
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Deva^arman
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Mahamaudgalyayana; 7. Prajhaptipadii-sastnu Nanjio. 13 17
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; 8. AbhUhitrm.i-loli, a set of versos, K.lri-

XvJj, Nanjio, 1270, with a commentary, Nuniio, 1267, 1269. F'oussin.
I et >, ; AA7:. iv. 131 ; L^vi, EKE. i. 20; Win -rniti, II. i. ^57.
4th c. Saiighai)hadra; 0. Nyav.lnus.h,i-s,utt a,ji cr\Uc\im of8: Nanjio.

1265. •• '

Yasomitra; 10. A/>Marma-koia-vy,lkhyi^, ixcomm.onii: Nanjio. 1267;

r-IV^""' '^ " \[ '
^^'^- '• '3» ! !^''tra, 3 ;

ii'vi, EA'E. i. 20; Jarobi,
EKE. II. 201 ; Wintcrnitx, IJ. i. 257.

F. MOLASAKVASTIVADIN.S.

ViNAYA P.: Nanjio, col. 441.
PnUimoksha-siUra : ETr. from the Tibetan. Xidyabhilshana,

JASH. 191 5.

{;. UHARMAC.UPTA.S.

Vi.myaP.: Nanjio, 1117, 1128; Hoernle,.I/i\7//..4,9. Abhinishha-
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M. SAMMITlYAS.

Vinaya p.: Nanjio, 1139.

V. Literary Woi partly Hinayana, partly Mahayana.

0. 100. Matricheta : Thomas, ERE. viii. 495 ; Vidyabhiishana, JAS /I.

1910, 425; Winternitz, II. i. 211 ; 1. VafHandrhavarnittia, .i hymn in

^00 stanzas: Intro, and ETr. Thomas,///, xxxiv. 145; 2. Sat.ipiinckl-
siA-a-s/o/ra, a hymn in 150 stanzas: Nanjio, 1456; Hoernle, .MRBL. 58;
3. MaharHjakanika-lekha, a letter to King Kanishka. Other works ; see
ERE. viii. 495.
Early 2nd. Asvaghosha : Anesaki, ERE. ii. 159 ; IRAS. 1914, 747 ;

Winternitz, II. i. 201 ; Nanjio. col. 369; 4. liuddhiuharita : Intro, and
ETr. Cowell, SBE. xlix; Nanjio, 1351 ; 6. Saundanimuuhi-Kavya:
H. P. Sastri, //i5/?. 1904, 47; Winternitz, II. i. 206; 6, Sutralamkara:
VTx. Hijber, Pans, 1908; Winternitz, II. i. 208; 7. Vajrauichl and
8. Mahayanairaddhotpada : of doubtful authenticity, Winternitz. II. i. 209.
2nd 0. Nandisvara; 9. Avadanaiataka-. Full summary, Milra, 17'

Winternitz, U. i. 216; Nanjio, i324;yAM5. 191 5, 505; AMC. ii. 284!
FTr. ^.l/c;. vviii.

10. Karmasataka: Winternitz, II. i. 221 ; AMG. ii. 2S2.
c. 200. W. Asokiivadiina: Mitra, 6; Winternitz, II. i. 224; Nanjio,

3rd o. 12. Divyavadiimi : Winternitz, II. i. 221.
4th o. Ary.a-sura; 13. Jataka-mala -. Winternitz, II. i. 212. ETr.

Speyer, London, 1895.

11th o Kshemendra ; 14. AvadanakaipaLxta : Full summary, Mitra,
57 : Winlernilz, 11. i. 229. A number of the talcs in YLXx.Jli 1 S. 1 v.
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Ti. The MahAy&na.

/.°?/J"^"'T° •
''o"»*'"> ^-^f-- vi'i- J30: Sujuki, Ou//ittes of Atahlyana

hutUhtsm, London, lyo; ; but sec Toussin's Review. JKAS, igo8. 8Sc
Avalokitcivara: I'oussin, iJA'A'. ii, 356.

v^-
j-

A. Mahavana-sCikas.
1. Saildhiirnut-putsdatlka: I'oussin, IIKE, viii. 145; Winternitz. II. i.

330. Intro. anJ Y.Tx. Kern, SBE. xxi ; Anciaki, ERE. iv. 839 ; .Naniio
134. 139; ^.</t;. n. 243. ^ '

u?" H'i''"','.'''"'"'
^Vinternitz, II. 1, 194; partial KTr. Mitra, Calcutta,

l»«l; l-Tr. houcaux, Paris, 1842; .N'anjio, 159, 160; AMG. ii. 233a Ki\raH<iav\Hh,i (prose): I'oussin, EKE. i. 95; 11.259; Winternitz.
11. I. 338; Mitra, loi ; Nanjio, 168, 783; AAtC. ii. 246.
4. i;,m,favyu/i,i, or liudiihiXvatiu'm,ik,i-siir,t\ Winternitz, II i 242-

Mitra, 90; .N'anjio, 87 ; AMC. ii. 308; (;rififis, 333, 242.
'

..^*' '<'*>''"*'^Pund,irik,t: Mitra, 385; X.injio, 142 ; ^M/(; ij. 242. PartialMr. AMo. V. 78, (53.

6. .\leghii-sHtr,% (a rain-charm with many dhilnuils): Winternitz, II. i

369; RendalI,yA'.^i. 1880, 386; Nanjio, 244; aSiC. ii. 365.

,,,7-
LahkAvatiira-sutra: Analysis: Vidyfibhushana, //J67/, 1905, 159-

Vl"}'"""^' "•'•243; Poussin, (>/»//»/V-«j, 392; Mitra, 113: N.mjio, 175'
AMG. w. 237. ^ ' "'

8. Samadhirajn'. Winternitz, II. i. 344; full
AMG. ii. 349.

0. SuvarnaprahhtUa: Winternitz, II. i. 345
840; Mitra, 341; N'anjio, 136; .4 .»/(,. ii. 315

summary in Mitra, 207 ;

Anesaki, ERE. iv. 839,

in o 1 ' , ^ "' """' ->•'• Hoemie, .JM7>'/.. 108.
10. tiiishtrapiUafixrifrichihha: Winternitz, II. i. 246 ; Naniio, 23 (18) •

AMu. II. 254.
." '

J \ /

1

11. MahiUannipAla-sulru: Nanjio, 61 ; Hoernle, iJ/A'A'/,. 100.
12. Hhadracharya, propitious practice : Poussin, ERE. ii. 749 n •

Nanjio, 1 142; y}.J/(;. ii. 213.
'

\^. Upali-pariprichchha-siUra: Vinaya of the Mahay."ina ; Poussin,
uptnions, 334n. ; Nanjio, 1 109 ; AMG. ii. 197-8. Parts in Vlt.A.MG. v. 81.

H. Books on the Ten Stages of the Bodhisativa Carekk.
See Poussin, ERE. ii. 743.

1. Dasabhiimaka : a chap, of the .Mahavastu : Poussin, ERE. viii ^'o •

11.744.
- -j-y.

2. Dasabhamaka-sUha (Madhyamaka) : Poussin, ERE. ii 741; n •

Nanjio, 1 10, 105, 87. ^ "

'

3. Daiiihhumisvara: an enlarged edition of No. 2, found in Nepal
Mitra, 81 ; Winternitz, II. i. 244 ; Poussin, ERE. ii. 745 n.

'

4. liodhisattvabhumi (Yogachara) : Poussin, ERE. ii. 745 n., 746, 747,
750; VIII. 256. It is a portion of Asanga's Y0i;aJi,mibhumi-sastm:
Nanjio, 1 170; Wmternitz, II. i. 255. Summarised in English in Le
Musion. N.S. vi. 38; vii. 213.

C. The Paradise Mahayan.v.
1. Sukhavutlvyuha: Winternitz, II. i. 240; Poussin, 0;»/«/V)«j, 266-73-

Intro, and ETr. Muller, SUE. xlix ; Nanjio, 23 (5) ; A.\IG. ii. 314.
2. SukhaviUl7'yuhii (the shorter text) : Intro, and ETr. Muller, .Si^^-

xlix ; Nanjio, 200.

3. Amittiyurdkynti.t-sSfra
: Intro. Muller, SBE. .xlix ; ETr. from
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Set also Pnussin, AAV', ii. 157 n.Chinese, T;ik.ikusu, S/ll.. xli\.

Nanjin, iy«.

4, \'ai%\xhanAh\i,Af>iini»iit}yns-satrii-i.ntr,i: Nanjio, 1204.

I). Madhvamak \ Literature.
Oen. Intro.: I'oussin, AAV.', viii 335. For thr I'rain.t-pilramt'.l

works, sec Winterni't. II. i. 247. and tor other works of the same . lass,
see Nanjio, 1-22.

1. J hefivf-huttiited Pr.tjM-PitrauiiUx-sSilrii: Nanjio, 16.
2. The ten-lhousiind I'P. : Nanjio, 5.

3. The l-A-UHty-fi-e-thnuaanl I'i'.: Nanjio, 4.

4. The \'iir,uhihhedi<it l'l\ (diamond , utter) : N.nniio, 10. Imro.
and KTr. Mullcr, SHE. xlix: Hoemle. MRIU.. 176, 178, 214.

6. Ihe Shorter, and 6. The Longer l'l\ Hri.iava: Nanji'\ ly, 955.
Intro, and F.Trs. Mullcr, SHE. .XI.IX; Aneciiotx <'»v>/,., i: V\ ir.cernit^
!i. i. 272.

Ifid 2nd. NTigarjima: Ancsaki, A'A'A". iv. 838; Winicrnit/, II. i. 250;
I'oussin, A'A'A". viii. 336 ; 7. Mul,ipn,uihyam.tkii-k,\rik.i : roiissin, AA'A'.
viii. 235 ; 8. Alii/<>fih,iy>i, a comm. on 7 by the .luthor : Wintcrnitz, II. \.

251. ("iTr. from the Tibetan, Walleser, /)/e mitllen I.ehre da X,ii;,i> nin.i

,

Heidelberg, 1911 ; 9. Y.>x'ar,ilo>.i : H. I'. .Sastn. U. xii. Other works-
Nanjio, col. 370; Wintemitz. II. i. 252 ; \ idy.dihtishanu, .IAS /A. -o.
0.300. Aryadeva: Wmternitz, II. i. 254; N:injio,'( ol. 370 ; 10. /!i>-

dhisiittTayogihhnra Chaluhsiitahi : H. I'. .Sastn. ///.S/.'. July, lyii ; text,

edited by H. I'. .Sfistn, Calcutta. 1914: «ce liSOSL. 1918; 11. S- idhi-
shthilna-prdhheda, H. I'. .Sastri, ii. xiii.

o. 600. Hh.ivaviveka; \^. l'r,tjhi<-fir'idip.i.in>m\x\ imSo ] : Nanjio.
1 185; Fter, TiVtdjour, Mdo. xvm. 44 299; I'oussin, A'A'A. viii. 235;
13. Ttirkaj; ,ila, a criticism of the schools of philosnphy : \\ .illrscr.

DAW 7; AMG. ii. 367.
Emrly 7th. Chandrakirti : 14. Prdsanttiifx'uia, comm. on No. 7 :

F'ou<sin, AA'A'. viii. 235; 16. Madhv,im.ikaiuit,u,t (jjen. work on the
Mah.iyana system): Wintemitz, II. i. 251 : Mitra, i; I'oussin,
Opinions, 134; A A' A', ii. 745, 748; viii. 332. FTr. from the Tibetan,
I'oussin, Af Museon, viii ff. ; 10. Comm. on No. 10: text, H. I'. Sastri,
Calcutta, 19^14.

7th o. Sanlideva; 17. Sikshas,intuchchluty,i : Wintemitz, II. i. 260;
Poussin, (>piHioHS. 321 ; AA'A'. viii. 405, n. 2; 18. /iodhuhnnilvatani :

Intro, and F:Tr. Harnett, V/n- Path of l.ii^ht, London, 1909. FTr, I'oussin.
Paris, 1907. An old iiengfdj version: Sen, //AAA,. 5. See also lawnes,
JRAS. 1908, 583; Wintemitz, 1 1, i. 263; Poussin, A A'A', i. 97; ii. 184,

749-
8th o. Santar.ikshita; 19. ,\F,idhy<imakiil,ihk,'ira: Walleser, /M K. 18.

20. TiUtvasahgraha, V'idyabhushana, MSIl.. 125.

i:. V'ljJiANAVAnA Luf.raiure.
Qen. Intro. : I'oussin, Opinions, 186, 200; Ldvi, Intro, to FTr. of

Miihdyana-sutrAlamkarii \ Wintemitz, II. i. 255.
0. 300. Asanga : Ancsaki, A"A'A", ii. 62 ; Wintemitz, 1 1, i. 255 ; 1. i'oi,,/-

ihArabhuiiiisilstra: Nanjio, 11 70, 1085; AMd. ii. 257. For the section
called liodhisattvabhuini, see No. 4, p. 396 ; 2. Mahdydna-sQIralathkara :

•Nanjio, 1190. Intro, and KTr. L<5vi, Paris, l(»7, 191 1 ; 3. Uttarattintra:
Naniio, 1236- see Levi. "D, cit. i.
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Early 4th. Vasubandhu : Wintemitz, II. i. 256. Life in Chinese by

Paramartha, Nanjio, 1463: FTr. Takakusu in Toung Pao, v, 1904;

4. VimsakclrikaprakaraHa : ao verses on the Viinanavada : FTr. from the

Tibetan, Poussin, Le Musion, 1912, 53 ; 6. Abhidharma koia : see No. 8,

p. 395, above ; 6. Paramarthasaptati, a polemic against the Sankhya :
VVm-

ternitz, II. i. 258; Takakusu./Zy^.S". 1905, 16; Keith, SS. 87 ; 7. Gathasah-

graha: Wintemitz, II. i. -"s; ; ETr. Rockhili, Udanavarga (London,

1892), 213. Other works: Nanjio, cols. 371-2; Vidyabhushana, it/67Z. 76.

8. Mahayana-iraddhotpada-sastra: Nanjio, 1249 ; Wintemitz, II.

j. 210; ETr. Suzuki, Chicago, 1900-

Early 7th. Chandragomin ; 9. Sishyalekhadhanna-kavya : Wintemitz,

II. i. 259; 10. Nydydlokasiddhi: Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 123.

Early 7th. Dharniaklrti : Yjt\\h,JRAS. 1916, 380.

ii. d&kta Buddhist Literature.

Oen. Intro. : Poussin, Opinions, 343, 378; Anesaki, ERE. iv. 840.

Literature: Wintemitz, II. i. 266; Mitra; H. P. Sastri, II. ii-xv; Nanjio,

cols. 443-55 ; AMG. ii. 291-349; Waddell, ERE. vii. 785.

A. Tantras.
Early 7th. 1. Tathdgata-guhyaka ox Guhya-samdja : Wintemitz, II. i.

274, 262 ; Mitra, 261 ; AMG. ii. 299,

7th o. 2. Suvarnaprabhdiottamaraja : Catalo^e of Hodgson AfSS.
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Wintemitz, II. i. 245 ; ERE. iv. 839. See no. 9, p. 396.

7th o. 3. Mahavairochanabhisambodhi : Anesaki, ERE. iv. 840 ;

Nanjio, 530; A.MG. ii. 307.

7th c. 4. Susiddhikaramaha T. : Nanjio, 533 ; AMG. ii. _ /
7th and 8th co. 5. Tantras translated into Chinese by Amoghavajra :

Nanjio, col. 446, esp. Nos. 1020, 1023, 1044, 1054, 1064.

Early 8th. 6. Vajra-mantra-dhirusanti-mara T. : AMG. ii. 348.

7. Guna-karandavyuha (verse) : Mitra, 95 ; Wintemitz, II. i. 238 ;

Poussin, ERE. i. 95
;' ii. 259-60. See Karandavyiiha, above, p. 396.

8. MahakalaT.: Wintemitz, II. i. 274; Mitra, 172 ; AMG.
ii. 298. ,

Prob. 9th o. 9. Pahchakrama : Wintemitz, II. i. 275 ; Poussin, Etudes

et Textes Tantriques.

A.D. 965. 10. Srtkalachakra T. : Poussin, ERE. i. 95 ; Waddell, ERE.
iv. 572 ; H.P. Sastri, II. ii ; Winternitz, II. i. 275 ; AMG. ii. 292.

10th o. 11. He-vajra T. : H. P. Sastri, II. xii ; Nanjio, 1060 ; AMG.
ii. 293 ; Getty, GNB. 125.

12. Chandatnahdrosham T. : H. P. Sastri, II. ix; AMG. ii. 298.

18. Her'u'ka T. : H.P. Sastri, II. vii; AMG. ii. 347.

10th o. 14. Vajra-bhairava T.: Nanjio, 1062; Getty, (JA'^. 146.

15. Dakint-jala-sambara: H. P. Sastri, II. xiii : AMG. ii. 292.

10th 0. 16. Manjusrhnula T. : Winternitz, II. i. 275 ; Nanjio, 1056;

AMG. ii. 313.
10th c. 17. Bhiitaddmara T. : Nanjio, 1031 ; AMG. ii. 334.

B. Other Sakta Works.
10th o. Kanu BhatJa ; 1. Charydcharya-vinischaya, Bengali love-songs

:

Sen, HBLL. 38.
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10th or 11th. 2. Dukartuiva, a Bengali aphoristic work : Sen,

HELL. i6.

3. JnanMi-sAdhanUf a Sahajiya polemical ^ork in Bengali : Sen,

VSP.\.ifi«.
12th or 13th. 4. Svayambhii P. : Winternitz II. i. 267 ; Mitra, 249 ;

Poussin, ENE. i. 94.

C. DharanIs.
1. The two Prajna-paramita-hridaya sutras : above, Nos. 5 and 6, p. 397.

2. Ushnisha-vijayaDh,:Hoini\t,JRAS.\^i\,^6o; Mitra, 267; Nanjio,

348, 1467'; AAfG. ii. 306.

^. Aparajita-mahapratyahgira Dh.: Hoernle, JRAS. 1911, 461;
MRBL. 52; Mitra, 227 ; Nanjio, 1016.

4. Aparimitayur Dh., for long life : Mitra, 41 ; Hoernle, MRBL.
289 ; Getty, GNB. 9.

6. Pancharaksha: Mitra, 164; Wintemitz, II. i. 271.

6. Durgati-parisodhana Dh. : Mitra, 84; AMG. ii. 306.

7. yT/rtAawrt/Kri Z^A. against snake-poison : Mitra, 173; Wintemitz, II.

i. 271 ; Nanjio, 306 ; AMG. ii. 316.

8. Parmsavarinama Dh. : Mitra, 176; Nanjio, 973.

9. Chu'ndi-devl Dh. : Nanjio, 344, 345, 346.

10. Eleven Tibetan Dharanis: FTr. AMG. v. 421.

D. Stotra. Odes.
Intro. : Wilson, Works, II. ii ; Wintemitz, II. i. 267; VidyabhCishana,

Bauddhastotrasamgraha [BI. 1908), Intro.

Early 6th. Chandragomin ; 1. Tdrdsddhanasatakn : Wintemitz, II. i.

269.

Mid 8th. Sarvajnamitra ; %. Aryatdrdsragdharastotra: Mitra, 22S
;

Wintemitz, II. i. 268.

3. Paramdrthandma-sahgiti, or Mahjusrindma-sahgiti \ Mitra,

175; Nanjio, 1370; AMG. ii. 291; Poussin, Opinions, 399; ERE.
viii. 405.

4. 5«/rrtMa/rt-j/rtt'rt, 49 odes : Mitra, 239.

IV. JAIN LITERATURE.
Qen. Intro. : Mrs. Sinclair Stevenson, The Heart ofJainism, Oxford,

191 5; Jacobi, £'^£". vii. 465. Theaystem: Madhava, .iZ'.S'. iii: Cowell,

36 ; Mrs. Stevenson, op. cit.
;
Jacobi, Third Or. Cong. ii. 59 ;

ERE, ii.

199; vii. 467. Cosmogr ^hy: Jacobi, ERE. iv. 160. Biography:
Tank, A Dictionary ofJaina Biography {A only), Arrah, 1917. Teoh-

nioal terms : The Jaina Gem Dictionary, Jaini, Arrah, 1918.

Literature : No history exists, but Guerinot's Essai de Bibliographic

Jaina, Paris, 1906, contains full lists and indices of the books.

i. dvetambara Literature.

The Canon: Weber, lA. xvii-xxij jacobi, SBE. XXII. xxxv-xlvii

;

XLV. xl; ERE. vii. 467. Names in list given in Sanskrit, Prakrit

equivalents in brackets. The Canon is in Prakrit. Later literature m
Sanskrit, unless otherwise described.

A. Eleven Anga : 1. Achara (Ayara) ; 2. Sutrakrita (Suyagada)

;

3. Sthana (Thana) ; 4. Samavaya ; 5. BhagavatI ; 6. JMtadharmakatha
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&!/"/'"- f^^U '; Upaiakadaia (Uvasagadasao)
; 8. Antakritadasa

li P?^&-*u^ '
8- Anuttaraupapatikadasa (Anuttarovavaiyadasao)

;

L%hSa7tstr^
(Pamhavagarana); 11. Vipaka (Vivaga)

; [n!

B. Twelve UpAnga: 12. Aupapatika (Ovaiya): 13. Raiaprasniva
Rayapasepaiyya); 14,Jlvabhigama; 16. PrajfiSpana (PannlvlnT-
frhinIn"'^"P»?^''^^?oP*L

(Jambuddlvapannatti)/ 17. ChandraprajfiaptiChandapan^a t.)
; 18. Suryapra fiapti (Suriyapannatti) ; 19. NirayavaSS sTl'^'.^v-P':'^

(Kappiyao); 20. Kalp5vatarf,sika (Kap^f^va-

2rA)vgh„fd'alrVa''^l;rdlffo7^
""• ^-•'P-''^^^ (Pupphac'^L);

«£s*^QK^c'^'"f-^'^/i^*'u'J* r Payanna): 24. Chatuhsarana (Chausa-S/ o'^ nTV""* (Santhara); 26. Aturapratyakhyana (Aurapachchak-

M- &„H-^-
.S''^'''«P^"J"^

; 28. Tandulavaitalika- (Tandulaveyaliya)

;

29. Chandaviyyaya
; 30. Devendrastava(Devindatthaa)

; 31. Ganitavidyi(Ganiviyya); 32. Mahapratyakhyana ; 33. Virastava (Viratthaa)
^

niSha ''S* Vv^""^?™* "J
CHHEDAGRANTHA

: 34. Nisitha
; 35. Maha-

^n/' U^iiX.y^y^^"*'„^^- Dasasrutaskandha, including 87 a. Kalpa-sutra; 38. Brihatkalpa; 39. Panchakalpa. ' »• ivaipa

'advara^°
^""^^ without a common name

: 40. Nandl ; 41. Anuyo-

aI'/T y^^^/I^l^^ "'' MOlagrantha : 42. Uttaradhyayana

•

43. Ava^yaka; 44. Dasavaikalika ; 45. Pindaniryukti.
""^ayana,

Wote: For some variation in the canonical list, see Mrs. Stevenson,

anlT'^'oYNf; S'T^^- °f ^os. I, 3, 37 a, and 42. Jacobi, .«>^A. xxii

Writers :

Prajnapiina, 15, is attributed to Ajjasama (Weber, /A. xvii 282) and
also to Kalakacharya (Gudrinot, 176).

'

Chatuhsarana, 24, is attributed to Vfrabhadra.

^X'i^t^ft',}^'
^"'^''^f'^^khandha, 37. including Kaipa-sutra, 37 a,B.ndBnhatkaipa, 38, are attributed to Bhadrabahu, about 300 b c

l^tHtTAuf'i'
^°' ^""^ P^rtof the Knipa-sutra, 37 a, may possibly be byDevarddhi, who arranged the Canon : Weber, lA. xxi. 212:

Vasar,mkaltka, 44, is attributed to Sijjambhava.

Extra-Canonical Literature.

ve?,?°^'^M
^•^^'J^'-bShu; 46. Niryuktis, i.e. brief comms. in Prakrit

/^3V\ ; : W-^'. 36,_F, 42, 43, 44; 47. Upasargakara-stoira

(S!g. IS;?).?, i^n"'""''''^
'^''^ '"' ^''^- J^^""'' ^'''^^-'^'-

saythe^'':Se^&=/aL1.1r;S/tS^^^^^^^^^
^"'""°'' "" ^^""^

3rd or 4th. Vimala Suri ; 49. Paumachariya (Prak.) ; a Jain Rama- -
ya^a Jacobi, Mod. Rev. 1914, 574 ; ERE. vif; 467.

Fncrlich°M^ ;,y"?^^^^'.i; ^O.Tattvarthadhigama-mra: analysis in

K ffc .'n^ r?,'
^^''^''^^"- '87; Text, GTr., and notes, Jacobi, ZDMG.

4th or il '^^'^ '"'•°- ?Tr. and Comm, J. L. Jaini, Arrah, 19.9.

»n ^tt - u •
^'^«''>--*sena Divakara

; 51. Kalyanamandira-shtra, ode
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V'^'J?' -J*" v?"""^
Canon. Devarddhi presided, possibly author of theA««</?.^«/r,/, No. 40, and of part of the Kaip,i-sutm, \o Ua

hh^-!i;. ^rcTr ""• ^^^''{^.'- '''^'- 581
;
Jacobi, ZDMG. Ix. 289: Vidya-bhushana, MSIL. 22 ; Gu^rinot, 1 56.

^ ^
lext and GTr. Jacobi, /. 5/. xiv. 359 ; Giidrinot, 204 ; 56. lUmvuharn-stotra : Gudr.not, 74, 372 : Peterson, i. 52.

' •+
' •

""<iy'n>ir,x

isTScAes^'''''"'"''
**' ^'""'"'"^-•^'^/'•"^ Bhandarkar, y?. 1883^,

iSsJi^i^^i*''''''''"^*''?^'
^®\^''-^^''''<^^''(P^^ Bhandarkar, A".

Eaxly9th. Mallavadin : Vidyabhushana, JAS7A. 34 • Peterson iv dLate 8th. Hanbhadra
: Life and date," Pulle, GSAI. i. 47 •

v^ii'. ,50^:

8, -'rJlifi^S
: 69. Comms. on nos. 15, 16, 43, 44 : Leumann, ZDMG. Iwi

Text and Intro.
:
Pu 1^, loc. cit. FTr. of last chapter, Suali, Le Mmi„

^^'
Tr VV ^^-^'''"<^raichchhakaha: Prak. tales : Jacobi, AA-^ v

'

407 ; Mod. Rev. 1914, 576; Guerinot, 67.
Late 9th. Sjlanka: Leumann, ZDMG. xlvi. 581 ; 02. Comni. on^o. I. A D 863 : Gu^nnot, 79, 132; Peterson, iii. 36; 63. Comni. on
L ^t; ^riil!.'''"*".'

^5. 133 ; 64. Comm. on part of No:43.A.D 806. Siddharshi: Life and date : Gudrinot, 417 ; 66. Up.imiti-
hhava-prapanchakatha-. Prak. allegory: Intro, and partikl ifr. 1 all ni

Er\:^iI^^^
"'"^ ''"""°'' '5°' '''""• ''"'• "''' '9''»' 576;

66. Kalakacharyakathanaka (Prak.)
; Jacobi, Z/^.l/^ xxxiv. 247 •

(juerinot, 176,467. ^' *

«J^?/«/,^°f K^^^^^AI^.^
Life, with text and GTr. of 67. CluUurxmhsati-

jtnaslutt : Jacobi, ZDMG. xxxii. 509.
Late 10th. Dhanapala

: Life, with text and GTr. of 68. Rishabhi-
Panchastkii-. K\^tt, ZDMG. xxxiii. 445 ; Gudrinot, 56, 205 ; 69. Tt/„k.,.manjart: Jacobi, ERE. vii. 467; 10. Paiyahuhchhi, a.p 972, a Prak
vocabulary: Text, Biihler, Gottingen, 1879.

'

10th c. 71. Jtyaka Chintamxni, romantic poem in Tarn. : BMCTB iv
IHed 1040. Santisuri

; 72. Prak. comm. on No. 42 : Jacobi, AEM
'

Preface; 1^. Jivaviyara, PrJik. dogmatic work: text and FTr. Guerinot'
JA. 1902, 231 ; Gudrmot, 158.

'

F1.1069. Jinachandra(guruofAbhayadeva); 74. S.mvetrar.moasala,

™ /li'««''^'"PuT
'8'5oo<^ouplets: Duff, CI. 128; Peterson, A'. V. xx!

.\^ It ^l r^^^^'^'^'^^^t'-
^e»«'-^°"' ^''- IV. iv; Leumai,! ZDMG.

xlvi. SS2
; 76. Comms. on Nos. 3-12: Gudrinot, 55, 66, 68. 6q i-ji 154

'^^jjf^'2^-J''y^'''f>»y'^»'^sfotra-. Peterson, A^^"25^]uerinot,^79^^'

fnfifl ii«Q*""",f''^uu''^ '
''• ^'^^'th>mracharita {l'rC,k.) : Duff. C/. 132.

~^°°^.-}^^^-^^^''^y^^^r2i- Peterson, A'. IV. iiv; Gudrinot, 82;
78. Farsr'anathachantra, a. D. 11 12; 79. Virachnriira

; 80. Samve-
garangasdlci, on worship.

. ,^P8^-1J73- Hemachandra, Life : Biihler. Ueher das Leben des Jaina-
'^^'»''^"tp*»'^chandra,V\f,r^r^^, ' 889 ^ Jacobi. AA'-ff. vi. 59,; Gudrinot.
410; 81. Comm. on No. 41; 82. Yogasdstra, or Adhydtmopanishad:

Dd
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Intro., Analysis, and GTr. Windisch, ZDMG. xxviii. 185, 628; cf. also

Garbe, SY. 39-40; 83. Vituragastuti: Gu^rinot, 157, 410; 84. Pra-
manachintatnani : Jacobi, ERE. vi. 591 ; 88. Trishas/itisalctkdpurusha-

chtirita: Analysis, Mitra, Notices, viii. 122; 86. Parisishtaparvan

(appendix to 85): Intro., Text, and Analysis, Jacobi, Calcutta, 1891.

GTr. of the fables in this work, Hertel, Ausgewahlte Erzdhlungen aus
Hemachanlira's Purisishtapanuin ; 87. Makavtracharita (last chapter of

85): Gudrinot, 49, 82 ; 88. Vasudeva-Hinda (Prak.), Jacobi, Mod. Rev.

1914, 576; Peterson, R. i. 58 ; Gu^rinot, 75.

PI. 1150. Malayagiri : Leumann, ZDMG. xlvi. 582 ; 89. Comms. on
Nos. 13, 14, IS, 17, 18, 36, 40: Gu^rinot, 69, 55, 65, 115, 69, 79.

Late 12th. Chandrasuri : Peterson, A'. iV. xxvii ; 80. Priik. comms.
on Nos. 19, 43 : Gu^rinot, 69, 398.

Fl. 1181. Asada; 91. Vii'ekamanjan : Duff, CI. 167; Peterson, R.

IV. xii ; 92. Upa'desakandali ; Gu^rinot, 84.

n. 1220. Jinadattasuri: Duff, C/. 170; 93. Vivekavildsa: Bhandarkar,

R. 1883-4, 156; Gudrinot, 393.
PL 1230. Amarachandra : Duff, 67. 182; 94. BCllabharata: Gu^rinot,

184 ; 95. Padmanabhixkavya : Gudrinot, 75.

PI. 1239. Tilakiicharya : Peterson, A'. IV. xlviii ; 96. Comm. on No. 43.

o. 1250. Prabhachandra(B) ; 97. Prabhavakacharita : Duff, IC. 202 ;

Gu^rinot, 410.

PI. 1271. Devendrasuri ; 98. Six Karmagranthas and comms. on the

first five: Peterson, R. IV. Ivii.

PI. 1304. Merutunga; 9IQ. Prabandhachintdmani: Intro, and ETr.
Tawney, Calcutta, 1901 ; Du(f,C/.2i i ; Gu^rinot, 77, 123, 391 ; \QQ*Makd-
purushackarilra, or Upadesasaia: Gu^rinot, 72, 85 ; 101. Shaddarhinavi-
chara (a criticism of systems) : Max Miiller, India, What ? 362 ; Gudrinot,

393 ; 102. Munjaprabandha (Prak.) : Jhaveri, MGL. 19.

PI. 1348. Rajasekharasuri ; 103. Prabandhakosa : Guerinot, 109

;

104. Aniarakathdsaiigraha : Gudrinot, 185.

Iiate 14tli. Jiianasagara; 106. Comms. on Nos. 43, 45, the latter in

1383: Peterson, R. IV. xlvi; Duff, CI. 223.

o. 1872. Ratnasekhara (A) ; 106. Srtpalacharitra : Peterson,.^. IV. ciii

;

107. I.aghukshetrasamasa (Mythical Geography) : Guerinot, 432.

o. 1400. Gunaratna ; 108. Shaddarsatiasamuchchhayafikd : comm. on
No. 60: Guerinot, 68, 151.

109. Navatattva (date and author unknown) : a popular statement,

in varying recensions, of the nine Svetambara categories: ETr. Stevenson,

London, 1848.

1384-1443. Somasundara: Peterson, R. IV. cxxxvi; 110. Comms.
on Nos. 24, 43; 111. Comm. on No. 36; 112 on the Upadesamdla;
113. on the Navatattva.
1380-1447. Munisundara ; 114. Upadesaratnakara ; 115. Mitracha-

tushkakathcL ; 116. Adhydtmakaipadruma ; 117. Sahasrandmasmriii :

Peterson, R. IV. xcvii ; Duff, CI. 230, 248.

PI. 1436. Jinamandana ; 118. Kumdrapdlaprabandha : Duff, CI. 253 ;

Gudrinot, 410, 423.
Fl. 1438. Jinakiiti; 119. Chaytpakasreshthikatkdnaka (A.D. 1400):

Text and GTr. Weber, Ueber das Champakasreshthikathdnakam, Berlin,

1883 ; no. Dhanyasdlicharitra ; 121. Ddnakalpadruma ; 122. Sripdla-
gopdlakathd: Peterson, R. IV. xxxiii; Duff, C/. 2S4 i

Gudrinot, 177.

1=*.'
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Gudrinot, 89, 175,368
*'^'^^- '^^7, Bhandarkar, A". 1883-4. 150;

iii / G&o?'78 iai F— "w- -'iT
''^"^^ quotations: Peterson

L-' Ti ri^o^.lol. Vtsamvaiiasatahi : Gudrinot 78- 132 ^^n,-,charMka: lA. xxxiii. 169 ; Guerinot, 382, 83, 92 '
^ ' ^^ ^'""'"

]S:eIT'^C'Z '
'"'• ^"^'^"^"'^'""

:
an encyclopaedia of Jainism

:

B. Digambara Literature.

Lit. in Sanskrit, unless otherwise described.
The Lost Canon: see Bhandarkar, R. 1883-4, where an analv^U ofthe account m Sakalaklrti's 7-«//t.^r/^Wr«^^tTo 204 be ow ?sgiven; alsoja.m, Outlines o/Jninism (Cambridge I9?6)p^'nc wherea fuller description may be read. ^ '

^' 3'' ^"^^

. - '^^'^- ^»/yaprajn,ipti, Gudriuot, 20, 139, 467 ; nnd 136 ChandraPrajnaptt, Guerinot, 65, 69 ; both Prakrit.
^^' ^ ^ ' ' "" ^•'°- ^/""W^"-

Vattakera; 136. Miilachara, Pfak. : Peterson ii -ja- r.,^,;„„.
20, 77, 99

;
137. Trivan^cHara, Pr5k. : BuhIer,'Sv"i. 8

; 'gWSo
'

20'
Kundakunda: Pathak, /^. xiv. 14; Gudrinot 272 Cf '^,0

Gujnnot 380. All works in Prak.; 138. ShatprmZl p/te'rson ii 80
^llT)''^'^:'

}^.-Ashtaprabhrita: Gudrinot, 99 ; 140 WmS
i ffinot'^S'^i/"'^'

^'''''^^' ^"- '83; Bira'ndarkarTrS-T
M viv

" '^^'-•^' '°°' '40,272; 141. Prabhritasara: Pathak

Bhandarica^'/.' I'ssH' 7'^^!^- ^T'"^"«'"'-" •• full anaiJS
analvsfs Rh\nH I ^"J*'

^'-^ G"^""°»« 87; 143. /V'/>,/«„,r,?r„
: brie

ZpXI nu '^^''l""^-
'"•

i''^';
Guerinot, 87; 144. /^„«,/,^,///.,m,,

^^f rS/ -^''"'''^•^'^'^'"''^'''
=
^^-'''' '""*'•• ^"'^ a"=i'ysis in Italian

: Pavo-

s'ZlZ.ii- rl '
^"^''"°'' '57; 146. R,^„n;J:,; and 146. /;Tv^/,tsanupreksha, Guerinot, 272.

0.600. Samantabhadra
: ITithak, /<9C. ix. 186 ; /55/,'^.S- 1804 218-Gu^nnot, 415, 4l6; Vidyabhushana. MSIL. 22 147. Gandfulastima.habhajhya: comm. on No. 50: Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 22 ^ITsaZ.mtmamsa or Devagamastotra : brief analysis, Vidyabhushana 24 Sanskanalysis, M.tra, A^^//.^^. vi. 105; Guerinot, 63 ; itscomms" Pathak

"2"
cit.; Guerinot, 41S ; }^9- Ratnakarandasrlakachar^^X^^^^^

IKO "feT;
ffo^^^holder's Dharma, Arrah, 19,7; Guerinot, 85, 476!

S;« '^=^?'!^'^"""' = Gudrinot. 476; 151. Svayambhustotya
; and 152aa/«^.W/-;'«„-./«/,-: Vidyabhushana, M^L. 23. Other wofks

:

wi -o^ 3, 395 ; Guerinot, 403.

R.fl /t!i .• ^f'^'"'
;

"^^^^ Jinakath, fk'an.)
: Gu.^rinot, 96, 227, 48^ •

Rice.y/M6. 1890, 245 : Gue'rinot, 405.
' ^' " ^ -^

'
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PI. 660. Ravishena : Duff, CI. 55 ; 164. Padma PurHna : Hhandarkar,

70C. vii. 30 ; Gu^rinot, 394.
0:700. Pujyapada; 166. Samarthasiiidhi : comm. on No. 50: Rice,

JRAS. 1883, 397 ; Gu^rinot, 403-

0.700-70. AkalaAka: Pathak, IOC. ix. i, 186; Gu^rinot, 270, 398,

415; \6e. Akalahkiistotm ; Gu^rinot, 19; \61. Ashtasan: comm. on

No. 148: Pathak, loc. cit. ; Gu^rinot, 416; 168. /ninuvarfiiUrtima (on

conduct) : Gudrinot,96; 169. Tatti'iirtkatlMvyakhytllamkara : comm. on

No. 50 : Peterson, ii. 78 ; Gu^rinot, 77. For these and other works, see

Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 2$.

8th o. 160. Rajavarttika : comm. on No. 50 : Gudrinot, 35.

8th c. 161. NaladiyAr (Tamil verse) : Harnett, BMCTB. iv.

PI. 788. 'Jinasena; \SA. Harivamiapurclna : full analysis, Mitra,

Notices, vi. 74 ; Gudrinot, 63.

o. 800. Vidyananda ; 163. Slokai'drtika or JainiUlokavHrtika, comnr.

on No. 50 ; Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 27 ; Gu^rinot, 416; 164. Asktasahasrt,

or Aptamimamsdlahkard: a super-comm. on No. 148, following up No. 1 57

:

Vidyabhusana, MSIL. 37; 166. Aptapartksha, Gfldrinot, 63, 415 ; 186.

PramUmparlkshii : Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 27.

^rivarddhadeva ; 167. Chudamani (Kan.) : Rice, KL. 24.

o. 800. Manikyanandin ; 168. ParUshdmukhn : Vidyabhushana,

MSIL. 28.

o. 826. Prabhachandra (A) ; 169. PrameyakamalatnSrtanda on No.

168 : Vidyabhushana, MSIL. 33.

A. D. 887. VlO.'jayadhavala: Bhandarkar, EHD. 68; Gu^rinot, 394 ;

Pathak, y^5/?^6\ 1894, 226.

9th o. Jinasena ; 17L Adipuram or Trishashtilakshanamahiipurana

:

brief analysis, Bhandarkar, ^. 1883-4. 118; Gu^rinot,88; VJ2.Parshvd-

bhudaya: Va.t\\ak,JBI)RAS. 1894,224; Gu^rinot, 99.

9th o. Gunabhadra ; 173. completed Jinasena's Adipuram : Pathak,

JBBRAS. 1894, 225 : 174. Utturapurdna : Bhandarkar, R. 1883-4, 1 19;

Gu^rinot, 88, 175. Atmdnusasana : Gu^rinot, 476.

9th o. Amoghavarsha I ; VlQ.Prasnottaramala: Bhandarkar, AWZ). 68.

PI. 906. Amritachandra : Duff, CI. 83; 177. Comm. on No. 140:

Gu^rinot, 77 ; 178. Comm. on No. 142 : Peterson, IV. ix ; 179. Comm. on

No. 144: Gudrinot, 157; \S0. TiUtvdrthasdra: Gu^rinot, 476 ; 181.

Purush&rthasiddhyupaya : Bodleian CataL ii. 226 ; Gudrinot, 45, 476.

PI. 941. Pampa; 182. Adiptmim, Kan.: Gu^rinot, 414; Rice KL.

27 ; 183. Pampa Bhdrata or Vikrainarjunaviyaja, Kan. : Rice, KL, 26.

PI. 960. Ponna ; 184. Sdnti Purana, Kan., on the i6th Tirthakara :

Rice, KL. 28 ; 186. Jinaksharamale, Kan., an acrostic in praise of the

Tirthakaras : Rice, KL. 28.

PI. 960, .Somadeva; 186. Yasastilaka : full analysis, Peterson, n. 33 :

Gu^rinot, 76 ; 187. Nitivdkydmrita : Gudrinot, 108.

PI. 980. Ranna ; 188. Ajita Purana, Kan., on the 2nd Tirthakara ;

Rice, KL. 28 ; 189. Sdhasa Bhtma Vijaya, Kan., Rice, KL. 28.

Prob. 10th o. \Q0. fivakachintdmani, a Tamil artistic romance:

Frazer, ERE. viii. 91.

o. 980. Chamundaraya (Kan. Chavundar.=lya) ; 191. Chdvutidardya-

purana, Kan. : Rice" AT,. 28 ; Ghoshal, Davva Samgaha (see next entry),

Intro., XX.

o. 980. Nemichandra ; 192. Dravya-sam^raha (Prak.) : Text, Intro.,

ETr. and comm., Ghoshal, Daima Samgaha, Arrah, 191 7; 193.
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TriMnsilr.i : Ghoshal, op. cit. xlii ; analysis, Mitra, .Vo/ues, vi. 97 •

c:u^nnot, 20; 104. </V>ww,i/,m,|/vj (written for Chamundaraya) : (ihoshal'
xl

; 196. LnbMisdra (on attainment) : ( ihoslial, xii ; 196. h's/i,tfi,in<is,}ra •

Ghoshal, xlii.
'

o. 1100. Abhinava Fampa; 197. M<i/litMthapuran<i, Kan. : Rice, xl. 30-
198. Pampa Rimayam, Kan., Rice, KL. 30.

'

o. 1120. Balachandra (A) ; 199. Comm. on No. 141 : Gudrinot, 272
404 ; 200. Tattviiralmidipika : Gudrinot, 404.

'

1200-60. Aiadhara
; 201. Dharmamrita ; ^O^.'frishashtismriti : and

many other works. Life, analysis of the Dharmdnirita and list of works •

Bhandarkar, R. 1883-4, 103.

Sri Yogindra ; 208. Paramatmaprakasa : ETr. R. U. Iain Arrah
1915.

PI. 1464. Sakalaklrti ; 204. Tattvarthasaradipika ; 206. Prasnot-
taropasakacham : Bhandarkar, R. 1883-4, "6 ; 206. Sa>ttimUh<tch,iri/a •

and 207. Parsvanathacharita : analysis, Bhandarkar, 106, 116, 122;
208. Variikamdnapurand : Gudrinot, 100.

End 15th, Srutasagara : Peterson, IV. cxxiii ; 200. JinasamhiUi (on
the buildmg of temples, making images, and worship) : Bhandarkar, R
1883-4, "7; 210. Comm. on No. 138; Gudrinot, 77; 211. Tafvarthai'l-
pikcl : Bhandarkar, 1 17.

,

Fl. 1628. Nemidatta; 212. SripalackaHtra ; 2ld. Naniunapui ana-
21A. BAanvaktfwaracAari/ra

; 2\6. Aradhanakathakosa: ("udr- 1 6^
83, 88 ; 216. Sravakachara : Peterson, V. xl.

'

16th o. Subhachandra ; 217. Patuiima P., and many other works :

Peterson, V. Ixxiii.

o. 1626. Ratnachandra ; 218. Subhaumacharitra : Bhandarkar, A'.

1883-4, 124 ; 219. PradyumnackarHra : Gudrinot, 73.
1630-60. BaniiraslDas; works in Hindi verse; 220. Sadhiibanduna

;

221. Afoks/iamargapiiidi; 222. Samtiyasiimnatika: (iudrinot, 101, 148,
208.
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Abbang, Mnrathi word for hymn, 235,

. 30J, 374- ,

Abhba, t. t of Kashmir SaivUm, 198,

Abhayadeva, 178, 379, 401.

Abhayatilaka, 370.
Abhidhamma I'itaka, of Uuddhi^t
Canon, 67, 393 ; probably a late

work, not belonging to original

Canon, 68 ; only two schools pos-
sessed an Abhidhamma P., 68, 106.

Ahhidhammatthasathgaka, 393.
Abhidharma, Sanskrit for Abhidham-

ma. Set Abhidharma Pifaka.

Abhidharma-dkatukdyapada, 394.
Abhidhanna-koia of V'asubandhu, 161,

39S-
Abhidharnta-koia-vydkhya, 161, 394.
Abhidharma Pitaka, of the Sarvastiva-

dins, 107; comm. on it, 108.

Abhidharma-prakaratfapada, 394.
Abhidharma-sangUiparydyapsda, 394.
Abhidharma-skandhapida, 394.
Abhidhdrma-vijildnakdyapdda, 394.
Abhinava Gupta, 259, 265, 386.

Abbinava Pampa, 283, 405.
Abhinishkramana-siiira, 156, J07.

Aborigines of India, 4 f., 16.

Aehdrdn^a-siilra, 166, 215, 399.
Achdryaparicharya, 379.
Achintya-bbedabheda, 287, 311,

Adangan-Murai, 352, 3S7.

Adbhuta Brd'hmana, 42, 363, 366.
Adbhuta Gtld, 336, 382.

Adbhuta Rdmdyana, 250, 329, 381.
Adhdrakdrikds, 386.
Adhvara, 6.

Adhvaryu, 6, 7, 14, 17, 19, 20.

Adhydtma-Kalpadruma, 402.

Adkydtma Ndrdyana, 250.

Adhydtma Rdmdyaiia, a mediaeval
Ramaite epic, 190, 2.S0, 329, 381 ;

contains the Rdma-hridaya and the

Rama-gitd, 250 ; a Kanarese version,

375-
Adhydtma U., 364.
Adhydtmopanishad, 401.
Adi-Buddha, 273, 274.

.'idi Granlh, another name for the
Granlh of the Sikhs, 339.

Adi P. ijaiiii, 217, 404.
Adi P. (Jain, Kanareic), 2S3, 404.
Aditi, 10.

Aditya Upapurdtia, 372.
Adi i'padifa, 344.
Adoration Mantras, 202.

Advaita, moni!>m, a form of the \'c-

danta, 128.

Advaiticharya, 307.
Advaitanandn, 251, 286, 368.
Advaita-siddhi, 368.

Advayatdraka U. , 364.
Afghanistan, 103.

Asiimapratniiiya, 3.':.

Agamas, Saiva manuals, 190, 193, 197,

384, 387 ; which sects usetl Agamas ?

lyo, 197, iq8, 255, 257; date, 194;
contents, 194 f.; belong to various
sects, 19A; commentaries, 259;

_ Lihgiyat Agnmas. 264.

Aganta-tatlva-vildsa,^ 354, 389.
Agamic Saivas, i. e. Snivas who use the

Agamas, 191, 193 (T., 255, 349, 384.
Agastya, gn.
Agastya .S. 183, 381 ; see Agastya^

Su/ikshna Samvdda.
Agas/yaSuiikshna Samvdda, 190,

381 ; a Ramaite work, 190; called

Agastya S., 1S3; date, 190; re-

ferred to in Adhydtma Rdmdyatia,

250.

Agastya-siilras, 269, 359, 389.

Aghoraghanja, a Kapalika ascetic,

192.

A^horis, 347.
Agneyaka A., 193.

Agni, 10, II, 15, 49.
Agnichayana, 22.

Agni P., 139, 179, 372; probably a

tihagavata work, 179, i8i, 206, 374;
contains a passage on Surya, 206;
a passage on Ganeia, 206, 390;
recognizes the live gods, 1 79.

Agra, 316.

Agra Das, 317.

'
i
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AharhkAra, t.t. of tlie S^-hkhyn »y»tcm,

98, 130.

Aha^ll«y, 35 j.

Ahimnil, iinn-injury, 71 ; e^|)«ci«lly non-
injury tu animal life, 71,

Ahmedabad, 318.

Ahobila Monasteiy, 310.
Aikya, i6i.

Aifig, 20I.

Aiivirika, theiitic (from livara), 174.
Jilartya Aranyaka, 30, J9g, 363.
Aitartya Brahmana, fj, 28, 363 ; com-

mentary, 29;,
Aitareya I'., 54, 55, 235, 364.
Aitareyin*, a ichool of the Kigvttia, 37,

54-
,

Ajita, name of an Agama, 193.
Ajlvikas, 77 n. 1.

Ajjatama, lao, 399.
AjRi, name of one of the occult circles,

ace. to Sakta Yoga, 369,
AkalaAka, 3i6, 219, 404.
Akalahka-stotra, 316, 404,
AkSlIa, 340.
Akaia, ether ; 1. 1. of Vaiieshika system,

Akbar, a8^, 391, 310, 337.
Akshamdltid U., 364.
Akshapada Gautama, 370,
Akshi U., 364.
Akshobya, 373.
AkutohhayH, 397.
Alandi, 301.

Alavantar Madavappattar, 396, 373.
Ala^ 'jFiana, 160, 373.
Alb i, 305, 333.
Al der the Ureat, 33, 36, 43, 46.

A" ""qq. 33«. 343-
A .nabad, 174, 304, 337.
Allama Prabhu, 353.
Allegory, 38,

A)v3rs, Vaishnava pcet-musiciani of
the Tamil country, 183, 18,, 333,

379; date, 188; they taui,ht Sodras
and outcastes as well as Caste people,

344: they arc leaders and teachers of
the SrS-Vaishnava sect, 187; their

images worshipped in the temples,
1 87 ; their names, 1 88 ; their influence,

330; their hymns collected and ar-

ranged, 341 ; called Ndlayira Pra-
handhani, 341 ; set to Dravidian
music, 241 ; introduced into the
temples, 340, 341.

Alwar, 334, 343.
Ama, 314.

Amalananda, 333, 368.

Amarachandra, 3H0, 40J.
Amar I Mi, 337, 3N3.

Amar MUl, 3H3.

Ambi llbawinT, 356.
Amida, Japaneac contraction of Ami-

ti'ibha, 375.
Amitibha, 117, 373.
Ami/4tur-dhyifna-si7/rii, lj8, 396.
Arooghattddha, 373.
Amoghavajra, 310, 313, 398.
Amoghavarslia I, 317, 404.
Amrilabitulii I'., 95, 364.
Amrilachandra, 381, 404.
AmrilandJa U., 364.
AmritdHuhhava, 335, 353, 374, 384.
Amfittia T., 365.

Amritiir, 337, 341.
Athsumin, name of an Agama, 193.
Amldi- 1 'ita-iaiva-sdra-sansraha, 387.
Anandalahari, 366, 388.
Ananta Deva, 385 n. 3, 395, 367, 373.
Anis, 5.

Anatta, 64.

Anava, one element in Piia, 195.
Ancestor-worship, 1, 16, 33.

Andal, 188.

Ahga, a limb, or section of the Jain
Canon, 75, 130, 163 ; eleven Anga in

the Svetambara Canon, 76; the

critical problem they involve, 76, 130;
the twelfth Ahga 163 ; comms. on
the Anga, 379; list, ,^99.

Ahgabihyas, 130.

Ahgad, a Sikh guru, 337 ; invt "
'*-•

Guntmukhi alphabet, 337.
Ahga-mantras, mantras auxiliary to the

royal mantra of Narasimha. 189.
Ahguttarnnikaya, fourth section of

Sutta Pitaka, 109, 391, 393.
Anhilvara-patan, 379, 380.

Anichchha, 64.

Animal-sacrifice, 3, 14, 41, 48, 368,

354-
Animism, i, 3.

Aniruddha, a Vaishnava divinity, one of
the vy&has, 98, 1 84.

Aniruddha, 369.
Aniruddha-vriiti, 369.
Annam Bha;ta, 389, 370.
Annapfirna 17. , 364.
Anquetil Dnperron, 287.
An Shi-kao, 118.

Antakriladi-id, one of the Jain AAgas,
400.

Antarakathasahi^raha, 381,^03.
Ann, t. t. of Kashmir Saivism, 198.
Anubkdshya, 387, 377.
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iiMUj;Ud, 97, ij8.

Amij;rnlia, llic ^fai-'c of Siva, in A^nniic
Saivi?.m, 1 95.

Amiruddlia, 393.
Anuthtulih, n lorm of vcrw, 188.

AuuttiiriiHpaftilU-adalil, 400.
AnuvyiithydHa, t^fi, 375.
AMuyegadi'dra, 400.

AfaMtia, a work in (he Kuddhitt Sutta

Pifaka, 71, 108, y)2,
Apa Deva, 285, 367.
Afotievi, »8j, 196, 367.
Afarajita • inakdpratyiiHgiri'i d'. ''rani,

399-
Aparamilayui-iutra-iiistra, i{8, 396.
Aparimitdyur dhdrani, 399.
Apastamha Dharma Sfitra, 365.
APaslamha Crihya .Sutra, 365.
Apastamha Arauta SAtra, 365.
Apastamha Sulva Sutra, 365.
Appar, 196, 384.
Appaya Dikahita, 286, 395, 330, 380,

389; his works, 330, 367, 368, 380;
on the Vaishnava Samhitas, 181 ;

his title Dikshita, 358 ; hit Srvdrka-
manidipikd, 350, 385 ; his religious

life, 3j8.
Ajitamimdthsd, Ji6, 319, 371, 403.

Aptapaiikshd, 319, 404.
Apurva, 135.

AraJhattdkathdkoia, 405.
Aradhya brahinans, 363.

Aradhyas, 263 n. 1.

Aranya, one of the ten orders of .4an-

kara'i sannyftsii, 174.
Arauyagdna, 19, 30.

Aranyakas, 33, 363 ; the name, 38

;

character and contents, 38, 41 ; pur-
pose of, 39 f.; religion, 30 ff.

Archaka, a word used for temple-
ministrant in S. India, 182, 349.

ArcAiia, 18.

Ardba-MagadhI, a Jain literary dialect,

162.

Argaldstotra, 357.
Arbat, the early Buddhist ideal, 105,

"3-
Arikesari, 383.

Arjan, a Sikh guru, 337, 383 ; built the
golden temple at Amritsar, 337

;

compiled the Granth, 337 ; put to

death by Jahangir, 338.
Armenian jieoples, 1.

Arsheya Brdhmatta, 37, 363.
Aria, 3.

Artha-paHchaka, 246, 380.

Arthasaiif^ialui, 367.
Arlhiildstra, 43, 7.?, •/».

Artha\iiln, 25.

Arujiiandi Devi, 257, 25K, 38«.
Arun.n-Kiri-Nalhar, 347, 382.
Anutya U., <)i, i6^.
Aryadeva, IJ9, 397.
Aryaman, >, 10,

Aryans, 4(1 , 10, 15.

Ary. lira, 1,^6, 395.
Aryatdrd/ra,i;Mar4stotra, 399.
Asa^la, 378, 280, 402.

AUdh.ira, 382, 405.
Asa-ii'U'dr, 341.

Asana, 153, 253 n. 2.

Asah^a, 123, 160; hit works, l6of.,

397-
Asceticism, 13, 23, 40, 47, f 2 f., 57, 60.

Ascetics, 33 ; used for sannyitU, 40.
Asha, 3.

Ashes, used by Pisupatat, 103, 196;
uied hj all i^aivas for the sect-mark,

196.

Ashfa Chhap, 316.
Ashtdiihydyi, 42.

.Ishlaprdbhrila, 403.
Ashtasd/iasri, 219, 371, 404.
Ashtasdhairitd PrajUdpitamilA, 373.
Ashlahti, 316, 319, 404.
Ashldvimiati Tuttva, 39J, 373.

Asmarathya, 138, 221.

A^ka, emperor of India, 66; hit con-
version, 66 ; edicts, 44, 67, 72

; propa-
ganda, 67, 72; missionaries, 67, 72 ;

favourite liuddhist texts, 72 ; build-

ings, 67, 73; laws against slaughter

of animals and nnimal sacrifice, 73 ;

vegetarianism, 72 ; religious tours, 73.
AMdt'addna, 395.

Akama, one of the four forms of Hindu
life, 39, 40; these later form a series,

81.

Ahama, one of the ten orders of i^ah-

kara's sannyasis, 174.
Airama U., 95, 364.
Assam, 390.
Astronomy, 42,

A^vaghosha, a iiraliman, who became
a Sarvastivddm Buddhist, 95, 108,

115; then a Mnhayanist, 115; genius
and works, 1 15 f., 395.

Mvakranta, 356.

AJvaldyana Crihya Sutra, 365.
Ahaldyaiia Sraula Sulia, 365.
Aivamedha, 33.

A&vins, 2, 3 n. I, 10,

t:-
I
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AlharviM - Alharvavtiia.

Atharvaiikka I'., I0,<, 3*4.

Alhanaiiras I'. i,A), 103, 146 n., tj6f

AlharvaUras If. (B), 180, J06, »66,

364. i^i> 373-
, , ,

Atharvainida, j^ff., 303; relation to

Jiik, 14 ; >(;« of, 15 ; canonical po«l-

tlon, Jj; religion of, 30 ff., 363;

Bhilosophv in, 6'i i^l'< """"y "«*
'panithndt appended, 80; iti man-

tras, 101 ; magic and ritual, 363.

Atheism, meaning of the term, 37

;

examples of, 44, 47, 49, 60, 61.

AtivirarSma Pinilya, 347, 383.

Atmal'o.Iha V., 188, 364, 379.

Atman, the self, a name for the Abso-

lute, 3J; philosophy of, J7, 3J, 41,

51 ; identification of a divine and

hnman self, 51, 59; the Atman un>

knowable, 56 ; a subject without an

object, j6, 59 ; impertonal, s6 ;
per-

sonal, 56; the A. is bli»«, 57; all

else is sorrow, j? ; 1. 1. in Vaiieshika

system, 133; and in Nyiya system,

1 35 ; ill both the conception of the

itman i» richer than elsewhere, 135.

Atmanuiasana, a 18.

Atma U., 364.

Atreya ^ikhi of the Taittiriya school,

3a6.

Atri, 8.

Atnrapratyikbyina, 400.

Audulomi, 138.

Aughars, 347.
AupafKllUa, 399.
Aurungzebe, 291, 343.
Austerities, 16, 59; given up in early

Buddhism, 63.

Avadana, n form of Buddhist tale, in

Pali Apadana, 108.

Avadana-kalfalatd, 395.
AvaJdna-ialaia, 108, 395.

Avadhutas, 317.

Avadhuta U., 364.
Avalokiteivara, a Bo<1hisattva, 158;

his mantra, iia; transformed into

a goddess in China and Japan, 158

;

a Dhyani'Bodhisattva, 373.

Avaratfa-bkahgavydkkya , 376.

Avaiyaka-siUra, 215, 399,

AvatSra, lit. descent, the Hindu word

for a divine incarnation, 85 n. I.

Avesta, 1, 3.

Avyakta U-, 364.

Avyaiiga, the Zoroasirian girdle, iji.

Awadhi, a dialect of Hindi, 333.

Ayodhya, 3»7. 3*9. 330.

Hibd I al, 334> 344-

lUiba Ulls, 334, 344-
B4diml, a 1 6.

Bidariyana, author of I'tJanta-tiliatf

ia6, u8, 368.

BahurOpa Tantras, tf^.

Hakvrttha U., 364
fliUMHrata, a8o, 40J.

Bilachandra, 405.

ftiJlaiharila, 144.

Bala.leva, 287, 311, 377.
lUlakrishna lihaKa, 316, 377.
Balarilma, or Saiiikanihana, a brother

of Krishna, 98.

BalarSma IMs, 31 1 , 377.

Balehalli, i6o.

B4na, aoo, J05, 388.

BanSras! Dasa, 361, 405.

SdHi of Dill a, 341 ; read only by the

twice-born, 341.

AoM/of l.il Dis, 34a.

Hdmoi Ram Charan, 345.

Ban-jitrS, 310.

Banwiri Dis, 34a.

Bappabhatti. ai4, 401.

Birhaspatyas, 371.

BarhaspcUya T., a68.

Barsom, twigs used in Zoroastrian wor-

ship, isa.

Basava, a Lii'igayat leader, a6o, a6a,

386.

flasava P., 364, 353, 387.

Baudhdyana Dhanna Sutra, 365.

Baudhdyana Grihyasutra, 141, 365;
the Pariiishfas to it, 141, 373.

Baudhdyana Sraula Sutra, 365.

Baudhdyana Sulva Sutra, 365.

Bauls, 31a.

Beef, eaten by all in Mahdbhdrata, 49.

Benares. a6o, 337, 339, 330, 334.

Benevolence, in Mahayana Buddhism,

•"3.

Bengal, 274.

Bengill literature, 371, 396, 397, 303,

306, 310, 356, 378, 383, 389-

Beoi, 323, 381.

Bemier, 291.

Bhadra A., 193.

Bhadrabahu, a Jain leader, 75 ; author

of canonical books and niryuktU,

76, 400.
Bhadriuharyd, 390.

Rhagavadgitd, the Lord's Song, a Vaish-

nava episode in the Mahdbhdrata,
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86 9i, 97, yi6, ,^7.^ ; central signid-

canv.«, 86, 97 ; cream the firit I Itndii

theism, N7; hriii)fi relea>e wllhin
re;ii h of all \ ai-t-hiwvas, 117 ; i.c to

all men ami wuuM'n of the four

c*Ue«, H7 ; three putha V> release,

88; theo' >gy of the (jitd, H«>; it*

bhakli, jjo, 14); nccret of it* power,

90 f. ; uphnlil« the tlharma, 89 ;

originally Heterwlox, 91 ; now ottho-

doi, ia8. tbeorlrii ol Iih oiigin. fo,

91, 366 , date, 78, 86, .»66 Is there

Christian infliin.ce in it! ^j ; beM
to be revelation of second grade
(jmrtii'y, 173; forinn part of the

Canoi, ol the Vcdintn, 1 7,5; inlliunce
ofllir 6'i7<i, 114, ij8, 144, 14J, 1.^.?;

commentaries, 171, a^i, nt.
HhiigttvaJviihayam , 3S0.

Uhagavin, |llesw<i Lunl, K7.

Hhigavata (from tiliagavan \ a devotee

of the Lord. Used of !^aiva«, Ha n. t
;

oied of Vaiihnavab jj^'ncrally, 1 41

;

uied of a iprclal group of V'aish-

riava», sie Iihigavat;l^ ; uwrtl of a

singer-preacher in SouJi IndiT. 30a.

Hhagavata-bhishya, hy V'ishtmwamI
»3**. 305. 375'

Hkai;avuta-hhavartha ilip-ka, nfi, •,74.

/i/ia^avata-lii^huliid, ^'^.

Hhiigavata Miihiiimya. -'3;, 37a.
lihaj;avata /'.

, 1 39, 37^; characteristic^,

aa9f. ; deals with Kfishna'^ youth,
aa9; a late work, 178; erroa>>ously

attributed to Vopa^leva, 131 ^69.

359; the latest of tlir i'nraiias, ^31 ;

late, i3a; place of ori^jin, a3J . its

i/halcti, aao, aag, t\i \ us eroticism,
a.'O; the love of the

jj°l''"
'' "vnit'ol

ot spiritual devotion, ^30 , ipr^np;

from the Bhagavat.x communitv , and
is th'-ir chief scripture, aag, \-^ ; it>

i'.iiHK-, i: 'nfluence, aao, ly. J69,
• . t, ,'^1, 308, 345; tends to.vards

Sa/ili.ir « advaita Vedanta, ^31.

Corrn-;, aries, ^46, 304, 305, 316;
braj translations, 317 ; Kanarese
tf.nslat.ons, 303 ; Marathi trnnsla-

*ions, 300; an antho! >'^ ot its utter-

ances on bhakti, 30a.

Bhagavatas, Smarta Viisiinavai, who
hold the equality of Visiit, and Siva,

M». '75. '8'' nit '9- .>o'
;

tl'c'f

unstable position between .Smartas

and sectarians, 398 ; their luantra,

'43. J79» «86, i35, av^; their sect-

mark, 398; Sampradiivi, 317; iheii

rpaniahad, 143, iHi ; their litrialure,

i4Jf, 179, iHi, iiy nfT, 373; the

/Hdifltvata /', their chief scripture,

J33. 374 ; th-y are fuiluwers of

Sankara, 175. 181 ; they acknow-
leilge the five god», 181 ; many are

icmijlr-ministrants, 181, 133; hold
thfSatnuchchhaya doctrme, aai ; their

ten«ple«, a98; their iiiuna«terir«, a97f.;

a t.hishva on the I'tJ.iHin-iutraj

which claims to << a iilugavata
work, J97 f.

Hhiifmata S., 181, 136 n. 1.

Hhagavaia nampradiya, 317.
/ihilxt^'a!a-liil/',:>yti Hittiaya, fjft, 37J.
lihagavata temples, ^33.
Hhagataii, one of the Jain Ahgas, 399.
Khagavat-iAslra, 14a,

Hhai (.ui liis, 338, 38a.

Rhat iinr Das ki H'lir, 338, 38a.

Ith.ll Marii Siiigh, 339.
rtiiairava Tantras, 165.

i<''tiiirava yJmaia T,, 388.

Uhnishajyaraja, lj8,

lihakta JJliimrila, 374.
Bhiiitaniitld, a34, a39, 199, 317.
fikaiiitrnaia-slotra, aof, ai4, 401.
HhuttapariJUa, 400,
lihakU I'ijaya, 374.
Uh.ikti, jao; in Svct/ihatara U., 59;

in the Uitii, S8 ; in Jihigavata J'.,

aJ9; in A\imdnuj,i, a3o; in Hkdga-
vata Alt'ihtitinya, a3a ; in the Vira

Saiva system, afil n.3, a04.

Hliukti-marga, the way to release by
devotion, 88.

lihaktinxsHyana, 384.
lihaktiratnakara. 377.
Hhaktirntniimi iltuitidhit, 376.

IShaMtirattMvali, 30-', 37,?.

Uhakti school of the Sukt.i sect, 269,

359-
Hhalan, 356.
iihamati, 176, ill, 368.

iihandarkar. Sir K. G., his theory of

VSsudeva. 50,

Uhanu Das, 374.
lihnradvaja, 8.

lihurndvuja, a title of Uddyotakara.
Bhcradi'Uja Grihya sutra, 365.

BharaJiHija Sraiila su/ra, 365.

Bhiirata Chandra Kai, 356.
Bharathaii-vairagya, 378.

Bharati, one of the ten orders of

Saiikara's sannyasis, 174, 304, 307.

Bharatitirtha. a86, 3''>S.

Bharnti Vati, 369.

>> a
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Hhar!;nva ('pa/>ur<'nia, 372.

Hhasa, 144.

Kha-sarvajiia, 370.
Bkashd-parichchheda, 370.

Ubaskara, said to have lieen Nimbarkn's

original name, 339 n. 6.

Bhaskara, 386.

Bhaskara-hhiishya, see Bhftskara-

cbarya.

Bhaskaracharya, author of a bheda-

bheda bhasbya on the V'edanta-siitras,

331, 339 n. 6, 368; attacks Sankara
and the Paficharatras, 33of.

Bhaskaranandanatha, initiate name of

Bhaskararaya, 358.
lihaskararaya, a Right-hand Sakta

scholar, 193, 358, 389; seemingly

a Nathn, 192 ; lived at Tanjore,

193.

Bhaiinajabdla U., 364.

Bhatta, i.e. Kumarila, 168.

Bhatta Bhaskara Miira, 226.

Bhatta Dinakara, 367.

Bhatta Dinakara, 367.
Bhdita Dipikd, 386, 367.

Bhatta Nilakantba, 359, 389.
Bbava, 149.

Bhavadevami^ra, 368.

Bbava Gane^ Diksbita, 369.

Bhavana U., 366, 358, 364, 389.

Bhtivdrtha Rdmdyana, 374.
Bbavaviveka, 371, 397.
Bhavishya P., 139, 37a ; referred to in

Apastamba Dharmasutra, 136; its

Brahma Parvan contains Saura

material, 140, 152, 390.
Bhayahara-stotra, 214, 400.

Bhedabheda, dualistic monism, a form

of the Vedanta, 128, 231, 233, 255,

387, 336 n. 2, 333, 351 n. 4.

Bhelsari, 345.
Bhikshu, 53.

Bhikshuka (I., 364.
Bhilmal, 280.

Bhima Chandra Kavi, 353, 387,
Bhoja, king of Dliara, 223, 279, 369.

Bhojaka-Ma.i;a, q.v.

Bhrmi, t. t. in Mahayana Buddhism;
there were 10 bhiimis, or stages in

the Bodhisattva career, 113, ii.s,

160.

Hhuswi4i Kamdyana, itfi, 329, 381.

Bhutaiidinara 7., 272, 388, 398.

Bhutani, the elements of the visiblc

world, 98.

Bhiitapuri Mdlidtmya, 246,

Bhutattu. 188.

Bhutavalya, 121.

Bhiiti, one of the two aspects of the

Sakti ol Vishnu, 184, 185.

Bhuvanesvarl T., 268.

Bibliolatry, 341, 343, 346.
Bihari Lai Chaube, 379.
Biharini Das, 378.

Bija, 301.

Bijak, 333, .^37.

Bijljala, 260.

Bilva, bael, 294.
Bilvamafigala, 304, 375.
Binay Pattrikd, 381.

Bindu, 301.

Bindusura, a Maurya emperor, 75.

Birbal, 29)$.

Birbhan, 334; his AJi rpaiieia, 344;
Christian influence recognizable, 344.

Bird-worship, 43.
Bir Singh, 340.
Black i'ajus, origin of the name, 26

;

Saiiibitas and Brahmanas of, 27

;

Aranyaka of, 30 ; Upanishads of, S4,

58, 79; Sutras of, 81, 141 ; the

iatarudrtya, 38;.

Blood Chapter of i.Hikd P., 354.
Blood-sacrifice, 354.
Bodhayana, author of a Visishfadv-ita

vj-itti on the VeJdnta siilras, .;i,

242.

Bodhi, the wisdom of the Bnddbas, 160.

Bodhichatydvatdra, 208, 397.
Bodhisattva, one whose nature is wis-

dom, destined to become a Bnddha,

105, 112, 160, 208; advanced Bodh<-

sattvas conceived like divinities, de-

clining nirvana, 113; great Bodhi-

r.attvas, 1 58 ; ma'ried celestial Bodbi-

sattvas, 210; the Bodhisattva life in

the Mahayan.i, 113; advanced con-

ceptions, 209 ; the ten bhumis, or

stages, in the career, 113, 115, 160.

Bodhisattvabhumi, Vijfianavadin work
on the bbumis, 160, 395, 396.

Bodhisattvayogdchdra ChatuhSdtaka,

396.
Bodkivathsa, 392.
Bodies of the Buddim, 159, 273.

Boons, asked at the Veilic sacrifices,

•5-

Brahma, the Creator, 41, 49, 208; in

second stage of the Kpics, 83 ; in the

third stage, 92, 98 ; in the doctrine of

Vyuha, 98, i8>; ; the Brahma sect

and its literature, 148, 387; in the

TrimOrti, 148 f.; his decline, 179.

Brahmahindii L'., 95, 3''i4.
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ji ; the

relation

Brahmachnri, the celibate sludeiit ; lii-i

place in the Asramas, 81.

nrahmdmrita-vanhiiti, 368.

Brahman, (i) religious truth,

name of the Absolute, 33,

God of the Vedanta, 126;

tothe world. 56, 137; inactive, 127;

identified with Vishnu, 86, 97.

ISrahmanand, 378.

Hrahmanas, the word, 25; rise of the

Brahmanas, 25 ff. ; list, 37, 28 ; their

character, 27; their religion, 30 ff.;

philosophy in, 32, 51, 363.

Brahman-Atman, 5 1 ; philosophy of,

53 ; spread slowly at first, 60.

Rrahtndiida P., 139, 372. 3^9; '*

royal genealogies of historical value,

137; Malayalim Tr., 347, 384; con-

tains i^akta material, 357.

Brahma P., 139, 371; contains a

Saura section, 326, 370, 3S9.

Brahmans, 30, 21, 36; education of,

31 ; in transmigration, 34 ; duties, 40

;

in Epic become warriors, 49 ; their

share in creating the Upanishad

philosophy, 53.

Brahma S., 308, 376.

Brahma Sainpradaya, 327.

Brahma-sulra-anulihdshya ofVal labha

,

377-
Brahma-sutrahhashya, 221, 387, 368/
Brahma-siitras, the fundamental docu-

ment of the Vedanta, 126; written

by Badarayana, 1 J6 ; a forerunner of

this work, 179.

Brahma U., 95, 364-

Brahmavaivarla P., 130. '79- 37'';

the Krishna section is probably a

Nimbarkite interpolation, 240, 271,

376.
Brahmai'idyabhaiana, 251, 286, 368.

Brahmavidya U., 95, 364.

Brahmayaniai'a T., 265.

Braj, the district of Mathura and

Brindaban, 316; the

district, 316.

Braj Basi Das, 317, 377.
Braj'bhakti-vildsa, 310.

Braj literature, 397, 377,

Braj vililsa, 317, 377.

Branding, i.e. of the symbols of Vishnu

on the body, 186, 346, 321.

Brihoiidranyaka, 30, 363.

Brihaddranyaka U., 54, fj, 3^4-

Brihad BrahtiaS , 1S3. 246.

Brihaijdbdla U., 364.

BrihaspatiSmriti, 180, 366.

dialect of the

379-

AVj'/m//" ofl'r.ibhakara, 168, 367.

Brihatkalpa, 400.

BrHint .S'., J36n. I, 390.

Brind.ihnn, 305, 308. 309, 310.

Buddha, the, 55 ; lile, 62 ; teaching,

63 ff. ; his doctrine of the soul, of

transmigration and of release, 65

;

avoidance of metaphysical qucitions,

65 ; biographical material, 70 ; his

supposed previous births, 70; rever-

ence for the Buddha, 71 ; he becomes

a semi-divine being, 78, 155; almost

becomes an eternal god, 78, 114;
Buddha-imagts, no, III.

Buddhacharilii, 115, 394.
Buddhaghosha, 154, 393.
BuddhCilathkdra, 394.
Buddhas, many, no; Ijecome almost

like gods, ns ; their omniscience

and jierfections, 113; the previous,

70, no.
Buddhavamsa, 70 n., 391.

Buddhavatamsaka-sutra, 158, 160.

Bnddh-Gaya, 62.

Buddhi, t. t. of Sahkhya system, 130.

Buddhism, rise of, 62 ; earliest teaching,

63 ff. ; spreads to Persia, Turkestan

and China, 79, 103; Illnayana and
Mahayana, no, n2, 206; the Tri-

ratna, 271; killed by Islam, 271;

literature, 273, 390.

Buddhist art, no, ni.
Buddhist bhakti, no-ni, 113.

Buddhist Canon, 64, 65 6 ; the Canon
as found in Ceylon, 68 ; in Pali, 68

;

reduced to writing in first cent. B.C.,

68 ; the Sanskrit canons, 106, 107,

109.

Buddhist Councils, 65, 66,67, 72, 108.

Buddhist devotion, see Buddhist bhakti.

Buddhist laity, 71.

Buddhist logic, 178, 225.

Buddliist monks, 67, 69, 71, ri3; in

Mahayana, l>ecome priests, 1
1
3.

Budilhist nuns, 67, 69, 71.

Buddhist pantheism, 274, 279.

Buddhist Patriarch, moves to China,

162.
,

Buddhist Sakta system, origin, 309 f.

;

exposition, 210; cult, 210; literature,

2n ff., 272, 397; aim of the system,

3n ; its theistic or pantheistic theo-

logy, 273 ; its doctrine that every

Buddha and every Uodhisatlva h.is a

wife, 374; many Sakta monks and

nuns absorbed by the Chaitanya sect,

31'-

i I
1
«
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Buddhist Sanskrit, 105, 107, no, 394.
Kuddhist stupai, 1 10.

Buddhist symhwls, 73, no.
Buddhist tantras, aio, je*), 372.
Buddhist theism, 273 f., 279.
Buddhist worship, 71, no; in Maha-

yana, U3.
Burial, 263.

Burmn, 103, 275, 390.

Cambodia, 168, 207, 390.
Caste, 5, 17, 31 ; the four chief caste.,

21 ; sub-castes and mixed castes, 31 ;

education of three highest castes, 31

;

influence of in law and life, 40 ; in
the Lpics, 49.

Celtic people, i

.

Central Asia, 103.
Ceylon, 153; extra-canonical Buddhist

lit., written in Ceylon, I54f., 275.
Ceylonese Canon, see Buddhist Canon.
Chaitanya, founder of the Clinitanya

sect, 307 ff.; won by a Madhva
sannyasl, 303, 307; accepts Radha,
307 ; his preaching and singing, 307 ;

his converts, 307, 308 ; his journeys,

307 J his death, 308 ; his influence,

.^03> 304. 305 ; his powers and per-
sonality, 308; his reading, 308; in-

fluence of his death in Bengal, 309

;

mentioned in yifvasdra T., 354.'

Chaitanya Bhdgavata, 310, 377.
Chaitanyachandrodaya, 310, 377.
Chailanyacharita, 376.
Chaitanya-charitamrita, 310, 377.
Chaitanyamahgal, 377.
Chaitanya sect, accepts Kadha, 307;

its philosophic position Bhedabheda,
308; hymns and Gaur Chandrika,
308 ; the six Gosvamis at Brindaban,
309 f.; literature, 309 ff., 375; the
temples at Brindaban, 310; modifica-
tions of caste, 31 1 ; Gosvamts, 3M :

the Vairagis and Vairaginis, 3M;
many Buddhist monks and nuns
absorbed, 309, 311 ; their impurity,
3n

; temples and images, 312; Chai-
taiiya, Advaita, and Nityananda wor-
shipped, 312; saiikirtan and nagar-
kirtan, 307 ; sahklrtan in the temples,
31a; in houses, 312; influence of the
sect, 318.

Chaitya, a Buddhist hall, 71, 72 ;

becomes a temple, 1
1 3.

Chakra, circle, (i) a SaVta circle for
worship, 203, 355 (2) a supposed

centre of occult force in the body, 1 86,
'95. 201, 210, 213. 269.

Chakradhar, 248.
Chakradhar Ckarit, 380.
Chakra-pDja, circle-worship, of the

Jsakfas, 203, 204, 210, 315, 355.
Chalukyas, 215.

*

Chamarasa, 353, 387.
Chamars, Outcaste workers in leather,

.^43-

ChampahalreslUhikathanaka, 401

.

ChampO, 353.
Chamunda, one of the names of the

goddess, 203.
Chamundaraya, 282, 404.
Chamutufardya P., 282, 404.
Chanakya, 43.
Chaiidamahdroshaiia T,, 272, 272 n. 3,

39«-
Chatida-mdruta, ,^79.

Chanda-maruta Mahacharya, 380.
Chandaviyyaya, 400.
Chandi, a name of the goddess, 150;

used also as = Chandi-mdhdlmya,
356.

Chatufi, a Bengal! epic, 257, 356.
Chanel Das, 273, 305, 307, 308, 356,

378.
Chandika, 354.
Chandi-mdhdtmya, a section of the

I.Iiikaiuleya P. ; basis of ^akta sect,

iSof., 388; Gobind Singh had it

translated, 339 ; other Trs., 356, 357 ;

use of the passage as a liturgy, 357.
Chattditnahgal, 390.

Chandl-iataka, 150, 200, 388.
Chandragomin, 209, 398, 399.
Chandragupta, 43, 49, 66 ; said to have

been a Jain, 75.

Chandrahdsa A., 193.

ChandrajHdna A., 193.
Chandrakald T., ^68.
ChandrakTrti, 208, 209, 397.
ChandraprajHapti, 166, 219, 400, 403.
Chandrasuri, 402.
Ckaiuirikd, 375.
Chdngdeva Charitra, 380.
Chdngdeva Pdsashti, 374.
Channa Basava P., 353, 387.
Channa Sada^iva YogiSvara, 387.
Channa Vrishabhendra SvamI, 387.
Charaka, 95.
Charana, a Vedic school, 294.
Charanannyoga, fourth section of Di-
gambara Secondary Canon, 219.

Charan Das, 334, 344, 383,
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Charan DsUIs, 334, 344, 381 ; Hindu
influence in the sect, 345.

Chdrdyaniya-Kathaka Dharma-sutia,

141.

Charitas, 378.

Chariydpiiaka, a book of previous lines

of the Buddha, 70, 391.
Charvakas, 371.

Charydcharya-vinihhaya, 398.
Charya-pada, one division of the con-

tents of the Samhitas, Agamas, Tan-
tras, 184.

Chatterii, J. C, 291 ; his Kashmir
Shaivism, 30J.

ChattJsgarh, 343.
Chatuhiarana, 400.
Chaturvargachinitimaiti, J36, 373.
Chalurvimialijinaituti, 400, 40 ].

Chatulloki Bhdjiwat, 374.
Chaurdsi Bdrtd, 317, 377.
Chaurdsi Pada, 318, 377.
Chdvunifardya P., 404.
Chhandas, 42.

Chhdndogya Brdhmana, 37, 28, 363.
Chhdndogya U., 54, 55, 364.
Chhedasutras of Jain Canon, 400.
Chidambaram, 357.
Chidananda, 303, 375.
Child- marriage, 263.

China, 103, 118, 153 f., 207, 275, 391.
Chinese Dnddhist Canon, 162, 275.
CAintya, name of an Agama, 193.
Chitra&ikhandin fishis, 98.

Chittars « Sittars.

Chittore, 306.

Chokamela, a Mahar, a Marathi poet,

303.

Christianity, in the Gtid, 92 ; in the

didactic Epic, 91).

Chronicles of Ceylon, found in Dipa-
vamsa and Mahavamsa, 72.

Chu4dmam, 217, 219, 404.
Chulikd ^.,93ff., 364.
Chullavagga, a section of the Buddhist

Vinaya, 69, 391.
Chundi-devl-dhdrani, 399.
Churani, 345.
Ch'Yao, 118.

Civil law, 40.

Colebrooke, 364.
Conjeeveram, 181, 268, 320, 347.
Contests of wit, held at close of sacri-

fices, 22.

Corea, 390.
Councils, Buddhist, see Buddhist Coun-

cils
; Jain, see Jain Councils.

Cow-pens, holy, 41.

Cow-worship, 43.
Creation in the Pafichatatra Somliitas,

i84f.

Criminal law, 40.

Badu, 334, 341, 38^; his Bdni, 341,
3S2

; his disciples, 341, 382.

Dadu-dvara, 341.
Dadiipanth, 334, 341, 381; literature,

341 ; rejects Outcasles, 341 ; ascetics

called Dddupanthls, laymen Sevaks,

341 ; five orders of ascetics, 341 f.

;

restrictions on reading the Bdni, 341 j

the gunimantra and the iabJa, 341 ;

the cult, 342.
Dadupanthis, the ascetics of the Dadii-

panth are so called, 341.
Ddkdrnava, 399.
Ddkinljdla-sambara T., 272, 39S.

Daksliinachari, the right-hand section

of the i^akta sect, 268.

Dakshindmiirli U., 364.
Damodar Das, 378.
Damodarami4ra, 381.
DdnakalpadrunM, 402.
Ddnakeli-kaumudi, 376
Dancing in worship, 3x2.

Dandi, a Brahman sannyasi who carries

a datyia, a bamboo rod of a sym-
bolical and ceremonial character,

174 n. I.

Dara Shikoh, 285, 287, 344, 364.
Darbesh, 312.

Dariana, 124,

Dar!ana U., 364.
DarSan Prakdl, 380.
Dasa, sl.-vve, 5.

Dasabhumaka, a chap, in the Mahd-
vastu, 1 10, 115, 396.

DaSahhumaka-siitra, 160, 161, 275, 396.
DaSahhiimltvara, 275, 306.

DaSabodha. 301, 374.
Daiapaddriha, 1 7 7.

Das.is, 4, 5.

Daiasdhasrika Prajndpdramitd sutra,

DaSaitoki, 240, 376.
iJaiaHoki-bhdshya, 376.
DafdSrulasknndha, 400.

Daiavaikdlika ifi'ra, 2 1 5, 399.
D.isiiamis, sannyasis of ten orders, 174.
Da^yus, 4.

Ddlhdvamsn, 393.
Dattatreya, 183, 190, 247 ; usually

represented as a sannvasi with three

heads, 24S ; the Mnnbhaus do not

recognize this figure, but call Datta-

'^mr\ 'i-hLli!-:,
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trevA an incarnation ^' Kfishna,

348.

Dattdtreya S., 183, 349, 380.

Dattatreya Sampradaya, 248, 317.

Dattatreya sect, 190; literature, 190.

Dattatreya I/., 349, 364, 380.

Dawn Saihgaha, 404.
Daya Bai, 383.
Dayaram, 317, 378,
Death, repeated death in the other

world, 3J, 35, 5j.

Dehu, 301.

Devabhadra, 278, 379, 401.
Devacharya, 375.
Devadasis, women of bad repute who

sing and dance in the temple-cnlt,

332.

DevSgamastotra, 316, 403.
DevalcT, mother of Krishna, 100.

Devdram, Canon of the hymns of the

Tamil Saiva poets called The Three,

356; set to Dravidian music, 356;
sung in the temples, 356.

Devarddhi, 163; works, 164, 401.

I)eva4arman, 394.
Devasuri, 335.

Devatadhyaya Brahmana, 363.

Devendragani, 378.

Devendrastava, 400.
Devendrasuri, 281,402.

,

Devi, goddess ; the goddess of the Sakta
sect, 150; symbols used in her wor-
ship, 393 n. 3 ; sometimes represented

by a snake coiled round the linga,

394 n. I.

Devi Bhagcevata L'papurana, a Sakta
work, 326, 369, 359, 373,' 389 ; date,

369.

Dtvt-mdhdtmya, an episot'.e in Afdikan-

(feya P., ipo : see Chatuii-Mdhat-

mya.
Devi U., 267, 364.
Devi-ydmala T., 265.

Dhamma, Pali for dharma, 40.

Dhammachakkappavattana Sulla, 70 n.

Dhammakitti, 393.
Dhammapada, a book of Buddhist

verse, 71, 392; comm. ascribed to

Bnddhaghosha, 393.
Dhammapala, 155.

Dhamma-sangani, 393.
Dhanapala, 378, 379, 401.
Dhani Dharm Das, 383.

Dhanna, 328.

Dhanyakumdracharitra, 405.
Dhanyalalicharitra, 402.

Dhara, 283.

Dharani, a Buddhist woni for siiell,

equivalent to the tlindu mantia, 158,

100, 212 ; bow to use a dharani, 212.

Dharma, definition of, 38, 39 f. ; begin-

nings of, 27 ; expounded in Karma
MImarasa, 125; name of a god, 41,

49, 100 n.6.

Dhanna, worshipped in Bengal, 271 ;

literature of the cult, 271.

Dharma Das, 335.
Dharmagupta school of Ilitiayana

Buddhism, 156, 395; ^ta Ahhinish-
kramana-sUtra, 156, 395; translated

into Chinese and Tibetan, 207 ; their

Vinaya in Sanskrit, 156 ; in Chinese,

156.

Dharmnkaya, one of the bodies of a
Buddha, 159.

Dharmakirti, 398.
Dharma-mafigal poems, 271 f.

Dharmdmrita, 283, 405.
Dharmapada, Sansk. for Dhammapada ;

in Chinese, 1.S5.

Dharmas, the Nine, of Nepal, 275.
Dharmasagara, 360, 403.
Dharma-4lstras, 40.

Dharma-sutras, 38 ff., 365; date, 38;
contents, 39 f. ; modification of, 80.

Dkdtu-kathd, 393.
Dhmva Das, 378.
Dhyana, meditation ; contemplative

power, 274.
Dhydnabituiu U., 95, 364.
Dhyani-Bodhisattva, 273, 274.

Dhyani-Buddha, 273, 274.
Diagrams, representing divinities, 293.
Dialogues, 33.

Didactic Epic, 85 ff., 92 ; arose in N.E.
India, 85 ; compass, 85 ; contents,

86 ff., 95.
Digambara, a Jain sect, 75, 119, 162,

359 ; Digambaras and the original

Canon, 76, 130, I3i, 318, 360;
Digambara Secondary Canon, 218,

282 ; Digambara literature, 120,

165 f., 315, 381, 360; the Digambara
categories, 360.

Digha Nikaya, first division of the

Buddhist Sutta Pifaka, 70, 71, 391,

393-
Dignaga, a Buddhist logician, 135.

Dik, t. t. of Vai^shika system, 133.

Diksha, initiation, 167, 304; among
VTra Saivas, 282 ; among Saktas,

3S8.
Din Ilahi, 291.
Dioskouroi, 2.
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Dipanknra, jy.v
Dlfiavamsa, 155, 393.
Dipia A., 193.
Dlrghigama, Saiiik. for Dighanikaya,

100; in Chinese, 155.
DIrgnatamas, 9.

Divine incarnation, first among Vaish-

navas, 84 f.; latir among Saivas, 147.
Divyauaddna, 108, 395.
Unyandev, 334; vemacnlar for Jnana-

deva, q. V.

DnySnoba, 334, 30J ; vernacular for

Ji)ane4vara, q. v.

Domestic cerernonies, 23.

Drahyayatia Srauta Su/ra, 365.
Drami^a, author of a VIsishtadvaita

Biiishya on the Vicbinta-sulras, 171.
DranpadI, 49, 100 n. 6.

Drdvi4a Bhashya, 351, 386.
Dravi^a land, i. e. the Tamil country,

33J, 346.

Dravida Veda, 379.
Dravidian music, 241.
Dravya, t. t. of Vaiieshika system, 133.
Dravyanuyoga, third section of Digam-

bara Secondary Canon, 219.

Dravyasamgraha, 383, 404.
Dfishtivdda, a lost Jain book, 400.
Duhla Ram, 345.
Dnkha, 64.

Dukhanta, t. t. of Pa^upata system,

DQlan Das, 343, 383.

Dnrga, a goddess, celebrated in the

Epic, 1 49 : called the sister of

Krishna, 149; called Uma, the wife

of siva, 150: see Uma; also called

Chanel, 150: see Sakta sect ; one of
the five gods, 1 79.

Durgdiatandma Slolra, 3.!; 4.

Durgati'parilodhatM-dh n't, 399,
Durvdsasa T., 268.

Dvddaidnupnkshd, 403.
Dvaita, dualism, a form ol tlie Vedanta,

tj8, 387.

Dvaitddvaita-siddhanla-setiika
, ,^76.

Dvarika, Dwarka, in Kathiawar, 100,

303.

Dwarf, Vamana, 84 n. 2 ; one of Vishnu's
incarnations, 85 n. i-

Dyanuka, t, t. of Vai4eshika system,

«33-

Earthenware pots, representing divini-

ties, 393.

Education, the beginnings were priestly,

8, 18, 27; at first oral, 8, 18, 35;

then literary, 19; tdncalion nf the
three castes, 31.

Ego : Buddhism teaches that all things
are lacking in an ego, 64.

Ekadandls, Sahkara's Dan^is (174 n. 1)

are so called in contrast with Srl-

V'aishnava SannyisTs, who carry a
triple rod, 243 n. i.

Ekdkshara I'., 364.
Ekangas, Sri-Vaishnava ascetics who are

not Brahmans.
Ekantada Ramayya, 260.
Eklihgji, 146.

Eknath, a Marafhi poet, 250, 300, 303,
.^3 2.374-

Ekndlhi flhdf;wai, 374.
Ekorama, one of the five original

Lihgayat ascetics, 260.

Ekottaragama, Sansk. for Angnttarani-
kaya, 109; in Chinese, IS5.

Elephanta, 149 n. 8.

Epics, 44 ff. ; S3 ff.

Eroticism, 203, 204, 210.

Eschatology, 15, 23, 33 ff., 41, 44, 48.
Eternity of sound, 290 n. 2.

Etherealized body, a result of austerities,

59-
Etymology, 42.
Excommunication, 40.

Ka Hicn, 154.
Family, patriarchal, i.

Fana, 331.

Fathers = Ancestor-;, 2,',.

Fire-cnlt, 41, 43.
Fish, one of Vishnu's incarnations,

85 n. I.

Five Buddhas, 273.
Fi"e gods, worshipped by Smartns, 1 79,

293; rise of the custom, I79f. ; time,

306; significance, 180; author, 176,

179; worship of, 178, 179.

Five MS., i.e. madya (wine', mdmsa
(meat\ nialsya i tish), inudra (parched
grain), maithttna 'coition), 210, ^i,^.

Former Buddhas, see Previous Hudilhas.

Four Noble Truths, the, of Buddhism,

Four Sampradayas, 327.

Fourteen Siddhanta Sastras, 25,8.

Full Lingayats, 262.

Full Moon sacrifice, 22.

Funeral ceremonies, i6, 39, 40.

Ganadvdadlpikd, 376.
Ganapati - GaneSa
Gaiiapati-tdpamya I'., 189, 206.

V. e
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Ganapali U., ao6, 364, 390.

Ginapatya, the sect which worships

(ianapati or Gnne&a, 306 ; the sab-

lects, 370; their TrimQrti, 149;
their literature, 306, 370, 390 ; their

theology, 106; their sect-mark, 370;
their mantra, 370 ; their worship,

370.

Ganas, 19.

Gan4avyuha, 158, 375, 396.
Gandhahastimahabhdshya, 316, 319,

403-
Gandharan art, 111.

Gane&a, the centre of the Ganapatva
sect, 149, 3o6; one of the five t'o'lSf

179, 306, 301 ; symbols used in his

worship, 393 n. 3.

Ga^e^a-Khanda of Brahmavaivarta P.,

371.

Ganela S., 183, 3o6.

Gatufa Upapurana, 326, 370, 390.

Ganeia-yamala T., 365.

GaAga, 47.
Gangadhara, 370, 390.

Ganges, 16, 47 ; Ganges water used in

worship, 394.
Gahgeia, 334, 370, 370 n. i.

Gaiiinath, 335.

Gamtavidyd, 400.

Garbas, songs in praise of the Devi,

356.
Garbha U., 364.

Garg>a, 146. ^ .
Garib Das, 334, 345 ; his Guru GratUh

Sahib, 345.
Garib Dasis, 334, 345 ; only the twice-

born received as ascetics, 345.
Garnda, 48.

Caruda P., 130, 178, 373; a Smarta
manual, 1781., 3o6, 373; contains a

passage on Surya, 306 ; a passage on

Ganesa, 306, 390.

Garuifa U., 364.
Gdthasahasn, 403.
Gathasangraha, 398.

Gaudapadn, author of Sdiikhya-karikd-

bhdshya, 176, 369.

Gaudapada, the advaita V'edantist,

1 70 J., 364.
GaudI, 305.

Gaurdhgdahtaka, 376.

Gaur Chandrn, 308.

Gaur Chandrikft, 308, 313.

Gautama Dhartna-sutra, 80, 365.

Gautama, the Buddha, 55, 63, 373, 374;
see the Buddha.

Gaulamiya S., 340, 305, 376.

Gayairi, 151, 390.

GSyatrl-bhdshya, 378.

(ihata, pot, used in Sakta worship, 303.

Ghazi Das, 343.
Gkeran4a S., 348, 384.

Gbuman, 399.

Giri, name of one of the ten orders of

Sahksra's sannyasis, 1 74.

Giridhar, 333.

Giridhnraji, 316, 317, 377.
Giridhar Kabraya, 383.

Gitd, i e. Shagavailgftd, q.v.

Gildban, 381.

GUd-bhSshya of Madhva, 343, 375

;

of Ramanuja, 379 ; of Vishnusvami,

375-
GUa Govinda, 338, 378.
GUdrtha-sanpaha, 341.

Gobhiia Grihya Sutra, 365.

Gobind Singh, the last Sikh guru, 338,

383; creates the Khalsa, 339, 340;
his Granth, 339; his Jap Saheb, 339
n. 4.

God, in early Upanishads, 55 f.; m
verse Upanishads, 58.

Gods, of ^«*, 10 ff.
;
position of Vedic

gods weakening, 31, 33.

Gokul, 100.

Gokulnath, 317, 377.
Golden Temple at Amritsar, the central

Sikh shrine, 337 ; the worship, 340 f.

Goloka, cow-place ; the highest heaven,

the heaven of Kfishna, ace. to Nim-
barka, 340.

Gommatasdra, 383, 405.
Gommatesvara, 383.

Gondhal, a dance in honour of the god-
dess, 356.

Gopala, an epithet of Krishna, 50.

Gopala Bhatta, 309.
Gopdla-sahasranama, 339, 375.
Gopdla-ldpamya U., 189, 337, 339, 364,

.^75-

Gopatha Brdhmana, 43, 363, 364, 365.
(jopTchandana, a white clay used for

making the sect-mark of the Bhaga-
vatas, 234, 398.

Gopuhandana U., 334, 364, 373.
{.iopTs, milkmaids, of Brindaban, com-

panions of Krishna in dance, song,

and sport, 339, 330, 314.

Gorakhnath (Gorakshanatha), 333, 335,

384 ; a Yogi, founder of the Kanphafa
Yogis, 353; date, 354; believed still

to live in the Himalayas, 348 ; wor-
shipped in many temples in N. India,

353 ; his Sanskrit works, 354 \ his
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Yog», iti, 353 f.; worshipped in

Gorakhnathi temples, 347 ; in the
temple of Gorakhpur a shrine to his
memory, 347.

Gorakhnathi* (Gorakshanathu), a sect
of Pa4upata Saivas, 190, 384; pro-
bably derived from the Nathas, 19*;
closely allied to the Kapalikas, 253 ;

date of foundation, 253; their temples,

347; GorakhnSth worshi|)pe(l and
animal* sacrificed, 347; Kanphata
^og'*> 348 ; tlieir mantra, 348 ; their
literature, 354. 348; their lack of
interest in yoga, 348.

Goraksha, a name of ^iva, 253 ; also
Sanskrit name of Gorakhnalh, 254.

Goraksha-gttd, 384.
Goraksha-katpa, 384.
Coraksha-lauiHUui, 384.
Goraksha-paddhati, 384.
Goraksha-pailthaya, 384.
Goraisha-sakasrandtna, 384.
Goraksha-ialaka, 254, 348, 384.
Go»vami, 309, 311.
Gosvami Sri Purtishottamiji, 316.
Gotama, 9n.
Govardhana, name of a hiii in IJraj

;

name of a matha, monaster}-, in

Pari, founded by Sahkara, 174, 297.
Gavinda-bhashya, 287, 311, 377.
Govinda Das, 311, 376.
Govindananda Sarasvati, 369 n. i.

Graha-yamala T., 265.
Gramageyagana, 19.

Grammar, 42 ; schools of, 80.
Granth or Granth Sahib, the sacred
book of the Sikhs, 299, 300, 338;
called also the Adi Granth, 339,
38a ; contents, 338 ; compiled y
Gum Arjan, 337 ; uses, 338. Gobind
Singh bids the Sikhs take the Granth
for their gum, 339 ; the worship of
the Granth is part of the Sikh cult,

340, 34 '•

Granth of the Tenth Guru, 339, 382;
used for worldly ends, 339.

Greeks, 78.

Gphastha, householder, q. v.

Gfihya-sutras, 38 f-, 365; date, 38;
contents, 39, 140.

Gfitsamada, 8.

Gujaiati literature, 297, 306, 317, 319,
366, 360, 378, 390.

Gnna, (1) t. t. of Sankhya system,
185 ; (2) of Vai4eshika, 134 ; (^) of
the theology of the Sakti of Vishnu.
184.

K e

Gunal)hadra, .'t", 404.
Guna-body, 18;.

Giinachandra, 278, 401.
Gutiakarandiivyuli.', jj-^, j-j^ y.-_
Gunaratna, 360, 401.
Gupta 'mpire, IJ2, 123, 136.
Gur Das, 382.
(iuru, i.e. I'rabh.'ikara, \(\%.

Guru, religious teacher; held to Ijc

God, first among ascetics, then
among laymen. 167, 186; among
Hudilhists, 210; held to be the
liuddha, 210; among Vira isaivas,
261.

Gurudeva, 387.
Gurudvaras, 340.
Guru Granth Sahib, 345.
Gurumukhi, an alphabet invented for

Nanak'g hymns, 337.
Gurupar.impara, succession of gurus

298.

Gurusthala Jangamas, 262.
Guru-worship, 262, 336, 338, 34r,,

Gutkd, 382.

Gydn PrakdS, 382.
Gydn Samudra, 382.

Hala, 165, 215.

Hallisa, 144.
Haiiisa i'., 95, 364.
Hanilal, 340,
Hail'' 1 lis, 340.
Ilaiu.inan, 48; temple* of Hanuman,

Hanuman A'dtaka, 329, 381.
Haoma, 3.

Har Gobind, a Sikh guru, 338.
Ilaribhadra, 214, 27S, 280', 360, 371,

3^3.401.
Haribhakti-raidyana, a Madhva work

on devotion, 303, ^7?
llaribhakti-vildsa

. , ..-1.

Hari Das, 378.

Ilaridasis, 302. ,, :: Ui.'.dasl litera-

ture, 378.
Haridra Ganapali, 270.
Harihara, 143, 264.

Hariharananda bharati, 355.
Hariharananda SvamI, 289.
Harikatha, 302.

Harikathdmritasdra,atHarikathasira,
3c..- .175-

Ilartlild, an abstract of the Bhdi^avata
^y 234, 374,

Haiipdth, frianesvara's. 23=;. '••'i:

Ek'nath's, 300, 374.

2
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IItri*hena, 403.

llSrUa S., J 46.

//arivaikfa, a Paries, 139, 37'f37';
recognized as Uit section of the

MBH„ 100; date, 140, 143; life of

Knihna appended to royal genealu-

eies, 1 38 ;
give* much space to

Krishna legend, 143 ; contains hymns
to DiirgS, 1^0, 387; teaches the

equality of Vishnu and Siva, 14a, 181;

possibly a BhSgavata P., 143; con-

tents, I43f. ; became attached to the

Mahabkdrata, 144; contains Sakta

material, 150,

Harivaihia P. (Jain), ai?, 117 n. aj

ai8, ai9, 404.

Hari Vamiia, 318, 378.

Harivy^sa Muni, 305, 376.

Har Rai, 340.
Harsha, ao.i).

Hatha-sanktta'ChandnkS, 384.

Hajba-yoga, the name of a new Yogn,
taught by Gorakhnath, 253, 348.

Hatha-yoga, 354, 348, 384.

Hatha-yoga-pradipikS, 348, 384.

Uayagriva I/., 364.

Heavenly gods, i , a.

Hellenic peoples, i.

Hemachandra, a77, a78, 379^,401.
Hemadri, aa6, 373.
Henotheism, 15.

Heramba, a name of Gane&a, used by
Buddhists as well as Hindus, a7o.

Heramba-Ganapati, 270.

Hermits, 39, 31 ; see Vanaprastha,

Vaikhanasa.
Henika, a 7 a.

Hiruia r., a7a. 398.

Ht-vajra T., a7a, 398.

Himalayas, 103.

Hlnayana Buddhism, 103, no, in,
118.

Hlnayana literature, 64, 67-72, 104-

10, 118, 154 ff., 161, a07, 392.

Hindi literature, 396, 397, 399, 305,

3i<5, 3»7. 333. 336, 339. 34i, 343 ff-.

361,381 -83.

Hindu nc:. . '9.

Hindu pec, vday, 393.

Hindu philc .lies, 1 33 ff. ; the founda-

tion texts, .3; date, 133.

Hindu sects, ua.
Hiiiglaj, 348.

Hionen Tsapp, 177, 307, 3o8 ; just

escaped being sacrificed to Durga,

303-

Hiranyakeii Dharma Sii/ra, 365.

IliranyakeU Grihya Sbira, .',65.

HirauyakeSi Srauta Sutra, 365.

Jlit-ckaiirdsi-ilhdm, .178.

Hit-jT, 318.

Horse-sacrifice, 14, 3 3,

Hofri, 6, 7, 14, 17, 19, 30.

Householder, one of the four akamas,

39, 40, 81.

llring, 301.

Hum, 301.

Human sacrifice, 303, 354.
HiiAg, 301.

Huvishka, a Kushan king. 103.

Hymns, of Rigveda, see fUgveJa.

Hypnotic trances, in Buddhism, 64,

3tl.

Hypnotism, 61.

Idolatry renounced, 336, 359.
Images, first mention of, 41 ; later,

common, 48 ; image* of divinities in

sexual union, 365 ; images in Smarta
worship, 393.

Image-worship, 50, 51 n. ; unorthodox,

SO-

Immortality, I, if.

Incantations, 16, 43.

Incarnation, divine, 41, 47; inciirn.i-

tion* of Vishnu, 84, 85, 87, 99, 100.

India, a, 3, 10, 11, 13, i5i 47. 49-

Indo-European, race, i ; language, i,

6; religion, i ; culture, 1 ; literature, 6.

Indo-Iranian people, 3; relii;ion, 3, 3.

Inheritance, 40.

Initiation, 31.

Inipavirupathu, 358, 385.

I4a, Lord, 58.

//« V, 55, 53. 364-

ISvara, Loiri, God, 58; t. t. of the

Yoga system, 133; t. t. of Nyaya
system, /;',4.

Ihjara CitCi, 358.

livara Krishna, also called Vindhy.i-

vasin, author of the Sahkhya-karikd,

129, 368; his date, lap.

ill. tia-fraiyabhijiia-kdnkds, 359.

livara Pun", 303, 307.

fhara S., 183, 346.

Hvar Das Nagar, 343.
Italic peoples, i.

Jtivuttaka, 393.

I Tsing, 307, 308, 312.

Jabala U., 95, 358, 364.

/Sdd/i U., 364.

Jaduaaadana Das, 3,1.
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Jagadlwi, 189, 371.
Jagannilh, 307.
Jagiilsuuiiatiyoj^'amdlii, 403.
Jayivan Das, 343, 38i.
Jaginohona, 111.

lahangir, 338.
Jaimini, 367.
Jaimini Bhdrata, 304.
Jaim'ni Gri/iya .Si'itia, 365.
Jaimini Sraiila Sutra, 365.
Jaimiiiiya Uni/imaiia, i-;,' m,
Jaiminiya-nydya-tHi'dii-iistaia, age,

Jatmiiitya-si'4lra-/ih(1shya, 367, 377.
Jaiminiya ('/>.inish,iU Ihuihmaiia, t-,

!*'

Jain art, 119.

Jain asceticism, 74.
Jaina, the wokI, 74.

JainillokavHrtika, 404.
Jainavarnairama, 404. ,

Jain blinkti, 1 30.

Jain canon, see Svctambara Jain Canon.
Jain councils, 75.
Jaiiiism, 73 ff. ; older than Ijudilhisni,

73; the early system, 74; atheism,

74; asceticism, 74; souls in elements,

74; abimsa, 74; the two commuui-
t><:s> 75> 119; expansion in north
and south, 119;, little inflaenceil by
Saktism, 313; Sakta yoga present
but not prominent, 213 ; decline, 359.

Jain laity, 74,

Jain literary dialects, 162.

Jain literature, 75 ff., 119, 130 f, 162,
*'3> »77> 398; popular literature 111

Prakrit, 165; in vernaculars, 228.

Jain logic, 178, 213, 225.

Jain Maharasbtri, 162.

Jain monks, 74, 75, 119.
Jain nuii-t, 74, 119.

Jain suicide, 74.

Jain theism, 27S; a work written
against it, 282.

Jain Tirthaicaras, 71, 120 n, 1, 216.

Jain worship, 75, 1 20.

Jain Yoga, 313.

Jains, in an Asokan edict, 77.
Jambavan, 48.

Jambudvipaprajnapti, 215, 400.
Janamsakhis, 336.
Jahgama, a6o, 261, 262, 263; two

classes of Jangama, 262.

Japan, Buddhism carried to Japan, 168,

^°7. 39'-
/''/y^, 33'>. 538,34 '•

Jap Sahib, 339 n. 4.

JiUaka, a book of previons lines of the
- "u'ldha, 70, 71, 39J, 3^3; their

influence, 108, no, 113.

JiUakamitlii, of AryasQra, i j6, 395.
J'ilaJsa{thavaimaiui, 39?.
Jatiyus, 48.

Java, 168, 391,
Jayadeva, 238, 305, 307, 308, 378 ; his

date, 23S.

Jayadeviiiiiisra, 371.
Jayoilhavala, 217, 219, 404; its tikl^,

217 n. 2.

Jayananda, 377.
Jayanta, 370.
Jayaratha, 386.

Jayasimba, 271).

Jayati/iHyanaslotra, 279, 401.
Jayatirtha, 237, 375.
Jayavallabha, 21J, 401.
Jejakabhukti, 226.

Jenghiz Khan, 277.
Jetalpur, 318.
Jina, 74.
Jiiiachaniira, 401.
Jinadntta, 280, 402,
Jinakathe, 217, 403.
Jinakirii, 360, 402.
JinCiksharanu'iU, 404.
Jinamnndana, 360, 402.
Jinasamhilii, 360, 405.
Jinasena (a), author of JJaiivamSa /'..

217, 404.
Jinasena (b\ pupil of Viraseiia, author

of part of A<li P. (Jain\ 217, 404.
Jiva, 30y, 377.
Jivabhii;ama, 400.
Jivaka-Chintdmaiii, 2S0, 401, 404.
Jivaviydra, 401.
Jiv Dasd, 378.
Jfianachnndra, 177,370.
.[nana Das, 311,377.
Jnanadeva — Jfianesvara.

Jiiiiiiddi-SiiJ/taiiit, 399.
JAdndmrita, 384.

Jriana-|)ada, one of the four divisions of
the contents of Agamas Samhit.ls,
and Taiitras, 184.

Jiidnaprasthdnaiastra, 107, 108, 394.
jrian.-tsagara, 360, 402.

JiUina-Vasishlham, 296, 373.

Jfianesvara, 234, 239, 248, 253, 29S,

*9'h 374> 384; a true Bhagavata,
»35 ; » raonist, 234, 300.

Jildnehari, a Marathi commentary on
the CUd, 234, 248, 296, 374i teaches
the advaita system and yoga, 234.
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ja.iladharmakalka, one of the Jain

Ainja», i99.
Jot PruMd, 3X6.

Jnni|;«4h, 306.

Jyotisvatl T., a68.

Kabir, 184, jqi, 3^3. 3'6. 3»7. 330.

347, 381 ; Itlam and Hindniim both

contribnted to Kablr, 331 ; influence

of Sufliiro, 331 ; RamSnanda his

teacher, 33a ; banished from Benares,

332 ; relation of Hindu and Muham-
mndnn elements in his mind, 33 :

;

denounces idolatry, 333; condemns

divine incarnation and asceticism,

333. Is there Christian influence in

his poems! 333 ; a strict theist, 333;
conception of God, 333 ; character

of his poetry, 333 ; critical research

needed to distinguish his genuine

poems from later worlc, 333; the

Btjak, 333; poems in the Grantk,

333i 338 ! s*"^'* which arose from his

Influence, 334, J47 ; common features

of these sects, 334.

Kablipanth, 334, 335 1 S^J ; monks and

nuns, 335 J
two sub-sects, each under

a Mahant, at Benares and at Chattis-

garh, 335 ; many monasteries, 335

;

cult, 335; special ceremonies, 336;
worship of the Mahant, 336 ; Kabir

called an incarnation of the Supreme,

336; sect-mark, mantra, rosary, 336.

K'abiltdban, 381.

Kach, 339n. 1.

Ka4ckd, note-book, of Oovmda Das,

376; of Murari Gupta, 376.

Ka-gyur, the first section of the Tibetan

Buddhist Canon, also called Kanjur,

367.

Kaivadya Dfpika, 380.

Kaivalya. 1. 1. of bahkhya system, 131,

I3»-

Kaivalya-sara, 387.

Kaivalya U., 103, 364.

Kakshivan, 9n.

Kila, t. t. of Vaikshika system, 133;
1. 1. of Paficharatra system, 185.

Kalagnirudra i/., 196, 364.

KalajnSna T., 388.

Kalstkacharya, lao, 400.

KdlakSchdryakathanaka, 401.

Kalakshepam, 302.

Kdlanidki T., a68.

Kalidasa. 117.

Kalighat, 203 n. I, 354.
Kdim r. or T., .^54, 372. 389.

A'aliiarh/aniHa ['., 364.

Kallatn, 38O.

h'alottara T., 365.

/ 'itif, 360, 403.

K. 46.
, ,

Kalpu.,,tra (of the Jains), 163, 360,

400.
Kalpa-slitras, 38, jo, 365.

KalpSt'alaAsikd, 400.

A'alpika, 400.
KalydnamoHdira-slelra, 165, 400.

Kama,' the got! of love, 4', 47. 49'

KSmachlamma, 268.

KAmadhenu T., 389.

Kamakhya, a famous Sikta temple in

Assam, 354.
KamarQpa, 354-

KiMiiika, name of an Agama, 193, 194,

264.

Kamsa, 100, 100 n. 4.

Kanada Kaiyapa, 369.

Kanaiya, 340.

Kanaka Das, 375.
KSnakamuni, one of the previous

Buddhas, 7 a, 273.

Kanarak, 269 n. 5, 270.

Kanarese Literature, 216, 228, 260,

264, 281, 282, 283, 296, 303, 347>

353.385-
.. ^ , ...

Kaflchi-Appar (xii cent.), as^; (»viii

cent.), .347. 385-

A'dHfhi-furnnam, 347, 351, 383.

A'anda Purdnam, 256, 385,

Kaiiga, 339n' >•

Kanishka, a Kushan kmg, 95, 108,

110,111.

Kanjur, see Ka-gyur.

K-innn^iya Valjalar, 351, 386.

Kaiiphata Vogis, followers of Gora-

l^hnath, .u?! their mantra, .348;

their ornaments, 348 ; their worship

of Gorakhnath, 348 ; their yoga, 348.

KanthaSruli U., 95, 364

Kanva, 8, 10.

Kapal -Kun^lalii, a Kapalika nun, 192.

Kapaleivara, skull-Kod, an epithet of

."liva, used in Kapalika sect, 192.

Kapalikas, skull-men, a group or sect

of PaSupata ^aivas, 190, 192, 384;

date, 19a ;
probably merely an order

of ascetics, 192 ;
their mudras, 348

n. 3 ; there were nuns as well asi

monks, 19a, 252 ; closely allied to

left-hand i^akta*. »9». ^Sa ; practise

isakta worship, 252 ; have foul rites

of their own, au, 352; practise

isakta yoga, 19a, 352; show eroticism
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•Ito, 15]; the modern AuhorU arc
the old Kauillkas, 347.

KapiUvMiu, birthplace of the Rudiiha,

Kiipi»h»b«li- Kaphas, a achool of the
Blaci )aJHt, >j.

A:afiihthala-A'a(ha SarhAi/a, 37, 38.

A'lirana, name of an Agama, 193.
Karan&nuyi>g;a, Kconul section of Di-
gambara Secondary Canon, JI9,

Kdratf4avynha, ij8, 374, .\96.

Karikili, lib, 1 34.

Karma, def., 34 : lec Traii%migration
and Karma ; t. t. of Vaiieshika

tyitem, 134; 1. 1. of Agamic Saiviim,
one element in Paia, 195.

Karmagranthas, 381, 403.
Karroa-mirga, the way to relenae by

works, 88.

Karma Mlmruiisa, riiegeais of Ihc sacri-

ficial V. \, SI, 135, 330, .567;
atheistic, 7, 60, 61, i3j; earliest

form of, SI i early um, 39, 79

;

classic form in Jaimini's Sutras,
1 35 ff. ; an earlier document, now
lost, probably lerred as model for

earliest Brahma-sUia, ;<); is the
special system of the ortho<lox twice-
born, 37, 136; i!s teaching, 44,
Uj ff. ; does not teach a philosophy,

135 ; yet metaphysical ideas implied,
1 35 f. ; no doctrine uf release ui the
Sutrat, it6; Imt it ap|ears in I'ra-

bhikara and Kumarila, 169; has no
order of ascetics, 136; liter.-iture,

«35i 135, 168 f., 2.0, 385; sacritice

decays but the Mimamsa survives,

170; the Saiimchchhava doctrine,

331 ; praiaraiia-granthas an off-

shoot from the Minuiihsa, 395.
Karma-iatakii, 108, jyj.
Karma-yoga, restraint of works, 88.

Karvataka, the country » .re Kanarcst
is spoken, 359.

Karohana, 146.

Kartabhajas, 313.

Kartha, 339 1.

Karttikcya,

A'aruttdputf4arU;i
, 395,

Karwar, 146.

Kaiakritsna, 138.

Kashmir, 103, 108, 193.

Kashmir saivas, K|1, 193, 198, 358,

353> 385; , Agamic Saivas, 198;
followers of Saiikar.i, 1 75 ; the school

hai> declined, 393.

A'ahiii, 367.
Kiiyapa, 373.
Kiiyapa MataAga, 118.

Katlii, 38i.

A'lithaia Hrahmiina, 17, 38.

Kifhakas, a school of the Blatk Vajus,
i7, J8.

Adlhaia Saihhitd, 37, 38.
Aii(Aaia ipamikad, 58, 60, 364.
Kathakcta, 403.
Kafkarudra U-, 364.
A'athdtdrdmrita, 374.
A'athairuli t/"., 364.
A'atha I paitiskad - A'dthaka ( fumi-

shad.

Katkaoatlhu, 393.
Kathiawar, 163.

Kdiyayana irauta Sitra, 365.
Kilyilpnlputra, author of the Sarvisti-

vadin philosophy, 107.
Kaula-marga, the system of the Kaulas,

366.

Kaulas, a sect of S&ktag, 366.
Aaula C, i66, 358, 364, 389.
Kaurashya, one of the earliest l.akuliia

ascetics, 146,

A'aushVaki Aranyaka, 30.
A'auihVaki firdhmana, 37, 38, 363.
A'aushVaki ('., 54.
Kau&hilakins, a school of the AigteJ,:,

AauSika-sutra, 38, 41, 365.
Kanthuma school of the Sdmave,ia,

18.

Kantilya, 43.
Kavac'ha, 357, 389.
Kavikarnapura, 310, 376.
Kayarohans, 146.

Kedari.ath, 360.

Kata l\, 54, 364.
Kereya I'admarasa, 353.
KeS, 339n. I.

Kekiva, 334.
Keiava Dasa Misra, 373.
Kekiva Kashmiri, 305, "376.

Ke4ava Mi4ra, 371.
Khadira Grihya Sutra, 365.
Khajuraho, 337.

Khakis, an order of Dadnpanthiascetivs,

343-

Khalsi, the warrior-community of the
Sikhs, 339, 340.

Khalsas, an order of Dadupantbl
ascetics, 341.

Kbnndadeva, 385, 367.
Khanda-di-Pahul, the fiikh hspiismal

service, 339.

vn-tar f' ePT«a»»:ttC.'w«'*»
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h'hamiakdi, lecoii'l part of the lia(l<lhi»t

Viiin>a, 6u.

AAii'it/auiiiltaififaiAiiifya, 113, iif,

37'-
Kholnn, 104, l$.V

KhmUakanihiya, fifth section of Suttn

ritnWn, 109, H)i-
hliHiiJakiifit\(ha, IxHik of the liuddhiit

Sulla ri{akn, 71, y^t.

Ktlaia, 357, 3H9.

Kini;, the. In law, 40.

A'irana .)., 193, 11)4, 195 n. 1.

A'iramiva/I, i33, 370.

A'iranava/lf^-akiHa, 370.

Ktrpan, 33a n. 1.

A'Man S«hilii, 34 1

.

Klrtfttilya, 311.
Kltttvarman, aj6.

Kithoribhajaa, 313.

Knowledge in the l'|>aniihad«, 5;.

A'oifi kari, jjK, 386.

Korea, i;4.

Kotwa, 343.
heyil /'., 386.

Kramad\pikii, 30}, 376.
A'ramasondarhhn, 377.
Krirh, 3U.
Kpthna, in Mahiibhihata, 49 ; a man,

49; or a vegetation spirit, 49; or

a sun-gnd, 49 ; hi« character, 89 ; in

Megasthenes, 49; at Mathura, ;o;

in second stage of Epic a partial

incarnation of Vishnu, 78, 83 ; in

early inscriptions, 84 n. 3 ; in third

stage of Epic, a lull incarnation, 87,

100 ; the cult of Krishna in the GUd,
88 f. ; the god transformed i;i the

CVii, 89 ; in didactic Epic, 97 ; in

the doctrine of VyOha, 99; the

KpshQa-legend, 100; the child-

Krishna, 100; K. and the cowherds,

100; ace. lo Nimljarl(a Kfishna is

the etemal God, 240.

Krishna III, a KashtrakCita king, 383.

Kfishna Chaitanya, 307.

Krishna Das, a Madhva, 375.
Krishna Das, a Vallabha, 377.

Krishi.iadasa KavirSj, 310, 377.

Krishnadeva, 31 j.

KriihMa-janma-A'haiuia, 376.

A'rishnaJtarndmrita, 304, 308, ; 75.

A'rishtta LUdbhyudaya, 303.

KrishnamiJira, 337, 371, 373.
Krishnananda Vagina, 389.

Krishnapremdinrita, 377.
Krishnapnr, 49.
Kriskmircha^tniitpit,}^ 377.

Kfiihtfa ('., 36^.
Kri>l, one of toe two aspects of the

!^akti of Vlshtm, 1M4.

Krlyi-()ida, unr^division of the contents

of Samhit^s, Agamas, Tantras, 184
KHydsdra. 350, 353, 384.
Ktuili, J I).

Kshana, a mcmlier of the Sautrintik*
iterirs, safktdii'i, 106.

A'thapanaidra, i8i, 405.
Kshatriy.ts, ai, 36; e«lucatloo of, 31;

in transmigration, 34; duties, 40;
relation to philosophy of the Upani-
shadH, J 3.

Kshemarija, 194, 359, 165, 386.

Ksheniendra, 39J.
Kshudrnkagama, Sonsk. for Khitdda

konikaya, 109.

A'shHrii-d ('., 95, 364.
Kubern, the go<! of wealth, 41 . 47.
A'lihjikd T., 305 n. 3.

A'ubjikdmata /'., 199, ill, 3H8.

Kublai Khan, 377.
Kuchar, 104, 153.

AuUukihidmam T., 365, 387, 388.

Kuldrnava T, 368, 388.

A'ulasdra T., 365.
Kulaickhar, 188.

A'uUnari T., 368.

Kulljama Sahtb, 393.

Kulottui'iga, t Chola king, 34J.
KumaiaguruparasvimI, 351, 383.
Kumiralabdha, • Sautrantika scholar,

107.

KumSrapala, 380.

Kumaiapdlttprabandha, 403.
Kum4ra Valmiki, 303.
Kumarila, of the Karma Mimaihsa,

168 f., 316, 331, 386, 367; called

Hhatta, 168 ; system, 168 ff.

Kumbha Ran3, 306.

Kumbh Mela, a gathering of. ascetics

held once in twelve years at the
confluence of the Jumna and the

Ganges, 174, 304, 337.
Kumudachandra, 279.
A'untialiyd, 383.

Knn^akundacharya, 166, 319, 381, 360,

403-
Kun^alini, the coiled one, name of the

goddess coiled up in Moladhara, 303,

394 n. I.

Kun4ikd U., 364.
Kuhkumn, 357.
Kupakihakaniikdditya, 360, 403.
A'ural, 131.

hiirma ,"., 139, 373, 383, 384; f^aivH,
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179; contaiiitljtkullia m«tcri.il, 179;
I'ontalnt i>iktii material, lyt, i./>i

Tel. Tr., • ' Tam. Tr., 347.
Kurukihct' ..

Kunit, 9.

Kuibaiif, 78; ilie Kuihan empire, r^.

Kniika, 146.

h'Htuiiidiljiili, iji, jij, ai4, ^;o.
Kutattha I'liruiha, 18;.
KntM, 911.

I.aMhhiira, a8), 405.
I aghukshttrasiimtiia, 40J.
J u.chu sohkhya-sutra-vriiti, }fny,

laghu /1i,i. 351, 386.
l^akc wur«)iii>, 48.
/lUt/itimU'uh. JI4, 370.
I.ak»liin,i'>a l>c»ik.i, 167, 389.
'-.Tkihiii.ui.a .Sena, 338 n.

' 'k'.ini. the coptnrt of Vinhnn, 47,
.'.J

I ; .-ilio the Saiti of Vanuileva, the
ttr-t vj-eha, 1 84.

I-ak;liini(lhnra, i6j, 266, ^68, 358, 389.
/,.'«/(«// v., 183 n. I.

l.ikihnii>a Devapura, 304.
' uisk.>itydmala T., 265.
l.nkul.1, the rod, or club, carrieil liy

Iiikuli, 146.
Lakuli, the dub-bearer, iirob.i( ' • t'n.

11.1me of an ascetic, 146/.
Ijikiiliia, i.e. the clulvViriin ,;.rl.

a name of Siva, 10 v ,'.. • iij^i-

of l^kuliU, 146, Hj^

I.akuliia-I'aiupataa. r >..b -.^..r, ,1 >•;

thf Painpata S.i; i a,„ ••.i
Lakullk-is, a. V.

LakulTiaf, a Pa4upat: ",;'.•'
called LakuliivPisu; It . '', • ..'..

190, 191, JAI, 383; U2 ... ( ,

occur m Epic, 103; but ii. ,' .. 1'.

146; for the name, see I.. . ..1

arose in Gujarit, 191 ; protiucs
theology at .in Mrly date, 191 ; did

not accept the A^^'amas, 191 ; spre-'id

to Rajputana, and south to the
Mysore, loi ; literature, 146, iv2,
>.S'> .^^3! Lakuliia images, 146, 192.

Lai Das, 334, 34 j ; his Bdnl, 34 j

Lai DasU, 334, 343, 382 ; the cidt, -4.'.

Lai Ded, 353, 386.
Lalita, 3J7.
Lalita A., 193.
Lalitamadhava, 376.
LalitdsakasranSma, in Brahmdiufa /".,

3.S7. 3.18. 389.
LeUitdtriiatt, in Brahmdnda P., 3*7.

389-

latita Fiitara, a life of the Hiiddha,
"rigin.tlly Sarvistivadin, 107, 156,
''7. Kh ^'i^i teaching, 157.

i>i!itofiiikh),ini, in Hrakmdtuic /',, 357,
.^**9-

laiiijfaldi.i-^iilra.a Vijfianavidin text,
'f>'. '7J. .i'/>

l.ita country, 146.

J.dtydyana .'irnnta .Su.'ra, 365.
Ijujjlkshi Hhiskara, J89, ^67, 370,

,
.17'-

l.auriya Kfithna Di«, ;^03.

I.au .Sen, J71

l-aw, ichooUof, 80; methrat uf schools,

80; law in the diiiactic Kpic, 951.
Laymen, rise of cullureil, 79.
I.ili, »|.ort, 115, 33J.
/-/Y.i ( haril, J49, 380.
Lfii'i SaikvdJ, i49, 380.
I.ilaiuka, 375,
JUdvati, j8j.

I.irn;a, the phallus of Siva, 10 j ; amon^
Vira Saivas •''•i.

i-inga-dhdraiid-thanilrikd, 387.
Ltnga J'., 139, 371, 383, 384! a.4«ivn

Work. 179; contains Lakuiita mate-
rial, 179; contains Sakta material,

<9S : contains a pnssnfre on Oik, 196

;

Tam. Tr,, 347.
' .iigayats, 191, aji), 353; meaning of

the term, j5i : jvi- Vira Saivas.

.ochana Was, .',77.

S'c, ^U, 177 /«Nyaya; Unddliist

ogic, 178,215; jaIn logic, 178,213,
5-

i . ttrakdla, 403.
' ..' akslia, 1 18.

'' ;-ita philosophy, 44, 61; also

v-
.'.- Charvaka, J90 ; an early

|'»i!'1m1 now lust. So.

l.i.kayatikas, 371.
Lokottara, transcendental, 109.

l.okottaravadini, branch of the MahS-
ii.ii'ighika liuddhist school, 109, 394

;

system, 109 ; Vinaya, 109, 394

;

Atahdvastu, a Huduha - biography,

109; person of the ilnddha, 109.

Lohkas, 359.
Lord of Vraja, epithet of Krishna, 100.

/.otui, the, I.e. the Sai/ilharma I'utufa-

rika, q.v.

Lumpakas, 359.

Madhava, jai n. i, 215, ii%, 351, 354,

^hh, J^s, 286, 287, 289, 390, 394,
319 n. I, 349, 350, 367,4 368^ 369,

370. 37 'f 375. .^80, 384,'38'5, 386.
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Madbo Rao Feshwa, 32J.

Madhurnkavi, 188.

Madhusudana Sarasvat!, 386, 390, 295,

368, 373.
Madhva, founder of the Madhva sect,

235; a llrtha sannyasi, 304 ; believed

himself to be an incarnation of Vayu,

237 ; a dnalist, 236 ; author of the

Sutra-bhdshya, 222, 250, 287, 374;
author of dvaila commentaries on a-n

Upanishads, 223, 364, 365, 374.

Madhva Das, 303.

Madhva sect, 183, 235, 298, 302 ; teach-

ing reflected in the Samhitas, 183;

does not recognize Kadha, 236; litera-

ture, 175 n.4, 336, m n. I, 374.

351 n. I, 302; holds the Samuch-

chhaya doctrine, 221 ; sannyasis, 304

;

Sampradaya, 327; their influence,

307. 318
Madhva-vijaya, 337 n. I, 374.
Madhyamagama, Sansk. for Majjhima-

nikaya, IC9; in Chinese, 155.

Madhyamaka, name of the philosophy

of vacuity of Nagarjuna, Il6f, 136;

influence, 158 ; literature of the

school, 208, 396.
Madhyamakdlaihkdra, 397.
Madhyamaka-kdrikas, 116.

Mddhyamakdvatdra, 20'', 397.
Madura, 347.
Maga, i. e. Magus, Magian, a Persian

priest, 152, 1,^3; priests of tlie Saura

sect, 205 ; recognized as Bruhmaiis in

India, 15/, 205.

Magadha, early religion and ethics of,

43 ; the kingdom, 66.

MagadhT, the vernacular of Magadha,

68, 76 ; Magadhi Canon, the original

Buddhist Canon, now lost, 68.

Maghar, 332.

Magian, hc Maga.
Magic, I, 16, 21, 23, 33, 32,41 ; Hindu

books on, 38, 4r, 365; magic rites,

41, 43; Buddhist magic books, 71 ;

in Saktism, 204.

Mahdbasava P., 353, 386.

Mahdhhdrata, 44, 366, 373, 383 ; dale,

45, 46 ; first stage of, 45, 46 ; its re-

ligion, 48 f., 366; second stage, 7S,

83 ; religion of second stage, 83 ; a

polemic against Buddhism, 84 ; third

stage, 85 ; 6akta material, 387 ; Saurn

material, 153, 389 ; law in the Epic,

366; philosophy, 366; vernacular

versions, 228, 296, 30',,303> 3^6.

Mahdhhaiaia -Idipaiya - ninuiya, by

Madhva, 236, 374; mentions San-

kara's demon origin, 287 n. I.

'rtahdbhdshya, 49.

vlahadeva Vedantin, 369.

Maha-Ganapati, 270.

Mahdkdla. T., 397.
Mahdkalajiidna-vininjaya, 199, 387.

Alahdkarundpundarika, Vil.

Mahdlamkdravatlku, 394.
.xiahamaudgalyavana, 394.

Mahdmayur% Dharanl, 213, 399.
Mahamegha-suira, 312.

Mahanama, 393.

Mah narayana C, 49, 58, 364, 373.

Mahanirvdna T., 1990. i, 354, 356.

MahaniiUha, 400.
Mahanubhavas, 247 ; see Manbhaus.
Mahdpaddna Sutta, 70 n.

Mahdparinibbdna Sutta, 70 n.

Mahdpralay, 382.

Mahdpratydkhydna, 400.

Mahdpurtishacharitra, 402.

Mahar, name of a large Outcaste race

found in the Maratha country, 302

n. t.

Mahdidjakanika-lekha, 395.

Maharashtri, 162.

Mahd S., 236 n. i.

Mahasanghikas, a Hinayana Buddhist

school, 109, 393; system, 109;

Canon, 109; Ekottardgama, 109,

393; in Chinese, 156; the Vinaya

also in Chinese, 156, 393.

Mahasannipdta-sutra, 159, 396.

Maliasepho nagoo, 103.

Mahdsiddhasdra 7., 356, 387, 389.

Mahat, t. t. of Sahkhya system, 130,

Mahd U., 145, 358, 364. 379-

Mahdvagga, a section of the Buddhist

Vinaya, 69, 7on., 71.

MahdvairofhandhhisambodM, 2Ji, 398.

Mahdvdkya U., 364.

M'hdvamsa, 155, 393-

Ma.'idvastu, 109, 115, 394.

Maliavihara of Anuradhapura, Ceylon,

•54. «56-
r r

Mahavira, founder of Jamism, 73;

date, 73, 163; his system. 74; his

date, 73 ; his utterances expressed in

the twelfth Afiga, 75 ; in the Svetara-

haxa Canon, 74, 76.

Malidviracharila, 378, 2S0, 401, 402.

Mahayana, a form of Buddhism, 78,

no, hi; its essential character,

in; date, in; the eating of flesh

forbidden, 113; its theory of the

three bodies of the Buddhas, 273.
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Mahayaua literatare, 112, 114, 116,

117, n8, 157 ff., 207 ft"., 396 ; Maha-
yana worship, 113 ; Mahayana philo-
sophy, 114; two forms of the Maha-
yana, naff.; Mahayina texts in

Sanskrit, 275.

Mahdydttairadii/iolfiadaSdstra, 116, 161

,

.^95. .^98-

Mahdydna-iutrdlamkara, 161, 397.
Mflhesa, 261 n. 3.

Mahe4vara, a title of .Siva, 145.
Mahe^varas, ,a title used by certain

groups of Saivas, 191.

Mahidharn, 357, 384, 389.
Miihimttaslava, 383.
Mahipati, 296, 301", 374.
Mahisasaka school of Hinayana IJudd-

hism, 156,394; Vinaya in Chinese,

•56, .^94.

Mahisha, a demon-buffalo, 149.
Maina, a kingdom in Bengal, 271.
Maithili literature, 30O, 378.
Maitrdyana U., 79, 364; date, 92, 94,

95 ; tetlected in didactic Kpic, 93

;

significance of the U., i, 93 ; contains
the earliest mention of tlic Trimnrti.

148.

Alaitrayaitl Samhild, 27, 28.

Maitrayaniyas, a school of the Black
Yajus, 27.

Maitreya, a disciple of Lakuli, 146; a

Manushi-Rnddha, 273.
Maitreya (.'., 364.
Majjhima Nikaya, second division of the

Buddhist Sutta Pitaka, 70, 71, 391,

393- .

Makuta A., 193.

Mdlah-Mddhava, name of an eighth-

century drama, 192, 200, 202, 203.

388.

Malayagiri, 278, 402.

Malayalim literature, 251, 296, 297,

357. 379. 384-
Malini-vijaya T., 26-;.

Mallanarya, 386.

Mallavadin, 214, 401.

Mallindtha P., 405.
Maluk Das, 328, 3*81.

Maluk Dasis, 328.
Manas, t. t. of Saiikhya system, 98,

130 ; also in Vaiseshilca, i J3 ; also in

Nyaya, 135.

Manasa, 356.
Manatunga, 205, 214, 401.

Manavachakam Kadandan, 257, 2:;S,

386.

Mdnava Dhariiiaidiira, 81, 366.

Mihiava (i^iiliya Sd/ni, 365.
A/<iiia7'i .Sr.iii/a Siilta, 365.
Manavala-ni.-ihainuni, 319.
Manavans, a siitra-school of the BlOit

Viijus, 81.

Manbh.iu Panth. 248.
Manbliaus, i.e. Mahanubhavas, a Vai-
sbnava sect, 190. 247, 322 ; poMits in

coiiimi.n with Vira iiaivas, 247 ;

social organization, 247, 263 ; or-

ganized in the thirteenth century, 247 ;

very lietcrodox, 247 ; hated, con-
demned and prsccuted by Marathii
lihaktas and by Smartas, 322

;

cliarged with gross crimes, 322 ; re-

cognize Kris'ina alone, 247 ; use a
symbol, not an image, 247; vege-
tarians, 247 ; their dress and orna-
ments, 32.!; they have five founders
or propagators, 249 ; their five

mantr.is, 249; Simpradaya, 248, 327

;

their chief scripture is the llhasavaJ-
S'lld, 249; their own literature, 249,
322, 3S0

; their secret alphabet, 249 ;

their monks and nuns, 249; their

chief monastery, 322.

Mandala, a circle; used of a diagram
held to possess occult power. 202,

35.i-

MatiJalahdhmaim i'., 364.
Mamlaiiamisra, 169, 367.
Mdtfdiikya Kdrikd, 1 70, 3C)S ; the

earliest surviving cxposilion of the
advaita Vtdaiita, 171.

Matiifukya U., 79, 170, 364, 368 ; date,

92.

Manichaeism, 153.

Manikka Vachakar, 193, 197, 220,385 ;

'late, 197 ;
poems, 197, 256, 385.

Miiniky.inandin, 2 17, 219, 404.
Manimaiijail, a Madhva work, 17;

n- 4. 237"- ',375
Manimat, 237.

Maniinekhalai, 121.

Maniprabhd, 289, 369.
MafijusrT, 15S. 272.

Manjitirl-mi'da T., 2^2, 398.
Mailjiiirl ndma-sahgili. 272, 399.
Manoralhajiiinini, 393,
.Man Singh, 340.
Mantra, religious thought or [irayer, 25 ;

sujieniatural text, 25 ; adoration

mantra, a phrase expressing adoration

to the god of the sect, 167, 186;

doclrine of mantras in Agamas, 195;
in 'rantras, 201, 202 ; the whole Ixnly

iif .Sakta mantras identical with th^

SSFSSSSS^T^S^ 2aF •S^^i^^n?^-
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Sakti, 30! ; among Vira ^aivas,

261.

Mantrakola, 388.

Mantramahodadki, 357, 389.
Mantraraja of Narasiihha, 188, 1K9.

Mantrikd U., 364.
Manu, code cf, 81 ; see Manava Dhar-

tnaiaslra.^

Manuthi-Btiddha, 373, 374; each has
a world, 374.

Manyakbefa, 316.

Marai-jnana-sambandha, 357, 386.
Marasiihha II, 383,

Maratha bhaktas, 334, 398, 374 ; rise

of the movement, 334 ; they use the
vernacular, 334 ; their mantra, 335 ;

their hatred ol the Manbhaus, 333.

Marafhi, 163 ; Marathi literature, 334,
396, 397, 398 ff., 374, 381, 384, 390.

Mardana, 336.

Maritontadarya, 387.
Afdrkandeya P., 139, 371, 387; con-

tains the Chan4\-mahdtmya, 140,

150, 356 ; contains other i^akta docu-
ments, 357 ; contains Brahma ma-
terial, 140, 1 48, 388 ; contains Saura
material, 140, 153, 390; Tel. Trs.,

867, 357 ; Beng- Trs., 356.
Marriage, 3, 40; age of marriage of

girls, 40.

Marriage ceremonies, 1 6.

Manila, one of the five original Liiiga-

yat ascetics, 360.

Manits, 10.

Maiaka Sraula Siitra, 365.

Malahgtt Updgama, 194.
Materialism, 44, 60.

Matha, the Hindu word for a monastery,

398.

Mathura, 49, 50, 100, icon. 6, 310.

Mathura-mahdt/nya, 310, 376.

Mathuranatha, 371.

Mathurdndthl, 371.

Matficheta, a Buddhist writer, no,
395.

Matiya P., 139, 37 »; Tel. Tr., 346,

.18.3.

Maurya empire, 36, 78, 83, 84.

Maya, (1) magic power, 115; (3) illu-

sion, 59, 173, 283 ; (3) t. t. in Aga-
mic Saivism, an element of Pa^a,

«95-,
Maya Sakti, 185.

Mayavadin, holding the doctrine of
Maya, illusion, 374, 393.

Maydvaibhava S., 363 n. 1.

Mayura, 305, 390.

Mayura Bhaltn, 272.

Meditation, jS.

Megas^henes, 49.
Meghaduta, 217, 360.

Mfghasutra, 396.
Melkote, i. e. Yadavagiri in thr Mysore,

183, 345, 346, 348.

Menander - Milinda, 105.

Mercnry system, 254.
Merutuiiga (A), 381.

Merutnnga (B), 360, 371, 402.
Meykan^a Deva, 357, 258, 385.
Middle path, in Buddhism, 63.
Mihira, Sansk. form of Persian Mithra,

Milinda-^Menander, 104.
Milinda-paiiha, 104, 393'.

Mlmamsa, i.e. exegesis, 134; used
specially of the Karma Mimamsa,

MTinamsaka, one learned in the Karma
Mimamsa, 39.

Mimdmsd-nydya-prakdSa, 2S5, 367.
Mlmdmsd-iloka-vdrttita, 367.
Mimdmsd-siitra-bhdshya, 135.
Minas, a s'*ct of Sikhs. 340 ; they have
a Granth and a Janamsdkhl of their

own, 340 n. 4.

Mira Bal, 306, 379.
Misery, in Buddhism, 63.
Mi4ra, i. e. mixed, Tantras, 368.

Mithra, Avestan form of Mitra, the

Persian sun-god, 153.
Mitra, 3, 3 n., 10 ; a disciple of Lakuli,

146; a Calcutta scholar, 375.
Milrachatushkakathd, 402.

Mokshadharma, a section ofthe didactic

Epic, filled with Vaishnavism, 96, 97.
Mokshamdrgapaidi

, 405.
Monappa, 387.
Mongolia, 277 ; Mongolian Buddhist
Canon, 377, 391.

Monism, in Upanishads, 56 ; in OTAf,

90 ; in didactic Epic, 97 ; in Sanatsu-
jaaya, 97.

Monk «= sannyasi, 39, 1 39 ; see also

Buddhist Monks, Jain Monks.
Mountain worship, 41, 43.
Mrigendra A., 94, 384.
Mudgala /»., 270, 371, 364, 390.
Mudra, a seal, a symbol, 348 n. 3

;

ritual gesture made with the fingers,

302 ; t. t. of Gorakhnatbi yoga, 354,
Muhammad Shah, 345.
Muhammndan conquest of North India,

330, 377; Muhnmmadan influeni-e,

384, 399.

^pm
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Mukhahimba ./,, 11^3,

Mukhayugbiniba A., 193.
Muktabai, 374.
Muktanand, 378.
MuktSfhala, J34, 374.
Muktika U., 287, 364.
Muknndaraj. 196, 300, 373, 3S4.
Mi;kundarama, 356, 390.
Mulnchara, 166, 319, 403.
Mnladhara, one of the occult circles in

the body, ace. to Sakta yofja, 201,
268.

Molajjranthas of Jain Canon, 400.
Mulamadhyainaka-karikii

, 397.
Mulaprakriti, 185, 201.

Mulasarvastivadin sect of Ilinayana
Huddhism, 207; its Vinayn, 207,
395-

Mi'ilaslhantha, 3S4.
Mulasutras of Jain Canon, 400.
Multan, i.e. Mulasthana, root-station,

of Saura worship, 153.
Mulubazil, 398.
Muiulaka ('., 58, 364.
Mnni Mary, 248.

Miinisundara, 40J.
Manja, 279.

AfuHJaprabandha, jSi, 40:.
Muralidasa. 374.
Murari Gupta, 376.
Muruha, 148.

Music, 18, magic power of the uines of
the Sdmaveda, ji.

Muslim, see Muhammadan.

Nabhajl, 317.
Nada, 201.

Nddahindu I'., 95, 364.
Nadi, 201, ii3; cf. 186, lyj, 210.
NadiruH-iiikat, 344.
Naga, a naked sannyasi, 174.
Nagaaeva Hhatfa, 248.

Nagarjuna, 95, 1 1 6, 397 ; chief authority
of the Mahayana, 116, 117. 27;; ; his

kdrikd, 116, 20S, 397.
Nagarkirtana, 307.
Nagas, a military order of Dadfipanthi

ascetics, 342.
Nagasena, 105.

Nagcsa Hhatta, 369.
Naishkarmya-sidJhi, 367.
NakkTra Deva, 147. ',83.

Nala, 48.

Ndla4iyar, 218, 404.
Nalanda, a Bhuddhist University. 206,

208.

A'dldyira Prahandham , hymns of the

Alv.irs edited a., the Sri-Vaishi.iava
hymn-book, 241, 246. 379 ;' the
hymns used in the temples and
studied in the schools, 241, 320,
3»i-

Nama, 186.

N'aiiibi-andar-nambi, 241 n. 2, 256,

Nambutiri Brahmans, 2'i8.

Namdeva, 298 f; date, 299, 301, 32 ?,

Nammajvar, i88, 241, 246, 379.
Nanak, 334, 336, 38'; lives, 336;
hymns and other p<^ms, 336 ; the

/"//'. .^.^6 ; theology, 337 ; Hinduism
and Islam both acknowledged, 337

;

advaita influence, 337; the whole
Hindu pantheon retaind, 337.

Nanakpanthis, 340.
Nanasambandhar, 196, 385.
Nandapandita, 142.

Xandi, 48.'

Nandikesvar.i, 387.
XandUiitra, 163, 400.

Nandisvara, 395.
Nanjanacharya, 387.
Narada, a Vaishnava rishi, 99, 152.
Ndrada, or Xdradlya /'., 139, 179, 190,

.^7'. 380.

A'drada-bhakti-sutitx, 233, J69, 374.
Narada Paiichardtra, 389 n. 2, 316,

375-
Ndradaparivrdjaka ('., 364.
A'dmdasmriti, 180, 366.
Narahari, 329.
Xarahari Sarkar, 308, 376.
Naraina, 341.
A^arasimhc, A., 193.

Namsimhi S., 249, 380.

Narasiihh:. sect, 249, 380.
Aiiriisimha i'fapurdna, see A'risimha

Upapurdna, 372, 3S0.

Narayana, a divine name, 50 ; used of

Vishnu, 99, 14,^; the Narayana
mantr.i, 186, 188.

N.irayana, a Madhva p.indit, 237 n. j,

Narayana, a Maratha bhakta, 300.

Narayana, a Miniamsist, 367.

Narayana, an L'p.inisha<l commentator,

234. 287, 364, .^65.

A'drdyana S., 2^6 a. i.

Narayana Sarasvatl, 369 n. i.

NarayaiiaJrtha, 373.
Ndidyana 6'., 188, 364, 379.
Narayana-Vishnu, the God of the .Sri-

Vaishnavn sect, ^48.
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Xdrayatiiya, a Vaishnava section of

the didactic Epic, 97, 98, 99, 184.

Narnol, 343.
Narsihgh Mehta, 306, 379.
Nasik, 316.

Nathamuni, 341, 356, 379.
Nathas, a groap or sect of PaSapata

Saivas, 190, 192, 348.
Navanlta-Ganapati, 270.

Navatattva, 40 j.

Nayanar. religious leader, 196.

Nemichandra Siddlianta- chakravarti,

281, 382, 404.
Nemidatta, 361, 40,1;.

Nemijina P., 405.
jVefUhu viifu-tiilu, by Uinapati i^iva-

charya, 258, 386.

N'epalese Buddhism, 103, 274, 275 ; its

nine Buddhist books, 375.
NepaUse Buddhist Lileratiire, 375.
A'^//«, 393-
New Moon sacrifice, 23.

Ntddnakathd, 70 n., 154, 392, 393.
Niddesa, 392.
Nihahgs, 34P n. 9.

Nija-guna.Siva-yogi, 387.
NTlakantha = Sriknntha.

NUakan$ha, author of the K'riydsdra,

350. 3?3. 385-
AVarudra !'., 103, 364.
Ninnbarka, 338, 339; his original nam'!

said to have been Bhaskara, 2390. 6
;

his philosophy bhedabheda, 239

;

his theology, 240 , his literature,

37<5-

Nimbarkas, a V'aishnava sect, founded
by Nimbarka, 337, 339, 305 ; Sam-
pradaya, 337; literature, 240, 370,

3051 376 ; their Trimurti, 149 ; their

influence, 307, 308, 318; the sect

weakened by Vallabhacharya and
Chaitanya competition, 304, 305

;

their two pontiffs, 305 ; their sankir-

tan, 305.
Nine Dharmas, The, of Nepal, 275.
Nirdkdra Mvndmsd, 336, 3S2.

A^irdlamba ('., 364.
Niralijana /'., 384.
Niraydvatl, 400.
Nirmalas, 340.
Nirmanakaya, one of the bodies of a

Buddha, 159.

Nirukta, 42.

Nirvana, original meaning of word, (13,

113; final nirvana, 63, 65, 274;
altered meaning, 112.

Niivdna I'., 364.

Niryuktis, 76, 400.
Xischal Das, a Dadupanthi and ad-

vaitin, 341, 383.
Nishkalaiikavatara, 292.
Nihtha, 400.
XiSvdsa A., 193.

Nth'dsatattva .V., 200, 388.

Sllivakydmrita, 404.
Nityahnikatilaka 7'., 265.

Nliyananda, 307, 308, 309, 311.
Nityananda Das, 377.
Niyamasdra, 219, 403.
Niyata, 185.

Noble Path, the, in Buddhism, 63.
Nodhas, 9 n.

Nriga, 176.

Nrisimhanandanatha, 358.
Nrisimhapurvatdpanlya I'., 188, 189,

206, a66, 364, 380.

A'risimAa S. or Narasimha S., 380.
A'risimha Upapurdna, 189, 336, 349,

'380.

Nrisiihhottaratdpanlya U., 189, 366,

3^'4. 380.
Nuddea, 389, 306.

Nuns, see Buddhist Nuns, Hindu Nuns,
[ain Nuns.

Nyasa, ritual movements made with
the hands, 303.

Nydya-bhdshya, 370.
Nydya-chintdmani, 334, 370 n. 3.

Nyaya-kandall, 334, 370.
Aydpakanikd of Vachaspatimi&ra, 169,

.^67-

A'ydya-kusumdHJali, 234.

Aydydlamkdra, 370.
A'ydya-llldvatl, 370.
A'ydydlokasiddki, 398.
NydyamdUmistara, 321 n. I, 394.
Nyayamaiijan, 370.
Nyaydmrita, 375.
Nydya-nihandhaprakdia, yio,
A'ydydnuiiira-idstra, 156, 395.
Nydyaratndkara, 367.

Nydyaratnamdld, 367.
A'ydya-sdia, 370.

A'ydyasidiihafiiana, 380.
AlydyasuchlHiiiatidha, 176, 370.
A'yaya-sudhd, of Somesvara, 367.
A'vdya-siidhd of Jayatirtha, 375.
A'ydya-suira. 370.
A'ydya sulra-bhdshya, I23n. 3, 135,

.^70

A'ydya siilra 7'ritli, 371.
Nyaya system, 95, 134; an early

manual now lost, 80; chief document
the Nydya-sHlni, 1 34 ; relation to
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ad-

189,

'49.

166,

uns,

vith

169,

;arly

Tient

1 to

Vaiieshika, 134; system, i.^ ; thcis
tic, 134; meant for householders,

135; connected, from about 600 A. u.,

with the Paiupata sect, 1 78 ; other
manuals, 1 78, J24 ; does it owe vydfti
to Greece?, 178; the NySya com-
bined with the Vaiteshika, ••24, 289;
influence of its theism, 273.

Nydya-tatlva, 379.
JVydya-vdrtika, 178, 370.
Aydya - vdrlika - lat'parya -parHuddhi,

»J4. 370-

Nydya-vdrtika-tdtpatya-nkd, 178, 370.
Nydyavatdra, 165, 400.
A'ydyavrilti, 370.

Oblations, 3, 14.

Old Western Hindi, 317.
OfiuU Oiukkam, 351', 386.
Om, 93, 103, 132, aoi".

Orissa, 205, 274,391.
Oriya literature, 296.
Orthodox Twice-born, 36, 29.- : sec

Smartas; their literature, 36 (T., 79 ff.,

i4ofr., 179, 226, 293.
Outcastc Liiigayats, 263.
Outcastes, i6, 34, 40; permitted to

become YorIs, 61 ; Oiitcaste names
among theSri-Vaishnava saints, 247.

Padakalpatarit, 377.
Padartha, t. t. of Vaiseshika system,

i.H-
Paddrtha-mdld, 371.
Padmadhatu, 159.

Padmanabha, 281.

Padniandbhakavya, 40 j.

Padmanabhatirtha, 375.
Padmanahka, 353, 387.
I'adma P., 139, 371, 388; a Urahnifi

Purana, 140, 148, 3SS ; the Puslikma
Mdhdtmya in tirst Khanda, 14S;
passufjc copied in Mahabharata, 136

;

contams Vaishnava sections, 226;
the Uttara Klianda probably a .^ri-

Vaishnava document, 320.
Padma P. (Jain), 217, 219. 404.
Padraapada. 36S.

Padmardja P., 353, 387.
Padma S., i83n. i, 184.
I'admasambhava, 213.
Padmdvati, 376.
Padmottara, 158.

Padodaka, 261.

Padyamulu, 382.

Pahlavas, I'arlhians, 83.

Paingala C, 364.

Piiippiilada, 24.

Pdiyalathchia, 401.
PaUikurki, 264.
I'ali, the literary language of Ceylonese

Huddhism, 68 ; Pali Canon, theCcv-
lonese Huddhist Canon, 68, 391 ; rc-
<luccd to writing, 104; relation of
ITili Canon to larlitr texts, 68;
extra-canonical texts in I'ali, 154.

Pali literature, 275.
Pambatti, ,^.52.

Pampa, 282, 283, 404.
Panipa-Khanita, 282, 283, 404.
Pampa-luimdyana, a Jain work in

Kanarese, i--o, 2S^, ^^05.

Pailcliabrahmii ('., 364.
Patlcliad.nJ, 786, 290 n. ',. 29;, ji/t,

368.

Pnfichakalpa, 400.
Paiithitkramn, 212, 398.
Pafichakrishna, the five founders of the

Manbliaus, 249.
Pafiehaladeva, 282.

Panchapddikd, 368.
Panckarnkshi'i. 399.
Paricharatrn, nanieofa Vaishnava theo-

logical system, 9S
; Panchajikha said

to be its author, 94, 99 ; meaning of
word uncertain, 98; a Pancharatra
scripture, 98; Pancharatra Vaish-
navas, 142; i'afichaiatra literature,

182, 240, 319, 379.
Pdiic/iaratrarakshd, 380.
Pancharatra Sathhitiis, Vaishnava manu-

als of belief and practice, 98, 142,
179, 182 ff., 379; date, 182; were
probably late in penetrating the
South, 183, 187 ;_ parallel to the
Tanlras and the Agamas, 183 ff. :

contain a Sakta element, 183; num-
ber, 182 ; lists, 182 f. ; history, 183 ;

sectarian character, 183 ; contents
fall into four categories, 184; have
suffered from interpolation, 183;
were long kept secret, 1 84 ; system,
184 ff.

;^ relation of the soul to (iod,

185; .Sakta Yoga, 186 ; doctrines of
Mantra and Yantra, 186; worship
and sacrifice, 186; unorthodox, 186;
open tc the four castes, 186; Ra-
manuja sought to substitute PaR-
charatra for Vaikhanasa Samhitas in

the temples, 182, 244, 320; used to-

d.ay in most Vaishnava temples in

the .South, 181. 320; some are of
Madhva origin, 183.

rnililhtuinprahOiihasamhandha, 403.
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PafichaAikha, a teacher of theistic Yoj;.i,

94i 99 ;
probably author of a manual

in sDtras, 94; snid to be tbe author

of the Pahcharatra system, 94, 99.

PaHchastikdya, 403.
PaHchatthiyasathgahasuitn, a 19, a8i,

403-
PaiichavifhSa Brdhmana, J7, 28, 363.

Paflchayatana poja, five-shiines worship

of the Smartas, 1 79, »o6, 293.

Pandarams, 349.
Pati4cwa P., 361, 405-

Pandharpur, a town in the Marathii

country, 301, 302; Manbhaus for-

bidden to enter it, 323.

Panditaradhya, 260, 387; see Sripali

Panditaradhya.

Pandus, 83.

Panini, 42, 290 n. 2.

Panjgranthl, 341, 382.

Panna, 292.

Pauth, path, sect, 3^5-

Pantheism, in Upanishads, 56; in

VedSHta-sutras, iiJ, 128; in Gamla-

pada, 170; in Sankara, 172; \n

Unddhiim, 273, 274.

PapaHchasuditHl, 393-

Para A., 193.

Parabrakma U., 364.

Paradise Mahayana, 117. 158; litera-

ture, 117, 158.

Parama S., 236 n, i.

Paramahamsa I'., 95, 364.

Paramahamaparivrajaka U., 364.

Paramanu, t. t. of Vaikshika system,

'33-
ParamSrthandma-sahgitt, 272, 399-

Paramarthasaptati of Vasubandhu ,161,

398-
Paramarthasara, 259, 386.

Paramarthasatya, ' real truth ' in the

Madhyamaka system, 116.

Param/ltmaprakdia, 282, 405.

Parametvara A., 193, 194 n. i, 264.

Paramehjara 7'., 199, 388.

Paranjoti, 347, 383-

Parasara, 9n.

Pdraskara Grihya Snira, 365.

Paraiurdma-Bhdrgava-siiIra, 266, 359,

388.

Paribhashas, 39.
Parlkshdmukha, 219, 404.

ParHishtaparvan, 280, 402.

Parivdra, last section of Buddhist

Vinaya, 69, 391.

Parivrajaka, 52.

Parjanya, 10, 21.

J'ariMsuvaiVuima'dhdratil, 3<».

Parseet, 168.

I'arSva, or Pirivanitha, q.v.

Pdrh'dbhyttdaya, 217, 404.

Parivanatha, a Jain leader before Maha-
vira, 73, 279.

Pdrivandthaciiaritra, 400, 40?.

Parthatarathimi4ra, 220, 367.

Parthians, 78.

Pnruchchhepa, 9n.

Parvata, name of one of the ten orders

of Sahkara's sannyasis, 1 74.

Pasa, fetter, a term in the Pasupata and

Agamic theology, 102, 103, 195, 198.

Pasu, used of man in the PaSiipata and

Agamic theology, 102, 103, 195, 198,

351.

Pa&upata, a new Saiva theology, found

in the didactic Ei)ic, 101, 14?, 251,

349 ; in Vnyit P., 145 ; numbers, 31

;

principle, loj ; heterodox, 102; the

Pasupata ordinance is Ike u!e of
ashes, 103; Paiupata Yoga, 145, 146,

2SI ; raSupala literature, 251, 384.

Pdiiipatabrahma l\, 364.

Pasupata ^aivas, those who follow the

Pasupata theology ; name applied to

various Saiva sects, 190, 191, 251,

347-
PdSupata-sdslra, 251.

Pa4upati, lord of flocks, an epithet of

^iva, 102, 195.

Palupati-sutra, 251.

Patafijali, a grammarian, 49.

Patanjali, author of Yogn-sutra, 132,

369- ,

Pati, lord, a title of Siva, 102, 103, 198,

251.

Pdtimokkha, a confession, part of the

Buddhist Vinaya, 69.

Patirakiriyar, 387.
Pdtisambhiddmagga, 392.

Patthdna, 393.
Patfinattu Pillai, 255, 385, 387; Siltar

lyrics mistakenly attributed to him,

35». 385. 387-

Paiimachariya, 165, 400.

Patishkatd .v., 183 n. i.

Pavitra, a low-cnste sacred thread, 245.

Penance, 40.

Periya Purnnam, 256, 385.

J'eriyar, 18H.

Periyatiruvandddi, 379.

Persia, 104.

Persian literature, 297, 339, 344. -

Persians, i.
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rcssimism, in UpanisUails, 57.
Petofadhu, .-^92.

IVynr, iH«.

I'hnllic worship, 5, 4S.

I'hallns of Siva, praised in Kpic, 102.

That, 201, 31).

Philosophical schools, 60.

Philosophical systems, harmony of, JS7,

J.S9.

Philosophic hymns in Vcflas, 16, a,

Philosophy, .^67 ; l)e(jinnings in India,

I'i; philosophic hymns, a, ,^3;

philosophic ider.s in Hrahmanas, 32,

35, 49; earliest system, 37; of thr

carly C'panishads, 54 ff.; many schools

in 6th cent., 60 ; some atheistic, 60
;

others materialistic, 60.

Phonetics, 43,
Piljai LokachSrya, 346, ?8o.

Pinbalagia I'erumal-Jlya, 346, 3S0.

Piii4a U., 364.
rintfaniryiikti, 400.

f'pa. 333. 32S, S**'-

Pitaka, basket ; name for a division of

the Buddhist Canon, 67.

Politics, 43 ; schools of, 8d
;
politics in

didactic Ilpic, 95.
Polyandry, 49.
I'olytheism of A'igr'eda, u.
Ponna, 383, 404.
Pool-worship, 41.

Porripakrodai,\ii^, 386.

Poygainr, 188.

Prabamihachintdntani, 281, 403.

PrahandliakoSa, 381, 40^.

Prabandhas. 378.

Prabhacliandra, 217, 210. 281, 402,

404.
Prabhakara, of tlie Karma Mlmiiriisa,

168.367; called (iiiru, 168; system,

168 ff.

Pralihasa-nirdifitmya of the Skanda /'.,

271.

J'rabhdrakaiharita. 281, 402.

Prnhhrilasdrii, 403.
/'nithu-liiiga-llld, 347, 353, 3S2, 387.

/'raliod/ia<ha>tdrodaya, 221, 222, 327,

^7^ •'9°, 3'°. .^71. 37.^-

Pradyumna, a \'ai>linava divinity, one

of the vynhas, 98, 185.

Pradyumnoiharilra
, 405.

Praj.ipati, 32.

PrajAapand-sutra, 215, 400.

Prajfiii-pataniit.'»,wis(loni-]ierfection,i.e.

of the liuddhas ;
expressed in sutras,

«'5. 397-

I'raJiUi/'diamiti} - liridaya- siitra, 159,

3')7. 399-
I'liijUd-pradtpa, .197.

/'nijiicplipi'Ja-Sdstra, 394.
I'rakarana-granthas, 395.
/• (ika/ aimpiiflt^hikd, 367.
/'lakdia, 316, 376.
I'rakaiananda, 368.

I'rakirnas of Jain Canon, 400.

I'rakrit literature, 75, uo, 163, 163(1.,

313, 214, 315, 375, 377, a8o, iSi.

Prakiiti, t. t. of the .Sahkhya system,

98; 130, 148.

/'ramiiiiathintdmain, 402.

Pramdiiaf'arXkshd, 404.

I'l-aiiieyakamala-martatuia, 219, 404.
Prameyaiatndrnava. 316, 377.
Prdnd)^niholia ('., 364.

I'ranaliiit;a, 261.

/'i iittaloshinl T., 356, 389.
I'ranava ('., 364.
Hranayiima, breath-restraint, 254.

Pramiath, 391.

Prapaa./iasdra P., 266, 388.

Prasad, grace ;
grace-gift ; among Vira

Saivas, 261, 26 r n. 3.

/'rasaiiHapddtr, 308, 397.
I'rasaslapada, author of Vaiseshika-

sutra-hhdshya, 177, 370 ; was a

Pilsupata 6aiva, 191.

Praina !'., 79; date, 9a.

Prainavyakatana, 400.

Prainottiiramdtd, 317, 404.

P> aincttaropdiakdchdra
, 405.

Piasthdnabheda, i)0 u. 6, 395, 373.
l'r.asthanatraya, the triple canon of the

Vtdanta, 128, 173.

Prataparudra, of Warangal, 364 ; of

Orissa, 307.

I'ralhamanuyoga, first section of Di-

gamliara Secondary Canon, 319.

/'latham Grattth, 382.

Prdliiiioksha-siitra nt Midasarvastiva-

dins, 395.
rralyahhijfia, 198.

PiatyubhijUd-kdrikih. 386.
/' >atyal>hijHdvimariin\, 386.

Pi(iiyablii;iid-viTriti-vimariin1, 386.

Piatyangird Dharmil, 213.

Pravackanaparlkihd, 403.

Pravachanasdra, 219, 38 1, 403.

Pravartaka, a propagator, 249.

Predestination in Pancharatra system,

185.

Prenianand, 378.
Picmavildia, yil-
/'nm-ias-ras, 377.

Kf
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rreviou* Hutldlias, mythical lUuldha!.

liefore Cautania, 70, no, 17.5.

TricsU, Veilic, 6, 7, S, 1;,, 14, 16, 17 ff.

;

Ihrce ordtiH of, JO ; called lir^hmuim,

jo; their suiiernntural power, Ji ;

many iirnctise magic rites, Ji
;

Mipremacy of prietts, in the Uriih-

mana jjcriod, 31 ; called k*"'* t'"

earth, 3].

Piimal Sages, 1. 1. of Yona system, 132.

I'rilhi Chand, 340.

I'riya I)m,_3I7.

Prodj^Ua A., 193.

Prosody, 43.

Pseudo-epic, 85 n. 4.

PuggalapaRHatti
, 393.

Pujari, a temple-ministrant, 191, 394

;

in the main a northern word. St<

Archalca.

Pujyapada, 316, 319, 404.

Pulikciin II, 317.

Pundarikaksha, 341.

Pumlra, painting of the sect-mark, 186.

Punjabi literature, 336.

Puno Cranlh, 383.

Puramdar Pas, 303, 375.

Puranas, 136 ff., 371 ; early references,

136; original character, 137; marks,

137 ; a Purana was a book of origins,

137; captured by the sects, 137 ff.;

age of existing Puranas, 136, 137,

138; earliest from Gupta period,

138; importance, 136; the eijjhteen,

138 f., 178; the lists, 139, 178;

probable list of ninth century, 335 ;

twenty Puranas are recoi,'nized, 139;

cause of the confusion in the lists,

335; contents 139; inspiration of

the Puianas, 173; sectarian docu-

ments, 140, ;79, 336; vernacular

versioi.s, 396, J97.

Puri, name ol a famous town in Orissa,

307-
Puri, name of one of the ten orders of

i^afikara's sannyasis, 174, 304, 357.

Purusha, t. t. of Sankhya system, spirit,

130.

IHtrushfir'/iasitUhyufdya, 381, 404.

Purushu Siiita, 373.
I'urushaviSesha, 1. 1. of Yoga system, 133.

I'uiushottaraa, 376.

PuruslioHama S., 236 n. I

.

Purva MTmaihsa ^ Karma Mimaiiisa,

i24f., 135.

Purfti-mlniiirfisil si'i/i-as, 125, 367.

Furvas, a lost section of the Jain canon,

120, 163.

Ihishpiu hitiiii, 400.

I'lishimdanta, 121.

Pitslifiikn, 400.

Piitaiiii, 100 n.(>.

I'utra-varga mon.isteries, 263 n. 1.

(UuslioHS of Kinj; Milinda, 104 ;
in

Chinese, 155, 393.

Kadhi, favourite of Kfishna, in latest

cycle of Kfishiia-myth, 100; does

not appear in /ihdgavala P., nor in

A'iirada-hhakti-sritra,\\ot in Si'iiu/ilya-

fihaktisi'itra, 333; not lecogniied by

Khagavatas, Madhvas, or Marafha

bhaktai, 339, 235, 236; but see 301 ;

her origin, 337 ; date ol her worship,

238; r-.v.pted by Vithnusvamls,

Nimbarkas, Chaitanyas, Vallabhai,

and later sects, 337, 307; regarded

as Krishna's eternal consort in Nim-
barkite and other sects, 340 ; in

Ncpalese liudilhism, 275 n. 3 ; else-

where, 335, 345.
Radha-Krishna literary poetry, 305 f.,

Kddha-iudha-nidhi, 318, 378.

Radha-Vallabhis, 318; their theology,

318 ; their literature, 378.

Kag, t. t. of Indian music, 338.

Raghavaiika, 364, 387.

Kaghunandana Bhattacharya, 395, 373.

Kaghunatha Bhafta, 309.

Raghunatha Das, 309.

Raghunatha ^iromani, 380, 371.

Kahasya-traya-sara, 380.

Rahras, 341.

Rai Das, 306, 338, 333, 381 ; a Chamar,

331-
K.ii Dasis, 328.

Rajagriha, story of Buddhist Council

held there, 65.

Rajalinga, 383.

Rajamartanda, 323, 369.

Rajaprahiiya, 400.

Rajaraja, 341 n. 2, 256.

Kajas, t. t. of Sankhya system, 130,

148.

Rajakkhara, 281, 402.

Rdjahkhara-vilasii, 386.

Rdjaviiritika, 3 16, 219, 404.

Raja Vira HanivTra, 311.

Raja-yoga, 354.

Kajjab Das, 383.

Rakmabai, 301.

Rjil-pa-Chan, 113.

Ram,vernacular pronunciation of Rama.
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Kama, 47; a man. 47; a \miisi\ m
carnation of V uhnu, 7>». s_^, ys

,

a full incarnation of Vishnu ; the
eternal Hrahmnn, 99, 100; in the
.liihyiitma Kam-ijaiia nud other
literature, 190, 150, among KamA-
nandis, 333, jjS.

Kama-bhaktn^, devotees of Kama, J.m.

Kamachandra, 348,
Kama C'haran, .134, 345.
Kamacharita, <8o.

Kiima-i/iaril-mdnai. },H), ^Xi ; relation

to Valmiki's A'limdyatia, the Adhydt-
ma and other Kamaynrms, 3^9.

Kimui Pamlita, 371.

Raniakantha, 385.
Ramakj-ishna, a Mimamsist, 367.
Kamakfishiia, a Saivn, 346.
kdmakrishna Ilari, mantra of Marathi

bhaktas, t},:, ; also of thr Vishnii-

svami sect, 335.
Kamakfishiia I'aramahaihsa, ^s;.

Kamamiira, i^fT
Ram;inanda, 399, 311, 3.'3ff., 3S0;

(late, 333; his dependence on a
Kaniaite sect of the South, 334; nf>t

a member of the Sri-Vai»!inava sect,

333 f. ; regarded Rama as the Supreme,

313; hi* influence, 337, 33S; prob-

ably did not found a sect, 33S.

Ramananda Hal, 308.

Kamananda Sarasvati, aSg, 36S, 369.
Ramanandis, 300, 337 (T. ; ascetics, 337 ;

their large numl)ers, 337 ; laity, 33s
;

mantra, 334; sect-mark, 333; sam-
pradaya, 337 ; nsc the Aahyatma
Rdmdyana, 334 ; and the Ai^astya-

St'tlkshm Saiiwdda, 334 ; occasional

iu< ot the Srl-li/idshya, 335 ; caste

relations, i.'j ; use of the vernacular,

336 ; Hindn worship retained, 336 ;

sects of direct Kamanandl origin,

Kiinianuja, author of the Srl-/'n < . 1

137, 343, 344, 387, 379; other bo<.:--

379 ; his system Visishtadvaita, 1 70,

343; his teachini; in relation to ibo

sutras, 138; his influence, 230; umi
Yadava I'rakasa to Vaishnavism.

333 ; succeeded Yamuna atSrirah(;am,

343; his position, 343, 379; attacks

.Sahkar.1 and Khaskaracharya in his

^iri-bkdshya, 343; his bhakti, 330,

343 ; holds the Samuchchhaya doc-

tiine, 343 ; his punctilious observance

of caste-rules, 344 ; taught Sudras

and Uutcastes, 244 ; bis influence on

.Sutanis, 331; yet niver broke c.nste-

ruli,. 244; UH.1I 'hi: /(tvi/rii, J44

;

his ciintroversial '(<urncys, 34^^ ; he
sought to substitute raAch.irai'r.i, for

Vailvlhinasa .Sariihit.-is, wherevtr he
went, 183, 344: his fli>;ht from Sri-

raiigam, 34"; ; hi< stay at Melkote
in .Mys<jrc, 1S3, 345; his return to

Sri-.ahgam, 345 ; is worshipped ns
an incarnation, 345 ; biographical
material, 346, 380; influence, .'64,

.149-

h'dma-fii'ii ral^ff'aiiiya i

h'dniarahasya I '.
, 364.

Kama sect in South India,

followtil S^tiil^ara, 17-;;

Snmiiclnhhaya <l(ictriiic,

mantra, 190. J50; a yaiitra, 190,
a secret alphabet, i()o; literature,

1891,, 350. 3X0; tile

RnttMyaua, 350.

RnnuUlriha I \, 364.

Kamatoshini Sarma. 356,
Kdnia-ullant-tdpar.iya I '.

KCima-vijayn, 374.
Rtimdyatta, 44, 366, 373,

45 ; first 'itage of, 46
;

tirst stage, 47; second stage nl, 7H.

83 ; religion of second stage, S3 f.
;

third stage ol, 85 ; interpolations

from didactic Epic, 99; Saura ma-
terial, Ijj, 390; a passage in which
Kama is called the .Supreme, i8y;
vernacular versions, 338, 396, 301,

.^03. 367.

Kam Diis, a Sikh guru, 3;,;. 3_(-<.

Uam Das, a Maratha bliikta, who in-

fluenced Sivaji, 300, 374.
Ic'im-drisis, Kaiii I lass sect, found to-day

;, \<v: '^faratha country, 301 ; have
i!'?ir 0-, '' mantra and sect-mark, .^oi ;

1 k,i;it-<: .si monnstciy, 301.

!<: m-( "ii'a,a Kain Sinehi inaycr-housc,

Kamc, ..Ta, 3S3.

';div. Niohan K i-
. 3;-;,.

J\TIT1 ^''
: 340

K.Ti kaiijas, ^ ;

K.uii Sanehi-.., .^^i U;! 'h'''"

b'luses ca'led Kam-sivar?

following 1/ Uynen, 346.
RSmy:,

J
inr.tn n;. 'i, 319, 3S0.

Kaiinchor Km, t: \ii of Krishr.

Kanaka . 367.
Kancho'l.I Uiwan. -''.

iSy, l89f..

1891, 349;
opposid to

.•50; their

. \ilhvdtma

I 89, 1 (;0,

3X1
; dale,

religion ol

irayer-

, i*!. no

.10.'

K f2
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KaAcaraminuja, jjo, 36,^.

Kanna, aSj, 403.

K&«it, 360.

Kaie^varn«, n xcct of Pftiupata Saiva*,

'?o. »54-

K&ihtiakatai, ]i6.

KiUk(i-af'iila-f>arif^rihilihii, J07, y/>.

h'a.'ke I'adii, :,\^, 378.

Ka»-lila, 310, 315.

Kathakriinta, 356.

Katnachamira, 361, 405,
A'aiHaiaraiii/ii-SnivaiiifAiiiit, Ji6, J 19,

403-
_

Katnapani, J73.

Katnasnmbhava, 173.

Ratna4rkhara, 360, 40J.

KalHa-vivaratia, 377.

Jiaurava A., 193, aj7.

Kavana, 161.

Kavikirti, 117,403.
Ravithena, i 1 7, 403.

/<(^yatmara, 403.

Keconciliation of phiIosm)bies and re-

ligion*, 287, 389, J90 fr.

Reformed Literature, 381.

Release, from repeated death in other

world, 35; release from transmigra-

tion, 36, 37; rife of philoso"hy of,

51; in VeddHta'Siilras, i2T, release

in Buddhism, annihilation ace. to

lome texts, 64 ; not annihilation, ace.

to most, 64.

Revana, one of the five original I.iiiga-

yat ascetics, >6o.

Kibhns, 10.

A'«VA,r»VAi/i,hymn,hymns,of praise,6,io.

kiddies, 23.

Ridhpur, 332.

Right hand Sakla movement, 367, 357 ;

possibly the outcome of a Mediaeval

reformation, 268 ;
possibly created by

^afikarn, 175; a Smarta movement,

»68, 357 ; l5rivridya, 369, 35S ; the

bhakti school, 369, 359.
I\igveda, Chap. I. esp. 4, 6ff., ifff.,

363 ; The name, 10; composition of

hymns, 7 ; teaching of hymns, 8 ;

literary dialect of, 7 ; family groups

of hymns, 8 ; collection of groups, 8,

9, 10, 16; arrangement of the hymns,

9 ; magical effects of recitation of,

43 ; religion, 363 ; religion of books

i-ix, 10 ff.; gods, 13, 15; myth-

ology, 363 ; worship, 1 3 ;
philosophy,

363; date, 17; interpretation, 17;
religion of book x, 20, 21; relation

to Saman, 18; to Yajm, 20; to

Alhariiiii, 34 ; llrihmai>as of, ij ff.

;

comment uy, J^J.

KiXi'idhiiMa, 41, 366.

'/fijuvimald, 367.

Jfik — h'igvfda.

kiskahim, (.t. of the Jain Tirthakaras,

379.

JjfiihiihhafailihdMa, J79, 401.

't<ishi, 8.

h'iln, 3, 13.

Kiver-worship, 41, 43, 4*>.

Kohini, mother of Balnrama, 98 n. 1 1.

Rudra, 10, 31, a; calliil Siva, 32,q.v.

;

in verse I'paniihads, 59.

Kudrahfidaya U., 364.

Rudriksha, 361.

Kudrdiskiijdhita U., 364.

Ruilra-I'asupnti, i.e. ^iva, 103.

Ku>lra-»amprnd<tya, 315, 317.
Kudra-yiimalii /'., 365,388.
Rukmiiil, 301.

ROpa, 308, 309, 376.

iabara-Sahkara-vildsii, 387.

•sabara-svimin, 133 n. j ; 135, 136, 168,

,
3<S7-

Sabda, sound, the Word, 3oi.

Sacraments, 39,

Sacred thread, worn by twice-born

Hindus, 31 ; not worn by any full

l.ingayat, 361 n. i.

Sacrifice, Indo-Kuropean, 1 ; Indo-Ira-

n\m, 3; Vedic, 6, 7. 11, 14, 32;

jjiven up by some Vanaprastha, 39 ;

supremacy of, in times of Hrahma-
nas, 31,61 ; supernatural powers of, 31.

Sacrilicer, of Vedic times, 13, 14.

Sacrificial worship, gradually weakenetl

by the temple-cult, 5 1 ; steady decay,

140, 170.

.Sadnna, 323, 381.

Sadanamla, iS6, 36S.

Saddharma PuiidnrU-it, 92, 113, ll4f.,

396; two editions, 114, 157; new
edition, 157, 275; influence, 11;.

.Sadhana, 2J3.

Sddhdran Sidl/uml, 318, 37S.

.Sadhs, 334, 344.

.Sadhu, 327, 335.

.Sadhubandnna, 405.

Saduktikarnampta, 238 n.

Sagara, name of one of tlie ten orders of

.Sahkara's sannyasis, 174.

.Sahaja, an eiolic fcrm of ISuddhism,

'73-
„ „

.Sahajananda, 318, 384.

Sahajo Uai, 383.

mw-
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SahasranamatiDfUi, 401.
SahasrSra, name ol une nl the iiuciilt

circles in the Ixxly, ace. to Sikta
Yoga, ^b^).

.'^ahijdharli, .140.

Saiva A|;nmai, lee A(;ania<.

Saiva hhiiihya, 187, jy», 5H5 ; date,

,^49, uyrd by all groups of Agnmic
Sniva* in South India, jjo, 351; .1

, synomi!!, 353.
Saiva Dariann, 155,

Saiva literature, 101, 145, 190, 151,,146,

iiniva Pur.'ilias. .^Sj.

Saiva-samdyn-Hi'fi, J57, ,^86.

Sniva Siddhinta. the Sanskrit school,

jjj : the Tamil school, ajf. 157,
SaiTa-SiMihiinta-dlfikd. 350, 384, 385.
S.iiva teinpltsin Tamil land, 349.
Saiva thei»ts,8j ; heterodox, bl ; Saiv.i

theology, loi.

Saiva Upanishndt, Ho, 383,
Sajjangarh, 301

.

Sakadvipn, Scjthia, i.fj.

S.ikadvlpiya llrahmans, i.e. Magiani,

Sakala, name of one of the Sakh.i^, or

recensions of the A'lQi'idtt if>'.

Sakalakirli, 130, 3'>o, 40i, 404.
Sdkara-siJd/ti, 139, 375.
Sakatj, Scythians, 83.

.Sakta saimySsis, 357.
Sakta sect: nceSfiktas; iscf., 199, 309;

.iccepts jjcople of all classes, 304

;

system, 167 (T.; literature, 150, 199,

309, 365, 353,; 'lantrns, 199, i()},

354 "f-,: 3**** : Sakta U|)anisha.ls, 36O,

389; Sakta poetry in the vernaculars,

356; maj,'ic, joo; cult, 151,300, JOi,

304; the offerings, .'03 ; »aci,iticc,

animal and human, 303, 354 ; Sakta
ideas among Vaishiiavas, 1S3; among
Saivas, 194 ; among Buddhists, 309
If.; among Jains, 313; Sakta yoga,
i86, 19.?, 300, 201 f., 304, 310, 313;
the Right-hand .Movement, 267, 395,

, 357 ; 'h^ Hhakti movemtnt, 3(19, 359.
StiktaHanJatdiaiii^inl, 389.
Saktas, worshippers ol a gmidess as the

yni/r of her lord, 150 ; their Trimurti,

149. See Sakta sect.

^akti, energy ; divine energy ; the god-
dess in all sects, igo, 184, 194 ; the

^akti as sound, 301.

^akti-vi4ishtadvaita, 3S7, 353,
^akya clan, clan of the Buddha, 62.

Salagrama, 293.

.Sulikanatha, I'x;. 367.
Salimabnd, },os,.

.Sam, 153.

.SiJmthliiirUatnla, 4O3.

.Sam.ldhi, t. t, of the Voga tyttem, 3.-3.

SiimiWiir,i/,t, 159, 375, 396,
SiimaH .Siimaveila,

SauLintabhadra, a Jain, jlfi, 319, 371,
403; I)hy4ni-Uoilhisat'.va, 373.

.Samanliipduhliii'i, 393.
Samanya, 1. 1. of Vaisc^hika S)>tem, 1 34.
SaPHardiihchhatdhi'i, 3H, 380, 401.
Samav.iya, t. t. of VaiJeshika system,

SamaTiiyiiii,i;a , of the Jain canon, 399.
Siimavfi/it, 10, i{, 19, 20, 363; I lie

hymn-book of the singer-prirsis, 18
;

formation of, i8f. ; relation to A'ii;

18 ; magic power of metres, 2 1 ; ritual

363; Hrahmarias of, 2S,.

Siimaviiihiina liriihmaiia, 43, 363, 3'i,s.

Samayiisiiraiiankd, 40 ,^

.

SamayaMiafrdlihrila, 219, 181, 403.
Samayasundara, 360, 403.
.Samaya Tantras, 3O8.

Samlia, 153, 305.

Sdiiiba /'., 305, 372, ,39a

Sambara, 365.

Siimhavya Giihya Si'i/ra, 365.
.Saiiibhar Ijike, 283.

.Sanibhogakiiya, one of the bodies of a

liuddha, i,;9.

.Sainlihudeva, 3J0, 385.
Samhhu-paddhdti, 38,<;.

Sariihitas, see Vaishnava .Snmhit.is.

Saihhttas, of the \'a;ii)Vi-iia, i(> ; list,

»:•

Sarhhito/iaimhiui, ^(>^.

Saiiikarshana, a Vaishnava divinity, one
of the vyi'i/ias. 98, it<4.

Siimis/ii'fa Ad/iiiiyiiiia, 381.

Sammitiya school nl lluddhism, 39.<;.

Saniprati, said to have lx:cn a gmiid,on
of Asoka and to have favoureil the

Jains, 77.
Samsara, the process of transmigration,

35 ; is eternal, 35.
Saihskrita, 42.

Siiwstd/a. 400.
Saihiana, a series, a t. t. of the .Sautriin-

tikas, ic6.

Samuchchhaya doctrine, 339, 34.V
SumvegarahfiaSdld

, 401.
Samvritisntya, apparent truth in the

Madhyamaka system, 116.

Saihyuktagama, Sansk. for Saihyuttani-

kaya, 109; in Chinese, 1,;$.

F f 3
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Saihynttanikaya, third section of the

BuddhUt tjutta Pi$aka, 71, 109, 39 J,

393-
Sanaka S., 368, 389.

Sanalcadi Sampradaya, 327.

Sanandana S., J68, 389.

Sanatana, 308, 309, 376,

Sanatkumdra S., 368, 389.

Sandhya, 293.

Sandilya U., 364.

^andilya-bhakti-sutra, 333, 340, 369,

374-
Sahghahhadra, 395.
Sankalpa-nirakarana, 358, 386.

Sahkalpasiiryodaya, 319, 380.

!^anlcara, name of a famoms sannyasi,

author of the earliest surviving bhash-

ya on the Vtdanta-siitras, 137, 170,

386, 367; date, 171 ; his teaching in

relation to the sutras, 128; system,

171 ff.; similarity to Madhyamaka

and Vijnanavadin Buddhism, 172;

his works, 171, 364; Ws splendid

capacity, 174 ; his sannyasis and san-

nyasinis, 174. 3»7 f- ! •»« monasteries

174; his influence, I74ff. 198, 374,

393 ; legendary lives,.i75 n. 4; some

think he originated the Smarta wor-

ship of the five gods, 176; attacked

by Bhaskara, 321 ; called a reincarna-

tion of the demon Manimat by Madh-

va, 337 ; connected with the Sakta

system in mediaeval tradition, 366 ; a

remarkable image of S., 368.

isahkara Miira, 334, 370,

^ahkarananda, the Buddhist, 225.

Sahkarananda, the Vedantist, 323, 287,

365.
Ankara vijaya : two documents on

^ahkara's controversial triumphs, one

ascribed to Anandagiri, the other

to Madhava, 175 n. 4, 337 n. 1, 252,

,350. .

Satikhtlyatia Aranyaka, 363.

Sahkhdyana HrShmatta, 37.

^ankhayaim Grihya Sutra, 365.

iaiikhdyana Sranta Sutra, 365.

SSnkhya-kihikd, 93, 123, 368; funda-

mental text of Sahkhya system, :29;

source of the Karikd, 139; autaor,

129; date, 129; analysis, 130 f.

;

criticized by Vasubandhu, 161.

Sdnkhya-kdrikd-hhdshya, 176, 369.

Sdiikhya-pravacharui-bhdshya, 289, 309.

Sdhkkya-pravachana-sutra, sec SSitkh-

ya-sutras.

Sdhkhya-sdra, 369.

Sditkhya-sutras, 288, 369.

Sahkhya-siitra vritli, 369.

Saftkhya system, 368 ;
germ of, 60, 131

.

rise of, 61 ; an early document, now

lost, 44,80; in GUd,()0; in Maitra-

yaita U., 93! in Chulikd U.,gi\ in

didactic Epic, 93, 97 ; in doctrme of

Vynha. 98 ; fundamental authority is

Sdnkhyakdrikd, q. v. ; atheistic, 130

;

dualistic, 130 ; rationalistic, 139 ;
sys-

tem, i3off. ; attacked in Lahkdvatd-

ra-sutra, 161; by Vasubandhu, 176;

398 ; an order of Sahkhya sannyasis,

131,289; open to all four castes, 131 ;

literature, 129, 176, 333, 288; de-

scribed by Alberuni, 223; influenced

by the Vedantic conception of God,

288. ,„
Sdnkhya-tattva-kaumudi, 1 77, 288, 308.

Sdhkhyavritti-sdra, 369.

Sahkhya-yoga, an early theistic form of

the Sahkhya philosophy, expressed in

the Shashtilantra, 289.

Sahkirtana, 300, 301, 302, 303.

Sannydsa U., 95, 364.

Sannyasa Upanishads, 80, 94 f.

Sannyasinis, 174.

Sannyasis, monks, of various systems,

29, 40, 41, 47, 63, 60 ; of the Vedan-

ta, 5a ;
gave up the old worship, P3

;

place in the Asramas, 81 ; re-organ-

ized by Sahkara in ten orders, 174;

nuns also, 174; see Nuns; see also

Dandis and Nagas ; these orders exist

to-day, 139, 174; the strictness of

their discipline, 337 ; their large num-

bers, 337.
c, , .

Sanskrit, 6, 42 ; Panmean Sanskrit, 43,

105 ; mixed Sanskrit, 105 ; Buddhist

Sanskrit, 105.

Sanskrit SaivaSiddhanta,_355, 358, 349,

385; recognizes the Agamas, 349;

mainly a school of Brahmans, 255,

349; its philosophy Vi4ish{advaita,

355, 349; literature in Sanskrit, 355,

349» 385-
.

Santa LUdmnta, 374.

Santdna A., 193. ,

Santana Acharyas, of Tamil Saiva Sid-

dhanta, 358.

Santana-Ganapati, 270.

Santarakshita, 397.

Santa Vijaya, 374.

idntideva, 208, 210, 397.

.^dntindthacharita, 405.

Sdnti P., 404.

^antisuri, 278.
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Sanyaya-ratnSvatl, .^75.

Sapta-piiJartha nirfipatia, or Saptafa-
dCirlkl. 3J4, 369.

Saptapadarthl, 369.
SaptaSafl = Chaniit-Mahatmya, 151.

.jarabha U., 364.
Sarada, a name of Sarasvati, as goddess

of speech and letters, 174, n. 3. ; name
of a matha, monastery, in Dwarka,

^ founded by Sankara, 1 74.

Siiradatilaka T., 267, 271 n. 2, 389.
Sarana, 261.

Sarasvati, wife of Brahma, goddess of

speech and letters, 267, 214, 227;
name of one of the ten orders of

iiafikara's sannyasis, 174, 286.

Sarasvatlrahasya U., 364.

Sarasvattslotra, 401.
SaratthapakCisini, 393.
Sariputra, 394.
Sarlraka, the embodied one, Brahman,

, 126.

Sar%raka-sutras , 1 26.

SdrTraiu U., 364.
Sarvabhanma, 289 n. 2, 308, 37 1 , 376.

Sdrvabkauma-nirukti, 371.

Sarvadarhnasahgraha, 225, 239, 255,

288, 289, 290, 295, 349, 350, 367,

369. 370, 37if 375, 380, 385, 386,

390-
Sarvrijna-mitra, 212, 398.

Harvdrthasiddhi, 216, 219, 403.
Sarvastivadin Council, 108.

Sarvastivadin school, a Buddhist school

found in Kashmir, 68, 393 ; used

Sanskrit, 68 ;
possessed an Abhid-

harma Pijaka, 68, 107, 207, 394;
Vinaya Pijaka, 108, 393 ; Sutra Pija-

ka, 108, 394; commentaries, 108;

literature, 107, 156, 207, 394; Chinese

Trs., 156, 207 ; Tibetan Trs. 207 ;

philosophy called Vaibhashika, 107,

108, 156; combated in Hindu philo-

sophies, 136 ; converts, 160.

Sarva- Upanishat-sdra, 364.

Sarvokta /^.,_I93.

Sarvottara A,, 193.

idstra-dlpika, 221, 367.

idstra-dlpikd-vydkhyd, 367.

^astras, 81.

Sat, i.e. the Real, 331, 343.

iatadiishanl, 319, 380.

Satanis, a group of Sudras taught by

Ramanuja, 245, 321; they exercise

priestly functions in certain temples,

,3»i-
SalapaiichaSika-stotra, 39J.

Satapatha Brahmana, the Brahmana of

the Vajasancyins of the IVkite Vajus.

.
-J?. •'8. 363.

Satarudriya, a liymn in honour of Siva,

, ". 383-

Sathakopa, 246.

Satnamis, 334, 342 ff. 382 ;
probably

organizfd among Ou'castes, 344 ; a

rising and a battle, 34,^ t reorj;anize(l

by Jagjivan Das, 343 ; vegetarian :ib-

staineis, 343; fdthy practices, 343;
advance by Ghazi Das, 343.

Sat Sal, 379.
Satsandarlijia, 309, 377.
Sattadaval, 321.

Sattasai, 165, 21-;.
,

Sattvata, or Satvata, an ancient tribe,

50, 98-

Satyabhama, 301.

Satyabheda, dU'-tlism, a form of the

Vedanta. 1 28,

Sdfydyana U., 364.
SaubhdgyalakshnA U., 364.

Saunaklya, 24.

Saundarananda-Kdvya, 116, 395.
Saundaryalahari, 265 n. 5, 266, 268,

388.

Saura P., contains a polemic against

Madhvism, 237 n. i, 372.

Saura S,, 183, 205.

Sauras, the sect of Sun-worshippers,

151 fr.; 205, 269, 294; their form of

the Trimurti, 149, 152; their litera-

ture, 151 ff., 205, 270, 390; their

theology 305; Saura worship, 152;
Saura images and temples, l.S2f.,

369 ; their priests were Magians, 205.

Sautr=intikas, a Buddhist school, 106 ;

their philosophy, 106, 114, 136.

Savitri, 10.

Savitri, 48.

SdvttfJ [/., 364.

Savya, 9n.
Sayana, 29, 285, 294, 295.

Scepticism, 21.

Schools, of the Kigvedn, 8, 9, 10, 19;

of the Sdmaveda, i8f. ; of the Ya-

jurveda, I9f.; of the Atharvaveda,

23 f. ; branching of the schools, 31 ;

progress of the schools, 35, 31 ; used

for the educa;.on of the three castes,

31 ; women and Sudras excluded,

31 ; Brahmans alone allowed to teach,

31 ; literature of the schools, 37

;

the Upanishads in the schools, 55.

Scythians, 78.

Sea of Milk, 99.
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Sectarians, 83, 293.

Sectarian bbashyas on the Veili'm/a-

siitras, 222, 187.

Sect-mark, Tilaka, 168, 202 ; all have

a phallic significance, 202.

Sect of the MahdrJiahs, .^15.

Sects, rise of, 8.> ; characteristics of,

122, 167, 220, 292; decay of, 292.

Sekkirar, 256, 385.

Self-sacrifice, 209.

Semi-Lifigayats, 263.

Sena, 328,381.
Sena Panthis, 328.

Sesha, 48, 98.

SeSvara MJtm'imsa, 286, 367, 380.

Setubandha, 389.

Sevak-hdni, 378.

Sewapanthis, 340.

Shadakshara Deva, 387.

SlialidarhnasaiHUchckhaya, 214, 360,

371, 401.
ShoiidarianasaviHchchhayankd, 402. .

Shaddarianai'ichdra, 371, 402.

Shadvimia Brdhmana, 27, 28, 363.

Shains, 312.

Shashtitatitra, a manual of theistic

Yoga by Varshaganya, now lost, 94,

368; relation to Sdnkhya-kdrikd,

129; contents sketched in Ahirbti-

dhnya Samhitd, 1 29.

Shatchakra C, 266, 364, 389.

Shatprdbhrita, 360, 403.

Shatsthala, the six sthalas or stagesof

spiritual progress among the Vira

Saivas, ?6i, 262.

Sho<iaSa upachdra, the ' sixteen opera-

tions' of image-wor.-.hip, 51 n. i, 294.

Siddha A., 193.

Siddhdnta-chandrikd, 367.

Siddhdnta-dipam, 385.

Siddhdnta-jdhnavl, 376.

Siddhdnta-leia, 368.

Siddhdnla-muktdvall, 370.

Siddhdnia-rahasya, 316, 377.

Siddhdnta-ratna, 376.

Siddbanta Sastras, 258.

Siddhanta-iikhdmani, 382, 38J.
Siddhardma P., 264, 387.

Siddharshi, 215,401.
Siddhasena Divakara, 164, 400.

Siddhasena Gani, 164, 401 ; date, 165;

his bbashyas, 165.

Siddha-siddkdnta-paddhati, 384.

Siddhavirana, 387.

Siddhitraya, 241, 379.

Sijjambhava, 400.

Sikandar Lodi, 332.

Sikhs, 334, 336 ff., 382; the literature,

382; Hinduism finds access to the,

community, 338, 339, 340, 341 ; the

guru worshipped as God, 338 ; rise

of the martyr-spirit, 338 ; the cult,

340 f. ; the Sikhs divided into two

communities, 340 ; sub-divisions,

, 34°-
Sikshd, 42.

Sikshd-ptitri, 378.
Sikshdsamuchchhaya, 208, 397.

Silaiika, 214, 278, 279, 401.

^Uappadhikdram, 121.

Silavariisa, 394.
Simhalese, 154.

Singh, 339.
Sihghs, 340.

,
, „

Sihginad, a whistle, 348.

Sihgi Raja, 353, 387-

SUhyalekhadharma-kdvya, 209, 398.

f^ishya-varga monasteries, 262 n. i.

SiSna-devah, phallus-worshippers, 5,

102.

SUd i\, 364. .

Sittais, a sect of non-idolatruus Pun-

tans, 352, 387 ; their hymns in the

Siva-vdkyani, 352, 387.

Siva, a new name for Kudra, 32, 47, 48

;

Siva in Upanishads, 58, 59 ; in second

stage of Epics, 83; in Trimurti,

I48f. ; rise of sect of Siva, 82 ;
in

third stage of Epics, 92; identified

with Brahman, 101 ; his tiieophanies,

10 1 ; has eight forms, 102 ; Lakull4as

teach that he becomes incarnate, 146 ;

adored by Bhagavatas as equal with

Vishnu, 142, 175, ri, 182; one of

the Five Uods, 17^; Siva ir. the

Agamas, i9J.f. ; symbols used in his

worship in the house, 293 n. 2 ; wor-

ship in hi» temples, 294. ,

Sivabhagavatas, devotees of Siva, early

sectarians, 82 n.

6ivaditya, 224, 370.

iiva-drishti, 198, 259, 386.

SWadvaita, 255 n. 3, 351.

Sivddvaita-maiijarJ, 3H7.

6ivagunayogi, 353, 383, 387.

Sivaji. 300, 301. 339n- 4. 350-

Siva-jiidna-bodha, 257, 258, 351, 385.

SivajMna-siddhi, 257, 258, 385.

Siva-jfiana-yogi, 347, 351, 386.

.^ivanaud, 346, 384.

^ivdnandalahaff, 383.

Siva Narayana, 334, 345.

^iva Narayanis, 334, 346 !
mostly low -

class people, 345 ; monasteries called
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Dhams, 345 ; hold Siva N'arayana nil

incarnation, 34-;.

Siva P., 139, 37j', 383, 384 ; originally

a Saiva work, lyg; contains Lakulisa
material, 179; Malayalim Tr., 347,
384 ; the Vayavlya S. contains an
account of the Sanskrit School of

^
Saiva Siddhaiita, 226, 350, 385.

Siva-prakaSa, 258, 384, 3.S6.

Siva Prakasa Svami, 347, 383, 387.
Sivarkamanidlpikd, a comm. on the

iaiva Bhashya, 295, 350, 385.
Siva S., 348, 384.
Stvasahasranama, 383.
s,iva Sakti, 194.
S!va-sutras, 193, 198, 386.

Siva-siitra-vdrttika, 386.

Siva-sulra-iimarUni, 259, 3S6.

iivdyatm, 346, 383.
Siva-yoga-pradtpika, 387.
^iva-yogi, 387.
Sivopadhyaya, 352, 386.

Six systems of Hindu philosophy, 1 24

;

theory of their harmony, 228.

Sixteen operations of Hindu worship,

51 n. I, a6i, 294.

Sixty-three Saiva saints, 256.

Skamia P., 139, 179, 271, 372, 385,

389 ; Tamil Tr., 256 ; Tel. Tr., 346,

383.

Skanda V., 143, 181, 364, 374.
Skanda-yanmla T., 265.

Slavonic people, 1.

SlokavarlikOf of Kuniarils, 168, ?')7; of

Vidyananda, 216, 219, 404.
Smarta Brahman, his worsliip, 293,

294.
Smartas, from Smriti, 141 ; used of

orthodox men who do not keep up
the ^rauta sacrifices, 141 ; most are

followers of isankara, 175, 180; i.nd

worship the five gods, 179, 206, 293.

Who initiated the custom 1 1 79

;

time of its origin, 1 79 f. ; literature,

141, 178, 179, 180, 226, 373;
their interest in the Right r ^akta

movement, 228, 268 ; the domestic

cha[)el of a Smarta, 293 n. 3.

Smarta temples, 293.

Smdria-sulra, 14 1.

Smriti, lit. remembrance; t. t. for re-

velation of the second grade, 43,

141.

Smriti Kaustubha, 285 n. 2, 295, 367,

in-
.Snake-worship, 41, 43, 48,

i^obhana, 278, 279, 401.

So-J)aru, 33S.

!)odhana, purification, 253.

Soma, 2, 3, 6, 10, II, 14, 15 ; Soma
hymns, 10, 14. 18 ; .Soma-sacrifice,

3, 14. iS, a, 41.

Somadeva, 279, 282, 404.
.Somananda, 194 198, 259, 386.

Somaniilha of I'alakurki, 264, 387.
Soma R-ivamana, 10.

Sonia-Sainhhit-paddhati-vritH, 385.

Somasundara, 360, 402.

Some^vara, 367.
Sorcery, taught in ^aktism. 203.

Soul, in Hinduism, eternal, 35 ; in

early liuddhism, declared non-exis-

tent, 64; in Vcdanta, identical with

Brahman, 127; in the Pancharatra

system, 185.

Sound, eternity, 125.

.South India, Hinduized, 36.

Spaiida-kSrikiis, 198, 386.

Spandii-pradipikci , 386.

Spanda-sandoha, 386.
Spandavivriti, 386.

Splia(ika, 293 n. 2.

Splmt-pada, 318, 378.
Siaddha, 39.
Sragdhara metre, 205.

Sragdhani-stotra, 212.

Jirauta, 38 ; used of a man who keeps
up the Srauta sacrifices, 141, ^93.

Sranta-sutras, 38 f., 365 ; date, 38

;

, contents, 39, 140.

Srdvakachdra, 361, 405.
Sravana Belgoia, 75, 282.

Sri = Lakshml, 246.

Srfbhdshya, Kamanuja's comrr>entary

on the Veddnta sUtras, 220, 242. 244,

287, 379 ; its powerful influence, 220,

, 222, 325, 349, 350.
Sri Bhatt, 305, 376.

Sri-chakra, one of the six chakras, or

centres of occult influence in the body,

as taught in Sakta Yoga, 267.

Sri Chand, 340.
Srichandrasuri, 278.

Sri-Datta sampradaya, 248.

Sridhara, the Vaiseshika writer, 224,

, 370-
Sridhara, the Marathl poet, 301, 374.
Sridhara Dasa, 238 n.

i^ridhara Svami, 231, 239, 269, 297,

, 301, 308, 359. 373-
Sri-harsha, 223, 225, 371.

Sr%kdlachakra T., 272, 274, 398.

.Srikanta Mi4ra, 239, 37;.
Srikantha, 370.
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Srikanj'iii SivScliiirya, 287, jqj, 349,
385 ; his Siiiva Bhashya, 349, 385

;

, his liate, 349.
SrXkai-a-bhiishya, J64, J87, 387.
Sriiifith, 383.
Srihgcri, name of a matha, monastery,

in the Mysore, founded by Sa.ikara,

, 174- »85-

Srlnivasa, a follower of Raraanuja, 320,

, 380.
Srlnivasa, a follower of Nimbarka, 222,

, 240, 287, 376.
Sflpalaihai-itra, 401, 405.
SrJ^iilagapdlaktUhii, 402

.

Sri'pati 2S7. See Sripati Pamliia-

rad' i^ \.

»rip?.ti Panilltaradhya, one of the five

original Lihgayat ascetics, 260, 264,

, 387.
SriDerumbD'^Qr, Ramanuja's birth-

piare, 1 81, 246, 320.
Srirahgain, the metropolitan Srt-Vaish-

nava sh ine at Tri'^hinopoly, 241 , 24,^,

246, 321 ; a theological school there

, also, 241, 242, 319.
Sri-Saila, 260.

iirl Sampradaya, 327.
Sii-subodhini, 377.
Sri-Sukacharya, 374.
Sri-vachana-bhushana, 380.

SrT-Vaishnava Sampradaya, 246.

Sri-Vaishnava sect, 1H8, 240, 319;
only Vishnu, his consorts and incar-

nations recognized, 2^7 ; Radha not

recognized, 247 ; the Alvars regardetl

as le_aders and teachers, 187, 241 ;

the Acliaryas, 241 ; system, 242 f.

;

mantra, 186, 188, 246; the dvaya
mantra, 246 n.; sect-mark, 186,246;
Sampradaya, 246 ; temple-ritual, 320;
tapa, i.e. branding, 186, 246; guru,

186; initiation, d"ksha, 186; holds

the Samuchchhaya doctrine, 239, 243

;

SrI-Vaishtiava literature, 187, 240,

379; ^ri-Vaishnava sannyasis, 243;
non-Brahman bri-Vaishniva ascetics,

243 n. ; Sri-Vaishnavas are very strict

in caste matters, 247 ; the two sub-

sects, 319, 320; two forms of the

sect-mark, 320 ; seats of the pontiffs,

, 3-0-

Srivarddhadeva, 217, 219, 404.
Srividya, the right-hand worship of the

Devi with a view to release, 2C9,

358.
Sri Vyasa Raja, 303.

Sri-Yogindra Acliarya, 282, 40J,

Srutasagftri 1, 405.
Sruli, revea scripture, 38, 43, 60;

comes iron, hrahman, 1 27 ; is eternal,

127.

Stavamalii, 376.
Sthalas, stages of spiritual progresi, of

which six are diatinguiihed in the

Vira Saiva system, 261.

Sthanakavasis, 359.
Sthaviras, a Uuddhist school, 104 ; the

Sthavira Canon of Ceylon, 104.
Sthira-lihga, 103.

Sthulabhadra, a Jain leader, 75.
Stobhas, 19.

Stotra, a sacred ode in praise of a
divinity, 214.

Student, one ofthe four akama's, 39, 40.

Stupa, a burial mound, Uuddhist, 71,

72, no.
Suali, 224.

SubSla U., 364, 379.
Sul>ha Tantras, 268.

Subhachandra, 360, 361, 40;;.

Subha^ndaya, 388.

!>ubhakrishna, 210.

Subha^ila, 360, 403.
Subhaumacharitra, 405.
Subodhittl, 316, 377.
Subrahmanya, 148, 347.
Sub-vyuhas, 185.

Sucharitami&ra, 367.
SudarUna lihatta, 346, 380.

Suddhadvaita, 287.

Suddhadvaitamartanda, 316, 377,
Sud'a 16, 21, 36; duties, 401 ; Sudras

admitted to Sahldiya and Yoga a:.-

cetic orders, 61 ; Sudra worship, 3C>

;

Sudras usually not sectarians, 83.

Sufiism, influence in India, 384, 331

;

powers, 331 ; the Sufi conception of

God, 331; God the real, 331; the

path, 331 ; the teacher, 331 ; Sufi pnc-
tice like Yoga, 331 f. ; tends to red jce

all religions to equality, 332 ; a Sufi

scarcely a Muslim, 332.

Snka, 287, 373.
r.uka S., 388.

Suka T., 308.

^uka-bhdshya, 387, 297, 373.
Sukacharya, 297, 374.
Sukapakshlya, 380.

Sukarahasya U,, 364.
Sukhdmani, 341.
Suhhavatfvyuha, tl>: longer text, 117,

17 8, 396.

Sukhdvatfvyiiha, the shorter, 117, 118,

158, 396; Japanese translations, 275,
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(.

Sukh Niilhiiii, ;,S I

.

Siikra, 47.
Sutshtna A., 193, 264.
Sulva-sutras, 43, 36.;.

Sitiuaii!^'u/uvi/tisiiil,'igTi.

Sumatra, 168, 391,
Sundar Das, 342.
Suiiilar Das, the yoiinfer, a Dadnpaiithi

I»>ct. 34'. 383.
Sum/ai Vilas, ;,82.

Suiulara lihatta, 376.
Sundara Dtva, 3S3.

Sund.ira-marti, or Sundarnr, 193, 196,

'97. ^.S6, 3''<5.

Sundarar, see Sundara-mCrti.
Siifiga dyn.isty, 7S, 83.
Siiitya P., 27 1.

Sfinyata, the Mahayana philosojihy of

, vacuity, 1 14.

Sunyavada, the vacuity system ofNagar-
juna, called also Madhyamaka, 116,

136, 271.

Suprahha A., 193.
Suprabhdta-stava, 399.
Suprabheda A., 193, 26011. 2, 264.
.Sur Das, 316, 377.
.Sural Gupal, 335.
Sure^varacliarya, or Mandanamika, 169,

.^67.

Sur sugar, 377.
SursarCivall, 377.
.Surya, lo; in third stage of Epic, 92 ;

adored by Saura sect, q. v. 205 ; one
of the five gods, 179, 301 ; believed
to cure leprosy, 153; symbols used
in his worship, 29^ n. 3 ; sometimes
not represented by an Image, liccause

he is visible in the sky, 294 n. i.

Surya U., 364, 390.
Suryakanta, 293 n. 2.

Suryaprajilapti, i66, 219, 399, 403.
Surya-iataka, 205, 390,
Sushumna, 201.

Stisiddkikdramalui T., 398.
Siita S., 3S9.

Sutra of forty two sections, i iS.

Sntra Pitaka, Sansk. for .Sutta Pitaka

;

translated into Chinese, i-^i,.

Satra-bhashya, of MaOhva, 222. zifi,

287, 375-
Sutrakritaiiga-sutra, il6, 399.
Sutralamkara, 116, 157, 395.
Sutrapdth, 249, 380.
Sutras, sutra-method of teaching, 3S,

116, 124; religion in sutias, 41 ;

legal sutras, 39, 81.

Sfitrasaviuc/uhiiaya, 20S.

Sutt.i A'ipiita, a book of the Biuldliisl

.Sutl!i_Pitaka, 71, 392.
Sutta Pi'taka. second part of the Unddhi^
Canon, 64, 390 ; character and con-
tents, (hj ; (late, 64, 66, 67 ; relation

of Pali Sutta Pitaka to earliest texts,

68.

Su/ta I'ibhdiiga, the first book of the
Buddhist \inaya, 391.

Suvarnaprahhiisj, 159, 275, 396.
Surarnapiabhasottdmaruja, 212; a

\'ijfianav.idin work with many Tan-
trik features, 212, 39S.

Svadhishthatuiprahheda, 159, 397.
Sviimi Haii I).is, 31s, 378.

_

Svami-Narayan.i, 318 ; hSi Siksha-piilr}

,

.378.

Svaml-Nariiyanis, 318; their literature,

.

378.
Svaprabluinnnda Sivacharya, 387.
Svarnabhadra, 293 n. 2.

SvarnaLianapati, 270.
Svariiarekhd, 293 n. 2.

Svalmiiuuhhavj
, 374.

Svatmarama Yogindfa, 34S, 384.
.Svayambhu, 273.
Svayambhu /'., 275, 399.
Svayamhhiistotra, 403.
Svayambhuva A., 193, 194, 264.
Svet.inibara, a Jain sect, 75, 1 19, 162.

Svetambara Jain Canon, 76, no, 121,

162, 163 ff., 395; date of public.ition,

163; the Anga, 163, 399; the other
works, 163 f.

Svetambara literature, 76, 120, 163,

,
i'3- •i77-.^59. 399-

,SvetuSvatara C, 58, 59, 60, 173, 243,

,

3O4. 383-
Syadvada, the Jain system of dialectic,

.' 1 (1.

Symbols of divinities, 293.
.Syrian Christian Church, 122.

Taittirfya Aranyaka, 27, 30, 226, 29;,
363-

Tattttrlya Brahmaita, 2^, 28, 295.
V'aittirtya Sarhhitd, 27, 28, 226, 295.
Taittiriyas, a school ot the Black Vajus,

26. 27. 54-
'I'aittirlya U., 54, 226, 364.
Talavakara Briihmana, 37, 28.

Talavakaras, a school of the Samaveda,
27. 54-

lalkad, 297.
Tamas, t. t, of Sankhya system, 130,

14S.

Tamil Literature, 147, 187, 196ft., .18,
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2 30, J 3 8, J96, 347, 31,1, 378, 379,

Tamil sniva poet-singers, 1M7, 196;
their influence, 220.

Tamil Saivas, 147, 196, 351;, 350; they

are scarcely an organized sect, 350

;

ose Agamas, 191 ; their lysteni the

Tamil !>aiva Siddhanta, 355 ; ..all

themselves Mahe^varas, 191 ; do not

%ccept doctrine of incarnations of

Siva, 191 ; literature in Tamil, 196,

2,^5; monasteries, 350; the m.ijority

of the monasteries under non-Hrah-
mans, 350.

Tamil ^aiva Siddhanta, 330, if,^, 385 ;

mostly a school of non-lirahmaiis,

a^f,; their use of the Vedas, 351 ;

their own literature in Tamil, 355,

350 ; philosophic standpoint Uheda-
bheda, or Adva't.i (Sjvadvaita), 3,s5,

355 n. 3 ; see Tamil Saivas.

Tamil Vaishnavas, i8j.

TSn^ins, a school of tlie Samaveda, 37,

54-
Taiuiulavaitahka,' \ix>.

Taii-gyur, the second half of the Ti-

betan Buddhist Canon, also called

Tnnjur, 277.

Tcnjore, 356.

Tanjur, see Tan-gyur.
Taiika, author of a Vi^ishfadvaita vakya

on the I'eJdnla-sulras, 171.

Tanmatras, t. t. of Sahkhya system,

I3J-

Tantraloka, 386.

Tantraratna, 367.
Tantras, 199^., 388; lists, 199, 268;

dates, 199; contents, 300; Luddhist

Tantras, 3 ip ; Mi&ra Tantras, 368
;

Samaya or Subha Tantras, 268,

Tantrasara, 355.
Tan/rasdra of Madhvn, 375.
Tantra-vdrtika, of Kumarila, a work
on the Mimamsa, 169, 367.

Tantrism - the 6akta movement : see

Buddhist ^akta system, and iiakta

sect.

Tapa, branding, i e, branding the

symbols of Vishnu on the body, 1 86.

Tapas, 22, 29, 158.

Taia, 212.

Taranatha, 210.

Tdrdsddhanaiataka, 399.
Tdrasdra i\, 364.
Tariqat, 331.
Tarka-bhdsha, 224, 371.
Tarka-jvdld, 371, 397.

Tarka-kauinudly 370.
Tarka Saiii^aha, 370.
Tjrka-idstra of Vasubnndhu, 161,

7'aika-tdnifava, 37;;.

Tdthdgata Guliyaia,i\o, 31 1, 275,398;
contents, ^11.

Tiittuva-Kattalci, 386.

Tatluva-lHrakaia, 386.

Tattuva Raynr, 352, .^87.

Tatlvd-dloka, 371.
7attV(i-dloka-rahasya, 371.
Tu//vj-(/iin/ttmiiiil, ^jo, 370 n. i.

Tiittvii-<hintlimanl-vydkhyd, 371.
Jaltva-iiJdhili, 371.
Tiitlva-dliihiti-tippam, 371.
Taltva-dlpa-nihandha, 316, 377.
Tattva-kcitimudi-vydkhyd, 369.
Tattva-nirupaiia, 380.

Tattva-praatpikd of Trivikrama, 37J.
Tattva-prakdSa, 386.

Tativa-prakahkd, 375.
Tattvardtnadlpika, 405.
Tattvarthddhigama-SMtra, by Umasrati,
the fountain-head of Jain philosophy,

136, 219, 400 ; Svetambara commen-
taries, 165; Digambara commen-
taries, 216, 219.

Tattvdtlhadlpiktt, 360, 405.
Tattvdrthasdra, 381, 404.
TattvdrthasSradtpikd, \io, 360, 403,

405-
Tattvdrthankd, 164,401.
Tattvdrthankdvydkh) tdamkdra, 316,

319, 404.'

Tallva-samdsa, 388, 369.
Taltva-sahgraha, 397,
Tattvalraya, 305, 375, 380.
Taltva-vaiSdradJ, 177, 369.
Taxila, 42.

Tayumanavar, 351, 386.

Teg Bahadur, a Sikh guru, put to death

by Aurungzebe, 33b.

Tejobindu U., 95, ,^64.

Telugu literature, 228, 260, 264, 296,

297.347. 382-

Temple-priests, must be Brahmans, 50

;

less regarded than other Brahmans,
gin-

Temples, Buddhist and Jain, 113, 120.

Temples, Hindu, first mention of, 41 ;

later common, 48 ;
priests must be

Brahmans, 50, 51 n. 1 open only to

the four castes, 50; origin of the

worship, 50 ; classes of temples, 293

;

the liturgy, 293; temples in which
the live gods are worshipped, 394
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Tt rople-worship, 50, fin.; originally

unorthodox, 50, itsj;rowtli, 51, r7o.

Tengalai», ,^9, 3^0.
Teutonic people, 1,

Tn'ardm, 256,

Theism, 41, 47, 58; movement to-
wards, in Himluisiii and in Huddli-
ism, 7S, 83, 8.^; in Afikt.i Huddh-
ism, 273, 274 ; in Jainism, 27** f.^

Thera Cdtha, a book of versfs bv
Buddhist monks, 71, ,^93.

'J'hert Cdthd, a book of verses by
Buddhist nuns, 71, 393.

Tkiipavarhsa, ,VJ4.

Tibet, Buddhism in, 168, 207, 391 ;

Tibetan Buddhist Canon, 275, ,',91.

Tilaka, sect-mark, 168.
Tilaka, 359, 389.
Tilakacharya, 378, 403.
TihiamailjarJ, 379, 401.
Timmappa Das, 303.
Tipi$aka, Pali for Tripifaka, q. v.

Tirhut, 176, .306.

Tirtha, one of the ten orders of Sai'i-

kara's sannyasis, 17^, 304; a Vira
Saiva 1. 1., 261.

Tlrthakaras, see Jain Tirth.nkaras.

nrthdvah, 383.
Tirwarul-piyan, J.^jn. 4, 258, 386.
Tint Isaipa, 256.
Tirukkalirruppadiyar, 258, 385,
Tirukkovaiyar, 385.
Tirumalisai, 188.

Tiruptantram, 197, 256, 38,1?.

Tirumahgai, one of the Ajvars, 188.

TiramOlar, 93, 197, 256, 385.
Tiru-murai, the poetic Canon of the

amil I^aiva Siddhanta school, 255
5, 256; formed by Narabi-andar-

nambi, 256.

Tirumuruhattuppadai, 148, 38.3.

Timppanar, 188.

Tiru-puhal, 347, 383.
Tinivdchakam, 197, 256, 385.
Tiruvaiinyam, 379.
Tiru-vilaiy-ddar'purdnam, 347, 383.
Tiruviruttam, 379.
TintvoymoH, 379, 380.

Tin-vutttiydr, 258, 385.
Tondarippodi, 188.

Totutar-liruv-aittddi, 25O, 385.
Tontad SiddheSvara, ^87.
Tola PnrI, 357.
Trances, in Buddhism, 64.

Transmigration and Karma, absence of

the doctrine in the early Vedic litera-

ture, 23, 30, 33; apjjcars first in the

by pi)l

L'panishads, 33 ; arose still earlier,

;,.', ; (late unknown, ^y ; sources of.

llic ideas, 34 ; the doctrine, 34 f. ; it

a iloctrinc of moral rciiuital, 34 ; the
wiirk of the Aiyan mind, 34 ; created

pdylheisu, 35 ; g.eal influence of,

value of, 35; its automatic
char.icter, 61 ; in RdiiKiyJiia, 48

;

le.-iils to desire for release. j2; re-

lease from, ;2.

Traylvidyii, triple knowledge, i.e. the

three Vedas, 35.

Trce-worshij), 43, 48.

Tridandls, Sri-V'aiihnava Sannyasis,

Irika, t. t. of Kashmir Saivism, 198.
Trilochana, 299 f, 333, 374, 381.
7'rilokasdra, 282, 405,
Ttimfirti, 148 f.

T>ip(idvihhutimahdndrdya}ia I '., ,364.

Tripitaka (.Sansk. for I'ali Ttpitaka),

the Buddhist Canon in three sec-

tions, 67.

Tripundra, name of the Saiva sect-

mark, 196; used by Saktas also, 203.

Tripura, one of ihe names of the Devi.

Tripura-tdpaMya U., 1H9, 366. 364,
3S9-

Tiifiiird i '., 266, 267, 358, 364, 389.
TnshashtUakshanamahapuranasangra-
ha, 217, 219, 404.

Trhhashti-Salaka-purushaiharita, »8o,

402.

Trishashtismriti, 283, 405.
Triiikhibrdhmana ('., 364.
Trivallur, 330.

Trivariid<:hdra, 166, 319, 403.
Trivikrama, 375.
Tryanuka, t. t. of Vai^esbika sjs'.em,

"33-

Tsong-Kha-pa, 277.
Tukaram, 296, 300, 302, 374.
Tnlsi Das, 317, 328, 381; a Smarta

Brahman, 328 ; became a Kamanandi
vairagi, 329 ; his Rdma-charit-mdnas,

X"^i 3**'; basis of the work, .^29;

the religion is that of the Mediaeval
poems, 339 ; often expresses great
reverence for Siva, 330 ; contains

many advaita phrases, 330 ; noble
conceptions in the poem, 330 ; quite

orthodox, 3.30; the vernacular Oltd,

3.30; other works, 329, 381.

Tupnka, of Kumarila, 169, .367.

Turiyantdvadhuta ('., 364.
Turkestan, 104.

Twice-born castes, 31 ; education of, 31

;
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fleth-eatlne by, Si ; Uteratui" of,

, 36 ff., 79 fT ; chartcteriitic of in early

time*, 37; the twice-born fnil into

two grou)>*, 8 1

.

Uchchhishta-Uanapatyui, ;70.

Udaipnr, 306 n. j.

l'ddna,'ti book of Buddhist vene, 71,

I 'dinavarga, 39b,
Ud^slt, 340.

Udayana, author of the A'utumdiljali,

131, til, 369, 370; aisaih Ukarn,
321 ; other works, 333, 324, 370.

Uddyotakam, 178, 370 ; was a PSIapnta
teacher, 191.

UUgitfi, 6, 7, 14, 17, 18, ai ; education

of, i8f.

WajfWJ A., 193.
Uninl, 360.

l^l/vaiu.alamqifi, 376.
l/mi, wife of Siva, 47, 150, 197.

Uminanduith«,358, 359, 389.

Uiiii]>aU, title of Siva, used for Uuia<
pati SivScbSrya, q. v.

Umipati Dhara, 106, 378.
UmSpati ^ivachf < ya, one of the Achar-

/«! of the Tamil ^aiva SiddbSnta,
' at5'>-4. »S7. asS. 386.

Umikvati, a Jain thinker, 136, 164, 319,

400; his date, 164; his sutra, 136,

164, 165.

Vmi-yimala /'., 365.

Unknowable, the, i.e. the Atman in the

Upaniahads, 56, 59; to be appre-

hended by yoga, 59.
Vnmai-iujri-vi(akka, 358, 386.

ifnmai Vi(akka, 357, 358, 386.

Upadeia, comm. on Sarvastivadin

Sutra Pitaka, 108.

Upadtla-kandatt, 3S0, 403.
VpadeiaratnamtUi, 380.

UtadeSamatnakara, 403.

Upadeh-sahasri, 171.

Upadtiaiata, 403.
Upagamat, 193.

Updh-pariprickehha-sutra, 395,
UpamitibluivaprapaiUhakatha, 215,

401.
Upangas of Jain Canon, 399.
Upamshad Brahmatta, 37.

Upanishads, 364 ; the name, 54 ; rise of

the philosophy, 53 ; formed in free

discussions, 53 ; taken into Vedic
schools, 53 ; therefore taught by
Brahmans only, and open to twice-

born only, 54, 87, 344; the early

prose U|)aiilshads, 54; date of, 55;
teaching of, 55 (f. ;

{tcMiiniam in, •^ ;

(lualitv of, j7 ; verse Upanishads, 58

;

date >f, 58 ; teaching of, 5H
; piulo-

sophy of, 59 ; voKn practices in, jq ;

the (Jpaninl' .4 n|)|>ended to the

Drahroaiias as /ru/r, 60, 136; their

teaching not syttematic, 136; later

Upanishads, 70 ; an early work which
summed up Up. ter.ching, 79 ; three

divergent groups of Upanishads, 80 ;

the philosophy calleil the Vedanta,

136; summed up in tb.; VeJdnta-
sUlras, 136; the Uoanisliuds, along
with the Gits and t ; I'tddnta'Sutras

forms the Canon of the Vedinta, 1 73 ;

commentaries, i3i, 171, 333, 336.

Upapuranas, 139.

( pdsakadaid, one "^f the Jain Angns,

400.

Upasana, meditation ; meditative wor-
ship, 353 n. 3.

Vpasargahara-stotra, 400.

Upatissa, 393.
Uptndra S., 183.

Urddhva-liAga, 103.

Urddhva-pun^ra, the liliagavata sect-

_ mark, 334.

Urddhva retas, 103, 145.1.4, 147 n, 1.

Ushas, 10, 31,

C'shiffsho'Vijaya-dhdratfl, 399.
Utpalacli .rya, 259, 386.

Utpala Vaishnava, 386.
Utradis, an order of Dadupanthi as-

cetics, 343.
Vttar&uUyayana, 400.

Uttara Mimamsa, 1 34, 1 36,

Uttara P. (Jain), 317 n. 3, 3l8, 219,

404.
Ultararchika, 18.

i'ttara 7'anlra, 397.
Uyyavtodan (A.), 230, 385.
Uyyavandan (B,), 258, 3S5.

Vach.aia, Lihgayat sermons in Kanar-
ese, 2< \, 387.

\'achaspatiiniira, commentatoi-, date,

176, .^67, 368; works, 176, 177, 178,

»88, 367, 3(.8, 369, 370; position,

176,

V'achissara, 304.
Vacuity, the Mahayana philosophy, 1 14,

209; expressed in Prajilaparamita

Sutras, 115, 116.

Va(Jagalais, 319, 320.

Vaibhashika, the name of the philo-

sophy of the SarvastivJdins, 108,
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tha.

he mit, j.|. ,Sff ViinA-

I'liM-lnasa /lAitrma-si'i/ras, 141, .{'if,

I'aiifi'lr'/iMi (iii)ijfii-u'ilrai, 1^1, ^fit,.

Vaikhanain SAiiihil.u, 14 j, 1N7 ;

'

in

accordance with Vedic u»n(;c, 181
;

used in sonir .S. Indinn !<'inp!r>i, 181 ;

are prohalily IlhS^'ivati in.iniml.-.,

'"'• .174 ; ousted fr.ini many temples
by UrimSnujn, 1K3, J44 ; still used in

some ttm))les, 330 ; about a doicu
Sariihitas unrvivp, ,{ji.

Vaiktiithn, 185.

VairSginii, 311.

V^airayU, 311, 317.
V'airuchaiin, 173.

Vaii.ili, HuddhislCiiuncil at, 66.

Vaiscuhika system, ri»e, 9,^,.:j69; mennt
for hous< holders, 13.H; car'" manual,
now lost, 80; in didactic Epi,:, ij6

;

fundamental document, the I'aiSi <Ai.

ta-si'itra, 1 3.^ ; gyitem,
1 33 f. ; ori'.'in-

ally atheistic, 134 ; becomes theiitic

with Pra4astapada, 177, 178; other
manuals, 177, 333, jSy; the Vai4e-
»hika combined with the Nyaya, 32 j,

389 ; literature, 369 f.

I 'aiiishika-siiira, tundnmental docu-
ment of system, 13.3, 370.

/ 'iiiScshika-sfitra-bhashya, or Piidh.ha-
dharma-saitgraha, 177, 369.

ycii''shika-iHtropasknra. 334, .570.

Va va, i.cljective from Vishnu.
Vaisb.L.va r).i«, 377.
Vaishnav.' incarnations, a series, 84,

Vaishnava liteiiture, 143, i8t, 338, jy6,

373-
\ aishnava Sariih t.is, see I'anchariilra

Samhitas.

Vaishnava sect, 86, heterodox, 82, 91,

98; emergence of Sakta ideas, 183.

Vaishnava worship, 4S ; in the GlU),

88 f.'

Vaishtiavatoshini, 37(1.

Vaishn.ivism, formed in iiVii, 86 ; and
in didactic l-l'lc, 97 ; no ailicid.Ucd

Vaishnava theology in GVti, 97.
Vaisyas, 31, 36; cducatiou of, 31;

duties of, 40. .

Vaitana-stitia, 43, 365.
Vajasaneyins, the school of the White

Yajus, 27, 54, 58.

Vajjrlagga, 21,;, 401.

Vajra, 3n ; its three senses, 211.

yajrabhairava T., 398.

Vajrabidhl, Jio, 3 12.

/ 'iijrmhthhtdikii-prajR.if^tramil hjt:'-j,

159. .•.97.

Vjjradh.it'Iivar''. 2730. 3.
'j/i a-i.iiiutra-' '>».f in/ii,i,1ra 7'., 398.
'niiaiiSni, 37.3.

Vajra sattvn, 372 n. a.

Vajra4ekhni 1, 313.

I'tijritsihhh ii'(, 39;.
I'.ijiinfithl I ., 3(14.

\ ajrayoginf, 373.
\alablii, here the Jain Canon wa*

written and published, 16 j, 213.
Nallabha, j8r, 313; hi» account of him-

*<^^^, MS ; hi» four disciples, 316; hi«
books, 377.

Vallabhacharya, stct, 3ij(f. ; stand-
point called .>^U(ldhadvaita, 313 ; doc-
trine of hhakti, 313; of grace, fmshti,
313; theology, 313 f.; the Vailabha
heaven, 314; the cult, 314; mantra,
3'4; organiration of the sect, 314;
the V.IUVA, 314; called Maharaja*.
314 ; worship of the Nfahirajai, 314 ;

immorality, 31.S, 318; the A'.ismau-

'/"^t .^15; absorption of the Vish-
i.iusvamU, 35; literature, 316, 317,
376 ; Vailabha aspiration, 3t4.

Viilmlki, 47,
\amach,ari.^ left hand ; epithet of the

original Saku- sect and its cult, jo.3,

26S.

V.inadcva, 8.

rdmahh'jra T., 36.^. 3.;6, 358, 388.
Vamana, the dwarf, 84 n. 2.

I'amana /'., 1,39, 179. 373,
Viifhia Brdhmana, 363.
Vainslvadana, 308, .376.

Vana, name of one of the ten orders of
Sahkar.-' sannyasis, 174.

Vanaprastba, the word, 39 ; - hermit,

29, 47 ; the rule, 39 ; magic in the
practice, 3; ; continued to worship,

^9. 5.^ ; austerities of, 59, 74; ahimsi,
76 ; place in A^ramas, Si.

Varadaraja, 304, 375.
I'aradalapaMya {'., 3o6, 364, 390.
I'aralioltai 'npaiiXya U., 3''4, 390.
Vaiaha M iru, 153, ,390.

'/ardha^P., 139, 179, 310. 373 ;

tains Sakta materir
' , 3.1(7, 389

;

tains Mathurd-md dtmya, 376.
I'ardha .?., i83n. I, 336n. I.

Varalia Timmappa Das, 375.
I'ardha U , .364.

Pard/i\ r., 389.
Varatuiig? Pandya, 347, 383.

con-

con

-

I
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Varilbamiina, ,170.

yardkamdiij /'., 405.

I'arivasydrahasya, 3J8, .^^f>.

Varna, j.

yarnanArliaViirnana, 395

.

Varihaei>n>'". * teacher of tht-iitic Yoga,
ieeniTn|>ly aiithur of the ShashlilaHlrii,

94, \M.
Vainna, 2, 3, 10, 11, j I.

Vulsiitha, 8.

Vilsishtha Dhdima u'llra, So, ^fijt,

l'asish(ha S., 3KH.

Vatubandhu, a Ituildhiit lender, ijq;

first a Satvditiv&din, then n Vijnana-

vidin, 161; date, wq; criticized

Veibhiibika philosojihY, 156; his

worlJii, 158, >6o, i6i, 176, 394, .vj«.

Vastideva, the father of Kfishna, 100.

Vitudcva, epithet of Kpibna, 49; in

Pinini, 49; in inscriptions, 840. 3;
an epithet of Viihnn, 49; origin of

the epithet, 50 ; in the doctrine of

Vyuhn, 98, 184.

Vasudeva Ghosh, 308, 376.

yasuJeva i/i>i((a, J7H, i8o, 402.

Vasudeva Sarvabhauma, 189, 371 ; sec

Sarvabhauma.
I'asuJeva U., 334, 364, 374.
Vasufpipta, ly3, 386.

N'asumitra, 394.
Vitapi, J 1 6.

Vatsyiyaiia, iJ3n. i; 135, 370.

Vattaltera, 166, a 19, 403.

I'iitulaA., 193, 164.

Vayii, 10.

Viiyii f., 139, 145, 373, 3'^4 ; referred

to in MahaLharata, i f6 ; its royal

genealogies of historical value, 137 ;

contains iiaiva material, 140, 145,

146, 147, 196.

Vedahgas, 365.

Vedanta, name of the philosophy of the

Upanishads, 60, 150; its influence,

114; literature, u6, 170, jji, 286,

367 ; the Canon, called Prasthana-

traya, 128; varieties of the philo-

sophy, 1:7, 138, i7of. ; infliience,

158, 161, 373, 378, .'82 ; in the iJUd,

90; admixture of Sfinkhya ideas, 328,

286,287; the Vedanta in Europe 288.

V«danta-de4ika, a teacher of the Sii-

Vaishnava sect, 189, 286, 319, 367,

380.

Vedanta-chpa, 379.
V'edi'mla-kdlpalatika, 286, 368.

Vidanta katpataru, 223, 368.

Vcdanta-kalpatant-parimala, 368

.

VtdAnla-kamluthii, i>;. 240, 287, 376.
{ 'ediiiita-kamlul'lia-fidf<li(i, 376.

\'(di\Hta-farijAlj saurahha, 240, 376.

Vtd/iHtd-ratna, 376.

V'td(\Hla-sdrd, 2H'), 36S, 379.
/ 'ediinta-siddhdiita-mukti\vi}l1, 368.

I'eddHta-si'itra-atiMhluUhya, 316, 377.
Vtddntj-si'ilra-blidshyd, 368. *
I'ediiHla-iAtra-blMshya of Vi^himsviml,

ytdtitita-sulia!. 1 26, 368 ; teaching,

137 ; influcnce<l by OVd, 128; dale,

94. 123; held to I'C inspired, 127; no
doctrine of Miiyii in sntras, 173;
along with the Upanishads and the

(/'!/<?, forms the Canon nf the VedSci-

la. 173; is snifiti, not Sriili, 173.

redihita-liillvasdta, 380.

Wtddrtha-sjiigrdhd, 24), 379.
Vedas, eternity of, 1 it,.

I'eddsdfd- 1'' trd-Sdivd-CAiH/diiid>ji,,\Hy.

Veda-vyasa, 369.

Vedl, 14.

Ve<lic Schools, sec Schools.

Vegetarianism, 263.

Vema Reddis, 347.
Vemana, 346, 383.

Venltata Das, 37?.
Veiik:i{a-natha, 380.

Veiikate^vara, a temple in Tirupati,

181 ; Vishnu ami Siva were wor-

ship|)cd ill it as e(|iials, 181, 320.

Venkaya Arya, 304.

Vernaculars, 284.

Vibhajjavadin scliool, a liuddhist school

in Ceylon, 68.

Vil)haiigd, 393.
Vibhasha : comm. on Sarvastivadin Vin-

aya and Abhidharma, loS.

I'ibhdshd-idsird, 107, 108.

Vibhnti, 261.

I'ichdrasdgdfij, 382.

Viddgdhd-mddhavd, 376.

Vidhi, 25, 2-;i.

I'idhi-rdsdydiid, ;S6, 367.

Vidhivivtka of Mandanainisra, 169,367.

Vidyananda, 217, 219,371, 404.
Vidyanatha, 268, 358.
"idyapat;, 306, 307, 30S, 378.

Vidydvaijdydnti, 377.
Vidye^varas, 185.

Vijayd A., 193.

Vijaya Das, 375.
Vijayanagara, 2S5, 312.

Vijhdna BhdirdVd Tantrd, 352, 386.

Vijnana Bhikshu, 228, 287, 289, 290,

3^81 369-

- ^
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tr'ijndHiimiilj, jSt, \ftH.

Vijf.inavada HiKlilhUin, i-,,\, j;^ ; liter.

«ture, ,^97.

Vikhanai, nj.

yikrjmirJHiia I'ijuya, 48^,404.
Vikrumaillft, a Tantrik Hudtlliist I'niv-

crsity, J 15, j;j,
I'iniiilj A., 193.
Vimaln Siirl, i6n, 400.
I'lmdHiivatlhu, yti-
yirhlikarHiipraiatana, ,^i>S.

I'iitd-vtiibj, 358, 38Ci.

Vinaya I'itaka, the Ducinlinc hankct .,f

the HuddhUt canon, 66, 6- 68, 391

;

iMJurce of, 61;; Uu(ldha(;hosh.i'sciiinin.

in Chine»e, 145, 39J ; Vinaja of
many nchooh, 307.

Vin.iyavijaya, 403.
Vindhya mountaiti.s, 149.
Vindhyachal, 283 n. 1.

Vipdij, one of the Jain Aiijjns,

400.
Virabhadra, no, 400.
Virachandra, 309, 311.
yiracharilij, 401,
Vlrakta Jan);ama» ifti.

Viraktas, an order of DadQiantiil ascc-
ticit,, 34i.

ytra-Saiva n<:hdra-l:austu/)hj, 387.

Vlra-^aiva-Ath ra-pradlfika, 387.

Vlra-Suiva-ckandriki't, 387.

Vlra-Saiva-Jharma-iiromaiii, ,^87.

Vlra-iaiva-mnlj-frakiiiihi, 387.

I'fra-Saivit-miild-Siihgiahj, 387.

I'lrahivdmritii, 3S7.

Vira-Saiva-pradlpikd, 387.

Vira.^aivas (A), 191, ^59, 386; mean-
ing of the name, i6i ; called also

LihKavats, 191, J59; call themselves
Mahesvaras, not I'asapatas, 191 ; use
Agamas, 191 ; do not accept doctrine
of incarnations of Siva, 191 ; rise of
the sect, j,;o ; their monasteries, 2,s<).

260 f.
;

gurus, j6i, jfij
; theology,

261, 264; temples, i(ii\ the six

st/iLi/as or stages, 261, 264 ; worship,
261; liiiga, 261; reliquary, 261 ;

ashtavarna, 261 ; meditation, 261
;

padodaka, 261 ; social organization
.'62)., 264; niarriiifje, 263; dining,

263; burial. 263 ; vegetarians, 263;
abstainers, 263 ; child-mnrriage, 263 ;

widow-remarriage, 263 ; release, 263 ;

literatnrc, 264, 353, 386; Vachanas,
264; Puranas, 364.

Vlra S.i. .1, II , „f the kigit-haml
SJkl.i^moveiniiil, >(,

I'lra - Siiiia lunWvjsAa 'praitlfiKd,

Virasc la. 11;.

I 'Iruj/iiTj
, 400.

Vlre4vata, 373.
I'lnfviir.i l\il,lluiti, 373.
\ iniplkiih.i I'aiidit, 353, 3S7.

I'iniihf.iJjI.i/.iJi-a, 403."

\isesha, t. I. of Vaise^shika ^ n, 134.
Vi.lii,u, a Vcilic god, 10, .m, h, \i.

47. 4
X. 58, 97 ecuni stage ol

Kpic, ^3 ; in kUnitiyanj, book I, 84 ;

in the Trinnrti, 148 f. ; centre of
the lir^l r": 1 .eet, 81, 84; idenlified
with Hr.il ,\ and ,vith Krishna
in the G,,„, 86, 97 ; hi'i thousaml
names, 97 ; a panegyric, 97 ; a hymn
of praise, 97 ; conjoined with Sesha
anil Hrahina in didactic Kjilc, 98 ; hi-,

incarnations, S4. Ht,, 86. 98, 145 has
four forms, 102 ; ailortd by lihligava-

tas as equal with Siva, 142 f., 175,
181, 182 ; one of the bivedods, 179;
fjften represented in worship by the
Silagrama, 293 n. 2; sometimes by
a toitoise, 294 n. i.

Vishnii-bhakti, taught ( y all the bhal'ti
sects to Suijrns and I'anchamas, 244.

'ishnu-lirahman, 149.
N'ishnnkranto, 356.
rishiiu /'., 139, 37.'; date. I40, 143;

is a raneharatra N'aishnava work,
I40> '431 >44 ; contains much ' co>-
mic' materinl, 137; best represents
the old I'uranns, 144; life of Kpshna
appended to royal genealogies, 138;
gives much space to Krishna-legend,

"43 f. '?• ; theology, 144; relation

to GVn, 144 f.

Vishnu I'uri, 229 n. i, 302, 375,
Vishnuraha^hya, 305, 375.
Vishnusinha, 354.
I'ishiHisinriti, 141 f., 366.
\ishnusvaml, founder of Vishnusvami

sect, 222, 334, 335, 238, 2874 a
dualist, 235; his works, 238, 2S7, 375.

Vishtjusvanii sect. 235; recognize Kad-
ha. 237 ; their mantras, 33J, 339 ;

their literature, 238, .304, 375'; .Sam-
praiiaya, 327; their sect-mark, 304;
their monasteries, .304 ; influence, 307,
312; hold the samuchchhaya doctrine,
221 ; decline of the sect, 304 ; a lew
ascetics left, 304.

Vishnutattva H., 1 84.
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Vishnuvardhana, 24!;.

Vi4i«htadvaita form of the Vwlanta

philosophy, 241, 287, 297, 319, 326,

349-
i^'isuddhtmagga, 154, 393.

ViSvambhara MiSra, 307.

Visvamitia, 8.

I'iSvSnanda T., 384.

VUvanatha Panchanana, 289, 370, 371.

Vi^vapani, 273.

ViSvaradhya, one of the five original

Lingayat ascetics, 260.

VUvcrdra T., 354, 389.

l^ardgasluti, 2S0, 402.

Vithoba, the Vishnu of Pandharpur, 300.

Viithal, 301.

Vitthal Das, 375.

Vitthalnatha, 31^, 316, 377; his four

disciples, >i6.

Vivasvant. 2. _

Vivekachintdmani, 383, 387.

yivekamailjai'l, 280, 402.

Vivekananda, 357.
Vivekasindhu, 296, 373,
Vivekavildsa, 280, 402.

Vopadeva, 231, 234, 269, 297, 359,

374-
Vrindavana Dasa, 310, 377.

VrishttidaSd, 400.

Vritli Prabhdkara, 382.

Vyakarana, 42.

Vyapi-Vaikuntha, the Vallabha henven,

314-
Vyasa-raja-svaml, 375.
Vyavahdra, 400.

Vyoma S., 236 n. i.

Vyuha, lit. 'expansion', a Vaishnava

doctrine, 98, 99, 184.

Warangal, 265.

Warkaris, 302.

Western Paradise, 1
1
7.

White Island, 99.

While Yajus, 20, 26.

Widows, remarriage of, prohibited, 41

,

81 ; ascetic life of, 81 ; remarriage

permitted, 263.

Women, had no part in the ancient

Hindu education, 31 ; some shared in

philosophic discussions, 53.

Vab-yum, 265.

Yddava-bhdshya, 222, 368.

Yadava-giri, in Mysore, 248.

Yddava-giii Mdhdtmya found in the

Ndrada and the Malsya Piirduas,

190.

Yadava Prakasa, 222, 242, 2430., 36S,

•^79- ,. „,
Yaga, worship, 186.

Ydjnavalkya Dharmaldsira, 141,206,

366.

Ydjitavalkya I.'., 364.

Yajuri'eda, 15, 20, 3^5^ ; age of its for-

mulae, 21; tlieir magic power, 19,

21 ; relation to Kik, 20; formation

of, 2o, 25 ; Samhiias and Brahmanas

of the Yajurveda, 25, 26; religion,

20 ff., 30 ff., 363; ritual, 363.

Yajus --^ Vajurveda.

Yama, 2, 23.

Yamaia, 393.
Yamala, --f<^.

Yamaia 'i antras, 265.

Yamunicharya, 241, 242; his works,

24«. 379-
,. ,^

Yantra, a diagram possessing occult

significance and power, used In sects

under !5akta influence, 186, 189, 202,

203, 355. 357. 358.

Yahstihka, 279, 282, 404.

Ya^omitra, 161, 394.
yati-dhamta-samtuh(rhhaya,i^},n.,i-jq.

Yanndramatadipikd, 320, 380.

.Yavanas, I.e. lonians, Greeks, 83.

Yoga, the word, 59 ; Yoga practices, 59,

60, 132 ;
purpose of these practices,

132 ; Yoga meditation on Om, 103.

Yoga philosophy, 44; rise of, 6t; In

Arthaldstra, 93; an early manual,

now lost, 80 ; in the Gild, 90 ; in

Maitrdyana t^.,93; in didactic Epic,

93, 97 ;
probably atheistic origin-

ally, 93; theistic in didactic Epic,

93; in Chulikd U., 93; in Yoga
Upanishads, 94 ; the chief document

is the Yoga-sutras, 131 ; the system

of the sutras, 132 f. ; relation to Sah-

khya, 132 ; open to all Hindus and

Outcastes, 133 ; Yoga ascetics called

Yogis, 133, 289 ; other manuals, 177,

223,289,369; described by Albenini,

223.

Yoga Upanishads, 80, 94 f., 201.

Yoga-bhdshya, see Yoga-siitra-bhdshya.

Yogachara, a name for the Vijiianivada,

132, 160.

Yogdchdra-bhumi-Sdstra of Asahga,

160, 397.
Yogachu4dmam t . , 304.

Yogaja, name of an Agama, 193.

Yogakundatl r., ?fi^.
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Yoi;a-iii<i>lJaii, 384.
Yogaiiidra, sister of Krishna. I4i;n. 10.

Yoj;n-pa<lix, one jlivision of the contents

ofSamhit.is, Aj;amas, Tantras, 184.

)'o,^ayahashya, 379.
Yofaraja, 386.

'

Vo^asariisaiigraha, j8(j, ^(nj,

Vogd-idstra, 2 So, 401.
Yogalikhd ^'.,95, 364.
Yogasti/ia, 123, 131, 164, 369; date,

94. 'n, '3' ^•

i'oj^u-siitra-h/idsAjfj, 94, 177, 369.
Yogatattva ('., 95, 364.
Yogdvdchdra, 394.

Yci;j-varllUa, 369.
Yoi^'ij-l'usis/il/ia-A'dr/idy'iiiii, 22:, 22S,

',0, ^96, 373.
Yos^dvjldra, 397.
Yojji, an .ascetic of the ^ oj^a school,

J'o;'/«« /:, 354. .'.Sy.

Yudliishrhira, 151,

Yugas, 146

^'iiktYunuldsana, 403.

Zoroaster, 3, 12, 152.

Zoroastrianism, 2, 12,

168.

2S7
; in India,
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